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THE INDIAN ANTIQUARY,

A JOURNAL OF ORIENTAL RESEARCH.

CHAITANYA AND THE VAISHNAVA POETS OF BENGAL.

STUDIES IN BENGALI POETRY OF THE FIFTEENTH AND SIXTEENTH CENTURIES.


THE Padakalpataru, or 'wish-granting tree of song,' may be considered as the scriptures of the Vaishnava sect in Bengal. In form it is a collection of songs written by various poets in various ages, so arranged as to exhibit a complete series of poems on the topics and tenets which constitute the religious views of the sect. The book has been put together in recent times, and the reader through the preliminary consecration, invocations and introductory ceremonies, the rise and progress of the mutual love of Radhâ and Krishna, and winds up with the usual closing and valedictory hymns.

Before beginning an analysis of this collection so remarkable from many points of view, it will probably be of some assistance even to those who have studied the history of Vaishnavism, if I state briefly the leading points in the life of Chaitanya, and the principal features of the religion which he developed, rather than actually founded.

Bisambhâr (Vishambhâra) Miśr was the youngest son of Jagannâth Miśr, a Brahman, native of the district of Sylhet in Eastern Bengal, who had emigrated before the birth of his son to Nadiya (Nabadwip), the capital of Bengal.* His mother was Sachi Debi, daughter of Nilambar Chakravarti. She bore to Jagannâth eight daughters who all died young; her first-born child, however, was a son named Biswarup, who afterwards under the name of Nityânand became the chief disciple of his more famous brother. Bisambhâr was born at Nadiya in the evening of the Pûrûjna or day of the full moon of Phâlgun 1407 Sakâbda, corresponding to the latter part of February or beginning of March A.D. 1486. It is noted that there was an eclipse of the moon on that day. By the aid of these indications those who care to do so can find out the exact day.† The passages in the original are—

Śri Kṛṣṇa Chaitanya Nabadvip abatari;
Ashṭačalihis batisr prakaṭ bhārī;
Chaudarasāt sāke jame ramar pāram;
Chaudarasāt panchāhē hoillā antardhanā.

Chaitayancharitāmīrita, Bk. I. ch. xiii. l. 13.
Śri Kṛṣṇa the Visible became incarnate in Nabadvip,
For forty-eight years visibly he sported;
The exact (date) of his birth (is) in Saka 1407,
In 1455 he returned to heaven.

And again—
Phâlgun purīmā sandhyāy prabhur janmoday,
Saha Kâle daibajāge chandrer grahān hay.

On the full moon of Phâlgun at eve was the lord's birth,

* The facts which here follow are taken from the "Chaitanyacharitāmīrita," a metrical life of Chaitanya, the greater part of which was probably written by a contemporary of the teacher himself. The style has unfortunately been much modernised, but even so, the book is one of the oldest extant works in Bengali. My esteemed friend Babu Jagadishnath Ray has kindly gone through the book, a task for which I had not leisure, and marked some of the salient points for me.
† There was an eclipse of the moon before midnight Feb. 19, S. 1486.—Ed.
At that time by divine provision there was an eclipse of the moon.—Ch. i. xiii. 38.

In accordance with the usual Bengali superstition that if a man's real name be known he may be bewitched or subject to the influence of the evil eye, the real name given at birth is not made known at the time, but another name is given by which the individual is usually called. No one but the father and mother and priest know the real name. Bisambhar's usual name in childhood was Nimāi, and by this he was generally known to his neighbours.

In person, if the description of him in the Chaitanya-charitāmritā (Bk. I. iii.) is to be considered as historical, he was handsome, tall (six feet), with long arms, in colour a light brown, with expressive eyes, a sonorous voice, and very sweet and winning manners. He is frequently called "Gaurang" or "Gaurachandra," i.e., the pale, or the pale moon, in contrast to the Krishna of the Bhagvat who is represented as very black.

The name Chaitanya literally means 'soul, intellect,' but in the special and technical sense in which the teacher himself adopted it, it appears to mean perceptible, or appreciable by the senses. He took the name Śrī Krishna Chaitanya to intimate that he was himself an incarnation of the god, in other words, Krishna made visible to the senses of mankind.

The Charitāmritā being composed by one of his disciples, is written throughout on this supposition. Chaitanya is always spoken of as an incarnation of Krishna, and his brother Nityānand as a re-appearance of Balarām. In order to keep up the resemblance to Kṛishṇa, the Charitāmritā treats us to a long series of stories about Chaitanya's childish sports among the young Hindu women of the village. They are not worth relating, and are probably purely fictitious; the Bengalis of today must be very different from what their ancestors were, if such pranks as are related in the Charitāmritā were quietly permitted to go on. Chaitanya, however, seems to have been eccentric even as a youth; wonderful stories are told of his powers of intellect and memory, how, for instance, he defeated in argument the most learned Pandits. A great deal is said about his hallucinations and trances throughout his life, and we may perhaps conclude that he was more or less insane at all times, or rather he was one of those strange enthusiasts who wield such deep and irresistible influence over the masses by virtue of that very condition of mind which borders on madness.

When he was about eighteen his father died, and he soon afterwards married Lachhmi Debi, daughter of Balabhada Achārīya, and entered on the career of a gṛihastha or householder, taking in pupils whom he instructed in ordinary secular learning. He does not appear, however, to have kept to this quiet life for long; he went off on a wandering tour all over Eastern Bengal, begging and singing, and is said to have collected a great deal of money and made a considerable name for himself. On his return he found his first wife had died in his absence, and he married again one Bishnupriyā, concerning whom nothing further is said. Soon after he went to Gayā to offer the usual pīṇḍa to the mānes of his ancestors.

It was on his return from Gayā, when he was about 23 years of age, that he began seriously to start his new creed. "It was now," writes Babu Jagadishchandra, "that he openly condemned the Hindu ritualistic system of ceremonies as being a body without a soul, disowned the institution of caste as being abhorrent to a loving god all whose creatures were one in his eyes, preached the efficacy of adoration and love and extolled the excellence and sanctity of the name, and the uttering and singing of the name of god as infinitely superior to barren system without faith." Chaitanya, however, as the Babu points out, was not the originator of this theory, but appears to have borrowed it from his neighbour Advaita Achārīya, whose custom it was, after performing his daily ritual, to go to the banks of the Ganges and call aloud for the coming of the god who should substitute love and faith for mere rites and ceremonies. This custom is still adhered to by Vaishnavas. The Charitāmritā veils the priority of Advaita adroitly by stating that it was he who by his susterities hastened the coming of Kṛishṇa in the avatar of Chaitanya.

Vande tam śrīmadadvaitāchāryam adbhuta-chesaḥtitam,
Yasya prasādād ajno'pi tattwarūpaṃ nirūpayet.

I praise that revered teacher Adwaita of wonderful actions,
By whose favour even the ignorant may perceive the (divinity) personified.—Ch. I. vi.

Thus in Sanskrit verses at the head of that chapter which sings the virtues of Adwaita; in the Bengali portion of the same chapter it is asserted that Adwaita was himself an incarnation of a part of the divinity, e. g.—
Adwaita Achārīya fahwarer angā barjya. The teacher Adwaita is a special portion of god.

And the author goes on to say that Adwaita was first the teacher then the pupil of Chaitanya. The probability is that Adwaita, like the majority of his countrymen, was more addicted to meditation than to action. The idea which in his mind gave rise to nothing more than indefinite longings when transfused into the earnest fiery nature of Chaitanya, expanded into a faith which moved and led captive the souls of thousands.

His brother Nityānand was now assumed to be an incarnation of Balarām, and took his place as second-in-command in consequence. The practice of meeting for worship and to celebrate “Sankirtans” was now instituted; the meetings took place in the house of a disciple Sribhās, and were quite private. The new religiousists met with some opposition, and a good deal of mockery. One night on leaving their rendezvous, they found on the door-step red flowers and goats’ blood, emblems of the worship of Durgā, and abominations in the eyes of the Vaishnavas. These were put there by a Brahman named Gopal. Chaitanya cursed him for his practical joke, and we are told that he became a leper in consequence. The opposition was to a great extent, however, provoked by the Vaishnavas, who seem to have been very eccentric and extravagant in their conduct. Every thing that Kṛṣṇa had done Chaitanya must do too, thus we read of his dancing on the shoulders of Murari Gupta, one of his adherents, and his followers, like himself, had fits, foamed at the mouth, and went off into convulsions, much after the fashion of some revivalists of modern times. The young students at the Sanskrit schools in Nadiya naturally found all this very amusing, and cracked jokes to their hearts’ content on the crazy enthusiasts.

In January 1510, Chaitanya suddenly took it into his head to become a Sanyasi or ascetic, and received initiation at the hands of Keshab Bāhārati of Katwa. Some say he did this to gain respect and credit as a religious preacher, others say it was done in consequence of a curse laid on him by a Brahman whom he had offended. Be this as it may, his craziness seems now to have reached its height. He wandered off from his home, in the first instance, to Puri to see the shrine of Jagannāth. Thence for six years he roamed all over India preaching Vaishnavism, and returned at last to Puri, where he passed the remaining eighteen years of his life and where at length he died in the 48th year of his age in 1534 A.D. His Bengali followers visited him for four months in every year and some of them always kept watch over him, for he was now quite mad. He had starved and preached and sung and raved himself quite out of his senses. On one occasion he imagined that a post in his veranda was Rādhā, and embraced it so hard as nearly to smash his nose, and to cover himself with blood from scraping all the skin off his forehead; on another he walked into the sea in a fit of abstraction, and was fished up half dead in a net by a fisherman. His friends took it in turns to watch by his side all night lest he should do himself some injury.

The leading principle that underlies the whole of Chaitanya’s system is Bhakti or devotion; and the principle is exemplified and illustrated by the mutual loves of Rādhā and Kṛṣṇa. In adopting this illustration of his principle, Chaitanya followed the example of the Bhagavad Gītā and the Bhāgavat Purāṇa, and he was probably also influenced in the sensual tone he gave to the whole by the poems of Jayadeva. The Bhaktas or devotees pass through five successive stages. Sānta or resigned contemplation of the deity is the first, and from it he passes into Dāsya or the practice of worship and service, thence to Sādhu or friendship, which warms into Bāsalya, filial affection, and lastly rises to Madhurya or earnest, all-engrossing love. Vaishnavism is singularly like Sufism, the resemblance has often been noticed, and need here only be briefly traced.* With the latter the first degree is nāsūt or ‘humanity’ in which man is subject to the law share, the second tarikat, ‘the way’ of spirituality, the third ‘ardf or ‘knowledge,’ and the fourth nikhat or ‘the truth.’ Some writers give a longer series of grades, thus—talab, ‘seeking after god’; ‘tākh, ‘love’; m’arifat, ‘insight’; istāgni, ‘satisfaction’; tāuhl, ‘unity’; hairat, ‘ecstasy’; and lastly fand, ‘absorption.’ Dealing as it does with God and Man as two factors of a problem, Vaishnavism necessarily ignores the distinctions of caste, and Chaitanya was perfectly consistent in
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this respect, admitting men of all castes, including Muhammadans, to his sect. Since his time, however, that strange love of caste-distinctions, which seems so ineradicable from the soil of India, has begun again to creep into Vaishnavism, and will probably end by establishing its power as firmly in this sect as in any other.

Although the institution of love towards the divine nature, and the doctrine that this love was reciprocated, were certainly a great improvement on the morbid gloom of Śiva-worship, the colourless negativeness of Buddhism, and the childish intricacy of ceremonies which formed the religion of the mass of ordinary Hindus, still we cannot find much to admire in it. There seems to be something almost contradictory in representing the highest and purest emotions of the mind by images drawn from the lowest and most animal passions.

"Ut matrona meretrici dispars erit atque discolor."
So must also Vaishnavism differ from true religion, the flesh from the spirit, the impure from the pure.

The singing of hymns about Rādhā and Kyishna is much older than Chaitanya's age. Not to mention Jayadeva and his beautiful, though sensual, Gitagovinda.* Vidypati, the earliest of Bengali poets, and Chandā Dās both preceded Chaitanya, and he himself is stated to have been fond of singing their verses. There was therefore a considerable mass of hymns ready to his hand, and his contemporaries and followers added largely to the number; the poems of the Padakalpataru in consequence are of all ages from the fifteenth century downwards; moreover, as Vaishnavism aspires to be a religion for the masses, the aim of its supporters has always been to write in the vulgar tongue, a fortunate circumstance which renders this vast body of literature extremely valuable to the philologist, since it can be relied on as representing the spoken language of its day more accurately than those pretentious works whose authors despised everything but Sanskrit.

The Padakalpataru, to keep up the metaphor of its name throughout, is divided into 4 s'akhas or 'branches,' and each of these into 8 or 10 pallahos or smaller branches, 'boughs.' It should be explained that the kirtans are celebrated with considerable ceremony. There is first a consecration both of the performers and instruments with flowers, incense, and sweet-meats. This is called the adhībāda. The principal performer then sings one song after another, the others playing the drum and cymbals in time, and joining in the chorus; as the performance goes on many of them get excited and wildly frantic, and roll about on the ground. When the performance is over the drum is respectfully sprinkled with chandana or sandalwood paste, and hung up. Several performances go on for days till a whole Sakhā has been sung through, and I believe it is always customary to go through at least one Palla at a sitting, however long it may be. The Bengali Kirtan in fact resembles very much the Bhajans and Kathās common in the Marāthā country, and each poem in length, and often in subject, is similar to the Abhangas of Tukarām and others in that province.

The first Palla contains 27 hymns, of these 8 are by Gobind Dās, 8 by Baishnab Dās, 8 by Brindāban Dās, the rest by minor masters. Brindāban Dās and Parameshwar Dās were contemporaries of Chaitanya, the others—including Gobind Dās, who is perhaps the most voluminous writer of all—are subsequent to him. Of the hymns themselves the first five are invocations of Chaitanya and Nityānand, and one is in praise of the ceremony of Kirtan. There is nothing very remarkable in any of them. Number 5 may be taken as a specimen, as it is perhaps the best of the batch.

Nanda 'nandana goptijana babhakaha,
Rādhāmāyaka nāgarasāyana :  
So 'sachī nandana Nādiyāpurandara,  
suramuniṣa manamohana dhāma :  
Jaya nija kānta kāntikalebara,  
jaya jaya prayai bhākabinoda :  
Jaya Brajuśahachari lochanamangala,  
jaya Nādiyābadhā nayana śmoda :  
Jaya jaya śridāma sudāmasubalārijuna,  
prema prabandhana nabaghāna rūpa :  
Jaya Rāmādi sundara priyasahachara,  
jaya jaya mohana gora anūpa :  
Jaya atibala balārma priyānāja,  
jaya jaya Nityānanda 'ananda :  
Jaya jaya sajjanagaṇa bhaya bhajanana,  
Gobindā Dāś āśa anubandha.  

"Nand's son, lower of the Gopās, lord of Rādhā, the playful Syām :  
Is ite, Sachī's son, the Indra of Nadiya, the heart-charming dwelling of gods and saints;  
victory to him who is love embodied to his own

* It is many years now since I read Gitagovinda as a text-book at college, but the impression I still retain is that it was in many parts far too warm for European taste.
beloved, hail! hail to him who is the joy of the existence of his well-beloved! hail to the delight of the eyes of his comrades in Braj! hail to the charm of the sight of the women of Nadiya! hail! hail to Sridham, Sudam, Subal, and Arjun,* bound by love to him whose form is as a new cloud! hail to Râm and the rest, beautiful and dear companions! hail to the charmer, the incomparable Gora (Chaitanya)! hail to the mighty younger brother of Balaram! hail! hail to Nityanand (who is) joy (personified)! Hail to him who destroys the fear of good men, the object of the hope of Gobind Dás!"

I would call attention here, once for all, to what is one of the principal charms of Vaishnava hymns, the exquisitely musical rhythm and cadence. They seem made to be sung, and trip off the tongue with a lilt and grace which are irresistible.

This hymn is interesting as showing how completely Chaitanya is by his followers invested with the attributes of, and identified with, Kṛishna; it has no other special merits; nor anything specially interesting from a philological point of view as it is nearly all Sanskrit.

The next six are in praise of the sect itself, of Adwaita, and the principal disciples. That on Adwaita by his contemporary Brindaban Dás gives a lively picture of the old Brahmān, then follow seven in praise of the Kirtanias or the old master-singers—Bidyapati, Jayadeva, Chandra Dás; then four on Kṛishna and Radhā, containing only a succession of epithets linked together by jay! jay!

The twenty-third begins the adhibás or consecration, and is curious less for its language than for the description it gives of the ceremonies practised. It is by the old masters Parameshwar and Brindaban, with the concluding portion by a younger master Bansı. The poem is in four parts and takes the form of a story how Chaitanya held his feast. It runs thus:

23. Ātha sankirtanaya adhibāsā.
Eka dina pahun hāsi, Adwaita mandire basi,
Bōliken śāchīr kumāra;
Nityānanda kari sange, Adwaita basīyā range,
Mahotser karila bīchāra.
Śuniya ānande hāsi, Sītā thākuraṇī āsī,
Kahilen madhura vachana:
Tā śuni ānanda mana, mahotser bādhiāne.
Bole kichhu Sachīr nandana:

*S Names of Chaitanya’s disciples.
† Sītā was the wife of Adwaita.
ees of Śrī Krisṇa Chaitanya singeth Brindaban Dās.

3. First set up the plantains, array the full pots, adorned with twigs of the mango; the Brahman chants the Veda, the women shout: jay! jay! and all cry Hari! Hari! Making the consecration with curds and ghee, all display their joy; bringing in the Vaishṇavas, giving them garlands and sandal-paste, for the celebration of the Kirtan; joy is in the hearts of all, bither come the Vaishṇavas, to-morrow will be Chaitanya’s kirtan; the virtue of Śrī Krisṇa Chaitanya’s name, and the indwelling of Śrī Nityānanda singeth Dās Brindahan.*

4. Jay! jay! in Nawadwip; by Gorān’s order Adwaita goes to prepare the consecration of the drum. Bringing all the Vaishṇavas with sound of “Hari bol,” he initiates the great feast. He himself giving garlands and sandal-paste, converses with his beloved Vaishṇavas, Gorān, taking the drum plays ta-ta-tum tum, Adwaita lightly clashes the cymbals. Hari Dās begins the song, Śrībā is keeps time, Gorān dances at the kirtan celebration. On all sides the Vaishṇavas crowding echo “Hari bol,” to-morrow will be the great feast. To-day consecrate the drum and hang it up, joyfully saith Bansi sound victory! victory!!

The metre of this last is rather pretty, and I therefore give the original of the first two lines.

Jaya jaya Navadwipō mājī, Gorānā śeṣa pāṇā, Adwaita thākura jāṇa. Kāre khola mangala sāj:

Having thus concluded the initiatory ceremonies in the 1st Pallab, the 2nd Pallab begins the real “Kirtan.” It contains 26 hymns by masters who are mostly of comparatively recent date. Of the old masters Gorān Dās and Čandī Dās alone appear in this Pallab. We now commence the long and minutely described series of emotions and flirtations (if so lowly a word may be used) between Rādhā and Krisṇa, and this Pallab and in fact the whole of the first Sākhi is on that phase called “pūrvarāga” or first symptoms of love. In No. 2, Čandī Dās represents two of Rādhā’s Sakhis, or girl-friends, whispering together as they watch her from a distance (the punctuation refers to the caesura, not to the sense):

Gharer bāhīre, ānā leṣa satahāra, tile tile āise jāy:

* The poet’s name is inverted to make a rhyme for Kirtan in the preceding line.
† The Ś in this word is Ś the palatal nasal occasionally used for Ṣ in old Bengali, and sometimes for anusvāra simply.
‡ She has formed some extravagant desire.
its peculiar modus operandi, work a change for the better on those who come under its influence.

Two more hymns on the same subject follow, and in No. 5 Rādhā herself breaks silence.

Kadamba bane, thāke kona jane, kemana śābada āsi:
Eki āchambite, śrabaner pathe, marmer-hala paśi:
Sandhānā marame, ghuchānā dharame, karile págalī pārā:
Chīṭā sthiira nahe, sāsthā nā rahe, nayāne bahaye dhārā:
Ki jane kemana, sei kona jana, emanā śābada kare:
Na deki tāhāre, hṛidaya bijāre, rahite nā pār ghare:
Parāna nā dhare, dhaka dhaka kare, rahe darśāna āśe:
Jabahun dekhībe, parāna pāibe, kahaye Urddhara Dāse:

"In the kadamba grove what man is (that) standing? What sort of word coming is this: the plough of whose meaning has penetrated startlingly the path of hearing? With a hint of union, with its manner of penetrating making one well-nigh mad: My mind is agitated, it cannot be still, streams flow from my eyes: I know not what manner of man it is who utters such words: I see him not, my heart is perturbed, I cannot stay in the house: My soul rests not, it flutters to and fro in hope of seeing him: When she sees him, she will find her soul, quoth Uṛdhār Dāṣa."

I have left myself no space to finish this Pallab, or to make remarks on the peculiarities of the language, which in the older masters would more properly be called old Maithila than Bengali. It is nearly identical with the language still spoken in Tirhut, the ancient Mithili, and in Munger and Bhāgalpur, the ancient Magadha, than modern Bengali. As the Aryan race grew and multiplied it naturally poured out its surplus population in Bengal, and it is not only philologically obvious that Bengali is nothing more than a further, and very modern development of the extreme eastern dialect of Hindi. All these considerations, however, I hope still further to develope at some future time.

ON THE RUDE STONE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE HASSAN DISTRICT, MAISUR.

BY CAPTAIN J. S. F. MACKENZIE, MAISUR COMMISSION.

Here, there, everywhere are to be found scattered throughout the district the remains of ancient races. Before describing these, however, I would wish to point out what to me appears a grave defect in all reports of such remains. Everybody who has read the interesting papers from time to time printed in the journals of different societies must have observed that the words cairn, kistvān, cromlech, stone circle, dolmen, are employed by different writers in different senses. The difficulty this gives rise to, in trying to generalize the results of the many examinations made, can only be appreciated by those who have made the attempt. In the October number of the Journal of the Ethnological Society of London 1869, we have a paper by Major Pearse on the raised "Stone Circle" or "Barrow." Here then we have stone circle or barrow as convertible terms. Sir W. Denison in his paper on "Permanence of Type," published in the same journal, calls similar remains tumuli; other writers when describing them use the word cairn. In his Prehistoric Times, Sir John Lubbock has "cromlechs" or stone "circles," while Dr. Lukić applies the word cromlech to all elaborate megalithic structures of one or more chambers. It is needless to multiply examples. The time has arrived when the annals of prehistoric research should be purged of this evil.

With a view of making some sort of a beginning the following suggestions are made:

Barrow.—(A. S. beorg, beorh, hill mound, sepulchral mound, from beorgan, to shelter.—Webster): All mounds raised above the level of the ground without any circle of stones to mark the edge.

Tumuli.—Similar mounds having a circle of stones either on the top or round the bottom.

Circles.—Circles of stones where the enclosed area is on a level with the surrounding ground. The size of the stones which mark the circumference being immaterial.

Cromlech.—Stone structures above or partially above ground and, which are surrounded by a circle of stones.

Dolmen.—Similar structures but without the circle of stones.

Cairns.—Heaps of small stones whether surrounded by a circle or not.
KISTVÅN.—Any stone structure found under the present surface of the soil in barrows, tumuli, or circles.

MEMHIRS.—Standing monoliths whether plain or ornamented.

All the above different kinds of remains are to be found in the Hassan district.

BARROWS.—I have as yet only come across four: two close together, about 4 miles from Polliam on the Bangalor-Mangalor road; two near Arskerri in the Haranhalli taluka. I have not had time to examine them thoroughly, but sufficiently so to justify my saying they are bona fide mounds of made earth, the work of men’s hands. A peculiarity with regard to those now under notice is that we have two barrows close together, not three yards apart, and where one is round the other long. The proximity of the one to the other, and there being no others in the immediate neighbourhood, would justify our thinking them both of the same race.

The barrows near Polliam were, it is said, made in order that a Poligar, who belonged to the left hand caste, might from the top make his daily salaam to the Raja who lived close by. Near those at Arskerri is a menhir where, according to the natives of the place, the Poligars’ elephant was tied while he and the principal persons of his Court from the top of the barrows watched the public games held in the fields around.

DOLMEN.—Throughout the district, no matter how mean its appearance or few its inhabitants, every village has its temple or temples sacred to the “village” god or, more correctly, goddess. None of these temples are large, and many are rude attempts at copies of the temples dedicated to Śiva, showing clearly that Brahmanical influence has been at work in that particular village. Still, however strong this influence may be, close to the more modern village temple is always found its prototype, the dolmen, under the protecting slab of which the rude stone representing the goddess Mariamma finds shelter. These dolmens are formed of three side slabs with one or two slabs for a top. One side is always open, and there appears to be no particular direction for this opening since in different dolmens it faces all the points of the compass. Very few of these true village temples exceed three feet in height; some are only one foot. The best specimens, as is to be expected, are to be found in out-of-the-way villages. The pujari or priest is of the low Holyar caste, and on the annual day of worship he has the right of presenting his offering of fruit and flowers before every one in the village—taking precedence even of the Brahmans. The right to the “pujariship” is jealously asserted and often gives rise to disputes among relatives. I have seldom seen a village temple without the tree known in Canarese as “Kanigal” growing close by. This tree has a large white flower with yellowish centre, the leaves do not come forth until after the tree has flowered. The flowers which have a strong scent are sacred to the village deities alone, and are never to be seen adorning the altars of the more orthodox Brahmanical gods. The very small size of these dolmens which are used as temples is a peculiarity it is difficult to account for.

TUMULI.—There is a fine specimen of this class close to the ford over the Kaveri near Gumi on the Chenaiapatam-Narsepur road. From its size, the trouble expended on its construction, and its position it is evidently the last resting-place of some chief who fell in defending or forcing the passage over the ford. He was not the only one over whose remains a mound was erected; close by are smaller mounds sacred to the memory of minor chiefs whose names and deeds are buried in the long forgotten past. The large tumulus is surrounded by three circles of upright stones. One round the bottom; the other two, about four feet apart, are half-way up the slope. The whole of the surface of the sides is covered with large pieces of white quartz. Time, and “flowers of the stone,” as the natives call lichen, have dimmed the lustre with which the quartz once sparkled. But at night in its pristine state, when each facet of quartz helped to reflect the moon’s pale but silvery light, the effect must have been striking, and this monument appeared worthy of him to whom it had been consecrated. The principal tumulus rises 15 feet above the crest of the ridge on which it is built. It is almost circular, and the diameter at the top about 75 feet. It is made entirely of black clay, with here and there a thin layer of sand. We dug a pit down through the centre until we came to the original surface of the ground, but found nothing, not even a kistvān. The villagers afterwards told us that years and years ago, so their fathers had told them; this tumulus had been examined and a horn and bangle found.

CROMLECHS.—I have come across none in this district, but since the neighbouring district of
Kurg is peculiarly rich in such remains, I have no doubt that careful search among the jangals would bring to light some specimens of these remains.*

Circles.—Large numbers of these are to be found all over the district. Several stones varying in size, but seldom larger than 1½ feet, mark the circumference of these circles; the enclosed area is on a level with the surrounding ground or nearly so, and the diameter from 12 to 18 feet. Sometimes, but rarely, two circles, one within the other, are found. These circles are always to be found in groups, the number in each group varies from several hundred to but five or six. Near Fraserpett on the banks of the Kaveri, the best collection is to be seen; here we have several hundred all clustered together occupying as is usual the highest ground in the neighbourhood. On digging below the surface soil we come on the covering slab of a kistvaen. These kistvaens are formed of slabs of granite and have always an opening at one end, large enough to admit of an ordinary-sized man of the present day passing through. They are always full of earth in which are embedded pots of every sort and kind, some of decidedly Etruscan look both in form and appearance, others in no way to be distinguished from the common chatties of the present day; some have three short legs, others have none. Pieces of iron instruments, bones, and a black substance, supposed to be charcoal, are also found. The kistvaen, however, is not always found complete. In some there is nothing but the bottom slab, on which always in one corner are to be found the pots and other finds. In one—and one only—I found a stone arrow or small spear-head. Similar remains, containing similar finds, are to be met with not only throughout the whole of Mysore, but the neighbouring districts of Koimbatore and the Nilgiri hills are reported to be particularly rich in this class of remains. They are generally supposed to be burying-grounds of an extinct race.

Cairns.—A number of these are to be found, they are the graves of persons who have been either killed by tigers or died of leprosy. The common belief is that if the body of a leper is buried, no rain will fall on the lands of the village where this is done. They are therefore always buried under a pile of stones.

Menhirs.—From the simple unadorned monolith to the highly-carved monumental stone whose inscription tells why it was erected, we find great numbers differing in size, in form, and in appearance. The most common—so numerous indeed as to form a regular class of themselves—are those known to the natives as kudu kalu. Kalu is the Canarese for stone. These are said to have been erected by the Rajas of Kurg to mark the boundaries of their kingdom. They are however found in places where, from other evidence, it can be proved that these Rajas (for in its best days Kurg was but a petty state) never held sway. The explanation given by the natives then cannot be held to be correct. The original meaning of the word kudu has been forgotten, or the word so corrupted that it is impossible from its present form to determine the original word.† The similarity in sound between kudu and Koda gur (which is the Canarese for Kurg) has, I think, given rise to the usual explanation. Such mistakes do arise sometimes. For instance in the Malnad portion of the district, Orchids are called "Sithuvu" (or flowers of the mist). The similarity in sound between Sithu or Mist and Sitā (Rāma's wife or sister) is too much for individuals of a highly imaginative mind who give a long story of how and why they are called Sitā's flowers. However it returns to the kordo kallu. They are about 3 feet above the ground and always divided into three compartments. The upper generally represents a priest with long and flowing locks officiating at an altar carrying a linga, and on the side is seated the person in whose honour evidently the stone has been erected. The centre compartment has two women, said to represent frail ones of the Hindu paradise, holding with chauras the central figure. The lower division delineates a battle scene, where the combatants are represented now on foot now on horseback. In one case there is shown an elephant. The most interesting specimen I have met with is one near Arasikere. It is as usual divided into three compartments but has an inscription in "Halla Kanada" or old Canarese. The letters are clear and have been read. The date is given as "Chalukya Vikrama" 42.‡ I have come across other kordu kallu bearing inscriptions, but the character is unknown to the natives.

There are two or three different accounts given by the natives about the origin of the circles. One, and the most common, that they are the dwelling-places of the followers of the five Pându princes who, having lost their all by gambling, were obliged to wander among the forests.

* I am inclined to think they will be found only on or among hills.—Ed.
†Korda kallu means 'sluagh.,rs stones, see Vol. I, p. 372.—Ed.
‡This is probably the era of the Chalukyas referred to in the Telugu copper-plate (see Ind. Ant. Vol. I, p. 33), commencing 1076 A.D.—Ed.
of Southern India. Another that they were built in order to protect the followers of Śālavahanā from a rain of fire which had been foretold by one of the prophets of the land. All the many accounts agree in ascribing these circles to the handiwork of a pigmy race. The following extracts with regard to the "rain of fire" from Vol. VII. (pp. 278, 279, 289) of the Madras Journal of Science and Literature are interesting:

"Through his (Śālavahanā's) wickedness there was no rain—a great famine—much distress, and one house distant ten miles from any other house; the country little better than a waste bereft of wilderness. The ascetics retiring to the wilderness in secret made murmuring complaints to Śiva and Vishnu. Śiva, to avenge the desolation, solicited from the Adi Parabahana (Supreme Being) a fire-rain. Athi-seshan beforehand apprized Śālavahanā of its approach in a dream. Śālavahanā announced to all the followers of Sarvesvarer the coming fire-rain, and recommended them to build stone-houses, or to remain (on the day fixed) in rivers; by both of which means they would be preserved unharmed by the fire-rain. They followed his advice, some quarrying stones and building houses, others watching on the banks of the largest rivers; and they were all on the alert. Śiva, opening his frontlet eye, sent a rain of fire. Śālavahanā's people took refuge in their stone-houses and he himself with his army on the banks of the Kāveri (here used to designate a river in general) avoided it by plunging in the water. Śiva, seeing this, had recourse to the Supreme Being, and by meditating on the five lettered mantra, sent down a shower of mud. Those in stone houses were thereby blocked up and suffocated; those in rivers came out and escaped.

"One instance may be given of the fire-rain of which mention occurs at the commencement of the MS. The Jains have a doctrine that a rain of fire always goes before the periodically recurring universal deluge. But though the aforesaid notion of the Jains may have suggested the idea of fire-rain, yet it seems in the document under notice to be a symbol made use of to denote divine judgments: whether the idea, in this sense, may be borrowed from a well-known historical fact or otherwise, let others determine.

"The fire-rain rather seems to be a symbol of the anger of Śiva; in plainer terms, an insurrection against Śālavahanā; and if so the shower of mud may have a symbolical meaning also and may help to the meaning of a tradition which states that Uruyur, the capital of the Cholla kingdom, was destroyed by a shower of sand or mud."

We have here a reason why the houses or kistvaens were made of stone, i.e., to protect their inhabitants from the fire-rain, and how they were filled up by a shower of mud.

NOTES ON JUNNAR TĀLUKA, PUNĀ ZILLĀ.

By W. F. Sinclair, Esq., C. S.

There is perhaps no other tract in the presidency of the same extent which offers so many points of interest as the Junnar Tāluka, called formerly Śivaneri, after the famous fort of that name; and certainly I know of none which contains within so small a space so much variety of climate and production.

Junnar is the northernmost tāluka of the Punā Collectorate, marching with Nagar, and lies upon a series of mountain rivers which empty themselves into the Ghūr, something in the shape of a three-pronged fork.

The prongs are the valleys of three streams which, gradually converging, form in their delta the narrower socket. The southernmost of these, the Minā, rising in the deep glen of Amboli, flows eastward; at first through a narrow but fertile valley, called after it the Mināner. It is as troublesome and capricious in its small way as the Ganges, and plays havoc every year with boundaries, and sometimes with crops, for the first ten miles of its course, changing from one bed to another in the deep lacustrine beds of clay and gravel, which offer no foundation for any work that might restrain it within due bounds. The ryots are well aware of its character, and accordingly most of the villages are set pretty well back from the stream. In one, however, Nīrguḍ, there is unfortunately a fine temple of Māruti, built upon a knowe, that was probably considered secure, about a hundred years back. But the river, constantly encroaching, had at the time of my visit cut away the ground from under the village to such an extent that it was disappearing at the rate of eight or ten houses a year. Government offered a new site, but the villagers declined to leave Māruti. As it was impossible to found any protecting work in the treacherous substrata, I suppose Māruti is by this time himself in a fair way to join his worshippers in the bed of the Minā. This temple is (or perhaps was) remarkable for its fine cloisters, built, I believe, in the last century by a member of the Kulkarnis family, who had grown rich in the service of Mādhaji Śinde on the plunder of Hindustān.
Here is the ford by which, as well as I could learn, Rājā Śivāji crossed to surprise Junnar in May 1657, after a mountain march through the jungles of the present Ambegām Pēṭā. The pass by which he entered the Mināner goes by the name of the Kāwāl Khind, or Crow’s Gap, as being more fit for a crow than for any featherless biped. It is however now passed, with much labour, by bullocks. Two miles below Nigerdē the trap-rock crops out to the surface, and here is a fine Mughul dam, nearly perfect, but the canal is gone which formerly conducted its water to Bāgholhūr, the garrison garden of the fortress of Śivanerī. From this down, the Minā flows, like a respectable river, in one very rocky bed to Nārāyaṇa-gām, a fine village on the Pūna and Nāsīk road. Here is another dam of unknown age, which, lying broken when we came into the country, has been repaired by the Government, and is now the most successful piece of irrigation that I know of; taking up no ground, costing little for repairs, and watering, as well as I recollect, about 8,000 acres from its double canal. We might well attend a little in these matters to the wisdom of “the men of old time, and our fathers that begot us.”

The Musalmān rulers of Western India and the earlier British conquerors built few great tanks; but they covered every perennial stream with Bundāras (weirs) which irrigated each of their own village or two, while they encroached not at all on the cultivable land, and any damage a chance flood might do was easily and cheaply repaired. The Minā passes under a good modern bridge past Nārāyaṇa-gām, and joins the Ghōṛ near Pimpalkherā, leaving to its left the fort of Nārāyaṇa-gārī.

The second stream, the Kārī, springs from a veritable “cow’s mouth” carved roughly in the living rock, into a charming little Kundā, or natural basin, near the Koli village of Pūr. Thence it flows northward for a couple of miles, and turns again to the south-east, when it reaches the long narrow valley which terminates at the Nānā Ghōṛ. This famous pass is no more nor less than a huge staircase, built in a crack of the precipice that here overlooks the Konkan, a wall of rock 1,500 feet sheer up and down. Curiously enough, this spot, where any one would think the natural limit of Konkan and Dakhān to be pretty well defined, is said to have been in old days the scene of a hot boundary dispute between the inhabitants of Ghōṛ-gārī, above the Ghōṛ, and of the nearest Konkan village below. The belligerents assembled on a high point of rock overlooking the contested frontier, and debated for a long time without prospect of coming to any better solution than the fool’s argument. At last a Mahār, the hereditary guardian of the boundaries of Ghōṛ-gārī, arose and adjured all present by a great curse to fix the boundary where he should stand still. This was agreed to, and he forthwith jumped over the cliff. On the spot where he was dashed to pieces a red stone still commemorates the event, and marks the boundary of the two villages, whose inhabitants perform certain devotions there once a year.

The legend is curious as illustrating both the extraordinary love of the Indian villages for a boundary squabble, be the locality ever so well marked out by nature, and the devotion of hereditary officers to the duties of their wattān. The sacrifice of the poor Mahār, a sort of Little Pedlington Quintus Curtius, affords a precedent which might be turned to advantage in Europe. It is possible that rectification of frontiers might not be so much talked about, were it customary to settle them by the happy despatch of foreign secretaries and ambassadors.

The Ghōṛ itself, as I have said, is a mere winding cleft in the rock, which was converted into a regular staircase by the energy of a certain Nānā Rao. I think that he brought about the beginning of this century, and is not to be confounded with Nānā Faṣnāvis (Βάλαβί Janardān). However, I speak only from local tradition, and am open to correction. There are several caves about the head of the Ghōṛ, of which is used as a dharmāsālā, another generally contains good water, and a third is said in former days to have been a toll-chest, into which the passers-by threw the toll money, to be collected once a day by a kārkūn. In what golden age of Hindu purity this happened I know not. In the present day no toll is collected, but if it were still thrown into the cave, and respected by men, it would probably be made away with by a numerous breed of small and sacred monkeys, said to be peculiar to the place (which I doubt). Above the Ghōṛ, on some comparatively open ground, are a great number of mounds, testifying, I think, to the former existence on this spot of a considerable town. The modern village of Ghōṛ-gārī is nearly two miles off, nested on the flank of the fort of Jwīdhān. This is a huge crag accessible only
by one path, which was nearly destroyed by the English in 1818, but a single man can still climb up. There is a curious vaulted magazine at the top. I believe that Dr. Bhau Daji discovered, either here or at the Ghât, some inscriptions relating how a great king had sacrificed in this place whole armies of sheep and goats, hecatombs of horses and camels, and nine elephants. However, I have not seen either the inscriptions or the learned Doctor’s papers on the subject. This fort of Jiwdhân forms part of a curious Pleiades constellation of fortresses called the seven forts of Junnar. They lie something in the shape of the constellation to which I have compared them, and resemble it further in that “Quae septem dixi sex tamen esse solent,” for the locality of the seventh is very little known, and it was not till after diligent search that I discovered it on a hill over the head waters of the Dudari river, between its valley and that of the Kukri, now in question. It is, as well as I recollect, called Nimori, and fronts westward over the Konkan with Harichandragâr and Jiwdhân. This latter, being at a corner, forms also part of the southern line of defence, with Châwand, Śivneri, and Nârâyanganâr, all rising, like it, out of the watershed of the Minâ and Kukri. Communications between these six are guarded by a fort called Harsha, commanding a pass from the Kukri valley to that of the Dudari, the next northwards. The whole together form a complete protection to the two great military and commercial routes of those days, viz the Nânâ and Malej Ghât, neither of which can be approached by any route not commanded by at least three of the seven. The fort of Châwand, which is the next east of Jiwdhân, is more like a huge broken pillar than a hill, and is, like Jiwdhân and the rest, provided with a vaulted magazine at the top, and, like it, extremely difficult of access, and for the same reason, viz., the destruction of the only gate by our Engineers in 1818. To the east of it lies the village of Keli, whose inhabitants were, according to the local legend, driven out during the Mogalaiâmmal (imperial rule) by a strange and terrible plague. Men fell down dead at the plough, at their meals, on the road, without any visible cause. After a short time the survivors, who were of the caste called Gurâvâ, the hereditary priests of Śiva, concluded that the aborigines of the hills, the Kolis and Thâkurs, had enchanted the place, and fled southward 18 kos into the Bhımâner, where their descendants are patels to this day. They have never—such is the pertinacity with which the Dakhanîs cling to hereditary rights—relinquished their claim to exercise the patel’s office in Keli. In 1871, while the district was in my charge, they renewed their claim, offering to return to live there. I left the taluka on sudden orders, and do not know what was the end of the matter.

NOTES CONNECTED WITH SAHET MAHET.

By W. C. BENNETT, B.C.S., GONDA.

The agreement of information derived from wholly independent sources lends their value, if they have any, to the following comparisons of local tradition with known or conjectured historical facts.

1. It is related at Ayudhya that the great king Vikramâditya was visited at the close of his reign of eighty years by a Jogi named Samudra Pâl. The magician induced the king to allow his soul to be transferred to a corpse, and himself occupied the vacant royal body, thus acquiring the throne of Ayudhya and Šravasti, which was occupied by his dynasty for seventeen generations.

2. A king Vikramâditya of Šravasti is mentioned in the Râja Târângini as the conqueror of Matrigna of Kashmir, and the best authorities put him in about the middle of the second century.
twilight commenced, and the bells struck one
watch of the night. An investigation into the
difference between the apparent time and that
struck by his servants inspired the king with a
determination to see his brother’s lovely wife,
and his incestuous passion was punished by the
ruin of his state. Amidst a terrific storm the
city was turned bottom upwards. The Kāṅgil-
gos add that this happened forty years after
the defeat at Bahrmich of Sayyid Sālār, thus
making the date 1073 A. D.

Pandit Sūraj Nārāyaṇ Āchārya of the Sultan-
pūr district, a good Sanskrit scholar, gave me
the following information without allowing me
to discover the sources from which he drew it.
After the fall of the Buddhist dynasty of Kanaaj,
the Thārās descended from the hills and occu-
pied Ayudhya. The dispossessed Buddhist
called in Rājā Śrīchandra of Śrinagar in the hills
about Badrināth, who drove back the Thārās,
and, marching north, founded Chandravatipura,
now known as Sahet Mahet. His grandson was
the celebrated Suhil Dal who defeated the
Muhammadans. Not long afterwards Chandra
Deva Sombāsī of Kanaaj took Sahet Mahet,
and the Surajbānās of Suhil Dal’s family fled to
the neighbourhood of Simla where their descend-
ants still live. Suhil Dal’s family were
Jains.

Lassen in his account of the later dynasties of
Kanaaj* describes an inscription which records
that Śrīchandra deva, the first of the great
Rahtr princes, who came to the throne in 1072
A. D., was protector of the sacred places of
Ayudhya and Koshala (i.e. Śrāvastī).†

Here we have three sources of information,
which comparison almost conclusively shows to
be quite distinct. From them we gather that
the king of Śrāvastī who defeated the Muham-
adans was a Jain (the pandit, confirmed by
that part of the local tradition which does not
allow him to eat after sunset); that his dynas-
ty was overthrown by Śrīchandra deva of
Kanaaj (the pandit and the inscription); and
that this happened in 1073 A. D. or about then
(the inscription and the local tradition).

It is perhaps worth mentioning that a small
and comparatively modern Jain temple in Sahet
Mahet is said by the villagers to be sacred to
Śobhāvanāth. This can hardly be other than Śambh-
vanāth, the third Tirthākara, who was born at
Sāwanta, and whose two predecessors and two
successors were all born at or near Ayudhya.
A curious tradition makes Sudhāniya the grand-
father of Suhil Dal, and localizes his conflict
with Arjuna, described in the Drigvijaya section
of the Mahābhārata, at Chandravatipura or
Sahet Mahet. The epic hero’s death at the hand
of Bahruvahana is localized at Mānkpur, about
a hundred miles south of Sahet Mahet. The
fact is worth recording, but any remarks on it
would lead to mere conjecture.

NOTES ON WITCHCRAFT AND DEMONOLOGY IN GUJARAT.

BY CAPT. E. WEST, ASSISTANT POLITICAL AGENT, KOLHAPUR.

During some years residence in Gujarāt the
writer of these notes had frequent occasion to
take official cognizance of cases where witch-
craft was supposed to have been at work, and
made at the same time brief memoranda of the
popular opinions on this subject as elicited in
the investigation into these cases. From the memo-
randa thus made the following notes are taken.

* Lassen’s account (Ind. Alt. III, 731) is—“With respect to the
victories ascribed to Laxmanasena we should mention
that contemporaneously with him the Rahtris Chan-
dradeva and Madanapala reigned at Kanaaj, and
their reigns extended, roughly speaking, from 1072 to 1129
A.D. Of the first it is related that he conquered Kanaaj, and
made a pilgrimage to Benares, a town which must have
belonged to his kingdom, as we cannot assume that aims of
pity took him to the town of a hostile ruler. It is therefore
possible that Laxmanasena gained a victory over
Chandradeva, without subduing the kingdom; on this
supposition Laxmanasena must have ruled over the
country to the east of Kanaaj, or Koshala with its capital of
Ayudhya.”

In a note he refers to an inscription in As. Soc. Ben. Jour.

† Lassen ALTERThesaurus III, p. 751 and Conf. Colebrooke,
and Jour. As. Soc. Beng. vol. X, p. 101.—ED.

‡ See my Introduction to the Temples of Satrunjaya, p. 4.

There are five demons par excellence who are
supposed to get possession of unhappy human
beings, either of their own accord or through the
inchantments and machinations of enemies of the
sufferers. One of these, who is called Nar Sing
Vero, is of the male sex, the others being females
and bearing respectively the names Meladī, Shiko-
tar, Dhéra, and Dákun. The symptoms that show

vol. X. where Chandradeva is called the protector of
the sacred places of Kāśi, Kōshala, etc. Lassen’s explanation of the rite of
sacrifice is exceedingly probable; it is a common proverb “Na Chhatri ka bhagat,
ma nyutal ka dhamak.” You can’t make a saint of a Chhatri, or a bow of a rice-pestle; but the traditions of the Kanaaj
rule in Kōshala are too distinct and universal to permit me
to accept the conjectural conjecture by Laxmanasena. A
copper-plate of Jai Chand of Kanaaj has been discovered in
Ayudhya.

‡ Lassen ALTERThesaurus III, p. 751 and Conf. Colebrooke,
and Jour. As. Soc. Beng. vol. X, p. 101.—ED.

letters.
the presence in a person of one of these demons vary in almost every case. One woman described what took place in this way. She was returning, she said, by herself, from her father’s house to her own village, when there came a sudden violent gust of wind: she got afraid and the demon that moment entered into her. After this she constantly had miscarriages. One night she saw in a dream the demon sitting by her, in form like a human being clad in a dark kamli, who reproached her with having left it so long hungry, and told her that in consequence of her neglect it had destroyed her children. In other cases the presence of the demon is shown by unaccountable illness and sometimes by delirium.

When a person is thus affected, the first thing done is to send for a Bhopa or witchfinder. This is generally a Koli, a Wāgrī, or a Rāwałī, and he almost invariably comes accompanied by a comrade who plays a peculiar kind of drum called the dākla during the incantations. The Bhopa, as a rule, commences by enquiring into all the particulars of the case, and does not fail to ask whether there is any person who has had a quarrel with the sufferer, and who may be supposed either to have cast the evil eye on or otherwise bewitched the patient. The subsequent proceedings vary according to the exigencies of the case and the habits and wants of the Bhopa. Sometimes a dōr dō or knotted silk cord of five colours is fastened on the patient’s arm, and balls called la ḍūs, and in shape like the sweetmeat of that name, are made, a blazing cotton wick being placed among them. These are then waved solemnly round the head of the bewitched person and are afterwards placed outside the village, the theory being that the demon will leave the person and go out to eat the la ḍūs. At other times a goat has its throat cut in presence of the sufferer, the Deva being supposed to drink the blood while the flesh becomes the perquisite of the operators. In other cases a cocoa-nut is placed in the name of, and to represent God, and near it are placed a lota with a copper coin in it, some grain, and a brass saucer containing a lighted wick. The ḍākla is then played continuously and monotonously, the demon being loudly called on to declare itself, and the patient after a time gets tremendously excited, rocks violently to and fro with a measured motion (an action for which Gujarati provides a technical term—Nyāl), and at last speaks in a hollow voice announcing himself or herself to be such and such a demon, who has been induced by others or has spontaneously entered into the sufferer, and who is only to be got rid of by certain ceremonies.

Where no one is suspected of having bewitched the patient a cure frequently follows the performance of the prescribed ceremonies; and if it does not, a complaint is sometimes brought against the Bhopa for breach of contract! A favourite and most efficacious remedy is immersion in the water of the river at Śāmālajī in Mahī Kāṇṭa. When the annual fair at this place is going on, crowds of patients may be seen on the banks of the river in the morning rocking convulsively to and fro with the peculiar motion described above. They are then taken by their friends into the water, which at that season is icy cold, the demon is taunted and abused, and after several immersions the patients are brought to the bank invariably breathless and often cured.

Should, however, any one be accused of having bewitched the sufferer, the consequences are often very serious, the death or mutilation of the accused sometimes resulting. Cases have been known of a reputed witch being burnt alive on the pyre with her supposed victim; and witches sometimes have their eyes burnt out or otherwise destroyed to prevent their casting the evil eye on other unfortunates.

PAPERS ON ŚATRUNJAYA, &c.

BY THE EDITOR.

I.—Kāthiawād and the Jinas.

The peninsula of Kāthiawād, or Surāṣṭra, in Gujarath, is the Holy land of Western India. Among its sacred places Mount Gīmār, the ancient Ujjayanta, must have been at a very early period a place revered by the Buddhists, who founded their monasteries on its summits, whilst their great patron Aśoka—‘the beloved of the gods’—engraved his celebrated edict of mercy and toleration on the rock at its foot. Somanāth, on the south-west coast, where tradition says Krīṣṇa died, was the site of the temple of Someśwar, ‘Lord of the Moon,’ the first of the
twelve Śiva Lingas in India,* and the history of the destruction of which by Mahmud of Ghazni is familiar to every reader of Indian history. Dwārka or Dwāraka, in the extreme west of the peninsula, is the most celebrated of the shrines of Kṛṣṇa, and where he is said to have slain Takṣahak and to have saved the sacred books. And not to mention Tulsi Śyām and places of less note, the sacred hill of Satrunjaya, near Pāliṭāpā, has probably been a sacred place from the earliest times of the Jaina worship,—a great tīrtha,—the first of places of pilgrimage.

The last of these more immediately concerns us for the present; but before referring to its history or buildings, it may be as well to give some notices of the sect whose members have erected its hundreds of temples.

The Jaina or Śrāvaka are to be found in most of the large towns of the lower Ganges and in Rajputāna, but they are most numerous in Gujarāt, Dhārwar, and Maīsur. As their name implies, they are followers of the Jinas or 'vanquishers' of sins—men whom they believe to have obtained Nīrākāra or emancipation from the continual changes of transmigration. With them life,—which they do not distinguish from 'soul,'—and its vehicle matter are both uncreated and imperishable, obeying eternal physical laws, with which asceticism and religious ceremonial alone can interfere. Their ceremonial has therefore no real reference to a Supreme Personal God, and their doctrine excludes His Providence. This at once points to their connection with the Buddhists; indeed there can be little doubt that they are an early heretical sect of the Hinayana school of that persuasion, and probably owed part of their popularity, on the decline of the purer Buddha doctrine, to their ready admission of the worship of some of the favourite Hindu divinities into their system, and their retention of the tyranny of caste customs. But much of their phraseology is of Buddha origin: thus their laity are called Śrāvakaś,—'hearers,'—the same name as among the most ancient Buddhists is applied to those who 'practise the four realties and suppress the errors of thought and sight, without being able to eman-

*cipate themselves entirely from the influence of passion and prejudice,' but 'who, solely occupied with their own salvation, pay no regard to that of other men.' Then the Buddha is constantly spoken of as the Jina or 'vanquisher;' his exit from existence—like that of the Jaina Tirthakārīs—is his Nirākāra; both employ the Śrāvaka or Śākyā as a sacred symbol; the sacred language of the Buddhists is Māgadhī,—of the Jaina Rājā Bāhū Māgadhī; the temples of both sects are Chaityas; those who have attained perfection are Arhats; and Digambaras or naked ascetics were a Baudha, as well as a Jaina sect.† Further, the Jainas indicate South Bihār as the scene of the life and labours of nearly all their Tirthakārīs, as it was of Śākyā Śiṅh śa. Buddha is often called Mahāvīra—the name of the last Tirthaka, whose father the Jaina call Śidhartha the 'establisher of faith'—the proper name of Buddha,—and both are of the race of Ikshvakū; and Mahāvīra's wife was Yasodā, as Buddha's was Yasodharā. Moreover Mahāvīra's is said to have died at Pāwā, in Bihār, about 527 a. n., and Gautama Buddha, between Pāwā and Kusināra, in 543 a. n.‡ These coincidences, together with many analogies of doctrine and practice, seem to indicate that the Jainas are of Baudhā or origin.

Of the history of the origin of the Jainas we know little or nothing. Professor Wilson has the following remarks:—

The Baudhās 'are said in one account to have come from Bāṅkaras in the third century of the Christian era, and to have settled about Kanči, where they flourished for some centuries; at last, in the eighth century, Akalankā, a Jain teacher from Srvana Belligola, and who had been partly educated in the Baudha college at Poṇatāga disputed with them in the presence of the last Baudha prince, Hemāstita, and having confuted them, the prince became a Jaina and the Baudhā were banished to Kandy. ... We know that the Baudha religion continued in Gujarāt till a late period or the end of the twelfth century, when Kumāra Pāla of Gujarāt was converted by the celebrated Hemachandra to the Jaina faith, but by the fourteenth century it seems to have disappeared from the more southern portion of the peninsula.

* The others are Mallikādāsana, at Srīśailam in Telangana; Maṇḍhāla at Ujjain; Omburu on the Narmanda; Anurādhapura near Ujjain; Vindhyānath, at Deograh in Bengal, which still exists; Rameswar at Setubandha in the island of Ramswarām in Madura; Bīmāsaṇkara at the source of the Binak N. W. of Punā; Tryambaka near Nāik; Gantamara, unknown; Kedaresa on the Himālayas; and Vīvesvānara at Bāṅkara.

† Conf. Hodgson's Illustrations of Buddhism, pp. 43, 213.
‡ The Singhalese Buddhists specify twenty-four Buddhas, before Gautama, the same number as that of the Tirthakārīs or Jinas. Conf. Mahāmāy in his Tikka, in Tournour's Mahāmāy, Introd. [Svā, pp. xiii—lviii, 4th, pp. xiii—xxxi; Hardy's Buddhisms, p. 94. Compare also the first six chapters of the Kalpa Sutra with Bigandet's Legend of Gautama.
According to the information procured by Col. Mackenzie, "from the establishment at Sravan Belligola, the Jaina of the Dakhan were the objects of royal patronage as early as the seventh century before Christ: an inscription cut on a rock is added in evidence; but this testimony is solitary, and is at variance with all other documents. There is indeed, on the contrary, an inscription placing Chãmuñda Bãya in the eighth century of Sãlivãhana, whilst the only Chãmunda of any note—a prince of Gujarã—flourished in the eleventh century of the Christian era. But the strongest argument against the accuracy of the date is, that amongst a very considerable number of Jain inscriptions, or nearly a thousand, there is no other of a similar period. The earliest grants are those of the Jain princes of Hãmchi, a petty state in Mäsur, which commence in the end of the ninth century. From this they multiply rapidly in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, particularly under the Vêlã Rájas, and extend to the sixteenth and seventeenth under the Rájas of Vîyasa-nagar, who, although not of the Jain persuasion, seem to have shown liberal countenance to its professors."

"To this evidence, which is of the most unexceptionable description, the traditions of the country offer no contradiction. In the Pandyan kingdom the Jaina rose upon the downfall of the Baudhãs, and were suppressed in the reign of Kuna Pândya, who could not have occurred much earlier than the ninth or tenth century, or might have been as late as the eleventh. The subversion of the Baudhãs of Kanchi by the Jaina took place, as has already been mentioned, according to some authorities, no earlier than Saka 710 or A.D. 788. The Baudhã temples at Devagond and Vellapollam were destroyed by Jaina princes in the eleventh century. About the same time the Lingawant Sãivas put to death Vijãla, the Jaina king of Kalyân, and demolished the temples of the sect. Vishnu Verdhhana, the Velãla Rája of Mäsur, was converted to the Vaishnava religion in the twelfth century. It is highly probable, therefore, that the Jaina faith was introduced into the peninsula about the seventh century of the Christian era; that its course south was stopped at an early period, but that it extended itself through the centre and in the west of the peninsula, and enjoyed some consideration in the tenth and eleventh centuries; that it was mainly instrumental in its outset to the declension of the Baudhãs, and that in the twelfth century the joint attack of Sãivas and Vaishnavas put a final term to its career, and induced its decline. There are, however, still many Jain establishments in the Dakhan, and the religion is not without numerous affluent votaries."

But whilst it owed its spread in part to the persecution of Buddhism in the eighth and ninth centuries, it may have originated much earlier. One indication of its early origin is perhaps supplied by Hiwen Thsang when he states that—"At forty or fifty li south-east of the city (Seng-po-pu-lo, Sinhapura) we reach a stupa, built of stone by the King Wu-yen (Asoka). Near it is a convent which for a long time has not had any devotes."

"Near it, and at a short distance from the stupa, they show the place where the founder of the heretical sect who wear the white garments (svetavasa) comprehended the sublime principles that he sought after and began to expound the law. Now they show an inscription there."

"Beside this place they have built a temple of the gods. The sectaries that frequent it submit themselves to strict austerity; day and night they manifest the most ardent zeal, without taking an instant's rest. The law that has been set forth by the founder of this sect has been largely appropriated from the Buddhist books, on which it is guided in establishing its precepts and rules. The more aged of these sectaries bear the name of Bhikshus (mendicants); the younger they call Chami (Śrāmaprās—novices). In their observances and religious exercises they follow almost entirely the rule of the Śrāmapas; only they retain a little hair on their heads, and moreover they go naked. If, by chance, they wear garments, they are distinguished by their white colour. These differences, and other very trifling ones, distinguish them from others. The statue of their divine master resembles, by a sort of usurpation, that of Ju-lai (the Tathãgata); it only differs in costume; its marks of beauty (mahãpurusha lakshãnã) are exactly the same."

Elsewhere Hiwen Thsang frequently met with religionists of the Ching-luang-po or Sam-equivalent for 'white garments' Gen. Cunningham tries to identify Kheïs with this place. Svetâmbora would have suited the translator equally well, if not better. See Cunningham, Anc. Geoq., pp. 124, 5. The Buddhist devotees wear garments of a yellowish brown.

† The Buddhist devotees wear garments of a yellowish brown.

§ The Chinese has Siang-foo, an expression which, applied to Buddha, includes the 32 signs of beauty (mark characteristic of a great man) which they attribute to him. See Burnouf, Lotüs de la Bonne loi, p. 552 ff.

† Stan. Julien, Mémoires, I. 163, 4.
matiya school, by which doubtless he designates the Jainas, since they still call their doctrine *Sammati.*

The leading and distinguishing doctrines of the Jainas are: the denial of the divine origin and authority of the Vedas; reverence for the Jinas, who by their austerities acquired a position superior to that of even those Hindu gods whom they reverence; and the most extreme tenderness of animal life. Life “is defined to be without beginning or end, endowed with attributes of its own, agent and enjoyer, conscious, subtle, proportionate to the body it animates”—diminishing with the gnat and growing with the elephant; through sin it passes into animals or goes to hell; through virtue and vice combined it passes into men; and through the annihilation of both vice and virtue it obtains emancipation.† The duties of a Yati or ascetic are ten,—patience, gentleness, integrity, disinterestedness, abstraction, mortification, truth, purity, poverty, and continence;‡ and the Šrāvakas “add to their moral and religious code the practical worship of the Tirthankaras, and profound reverence for their more pious brethren.”§ The moral obligations of the Jainas are summed up in their five maḥāvṛatās, which are almost identical with the pāṇcāśila of the Buddhás:—care not to injure life, truth, honesty, chastity, and the suppression of worldly desires. They enumerate four merits or dhāraṇas—liberality, gentleness, piety, and penance; and three forms of restraint—government of the mind, the tongue, and the person. Their minor instructions are in many cases trivial and ludicrous, such as not to deal in soap, patron, indigo, and iron; not to eat in the open air when it begins to rain, nor in the dark, lest a fly after it be swallowed; not to leave a liquid uncovered lest an insect should be drowned; water to be thrice strained before it is drunk; and vayukarma—keeping out of the way of the wind, lest it should blow insects into the mouth.¶ The Yatis and priests carry an Ughā or besom, made of cotton thread, to sweep insects out of the way of harm as they enter the temples or where them sit down, and a Mohomatt or mouth-cloth to prevent insects entering the mouth when praying or washing the images.

The proper objects of worship are the Jinas or Tirthankaras, but they allow the existence of the Hindu gods, and have admitted to a share in their worship such of them as they have connected with the tales of their saints. As among the Buddhás, Indra or Śakra is of frequent occurrence, the Jainas distinguishing two principal Indras—Śukra, regent of the north heaven, and Iśāna, regent of the south, besides many inferior ones; and images of Sāravatī and of Devī or Bhaṇḍī are to be found in many of their temples. Nor are those of Hanuman, Bhaiūrava, or Ganeśa excluded from their sacred places.

Besides, they have a pantheon of their own, in which they reckon four classes of superhuman beings,—Bhūvanapatis, Vyantarās, Jyotiṣhkas, and Vaīmānikas,—comprising—1, the brood of the Āsuras, Nāgas, Garuda, the Dikpālas, &c., supposed to reside in the hells below the earth; 2, the Rākshasas, Piśāchas, Būtas, Kinnaras, Gandharvas, &c., inhabiting mountains, forests, and lower air; 3, five orders of celestial luminaries; and 4, the gods of present and past Kalpas, of the former of which are those born in the heavens—Sādharma, Iśāna, Sanatkumāra, Mahendra, Brahmadeva, Landaka, Śukra, Sahasrāra, Anata, Prāpata, Āruṇa, and Āchūyta, &c. Each Jina, they say, has also a sort of ‘familiar’ goddess of his own, called a Śāsanadevi, who executes his behests. These are perhaps analogous to the Śaktis, or Matris of the Brahmans; indeed among them we find Ambikā, a name of Kauṃari, the Śakti of Kartikīya, and Chaṇḍā and Mahākāli, names of Bhāvani.¶

THE DESĪŚADABASAŚAGRAHA OF HEMACHANDRA.

BY G. BÜHLER, PH. D., EDUCATIONAL INSPECTOR, GUJARAT.

Though we have been for a long time in possession of a number of Hindu grammars

‡ See Rules for Yatis in the Kalpa Sutra, Stevenson’s trans., pp. 105—114; and especially Nava Tata, in ib., p. 124.
¶ For many similar prohibitions see Dilaasina On the Brāṇakā or Jains; Trans. R. Ariat. Soc., vol. I, pp. 310, 321.
lent descriptions of the grammatical structure of these dialects, it is to be regretted that only a very small portion of their stock of words has become known. Our ignorance of the Prakrit vocabulary is partly owing to the circumstance that, besides the Prakrit passages of the Sanskrit dramas—if we except the Buddhistic Pāñcāla writings—a portion only of one larger Prakrit work has been edited. Sanskritists are deterred from the task by the pacity and bad condition of the Prakrit MSS. But another equally important obstacle to a fuller exploration of the Prakrits is the entire want of native vocabularies, which could do the same service to the student of the Prakritas as the Amarakoshas and kindred works did and still do to the Sanskritist. The method of teaching in the Brahmanical schools, as well as the testimony of various writers, make it certain† that such vocabularies existed and were accessible very recently. But no work of the kind has, to my knowledge, as yet been made known.

I am happy to be able, to a certain extent, to fill this gap in our knowledge of the literature of the Prakrits, as I have recently obtained a copy of a Desīśādasamgraha, written by the famous Jaina Polyhistor of the twelfth century, Hemachandra or Hemāchārya, which contains about 4,000 Prakrit words, together with explanations in Sanskrit. The MS., of which I have obtained a loan only for transcription, comprises according to the colophon 3,325 slokas (agglomerations of 32 syllables each) on 74 folios. Its date is Samvat 1587. It is correct and in good preservation, except that the upper edges of some leaves have been gnawed by rats, whereby in one instance two half lines and on several pages a few letters have been lost. It is written in Devanāgarī characters, but presents the archaic forms of letters usual in Jaina MSS. Hence it is frequently very difficult to distinguish between ० and ०, between  grátis and े, and between ी and ी.

Besides the text of the Desīśādasamgraha, which is written in Prakrit Áryāś and gives the Desī words with Prakrit equivalents, the MS. contains a Sanskrit commentary.† The latter explains each Desī word in Sanskrit, and contains also frequently discussions on doubtful forms. At the end of the explanation of each verse, one or two Prakrit sentences have been added, in order to illustrate the use of the Desīs explained. Thus each word is repeated three times. The book is divided into eight Vargas, viz.—I. Svaravarga; II. Words beginning with gutturals; III. Words beginning with palatais; IV. Words beginning with linguals; V. Words beginning with dentals; VI. Words beginning with labials; VII. Words beginning with the liquids ṛa, ra, ra; VIII. Words beginning with sa and ha. The words under each letter are arranged according to their length, and according to their meaning. First come those that have only one meaning, in the order of bisyllables, trisyllables, tetrasyllables, and so forth; and the words having more than one meaning make the conclusion.

The first four verses of the text give the definition of the term Desī, and define the scope of the work. They run as follows:—

गृणमयपमागाहिता विहायपपिययिंगमन्तरसमा ।

ि यय विनिर्भ्रित अस्ति भाषासायिधिरि विनायि ।

देसीमतिविकु उठेतायिसुते ॥

नीरासाशिरपरप्पायिसु धुष्कियाधिकारथे ॥

विनिर्भ्रित सूतीतेन दक्षिणेन विनायिसुतेन ॥

श्रव मिति कोपिकू सिद्ध वपिकू सहारियाहिणिसु ।

निपुनान्तु विचारिनसिद्धसतिभवति तेह निबद्धा ॥

देसीतेन विचारिताकृत पणमन्त्रां अनंत्यन्या हुनि ॥

तद्भो भाषाप्रायानाय भाषासायिधितस्यः देसी ॥

† Glory to the language of the Jínendras, which is difficult on account of the employment of parallel passages not explained by the commentators (guma), of categories** and of proofs, the secrets of which got to the hearts of the wise, and which comprises all other languages.††

---

* I mean Hālā's Gāthākōsas, a part of which was published, together with a German translation by Prof. A. Weber, in the Abhandlungen der D. M. Ges. 1870.
† E. g., of Bhānuddākhitā, who quotes a Desīkōsha in his commentary on the Amarakōsha, Aarfacht, Osj. Cut., p. 187a.
‡ Both text and commentary are Hemachandra's work as may be seen from the introductory verse:—Desī duhansandhispāktyah sandharbhātipī durbodhā.
†† Both text and commentary are Hemachandra's work as may be seen from the introductory verse;—Desī duhansandhispāktyah sandharbhātipī durbodhā, and from the colophon of the book,—ityāchārya yathā Hemanachandraśāstraḥ śyāmacalasāmanāṃ vṛṣṭi-vyāvahāno varagah samātptah.
2. 'This collection of Drisfi words, which is easy because they are arranged in alphabetical order, is composed in order (to remedy) the confusion caused (in the minds of students) by the astonishing arising from the fragrance of the Prakrit works."

3. 'Those words are included here which are not explained in (my) grammar, nor known from the Sanskrit dictionaries, nor owe their origin to the power called gañ̄i lakshanā (i.e. are not common words used in a metaphorical sense)."

4. 'Endless are the forms that are used in the various provincial dialects. Therefore the term Drisfi (used here) to denote those words only which have been used since immemorial times in Prakrit."

Hemachandra's collection includes, therefore, only those words which have been 'used since immemorial times in Prakrit literature or speech,' and which cannot be derived from their Sanskrit prototypes according to the rules of Prakrit grammars, as well as those Sanskrit words which have changed their meaning in Prakrit, provided that the change is not due to a metaphorical use. He excludes all Taddhavas, as well as the greater number of the Tatsamas and the substitutes for Sanskrit roots. These principles have not, however, been strictly adhered to in the body of the work. More than once the example of his predecessors, amongst whom he names Gopāla and Drona most frequently, has moved the author to admit verbal derivatives which ought not to have been included. He discusses every one of these cases in the commentary, and tries to excuse his departure from his general rule. In this respect, as well as by the careful examination of the evidence regarding doubtful words, he shows his scholarly taste and raises himself far above the common book-makers, who are so numerous among the writers on the Hindu Sāstras.

As it may interest many Sanskritists to see what the Drisfi words are like, I subjoin a portion of the words beginning with a (a), together with their Sanskrit equivalents:

अथि निधिन्यादः
अहागर्मयः कार्यादः समागतं त्रिवर्गं च
अन्वयं आनीतम्
अर्जुनिषु नववयः
अरान्वि इन्द्रणि तवसिनिः च श्रे
अस्विन्यः कायाल्यः
अहाराः विन्युः
अंगो अकुमो योजासादि ।
अपलतिलो नित्येः कृत्वविआः
अन्तरारसः सारायम्
अकालिङ्गमयः
अंकिन्यः परिरः
अभक्षरमयः अकुमाणकार्यः
अंजीरी अरोकानः **
अंको निजः
अक्षरं पदावः
अंकोद्विपरिवण्टतः
अक्षरं नवानालकाः।
अंवन्ततः च श्रे
अक्षरं भागी
अक्षरं अध्यातितमः
अक्षरं उतः
अक्षरं छायः।

ye cha sanskritabhidhānakhoshehu na prasiddhā api gaunya lakshanayā vānākārichaḥdhamarajapratipādasyā sāktyā samhitavantī
yathā mārake bāllo gangāse gallga'abastā iha deśisaadabasaṅkhe na nibaddhā
devra'abhisanta na prasiddhā yām |
agā paśchāt |
Nikkarā ilāti | utkharhamsvi tokshiptah |
Pravaya dhūrtaḥ | hinga jāra | vidya pralīcchah |
Daśja mūrcaḥ ityvamādayaḥ sālā yāyucyevan |
a prasiddhā |

§ Has another form airippo.
* By metathesis for achiṣṭhā.
** Corresponds to a Sanskrit anukṣa'ayitam.
अश्लजो सूरसुगेरडवयो: तृणमेदयो:
अमजातिरिय निरीपितिम्
अमजागिरी
अभ्यू दर्पण:
अभ्यो जिनेन्द्र:
अभ्यो पश्चातः
अस्सो मांचिकितिम्
अभ्यो भागव:
अभ्यो पहिजिनो राहु:
अभ्यरक्रण अतिहातिम्
अभ्यस्तिर दृष्टम्
अभ्यस्तम अकाल:
अभ्या असती। शुभा। निचुः।
तथापत्तिचार्य:
अभ्यो दुर्गोपीका बेनुरा पुनः पुन्द्रुत्तये।
अभ्यस्तो परमाणगतः
अभ्यो एवः
अभ्यो वेदान्तसमन मृत्तिकारयण।
अभ्यस्तेऽपि अतार्पयुः कृतो दुर्गोपीको। गुरुर्मानी बुक:
पाथी। शुरुः सौरस्यम। पृष्ठो विपातः। अलसः
श्रीतिकः। शांशेन भर्तिक महायुमः
अभ्यस्तं नास्तिकाय परिप्रेक्ष्यम्
अभिधा परमतः:
अभ्यस्तो भोजकास्य पादात्राणम्
अभृतवेयारः मण्डन मण्डलकम् ना
अभ्यस्तिर्पुन्धोपियतिपिरीवभिक्षुकः
अभ्यो मस्तः
अभ्यस्तक्षितिमा प्रजागिरितम्
अभ्यो मार्गः
अभ्यो असती
अभ्यो असती

* Might be read anguṣṭhaḥ
† From agravegha and skandādā.
‡ Agrahegha.
§ Agranāga. || Agnikāha.
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MEMORANDUM ON THE SHOE QUESTION AS IT AFFECTS THE PÁRŚÍS.

BY REV. JOHN WILSON, D.D., BOMBAY.

A great aversion exists in the Pársí community to the taking off of shoes as they enter public or private houses; and on this aversion they almost uniformly act, even though they decline to render the other token of respect,—the uncovering of the head, customary among tribes and peoples who retain their shoes. They are also indisposed to uncover either their head or feet when taking oaths, standing in the witness-box, or engaging in religious services. Their disinclination to uncover their feet, rests, I am persuaded after much inquiry, on the peculiarities of the religious system which they observe, and not on mere self-assertion or unpoliteness. All who are intimately acquainted with the Pársí will admit that, in matters of mere courtesy, they are a considerate and pliant people. It is in part owing to this feature of their character that all along they have been on such good terms with our countrymen.

A marked feature of the Zoroastrian writings, which the Pársí consider the rule of their belief and practice, is Physiognotomy, or the worship of Nature, and particularly of the distinctive Elements recognized by the ancients. The earth and ocean (as well as light and fire, the heavenly bodies, and the treasures of the atmosphere) are with them considered sacred, and preserved, according to recognized rules, from natural and ceremonial defilement.

The Pársí, in consistency with the principle now referred to, consider themselves as guilty of a defilement of the earth when they touch it with their bare feet, except when they are offered bodily to the earth, with effusions of water made upon them in articulo mortis. The Pársí, when praying to fire in their own houses, or when repeating general prayers, keep on their shoes.

The Pársí Mobeds, when they enter the Atishgāh, or sanctum of the Fire-Altar, leave their walking shoes without, exchanging them for slippers kept in readiness at the entrance of the Atishgāh. Besides slippers, they may have on stockings when they approach the altar. The slippers they leave at the margin of the holy place when they resume their shoes.
The customs of the Parsis in reference to these matters, I am persuaded, are of great antiquity. I have numerous Sassanian coins and a few medals in my collection. On their reverse they have all a fire-altar with one or two worshippers represented having both their head and feet covered.

A plate given by Anquetil du Perron represents a Parsi repeating the prayer of the Kusti, or sacred cincture, with his head covered and shoes on his feet. In describing the Civil and Religious Usages of the Parsis, Anquetil thus writes:—"Les Mobeds sont sans souliers dans l'Atsech-gâh; ils n'ont que des chausson ; ou s'ils se servent de pantoufles, il faut qu'en sortant ils les laissent dans l'Atsech-gâh. Les mêmes précautions doivent avoir lieu à l'égard de l'Zaszch-khanâh. Il n'est guère possible d'aller dans les rues sans que les souliers deviennent impurs, ce qui oblige de les quitter en entrant dans l'Atsech-gâh; et faire trois gâms les pieds nus c'est commettre, à chaque gâm, le péché Farman." In corroboration of this statement, he refers to the Parsî Râvâits, or Collections of Traditions and Correspondence (between the Parsîs of India and the Zoroastrians of Persia). I have read his testimony to the chief Dastur of the Kadami Parsîs of Bombay (now holding the office of the late learned Mullah Firoz); and he has certified to me its accuracy.

In the collection of fragmentary writings forming the Zendavesta of the Parsîs, I do not remember to have met with any passage making express mention of the covering or uncovering of the feet, except when a person is enjoined to lay aside his shoes, as well as to strip himself of his clothes, when he enters water to drink from it a dead body (Vendidad, fargard VI. 56). In the Patît, or Penitential Services of the Parsîs, written in old Persian or Gujarâtî, such expressions as the following occur:—"If I have gone without the Kusti (the sacred cincture), I repent of it. If I have defiled my feet, I repent of it" (Patît Kod., 19). "If I have walked on the earth with only one shoe on, if I have buried corpses in the earth,..." "I repent of it" (Patît Irânî, 7). Other passages of a similar import are to be found in these Penitential Prayers.

Though oaths are allowed to the Parsîs, no injunctions about the form of them are given in their sacred books.

THE PRITHIRĀJA RASAUN,
OF KAVI CHAND BARDAL

EXTRACT FROM THE KANHAPATTI PRASTAV—FIFTH BOOK.

When Prithirâja was a minor, Bholâ Bhma ruled in Gujarât. Shrâng Deva was his uncle, whose sons were Pratâp Siîtha and his six brothers—Arisîtha, Govind, Harisîtha, Sîtham, and Bhagvân. They were brave warriors, they owned the sway of no master. They slew Râna, the most powerful of the Jhalas. When Shrâng Deva died, Pratâp Siîtha succeeded him, and his brothers served under him. They had five hundred horse. They lived in the Movsîs, plundering the Yâdavâ's country. A complaint was made to Bhma, who went against them. He encamped on the bank of a river, and his elephant, bathing in it, was slain by Pratâp and Arî Siîtha. They killed also the mahaut. When he heard of it, Bhma declared that, though previously he had intended only to seize him, he would now think it no fault to slay them. When the brothers heard this they contemplated leaving Gujarât, meantime Prithirâja sent for them: he gave them grants (patu) of villages and other presents, and treated them with great respect. The seven Châlukya brothers, crafty and bold, remained faithfully in his service, coming one by one they placed his feet on their heads.

Once on a time the son of Som was seated in his court among his Sâmants, having made a brilliant assembly. Kanh the Chauhân was also seated there, his long moustaches looking terrible, with Châmmand Ray, Narsîtha, Kaimâ, and other warriors. Prithirâja shone in the midst as the new moon on the second day of the light half. Around him shone a cluster of stars. Pratâp, with his seven brothers, paid obeisance to Prithirâja. He came and sat down opposite to Kanh. The Mahâbhâratas was the subject of talk. Pratâp put his hand to his moustache. Kanh Chauhân saw it. He drew his sword, the devourer of many. He cut him where the jamei was worn, 'Hu!' 'Hu!' sounded through the hall. Pratâp fell. Arisiitha was enraged; he struck Kanh on the left arm with his sword. Kanh raged like a lion awakened, or a fire having ghi thrown into it. Kunvar Prithirâja rose and retired into his palace. Behind him he closed the door. The fight raged in the hall. Arisiitha struck Narisîtha on the head with his sword, and pierced Rambha the Bargujar. Seeing this Châmmand was enraged. The strife was like a forest conflagration. Kanh slew Arisîtha. Govind with a jamad in his hand furiously attacked the Chauhân. Kanh seized and slew him. Narisîtha threw his arms round Harisîtha, and others rained blows upon him, but he threw Narisîtha down and got above him. Châmmand plunged his sword into his back. Harisîtha followed Ari and pierced the mansion of the sun. Well done Châlink! well done his father and mother! who not even in thought attempted to flee.

* About 70 lines descriptive of the army and its march omitted.—J. R.
Narasītha throwing the corpse from off him rose.
Bhagwān attacked him. Narasītha cast his arm round him and plunged his dagger into his belly: the valiant Bhagwān also fell to the earth; 'alas! alas! I sounded in the world of mortals; victory! victory!' in the abode of the Sunas. Gokul rushed on like a fierce elephant, or like lightning bursting from the sky. He threw himself upon Kaimās brandishing his gup. Kaimās cut him down with his sword; as one cuts a plantain tree. Visīhna sent Garuda to receive him. Mādhava Kavās burst open the door and threw himself between the combatants. Daggar in hand he struck down the Pra.uka. The rage of Kanī was appeased. Hai! hai! sounded in the darbār. The companions and servants of the Chalūk, hearing what had happened, pressed into the hall: they beheld the corpses lying in their blood. They fell upon Kanī like shooting stars or like moths rushing to a lamp. They dashed open the doors. Narad began to clap his hands and dance; the sixty-four Dvās (śaktis) of the terrible countenance were filling their drinking-cups with blood; Bhairavas and Bhuts sported, Khetrapalas also, it seemed as if the Kalpa had come to an end. The servants of the Chalukyas and the Chauhān heard: their swords flashed like lightning; Śiva was strangling his necklace; the field of battle was red with blood; the earth shook; human limbs were scattered over it. Bhuts sounded their drums; Vrī śouted, some piercing the sun's disc attained moksha, some passed to svaasa: debts contracted in a former life were paid off. For two gharis (48 minutes) the sword played: a hundred and fifty men were slain by Kanī; the rest fled: the brother of Soma's, raging like Kāla, slew the seven brothers of Bhumī and was victorious. Then he was restrained by his friends. Prithvirāja hearing of the matter was angry with Kanī. Kanī heard it: he remained at home and sought not the darbār. For three days in Ajmir the shops were shut—a river of blood flowed in the bazaar.

Finding that Kanī came not to the house, Prithvirāja went to his house and said—"Why have you done thus? All will say the Chauhān called the

Chalūk to his house and slew him." Kanī replied, "Why laid he his hand on his moustache?" "O Kanī, if you will attend to what I say our fault will be forgotten. Bind your eyes with a bandage." Prithvirāja ordered also that any acting like him should suffer the same punishment. He bound Kanī's eyes with a gold-worked cloth, and ordered him to remove it only when at home with his women or in battle. He made Kanī a present. The story was wafted as perfume by the wind. Chalūk Bhīma heard that the Chauhān had slain the sons of Sāran. He was inflamed with grief and anger, and wrote to the Chauhān demanding "hair," which the Chauhān declared himself ready to grant at any time. Bhīma proposed to his officers to advance on Ajmir. Vir Pradhān [or "chiefs and ministers"] represented that in the rainy season it was fitting to remain at home, and recommended that the Chauhān should be attacked at Kārtik. The Rāja agreed: as the time passed the Chalūk's rage abated. The Chauhān, lord of Sambār, remaining at Ajmir, behaved like an avatar of Krishna.

In S. 1138 (A.D. 1081) Prithvirāja mounted the throne at Dehli, from which Ausangapāla with his queen had retired to Bhadrīkāshrama. Garlands of flowers were bound at the doors, and in the ten directions buffalo calves were sacrificed to the local gods. Shahār-ul-dīn again attacked him, but was defeated by him and captured by Chāmand Ray. The Sultan was fined and released after a month.

On a subsequent occasion, Prithvirāja, having discovered property buried in the Khatwan (कह्तवन्), a jangal at Nagar, determined, by the advice of Kaimās, to call Sambhārī Bāwal of Chitrā, the husband of his sister Prithā, to assist him, for he feared three enemies—the Ghorī Sultan, Jayachand of Kanauj, and Bhūma. The Ghorī, however, made an attack, but was defeated by Prithvirāja and Sambhārī, and after a month's confinement he was released—paying a fine. The treasure was then removed from its concealment and shared among the Sāmnats.

THE CANARESE COUNTRY COMPARED WITH THE COUNTRIES ADJACENT TO IT.

TRANSLATED BY REV. F. KITTEL, MERKARA.

The following lines were written by Sarvācchā, the son of Bāmara Arsa, a Brahmīn. His father's house was Māsīrum in the Dharwarī district; but Sarvācchā was born in a certain village called Ambarī. He became a clever fellow, and made verses on various subjects, always using the Tripādi metre. He may have lived two centuries ago.

DESCRIPTION OF COUNTRIES.

(Pure version.)

On each road are thorns of the shabby Ocy-
is no shade to stand under. The road to the north is not to be taken (v. 4).

With your dish of great millet you have many varieties of split pulse and the milk of well-fed buffaloes. Look at the riches of the middle country! *(v. 5.)* With your dish of Panicum you have similar split pulse and a lump of butter as big as a sling-stone. Look at the means of the middle country! *(v. 6.)* You have your cakes of wheat flour and the milk of the lea buffaloes, and enjoy the love of a modest female. I have not seen the like (v. 7). May cake-dust (that does not satiate) fall into the mouth of him who says that the country, wherein Bengal gran and wheat are sown and grown, should be burnt! *(v. 8.)*

The forest (of the west) is full of immature fruits; the country is full of huge trees; promises are not kept. I have had quite enough of the Hill country (malanāḍu, v. 9). The climate is damp; bellies are swollen; ah, why should one go to a country where sinners stir and eat (their food) with wood (ladies—v. 10)? There are green ginger and turmeric; there are jaggary and betel; there are good jack-fruits to eat. Can one declare the Hill country to be a good one? *(v. 11.)* There is rice water, there is mud, there are hot dwellings, there are wives that gratify. Oh, look at the relieving features of the Hill country! *(v. 12.)*

*(But in this (southern) direction Asuras have been born as men; Daśāśīra's (Rāvaṇa's) enemy has given them their name and rejected the region of the Tigulas*† *(i.e. Tamuliains) (v. 13).* There are the Kāla-kūt poison, and such malice as you might experience if you trusted a scorpion. I have had quite enough of the wind of the Tigulas, who are like mea dogs that bark in a deserted village (v. 14). Better than a friend of the Tigulas is a barking bitch; better than the shadow of the Maguḷ tree ‡ is the alligator of swallowing habitas (v. 15). How shall I tell the self-conceit of the country where reasoning§ has been born! Sankara's worship (pujā) is practised excessively in the south (v. 16).

In the east is passion (rāga), in the north abstract contemplation (yoga), and mere sickness (roga) in the west; the south is the residence of sensual pleasure (bhoga, v. 17). In the east people have no proper waists (or perhaps "clothes"), in the north they have no proper words, in the west they are greatly given to asper, in the south they are pompous (v. 18). The east is for whoremasters (viṣa), the north for jesters (vidūṣhaka), the west for villainous catamites (pithamardaka), and the south for very smart fellows (nāgarika, v. 19). The east is for Hastinipura, the north for Chitrakat, the west for San-khinis, and the south for Padanipura! *(v. 20.)*

**NOTES CONCERNING THE NUMERALS OF THE ANCIENT DRAVIDIANS.**

By Rev. F. KITTEL, MERRARA.

Or the mental faculties of the ancient Dravidians their Numerals bear some witness. From them we learn that when apparently still free from all Aryan influence, they contrived to count up to a hundred. The earliest state of their herds and flocks, and of their bartering, did not make it necessary to go higher. In the same way, not before the tribes that at present form the Aryas of the West had left their brethren, the later Zoroastrians and Brahmanas, &c., did they feel the necessity of the number "sahasra." This sahasra was, in course of time, borrowed from them by the Dravidians, and was also incorporated by them into their own lan-

**g**uage, wherein it bears the forms sāsira, sāsir, sāvira, aśira.

As we have seen, the early Dravidians were not behind the body of the Aryas in counting. To show their way of thinking in producing the numerals, we give the numerals up to ten, together with the nearest words indicative of their meaning. The longer forms stand by themselves, the shorter are used only as the first members of compounds (compare Gondi Numerals in the Indian Antiquary, p. 129).

1 ondu, onru (pronounce: ondu, oñți, or, òr, om, on ondu, ottu, to be undivided, be one. A unit without a branch.**

† 'The Hindus say there are four classes of women—Padmaṇā, Hastinipura, Chitrakat, and Sanḥkhis, of which the first is the most perfect.'—Forbes' Res. Masi, vol. i., p. 60. —Ed.

‡ When the affix du is joined to a short monosyllabic root with final t, the root in this case being or, this liquid is sometimes changed into the Hindu. Observe du has become jī (in Tulu), for which peculiarity compare No. 5.
2. irandu, eradu, erat, raddu, iru, ir, ir, in, ip, ir, ir, to split. The splitting off of a branch.*
3. munru (pronounce: mündu), mūru, mūjī, mūyyu, mun, mū, mu, mun, mūr, to advance, grow. A further advance.†
4. nālkui, nāŋgu, nāku, nāl, nār, nun, nā. In the formation of this word the idea of evenness seems already to have guided the Dravidians, as the nearest root is nāl, to be beautiful, nice, sufficient (naṅgu, beauty). An evenness.‡
5. aydu, ayndu, aŋju, aŋnu, aŋuy, aŋuy, aŋm, aŋ, ay, aydu, to go; to obtain (conf. isu, to make go, throw). The counting of the fingers of one hand forms a going or one turn: a turn.§
6. aru, aji ari, ar. Aru as a verb is stated to express the meaning of samarthvā, i.e. to be strong, or to strengthen; the numerals therefore, seem to convey the idea of addition, conf. No. 3: further addition.¶
7. ēlu, ēl, ēl, e, ep, ēl, ēl, to rise. A still greater rising.
8. eṇu, eṇu, eṇma, em, en, en, to count. Probably "a computation of two even numbers."* Conf. No. 4.
9. om-battu, on-batu, om-bay, or-m-ba. One less than the combination, i.e. one from ten.** See No. 10.
10. pattu, pandu, pannu, padin, pa, pad, payin, pay, pa, pattu, paru (pronounce: pattu), to come together, join. A joining or combination of all the ten fingers.††

Hundred with the Dravidians is nūr, nūru, nūrd. Its root is nun, nun, nūr, to become small, fine, pointed, smooth or powdered; conf. No. 3. Point, extremity of computation.


Colebrooke's Essays contributed in the first place to the Asiatic Researches and the Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society, are memoirs of the highest value, and, from their excellence and accuracy, have from their first appearance been justly regarded as standards of reference on the matters to which they relate. MM. Abel Rémusat, E. Burnouf, and V. Cousin early brought them to the notice of continental savants, and in 1833 M. Pauthier prepared a careful version in French of the five essays relating to the Philosophy of the Hindus that had appeared in the Transactions of the R. Asiatic Society, adding the Sanskrit texts and numerous valuable notes and appendices. In his preface M. Pauthier remarked: "If ever memoirs deserved a complete and faithful translation they are assuredly those of Mr. Colebrookes, that Indianist so learned and conscientious, that vir mundus satius laudandus, as he has been so justly styled by Dr. Stenzler in the preface to his recent beautiful edition of the Rāgaḥ Vana; for we do not hesitate to say that, without the excellent works of Mr. Colebrooke on the Sanskrit language and the most abstruse sciences of India—where he lived thirty years as a member of the administration—the knowledge, so far complete, of the language of these sciences, and of the sciences themselves, might have been almost indefinitely retarded in Europe. For, only to speak of the Essays on the Philosophy of the Hindus, Mr. Colebrooke has read all the numerous Sanskrit works on that philosophy he had succeeded in procuring, and it is from the methodical extracts and resumés from these works that he has composed his

* Here the ḍu appears as ḍu, twice with the bind before it, ḍu being only another form of ḍu; there are also and yavalkapī Bindus in Dravida.
† The primary root appears to be mū, mū (cf. mū + du, growth), and thus the first form, according to rule, is mū + Bindu + du; mūru, in this case, is a secondary form of the root of the, the ḍu being frequently used to produce such forms; ḍu has become ji (in Tulu), which change is also seen in ś, ān di, nū, this being an affix to form verbal nouns; it generally appears as me.
‡ By the affix in a verbal noun is formed. The liquids l, r (r; cfr. āne, āle, āirā—Antiquity, p. 229), as seen by ḍu and ḍu, fall under the rule of sivalabha, for which see No. 10.
§ aydu is ay + du, ayndu is ay + Bindu + du, aŋdu too is aŋ + Bindu + du, the du having become ju, cfr. No. 1. The rule is that when to certain long roots, for instance mūy (my) and bū (bá), ḍu is joined, the root is shortened and the Bindu put between (mūdu, būdu); this rule may also in this case explain the short a before the Bindu in aŋjū. Wherever the ū (du) is again dropped and at the same time the Bindu is retained, the themes is

optionally a or aŋ, aŋ, ay, ay, ay. ¶ This has become ū; see No. 3. Āru means also a river, a way. As a kind of analogue of vāryu, bājī, bolly. ¶ Em a = en + ma, this ma being an affix to form verbal nouns; it generally appears as me.
†† The first three forms are quite regular, i.e. par + tu (tu = du, conf. tru under No. 1), par + du (= pandu, see No. 1). The single ū in the third three forms at first sight looks strange; but all difficulty is removed when considering the form pa in the end. This pa is unchangeable, whereas the liquid ū falls under the rule of svihāvala (cf. No. 4), i.e. the rule that in many cases a liquid before k, g, d is so slightly sounded that no double consonant is formed, and accordingly has simply been dropped, so that pa + du (d) has remained; ēde, erde, brād, brādu, bard, bardu, life, ēd appears twice in the form of y; see under No. 3, and compare the j (a known cognate of y) under Nos. 1 and 5. We add that pawu, when meaning the number 10, is Tadbhava of the Dravidian patu, just as mukțā, pearl, is Tadbhava of mūtu, and sukti, curl, a Tadbhava of suttu.
CORRESPONDENCE

AND MISCELLANEA.

KHATRIS.

To the Editor of the Indian Antiquary.

Sir,—I have perused the letter about Khatriis, contributed by Mr. J. White, Assistant Collector of Futeh布尔, &c.; and being myself a member of that caste (Dehlīwāl Khatri), I beg to offer a few remarks.

The story of Parameswar and the escape of a pregnant Khatriya woman in the house of a Brahman is generally believed as the origin of the Khatriis. Every one of that caste looks to the Panjāb as its home, and up to the present time it contains the largest proportion of the Khatri population, which gradually lessens as you descend towards the east, until it almost totally disappears beyond Patna. Only very recently a number of Panjāb Khatriis have, for purposes of trade, settled in Calcutta. Khatriis are dispersed throughout almost all the large towns of Upper India, but a Khatri family will scarcely be found south of the Vindhyā range. Half a century ago a few families settled at Hyderabad when Chandu Lāl Khatri was the Nizam’s prime minister.

Judging from their physiognomy, they are of pure Aryan blood. Next to Kashmiris they are the fairest race in Hindustan; next to Brahmins they are the most religious class, reading much of the Hindu scriptures. As Guru Nānak belonged to this caste, he is regarded as the patron or national saint of the Khatriis. His and his successors’ compositions (वीर साहित्य) are looked upon with great reverence and respect, and generally read. The deistical doctrines and tenets inculcated by the great Khatri reformer have considerably influenced their morals, manners, and customs, weighing them to a great degree from many superstitions still clinging to by other Hindu tribes. This leads some to suspect their being genuine Hindus. Not only Lahnā but almost all the ten successors of Nānak were Khatriis. Nānakshahi fakirs are reverentially received in our families. Chandu Lāl used to feed thousands of fakirs every day. When he had reached the height of his prosperity at the Nizam’s Court, he presented to the Akhāda of Nirmal fakirs some lakhs of rupees. Its management rests with the Mahant and Panchs of that large body. They lend the money on good security to Bājas and Mahārājas. The expenses of food, &c., of the whole body, which contains several thousand members, dispersed all over Hindustan, are defrayed from the proceeds at the Allahabad and Hardwar fairs.

Mr. White says—"Khatriis themselves allow that they have comparatively lately come from westward, and this is conclusively proved by the distribution of their sub-divisions" (the Panjābī, Lahorī, Dehlīwāl, Purbi, and, I may add, by one more—the Agrāwāl). Panjāb, meaning towns beyond Lahor, and Purab, meaning towns in the east of Allahabad, Mirzapur, Banaras, Patna, &c., which are mostly inhabited by Purbi Khatriis, are all situated in Hindustan Proper. There is no ground for Mr. White’s conjecture that they have, like the Jats, come from some country beyond the Indus. Had such been the case, Khatriis, like Jats, would have been denominated by the Brahmans Sutras or Mlechchas. No pious Brahman eats food cooked by a Jat, but most will if prepared by a Khatri. I once asked an elderly member of our family why we, though living at Agra, are called Dehlīwāls. He explained that his great-grandfather, having fled from Dehlī with his family on the general massacre of its inhabitants by Nadir Shah, settled at Agra, consequently by the way of distinction people called them 'Dehlīwāls.' It may be fairly conjectured that Khatriis, among whom—in order to preserve purity of blood—family relations are still more scrupulously enquired into before forming marriage connections, might split into divisions, when, from the want of facility of communication, intercourse with one another had partially stopped for hundreds of years. Khatriis of Lahor, Dehlī, Agra, and Purab married, dined, attended social ceremonies with those of their own or adjacent towns only, and in the lapse of time have grown into distinct divisions. They all have the same stories and traditions of their origin, the same...
religious and social ceremonies, even the same songs among their females and the language peculiar to them. It is natural that by long intercourse with Hindus and Muhammadans, many customs should be exchanged, and pure Hindi has with them already given place to mixed Urdu. As Khatris mostly inhabit the Muhammadan capitals—Lahor, Dehli, Agra, Lakhnau, &c.—many Moslem customs, as wearing the Sarhi on marriage, the use of shoes by females, &c., have crept not only into our society, but also among Kayaths, Agrawal Banias, Oswals, &c. Khatris and Kayaths use a greater number of Persian words in familiar language than other Hindus.

I append the following notes, which may interest some readers:

1. In the time of Nânak the site on which the now commercial town of Amritsar stands, was a forest with a pond, a solitary place well fitted for retired fakirs. Nânak, once in company with many others, went to bathe in it; he dived in and was lost sight of. His associates gave him up for lost, and remained there without food and drink, bewailing the untimely death of their favourite. They searched for his body in the water but could not find it. On the third day, to their great joy and astonishment, he suddenly appeared on the surface of the water with steaming hot Monbhâg (a sweetmeat), since held sacred to him, in his right hand and repeating the words "Wâh Guruji! Dhanyak Guruji. Sahâ Guruji!" meaning 'Glory to the Teacher. He is blessed. He alone is true.' The terms signifying God are mostly used on solemn occasions and in saluting one another. His companions, thus convinced of his divine origin, became his proselytes. To commemorate the miracle the institution of Kadâhâya Prâsadâ was established among the Khatris.

2. The Khatris are descendants of a warlike race. The name Khatris occurs in the Indian History since the time of Bâber when he visited Guru Nânak. They were constantly employed by the Mughul emperors as soldiers. Todar Mall, the celebrated finance of Akbar, belonged to this caste.† Aurangzeb sent all the Khatri forces on the great expedition into the Dekhan against the kings of Golconda and Bijapur and the Marathas. Great was the slaughter in the imperial armies; the Khatri and Hindu forces were almost annihilated. On the return of the camp to Dehli, the widows, sisters, mothers, and orphans, loudly bewailing the loss of those dear to them, surrounded the palace asking for support. There was no such thing as a pension under the Muhammadan rule. Promising them to devise suitable means for their maintenance, Aurangzeb bade them go home; and summoned Lallu and Jagdhâr, two Khatri chiefs, to take their advice in the matter. The prudent Muhammadan ruler thought of the desirability of re-marrying their widows, but they said, in reply, that it was beyond their power to introduce the system, though very advisable, until they should consult with their caste-fellows on the matter. A grand meeting of the Khatri of Dehli was called for the purpose. Some agreed and signed a bond, but when Lallu and Jagdhâr's turn came, they refused until they should get the permission of their old mother. They went home and explained the whole to her. She tauntingly answered—'If you are fully determined to introduce the Muhammadan Nîbâ system among us, which shall for ever stam your name with the black stain of heterodoxy, select a good old fellow of eighty for my husband.' The youths, thus put to shame, went no more to the Panchayat.

The meeting waited Lallu and Jagdhâr's return from morning till evening; one of the number in despair taking a stone threw it into a well, repeating the words 'aise ki taisi main jaya Lallu aur Jagdhâr,' meaning 'let Lallu and Jagdhâr go, I won't wait any longer.' The sentence has since passed into a proverb. The meeting dispersed without deciding the question. On the following day the report was made of this disregard to the royal mandate; the Emperor, in his usual indignation, dismissed all Khatri from the imperial service and proclaimed that they should never be taken into state employ. Thus thousands were thrown out of business and began to starve. One day they suddenly surrounded the imperial palace, humbly supplicating the Emperor to provide for their livelihood. Aurangzeb thought it prudent to appease the enraged mob. He promised them support, but he was not willing to restore them to their former positions. The next day a royal firman was granted them, conferring on their caste the sole privilege and monopoly of Dalâli, or profession of broker, in the bazaars of Dehli and Agra. Since that time the profession, though now humble, has been confined to Khatris. Even under British rule, in which freedom of choice is the privilege of every subject, celebrator's friends, relations, and neighbours, invited for the occasion. When the sermon is over, the presiding fakir stands up, and with him all the party. He repeats aloud the tawafs and prayers—Dava, Sadar, composed by Nânak in glorification of the One Eternal Being without form, Creator and Protector of the Universe. At the end of each hymn the party joins with the fakir in the benediction Wâh Guruji! After this every one presents to the fakir something in money (niyâz) according to his means. The ceremony ends with the distribution of the contents of the pan as a treat (prâsad) to all present.

† See my letter on Bajah Todar Mall.—Proceedings of Asiatic Society of Bengal for August 1872.
very few dare intrude upon their rights. A greater number now, finding letters more lucrative, attend English schools and colleges. Not a few of them enjoy coveted posts of trust under the Government.

KAS' NATH.

Sir,—Your correspondent Mr. White (Ind. Ant., vol. I., p. 289) wishes for information about the caste of Khatris in Hindustan. He says—"One account is that they are sons of a Rajput (Khasatriya) woman by a Sudra father. I am not inclined to place any reliance on statements like this, for the simple reason that every caste which cannot explain its origin invariably invents the Khasatriya theory of paternity." A reference to the Institutes of Manu, chap. V. v. 12, 13, 16, and 23, will show that a tribe called Khasatri existed then and held the same theory of paternity.

EARLY INDIAN BUILDINGS.

To the Editor of the Indian Antiquary.

Sir,—On the 4th of January 1871 Bâbu Râjendralâla Mitrâ read a paper to the Asiatic Society of Bengal, the object of which was to expose certain fallacies into which, he believed, I had fallen in treating of the history of Architecture in India.

As my answer was easy and obvious, I thought of replying at once, but on second thoughts it appeared more fair to allow the Bâbu to substantiate his accusations by stating his reasons at full length before doing so, and I thought also that in the interval he might see reason to modify the crude statements he then put forward.

Though nearly two years have elapsed since his paper was read, he has made no signs of resuming the subject, and I am now informed that we must wait till the Greek Kalends for the publication of his essay. Under these circumstances, as the matter is of importance to the history of Art, I hope you will allow me a brief space to state my reasons for dissenting from the Bâbu's conclusions.

The passages in which they are principally stated are the following:

"An opinion is gaining ground that the ancient Aryans were not proficient in the art of building substantial edifices with stone and bricks, but that the primitive Hindus were dwellers in thatched huts and mud houses. Mr. Ferguson, who has adopted this opinion, adds that the Hindus learnt the art of building from the Grecians, who came to India with Alexander, and that the oldest specimens of architecture in the country appear to be in the first stage of transition from wood to stone."

"It is denied" (by the Bâbu) "that the Buddhist religion—a mere reformation of the old Hindu faith—could have any influence in originating architecture, and the invasion of Alexander is compared with the British expedition to Abyssinia, in which very little impression was produced on the domestic arts of the Abyssinians. It is difficult to believe that Alexander brought with him any large number of quarris, masons, and architects, to leave some behind him for the education of the people of this country in architecture; and it would be absurd to suppose that a king like Asoka, who is presumed to have lived originally in thatched huts, would of his own accord send for architects and quarris from Greece to build him a palace," &c.

My first answer to these accusations is, that there is no passage or paragraph in any work ever written or published by me which, if fairly read with the context, will bear the interpretation here put on it, and I defy the Babû to produce one.

If, however, he will allow me to extend his own simile, I will try and explain to him what I did say. After the fall of Magdala and the death of King Theodore, the English retired on Egypt, which they had taken possession of on their way to Abyssinia; and during the next seventy or eighty years keep up a continual and close intimacy, both commercial and political, with their former foes, till the accession of the Great Theodore IV., Emperor of all Central Africa. He formed alliances with the "Chapto" kings of France, England, Germany, and Russia, and established missions in their capitals at Paris, London, Berlin, and St. Petersburg; and, from the reports of his agents and constant intercourse with foreigners, this enlightened monarch was led to introduce into his own country some European arts hitherto unknown in Central Africa, but at the same time adapting them carefully to the state and wants of his own people.

Substitute Bactria for Egypt, and Asoka for Theodore IV., and you get pretty nearly what I believe, and always have believed, in this matter, but a very different thing from what the Babû represents me as saying or believing.

As for the "mud" and "thatch" of the previous part of the quotation, they are entirely the Babû's own creation; nor such words occur in any work I ever wrote, nor any expression in any degree analogous to them. My belief on the contrary is, and always was, that the palaces of the Mamyrian kings of Palaibothra were at least as extensive—certainly more gorgeous—and probably cost as much money as those of the Mughul emperors of Agra and Delhi, yet they certainly were in wood.

I will not ask the Babû to undertake such a journey now, but if he will take the trouble to examine a set of photographs of the palaces of the Burmese kings at Ava, Amirapura, or Mandalay, or of the 101 monasteries that line the shores of the Irawadi, or of the buildings at Bankok, he will ascribe to Alexander the erection of certain towers in the Kabul Valley, which I believed to be Buddhist monuments of the third or fourth century A.D.—History of Architecture, vol. II., p. 460.
discover the existence of an architecture wholly in wood—above the foundation—ininitely more gorgeous and more artistic than the pukka palaces of Calcutta, to which his knowledge of the art seems to be confined. The truth of the matter is, that except for its one great defect—want of durability—wood is a better building material, especially in hot climates, than stone. It admits of far greater spaces being roofed, with far fewer points of support. It admits of framing, and consequently of immense economy of material; and it allows of carving, gilding, and painting to an extent with difficulty attainable in stone. If the Mauryan kings thought only of their own splendour and comfort, without any hankering after brick and mortar immortality, they were right to use wood instead of stone, as the kings of Bumah and Siam now do. The Mughul emperors thought of posterity, and we are grateful to them for so doing, but I would like to see a wooden palace that had been built by Akbar. Fatehpur Sikri would have been a dwarf and mean in comparison.

The question, however, is not one for argument but of fact. I have before me some hundreds of photographs of caves in western India and Bihār—of Buddhist rail and gateways—such for instance as the caves of Sanchi, and of other buildings erected between 250 B.C. and the Christian era. All these, without a single exception, are literal copies in stone of the forms of wooden carpentry, and such as no people could have used who had ever seen or been familiar with stone architecture. Besides this, all the bas-reliefs at Sanchi, in the first century of the Christian era, tell the same tale. The basement of the houses, as of our modern wooden bungalow, the solid parts of the town walls—all in fact that can be called engineering are in stone or brick; all the superstructure is even then in wood, like the ribs in the roof of the caves. These are such patent facts that I do not believe that any one, who will take the trouble to examine the evidence, can arrive at any other conclusion than I have done.

In his haste to find fault, it does not seem to have occurred to the Bābu that he was accusing me of saying that "Alexander brought quarriers, masons, and architects to teach the Hindus"—Greek architecture, I presume—which I never did say; and then that I stated that the Hindus, during the two centuries and a half that elapsed before the Christian era, were employed in elaborating a perfectly original style of their own, without any trace of foreign influence, except perhaps ornament here and there which may be Assyrian or Persian. I am at a loss to guess how the Bābu can reconcile these contradictory statements, unless it be thus. From the first time I wrote on Indian architecture to the present day, I have always asserted that Indian stone architecture commenced with Asoka, 250 B.C. I do not know, and never pretended to know, of any build-

The Konti (merchant) caste have also "Hulle Mukkalu," who are called "Kanchala viraru." The "Kanchala viraru" wear red-coloured clothes, and a breastplate engraved with a likeness of "Vrabhadra." They are entitled to receive from each Konti a yearly fee of one fanam, and the usual dues on the celebration of marriage, &c. This sub-division of the caste, it is said, owes its existence to the following circumstance:

On the 2nd of the moon's increase in the month Palguna of the year Prabhava, 2628 after the Kaliyuga, Vishnu Verdhana, king of Rajamahendra-prapura, happened in the course of his conquests to arrive at Pennagonde. Invited by Kusuma Shettii, a member of the Konti or Valsiha caste, the king paid him a visit. Struck with the beauty of Vasavambaa, the merchant's daughter, the king demanded her in marriage. The merchant was placed in a fix. It was impossible to decline the proposed honour, while compliance with the demand would entail loss of caste. The merchant apparently accepted the offer, but secretly he and the heads of the caste determined to commit suicide by burning themselves. Mullaa, an old and faithful servant of the merchant, learned his master's secret intention, determined not to be left behind, and begged to be allowed to join his master in his self-sacrifice. To this the Kontis agreed, and Mullaa committed suicide with them. In consideration of his devotion to the caste, Mullaa's family were created "Hulla Mukkalu," and their descendants have ever since enjoyed certain privileges.

A similar sub-division is to be found among the following castes:

(i.) Kurubaru (shepherd).
(ii.) Agasu (washerman).
(iii.) Sevachar, Gowdagalaru (ryotas who wear the lingam).
(iv.) Gandigaru, Vokkaliga (a sub-division of the caste which furnishes most of the ryotas in Mysore).
(v.) And, strange to say, the "Malidigaru," or lowest left-hand caste, and who live by working up leather.

The "Hulle Mukkalu" of each caste will receive alms only from the members of its own parent stock. Beyond learning their names I have been able to glean nothing of their origins. The principal duty of the "Hulle Mukkalu" appears to be learning the pedigree of those members of the parent caste in his immediate neighbourhood, which he carefully repeats when on his best.

6th December 1872.

J. S. F. MACKENZIE.

SELECTIONS FROM MR. SHERRING'S WORK ON "HINDU TRIBES AND CASTES."

GOSAIN.

The term Gosain is so vaguely employed by Hindus generally, that it becomes necessary to ev-
plain its various significations, and also to show in what sense it furnishes the name to a distinct caste. Commonly, any devotee is called a Gosain, whether he lives a life of celibacy or not, whether he roams about the country collecting alms or resides in a house like the rest of the people, whether he leads an idle existence or employs himself in trade. The mark, however, that distinguishes all who bear this name is, that they are devoted to a religious life. Some besmear their bodies with ashes, wear their hair dishevelled and uncombed, and, in some instances, coiled round the head like a snake or rope. These formerly were naked, but being prohibited by the British Government to appear in this fashion in public, bid defiance to decency nevertheless by the scantiness of their apparel. They roam about the country in every direction, visiting especially spots of reputated sanctity, and as a class are the pests of society and incorrigible rogues. They utter sacred texts or mantras, and are notably fond of uttering the names of certain favourite deities. Some of them can read, and a few may be learned; but for the most part they are stolidly ignorant. Others, of a much higher grade, reside in matha or monasteries, where they lead a life of contemplation and asceticism. Yet they quit their homes occasionally, and, like the first-named, undertake tours for the purpose of begging, and also proceed on pilgrimage to remote places. Most of them wear a yellowish cloth, by which they make themselves conspicuous. Fakirs or devotees of both of these classes usually wear several garlands of beads suspended from their necks and hanging low down in front; and carry a short one in the hand, which, by the action of a thumb and finger, they revolve perpetually but slowly, keeping time with the low utterances proceeding from their lips. They also bear upon their foreheads, and frequently on other parts of their bodies, particularly the arms and chest, sacred marks or symbols, in honour of their gods.

In addition, there is a considerable number of Gosains, not however separated from the rest by any caste distinctions, who, although by profession belonging to this religious class, apply themselves nevertheless to commerce and trade. As merchants, bankers, tradesmen, they hold a very respectable position. Some carry on their transactions on a large scale. One of the principal bankers in the city of Mirzapur is a Mahant or high-priest of Gosains—a certificate of great wealth and influence.

One of the chief peculiarities of this caste is, that besides its natural increase from within, it is constantly adding to its numbers from without—Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Vaisyas, and Sudras; the two former specially may, if they choose, become Gosains; but if they do so, and unite with the members of this fraternity in eating and drinking, holding full and free intercourse with them, they are cut off for ever from their own tribes. It is this
circumstance which constitutes the Gosains a distinct and legitimate caste, and not merely a religious order.

The ceremony observed at the creation of a Gosain is as follows. The candidate is generally a boy, but may be an adult. At the Siva-ratri festival (in honour of Siva), water brought from a tank, in which an image of the god has been deposited, is applied to the head of the novice, which is thereupon shaved. The Guru, or spiritual guide, whispers to the disciple a mantra or sacred text. In honour of the event all the Gosains in the neighbourhood assemble together, and give their new member their blessing; and a sweetmeat called kaddu, made very large, is distributed amongst them. The novitiate is now regarded as a Gosain, but he does not become a perfect one until the Vijayia Hom has been performed, at which a Gosain, famous for religion and learning, gives him the original mantra of Siva. The ceremony generally occupies three days in Benares. On the first day the Gosain is again shaved, leaving a tuft on the top of the head called in Hindi Chundi, but in Sanskrit, Shikha. For that day he is considered to be a Brahman, and is obliged to bathe at a few houses. On the second day he is held to be a Brahmacari, and wears coloured garments, and also the jameo or sacred cord. On the third day the jameo is taken from him, and the Chundi is cut off. The mantra of Siva is made known to him, and also the Rudri Gayatri (not the usual one daily pronounced by Brahmans). He is now a full Gosain or vasparast, is removed from other persons, and abandons the secular world. Henceforth he is bound to observe all the tenets of the Gosains. The complete Gosains, who have performed the ceremony of Vijayia Hom, are celibates. It is customary therefore for men not to perform it until they are forty or fifty years of age, as it involves the abandonment of their wives and families. Gosains will eat food in the houses of Brahmans and Rajputs only. At death their bodies are not burnt, but are either buried or thrown into the Ganges.

DANDI.

The Dandis are neither a caste nor a tribe of Hindus, but are an order of devotees. As they keep themselves very distinct from the rest of the community, they demand a separate notice. Their habits are peculiar. One of them has supplied an appellation for the entire class, derived from their habit of always carrying a staff in the hand. Hence the name Dandi, from danda, a stick. They are Brahmans and receive disciples only from the Brahmans.

The Dandis do not touch fire, or metal, or vessels made of any sort of metals. It is impossible, therefore, for them to cook their own food like other Hindus; it is equally impossible also for them to handle money. They wear one long unsewn reddish cloth, thrown about the person. Although they are on principle penniless, yet they do not beg. Their dependance on the kindness and care of others is thus of the most absolute character; yet they are not reduced to want, or even to distress: they are fed by the Brahmans, and the Gosains, another class of devotees, but of lax principles, and not restricted to any one caste. The Dandis do not marry, and have no houses of their own. They have literally nothing they can call their own, except a diminutive mat to lie upon, a small pillow, the cloth they wear, a stick, and a kamandal or hermit's pot for holding water. The stick they use at the age of fifty, previously to which they are only disciples, and are not called Dandis.

Not a few of this religious order are learned men, and devote a large portion of their time to study and meditation. They are great readers of the Sûstras, such as the Mimamsa, Nyâya, Manjuka, and others, and also of the Purânas. Many Brahmans, even Pandits, or learned Brahmans, come to them for instruction, which they impart freely without the smallest recompense. All classes of the community pay them the greatest honour, even to worshipping them. They are addressed as Swâmi Ji, that is, master, lord, spiritual teacher. Although they are said to worship idols, yet they make no obeisance to them. They are singularly independent in all their actions, and make no salam or sign of respect to any object, human or divine.

TRIDANDI.

A species of Gosains, originally they bore a trident as their emblem; hence the name which they assume. This practice, however, has ceased to be observed. They are Sâivas, or worshippers of Siva, and in habits are like Gosains. The Tridandis do not marry. Their bodies after death are buried, not burnt.

JOGL.

This class, or order, is of many kinds. Some are prognosticators of future events; others lead about animals of monstrous formation in order to excite religious wonder and curiosity; others have their ears split and wear in them a kind of ear-ring for sacred purposes. Persons of all castes can, in these latter days, enter the order; but this was not the rule originally. Jogis are not particular on the subject of marriage, and some of them take to themselves wives. At death their bodies are buried; and their tombs, termed Samâdhi, are held in sacred estimation, and are often visited by pilgrims for idolatrous purposes.

The term Jogî or Yogi is properly applicable, says Mr. Wilson, "to the followers of the Yoga or Patañjala school of philosophy, which, amongst other tenets, maintained the practicability of acquiring, even in life, entire command over elementary matter by means of certain ascetic practices."

BRAHMACARI.

This name is given to a sect of Brahmans ascetics. They wear red cloth and the rudrâksha, let their hair and beard grow, and besmear their bodies with
ashes. They are worshippers of Siva. The Bramhacharis live as recluse apart from their families, and at death their bodies are burnt.

The word Bramhachari is also applied to a religious student, to persons learned in the Vedas, and in various other ways.

THE HILL TRIBES OF THE NEILHERRIES.

(Varanasi Standard, Oct. 18.)

Next to the Badagas, in importance and numbers, are the Kotahs. They live in seven Kotahherries or villages, situated far apart on the hills, so that each Kotah village has its own set of Badagas, for whom they make tools, ropes, baskets, jewels, and whose funerals they attend with their musical instruments. The Kotahs are of very low caste; they will eat from any one, and do not object to devouring carrion of all sorts; they are not particular how an animal dies, and during a murain the Kotahs feast and fatten. They cultivate the soil with a little more care than the Badagas, but grow the same grains, &c., and in the same style. They keep cattle, which they sometimes kill for food, but strange to say, they never milk them. Their Shukars (funeral ceremonies) and marriage ceremonies are much the same as those of the Badagas, though they do not spend as much money on those occasions. They are far more independent than the Badagas, and do not care to work for Europeans. Their iron-work is of the coarsest description. They, however, make hatchets, adzes, and bill-hooks pretty well, and their neighbours like them better than English tools. They are very keen after game. A few can shoot, and if any one they know to be a good shot gives notice at a village, the inhabitants will all turn out, yelling and shrieking as sambars. They make a strong durable rope out of buffaloe hide, much sought after by Badagas for fastening their cattle, &c. Their women work up a sort of black clay, found in swamps, out of which they make pots for themselves and neighbours; but of a very inferior kind. One most remarkable circumstance amongst these people is that they actually court venereal disease; a young woman who does not suffer from this before he is of a certain age is looked upon as a disgrace! It is hardly necessary for me to say that they are vilely dirty in their habits, and most immoral. Their language is a most discordant jargon, entirely different from that spoken by any other of the hill tribes, and I have heard them boast of the fact that no one but themselves can understand it.

Next to these gentry come the Todahs: their men are generally fine handsome fellows, and I have heard some of their women spoken of as beauties. They are, however, a lazy, good-for-nothing lot; they do no work at all beyond tending their buffaloes, cutting sicks, seeking honey and building their mud huts or villages, for which they certainly choose very pretty sites. They get all their grain from the Badagas and Kotahs; a good part of it is paid to them as a sort of blackmail, which they used to levy with much rigour and authority; but since their neighbours have got more independent, and know that government will protect them from injustice, this levy is paid more from custom than fear, and I dare say before long the Todahs will have to buy all the grain they require. The Todahs formerly would not allow the Badagas to graze their cattle in the neighbourhood of their mounds; now, however, the latter tribe build kraals far out amongst, and even beyond the Todah mounds, and feed their buffaloes with those of their would-be masters with impunity. They burn their dead without much ceremony at the time, except that the corpse must be burnt only at certain phases of the moon. Should a man die on what they consider a bad day, his body is kept in the hut over smoke for 10 or 15 days till a "good day" comes! They afterwards hold a "Kheri" or killing of buffaloes, which are sup-posed to minister to the wants of their owners in the happy land of departed Todahs. Formerly all the buffaloes a man had were despatched after him. Government has now put a restriction on the number, and the Todahs are not allowed to kill them without notice being given to, and permission obtained from, the authorities. The Todah greatly object to this restriction; but I know they are really very glad, because the greater number of cattle they have, the more ghee, and consequently the more rupees, are procured. They do not like to have many women amongst them, and it used to be a custom among them to kill all the female children but one which a woman might bear. In former times these murders were perpetrated with much ceremony and feasting; latterly they were more quietly performed, till Government put a stop to them altogether. The Todahs do not, however, seem any better for it. Three and four men are supposed to have only one wife in common. Any children she may bear are common to all. Like the Badagas and Kotahs, they are very immoral. The women do nothing but lounge about the mounds, butter their hair and cook. The Todahs eat a variety of greens, the heart of the thistle, fungi, tender shoots of bamboo, and more when they can get them. Their Shukars (funeral ceremonies) and marriage ceremonies are much the same as those of the Badagas, though they do not spend as much money on those occasions. They are far more independent than the Badagas, and do not care to work for Europeans. Their iron-work is of the coarsest description. They, however, make hatchets, adzes, and bill-books pretty well, and their neighbours like them better than English tools. They are very keen after game. A few can shoot, and if any one they know to be a good shot gives notice at a village, the inhabitants will all turn out, yelling and shrieking as sambars. They make a strong durable rope out of buffaloe hide, much sought after by Badagas for fastening their cattle, &c. Their women work up a sort of black clay, found in swamps, out of which they make pots for themselves and neighbours; but of a very inferior kind. One most remarkable circumstance amongst these people is that they actually court venereal disease; a young woman who does not suffer from this before he is of a certain age is looked upon as a disgrace! It is hardly necessary for me to say that they are vilely dirty in their habits, and most immoral. Their language is a most discordant jargon, entirely different from that spoken by any other of the hill tribes, and I have heard them boast of the fact that no one but themselves can understand it.

Next to these gentry come the Todahs: their men are generally fine handsome fellows, and I have heard some of their women spoken of as beauties. They are, however, a lazy, good-for-nothing lot; they do no work at all beyond tending their buffaloes, cutting sicks, seeking honey and building their mud huts or villages, for which they certainly choose very pretty sites. They get all their grain from the Badagas and Kotahs; a good part of it is paid to them as a sort of black-mail, which they used to levy with much rigour and authority; but since their neighbours have got more independent, and know that government will protect them from injustice, this levy is paid more from custom than fear, and I dare say before long the Todahs will have to buy all the grain they require. The Todahs formerly would not allow the Badagas to graze their cattle in the neighbourhood of their mounds; now, however, the latter tribe build kraals far out amongst, and even beyond the Todah mounds, and feed their buffaloes with those of their would-be masters with impunity. They burn their dead without much ceremony at the time, except that the corpse must be burnt only at certain phases of the moon. Should a man die on what they consider a bad day, his body is kept in the hut over smoke for 10 or 15 days till a "good day" comes! They afterwards hold a "Kheri" or killing of buffaloes, which are sup-
THE CHANDEL THÁKÚRS.

BY F. N. WRIGHT, B.A., Oxon., B.C.S.

Among the many tribes that by migration, whether its cause were conquest, or the mere desire to obtain relief from an over-crowded home, have established themselves in the Antabar, the Chandel Thákúrs present perhaps as interesting a history as any. The following particulars are derived from two family histories (Banswai)—the one belonging to the now extinct branch of Sheorájpur, and the other to that which, first establishing itself in Sachendi, has covered with its numerous ramifications the whole of the south of pargannah Jájíman, zilla Káňhpur. The former history is in Persian, the latter in Hindi; and the characteristics of each are so strongly marked, and have so important a bearing on the accuracy of the facts which they relate, that it is necessary briefly to call attention to them.

The account contained in the Persian MS. was compiled by order of the last raja, Sati Prasad, in A.D. 1841. The main object of the compilation being an elaborate statement of the rights due to, and the wrongs suffered by, the Sheorájpur raj, little space is devoted to the pre-historic period; but the details of the more recent events are concise and particular. Though, however, the phraseology is elegant, and graceful couplets on the attributes of various rajas break the monotony of somewhat dry detail, the reader is not encouraged to linger till he arrives at the commencement of English rule, when the fortunes of the powerful clan began to totter—their final ruin being accomplished by the disloyalty of their chief’s chieftain in 1857, and his imprisonment and subsequent death in a stranger’s house. The Hindi MS., also of comparatively recent date,* is the compilation of one or more bards; and containing probably the material for many an epic, chanted to admiring and wondering audiences round the village chaukdi, it is full of mythical and exaggerated details, which, whatever lustre they may lend to the proud family to which they refer, decidedly lessen our faith in the accuracy of all that is not supported by collateral evidence. While, therefore, the Hindi MS. is of value in so far as it corroborates the more precise record of the Persian document, compiled

from papers actually in possession of the writer at the time of writing, though lost subsequently in the mutiny, it is to the latter we must look for a trustworthy description of the manner in which the Chandels came to establish themselves so far from their original home.

The Chandels trace their origin through Chandra, the moon, up to Brahma, the great creative principle, including in their pedigree historic names, such as Jiití and Pur.† From Brahma to Satí Prasad, the last acknowledged raja, 118 generations are numbered; but the various pedigrees collated contain several discrepancies in the earlier names, some of which are noted below. The mythical origin of the Chandels is thus described by the Hindi MS.:

“Hemvati was daughter of Indarjit;† Gahlwá Thákúr, Rájá of Banáras; with her at midnight the Moon had dalliance: she awoke when she recovered her senses, and saw the Moon returning to his own place. She was about to curse him, and said—"I am not a Gantam woman" (this allusion is obscure), when he replied—"The curse of Śrí Kriṣhṇa has been fulfilled; your son will become very great, and his kingdom will extend from sunset to sunrise." Hemvati said—"Tell me that spell by which my sin may be absorbed." Chandra said—"You will have a son, and he will be your absolution;" and he gave her this spell—"Go to Ásu, near Kálingar, and there dwell. When within a short time of being delivered, cross the river Kin (?), and go to Khajráin, where Chintáman§ Banyá dwells, and live there with him. Your son shall perform a great sacrifice. In this iron age sacrifices are not perfect. I will appear as a Bráhman and complete the sacrifice: then your absolution will be perfect."

The fruit of this intrigue was Chandra Varma (called in the Persian MS. Chandra Puras, or Chandra Deo); and the date of his birth is given as Kátit Badi 4, Sambat 204. From him to the well-known Parmál Deo, whose fort, Kálingar, was taken by Káthú-ud-dín, A.D. 1202 (Sambat 1258), § there are, according to the Persian MS., 49 generations; but the Hindi MS. reckons only 23. The chronology of the

---

* I have in vain attempted to fix the exact date of compilation: it is probably not the work of one time only.
† This pedigree I have collated most carefully with others in possession of cadet branches. As it is a mere list of names, I do not give it here.
‡ “Of Hemraj, Bráhman in Indarjíti’s service.” H. Elliot.
§ The descendants of this Chintáman for many years retained the office of Diwán to the Chandel raja.
|| Elliot’s Ind. Hist., II. 231.
latter, however, is glaringly incorrect: the duration of the reigns of successive rājās never agrees with the period given in the dates of each succession; while Parmāl Deo's reign is dated 1044 Sambat, or a discrepancy of over 200 years from the date mentioned above. The date given by the Persian MS. of the succession of Sabhājit, son of Parmāl Deo, 1223 Sambat, agrees more closely with that of the Hindi MS. The Persian MS. probably errs in excess of names; as, for instance, when brother succeeds brother on the gaddi, and the reign of the second is reckoned as that of a separate generation. It is clear, however, that no correct date can be assigned to any tribe in the long pedigrees till the invasion of the Muhammadans.*

Chandra Varma, then, the reputed son of Chandra, established his dynasty after a series of battles waged, according to the Hindi MS., by countless hosts of horsemen, who were paid from extravagantly exaggerated treasures in Chande Chandāwal in the Dakhan. To him and his successors the same MS. gives almost universal empire in India: he is represented as annually making expeditions with enormous armies and immense treasures, conquering rājā after rājā, and exacting tribute from the kings of Rūm and Ceylon. He, it is said, founded the fort of Kālingar; and branches of his family settled themselves in the Kārnātik, in Kallu Kanhūr, in Mirat, the Sambal country (Rohilkhand), and Kumaon. The latter rāj was founded by Mānikchand, fifth in descent from Parmāl Deo, and son of Bhīr Deo, who reigned at Kanauj, according to the Persian MS.; while the Hindi MS. gives Kandar Varma, grandson of Chandra Varma, as the founder.†

It would seem fruitless to endeavour to define the exact limits of the territory actually subject to any one rājā (as is attempted in Elliot's Supp. Glossary); for the claims of each to universal empire are mere romance, dexterously coloured by the bard with glowing accounts of huge armies, countless treasures, and innumerable marriages.

I divide the history of the Chandels into the following dynasties:—

The Chande Chandāwal.

The Chanderi—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Founded by</th>
<th>Persian MS.</th>
<th>Hindi MS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Damkhoh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bir Varma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* I regret I have not General Cunningham's account of this interesting race to verify the date, 800 A.D., given by him as that of their rise (it would seem to me to be that of the founding of Chanderi, the rājās of Chande Chandāwal being eliminated); this sketch, however, is intended to show only what is contained in genuine native histories.† I have endeavoured, without success, to obtain accurate information on this point.

The Mahoba—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Founded by</th>
<th>Persian MS.</th>
<th>Hindi MS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Madan Varma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mān Varma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Kanauj, founded by Sabhājit.

The Sheorājpūr, founded by Sheorāj Singh. Of these five dynasties, those preceding the Mahoba line are pre-historic. Instead of the 18 rājās of Mahoba given in Elliot's Glossary, the Persian MS. gives but 8, and the Hindi MS. but 14. I give them here.

Mān Varma

Gyān Varma

Jān Varma (? Nandā, Gandā—Ell. Gloss.)

Gaj Varma

Kil Varma (? Kirat Varma—Ell. Gloss.)

Sakat Varma

Bhagat Varma

Jagat Varma

Rahlia Varma

Sūraj Varma

Rūp Varma

Madan Varma

Kirá Varma

Parmāl Deo

after whom the suffix "Deo" was invariably used.

Of the causes of the several migrations, no satisfactory explanation is given in either MS. If we accept the Mahoba as the only genuine Chandel dynasty, the two preceding dynasties cannot only the settlement of junior branches of original stock in convenient situations. It is, however, quite as reasonable to consider the whole lineage as one, and the migration to Mahoba (which is certainly not the original birth-place of a Chandel tribe, if name is any guide) as induced by the same causes as those that led to the subsequent migrations. With respect to the migration to Mahoba, the Persian MS. says:—"At this time the rājā of Kanauj, a Gahlwār, who till this time was rich and prosperous, first from the blows received at the hands of Rāi Pithaura, and afterwards from the pressure of Shahāb-ūd-dīn Afghan Ghori, left his home and established himself in Banārās. Then Sabhājit, by advice of his wazirs and khedives, established himself in Kanauj." The Hindi MS., in a long involved passage attributing the destruction of Kanauj to Pritihirāj, says:—"Then Sabhājit left Mahoba for Kanauj." This leaves the impression that the Chandels, finding the reputedly fertile and wealthy Kanauj open...
to them, crossed the Jamuna for the fertile plains of the Doáb.

Both MSS. are agreed that for eight generations the head-quarters of the clan were at Kanauj, though the year of the migration thither is given by the Persian MS. at Sambat 1223, and by the Hindi one as 1180—a comparatively trifling discrepancy.

The eight rājās of Kanauj were—

Sabhājit.
Gyās Deo.
Ghansyām Deo.
Bihr Deo.
Lahr Deo.
Sūp Deo.
Bās Deo.
Khakk Deo.
Dhām Deo.

Sheorāj Deo
Pat Deo
Lag Deo
founded Sheorājpur.

Pachor.
Sapihī.
Rājā.
Rāwat.
Rāo.

From this branch descended the Rāwat of Onha. Rānā of Sakrej. Rāwat of Rāwatpūr.

A sort of intermediate migration was made from Kanauj to Rādhaṇ, where the remains of a large fort overlooking a wide expanse of country bear silent witness to departed greatness. The Persian MS. gives the following account:—

"Sheorāj Deo founded Sheorājpur and called it after his own name, so that from Kumaon to Karra (Mānikpur*) the whole country of Kanauj was in his possession. Since the rule of the Muhammadans had been established now for some time, all the rājās and great men of the country attended the emperor’s court, and amongst them Sheorāj Deo, regarding whom it was ordered that leaving Kanauj” (where he was probably too strong) “he was to reside in Tappa Rādhaṇ and Bihla, in the pargana of Bithūr, where is ‘Sita Raso.’ Sheorāj accordingly, obeying the emperor’s order, left the fort of Kanauj, and first building a fort in Rādhaṇ lived there; and afterwards founding Sheorājpur, he established his rule there. While he lived in Kanauj he had soldiers, horse and foot, numerous as the waves of the sea, so that to enumerate them is impossible. They say that when the rājā went for a short time to Karra, horsemen carried to him the betel leaf prepared for him daily in his home, before the hour of midday meal.” The Hindi MS. simply says:—“In 1383 Sambat, Sheorāj Deo came to Sheorājpur, and, destroying the fort of Rādhaṇ, founded Sheorājpur.” The fort at Rādhaṇ certainly appears too massive to have served as head-quarters for so brief a time as would appear from the Persian MS. It probably dates from before the Chandel incursion.

The object, therefore, of this last migration is not clearly brought out. From the analogy of the settlements of Gauḍ Thākūrs in Nāhīr, parganah Rasūlabad, the Mughuls of Bārah and the Chanhāns of Mohānā, parganah Akbārīpur, zilla Kānhpur, it would seem that the Meos (Mewās, Mewatis, whose rule is invariably put at 500 years back, as having preceded the existing clans) becoming turbulent and lawless, the aid of the stronger Hindu rājās was accepted by the emperor, and grants of land bestowed upon them for their services. In Elliot’s Glossary it is said:—“The Chandel of Sheorājpur in Kānhpur are represented to have received from the Gautams 62 villages in that parganah, having been induced to leave Mahoba after the defeat of their chief, Birmadiya,† by Prithirāj.” This account of the origin of the Chandel influence in zilla Kānhpur is not confirmed by either of the MSS.; nor is it perhaps probable that it would be, even if true. It takes, moreover, no account of the Kanauj dynasty. The 62 villages, however, are well known to the present day, and formed the rājā’s tālūkā under our settlements.

I have shown above the principal branches of the original Chandel stock; of these, the Pachor branch is extinct, and the Sakrej branch practically so. The rānā still grasps at some remnant of clan-authority, and his attendance at weddings is sought after to give the ceremony éclat. On the death of the rānā, those of the brotherhood who still warm to their old nobility meet and, contributing small presents of grain, clothes, and money, go through the ceremony of imprinting the tilak. The other branches still flourish, the representative of Onha being the picture of a Rājput squire. The last titled occupant of the Sheorājpur gaddī, accused of disloyalty, was stripped of all his landed property—mutilated as its value was by the conferment of sub-proprietary rights on the Mukaddams at the last settlement—and thrown into jail; and after the expira-

* Zilla Fattelhpūr.
† No such name in the pedigrees.
tion of his sentence he died dependent on the charity of a Brahman landowner, to whom all the samadis were left. Of the original given by Akbar to Rajā Rāmchandra, I append a translation."

The original branches, therefore, possessed themselves of the old parganahs of Sheorājpur, Sheoli, and Bithūr, and also stretched over the river Pamūz into parganah Akbārpūr. One branch, however, the renegade branch of Sāchendi, remains to be noticed. The Persian MS., which gives a clearer account than the Hindi one—belonging to the Sāchendi family—says, regarding their rise:—"They say that Harisingh Deo, son of Karkaj Deo, a brother of Karchand, who lived at Bihārī (? Pyārī), on the banks of the Ganges, had a son, Hindu Singh, very strong and great, but infamous for his oppression of the rayats. At that time Rājā Indarjīta, hearing of this, was grieved and offended. One day that very man, passing through Lachhīnānāpūr Mīrānī, got up a quarrel with the inhabitants, and began to oppress them greatly. The Brahmins complained to the rājā, and set forth all the oppression they had undergone. The rājā, becoming very angry, wrote to him, ordering him to leave his home and seek another country, and warned him that to eat and drink in this country was forbidden him: it were better he went elsewhere. He then, with all his belongings, went and settled in Tapas Saphī (y.s.), and became the servant of the Rāo of Saphī. At that time fortune so favoured Hindu Singh that he rose to great power, and built forts in Behnor and Sāchendi, and established his rule over a large tract of country, and engaged thousands of soldiers, horse and foot, and obtained victories in many battles waged against him. His fame was noised abroad, and he assumed the title of Rājā of Sāchendi." From the Hindi MS., however, the family history of the Sāchendi line, we obtain the following account of the rise of that family, which overran the whole south of Jājmūn, and eventually got the territory under the old family temporarily in its grasp. "The 80th was Gargaj Deo, who had two sons—Karchan Deo, by a concubine, and Harisingh Deo, the sister's son of the Tilakchand Bāsī. When Gargaj Deo died, Karchan Deo and Harisingh Deo disputed about the succession, hearing which Tilakchand came to the rāj and desired she would give the rāj to Harisingh Deo. She refused, and set Karchan Deo upon the gaddī. Harisingh Deo left Sheorājpur came to Behnor, and founded Bhū.-(? Har.)-singh pūr and a second gaddī." The truth appears to be more with the latter account, Hindu Singh being a descendant some generations distant of Harasingh Deo, and living in the reigns of Indarjīt and Hindu-pāt, contemporary of Firoz Shah, to which rājās says the MS., "Hindu Singh, in spite of his power, never failed in respect, nor committed so grave an offence as that of his son, Sambhar Singh." Hindu Singh's power indeed became so great, and his contumacy so determined, that the reigning emperor got the Badauria rājā to attack him and expel him the country, the great forts of Behnor, Sāchendi, &c., being given over to the Badaurias. Sambhar Singh, however, returned 18 years after, and recovered the whole of the lost territory. This same Sambhar Singh rose to such power, that he ousted the young Rīsāl Singh (who had to fly the country), and obtained title-deeds to the greater part of the country, and established a "Thāna in Sheorājpur." With the aid, however, of Nawāb Najīl Khan, Nāzmīr of Nawāb Wazīr-ul-Mālamīh Afsīr-ud-Daulah, he (Rīsāl Singh) re-established his authority over the whole parganah of Sheorājpur.

Thenceforth the history is but of local interest, the Persian MS. being an account of the rājā's relations with the English, and the Hindi MS. a barren list of names, useless except for the purpose of tracing the founding of any particular village.

The above pretends to no scientific accuracy, but is merely a resume of the most interesting portions of two genuine family histories translated by the writer. In reality the Hindi MS. is devoted to the wonderful doings of Parnāl Deo and his heroes, Ali and Udal, whose feats absorb quite half the volume. For grace of style (notably in the account of how Hindu-pāt was persuaded to marry again, though blind, after the death of a favourite son) the Persian MS. is greatly to be preferred, but for a thorough sample of a family history the Hindi MS. is specially valuable.

Sana'd of Jātal-dd-in Akbd to Rājā Rāmchandra.

Since it has been brought to our notice that from time of old, according to immemorial custom, R. 15,000 for support, and one "sinka" per cultivated bigha by right of seigniory from the villages of parganah Bithūr, Sirkār Kanauj, by title of zamindāri, have been received by my good friend Rāmchandra Chandel, and that he is in possession of full enjoyment of that grant and fees: he has petitioned our majesty that an
order be passed that the abovementioned grant and fees, by title of samindari from the villages above mentioned, according to former custom, be continued in his possession, and enjoyment from Rabi; that from year to year, and from harvest to harvest, he may enjoy and possess them; and being a true and loyal servant, may for ever pray for our greatness and prosperity. Be it ordered, therefore, that all officers and servants, Jagirdar and Croreian, now and for ever, obeying this order, and accepting those

THE EARLY VAISHNAV POETS OF BENGAL.

I. BIDYAPATI.

By John Beames.

Having, in the introductory essay, given a general view of the subject of Vaishnava literature in its philosophical and general aspect, I propose now, in this and succeeding papers, to analyze more in detail, the writings of some of the principal early masters, with special reference to their language. The Vaishnavas are the earliest writers in Bengal, and in them we trace the origin of that form of speech. In Bidyapati, indeed the language is hardly yet, distinctly Bengali; it is rather an extremely eastern member of the wide-spread group of dialects which we call, somewhat loosely, Hindi—a group whose peculiarities are, in the western portion of its area, allied to Panjabi and Sindhi, while in the east, they have developed characteristics which find their extreme, and almost exaggerated, expansion in modern Bengali.

Very little is known about Bidyapati. Native tradition represents him as the son of one Bhurabhisagar, and he is mentioned by this name in one of the poems of the Pada-kalpataru (No. 1317). The date of his birth is said to be 1433, and of his death 1481. These dates are probably correct, as his language exhibits a stage of development corresponding to the beginning and middle of the fifteenth century. He mentions as his patrons Rai Sib Singh, Rupnarayan, and Luchhim Debhi, wife of Sib Singh; and in one passage he prays for the “five lords of Gaur,” (Chiranjiva Raja pacha, Gaureywarnabai, Bidyapati bhaner).

From these indications I should place the poet at Nadia (Nabadriggsa), afterwards the birthplace of Chaitanya, and the other “lords of Gaur” being wealthy landowners of that district; and we may accept his language as a type of the vernacular of Upper Bengal (Gaor) at that period.

A considerable number of this master’s songs, under his name, are contained in the Pada-kalpataru, and his popularity is probably due to his being only just dead and still in great repute when Chaitanya was born. The reformer is said to have been fond of reciting his poems, as well as those of the Bhirabhit poets, Jayadeva, and Chand Irr Das; the former of whom wrote in Sanskrit and the latter in Bengali. The printed edition of the Pada-kalpataru is unfortunately very much mutilated and the composition, Vaishnava Das, or modern Bengalis, would pronounce his name, Boishtob Das, as a man of very modern date, so that there is reason to suspect that a general modernization of the text has taken place; individual instances of which will be pointed out hereafter. Bengal scholars themselves admit this, and do not deny that the process has been ignorantly conducted, many a good racy word of gaundar, or village Hindi, having been mangled to make it bear some resemblance to the modern Bengali, with which alone the editor was acquainted. A reconstruction of the text is not possible until the subject has been more thoroughly handled. Working alone in this virgin field, I am especially anxious to avoid all hasty and unsupported conjectures, and shall therefore treat the existing text as tenderly as possible, only suggesting such amended readings as are obviously demanded by the context, and bearing in mind that the great divergence of modern Bengal pronunciation from the ancient standard may have had some influence on the
spelling, inasmuch as the poems were handed down orally for a long time before they were reduced to writing.

In making selections from this master, we are to a great extent confined to the amatory portions of the collection. The contemporaries of Chaitanya were the first to introduce the cluster poems, which treat of Kṛṣīna's early life in Braj (gōṣṭhīha) and Jāsodā's maternal cares (bātsalya). The pre-Chaitanya writers seldom speak of any thing but love of the grossest and most sensual kind.

In transliterating there is much uncertainty and irregularity in respect of the short final a sound. Strictly speaking, though omitted in prose, it should always be pronounced in verse; but if this rule were observed in these poems, the metre would be destroyed. As a general rule, Hindi words end with the consonant, and words still in their old Sanskrit form sound the vowel; thus we should read ḫab, ḫam, but bāchana, not bāchan. This rule again, however, is constantly neglected; and I have therefore been guided by the practice of the Kirtanias, or professional singers, whose method of pronunciation depends upon the tune, and has been handed down by immemorial tradition. The Sanskrit v and b are both pronounced b in Bengali, and I have so written them throughout. The text and translation will be accompanied by a few notes explaining the difficult words or constructions; and I shall conclude with an attempt at sketching an outline of the grammar used in the poems.

I.
(Rādhā's confidante instructs her how to behave at her first interview with Kṛṣīna.)

Jibana chāhī jaubana barā rāngā,
Tabe jaubana jab supur ukha saṅgā;
Supurukha prem kabahu jānī chhārī,
Dine dine chānd kalā sama bārī.
Tuhua jaichhe nāgari kānu rasabant,
Barā punye rasabati mīle rasabant.
Tuhua jadi katuṣi, kariye anusang,
Chauri piriti haye lākh guṇa sang,
Supurukha aichhan nāhi jag mājha,
'Ar tāhe anurata baraja samājha:
Bidyāpata kaha ithe nāhi lājā
Rūp guṇabatikā iha barā kājā.—I. iii. 4. (63.)

Translation.
Youth is the greatest delight in life.
Youth is then, when with (one's) lover.
Having (once) known the good man's love, when wilt thou leave it?
Day by day, like the digits of the moon, it grows.
Sportive as thou art, just so amorous is Kāṇhā:
By great virtue the amorosa meets the amoroso:
If thou sayest, influenced by desire,
Stolen love has a myriad merits,
(Yet bethink thee) such a lover there is not in the world:
All the denizens of Braj are enamoured of him.
Bidyāpata saith.—In this there is no shame;
This is the great business of a beautiful and virtuous woman.

III.
(Rādhā's confidante describes her mistress's condition to Kṛṣīna.)

Khelata nā khelata loka dekhi lāj,
† cf. Horace Epod. i. 'Manum puellæ suavie opposet
‡ To wit, the gratification of sensual desires! One cannot help wondering what results such teaching as this can be expected to produce; fortunately these parts of the Vaiṣṇava creed are not often sung before women.
Herata nā herata sahachari mājh.  
Sūna, sūna, Mādhah, tohāri dohāt! 
Bāra aparūp āju pekhalu Rāi; 
Mukharuchi manohar, adhara surang, 
Phutala bāndhuli kamalaka sang. 
Lochana janu thira bhringa ākār 
Madhu mātala kiyi urāi nā pār. 
Bhāāaka bhangima thori jantu. 
Kājare sājāla Madan dhanu 
Bhāaye Bidyāpati dautik bachane 
Bikasala anga nā jāyat dharāṇe.—I. iv. 5. (80.)

Translation.

Sporting, (or) not sporting, on seeing folk (she feels) shame; 
Seeing, (or) not seeing, (she remains) among her companions. 
Hear, hear, Madhab, the cry for help to thee! 
In ill guise have I seen Rāi to-day; 
The charming brilliance of her face, her tinted lip 
(Were as though) the bāndhuli flowered beside the lotus. 
(Here) eye like a fixed bee in shape, 
(Which) drunk with honey flies not away. 
The slight curve of her eyebrows (is) as though Love had adorned his bow with lamp-black. 
Quoth Bidyāpati—A messenger's word indeed! 
The budding limbs are not being embraced.

The next example is historically interesting as containing the names of the master's patrons. 
Legend says that Lachhimā Debi was to Bidyāpati what Beatrice was to Dante, and Laura to Petrarch; and it is hinted that she was something more; but this latter insinuation seems to be contradicted by his attachment to the husband, Sib Singh, so I prefer not to believe it.

IV. 
Sundara badane sindūra bindu sāāala chikura bhār; 
Janu rabi śasi sangahi uyala piche kari andhiyār 
Rāmā he adhik chandrima bhel: 
Kata nā jatane kata adabhūtā bihi bahi tore del. 
Uraja ankura chire jhāpayaṣi thor thor dasāy; 
Kata nā jatane kata nā gopasi hime giri nā lukāy. 
Chanchala lochane baṅka neharini aṅjana sōbhana tāy, 
Janu in dibara pabane pelila ali bhare utāy. 
Bhāna Bidyāpati sūnaha jubati e sab e rūpa jān, 
Rāy Sib Singh, Rūpanārāyaṇa, Lachhimā Debi paramān.—III. xxiv. 7. (1852.)

Translation.

On (her) fair face the vermilion spot, black (her) weight of hair,

As though the sun and moon rose together driving away the darkness. 
Chuo. Ah lady! the moonlight has increased: 
With what labour how many charms fate has given to thee! 
Thy budding breast thou coverest with thy robe, showing it a very little; 
With how much soever labour thou hidest it, the snowy mountain cannot be hid. 
Looking sidelong with glancing eye, adorned with collyrium, 
Like a lotus shaken by the wind, tilted by the weight of the bees. 
Quoth Bidyāpati—Listen, maiden, know that such as is all this, 
Rai Sib Singh and Rūpanārāyaṇ, (such is) Lachhimā Debi in truth.

V. 
(Description of Spring.)
Āola rītupati rājā Basant, 
Dhāola alikula mādhahī panth; 
Dinakara kiraṇa bhel pauganṣ; 
Kesara kusuma dharala hema dāṇḍ; 
Nīpa āsana naba pīthala pāt; 
Kāṇchana kusuma chhatura dharu māth; 
Mauli rasāla mukuta bhel tāy, 
Samukhāhī pokila paṁchama gāy. 
Sikhīkula nāchat alikula jaṅtr, 
Ān dwijakula paṛhu āsish mantr. 
Chandrātap uṛe kusuma parāg, 
Malaya paban saha bhel anurāg. 
Kunda billi tāru dharala niśān, 
Pāṭāla tula aṅkha dalabān, 
Kīnṣuka labangalatā eka sang, 
Heri śīrā ritu āge dīla bhang; 
Sainya sājaia mādhu mahkhyik kul, 
Śiśiraka sabahuna karala nirmūl. 
Udbhārala saraśīja pāola prāg, 
Nīja nabadale kara āsana dān. 
Naba Brundābana rājye bīhār; 
Bidyāpati kaha samayaka sār.—III. xxvi. 7. (1450.)

Translation.

The lord of the seasons has come, King—Spring; the bees hasten towards the Madhavi: the rays of the sun have reached their youthful prime: the kēśara flower has set up its golden sceptre, a king's throne is the fresh couch of its leaves; the kāṇchana flower holds the umbrella over his head, its fragrant garland is a crown to him; in front (of him) the koil sings its sweetest note. The tribe of peacocks dances (like) a swarm of bees, (like) another crowd of.
Brāhmins reciting invocations and spells. The pollen of flowers floats like a canopy, toying with the southern breeze. Jasmine and bel have planted their standard, with pādala, tula, and aśoka as generals, kinsuka and clove-vine tendrils along with them; seeing them, the winter-season flies from before them. The tribe of honey-bees have arrayed their ranks, they have routed entirely the whole of the winter; the water-lily has raised itself up and found life, with its own new leaves it makes itself a seat. A fresh spring shines in Brindabān; Bidyāpati describes the essence of seasons.

VI.

E dhānī kanalini sāna hita bānī!
Prem karabi ab surupakha yānī.
Sujanaka prema hema, sama tul,
Dahite kanaka dwigrā haye mūl.
(1)
Tutāte nāhi tuṣa prema adahunt,
Yaichhane bārhata mārinalaka sut.
Sabahu matala jemoti nāhi mānī,
Sakal kaṣṭhe nāhi kokila bānī;
Sakal samay nahe riṣu bāsant,
Sakal purukh nāri nahe gupānt;
Bhaṇaye Bidyāpati sāna hara nārī,
Premaka rī ḷaḥaḥ bāchāī.—I, v. 8, (109).

Translation.

O lotus-like lady, hear a friendly word! Thou shalt practise love now, having known a goodman. A good man's love is equal to gold, (like) gold in burning it has double value. In breaking, it breaks not (this) wonderful love; it increases like the fibres of the lotus-stalk.

All elephants are not of equal breed: not in every throat is the koi's voice: not at all times is the spring season: not all men and women are excellent: quoth Bidyāpati—Listen, good lady, now having pondered, understand the ways of love.*

I may now attempt to give a sketch, though necessarily little more than a sketch, of the grammar of Bidyāpati, regarded as the vernacular of Upper Bengal at the beginning of the fifteenth century. It will be observed that the distinctive forms of modern Bengali have only just faintly begun to show themselves, and where they do occur they are not so much definite forms as incipient dialectic variations.

The noun has lost all trace of inflection. The nominative is the crude, unmodified form. Occasionally an is added, sometimes for the sake of the metre, sometimes for emphasis, thus—

Taichhana tohari sobhāge (sobhāge = saubhāgya)
"Of this kind is thy beauty,"

Apna karama doṣhe—
"(Your) own deed is (this) fault.

The objective case (under which we must include both accusative and dative) is most frequently left without any sign. The context supplies the sense.

Chūntā nak kara koī—
"Let no one take thought!"

Ropāy preuher bija—
"Having planted, the seed of love.

This shows indications of its old participial origin: it is here shaken, as Skr. pṛti, pṛttita, etc. The construction, where the locative is the main verb, is by no means uncommon in Bengali, where it is very common in the Sanskrit.

Nos. III. Strictly speaking, it would seem that Kālā is not the subject of the sentence, but the metre demands a single accent. The eight line is literally "having made (āche) drukā (mudhī) with honey (madhu) is not able to (āche) fly (kari) for reddest of men." Bhāṣā—"dronā." Hit pākega bhūtāba in a different phrase. It is not, however, as it is not held or embraced; but it is still, and I seek for a better explanation.

No. 17. Śukamāla—Skr. svakāla, Hindi shakailī. The third line means "the moonlight has grown brighter from thy presence." In line 4, note ab abutterly 'how much not?' that is, the moonlight has grown brighter.

In the place of the flower, a swarm of bees, and their shrivelled, most brightly dyed, the bright yellow flowers. Madhu māḍhaka—Skr. madhumādharakāli; aśka is in But, uṣa aśka.

Nos. VI. It is only necessary to note the form have-ā, the original of modern Bengali hay. The grammatical forms are partially explained in the text.
In rare cases, however, the modern Bengali ke occurs, as in:

"Kāndake bhyā—"Having explained to Kāndha."

The genitive is most usually left unmarked, the word which governs it being placed after it, in the manner of a Sanskrit Tatpurusha compound. This practice is universal with the early Hindi poets, as kānda bhāṣa—"a drop of oil;" rasa gāna—"song of delight," and the like. Bidyāpata's favourite method of forming the genitive is, however, by the addition of the syllable ke, thus:

Sujana bhrī śaṁtiṣaṇaṁ tuhā—
"The love of a good man is firm as stone."

Maramaṇa dūka khaṁte hāya ḍāya—
"To tell the grief of (my) heart is shame (to me)."

Premaka guṇa kahāta saṁ kalō—
"Every one will say (it is) the effect of love."

This form, in which the final a is not always pronounced, is a shortening of the fuller form kara or kār, which is found (1) in Bidyāpata's pronouns, as tākara bhācha lōkha, "having longed for his voice," (2) in the pronouns of the modern Bhājpuri dialect, as ikkār, ekkār, (3) in a few Bengali words, as dīkaṁ, dīkāk, "belonging to, or of, to-day, to-morrow," &c.; (4) in the plural genitive of Oṛya, both in nouns and pronouns, as rajjāk, "of kings," amban- kār, "of us," where the rejection of the final r is also common, so that they say and write rajjāka, ambanaka; (5) in Marāṭha surnames, as Chipun- kār, as of from Chiplun. There are several passages in Chand in which the genitive seems to be thus expressed by the addition of k only; the context is, however, so obscure, that I fear to quote them in support of the form itself.

In the passage quoted above, copāya, prema, bija, we have the modern Bengali genitive in er; but this is, I think, an intentional modernization of the copyist. The line would run just as well if we read premae, and this would be more in keeping with Bidyāpata's usual style. It's very unusual in his poems to find the genitive in er.

The instrumental and locative cases are both indicated by a:

Jo premie kulaṁti kūtā koī—
"That a virtuous woman should become unchaste through love."

Maṇe kīchni nā-gānapat o rase bhola—
"In (my) mind I nothing considered, being foolish through that love."

Supirukha parihare dūka bīhāri—
"On account of the absence of the lover, having experienced grief."

Ambare būdhaṁ cchāpāṁ—
"Hiding (her) face in (her) garment."

Dīpaṁ lōhī bālaṁ jānām dhāyāna—
"From desire of the lamp as a moth has run" (i.e., flown).

Occasionally the Hindi en, with, occurs, but rarely, as it is liable to be mistaken for the Bengali en, the.

E saṁṭī kāha khasa aṇīyoga—
"Kāha en abhi karabi premabhoje."

"Ah, dearest! why dost thou question (me)?"

Even now thou shalt enjoy love with Kāndha."

Here again the e is added to the objective khasa aṇīyoga, "thou dost speak a question;" karabi premabhoje, "thou shalt make an enjoying of love."

Kole leyaṁ tuhuṇakā priya—
"The love shall take thee in his arms."

Other postpositions are used with the genitive in kā, as mājhy, in, sang, with, thus:

Hatha samāsāṁyāṁ śrābabanda mājhy—
"Suddenly it penetrates into the ear."

Phuṭāla bändhula kamalakā saṅg—
"The bändhu has flowered with the lotus.

Sometimes we have the old Hindi form in, which is there used for all cases of the oblique, though properly a dative, as in the line quoted in a former article (J. A., Vol. I. p. 324).

Jāmiṁ bābāsā ñānaṁ adā—
"Thou passest the night with another."

There is no distinctive form for the plural. When it is necessary to express the idea of plurality very distinctly, words like saṁ, all, ek, many, and the like, are used. Occasionally also we find gāna, crowd, as a first faint indication of what was subsequently to become the regular sign of the plural in Bengali.

We may now draw out our noun thus—

N. Premā, love, (emphatic) prema,

A. and id. O, yātāṁ tuva yāṁ yāṁ yāṁ.

D. id. "assā, ñaśā, yātāṁ tuva yāṁ yāṁ yāṁ.

Instr. premā, by love.

Gen. premaka, of love.

Abh. premaka mājha, sang, &c., with, by love.

Loc. premā, in love.

Crude form premāki.

In the case of nouns ending in short o or u, no special inflections have yet been observed. The
Hindi rejects these short vowels, and Bidyāpati seems to follow this rule, changing rīti into rīt, and vāyu into vāy or bāo. Nouns ending in long ī and ā frequently follow the Bengali mode, and shorten those vowels: so we see dhani for dhanī, badhu and bahū for vadhā.

The pronoun, especially in the 1st and 2nd persons, is singularly Hindi in its general type, leaning towards the Bhōjpūri dialect.

The 1st person has lost its real singular, which would probably have been either haun or mu, and instead thereof the plural hām is always found. This is the case in Bhōjpūri, and is introductory to the universal employment in Bengali of dīni for 'I', though this is really a plural, the genuine singular mui being now considered vulgar and banished from polite speech. Thus we have

Nāri janame hām nā karinu bhāgī—
"Born a woman, I have not been fortunate."
Jāti goyālī hām matthin—
"I am a caste a cowherdess, without wisdom."
Aju bājhaba hām tayā chaturāi—
"To-day I shall understand thy craftiness."

Of the oblique case in its most usual crude form, there are several variations:

Ki kahasi mohe nīdān—
"What dost thou say to me after all?"
Mo bine swapane nā herabi ān—
"Even in sleep thou shalt see no other but me."
Ingite bedan nā janāyabi mo—
"(Even) by a sign thou shalt not show to me thy pain."

We even get a form closely approaching modern Bengali in

Bīhi more dāṁṇa bhal—
"Fate has been harsh to me."

Here the text has probably been modernized; the poet perhaps wrote mohe. The genitive exhibits the Bengali form.

Ki lāgī badanas jhāpasi sundari,
Harala chetana mor—
"Wherefore dost cover thy face, O fair one? It has snatched away my senses."
Kata rūpe minati karala pahun mor—
"In how many ways did he intreat me!" (Literally "make supplication of me: minati—vinati)."
Sugandhi chandana ange lepala mor—
"He rubbed fragrant sandal on my body."

In order to avoid lengthening this paper too much, I will for the rest merely give the words which I have found, omitting quotations:

1st Person.

Obl. mo. | [hame.]  
mohe. | [hama]-  
[more.] |  
mujh. | hāmar.  
Gen. mor. | hama-rī.

The oblique form used as in the noun for all cases, with or without postpositions.

2nd Person.

tūhī. |  
Obl. to, tore. | tūm-[hā]-  
tuhe. | [hā]-  
tuyā. |  
toy. |  
tujh. |  
Gen. tor. | tūhūnka.

3rd Person.

Sing. Nom. so, se. | Plural. [tini.]  
Obl. tá, tay. |  
tāhe. |  
Gen. tákar. | tāhāri.  
tār. |  

Leaving the subsidiary pronominal forms, which exhibit no striking peculiarities, I proceed to the verb, all the tenses of which have not yet been found, though the principal parts can either be pointed to in various passages, or inferred by analogy. The latter are inclosed in brackets.

Root Dharasā—'holding.'

Present Tense.

1. [dharu], I hold.
2. dharasi, thou holdest.
3. dharai, he holds.

dhare, dharaye, dhar,

All four forms of the 3rd person are found, and sometimes even a sort of double form in eye, as māgeye.

Past Tense.

1. dharinu, I held.
2. dharalu, thou heldest.
3. dharal, he held.

Future Tense.

1. dharaba, I shall hold.
2. dharabi, thou shalt hold.
3. dharaba, he shall hold.

Imperative.

2. dhar, dharaha, hold thou.
3. dharuk, let him hold.
Present Participle.
1. Dharu, holding.
2. Dharat (or dharata), holding.

Infinitive.
Dharite, { to hold.
Dharaite, { to hold.

This is really the locative case of the present participle dharat, and though it is now used as a regular infinitive in modern Bengali, yet in our text it must in most places be translated as a locative. Thus in song No. 1, given above, heraita is "in (his) looking," i.e., "when he looks;" parasite, "in (his) touching," i.e., "when he touches." This sense is retained in the compound present of modern Bengali; thus dekhtecehi, "I am seeing," is dekhte + achhi="I am in (the act of) seeing."

Conjunctive Participle.
1. Dhari,
2. Dhariya, { having held.
3. Hariye,

The first of these is the old Hindi form so common in all the poets, the second is the modern Bengali form, the third is an intermediate form from the older dhariyai of some Hindi poets.

No distinction is made between singular and plural; this is very much the case in modern Bengali, and especially so in the rural dialects, thus—

Sab sakhi meli sutala pás—
"All (her) friends meeting slept beside her."

Where sutala agrees with the plural noun. Of the 3rd person imperative, a good example is

Mána rahuk puna juk parapá—
"Let honour remain, but let life go."

I do not, of course, pretend to have exhausted Bidyāpati's grammar in these few remarks; but the more salient points have been indicated, partly with a view to fix the master's place in philology, and partly to exhibit the rise of the distinctive formations of modern Bengali.

NOTES ON JUNNAR TÁLUKA.

By W. F. Sinclair, B. O. S.

(Continued from page 12.)

Four miles below the Manik Dho stands the city of Junnar, commonly called Jooner—a typical specimen of an old Mughal garrison town. It lies upon the slope between the river on the north and the fort of Swinner on the south, and fills up altogether a space of about one mile and a half long and one mile broad, besides the usual contingent of garden-houses, mosques, and cemeteries. In the days of Aurangzeb it was for a long time one of the chief posts of the imperial army, frequently the Viceroy in person, lying, as it did, in the centre of its group of fortresses, blockading the great routes of the Nána and Malsej ghats, and offering every convenience for observing and incommoding the restless Shivaji in his Swaraj.* The population of Junnar, exclusive of fighting-men, must in those days have been from 35,000 to 40,000 souls. It now contains about 8,500, and reminds one, within its ample enciente, of the old pantaloons in "his youthful hose well saved, a world too wide for his shrunk shank." The name Junnar is said to be a corruption of Jáná Nagar—"the ancient city;" and indeed it is probable that there has always, since traffic and population got any hold on the country, been a considerable town either on the site or in the neighbourhood of the modern Junnar. In the little village of Amarapura, about two miles east of the present city, there are great numbers of sculptured stones built into wells and tombs, apparently themselves the remains of Hindu temples. In the same place Mr. Dickinson, an English gentleman settled on the spot, found a stone which, I think, has been either a lintel or part of a frieze sculptured with a row of sitting figures, apparently Buddhist. There was within a few years ago an old Musalman Janadár hanging about the fort of Chakan, 18 miles north of Puná, in whose family, he said, was a tradition that Malikul Tijár, when he built the fort, brought a great number of large stones from the temples which he destroyed in Amarapura of Junnar. The Chakan fort itself is very much overgrown with prickly-pear and rubbish, and has been many times besieged, and at least twice mined, since the days of Malikul Tijár, which perhaps in part accounts for the fact that I, at any rate, could find no stones there at all corresponding to those of Amarapura. Of an earlier date, probably, than even these ancient remains are some at least of the Bud-

* The Marathi name of the original kingdom of the Bhonals, lying between the Bhima and the Nira.
dhist caves that abound in the hills all round the present city, and at about an equal distance from it. This looks as if there had been somewhere near its site an object serving as a centre to them all—e. g., a bazaar where the monks could beg.

The best-known is the group called the Ganesa Lenâ, situated south of the Kûrki, and about three miles from the city, in the steep face of a hill which the Hindus call Ganesa Pahâr, and the Mnsalmân Takht-i-Sulaimân. The Sulaimân in question was not the son of David, but a fakir who lived on the top in former days. This hill is the northeast point of the Hattakásar range, to be hereafter described. The caves are cut in a ledge of hard rock on its north face, and are in two groups, altogether about a dozen in number. The chief group contains one large vihâra about the size of a three-table billiard-room, one end of which is now occupied by an image of Gana-
patî, or, as a pert young Brûman once put it in my hearing—"Yes; we have set up our Apollo there!" This Apollo—not of Belvedere, nor yet of Delos—gives to the hill and the caves the name of Ganesa Pahâr and Ganesa Lenâ respectively, and to the neighbouring camping-ground of Ganesa Mal. He is rather a fashionable deity in Jnânar, and in my time used to be an object of pilgrimage from considerable distances. East of the large vihâra is a beautiful little chaitya, having pillars carved in the Kûrki style, but with more spirit and execution. The figures are elephants and tigers. The roof has horse-shoe ribs of stone, cut in the living rock; and this, with the superiority of the carving, indicates, I should think, a later date than that of Kûrki. The other caves are not in any way specially remarkable, unless that one of them contains a spring of very good water, which the pujâris of Gana-patî try to prevent chance visitors from drinking. There is a good flight of steps part of the way up to this group, and a rough path the rest of it. The other half of the Ganesa Lenâ lies about half a mile further east, in a gorge, and is remarkable for the carving of one doorway (in a chaitya), and for the utter inaccessibility of some of the caves. Whether they were originally approached by means of ropes and ladders, or whether the steps have been destroyed by time, I cannot say. At any rate they are a great comfort to birds and bees. There are some inscriptions in these and the other caves, but they have all, I believe, been recorded by Dr. Bhâû Dâjî, and most of them by other people too. The next group of caves is called the Tulsi Lenâ, and is situated about three miles south-west of the town. They are, as far as I understand the matter, rather inferior to the Ganesa Lenâ, but in much the same style, and worth seeing in any case. The third group however, in the south-western face of the fort of Siwâner, presents something new. For whereas the pillars of the Ganesa and Tulsi caves were of stone, and hewn, as far as possible, out of the rock, generally with a lotus-head, those of this group appear to have been either of wood or of stone deliberately built up; for they are quite gone, and nothing remains but the capitals and capitals, in each case carved downwards from the lintel of living rock, and having a hole about one inch in diameter in the centre of the inferior face, as if to receive a point or rivet. The shape, too, of the capitals differs, for these are carved in (so to speak) concentric squares. The remains of a similar pattern in red, yellow, black, and white fresco still remained in 1871 on the ceiling of the largest cave—a vihâra, not quite so big as that in the Ganesa Pahâr. The native legend, as usual, is that the five Pândus hewed out the caves in a night in pursuance of some bargain, that they parcelled out the work among them, and that he to whom this part of it fell was overtaken by morning, and left the pillars unmade. Who the lazy hero was, they cannot tell, but it was not Bhima, for we shall meet with his handiwork further on. In the northeast face of the fort are two more groups of caves, none of which are of any size. They are mostly small viharas, with their fronts supported by lotus-headed stone pillars; and the pendant capital which I have described is not found, as far as I recollect, in any of them. In one, however, the same frescoed ceiling-pattern was in existence in my time.

The last of the cave-hills is the Mân Môrî, a long ridge lying east of the fort, and separated from it by a gap called the Bârâo Khînd. There are three small groups of caves in it, the chief being that attributed to the hero Bhima, and called after him Bhûma Ñankar. These are not to be confused with the famous temple of Bhûma Ñankar built by Ñânâ Fadnavis at the source of the river of that name. The top of this Mân Môrî hill is the site of a fakir's shrine, with a cistern, said never to run dry; and the same is the case with a similar shrine and cistern on an
isolated hill opposite. They certainly did not dry up in 1871, but that was after a wet year. These springs on the tops of hills are not uncommon here; there is a very fine one, for instance, on the fort of Narâyanaarâg, which lies about three miles east of the Pûga and Nasîk road, and forms part of the ridge between the Kûkri and the Minâ, with which we have been dealing. The Narâyanaarâg spring has an illegible inscription, apparently in Persian.

But the great lion of Junnar is the fort of Shivner, a huge mass of black rock cresting a green hill—something like an iron-clad on an Atlantic wave—that guards a double pass through the range south of the town. The rock, as has been already mentioned, is honey-combed with many caves, the refuge of hawks and vultures, pigeons and bees innumerable. On the south side it is approached by nine gates, one within the other; and on the north was formerly a secret passage through the rock leading from the Pûga, or cavalry cantonment, that lay at the base of the hill. The Pûga, however, is now marked only by bare mud walls, and a crack in the cliff shows where the English powder-bags destroyed the postern stair. The most conspicuous buildings on the top are a large-domed tomb, and an Iqâbâ, erected in honour of some old Pirzâdâ. Lower down is a beautiful mosque overhanging a tank. The two minarets are united by a single arch, and form a figure of the greatest simplicity and beauty, standing, as they do, sharp against the sky. I have seen no other building of this design, and do not know whether it is not unique. The idea is said to have occurred to the architect of the church of St. Michel et Gudule in Brussels, but he was unable to carry it out. This mosque is said to have been designed by, and afterwards finished in memory of, Sultana Chand Bibi, the last and heroic queen of Ahmadnagar; and the tradition of the place is that it was here that she fell a victim to mutineers stimulated by the gold and intrigues of the Moghul. If this be true, it is a most striking instance of historic justice that he who brought down the grey hairs of Aurangzeb with sorrow to the grave, the Marâtha champion Râjâ Shâhâ, was born on the other side of this same fort in, it is to be supposed, the heap of now ruined buildings beside the upper gate, still pointed out as having been the Killadar's house. There are no remains of any other building likely to have been used as the dwelling of so considerable a lady as the wife of the powerful Shahji Bhonsle.

The architecture matches with that of other buildings in the town whose antiquity is proved by their inscriptions, and therefore I have little doubt that in this very building was born the great founder of the Marâtha power. It is to be regretted that no inscriptions are in existence on the fort. Sayyid Jamal Ali, the principal Muhammadan inhabitant of Junnar, told me that he remembered a Persian inscription purporting to have been engraved by order of Chand Sultana in the mosque still known by her name. He had too, he said, made a copy of it many years ago for a European scholar, but the inscription had disappeared in my time. The whole top of the fort is covered with rock-hewn cisterns, which contain rain water all through the year, and keep it pretty sweet. The late Dr. Gibson used the fort as a sanitary, and as a place of confinement for his Chinese convict labourers, one of whom was dashed to pieces in trying to escape over the cliff.

The town below contains many remains of Musulmân grandeur. It was supplied with water by no less than eight different sets of water-works, besides a fine ghâth to the Kûkri. It is said, and the existing remains in part bear out the assertion, that the garrison could, when they pleased, fill the moat from some of these sources; and one of them supplied a curious underground bath still existing in the city fort or garhi (to be distinguished from the hill fort of Shivner). This garhi was itself a place of considerable strength, with large bastions and a flanker to the main gate, which opens north-east. It is now the head-quarters of a Mamlatdar and subordinate judge, and the flanker is given up for municipal purposes.

In the town itself are some good cisterns of various ages, a fine Jama Masjid, and a rather curious, though not ornamental, building known as the Bâwan Chauri, which, as an inscription on its face records, was built by Akhîs Khan, governor of the fort and city, at a date expressed by the line—"This is the glory of Akhîs Khan!" but what the date was I have forgotten. The building was very ruinous, and has probably been pulled down by this time. There were certain disputes about the proprietorship of this chauri, and many as to the derivation of the name. Some derived it from the guard of 52 soldiers stationed there, and some from its having been the head-quarters of 52 sub-divisions of the city. The partiality of natives for the number 52 is curious: throughout the
Dakhan, for instance, men speak of the “Fifty-two Berars,” which we call East and West Berar; and Tod quotes a Hindi rhyme—

“Bāwan Bārī, dhapān darwāsā,
Mainā marī, Nam kā rājā.”

However, it is possible that the name of this chauri, a purely colloquial one, may be only a corruption of “Bhāwan Chauri,” from its Martello-tower-like form. In the suburbs, besides the remains already mentioned, are several fine tombs, especially one very large one said to have been erected over a “Habshi” of the Jinjira family. This, however, I doubt, as the tomb contains several inscriptions in honour of Ali (now defaced by some Sūnī bigot), and I do not think any of that family have ever been Shiāhs. Near to these is a fine garden-house, said to have been built by the same Habshi when viceroy, or deputy viceroy here. But the tradition is obviously unreliable, and even the property in the garden had been lost and abandoned when Mr. Dickinson, mentioned above, came here some 30 years ago, and took up his abode in the old summer palace, which he still inhabits.* This place is called the Ajīz Bagh which Europeans, rightly or wrongly, improve to Hafiz Bagh. The garden is now probably the best in its way in the Dakhan, containing besides all the fruits and vegetables common to Western India, many imported from the Antilles by the proprietor, and a little coffee plantation which thrives exceedingly well, as do also oats. Junnar, however, with all its old buildings and beautiful gardens (for the Hafiz Bagh is only the best among many), is sorely decayed and poverty-smitten; and a Musalām subordinate of my own once complained bitterly to me of his exile to such a place, “where he could not get a copper big enough to boil a sheep whole at his son’s circumcision-feast.” This man was himself a curiosity in a small way, for he was the lineal descendant of Ibrāhīm Khān Gārdī, the commander of the Peshwā’s regular infantry at the last great battle of Pānpārat. Ibrāhīm Khān was beheaded by the conqueror Ahmad Shah Durānī. His son was consolèd by the Peshwā with the grant of the village of Āhde, in tāluka Māval, in jaghir, which the family still enjoy. They have the title of Nawāb, and are very proud of their descent; but when this unlucky scion of the line came to Junnar, he found himself among families of ancient Muhammadan race who thought but little of Ibrāhīm Khān, the soldier of fortune of less than two centuries ago, and even hinted that an ancestor who had fought for the infidel against the true believers was not to be boasted of. Hīnac (more than from the dearth of copper-pots) ila lacrymus. These Musalām gentlemen of Junnar were my frequent companions in excursions, and pleasant society enough; but they had preserved few traditions of the place, and no written records. Junnar, in fact, never got over the sack of 1657, when nearly every private house in the place was burned or stripped, and doubtless many manuscripts and records shared the common destruction. The chief families are three—(1) the Sayyids, who are Shiāhs, and whose head is Mir Jamāl ‘All, a great traveller who has done the Hūf, and wandered far in Arabia, Persia, and Turkestan; (2) the Pirzādā; (3) the Begs: these last two are Sūnī families. They used to have fierce battles every Muharram, but the peace has been pretty well kept of late years, though the old feud still smoulders, ready to break out on the first opportunity. One advantage that I derived from the society of the Sayyids, who, like all Shiāhs, are very particular about things clean and unclean, was that I heard debated with great vigour the question whether a man may, or may not, without mortal sin, eat green parrot. The prophet, it appears, forbade his followers to eat that which puttheth its foot to its mouth, but elsewhere he permits them to eat every bird that has a claw. Now the parrot fulfils both conditions, and was therefore a subject of considerable debate among the Shiāh sportsmen of Junnar. I believe the general opinion was in favour of the legitimacy of parrot on the ground that a parrot in the cold weather is far too good meat to have been forbidden by the prophet. The place has no notable manufacture but that of paper, with which it once supplied the whole Dakhan; but now it is undersold, except for native accounts, by the continental papers brought through the Canal. The Kagādis, or paper-makers, are all Musalāms and a very rough and turbulent set they are. If ever a Musalām outbreak occurs in Western India, it will be necessary to use the wild tribes of the neighbouring ghās to hold the Muhammadans of Junnar in check. The higher classes have lost power and position, the lower their employment; and there are the materials for much trouble in the scattered and ruinous houses of the old viceroyal city.

* Since this was written I have heard with great regret of my old friend’s death.
COORG SUPERSTITIONS.

By REV. F. KITTEL, MERKARA.

In a country like Coorg (Kōḍaḍa), where, by the side of the Coorgs (Kōḍaḍa) and their lower-caste (Pōleya) servants, about 32 different Hindu tribes (or castes) have been settled for many years, it is not easy to find out which of their superstitions the Coorgs brought with them at the time of their immigration, and which were imported afterwards. Their superstitions, however, show Maleyāḷa, Tuḷu, Kannāḍa (Canarese), and Brāhmaṇa elements.

The Brāhmaṇas who are domiciled in Coorg have succeeded in introducing Mahādeva and Subrahmanya (under the name "Iguttappā"), in entirely brahmanizing the worship of the river Kāvērī, in having temples erected and idols set up, in spreading Pārājīka tales, and in usurping to some extent the pāja at the places of Coorg worship. They have been greatly assisted by the Lingaites in these successful endeavours, especially in the introduction of the Linga. Tuḷuḷs still manage to smuggle in their demons; Maleyāḷas have made themselves indispensable at demon and ancestor worship, and are also increasing the number of demons; and Maiṣūrians, at certain times of the year, bring a Mári Amma and carry it through the country to have the people's vows paid to it.

(A) COORG ANCESTRAL WORSHIP.

Ghosts, i.e., the spirits of their ancestors, are believed by the Coorgs to hover inside and outside of their dwellings, and to give endless trouble if not properly respected. For their use a Kaymāḷa, a small building with one apartment, or in some cases with a mere niche, is generally built near the house; or a Kōṭa, a sort of bank, is made for them under a tree, in the fields where the family's first house has stood. A number of figures roughly beaten in silver plates, bronze images, and sometimes also figures on a slab of pot stone, are put in the Kaymāḷas to represent the ancestors; and sticks surmounted with silver, silver knives, common knives, &c., are kept there by way of memorial. A male ghost is called Kāraṇa, a female one Sōḍalichī or Kāraṇḍa.†

All ghosts, whether male or female, are thought to be troublesome; females even more so than males. The Sōḍalichis have an unpleasant habit of uniting children with sickness, and sometimes also adult male and female members of the house. On various occasions during the year, with a view to appeasing the deceased, rice, arrack, milk, and other delicacies are placed for them in one of the wall-niches of the house, or in places close to it; and once a month a fowl or two are decapitated at the Kaymaṇḍa. § But pampering of this sort is said often to fall short of its purpose. In such cases a man of the house may profess to become possessed of one of the ghosts. He then puts off his head-dress, walks to and fro in the house, and appears to be in a trance. While in this condition he is asked what is to be done to satisfy the ghosts; and as the representative of the ancestors, he is presented with meat and drink (especially arrack). These gifts are called Kāraṇa Bāraṇi. ¶ Neighbours are also allowed to come in and put questions to the possessed one.

Another ceremony called the Kāraṇa Kōla, i.e., ghost-masque, conducted with the object of finding out the particular wishes of the ghosts, is performed every second or third year, and occasionally also every year. For this affair a Maleyāḷa performer is invited to the house (either a Paṇika, Baṇṇa, or Maleya); and at night he puts on, one after another, five or more different costumes, according to the number of ancestors especially remembered at the time. Arrayed in these dresses he dances to the accompaniment of a drum beaten by a companion, and behaves as if possessed by the Coorg ghosts. After each Kōla, or mask, he leaves the house with a fowl,

† Kaymāḷa means "field-building," and also "building near at hand."
‡ Kōṭa, in this instance, seems to mean "place of assembly;" the Tuḷuḷs call it "Kotti."
§ Kāraṇa, in Canarese, means "the black or dark one;" but it may be a Sanskrit term meaning "agent," "chief," in which sense it is used to denote the living heads of families. It is, however, not impossible that the last-mentioned meaning has been attached to the word by brāhmaṇal influence. Sōḍalichī means "a female of the burning-ground," Kāraṇḍa, "a female of the Kāraṇas." Sōḍalichī may be an imported word, as we have the ancient Coorg term Tūtāṅgaḷa, i.e., burial-ground. burying the dead is customary among the Coorgs.
¶ This decapitation is, as it appears, performed only when the ghost of Aḷappā (i.e., father, grandfather), a renowned Coorg hero, is thought to visit the Kaymaṇḍa. At nuptial and funeral ceremonies it is customary to decapitate a pig in front of the Kaymaṇḍa. Once a year some of the Coorgs place some food in the burial-ground (Tūtāṅgaḷa). Such offerings are sometimes called "Kalaya" or "Kalaja," which term may mean "spirituous-liquor," as a libation of arrack has always to accompany them (cf. the so-called Sanskrit term Kālya).
a cocoanut, fried rice, and other eatables, and
some arrack, and offers them in the court-yard.
When in the state of trance, various questions
are put to him by the people of the house, and
also by neighbours. The food given him during
the performance is also Karâna Bârâni. The
masks having been finished, a pig, fattened
expressly for the purpose, is decapitated in front
of the Kaymaja, either by the Maleyâla, or
by a Coorg of the house pointed out by him; its
head is put for some minutes in the Kayma, and
it is then taken back and given to the
Maleyâla. The rest of the pig and the bodies
of the fowls (the heads belonging to the Maleyâla
performer) are made into curry for the benefit of
the house-people. Where there happens to be
no Kaymaja, the pig-offering is made at the
Karâna Kôta.

Females also behave now and then as if
possessed by ancestral spirits. While thus
affected they roll about on the ground, but they
do not give utterance to any oracular responses.
Sometimes threats are sufficient to cast out the
ghosts; at other times it is found necessary to
 call in sorcerers, either Coorgs or others, who,
with the accompanying recitation of certain
formulas, beat the possessed, or rather the ghosts,
as the people think; and if this procedure proves
ineffectual, the presenting of offerings (balli) is
then resorted to.

(B) Coorg Demon Worship.

Male and female demons, called Kûli, are
held to be even more injurious than ancestral
ghosts. One of the bad tricks of the Kûli is
their carrying off the souls of dying people.
Whenever some trials arise in a house, and
strange voices are thought to be heard in and
near it, a Kaânya, i.e., astrologer (in this case
a Maleyâla), is enquired at regarding the cause.
If he declares that some relative of the house
has not died in the natural way, but has been
killed, and the soul carried off by a demon
belonging to the house or to the village, or to
some other village, a Kûli Kôla, i.e., demon-
masque, has to be performed for the liberation
of the soul. As such a masque, however, takes
place only at fixed periods (at a place called
Kûta once a year, at other places once every
second or third year), the master of the house
ties some money to a rafter of the roof of his
house, as a pledge of his willingness to have the
masque performed at the proper time, or to go
to one; or he ties his brass plate up there and
eats his rice from plantain leaves, to express his
humble obedience to the demon. If the time for
the demon-masque has come, one of the previ-
ously mentioned Maleyâla performers, or in his
stead a Tûla Pâleya, is sent for; and when he
arrives he goes through the ceremony in the
court-yard. Demon-masques are held either in
the name of five Kûli (Châmûndi, Kalluru, Panjururi, Galiga, and Gôraga, called the Pancha
Bhûtas), or in the name of three (Kalluru, Panjururi, and Kalluru), or in the name of one
(e.g., Châmûndi). Several of the demon-masques
are performed in the same manner as the ghost-
masque, already described, the food which the
performer takes in his trance being called Kûli
Bârâni. The liberation of the soul is effected
thus: the performer, when representing the
demon that has committed the theft, is begged
to let the spirit loose; he generally refuses at
first to listen to the request; but in the end he
throws a handful of rice on such members of the
household as stand near him, and with this
action he gives the spirit over to them. The
spirit alights on the back of one of these
members of the family, who then falls into a
 swoon, and is carried by the others into the house.
When, after a little while, consciousness is
restored, the ancestor's spirit is considered to
have joined the assembly of the other spirits.

If the liberation is to be obtained at the
demon-masque of the village, or at that of
another village, a man of the house goes to the
performance, and presents a cloth to the perform-
er, for which he receives in return a hand-
ful of rice, a piece of a cocoanut, or some such
trifle, which is thrown into his lap, the spirit at
the same moment coming and mounting the
man's back. He has then to run off with his
burden without looking backwards; but after a
while the spirit relinquishes his seat, and follows
him quietly into the house and joins its fellow-
spirits.

The final act at a demon-masque is the
decapitation of pigs either by the performers, or
by Coorgs under their superintendence. One pig
only is sacrificed if it is merely a house affair;
but several must suffer if the ceremony is
performed for a village, or for the whole country,
at the place called Kûta. Pigs must be killed
in front of the so-called Kûli Kôta (fowls are
killed upon it); and the general demon-masque of
(Kûli), and so-called deities.

† Kûli means "a wicked one;" it occurs also in Tamil.
MENHIRS OF HASSAN.

Masto-Kallu.

Todo-Kena-Kallu.

Vyasana-Teki-Kallu.
THE MENHIRS OF THE HASSAN DISTRICT.

By Captain J. S. F. MacKenzie.

From all the information I have been able to glean, the Menhirs of the Hassan district may be divided into the following classes:—

1. Maste Kallu.—These are rare. From three to four feet high, adorned with the simple figure of a woman, they mark the spots where some devoted wife has sacrificed herself on her husband's pyre. Transient as the flames in which she perished has been the woman's fame; her history and her name are lost. No inscriptions are ever found on such monumental stones: there is the figure of a woman, and nothing more.

2. Kodu Kallu (slaughter-stones).—These, as I have before observed, are common all over the district. Several are to be found in almost every village, but their history has been forgotten. They are usually divided into three compartments, but not always; for on the Mulnad we find only an armed man and his wife. The divisions between, and by the side of, the panels, in which are sculptured the three stages of the important event in the hero's history which the stone is intended to commemorate, often bear inscriptions in the old Canarese character. Now that the oldest form of this character has been deciphered, the reading of these inscriptions ought no longer to be the riddle it has been. The linga is always delineated in the upper compartment. This proves that the men who were slain were Śivahastara (followers of Śiva). The Bellala kings (A.D. 1000) were not followers of Śiva; and since their time no kings of that faith have ruled the country. Either, then, the court religion differed from that of the masses, or these stones were erected before the time of the Bellala kings. Judging by the character of the inscriptions, I should say they date from 800 to 1000 A.D.

3. Toda Kena Kallu.—These are rare. They are found near the village-gate, and have a charm engraved upon them. This charm, it is supposed, averts or removes the cattle disease from the village once a year; the villagers assemble to worship it, when 101 of each of the following articles are presented—viz., pots of water, limes, plantains, betel-nut, betel-leaves, and copper coins.

4. Kari Kallu.—This is a plain, unembellished stone found inside and close to the village-gate. Neither figure nor inscription is ever found upon it. It was set up when the village was first formed. Once a year the headman of the village, or his henchman—the Kulwadi—presents an offering to this stone.

5. Vyasana-tolu Kallu (Vyasana's arm-stone).—These are rare, and are generally close to the Mutt (monastery?) of some Śaiva priest. The following story from the Skanda Purāṇa is said to account for the origin of these stones:

Vyasana was once asked by his disciples—Who is the first and greatest—Vīṣṇu or Śiva?' Vyasana replied—'Vīṣṇu.' Those of his disciples who preferred Śiva expressed an unwillingness to be satisfied unless Vyasana would make this statement on oath, in presence of the god, in the temple of Iśvānāth. Vyasana agreed to do so, and, raising his right hand, began to take the oath before the god. This was too much for Bagiswara, who could not stand his master being reduced to the second place. He therefore drew his sword and cut off Vyasana's arm. The holy man appealed to Vīṣṇu to restore the arm he had lost in attempting to assert his superiority. The god appeared and told his disciple that he was helpless in the matter, since Iśvara was undoubtedly his superior. Vyasana now returned to Iśvara and begged that the arm which had offended might, as a punishment, be tied hereafter to the leg of Busva (the bull, Śiva's vehicle). To this Iśvara agreed, and supplied Vyasana with a new arm.
It is still the custom, when the god Iêvarra is being taken out in procession, to tie an arm made of cloth to the foot of the bull, carried on a high pole in front of the god. The Vaishnava Brahmans object to this badge of superiority being flaunted in their face; and whenever sufficiently powerful, they prevent the observance of the custom. This strong objection on their part, and the power they have acquired in the country, may account for the small number of stones of this class now to be found. What the man and woman, generally shown under the upraised arm (see Illustration), are intended to represent, I know not; and no one can enlighten me on this point.

6. Hanumanta Kallu.—This stone has nothing to do with the god whose name it bears, but is connected with a marriage privilege of the goldsmith caste. The goldsmiths, being of the left-hand caste, are entitled to only 11 posts to the awning erected during marriage in front of the house. But in those villages where this stone is to be found, the goldsmiths have the right, provided the awning is erected close to the stone, to use the full number of posts, viz., 12.

MARASA VAKKALIGARU OF MAISUR.

BY V. N. NARASIMMYENGAR, BANGALORE.

The Marasa Vakkaligars form a large and important sub-division of the rayat class in the province of Maisur. They are to be found chiefly in the talukas of Nelamangala, Doddaballapura, Dêvaodâjâli, Chickaballapur, Gummêshyakanapâlya, Mâlûr, Hosakuot, Kôlâr, and Bangalo. They are a hardy and industrious people, their principal occupation being agriculture. Small colonies of these rayats are also to be found in other localities, whether enterprize and the hope of gain have allureth them.

There is a very peculiar religious rite performed among these people. Their women offer as sacrifice to Bhaarava Linga, or Bhândi Dêvaru (the Śiva Phallus so called), the first joints of their right-hand ring and little fingers, which are cut off by the village carpenter. It is proposed to trace the origin and rationale of this practice. It must be stated in limine that Colonel M. Wilkes has noticed this rite in his History of Maisur (Madras Ed. of 1869, vol. I. pp. 272 and 273). Without the Purânic element, the popular version is as follows:

Once upon a time in the remote past, there was a great Râkshasa, named Bhâsmûra, who wished to become invincible. In the orthodox manner he performed “tapas” in honor of Śiva for countless ages. That god, pleased with the devotion and asceticism of his worshipper, appeared to him in proprid forum, and asked him what he wanted. The Râkshasa begged Śiva to place in the palm of his right hand the fiery eye (Phâla nâtâra) which the god wears on his forehead. No sooner asked than granted; but the sceptical giant maliciously attempted to experiment with the boon on the very granter thereof. Awakened to the peril of his situation, Śiva thereupon ingloriously fled, the vindictive Râkshasa pursuing him everywhere. The fugitive god, after vainly hiding himself successively in castor-oil and jawâri plantations, took refuge in a “Linga Tondé” shrub, and at last became invisible to his pursuer. It happened that at this time a Marasa Vakkaliga cultivator was at work in a neighbouring field, and Bhâsmûra enquired of him the whereabouts of Śiva, who had all along appeared in the disguise of a Jungama. The wily rayat, true to the instinct of self-preservation, did not give any reply, but simply pointed his forefinger to the shrub in which Śiva was concealed. The god was on the point of being annihilated by the giant placing his hand on his head, when Vishnu came to the rescue, and manifested himself to the Râkshasa in the form of a lovely maiden, meretriciously dressed. The Aśura, who was notorious for lust, and for the most unbridled indulgence of his evil passions, forgot all about Śiva and his destruction, and attempted to ravish the enchanting heart before him. She, however, recoiled from the pollution of his touch, and told him to wash and purify himself first. In following the command of his enchantress, the Râkshasa found all the seas, rivers, wells, &c., dry as if by magic. There was however a small pool of water on a rock close by, and the maiden relented so far as to advise him to pour three handfuls of water on his head. In his mad passion, the giant forgot himself so far as to place his hand on his own head, in the act of pouring the water over his person, and was instantaneously consumed to ashes. The pusillanimous Śiva now emerged from his hiding-place, and in thanking Vishnu for
his deliverance from so imminent a danger, was
in his turn bewitched by the unearthly beauty
of the creature standing before him. He accord-
ingly embraced her, and the result was the
immediate production of three Lingas, respec-
tively called Jinné Linga, Kallé Linga, and
Bhairava Linga, which were the very embod-
iment of Śiva's essence. He thereupon assigned
the first to the Jains, the second to the Kurubars,
and the third to the Marasa Vakkaligaru for
worship. It only remained for Śiva to punish
the traitor whose treachery had nearly put
an end to his own existence. He accordingly
condemned the rayat to cut off his forefinger, which
was the offending member, as atonement for his
sin. The poor rayat did so without hesitation.
In the meantime his wife appeared on the scene,
and petitioned the god to accept her own ring
and little fingers in lieu of her lord's forefinger,
as the loss would be too great to men, who are
required to labour with the hand for their
bread. Śiva was greatly pleased with the self-sacrifice
of the rayat's wife, and granted her petition.
It is the progeny of this virtuous woman who
observe the vow to the present day. The place
where the wicked giant was burnt to death may
still be recognized by a hill in the Kōlār tālūk,
called Šiti Beṭja, where there is a mine of
Viḥūṭi, or sacred ashes.

Such is the history of the origin of this
singular rite, given by a class of itinerant
beggars called Pichiguntadavar, who form a
living encyclopedia of such traditions, and
whose tales are implicitly believed by the Marasa
Vakkaligaru, who are themselves unable to
account for the strange custom.

The episode in the Bhāgavata, which relates
to the rise and fall of Bhāmasūrā, or more
appropriately Viṅgūsūr, is totally different from
the above story; but, as stated at the outset,
the popular impressions on the subject which
prevail among the ignorant Marasa Vakkaligaru
are alone described here.

These people may roughly be classed under
three heads—viz., (1) those whose women offer
the aforesaid sacrifice; (2) those who offer a
golden substitute; and (3) those who do not
perform the rite. These sections, however, freely
intermarry with one another, and it is only in
the performance of the sacrifice that the differ-
ence between them exists.

Class I. embraces exclusively worshippers
of Bhairava Liṅga, or Bhanḍi Dēvara. The
ceremony is performed by women after they
become mothers. The modus operandi is as
nearly as possible the following:—About the
time of the new moon in Chaitra, a certain
propitious day is fixed by the aid of the village
Jōjisa, or astrologer, and the woman who is to
offer the sacrifice performs certain ceremonies,
or pûjā, in honor of Śiva, taking her meals
only once a day, in the evening. For three
days before the final operation, she has to
support herself with milk, sugar, fruits, &c.—
all substantial food being eschewed. On the
day appointed, a common cart is brought out,
and is painted in alternate stripes with white and
red ochre, and is further adorned with streamers,
gay flags, flowers, &c., in imitation of a car. Sheep
or pigs are slaughtered before it, their number
being generally governed by the number of chil-
ren born by the sacrificing female. The cart is
then dragged by bullocks, preceded by the usual
music, the woman and her husband following,
with new pots (karaga), filled with water and
small pieces of silver coin, borne on their heads,
and accompanied by a retinue of friends and
relatives. The village washerman has to spread
clean clothes along the path of the procession,
which stops near the boundary of the village,
where a leafy bower or shed is prepared, with three
pieces of stone installed in it, symbolizing the
god Śiva. Flowers, fruits, cocoanuts, incense,
&c., are then offered, varied occasionally by an
additional sheep or pig. A wooden seat (Maṅe)
is then placed before the image, and the sacri-
ficing woman places upon it her right hand, with
the fingers spread out. A man holds her hand
firmly, and the village carpenter, placing his
chisel on the first joints of her ring and little
fingers, chops them off with a single stroke of
his right hand. The pieces lopped off are thrown
into an ant-hill (Heta), and, as soon after as
possible, the tips of the mutilated fingers, round
which rags are bound, are dipped into a vessel
containing boiling gingīli til (oil). This opera-
tion, it is believed, prevents bleeding and swelling,
and accelerates the cure. The fee of the carpenter
is one kaṅṭhīrāya fanām (four annas eight pies) for
each maimed finger, besides presents in kind.
The women undergo the barbarous and painful
ceremony without a murmur, and it is an article
of the popular belief that were it neglected, or if
nails grow on the stumps, dire ruin and misfor-
tune will overtake the recusant family. Staid
matrons who have had their fingers maimed for
life in the above manner, exhibit their stumps
with a pride worthy of a better cause. At
the termination of the sacrifice, the woman is
presented with cloths, flowers, &c., by her friends
and relatives, to whom a feast is given. Her
children are also placed on an adorned seat (Haśé),
and after receiving presents of flowers, fruits,
&c., their ears are pierced in the usual manner.
It is said that to do so before would be sacrilege.

Class II. consists of a section of the Marasa
Vakkaligaru who, after performing the forego-
ing preliminaries, substitute for the fingers a
piece of gold wire, of the same value as the
carpenter's fee above stated, twisted round the
fingers in the shape of rings. Instead of cutting
the fingers off, the carpenter removes and
appropriates the rings.

Class III.—Some families of the Marasa Vak-
kaligaru have altogether repudiated the worship
of the Bhāndi Dēvaru, and owe their allegiance
to Viṣṇu in his several manifestations of
Tirupati Venkaṭaramaṇavarāmī, Chemnārāv-
vāmī, Kadari Narsinhasvāmī, &c. They do not
therefore undergo the revolting sacrifice.

Enveloped as this tradition and practice are in
the haze of antiquity, it is difficult, if not almost
impossible, to account for them. The Bhāgavata
is silent regarding the part which the Marasa
Vakkaliga is said to have played in the foregoing
legend in the destruction of Vrikṣasura. Under
these circumstances, a suggestion may be made
that the origin of the practice may not improb-
ably have been in some attempted feminine
rebellion against the authority of the "lords of
the creation," and in the consequent measures
to suppress it.

PYAL SCHOOLS IN MADRAS.

By the Late Charles E. Gover, M.R.A.S., Madras.

Built against the front wall of every Hindu
house in Southern India, and I believe it is so
in other parts of India also, is a bench about three
feet high and as many broad. It extends along the
whole frontage, except where the house door stands.
It is usually sheltered from sun and rain by a
veranda, or by a pandal or temporary erection of
bamboo and leaves. The posts of the veranda or
pandal are fixed in the ground a few feet in front
of the bench, enclosing a sort of platform: for the
basement of the house is generally two or three
feet above the street level. The raised bench is called
the Pyal, and is the lounging-place by day. It
also serves in the hot months as a couch for the
night. The raised pavement is termed the Koradu.
Koradu and Pyal are very important portions of
every house. There the visitor is received; there
the bargaining is done; there the beggar plies his trade, and the yogi sounds his conch; there
also the members of the household clean their
teeth, amusing themselves the while with bichai
and other frightful noises. It is, however, of a
nobler use of the Koradu and Pyal that this paper
shall speak, as may be gathered from its title.

Every village has its school; a large village
will have several. It need hardly be said that
there are no special school-buildings, no infant
galleries, no great black-board, no dominie's desk.
No: the most convenient and airy Pyal is chosen.
It must have a good Koradu. Usually it is the
headman who leads his for the purpose, for the
headman's house ought to be the best in the village.
In the northern Telugu districts each village has a
"Kotharā" or meeting-place in a central spot, like
the "mudā" of a Kurgi village. In that case
the school meets there, under the pagoda mantopana,
or even in a thatched shed. But in the Tamil
country the school is in the Pyal. When the lads
come of a morning, they sit in line upon the Pyal,
leaving the Koradu for the teacher and for their
own passage.

In the great towns a great conflict rages between
the new-fangled English Anglo-Vernacular schools
and the Pyal schools. There is no denying that
the latter are going to the wall. Even in the larger
villages the Anglo-Vernacular school is pushing
forward and elbows the mere humble institution
out of the place. In time a Pyal school will be
as rare as the megatherium. Before it loses its
pristine vigour or remodels itself after the English
fashion, let us see what it is like, what it teaches,
what it leaves undone. I have a weakness for these
out-of-the-way aspects of native life, and have
found such pleasure in studying this particular
feature, that I feel as if I too had sat at the feet
of the irritable Pandit, had studied his strange
arithmetic, and been soundly rapped on the knuckles
for having dropped a syllable in trying to repeat
the Kural by rote.

They instruct in the three "R's," the first two
very fairly, but of arithmetic only the very elements
are taught. On the other hand, much time is often
given to construing beautiful but obscure poems
written in the high dialect, and, except as moral
teachers, of little use in the concerns of daily life.
The average number of children in each school is
less than twenty-one, and it is, therefore, quite
impossible for adequate teaching power to be employed.
There is no apparatus beyond the sandy ground,
certain small black-boards, and some kajāns. A
sort of discipline is maintained by a constant and
often severe use of the cane. Unruly or truant
boys are coerced by punishments that partake of
the nature of torture. They are compelled to sit or
stand in cruel postures. Their legs are fettered. Hand and foot and neck are bent together and held fast by iron ties. A log fastened to a chain hangs from the waist, or is slowly dragged behind.

The Pyal school is, however, so important an item not only in education, but in the social and religious life of the people, that a somewhat detailed description of its actual work must be of great interest, and may prevent rash interference with a time-honoured institution. It will be well to consider first the payments made by the scholars. To show this clearly, I propose to exhibit them under two aspects: those paid in a school for the well-to-do, and those in a school for the poor. We will suppose the son of a respectable good-caste writer to be sent for the first time to the nearest Pyal school, the teacher of which will almost certainly be a Brahman. A lucky day must first be chosen, and then the teacher comes to the new pupil's house together with all his scholars. Before the boy is handed over to the master, puja to Ganapati or Ganapä is performed by the family priest, and then to Sarasvati, the goddess of learning, in the presence of the lad's father and male relations. Then presents are distributed to Brahmins, and fruits, sugar, &c., to everybody present. The school-master is placed sitting in a conspicuous part of the room, and then is presented with flowers, sandal (chandan), fruits, and a pair of cloths; one of which is twelve cubits long, and the other six cubits, the cost of both being about 1½ rupees. The teacher then puts the cloths on, seats himself by the side of the proposed scholar, causes him to repeat a prayer to Ganapä's, asking for wisdom, and that his course of study may be fortunate and successful, and makes him repeat the whole of the alphabet three times. Next a flat vessel containing dry rice is brought in, and the teacher guides the finger of the pupil, so that he may write in the loose rice the names of the deity they serve, whether Vishnu or Siva. Then the ceremony concludes. All the school-boys are presented with beaten rice, Bengal gram and sugar mixed together, a handful each; the monitor or senior boy, who acts as the teacher's assistant, receiving also a few pices. Now the boy proceeds in procession to the school, where he is again made to repeat the alphabet three times. The procession then returns to his home, and they disperse for the day. With the next day commences the ordinary school career of the boy. It has also been agreed between the teacher and the father how much is to be paid monthly as the school fee. This sum varies with the means of the parent, but never exceeds eight annas a month.

Sometimes, however, it happens that the ceremony described above is postponed till the pupil has learned the alphabet. In that case no monthly fee is paid, but when the alphabet is fully known and the ceremony takes place, a more handsome present is given, which is supposed to include all school fees up to that date. It may be supposed that the latter method is most conducive to progress on the part of the pupil, but it is directly contrary to the precepts of the so-called Sastras. In both cases a fee is regularly paid after the date of the initiating ceremony. This, however, does not include all the gains of the master. He receives presents at certain festivals throughout the year, especially at Pongal and Daserä; and on every 15th day he receives from the father of each pupil a gift of betel and pān; every Saturday he receives half a pollam of lamp oil; and every morning on his return from breakfast each pupil must bring a bratii or cow-dung cake. Beyond all these, at every major festival throughout the year, the teacher receives from each house half a measure of rice, curry-stuff, &c., while at Daserä and Pongal he has in addition a money present. The Daserä is specially distinguished, seeing he receives the Pongal present doubled, and, in addition, some days before the feast, he raises a subscription among his pupils to pay the expenses of Sarasvati and Ayda Präh, which festivals occur during the Daserä.

Besides all these periodical presents, there are others which are supposed to stimulate the teacher to make every effort for the early advancement of his pupils. Thus, when any new book or chapter is begun, he receives an anna or a fannam from the boy who makes this one more step in his instruction. This fee is sometimes rebelled against, but not successfully, for it is also the custom of the teacher to give a sort of holiday to the whole school on the occasion, and, if the present be not given, the holiday is withheld, and thus the lads bring pressure on each other to ensure the necessary gift.

The ceremonial at the Daserä feast deserves particular attention. A month or two before the feast begins, a number of songs are committed to memory by the pupils, under the guidance of the teacher. By the arrival of the feast the series is learnt by all the boys, who have also been taught how to sing each song to a particular tune. In some schools the lads are also taught to dance what is called the Kolattam. This derives its name from the fact that the dancers move to the beating of sticks, of which each lad has two. They are about eighteen inches long, and are fancifully painted. The lads draw up in a double line, facing each other, and, with a stick in each hand, commence singing, keeping time by striking the sticks held by them. As they sing and strike they move about in a sort of dance. All this is taught them by the teacher in the ordinary school hours, and should be properly practised in time for the Daserä. On each day of the feast the lads dress themselves in their best, holding in their hands paper spears, daggers, painted staves, &c., and go in procession to those of the pupils' houses where the school teacher expects a suitable present, and also to the houses of the well-to-do friends and relations of the pupils. Arriving at a house, the pupils seat themselves in the hall or on the pyal and koradu, and sing the songs they have learnt, dancing also the Kolattam if they have been taught it. The head of the house is then expected to give the teacher a handsome
present, and bestow sweetmeats upon the boys. This sort of thing goes on till the list of expected donors is gone through. Thus ends the long list of presents which, in a respectable school, enable the master to hold a suitable position in the community.

Things are different in a Pyal school for the children of the poor. Here no entrance fee is offered, nor any monthly payment until the alphabet is fully mastered. Nor is the customary present made on commencement of a new book or chapter. A small payment is made each month of, say, one or two annas, and a tiny present every fourteenth day. The same ritual is performed at Dascna as in the more respectable school, but the gains of the master are smaller in proportion, and similarly for each festival throughout the year. The daily bratti is given and the weekly oil.

Combining all sources of income, the teacher of a respectable Pyal school with about twenty-five pupils will receive from 15 to 25 rupees per mensem, while his fellow labourer in a poor locality will not receive more than from 5 to 10 rupees.

In Musalman schools no monthly fee is charged, and the teacher is entirely dependent on presents. Thus, whenever a new chapter of the Koran is commenced, the pupils should give from four annas to as many rupees, according to the wealth of the family. At the commencement of every festival, as the Muharram, Shab-i-barat, Ramzan, Bakri Id, &c., the teacher also receives presents—not more than four annas or less than one fanam. Once a week, on the day before the sabbath, every pupil must also reward his teacher with two pies, just previous to the weekly half-holiday on that day. When the Koran is finished, the teacher receives a handsome gift, according to the means of the parent, including generally a pair of new clothes, shawis, or a silk khaba or cloak, as worn by the priests. The gift of a shawl or khaba is supposed to express deeper honour or greater thanks than a mere money present, as it especially denotes that the donor is a person of high respectability or learning. Beyond all this, the father of each child must send with him as large an entrance donation as his circumstances permit, together with a present of sweetmeats to be distributed among the school-boys.

It is not easy to estimate the Musalman teacher’s receipts from the school alone, seeing that it is the teacher’s duty also to perform all religious ceremonies in the houses of those who entrust their children to his care, and for each of these he receives a certain present of money, clothes, or food. It is evident, therefore, that the teacher must be a highly respectable person, and I am informed that none but really learned men of good descent are permitted to set up as teachers. Their gains correspond with their position, and are considerable for so poor a community, varying usually between rupees 15 and 30 per mensem.

Only four subjects are taught in a Pyal school, whatever its character. These are reading, writing, arithmetic, and memoriser work in the high dialect and Sanskrit. Taking the first-named subject, it must be noted that all the text-books are in the high dialect, and that ordinary modern Tamil, &c., is not taught at all. The books used in almost every Tamil school are:—The Kural of Tiruvalluva; Attisudi of Avuliyar; Krishnan-thundu; Panchatantara; Ramanuja of Kambam; and Kada Chintamani. The grammatical portion of study is drawn from the Nannul, and the Nighantu.

In Telugu schools the list is different, and includes—Sabhaparva; Saptamanganda; Sumati Shatak; Nulu Pakyanana.

There is no grammatical instruction in Telugu schools corresponding to that from the Nannul in Tamil schools, but the Telugu Amaram takes the place of the Tamil Nighantu. Some of the books in both lists have been printed, and, if the price is small, printed editions are used, otherwise the teacher alone has the book itself, and from that he daily copies on kajam the portion required for the next day’s work. When the pupil becomes pretty dexterous in writing with his finger on sand, he has then the privilege of writing either with an iron style on kajam leaves, or with a reed on paper, and sometimes on the leaves of the Aristolochia Indica, or with a kind of pencil on the balsa, hulligii, or kadala, which answer the purpose of slates. The latter is most common in Telugu districts. The balsa, or hulligii, as it is called in Canareese, is an oblong board, about a foot in width and three feet in length. This board, when planed smooth, has only to be smeared with a little rice and pulverized charcoal, and it is then fit for use. The kadala is made of cloth, first stiffened with rice water, doubled into folds resembling a book, and it is then covered with a composition of charcoal and several gums. The writing on either of these may be effaced by a wet cloth.

Each school day, after 2 o’clock, the pupil copies the morrow’s lesson from the teacher’s kajam on to the balsa or portable black-board, which the parent must provide for his son, and which has to be blacked by the pupil as often as is required, usually three or four times a day. The pencil used is made of soft gysnum or balapam, as it is called in the vernacular. Having copied his lesson, the pupil carries it first to his master, who hears him read it two or three times, making the necessary corrections both in writing and verbal delivery. The balsa is then carried home, its contents learnt by heart, and next morning the lesson must be repeated from memory to the teacher. This exercise is a very profitable one, as it teaches how to write, how to read, improves the memory, and stores it with the best literature of past ages. To deliver the lesson, the boys go one at a time to the teacher, hold the balsa before them with its front to the teacher and its back to themselves, thus by one act refreshing the teacher’s memory, proving their own, and preventing fraud.

In this way every pupil obtains a thorough
knowledge of four or five of the great classics of the language, and becomes perfectly able to read his vernacular. It is not very certain that any other system will produce much better results, except in the points about to be considered. In one respect the system is better than that adopted in European schools for the poor. The classic books thus mastered are also the moral law of the nation, and exhibit a system of ethics of the highest character. Always excepting the Bible, I know no western book in common use which can compare with the Kural, Auviyar, and most of the other books so employed. In fact, all observers are agreed that the Kural forms the real moral code of the country. It does not fall within the scope of this paper to show whether or how far the adult population follow the rules thus learnt in youth, but there can be no doubt as to the benefit that must follow such moral training.

The main evils of the system described above are two: the books read are all in the high dialect, and hence, both in the collocation and the form of the words themselves, are altogether different from the language the lads must speak and hear in their after-life. Hence their study corresponds pretty fairly with that of Latin in an English school. It needs no argument to prove that, if the books studied were written in modern Tamil, the time spent in learning would be much more profitably employed, seeing that now the lad leaves school untrained in the language which he must meet with in ordinary life, in the vernacular journals, and in all the living forms of modern thought. All western books that are translated at all are rendered into the modern dialect, and there ought to be no barrier to prevent any person at once appreciating them. Really effective education must march with modern language and modern ideas.

A great deal of time is also lost, seeing that it is impossible for a child to make such progress in a dead language as he could in a living one. In studying the Kural, for example, more time is given to the commentary than to the text, because, without the former, the latter is obscure. The result is much the same as if, in English schools, the reading lessons were always in Omnium or the Saxon Chronicle.

A third evil lies in the fact that the system almost precludes simultaneous or class teaching, and this is a necessary element of rapid progress. It should not be forgotten, however, that the individual teaching now given effectually prevents that residuum of confirmed idlers, and therefore ignorant lads, which is the one drawback of the system of class teaching in ordinary hands. The Pyal mode turns out every pupil a fair scholar, though at a great waste of labour. The class system ensures a much higher average, but permits confirmed dullards.

I have referred at this length to reading, because this subject is the key of the whole system, and the other lessons will not require much attention.

Writing is taught in the very best possible mode—in conjunction with the reading lesson. The pupil begins his writing lessons when he commences to learn his alphabet. He is spared the drudgery of the wretched system that custom makes necessary in every English school—the weeks of dreary labour on unmeaning strokes, pot-hooks, and hangers. His first lesson is a complete letter, and thus he can feel that every day he makes real and useful progress.

The alphabet is almost everywhere written with the finger on the sanded ground. All future writing is done either in the mode described above—writing the morrow's lesson on the palaks—or subsequently with the style on kajjaks, and in the more respectable schools with an English pen on paper.

In connexion with this subject, another point of great excellence in the system of education practised in a Pyal school must be mentioned. It cannot be better introduced than in the words of Mr. Seton-Karr, the well-known civilian judge in Bengal. Referring to the Bengal Pyal schools, he says:—

"These (indigenous) schools do supply a sort of information which royts and villagers, who think at all about learning, read and write, cannot and will not do without. They learn there the system of baniya's accounts, or that of agriculturists. They learn forms of notes-of-hand, quittances, leases, agreements, and all such forms as are in constant use with a population not naturally dull and somewhat prone to litigation, and whose social relations are decidedly complex. All these forms are taught by the guru from memory, as well as complimentary forms of address; and I have heard a little boy, not ten years old, run off from memory a form of this kind with the utmost glibness. This boy, like many others, had never read from a book in his life. On these acquirements the agricultural population set a very considerable value. It is the absence of such instructions as this which, I think, has led to the assertion, with regard to some districts, that the inhabitants consider their own indigenous schools to be better than those of Government. I would have all forms of address and of business, all modes of account, agricultural and commercial, collected, and the best of their kind printed in a cheap and popular form, to serve as models. I would even have the common summons of our criminal or revenue courts printed off."

Much the same mode is followed in Madras. In addition to the regular teaching thus referred to, it is common here for the teacher to borrow from his friends all the up-country letters he can hear of. These are carried to the school, read, copied, studied, and explained. Reading them is no easy matter. The vernacular current hand is as different from the printed character as German hand-writing from the Roman type of books. English influence has been steadily exercised against this current hand, and in many districts it is passing away superseded by the printing character. It is doubtful whether this is an advantage, as we may consider
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for ourselves by imagining how we should get on if compelled to do all our writing in Roman characters, remembering that the letters separate from each other. However this may be, the learning of the current hand is a most important item of a lad’s education. In English schools this subject is altogether neglected, and it is mostly a grievous evil. For example, the work of the Census office is mainly expended on schedules written in the vernacular of the various districts. Being compiled by the village karnams, who are practised writers, the entries are usually in a clear current hand, far superior to ordinary English writing. Yet when applications were made for employment, and candidates were examined as to their power of reading the schedules, it was discovered that not one out of four of Madras candidates could at all decipher the writing. All had been well educated and all could speak and write English, yet not one out of four could read their own language in that form which should be most familiar to them. Mufassal candidates could generally read, though even among them those who had been taught in good English schools were most deficient. The total number of candidates was probably not less than 1,000, and yet there was immense difficulty in obtaining 200 persons even tolerably at ease in vernacular writing. It is submitted that in the national system of education which India is now slowly providing for itself, every means should be taken to ensure thorough instruction in vernacular reading and writing, substituting the modern for the ancient dialect.

REVIEW.


This little book appears, from advertisements that have appeared since it was issued, to be the first of a series which Professor Dowson proposes to publish for the benefit of students of the Urdu language—the principal medium of communication between men of all races and classes in India. In looking through the neatly-printed pages, it is difficult to avoid envying the present generation of learners. We in our time had no such books as these. Lucidity of expression, descending at times almost to the colloquial style, an admirable clearness of arrangement, and careful study of all the recorded forms of the written language, are apparent on every page; while the beauty of Stephen Austin’s well-known type enhances the pleasure of reading. Seeing how much the author has made of his materials, one cannot but wish he had had better materials to work on. How long is rubbish like the Bāgh-o-Bahār and the Todā Khānsāfī to be allowed to hold the chief place, in the estimation of scholars in Europe, amongst Indian classics?—books written to order for English students by pedantic mūnshis, who wrote up to a given set of rules which they invented for themselves, and which have never had, and probably never will have, any influence on the native mind, or currency among any but our own countrymen. If some one would only send home twenty books taken at random out of the masses issued by Mūnshi Nawal Kishore of Lucknow, there would be more true vernacular Urdu of the purest kind found in a fiftieth part of them than in all the stilled pages of the Araish-i-Mahfil and the rest put together. Still we must take things as they are. From this book of Professor Dowson’s the student in England would certainly learn a very accurate and not inégant style of Urdu, and a few years in India would teach him how to break it down into the ordinary style of the natives. It is a pity that the book is no estimate of philology. Although intended for learners, there is no reason why even they should not have a clue given them now and then. You may either teach a boy on the dogmatic principle “This is so, learn it, and never mind why,” or you may tell him—“The reason of this apparent irregularity is so-and-so.” Of the two methods the latter will certainly make his task easier, and probably also pleasant. In the book under notice, for instance, the subject of genders might have been treated in a much fuller and more intelligent manner. Although in speaking, gender is to a great extent neglected, yet it is necessary to know the main rules; but Professor Dowson has hardly made any attempt to explain them.

The subject of declension, however, is fully and ably treated; and the author has not fallen into the temptation, so common to grammar-writers, of making one declension into half-a-dozen on account of some trifling peculiarity, which is in most cases inherent in the base of the noun and is not a declensional feature at all. Objection may be taken to the way in which the form of the plural pronoun of the 1st person, hamon, is spoken of; this form being very rarely used by good speakers, and condemned as barbarous by men of taste, as it is certainly indefensible from a philological point of view. The Prakrit omele, from which ham is derived, makes no oblique form amhāsam from which hamon could be derived. The same holds good of tumbou, though in a lesser degree.

No less able and admirably lucid is the treatment of the verb, in which all the numerous combinations which this extremely flexible language possesses are drawn out in a logical and transparently clear sequence. Well and neatly put is the awkward modern construction of the past tense of transitive
verbs with ne—a construction which, it should be noted, is rejected in speaking by at least one-half of those who use the language. It is, however, wrong to call the form of the conjunctive participle in e—as kīya, kīye, &c.—“an irregular form,” it being in reality the original form of this participle, and derived from the locative of the Sanskrit past participle in at, as krite, yāte, &c., and some centuries older than the modern forms in ke, kari, and kāre. In fact, a group of ancient and much-used verbs has retained the older form, which has almost dropped out of use in other verbs.

It is amusing to see the respect with which, on page 113 (note), the inaccuracies of the Bāgh-o-Bāhar and its fellows are treated. They are elevated to the dignity of a crabbled passage in Tucydides, and the blunders of the ignorant munsār are treated with the same respect as we should accord to the genuine phrases of the idiomatic Greek historian. The construction with ne is really so modern and artificial an invention, that it is extremely common to find natives misusing it.

Our space will not allow us to go page by page through this interesting book. The syntax is particularly good, bringing out in the clearest and most refreshingly intelligent way, in spite of occasional misapprehensions, the many-sided expressiveness of a language which has no parallel for vivacity and graceful turns of phrase, except in the most polished Parisian French. We conclude, then, by congratulating Professor Dowson on having written by far the best Urdu Grammar that has yet appeared, and having thus rendered the acquisition of the most elegant and useful of all the Indian vernaculars both easy and pleasant to the student; and if he pursues, as we hope he may, his task of editing a complete series of educational works, we would recommend him to write to some one in India for a selection of genuine native works, such as are current among the people, and not to content himself with the threadbare and indecent trash which Forbes has raised to the position of Classics. Professor Dowson’s Grammar is a distinct advance on Forbes; his texts should also be an advance.—J. B.

CORRESPONDENCE AND MISCELLANEA.

REMARKS ON PARTS X. AND XI.


To the Editor of the Indian Antiquary.

Sir,—I beg to offer you some observations on Nos. X. and XI. of your Indian Antiquary, as they are very full of important and interesting communications. I begin with the paper of K. F. Bhandarkar on the Date of Patanjali. Clever as it is, it is a great pity that its author was not aware that I treated the same subject ten years ago in my critique of Goldstücker’s “Pāṇini” (Indische Studien, V. 150 ff.).

Patanjali’s mentioning the Pushyamitra Sābhā (thus, Pushyamitra, not Pushyamitra, is the name, according to the northern Buddhists) and the Chandragupta Sābhā is already noticed there. But the question regarding his age does not depend upon this only, but has further light thrown upon it when we adduce and criticise the testimonies of the Vākyapadīya and the Bājataraṅgini as quoted by Goldstücker; and the final conclusion at which I arrive is, that Patanjali lived about 25 after Christ. There is, after all, only one point in this argument which requires further elucidation. Kern, in his excellent preface to his edition of Varāhamītra’s Bṛhat Saṃhitā (pp. 37, 38), refers the passage “ārunad Yavanos Mādhavamūrta,” not to the Buddhist sect of that name, but to a people in middle India, mentioned in the Brihats, 14, 2 (see also Sankhasepaśaṃkarajaya, 15, 156, in Aufrecht’s Catalogue of the Sanskrit MSS. of the Bodleian Library, p. 2536).

Bühler’s paper on the Vrihatkathā of Kehemendra is also of the greatest interest. Last winter Burnell too found a copy of the same work in Telinga character: a comparison of both versions will no doubt yield much critical help for the restoration of the text, and for the correction of Somadeva’s later work. There can scarcely be a doubt that the Bhātabhāsha of Gunādhyāya’s original composition, according to Dandin’s testimony on the Paisāchabhāsha, in which it was written according to Kehemendra and Somadeva, is but a Brahmanical slur on the fact that Gunādhyāya was a Buddhist and wrote in Pāli (Mr. Gorrey, in a very clever critique on my paper on the Saptas’atakam of Hāla, in the Journal Asiatique, April-May 1872, p. 217, arrives at nearly the same conclusion; even Somadeva’s work contains some direct allusions to the Buddhist Jātakas (65, 45, 72, 120 ed. Brockhaus); and the Buddhist character of many of its tales is quite manifest (see my Indische Streifen, II. 367). The more we learn of the Jātakas, the more numerous are the stories shown to be which are found in India for the first time, and never afterwards appear in the Brahmanical fable-and-tale collections. Some of them are originally Æsopic, borrowed by the Buddhists from the Greeks, but arranged by them in their own way (see Indische Studien, III, 356-61).

The passage from Kumbāra’s Tāntaravarttika, which forms the subject of Burnell’s very valuable communication, was pointed out previously by Colebrooke (Misc. Essays, I, 815). That the Aṇḍhra and Dravida Brāhmans were in early times fully engaged in literary pursuits, is manifest from the fact that, according to Sāyana, the last (tenth)
book of the Taittirīya Aṣṭāṅga is extant in two
recessions which go by their names.
Sahasgiri Sastri's paper on Vikramāditya and Bhoja
is rather superficial; his assertion that the Bṛihat-
kathā is believed to be the same as the Khaṭhā-
sarit Sāgara, and that the author of the Vaśavadatta
must therefore have flourished in the twelfth century,
as he mentions the Bṛihatkathā, is particularly mis-
placed in this number, which contains, some pages
before, Bühler's excellent remarks on the same sub-
ject. His paper on Kālidasā in No. XI is better,
especially as it contains some very valuable informa-
tion regarding a hitherto unknown work attributed
to a person of Kālīdāsa's celebrated name, and the
commentary on it by a Nichulakavīyogīna. I
send you herewith my papers on the Jñottarīdā-
ghārana. In the first of them (page 727) I have
pointed out the passage in Mallinātha's commentary
on the Meghadūta, where he speaks of the poet
Nichula as a friend, and of Dinnāga as an adver-
sary, of its author, and intimates that the fourteenth
verse of that poem contains an allusion to both of
them; and in the same paper I have also tried to
deduce the consequences which would result from
such a fact. The present discovery of a Nichulak-
āviya as writing a commentary on a lexicographic
production of a Śrī Kālidasā, and doing this at
the instigation of a "Mahārāja Bhoja," is indeed
very curious. Which of the many Bhojas may be
meant here?
The Bengal Kirtans published by Beames in the
same number are of the highest interest, as well as
his notes and remarks on them. It is, for instance,
a very curious coincidence that Bhojārī, Bangali,
and Orīya, that is to say, three quite modern Hindī
dialects, have resorted again to the same ex-
pedient for the formation of the future tense as
old Latin did more than 2,000 years earlier,
viz., to the agglutination of the present tense of
qu. Such an occurrence, or, one ought to say,
recurrence, is a striking evidence of the inherent
consanguinity of the Aryan race and language, and
of the inveterate and unchangeable character of
them both.
Bhandarkar, in his paper on the date of the
Mahābhārata, makes good use of the Mahābhāṣya.
And I hope shortly to be able to follow him, as soon
as I get the edition of this work issued this sum-
er in Benaras. I have always considered the
publication of this work as one of the greatest
services upon which could be rendered to Sanskrit
philology, and I am very glad that it has come at last.
It is true that, according to the statements of Hari's
Vākyapadīya, as given by Goldstēcker in his
"Pāṇini," and corrected by Steiner and myself
(Indische Studien, V. 166, 187), and according to
those of the Rājasthānīgī, I. 176, IV. 487 (ibid.
V. 166, 167), the Mahābhāṣya in its present
form appears to have undergone much remodelling
by "Chandrāchāryārdibihīh." But still its testi-
mony will always be of great value, though not
perhaps exactly decisive for Patanjali's time itself.
I am very curious to know if really no direct
allusions to the Rāmāyaṇa will be met in it, as this
would be very favourable to my conjecture regard-
ning the comparatively late age of this work. With
regard to the Mahābhārata, the mentioning of
Janaśeṣyajya and Dushyanta is not restricted to the
Aṣṭāvaṅga Brahmaṇa, which alone is adduced by
Bhandarkar, but they are mentioned also in the
Satapatha Brahmaṇa, which contains moreover
(partly relying on the Vājīṣṭha. Saṁhitā and coinci-
ding with the Taitt. Saṁhitā, and the Kāthaka) quite
a number of allusions to other names and personages
who play a prominent part in the story, especially
in the great war of the Mahābhārata, viz., Nāgarjuna,
Satānika, Ambā, Ambika, Ambalīkā, Subhadra in
Kāmpīla (?), Arjuna and Pāñjīguna (but as names of
Indra), Bhīmaśeṇa, Ugrasena, and Śrutaparna as three
brothers of Janamejaya (compare Indische Studi-
ien, I. 189-207, and my lectures on Indian Litera-
ture [1852], pp. 110, 139-33, 175-7). The Kāthaka has a
legend about Dhirārāha Vaiṣṇavā (Indische Studien,
III. 469). The Sāṃkhyaṇa śūtra (XV. 18) speaks of an
expulsion of the Kurus from the Kurukshetra,
"Kuravah Kurukṣetrad cayoṣṭante." There can be no
doubt, therefore, that in the time of this work, as well as in that of Pāṇini,
the main story of the Mahābhārata had already
firm existence, and probably also even then in
a poetical form. The Buddhist legends, too
(I mean those treating of Buddha's life-time and
his jāṭaka, former births), contain direct allu-
sions to some of these and to other personages of
the same epic circle. But all this does not help to
fix the age of the Mahābhārata itself, which has
grown out from the songs of the minstrels at the
courts of the petty rājas of Hindustan, and probably
got its first form (it contains itself a tradition [I.
81] that formerly it consisted only of 8,800 verses)
under the hands of either a Vaiśampāyana or a
Pāṇarāya (see my Indische Skizzen, p. 36), at a
time when a race of Pandava kings was reigning in
India (Indische Studien, II. 403), and in friendly
connection with the Yavana kings of north-western
India; for the Yavanaḥpata Bhadagatta, king of Maru
and Narak, (very probably Apollodoros, about 160
before Christ), is called by Krishna "an old friend
of the father of Yudhishthira. (Mahābhārata, II.
578; Indische Studien, V. 162), and is mentioned
repeatedly as supporter of his race. The age of the
grihyā śūtra, in which the passage occurs—Suan-
tu Jaṁini-Vaiśampāyana-Paila-śūtra-bhāṣya-bhā-
ra-mahābhārata-dharmāchāryāḥ (compare my lectures
on Ind. Lit., pp. 56-57), which may be a later
addition. That the word "mahābhārata" is men-
tioned also by Pāṇini, I have pointed out very
early (Indische Studien, I. 148); but I remarked at
the same time that it does not signify there a work of that name, but very probably a person, just like the Mahābhārata and the Mahābhāratahita mentioned in the same stūtra along with it. According to the scholiion it is to be taken as a masculine. "In connexion with āhava, yuddha, or taken as a substantive, with a word for war supplied" it means: "great war of the Bhārata"—M. Bā. V. 4811; yuddha, XIV. 1809 (Petersburg Dictionary). After all, the first direct testimony of the existence of an epic work treating of the same subject as our Mahābhārata remains still as yet that passage from Dio Chrysostomos about the "Indian Homer."

Your paper on Nārāyana Swāmī is also very interesting and instructive.

With best wishes for the continuance of your highly welcome and valuable undertaking, I am, &c.,

A. Weber

Berlin, 28th Nov. 1872.

NOTE ON THE ABOVE BY PROF. RAMKRISHNA G. BHANDARKAR.

Through the courtesy of the Editor of the Indian Antiquity, I have been permitted to see Professor Weber's letter, which contains notices of my article on the Date of Patanjali, and of my paper on the Age of the Mahābhārata. This is not the first time the Professor has been so kind to me. One of my humble productions he has deemed worthy of a place in his Indische Studien. While, therefore, I am thankful to him for these favours, I feel bound to consider his remarks on my articles, and to reply to them.

Professor Weber thinks it a pity that I should not have been acquainted with his critique on Dr. Goldstücker's "Pāṇini." I hardly share in his regret, because the facts which I have brought forward are new, and my conclusions are not affected by anything he has said in the review. He certainly brought to notice, in that critique (as I now learn), the occurrence in Patanjali of the expression "Pushpamitra Sabha." But Professor Weber will see that my argument is not at all based on that passage. I simply quoted it to show that even Patanjali tells us that the Pushpamitra he speaks of in another place was a king, and not as an ordinary individual or an imaginary person. My reasoning in the article in question is based on the words the Pushpamitra Yajyayamah. This is given by Patanjali as an instance of the Vārttika, which teaches that the present tense (lat) should be used to denote an action which has begun but not ended.

Now this passage was noticed neither by Professor Weber nor by Dr. Goldstücker; and hence the trouble I gave to the Editor of the Antiquary. The passage enables us, I think, to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion as to the date of Patanjali, since it shows that the author of the Mahābhāṣya flourished in the reign of Pushpamitra. And the conclusion based on this and on one of the two instances pointed out by Dr. Goldstücker, etc., Arunadh Yavvanah Śāketa, agree so thoroughly with each other, that they can leave but little doubt on the mind of the reader as to the true date of Patanjali.

But I must consider Professor Weber's argument for bringing Patanjali down to about 25 after Christ. The two instances brought forward by Dr. Goldstücker contain the name Yavvanah; and a king of that generic name is spoken of as having besieged Śāketa, commonly understood to be Ayodhyā. This name was applied most unquestionably, though not exclusively, to the Greek kings of Bactria. The Yavanas are spoken of, in a Sanskrit astronomical work noticed by Dr. Kern, as having pushed their conquests up to Śāketa; and Bactrian kings are also mentioned by some classical writers as having done the same. Looked at independently, this passage leads us to the conclusion arrived at by Dr. Goldstücker, that is, it fixes the date of Patanjali at about 150 B.C. But the other instance contains, in addition, the name Mādhyaṃika. The Buddhist school of that name is said to have been founded by Nāgārjuna, who, according to the Rajataramāni, flourished in the reign of Kanishka and Abhimanyu, that is, a few years after Christ. This instance then brings the author of the Mahābhāṣya to some period after Christ. Here then is a case resembling those which are frequently discussed by our Pandits, in which a Sruti and a Smritis (or a Sruti and an inference) conflict with each other. The Brahmanical rule is that the Srutis must be understood in its natural sense, and the Smritis so interpreted as to agree with it; that is, any sort of violence may be done to the Smritis to bring it into conformity with the Srutis, and the inference must be somehow explained away. Now, in the present case, Professor Weber's Srutis is the instance containing the name of the Mādhyaṃikas. But the word Yavavanah, occurring in it and in the other instance, cannot be taken to apply to the Greek kings of Bactria, for the dynasty had become extinct a pretty long time before Christ. Professor Weber therefore thinks that by it is to be understood the Indo-Scythic king Kanishka, who reigned before Abhimanyu. But Kanishka cannot be regarded as having oppressed or persecuted the Mādhyaṃikas, for he was himself a Buddhist. This objection is obviated by the Professor by the supposition that he must have persecuted them before he became one of them.

I must confess this argument appears to me to be very weak. It has many inherent improbabilities. In the first place, I do not see why the passage containing the name Mādhyaṃika and the name itself should be regarded as so much

* By the way, I prefer the form "Pushpamitra" to "Pushpamitra," as the latter appears to me to be a mis-
more important than the other passage and the name Yavana. Why may we not rather take our stand on this latter name, and the mention of the conquests of the king so designated up to Saketas, and interpret the word Mahayamika by the light thus thrown upon it? And the passage I have brought forward is, I think, so decisive, and agrees so well with this statement, that some other explanation must be sought for of the name Mahayamika; but of this more hereafter. In the next place, we have to suppose that the most important period of Nagajaranas life was passed in the reign of Kanishka, that he lived so long in that reign as to have founded a school, and that in that reign the sect assumed the name of Mahayamika, and grew into such importance that its fame spread so far and wide, that even Patanjali in the far east knew of it. From the words of the Rejataramani, however, it would appear that Nagajaranas and his disciples or school rose to importance in the reign of Abhimanyu, the successor of Kanishka; for the words are:—About that time (i.e., in the reign of Abhimanyu) the Buddhists, protected by the wise Nagajaran, the Bodhisattva, became predominant. And in the same reign, we are told in the history of Kashmir, the Bhashya of Patanjali was introduced by Chandracharya and others into that country. In the Vakyapadaya also it is stated that in the course of time it came to pass that Patanjalis work was possessed only by the inhabitants of the Dakhan, and that too only in books. i.e., it was not studied. Afterwards Chandracharya brought it into vogue. Now even supposing for a time that the Bhashya was written in the reign of Kanishka, i.e., about 25 A.D., fifteen or twenty years are too small a period for it to have come to be regarded as a work of authority; to have ceased to be studied, to have existed only in books in the South, and to have obtained such a wide reputation as to be introduced into Kashmir, a place far distant from Patanjalis native country and from the Dakhan. Even Professor Weber is staggered by the shortness of the interval; but instead of being thus led to call in question his theory or the soundness of his argument, he is inclined to doubt the authenticity of the texts brought forward by Dr. Goldstucker. Besides, he gives no evidence to show that the name Yavana was applied to the Indo-Scythic kings. I am aware that at different periods of Indian history it was applied to different races; but this vague knowledge ought not to be sufficient to lead us to believe as a matter of fact that it was applied to these kings. And the generic name by which they were known to the author of the Rejataramani was Turushka. This name is not unknown to Sanskrit literature, for it occurs even in such a recent work as the Vireyunadanar. I cannot, therefore, believe that Patanjali could not have known it, if he really lived so late as in the time of those kings. And that Kanishka persecuted the Buddhists before he himself became a convert, is a mere supposition, not supported by any reliable authority. Kanishka is also not mentioned anywhere as having carried his conquests up to Saketas, while, as before observed, the Yavanas are mentioned by Hindu writers, and the Bactrian kings by Greek authors, as having done so.

The truth is that the name Mahayamika has been misunderstood both by Dr. Goldstucker and Professor Weber; and hence, in giving Dr. Goldstucker’s argument in my article, I omitted the portion based on that name. The expression arusad Yavana Mahayamika makes no sense, if we understand by the last word, the Buddhist school of that name. The root rudh means to besiege or blockade; and the besieging or blockading of a sect is something I cannot understand. Places are besieged or blockaded, but not sects. I am aware that Professor Weber translates this verb by a word which in English means to oppress; but I am not aware that the root is ever used in that sense. By the word Mahayamika is to be understood the people of a certain place, as Dr. Kern has pointed out in his preface to his edition of the Brihat Sanhita, on the authority of the Sanhita itself. We are thus saved the necessity of making a string of very improbable suppositions; and in this way Professor Webers argument, based as it is on the hypothesis that the Mahayamikas alluded to by Patanjali were the Buddhist sect of that name, falls to the ground. The first of Dr. Goldstuckers passages (the word Yavana occurring in both of them), and the passage I have for the first time pointed out, taken together, determine the date of Patanjali to be about 144 B.C. And this agrees better with the other passages pointed out by Dr. Goldstucker. For if Patanjali lived in the reign of the founder of the Sunga dynasty, one can understand why the Mauryas and their founder should have been uppermost in his thoughts; but if he lived in 25 A.D., when the Andhra Bhryta dynasty was in power, one may well ask why he should have gone back for illustrating his rules to the Mauryas and Chandragupta, and passed over the intermediate dynasties of the Sungas and the Kanvas.

As to my paper on the Age of the Mahabharata, I have to observe that it was written with a certain purpose. Colonel Ellis, going upon the authority of the Gowra Agrahara grant, translated by Colebrook in 1806, and again by Mr. Narasimmiyengar in Part XII. of the Indian Antiquary, had referred the composition of the Mahabharata to a period subsequent to 1521 A.D., and had asked the Asiatic Society of Bombay to make inquiries as to whether the ashes of the Sarpa Sattras instituted by Jana-majaya could be found by digging for them at Anagudi, with which the Colonel identified Hastinapura; and whether the remains of the palace, in which Bharata, the son of Dushyanta and Sakuntala, was crowned, were observable at the
place. My object, therefore, was to show that the Mahābhārata was far more ancient, and that it existed at and before all the well-ascertained dates in Sanskrit literature. It was not meant to collect all possible evidence, whether certain or doubtful, for the existence of the poem. Had I thought of doing so, it would have taken me much longer time than I could spare; and some of the books to which it would have been necessary to refer were also wanting. I have not even brought together all the passages bearing on the point to be found in Patanjali's work. But I am content for the present to leave the task to the well-known industry and acuteness of Professor Weber.

WEBER ON THE DATE OF PATANJALI.

[In order that our readers may have all the evidence before them, a translation is here appended of that portion of Professor Weber's critique on Goldstücker's "Pāṇini" which refers to the Date of Patanjali.—Ed.]

At the close of Goldstücker's essay [Preface to the Mānasacakapāñita] we find an enquiry into the date of Patanjali (pp. 228-38). In the first place, from mention being made in his work of the Maurya, it is pointed out, and indeed thereby established, that he could not have lived before the date of this dynasty. The passage in question is of great interest, and would imply besides, according to the view of Patanjali, that Pāṇini also lived after that time! It is as follows: Patanjali, in commenting on the rule V. 3, 99: jīvikaṛthe cā panye, "in the case of a life-sustenance-serving (object), which is an image (pratikrīti) must still be understood, from 96", the affix ka is not used, except when the object is saleable,"—gives the following explanation (according to Goldstücker, p. 229): aparaya ity schchate, tattredmaa sidhyati, sivah kacand vagśkha iti | kim kārānam | mauryair hiranyārthabhār archa pra- pakhitāḥ | bhavet na ayāti | yās iv etab sampratiprājārthāḥ, tāsu bhavishyati | "In the case of a saleable, e.g., Siva, Skanda, Visātha, the rule does not apply (the affix ka being used in such cases). The gold-coveting maurya had caused images of the gods to be prepared. To these the rule does not apply, but only to such as serve for immediate worship (i.e., with which their possessors go about from house to house [in order to exhibit them for immediate worship, and thereby to earn money], Keiyyata)." From this it appears that Patanjali is undoubtedly of opinion that Pāṇini himself, in referring to images (pratikrīti) that were "saleable," i.e., by their sale afforded sustenance of life (jīvikārtha), had in his eye such as those that had come down from the Maurya! Be this as it may, the notice is in itself an exceedingly curious case. If it were at all allowable, we might understand the word maurya here as an appellative, meaning "sculptor," or something of the kind; as indeed seems to be the opinion of Nāgēs, whose text, however, is corrupt (mauryaḥ vikṛtum pratimārthapatvantas is somewhat ungrammatical). But the word cannot be shown to bear such a meaning in any other passage. And the part, perf. causativus goes rather to prove that the Maurya were not themselves the actual makers of the images, but only caused them to be made; although, to be sure, this cannot be laid down positively, seeing that causativus frequently appear also quite as new verba simplicia, and there are several instances of this precisely in the case of the root ka l p. And if, in support of the view that the word refers to the Maurya-dynasty, it should further be adduced that Patanjali in other places also makes frequent mention of the covetousness of kings (cf. Ballantyne, pp. 234 and 315: Gargaḥ Satam danyantam a rthinas cha rājāne hiran yena bhavasti, na cha prayekam danyayanti), yet on the other hand it is not easy to understand how kings, in order to earn their livelihood (and only on this condition is the example relevant to the sūtra), should have caused images of the gods to be prepared or exhibited for sale! But if, consequently, we cannot as yet quite rid ourselves of some amount of uncertainty, whether we are really to understand by the word maurya in this passage the dynasty of that name, there can at all events be no doubt with regard to the fact itself, that Patanjali did not live until after their time. The proofs which establish this, and which have been overlooked by Goldstücker, are contained in two examples which Patanjali adduces with reference to a vārtika in I. 1, 68 (Ballantyne, p. 758): Pushyamitraśabba, Chandragnātāśabha. Even if the latter example (which recurs also in the Calcut. Schol. on II. 4, 23) does not absolutely establish that he lived later than the time of the Maurya, yet the former affords quite conclusive proof of this; and we learn at the same time from this passage, that the bearer of the name Pushyamitra who founded the Śūlga dynasty, succeeding that of the Maurya, was not merely a general (senapati), as he is called in the Purāṇa and in the Mālavīkānimitra, but really a king (reigned, according to Lassen, 178-142 B.C.); for Goldstücker cannot well have any doubt as to the identity of the two Pushyamitrās.

The date of Patanjali may, however, be still more definitely fixed. The lower limit is determined by a passage from the Bājatarāgini, adduced first by Böhtlingk, according to which Abhimanyu, king of Kashmir (reigned, according to Lassen, 45-65 A.D.), rendered some service to the text of the Mahābhārata, of which we shall presently speak more in detail. We cannot, therefore, come an any lower down than his time. Goldstücker very justly calls attention to two highly important examples which Patan-
jali gives in commenting on a vārttika on III. 2. 11. The rule refers to the use of the imperfect anād yata ne, "when something is no longer present," the vārttika adds that it is used "paro-
kahe cha lokavijnāte pratyakta darsanavishaye | also with regard to something which is not (any-
longer) visible, but is perfectly well known, and
which has been seen by the speaker himself, or
might have been seen (literally, "falls within the
sphere of his vision"); and as examples of such a
case, Patañjali quotes two sentences:—arunad
Yavana nāk Sāketan, "the Yavana oppressed Sākēta,"
and: arunad Yavana nāk Mādhyaśaya, "the Yavana
oppressed the Mādhyamika." Both of these cir-
cumstances, therefore, when Patañjali gave these
examples, must have belonged to the then immediate
past, and have been still fresh in the memory of the
people; as appears certain also from the tenor of
the contrary examples which he quotes. Now,
according to Goldstücker's assumption, the Yavana
who besieged Sākēta, i.e., in his opinion, Ayodyha,
must be identical with Menandros (reigned, accord-
ing to Lassen, 141-120 B.C.), of whom Strabo ex-
pressly records that he extended his conquests as
far as to the Yamnā, while of no other Greek
king of this period are so extensive military explo-
thions known. Patañjali must therefore have lived between
140 and 120 B.C. It is not possible, however, to
bring into any kind of harmony with this view the
second fact which Patañjali records of the Yavana,
e.g., his oppressing of the Mādhyamika. For
the founding of the Buddhist school of this name
is continually ascribed to Nāgarjuna (see Burnouf, Introduction, p. 559; Lassen II. 1163;
Köppen II. 14, 20; Wsasipjev, p. 314). Now, we
find, no doubt, conflicting statements with regard to
the date of this renowned teacher; but, so far as
the present inquiry is concerned, we need not con-
cern ourselves either with the determining of this
point, or with the intricate question regarding the
actual date of Buddha's death; but we have simply
to abide by the notice, overlooked by Goldstücker,
in the Rājatarāṇigī (I. 173, 177; see also Lassen
II. 413), according to which Nāgarjuna is held
to have lived under the same Abhimanyu, to whom,
in the same passage (I. 176), is ascribed so peculiar
care for the Mādhyāshaya. For if we accept the
latter statement as correct, we cannot well refuse to
receive the former, also recorded in the same verses
immediately before and after. Both stand and fall
together. Relying on this passage, then, we are
now in fact restricted to very narrow limits. For
even if, as seems undoubted, it must be assumed
that, in Abhimanyu's time, Nāgarjuna was already
advanced in years (which seems to be testified by
the high reverence and the wide-reaching influence
which, according to the words of the Rājatarāṇigī,
he enjoyed under that king); if, therefore, his
founding of the Mādhyamika-school may have taken
place much earlier, yet we must not date back this
circumstance at the highest more than about 40 years
before Abhimanyu began to reign; for it would be
hardly credible that at a still earlier period of life
Nāgarjuna could have gained so prominent a position
as to have been able to become the founder of a
school. Between the years 5-45 A.D., according
to Lassen's reckoning of Abhimanyu's coming to
the throne, the following events must therefore fall—1. The besieging of Sākēta by a Yavana;
2. The oppressing of the Mādhyamika by the same
or another Yavana; 3. The composition of the
Mādhyāshaya; and between the years 45-65, lastly,
4. Abhimanyu's care for this work:—all this indeed
only on the double assumption that the reading
"mādhyāmikān" is correct, and that the name of
the school, according to the Indian tradition,
did not exist until after its being founded by
Nāgarjuna. And now, as regards what I have
marked as No. 1, the oppressing of Sākēta by a
Yavana, such an occurrence, if we are to under-
stand thereby the besieging of Ouda by a Greek
king, is certainly not even conceivable as having
happened at this period, seeing that the last inde-
pendent Greek king of the Indian Mark ceased
soon after, according to Lassen II. 337, about the year
82 B.C. The name "Yavana," however, passed
over from the Greeks to their successors, the Indo-
Scythians; and since in No. 2 we see this name
used in describing an occurrence which, according
to what is stated above, cannot have taken place
till about 100 to 85 years before Christ,—seeing
further that the occurrences in No. 1 must be essen-
tially synchronous with that recorded in No. 2—
follows that it cannot be known only an Indo-Scythi-
atic prince who had besieged Sākēta shortly before
Patañjali gave this example. Assuming now that
by Sākēta we are really to understand Ayodyha,
as is certainly probable, then Kanishka (reigned
40-80 A.D., according to Lassen) is undoubtedly
the only one of these princes—as indeed of all foreign
princes before the Muslims—of whom so extensive a
military expedition is (not merely conceivable, but
even) improbable; compare what Lassen, II.
854, records regarding the extension of his
power toward the east. It is true that what
Patañjali in No. 2 records of the oppressing of the
Mādhyamika by the Yavana, does not seem to be applicable to Kanishka, inasmuch
as he is specially known as one of the principal
promoters of Buddhism. On the one hand,
evertheless, we have also the still later informa-
tion (in Huien Thang J. 107, see Lassen II.
857) that Kanishka, during the earlier years of his
reign, was hostilely disposed toward Buddhists—
and it is just from this earlier period of the reign,
as we shall see below, that Patañjali's statement
seems to date; on the other hand, is it possible that
the statement refers only to special oppression
of the Mādhyamika in the interest of the Hinayana?
as indeed the perpetual contest between this latter and other Buddhist schools (cf. Hsien Thang I. 172) gave occasion to the great council held under Kanishka, which was intended to effect a reconciliation. And although, according to the Rājataraṅgiṇī, Nāgārjuna’s influence was in full bloom under Abhimanyu, yet it would still have been quite possible that under his predecessor, Kanishka, the predominant feeling might have been hostile to Nāgārjuna, as in point of fact the latter appears never to have had any share in the council held under the presidency of Pārśva and Vasumitra. With respect to No. 3, the composition of the Mahābāhāṣya, we will in the first place bring forward here what can be gathered from other sources regarding the author, Patanjali. According to Goldstücker, the names Goniṅkāputra and Goniṅdiya, with which in two passages of the Mahābāhāṣya the view in question is supported, are to be referred to Patanjali himself, seeing that the commentaries (Nāgaraṇśa on "Goniṅkāputra," Kātyāyana on "Goniṅdiya") explain them by the word bhāṣyakāra. As a matter of fact, Patanjali never speaks in the first person, but he is always spoken of in the third person, and his opinion is several times introduced by tu (pāṣyati tva āhārya, in Ballantyne, pp. 195, 196, 197, 245, 281, 303, 787): it is also quite possible therefore that the words "Goniṅdiyas tva āha" do really refer to Patanjali. One only, however, of those two identifications can be correct; the other must to all appearance be false. For according to a communication for which I am indebted to Aufrecht’s kindness, Goniṅdiya and Goniṅkāputra are two different persons, whom Vācasyāyaṇa, in the introduction of his Kāmasūtra, celebrates side by side as his predecessors in the teaching of the arya amanta: in a very surprising fashion: the one, namely, as author of a manual thereon, showing how one should behave in this matter, towards one’s own wife; the other as author of a work treating of the proper procedure in reference to strange women: Goniṅdīya bhāryākārikām, Goniṅkāputra prākārikām (namely, kāmasūtram samchikṣhena): see Aufrecht, Catalogus, p. 215. In the body of the work Goniṅdiya is specially quoted five times, Goniṅkāputra six times. It would be delightful to get here so unexpected a glimpse into the private life of Patanjali. It may serve to set our minds at rest with reference to his moral character to remember that it is only the comparatively modern Nāgaraṇśa who identifies him with the Don Juan Goniṅkāputra, while by Kātyāyana, almost a thousand years earlier, the contemporary of the author of the Trikāṇḍas uṣha and of Hemaṇḍhrāṇa, he is compared with the honoured Goniṅdīya. As regards the names of the latter, Goldstücker, pp. 235–236, calls attention to a passage of the Kāśi, I. 1, 75, in which the word "Goniṅdīya" (or "Goniṅdiyas," as the Calc. Schol. has it) is added as an instance of a place situated in the east (prāchām deṣe); and also to the circumstance that Kātyāyana sometimes designates Patanjali as "āchārya desīṣa," i.e., as countryman of the āchārya, or rather, contrasts him with the latter, i.e., Kātyāyana, the author of the Vārttikas; and that as Kātyāyana belonged to the east, Patanjali is also hereby assigned to the east. Mention should also have been made here of the special statement:—vīyavahī ‘pi pūrvasadbā var tatsa, tad yathā, pūrvas Mathurāyāḥ Pātalīputram (Ballantyne, p. 450) "Pātalīputra" ies before Mathūrā, which is intelligible only in the mouth of a man who lived behind Pātalīputra, and consequently decides for the eastern residence of Patanjali. In case, therefore, that "Goniṅdiya" is really to be understood as his name, the word can in fact be referred only to that "prāchām deṣe," not to the Kashmirian kings called Gonaḍa, as Lassen’s opinion is, II. 484, and still less to the people of the same name mentioned by Varahamihira, XIV. 12, as dwelling in the south, near Dāsapura and Kerala. Now, according to what has been remarked with reference to Nos. 1 and 2, the work of Patanjali must have made a name for itself with great rapidity, in order to have been able to be introduced into Kashmir so early as in the reign of Abhimanyu. We come back again to this question further on; meanwhile we turn to what is in fact a highly interesting representation of the history of the Mahābāhāṣya, which Goldstücker adduces for the elucidation of that verse of the Rājataraṅgiṇī which refers to the services rendered to the commentary by Abhimanyu, from the second book of the Vākyapadīya of Bhartṛihari, containing the so-called Harikārikās.

After this long digression on this passage, which seemed to be demanded by its importance, we turn now again to the proper question which is specially engaging our attention here, and on account of which it was was cited by Goldstücker. There can evidently be no doubt that the recovery, described therein by Hari, of the Mahābhāṣya by "Chandra and the others" is the same to which the statement of the Rājataraṅgiṇī I. 176 (some five or six centuries later) refers regarding Abhimanyu’s care for the work:—

Chandrabhāṣyakārikā labdhivā ūdeṣam tasmā tadāgataṃ
Pavartitam mahābhāṣyam, svam cha vyākaraṇam kṛitaṃ
carded by the title of the work āgama, viz., "MS." partly upon the quite gratuitous assumption

Now, when Goldstücker translates:—"After that Chandra and the others had received command from him (Abhimanyu), they established a text of the Mahābhāṣya, such as it could be established by means of his MS. of this work, and composed their own grammars," this translation rests partly upon an application, demanded by nothing in the passage, of the meaning which, without sufficient grounds, he has attached to the word āgama, viz., "MS." partly upon the quite gratuitous assumption
that such a "MS." received, according to the Vākyapadīya, from Parvata, came "into possession of Abhimanyu" by the hands of Chandra and the others. In my opinion we have to abide simply-by Lassen’s conjecture: tad-āgama (Loc.), "after they had received from him the command to come to him," and indeed this appears to me quite indubitable when we take also into consideration the second passage of the Rājatarāṅgiṇī, IV. 487, already quoted by Böhtlingk, in which it is said of Jayāpīḍā (reigned, according to Lassen, 754-85)—

desāntarā āgamayya vyakhaṣakṣāṇān kahamā-pathi
pravartayata vichhinnaṃ mahābhāṣyam svamandale

"From another land bade come explainers thereof the earth-prince,
And brought the split Bhāṣya in the kingdom new into vogue."

And the combination, occurring here, of pravartayata with svamandale, definitely decides that in the first passage also (I. 170) pravartitam is to be understood as meaning, not the "constituting of a text," but the "introduction" of the work into Kashmir; and, consequently, the whole of Goldstücker’s polemic against the hitherto received conception of this verse is shown to be perfectly idle and groundless.

And, moreover, Bhartrihari’s representation by no means leaves the impression that all that is recorded therein could have taken place within the short period of about 30 years; and yet, according to what has been said above on Nos. 1 and 2, regarding the passages "arunad Yavanah Śketan" and "arunad Yavano Mālhyamikān," it is not easy to account for a longer interval between the composition of these passages and the introduction of the Mahābhāṣya into Kashmir; we obtain this interval, to wit, when, in the absence of every other fixed point, we strike the mean between the dates already found, 5-45 and 45-65 A.D., and consequently fix the composition of the Mahābhāṣya at 25 A.D., and Abhinanyu’s care for the same at 55 A.D. The question therefore naturally arises, whether possibly those two examples may not have come into the text only through "Chandra and the others,"—originally therefore do not come from Patanjali at all? That the restoration of a text lost for a time—and this, according to the Vākyapadīya, was really the question at issue—in the fashion which Indian scholars are accustomed to employ, would not take place without interpolations on their part, is, to say the least, extremely likely; and therefore we cannot well call in question the possibility that even the two passages referred to above may belong to such interpolations. But in that case the entire ground on which we stand with reference to this question becomes so unstable and uncertain, that we gladly hold by the assurance that these passages may just as likely be genuine. The very peculiar manner in which, in the Mahābhāṣya throughout, Patanjali is spoken of in the third person, is certainly remarkable, and might easily lead to the supposition that the work, as we possess it, is rather a work of his disciples than of Patanjali himself (compare what is said in the Acad. Varia, p. 216, regarding two other cases of the kind). This is not, however, absolutely necessary: the example of Cæsar shows that such a practice may be employed even when the author is speaking of himself; and therefore it would certainly require very special evidence to prove such a conclusion. If, in reference to this, it could be established that in the Mahābhāṣya—I can speak naturally only of the comparatively small portion to which we have access in Ballantyne’s edition—cases are found in which a series of proof-passages are cited only with their initial words, while the text of the passages follows afterwards in extenso, together with a detailed explanation, yet on the other hand such self-commentaries are by no means uncommon in Indian literature; and, in consideration of the remarkable amount of detail with which even the Mahābhāṣya otherwise treats its subject, not in the least degree surprising; the brief exhibition of the proof-passages finds, too, its quite corresponding analogue in the peculiar use of the work for closing a discussion by versus memoriales which gather up in brief what has been already said. It would be presumptuous to pronounce at present on the complete authenticity of the existing text of the Mahābhāṣya, when we have access to only so small a portion. And in the preceding discussion I have only sought to show that, in so far as we are at present acquainted with its contents, there exist no directly urgent grounds for doubting its authenticity. In the meantime, the two passages adduced by Goldstücker: "arunad Yavanah Śketan" and "arunad Yavano Mālhyamikān," may be regarded as furnishing sufficient evidence for determining the date of Patanjali; and on that evidence it would appear—on the assumption that Lassen’s chronology is correct—that the date must be fixed not, according to the opinion of Goldstücker, at 140-120 B. C., but probably at about 25 after Christ.
THE KULWADI OF THE HASAN DISTRICT.

By Capt. J. S. F. Mackenzie, Muisur Commission.

Looking at him in his official position, the Kulwadi is the village policeman, the beadle of the village community, the head-man's henchman; but as the representative of that despised and outcaste race—the Holiars, he appears most interesting. Tossed to and fro in the great sea of immigration which passed over the land, he, who once held the foremost place in the village circle, has, with each successive wave, sunk lower and lower in the social scale, until to-day we find him but a hewer of wood and a drawer of water. In the rights and privileges which yet cling to him, we, however, get glimpses of his former high estate, and find proofs that the Holiars, or lowest right-hand caste, were the first to establish villages in this part of the country. The Kurabas, or jungle tribes, may have been the aborigines, but, naturally of a wandering disposition, they confined themselves to the chase. They have no part or parcel in the village community; the Holiars, on the other hand, have, and through their representative, the Kulwadi, occupy a prominent position. As a body, they are the servants of the ryots, and are mainly engaged in tending the plough and watching the herds. One of the members of this despised caste is generally the priest to the village goddess, and, as such, on that annual day when all hasten to pay their offerings at her shrine, takes precedence of the twice-born Brähman.

Every village has its Holigiri—as the quarter inhabited by the Holiars is called—outside the village boundary hedge. This, I thought, was because they are considered an impure race, whose touch carries defilement with it. Such is the reason generally given by the Brähman, who refuses to receive anything directly from the hands of a Holiar. And yet the Brähmans consider great luck will wait upon them if they can manage to pass through the Holigiri without being molested. To this the Holiars have a strong objection, and should a Brähman attempt to enter their quarters, they turn out in a body and slipper him, in former times it is said to death; members of the other castes may come as far as the door, but they must not—for that would bring the Holiar bad luck—enter the house. If, by chance, a person happens to get in, the owner takes care to tear the intruder's cloth, tie up some salt in one corner of it, and turn him out. This is supposed to neutralize all the good luck which might have accrued to the trespasser, and avert any evil which might have befallen the owner of the house. At Mailkota, the chief seat of the followers of Rāmanuja Achārya, and at Bailur, where there is also a god worshipped by the three marked Brähmans, the Holiars have the right of entering the temple on three days in the year specially set aside for them. At Mailkota, the Holiars have the privilege of pulling the car. These are the only two temples in Muisur where the Holiars are allowed in. The following is, according to the Brähmans, 'the reason why':—"On Rāmanuja Achārya going to Mailkota to perform his devotions at that celebrated shrine, he was informed that the place had been attacked by the Turk king of Delhi, who had carried away the idol. The Brähman immediately set out for that capital; and, on arrival, he found that the king had made a present of the image to his daughter; for it is said to be very handsome, and she asked for it as a plaything. All day the princess played with the image, and at night the god assumed his own beautiful form and enjoyed her bed; for Krishna is addicted to such kinds of adventures (Buchanan, vol. I. p. 342). Rāmanuja Achārya, by virtue of certain mantras, obtained possession of the image and wished to carry it off. He asked the Brähmans to assist him, but they refused; on which the Holiars volunteered, provided the right of entering the temple were granted to them. Rāmanuja Achārya accepted their proposal, and the Holiars having posted themselves between Delhi and Mailkota, the image of the god was carried down in twenty-four hours." When Rāmanuja Achārya first appeared in this part of the country, we know that the religion of the Bellala court was Jaina, while, from the number of temples still extant, it is clear that the religion of the great mass of the people was the Śaiva. Rāmanuja Achārya introduced a new religion—the Vaishnava. It is more than probable this story was invented by the Brähmans to conceal the fact that the Holiars, by receiving a privilege denied to other religions, had been bribed into becoming followers of Vishnu. If this is correct, then we may assume that the Holiars, as a class 400 years
ago, were of some importance. But to return to the Kulwadi, all the thousand-and-one castes, whose members find a home in the village, unhesitatingly admit that the Kulwadi is de jure the rightful owner of the village. He who was, is still, in a limited sense, “lord of the village manor.”

If there is a dispute as to the village boundaries, the Kulwadi is the only one competent to take the oath as to how the boundary ought to run. The old custom for settling such disputes was as follows:—The Kulwadi, carrying on his head a ball made of the village earth, in the centre of which is placed some water, passes along the boundary. If he has kept the proper line, everything goes well; but should he, by accident, even go beyond his own proper boundary, then the ball of earth, of its own accord, goes to pieces, the Kulwadi dies within fifteen days, and his house becomes a ruin. Such is the popular belief.

Again, the skins of all animals dying within the village boundaries are the property of the Kulwadi—and a good income he makes from this source. To this day a village boundary dispute is often decided by this one fact. If the Kulwadis agree, the other inhabitants of the villages can say no more.

In the Malnad—the hilly portion of this district, where the ryots are more or less given to the chase—there is a peculiar game-law. Should a wounded stag, started in the village, happen to die within the boundary of another, the Patel of the latter village is entitled to his share of the game, although he has taken no part in the chase.

When—in our forefathers’ days, as the natives say—a village was first established, a stone called “Karal Kallu” is set up. To this stone the Patel once a year makes an offering. The Kulwadi, after the ceremony is over, is entitled to carry off the rice, &c., offered. In cases where there is no Patel, the Kulwadi goes through the yearly ceremony. This “Karal Kallu,” a plain Menhir, is not to be found in all villages; but on inquiry it will be found that such are but offshoots from some neighbouring parent village.

But what I think proves strongly that the Holiar was the first to take possession of the soil, is that the Kulwadi receives, and is entitled to receive, from the friends of any person who dies in the village, a certain fee, or, as my informant forcibly put it, “they buy from him the ground for the dead.” This fee is still called “Canarese nela kōga”—from nela, the earth, and kōga, a coin worth 1 anna 2 pie.

In Manzerabad, the ancient Bollum, the Kulwadi does not receive this fee from those ryots who are related to the head-man. Here the Kulwadi occupies a higher position; he has, in fact, been adopted into the Patel’s family, for, on a death occurring in such family, the Kulwadi goes into mourning by shaving his head. He always receives from the friends the clothes the deceased wore, and a brass basin.

The Kulwadi, however, owns a superior in the matter of burial fees. He pays yearly a fowl, one hana (= 4 annas 8 pie), and a handful of rice to the agent of the Sudgadu Siddha (“lord of the burning-grounds”). These agents, who originally belonged to the Gangulikara Vokkaliga caste—the caste whence the great body of the ryots is drawn—have become a separate class, and are called, after their head, “Sudgadu Siddharu.” They are appointed by the “lord of the burning-grounds,” whose head-quarters are somewhere in the Babadoin hills. They intermarry among themselves, and the son succeeds the father in the agency, but has to be confirmed in his appointment by the head of the caste. The agents have each particular tracts of country assigned to them. They receive a monthly salary of from Rs. 2 to Rs. 3, and are allowed to pay, out of the collections, their own expenses proper. The balance once a year is paid into the treasury of the Phala Śvami (“he who eats fruit only”), as their master is called. These agents engage in agricultural pursuits, but, when so employed, must put aside the sacred dress in which they are to be seen when on a tour. The distinguishing badge by which these persons can be known is the wooden bell, in addition to the usual metal one, they always carry about; without this no one would acknowledge the agent’s right to collect the fees.

The following account of how and why the Kulwadi has to pay these fees was given to me by a very old man I met one day, when on his boat:—In the days of Harachandra Mahārāja, Vishvāmitra and Vasishtha, two holy men who had taken up their quarters in a burial-ground, were busy one day discussing the king’s merits. It was generally said that the king never, under any circumstances, broke his word; and Vishvāmitra was determined to try if the king was really as good a man as people made him out. Disguised as a beggar, he called at the palace, and refused to go away until he had seen the king in person.
Harshachandra came out, and, in reply to the beggar, promised to give him whatever he wanted. The beggar said—“Give me as much money as will cover a tall man standing on an elephant.” The king emptied his treasury, but to no purpose; the sum was insufficient. He sold everything he had, and yet he found himself short of the measure. For Vishvamitra had, by means of rats, undermined the ground, so that as fast as the money was piled up, that below went to fill up the rat-holes. He now sold his wife and only son, but this was of no use, for the money thus realized did not cover the measure. In despair, the king had it published abroad that he would hold himself the slave of any person, who, by fulfilling the promise he had made to the beggar, would extricate him from his difficulties. No one came forward. The king was obliged to follow Vishvamitra all over the country. In the course of their wanderings they came across Vir Baraka, the Kulwadi of the capital, who had amassed a large fortune from the burial-fees. Seeing the king’s pitiable state, the Kulwadi offered to pay the money. After some words, the beggar accepted to hold the Kulwadi responsible, and made over the ex-king to him as a slave. Vir Baraka (Baraka was the name by which the Kulwadi was called at the capital Kalyanpurapatna), asked what were the terms of the promise; being informed, he filled a bamboo of the required height with money, and made this sum over to Vishvamitra, who had to be satisfied with getting what the strict letter of the promise only entitled him to receive. The Kulwadi now appointed the ex-king his agent for the collection of the fees.

The following were the fees payable in the good days of old:

1. Nela haja, the ground-fee.
2. Hari haja, a fee for tearing the winding-sheet.
3. One hun (=Rs. 1-12) placed in the month of the corpse.
4. One hana (=1 anna 2 pie) placed on the navel.
5. The winding-sheet.
6. A handful of coarse sugar.
7. 12 cocoa-nuts.
8. 12 betel leaves.
10. A third of an anna of incense.

Vishvamitra, however, had not yet done with the king; he was determined to test him further. He accordingly transformed himself into a snake, and took up his quarters under a tree which grew in the burial-ground. The leaves of this tree are used by the Brahmins for plates. The Saura, who had bought the queen and her son, disgusted at getting little or no work out of the boy, ordered him one day to go and collect leaves for the dinner. The lad went into the burial-ground, and began picking leaves from the tree; while so doing the snake came out, the lad was bitten, and died. The mother, hearing of this, rushed to the burial-ground, and, after the first burst of grief, began busying herself in making preparations for burning the body. Too poor to buy wood, she set about collecting what she could find on the ground. The king, who had from the first recognized his wife and son, would not allow his affections to interfere with his duty to his master, and sternly demanded the proper fees. The unhappy mother, who had not recognized her husband, told him she was a slave, and had no funds. Nothing would appease the strict agent, who cut the wife down with his sword. The gods, pleased with the manner in which Harshachandra had conducted himself, thought it was time to interfere. They appeared on the scene, restored to life both mother and son, and offered to reinstate the king in all his former wealth and power. The king declined, and begged he might, with his wife and child, be allowed to accompany the gods to their paradise. To this they agreed, and were just setting out, when every ghost, goblin, demon, devil, &c., started up, and, since there was no longer a person to look after the fees, threatened to keep the gods company. The gods would not hear of this; they therefore appointed two persons to collect the fees. Calling the Kulwadi into their presence, they ordered him to pay these Siddhara: a yearly fee of a fowl, a “hana,” and one day’s rice.

Vir Baraka, purse-proud and arrogant, laughed when he heard the small amount of the remuneration, and said—“What is that for me? I could give them gold untold, and none the worse would I be.” The gods were highly displeased, and cursed him in the following lines:

“Hale kambale; lake gudige;
Uttamarama mane umbō gudige;
Prāpti agale.”

Which may be translated:

“An old kambale for clothing; a stick in your hand;
The leavings of better you’ll eat in this land.”

That the curse has been fulfilled, few who have seen the Kulwadi will dispute.
The present chief of the caste is said to be a descendant of the persons appointed by the gods.

There is a belief among the people that if a death occurs in a house on a Tuesday or a Friday, another death will quickly follow, unless a fowl is tied to one corner of the bier which carries the deceased to his long home. This fowl is buried with the deceased. Those castes who do not bury a fowl replace it with the bolt of the door. This may account for why a fowl forms a portion of the burial-fee.

The only caste, so far as I can learn, in which the custom of placing a coin in the mouth of the deceased is still practised, is the Vokkaliga; the coin must be a gold one. The body is always buried with the feet to the north.

The word Kulwadi ("he who knows the ryots") is derived from kula—the technical term by which a ryot cultivating government land is known. In the word kula we find crystallized a story of other days. One of the Bellala kings, whose devotion to religion had gained him the favour of the gods, had been presented with a phial containing "Sidda rasa,"—a liquid which converted iron into gold. On this the king determined to abolish the payment of the land-tax in coin, and ordered that each ryot should pay into the government treasury the "gula," or plough-share, used during the year. All the iron thus collected the king turned into gold. In the course of time the initial g has become k, and from the custom of paying the "Gula," the ryot came to be called a "Kula."

ON THE SUB-DIVISIONS OF THE BRĀHMĀN CASTE IN NORTHERN ORISSA.

BY JOHN BEAMES, B.C.S., M.R.A.S.

As a slight contribution to our knowledge of the divisions of caste in India, a subject still involved in much obscurity, the following remarks on the gotras, or families, of the great Brāhman caste in this part of Orissa may be found useful.∗

Tradition relates that the original Brāhmans of Orissa were all extinct at the time of the rise of the Gangā Vaṇa line of kings, but that 10,000 Brāhmans were induced to come from Kauaj and settle in Jāpjur, the sacred city on the Baitarani river. The date of this immigration is not stated, but the fact is probably historical, and may have been synchronous with the well-known introduction of Kauanjia Brāhmans into the neighbouring province of Bengal by King Adisura in the tenth century.†

When the worship of the idol Jagannāth began to be revived at Puri, the kings of Orissa induced many of the Jāpjur Brāhmans to settle round the new temple and conduct the ceremonies. Thus there sprang up a division among the Brāhmans; those who settled in Puri being called the Dakhinātwa Sreṇi, or southern class, and those who remained at Jāpjur, the Uttara Sreṇi, or northern class. This latter spread all over northern Orissa. Many of the southern Brāhmans, however, are also found in Balasore;

and the divisions of the two classes are fairly represented in most parts of the district, though the southern class is less numerous than the northern. The former are held in greater esteem for learning and purity of race than the latter.

The Sreṇi are divided, first, according to the Veda, whose ritual they profess to observe, and secondly, into gotras or families.

I.—Southern Line.

1. Rig-Veda.

Gotra. Upadhi.

2. Sāma-Veda.

Kāśyapa Nanda.
Dharagautama Tripāthī.
Gautama Udgaṭā, vulgo Utā.
Parasara Dībedi, vulgo Dube.
Kanḍūnīya Tripāthī, vulgo Tīharī.

3. Yajur-Veda.†

Bhāradwaja—
a. Bhāradwaja Sāṅgī.
b. Śambhukar Miśra.
c. Lāṃsi Nanda.

∗ This brief article was put together from notes made at different times; and something similar was supplied me to Dr. W. W. Hunter and has been printed by him in the appendix to his work on Orissa. The above article, however, exhibits the classification more fully and clearly than Dr. Hunter's note, and contains some additional facts which I have learnt since the appearance of that work.
† The date is not certain. Babu Rājendranāth Mitra fixes
it at about A.D. 964.—Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. XXXIV., p. 189.
‡ This ought to come before the Sāma-Veda, but my native informants stick to it that the Sāma-Vedas rank above the Yajur-Vedas. I record the fact without understanding the reason.
§ The great Bhāradwaj gotra is divided into the three septs here given.
Átreya—
a. Dattátreya .......Ratha.
ś. Krishnátreya .......''

Haritasa .............Mahápátra.

'' ..................Dása.

Kauchhasa ...........

Ghrítakauchhasa .......

Mudgala .............Satpathí, vulgo Pathí, also vulgo Satpásti.

Batsasa .............Dása, Achárya, Miára.

Kátyáyaña .............Sárángi.

Kápinjala .............Dása.

II. —Northern Line.

1. Rig-Veda.

Not represented.

2. Yajur-Veda.

Kátyáyaña .............Páñjá.

Sáñdálya .............'' and Dása.

Krishnátreya ...........''

Bháradwája ...........

Barshagana .........Miára.

Káhalá .............''

Gántama .............Kara.

3. Atharva-Veda.

Ángirasa ..........Upadhyáya, vulgo Upadhya.

Of lower branches, and considered inferior to the above, are—

Sámkhyáyaña ..........Mahánti.

Nágasa .............Dása, and Mahánti.

In explanation of the upádhis, I would state that they are, so to speak, the surnames of each gotra; for instance, a Bráhmar of the Kátyáyaña gotra, whose personal name was Rádha Kríshña, would be known and spoken of, and speak of himself, as Rádha Kríshña Nánd; Patit Pában, of the Kátyáyaña gotra, is Patítában Sárángi; and so on. The commonest surnames are Páñjá and Mahápátra in Balasor; probably because the families of the gotras to which they belong have multiplied more extensively there. Some of the upádhis given above are very rare in Balasor, as Trípáthi, Ratha, Dube; the others are common enough. Some of them are also borne by other castes. Thus all the Karans, a class corresponding to the Káyasthas of Bengal, have the surname Mahanti, in the north contracted to Maiti. This fashion of caste surnames has been extended to the lower castes also: thus we have among the artizan castes the titles Pátar, Rañá, Qíhá, Jena (a very low name, chiefly used by Páás, and other impure castes), Ráut, Kar, De, and the Bangali names Ghosh and Bose (Basu). These names, where they are the same as those borne in other provinces, are used by lower castes. Thus Ghosh and Basu in Bangáli are highly respectable Káyastha names, in Oríssa they are borne by Rájus, Gokhas, and other low castes. The cowherd class, the Gwáil of Upper India, are here called Gaur or Gual, and take the surnames Behera, Palái, Sénd, &c. Behera seems to have been adopted from the English, as it is this class that furnishes the well-known Oriya 'bearers' of Calcutta.

But to return to the Bráhmans,—the gotra names, it will be seen, are for the most part patronyms from well-known Rishis, and are identical with many of those still in use in the North-Western Provinces. This circumstance seems to add confirmation to the legend of the origin of this caste from Kanaun. A Rishi's name occurs also among upádhis in one instance; Sárángi being from Sánakr, Sámkh, patronymic from Srínga Rishi. Páñjá is hardly a gotra upádhi, being applied to all Bráhmans who officiate as priests.

PATANJALI’S MAHÁBHÁSHYA

BY PROFESSOR RAMKRISHNA GOPAL BHANDARKAR, M.A.

PUSHPARATNA.

Since I wrote last on the subject, I have discovered a third passage in the Mahábháshya in which Pushparatna is spoken of. Páñini in III. 1, 30, teaches that the termination ogya, technically called ni, should be applied to a root when the action of causing something to be done is implied. Upon this, the author of the Vártikás observes that a rule should be made to provide for the use of the causal and primitive forms in the uninvited or the usual order in the case of the roots yoga and others. This Páñini explains thus:—"Pushparatna sacrifices (yajate), and the sacrificing priests cause him to sacrifice (i.e., to be the sacrificer by performing the ceremonies for him). This is the usual or uninvited order of using the forms. But by Páñini's rule the order ought to be 'Pushparatna causes (the priests) to sacrifice, and the priests sacrifice.'" This objection is removed by the author of the Vártikás himself, by saying that the root yoga, signifying several actions, the usual or unin-
verted order is provided for, and no new rule is necessary. How it is so, Patanjali tells us as follows:—"Yaj denotes several actions. It does not necessarily signify the throwing of the oblations into the fire, but also giving money, or providing the means of the sacrifice. For instance, they say 'O how well he sacrifices,' in the case of one who provides the means properly. That providing of the means, or giving money, is done by Pushpamitra, and the sacrificing priests cause him so to provide or so to become the sacrificer. In this sense, then, Pushpamitra sacrifices (yojate), and the priests cause him to perform it (yajyanti)." This is the unverted or the usual order. In the sense of throwing the oblations into the fire, the other is the correct order.\* 

In this instance we see Patanjali speaks of the sacrifices of Pushpamitra as if he were familiar with them; and by itself this passage shows that he could not have lived long after him, certainly not so long as 175 years after, as Prof. Weber makes out. But the other instance pointed out in page 300 vol. I. of the Antiquary, in which his sacrifices are spoken of as if going on, shows that he lived in Pushpamitra's time. The three passages, then, in which his name occurs, are perfectly consistent with, and confirm, each other.

**Patanjali's native place.**

Indian tradition makes the author of the Mahābhāshya a native of a country called Gonarda, which is spoken of by the grammarians as an eastern country. The Mātaṇḍa Purāṇa also enumerates it amongst the countries in that direction. The position of Patanjali's native place, whether it was Gonarda or some other, can, I think, be pretty definitely fixed by means of certain passages in his work. In his comments on III. 3, 316, the two following passages occur:—

-Yeyam adhāt gata a Patačilpaytrā tasya yada-

varam Sāḱetāt—³ Of the distance or path from Pātaliputra which has been traversed [such a thing was done in] that part of it which is on this side of Śāketa;³ and yeyam adhāt a Patačilpaytrā gantaryas tasya yat param Sāḱetāt.—³ Of the distance or path up to Pātaliputra which is to be traversed [something will be done in] that portion which lies on that side of Sāḱeta.† In these two instances we see that the limit of the distance is Pātaliputra, and that it is divided into two parts, one of which is on this side of Sāketa, and the other on that. Sāketa, then, must be in the middle, i.e., on the way from the place represented by 'this' in the expression 'this side,' to Pātaliputra. This place must be that where Patanjali speaks or writes; and it must, we see, be in the line connecting Sāketa and Pātaliputra on the side of it remote from Pātaliputra. The bearing of Oudh from Pāna is north-west by west; Patanjali's native place, therefore, must have been somewhere to the north-west by west of Oudh. Prof. Weber thinks he lived to the east of Pātaliputra; but of this I have spoken elsewhere.

Let us now see whether the information thus gathered can be brought into harmony with the tradition mentioned above. The exact position of Gonarda is not known; but if it really was Patanjali's country, it must have been situated somewhere to the north or north-west of Oudh. Now, there is a district thereabouts which is known by the name of Gonda, and there is also a town of that name about 20 miles to the north-west of Oudh. According to the usual rules of corruption, Sansk. rda (श) is in the Prākrit corrupted to dda (श), but sometimes also it is changed to dda (श).† Gonarda, therefore, must in the Prākrit assume the form Gonda. Hasty pronunciation elides the a, and, in the later stages of the development of the Prākrits, one of the two similar consonants is rejected. The form is thus reduced to Gonda, which is the way in which it is now pronounced. General Cunningham derives Gonda from Gauḍa.§ But, so far as I am aware, there are no instances of the insertion of a nasal in a Prākrit word, when it does not exist in the corresponding Sanskrit one. It appears, therefore, very probable that the district of Gonda in Oudh was the ancient Gonarda, and had the honour of giving birth to the great author of the Mahābhāshya.

**The native country of Kātyāyana.**

Prof. Weber is of opinion that Kātyāyana was one of the eastern grammarians, and Dr.

---

* Pan. III. 1, 26. Kātyā. वाणिज्योन्त चारिष्योपक दोषे:। Patan. युगध वाणिज्योन्त सघ:। नामाण वाणिज्योन्त सघ:। नामाण वाणिज्योन्त सघ:। कुं:।

† I omit the grammatical details of this as not necessary.


Goldstücker agrees with him. But it is a question whether the distinction between northern or eastern grammarians, which Pāṇini mentions, really existed in the time of Kātyāyana. But to whatever school of grammarians he may have belonged, supposing such schools existed in his time, it appears, from a passage in the Mahābhāṣya, that the author of the Vartikas was a Dākhināṭya, i.e., a native of the South or Dākkhan. In the introduction to the Mahābhāṣya occurs a passage, the sense of which is this:—

"If a man, who wishes to express his thoughts, does so by using some words or other simply from his acquaintance with the usage of the world, what is the use of grammar? The object of grammar is to restrict the liberty of speech in such a manner that religious good may arise from it; just as is done in the affairs of the world and in matters concerning the Vedas. In the world we find people saying ‘a domesticated cock should not be eaten, a domesticated pig should not be eaten.’ Things are eaten for the satisfaction of hunger. Hunger, however, can be satisfied even by eating dog’s flesh, and such other things.

But then though it is so, a restraint is put on us, and we are told such a thing is eatable and such a thing is uneatable. * * * In the same manner, while one is able to express his thoughts equally by correct or incorrect words, what grammar does is to restrict him to the use of correct words, in order that religious good may arise from it."

Now, this is Patanjali’s explanation of two vartikas, the latter of which is yathā laukika-vaidikeshu, i.e., ‘as in the world and in the Veda.’ On this Patanjali’s remark is Priya-taddhāt Dākhināṭyaḥ yathā loka vede cha cheti prayoktaye yathā laukika-vaidikeshu tattvī pravṛttate, i.e., the Dākhināṭyas, i.e., people of the South or Dākkhan, are fond of using (words with) taddhāt affixes, that is, instead of saying yathā loka vede cha, they say yathā laukika-vaidikeshu” (i.e., instead of using the words loka and veda, they use derivatives from them, formed by affixing the termination ika). This clearly means that Kātyāyana, the author of the vārtika in which the words laukika and Vaidika occur, was a Dākhināṭya.

THE DATE OF ŚRĪ HARSHA.

BY KASHINATH TRIMBAK TELANG, M.A., LL.B., ADVOCATE, HIGH COURT, BOMBAY.

In my article and letter on the date of the Nyāyakusumānjali in the Indian Antiquary (vol. I., pp. 297 and 352), the question of the date of Śrī Harsha, the author of the Naishadha Charita and other works, came incidentally under consideration; and in my letter I made a reference to the conclusion which had been arrived at on that point by Dr. J. G. Bühler, as I knew it from a summary of his paper on the subject. I have since seen the whole of his paper on the age of the Naishadha Charita of Śrī Harsha, and although I cannot say that my view on the subject continues quite unshaken, I still think that the question cannot yet be regarded as finally settled.

In the first place, then, the authority upon which Dr. Bühler relies for the date of Śrī Harsha gives an account of him, which, as the Doctor himself very truly remarks, “is in many details obviously fanciful.”† And though I am willing to concede that this circumstance may easily be too much insisted on, it must be acknowledged that this account should be received with considerable caution. Dr. Bühler

---

* Ballantyne’s Edn. pp. 54, 55.
† Page 5.—My references are to the essay as recently published in a separate pamphlet.
‡ Page 6.
coincidences would, of course, have been of considerable moment. As it is, those coincidences appear to me scarcely to warrant the conclusion which it is sought to base on them.

The second circumstance pointed out by Dr. Bühler is, that "it might be expected that Rājaśekhara, who lived in the middle of the fourteenth century, could obtain trustworthy information regarding a person who lived only about 150 years before him." This I fully admit. But be it noted that Mādhava-achārya also lived in the middle, or rather somewhat before the middle, of the fourteenth century. And barring all other considerations, which, I think, will lead us to assign the palm of superiority to Mādhava, it cannot be denied that Mādhava must have had access to at least as trustworthy information on this matter as any author of the Jain persuasion; and, as I have pointed out in my paper, Mādhava makes Śrī Harsha—the Khaṇḍanakāra—a contemporary of Śaṅkara-achārya. Whom, then, shall we believe? Regarding the biography of a Hindu poet, is it more likely that the Jain Śūri or the Hindu Achārya erred? True, Mādhava may have wished to exaggerate the greatness of Śaṅkara's powers by making him engage in a controversy with Śrī Harsha, and representing him as coming off victorious in the conflict; but it is still difficult to regard this as a sufficient explanation of this very gross anachronism, if anachronism it be. Add to this, further, that such credit as there may have been in a controversial victory over Śrī Harsha, had been already reflected in great measure on Śaṅkara's name by Śrī Harsha's own respectful mention of that great philosopher.

It must also be remembered, as pointed out by Dr. Bühler himself, that Rājaśekhara's historical knowledge is found to be at fault in two places in this very piece of biography—firstly, with respect to the relationship existing between Jayantachandra and Govindaachandra; and secondly, with respect to the king who was ruler of Kāśmir in Śrī Harsha's time. This last erroneous statement, I think, takes a very great deal from Rājaśekhara's credibility in the matter. Furthermore, according to this account, Śrī Harsha wrote his Khaṇḍanakahapadakhyāya some time before he so much as contemplated the Naishadhiya. Now it is, I think, rather hard—although not quite impossible—to reconcile this circumstance with the words used by our author in one part of the Khaṇḍana. He says in that place:—"And in the Naishadha Charita, in the canto on the praise of the Supreme Being, I have said that the mind," &c., &c. This assertion in the original is put in the past tense. And when Dr. Bühler mentions another circumstance which is related by Rājaśekhara in his Prabandhakosa, and after characterising it as "at all events consistent with that of the Śrī Harsha Prabandha," goes on to contend that it corroborates this latter, I can scarcely persuade myself that others will concur in this. The consistency of all parts of a romance with each other cannot by any means be regarded as an argument for its truth.

Adverting to the passage which is said to be quoted in the Sarasvati Kaṭṭabhārana from the Naishadha Charita, Dr. Bühler says that the passage may have been interpolated subsequently to the time of its author; and I learn from him that the passage in question does not occur in the Oxford copy of the Sarasvati Kaṭṭabhārana. If this be so, it will, to some extent, weaken the argument based upon it. Dr. Bühler's authority for the statement about the Oxford MS. is probably, however, the elaborate catalogue of Professor Aufrecht. If so, I would point out one or two circumstances which seem to me to be worthy of consideration here. Dr. Hall says distinctly that the Naishadhiya is cited in the Sarasvati Kaṭṭabhārana. On the other hand, Dr. Aufrecht's Catalogue—which, it may be observed, was published long after Dr. Hall's edition of the Vāsavadattā—is simply silent as to any quotation under the name either of Śrī Harsha or the Naishadhiya. But Dr. Aufrecht does not go so far as to say categorically that the quotation does not exist in the copy inspected and catalogued by him. On the contrary, what he does say seems to me to take from this negative testimony of silence a considerable portion of its value. "Major vero," says he in his article on this Kaṭṭabhārana itself, "distichorum pars unde desunta sit huncusque me latet." This being so, it may very well be that even in the Oxford copy of the Sarasvati Kaṭṭabhārana, the quota-
tion from the Naishedhya may exist; and yet, from the name of the author of the stanza quoted not being there mentioned, Dr. Aufrechtmay have been unable to recognise its origin. And to this circumstance I am inclined to attach particular weight, because Dr. Aufrechtmust not misunderstand him, has in one part of his catalogue cited the words—

apparently without recollecting that they form part of the sixteenth stanza of the first canto of Kālidāsas Kūmārasambhava. Having said this much, I have only to add that it should turn out that the quotation does occur in the Oxford MS. of the Sarasvati Kāṇṭhābharana; Dr. Bühlers conjecture will lose much of its value. And if the question, as it will then be, is reduced to one of the comparative probability of the quotation from Śrī Harsha being interpolated, and of Rājaśekharas account being erroneous, many will, I think, be inclined to hold that it is, at all events, safer to trust to the fact of the quotation, than to any opinion about the accuracy of a Jaina biographer.

It is only proper that I should add a remark here about Dr. Bühlers identification of the Jayantachandra mentioned by Rājaśekhara as the king in whose reign Śrī Harsha flourished, with the king Jayachandra who is known to history. When I first read the abstract of Dr. Bühlers paper given in the Indian Antiquary, I remarked that the learned Doctor's argument proceeded upon the assumption that that identification was correct. Now that I have read in extenso the grounds on which Dr. Bühler arrives at this conclusion, I must say that the reasoning appears to me—I will not say conclusive, but certainly very cogent, and the assumption of the identity has surely very good warrant.

I now proceed to another point. In the preface to his edition of the Daśarupaka, which, as usual, bristles with the most varied items of information, Dr. FitzEdward Hall says:—

"At the foot of page 71 begins a stanza which an intelligent pandit assures me [he has

read in the Prasanna Rādhava. If this be so, we may have some clue to the age of the Gitagovinda."† This observation of Dr. Hall's, it will be remarked, is not very positive. Professor Weber, however, who repeats it, is somewhat less cautious. Speaking of the Prasanna Rādhava, he says:—"According to Hall (Preface to the Daśarupaka, p. 36), a verse from this drama is quoted in Dhanika, and it must therefore be placed before the middle of the tenth century."† If these remarks had been correct, we should probably have been able to add something valuable to our materials for inquiry in the present matter. For in the introduction to this excellent drama—a printed copy of which I have recently obtained from Calcutta—a certain Harsha is mentioned as the delight of the poetical muse; and this Harsha, as I am inclined to believe on various grounds, is more probably the Harsha of the Naishedhya than the Harsha whose name is connected with the two dramas of Nāgānanda and Ratnāvali.§ However that may be, I think there must have been some mistake in the information received by Dr. Hall. For first, I think, the stanza itself alludes to an event which cannot possibly be alluded to by any character in a play on any part of Rāma's history, except by a gross anachronism. The stanza runs as follows:—

**एतो वधक पुरुषः प्रवृत्तिम् किं तस्मान्तरिक्रिया हरः।।**
**कौशिकीन्धरानारङ्गिनां हरसंगमं पुरुषसः सतत:॥**
**हि धर्मं कथा द्विलोकसात्मकं न विवाहायते॥**
**मैत्रेयं मन्दमकारं वै निगृहायिणायांकान्ततः॥**

The sense is not quite complete here, but it may be thus freely rendered:—

"He who gradually folded up his own big arms into a circle, on hearing this wonderful story of the lord of Subhadra (i.e., Arjuna) in the Himālaya Mountain, namely:—

"Look at this spot in front of you; Here, of old, Mahādeva, who had become a Kirāta in sport, was hit hard on the crest by Kṛiṣṇa (i.e., Arjuna) with his bow."

Now this clearly refers to the story of the rencontre between Śiva and Arjuna, an event which was yet in the womb of futurity, while

---

* Page 110 b. † Indian Antiquary, vol. I. p. 257. ‡ Page 36. § The stanza (p. 9, Calcutta edition, and p. 129 of Pandit newspaper for 1867) is set out in full in Dr. Aufrechtm's Catalogue in the section on the Prasanna Rādhava. It is remarkable that the name of Bhavabhuti, the poet of whom the Prasanna Rādhava most often reminds one, has no place in this list. But I do not think any conclusion can be safely based on this fact.
the age of Rāma’s incarnation lasted. And secondly—and this is of greater importance—I have not been able to discover the stanza after looking through the whole of the drama for it, and after having once before read it. At present, therefore, we cannot in this investigation press to our aid the mention of Harsha by Jayadeva.

The date of Śrī Harsha is casually alluded to in Professor Cowell’s Preface to Mr. Palmer Boyd’s Translation of the Nāgānanda Nāṭaka. But the Professor, after first remarking that his age is uncertain, simply refers to the conjecture of Bābu Rājendraalā Mitra upon it, and then adds—“But I find, from a notice in the first number of the Indian Antiquary, that Dr. Bühler of Bombay has recently fixed his date in the twelfth century.” Having regard to what has been said above on this point, this remark of Professor Cowell’s cannot, of course, be considered satisfactory. Bābu Rājendraalā identifies this Śrī Harsha with the Śrī Harsha who went over to the court of Ādiśūra, in company with others, one of whom was Bhaṭṭa Nārāyaṇa, the author of the Veṣiṣṭahāra Nāṭaka. But the Bābu adds that “this assumption, probable as it may appear, is, it must be admitted, founded entirely upon presumptive evidence, and must await future more satisfactory research for confirmation.” The period of this migration of Harsha and Nārāyaṇa is fixed by Bābu Rājendraalā in the middle of the tenth century—by a calculation, however, which admittedly can give a result but roughly correct. But it seems clear that, if the Bhaṭṭa Nārāyaṇa, who was received at his palace by king Ādiśūra, was the author of the Veṣiṣṭahāra, the date fixed by Bābu Rājendraalā for his migration must undergo some modification. For about the middle of the tenth century, if not earlier, lived Dhanika, the author of the commentary on the Dasārāpaka; and this commentary, in its earlier pages abounds with quotations from the Veṣiṣṭahāra, which must, therefore, at that time have been old enough to be regarded as fit for quotation. Hence it would seem to result that the date of the migration of Bhaṭṭa Nārāyaṇa must be put back a century or so; but this still, only on the hypothesis that this Bhaṭṭa Nārāyaṇa is identical with the author of the Veṣiṣṭahāra. If so, and again taking Bābu Rājendraalā’s identification of the poet Śrī Harsha to be correct, it will follow that the Bābu’s conclusion as thus adjusted will be supported by the two different lines of argument suggested in my letter.

The net result of this investigation may be thus stated:—The Jaina biographer’s account, albeit it has some points in its favour, cannot be much trusted. On the other hand, the fact of the Naishadhiya being quoted in a work which, at the latest, dates from the beginning of the tenth century; the fact of the work of a poet, probably contemporaneous with Śrī Harsha, being quoted in a work dating from a still earlier period; the fact of an exceedingly well-known and well-informed writer of the fourth century making Śrī Harsha the contemporary of a philosopher who flourished some six centuries or more before his time: these facts indicate a period which is about two centuries earlier than the period to which the Harsha Prabandha assigns the subject of its narrative. And although the considerations here adduced against Rājaśekhara’s statement do not fix with any precision the date towards which they seem to point, they are of value, at least to this extent—that they show pretty clearly that the question of the date at which Śrī Harsha flourished is not one which can be regarded as finally settled even by the circumstantial narrative of the Harsha Prabandha.

* See page 12.
† Journal of the A. S. of Bengal, No. III., 1864, p. 326,—alluded to by Prof. Cowell.
‡ Ibid., p. 327.
§ See Hall’s Dasārāpaka, Pref. pp. 2, 3,—with which should be coupled Hall’s Vasavadatta, Pref. p. 50 addendum to p. 9, notes 1, 12.
¶ See pp. 16, 18, 19, &c., and see Wilson’s remarks in his Hindu Theatre.
¶¶ See Bābu Rājendraalā’s paper above referred to, p. 326.
In the year 820 (A.D. 1419), the pious defunct well-known king Mirzâ Shâh Rokh* sent an embassy to Khátá, under the leadership and direction of Shâdy Khâjah, who was accompanied by the royal prince Mirzâ Bâysânqar, Sultân Ahmad, and Khâjah Ghayâth-ul-din, the painter, who was a clever artist; he ordered the first-mentioned Khâjah that notes in writing should be taken, from the day of their starting from the capital of Herât till the day of their return, concerning everything they might experience; such as the adventures they should meet, the state of the roads, the laws of the countries, positions of towns, the state of buildings, the manners of kings, and other things of this kind, without adding or omitting anything.

Khâjah Ghayâth-ul-din obeyed the above orders, and, having consigned everything he saw to his itinerary, presented it on his return; the following account of the strange and wonderful events the envoy met with, and all he saw, has been extracted from his diary; but the responsibility rests with the traveller.

They started from the capital Herât on the 16th of Dhu-l-Qadah (Dec. 3rd) on their journey to Khátá, and arrived on the 9th Dhul-Hijjah (Dec. 27th) in Balkh, where they remained, on account of the great falling [of snow?], and the severe cold, till the beginning of Muharram of 823, and arrived on the 22nd of that month (Feb. 7th) in Samârqand. Mirzâ Oluqâh Beg had already before this despatched his own ambassadors, Sultân Shâh and Muhammad Bakhshi, with a company of Khátá people. The envoy from Khorasan remained in the town of Samârqand till the ambassador of Mirzâ Syurgâh-mesh arrived from Erâq, the ambassador of the Amir Shâh Malak came from Ardvân, and the ambassador from the Shâh of Badakhshân, Tâj-ul-din, joined them. Then they left the town of Samârqand in company of the Khátá envoy on the 10th Seafar (25th Feb.), and having passed through Tâshkant and Byrâm, they entered among the Aýl of the Mughuls, and when they arrived, the news came that Aýwâs Khân had attacked Shir Muhammad Oghilân, and that on that account disturbances had arisen among the Aýls, but that afterwards peace had been restored. Amir Khôdâdâd, who enjoys great authority in that country, met the ambassadors and treated them well; and on the 18th of Jomâdây the first (May 31st), they arrived in a place called Şgâuyû subject to the jurisdiction of Muhammad Beg, where they remained for some time, so that some who were servants of the Shâh of Badakhshân, and had lagged behind, were enabled to rejoin them. They started from that place on the 22nd (June 4th), and crossing the river Langar, met the next day the governor of Aýlâs, Muhammad Beg Sultân Gurkân, who was the son-in-law of Shâh Jehân, and whose daughter had been married by Mirzâ Muhammad Nogj; and on the 28th of the same month (10th June) they entered the Jalâgâh of Yâldûz and the Ayl of Shir Behram, and in that desert they found solid ice of the thickness of two fingers, although the sun was in the sign of Cancer.

On the 8th of Jomâdây the second (20th June), they heard that the sons of Muhammad Beg Wâhy, who were the ambassadors of Aýws Khân, had been plundered; this circumstance put the [other] ambassadors on their guard, so that they continued their journey, crossing rivers and climbing over mountains, in spite of the rain, which continually poured from the clouds, and the abundant dew; and they arrived at the end of the month (11th July) in the city of Turfân. They found that in that country most of the inhabitants were polytheists, and had large idol-houses, in the halls whereof they kept a tall idol. On the 21st of the month Rajab (13th July), they departed from that place, and arrived on the 6th (16th July) in Qârâ-Khâjah; on the 10th of the month (21st July) Khâtâ writers came, who wrote down the names of the ambassadors and the number of their men. On the 19th (30th July) they made a halt in the district of Aât-Saofy, where one of the high princes of Târmad had constructed [for himself] a corner [of refuge], and had cast the anchor of permanency; they, however, beat the drum of departure from it, and arrived on the 21st (1st August) in the town of Qâyl, where Amir Fâkhar-ul-din had built a high, very costly, and ornamented mosque, but near it the polytheists had constructed a large and a small temple with wonderful pictures, and on the gate of the idol-house they had drawn two Dywâs in the act of fighting with each other; the governor of Qâyl was an extremely handsome and affable young man, whose name was Haykal Taýmâr Bâbery.

After leaving Qâyl, they travelled 25 stages, and obtained water every alternate day; and on the 12th (August 22nd) they met in that boundless desert
a lion (which statement is however contrary to the assertion that none exist on the frontiers of Khatá) which had a horn on its head:—

_Hemístich:_—This is a new story, if it were true!

In short, on the 14th Şâbân (Aug. 24th), they arrived in a place where they saw a number of Khatáys who had come out to meet them, and who had in one day erected, in a meadow more beautiful than the garden of Erem, seats and arbours which they had furnished with couches and sofas, and with victuals, such as roasted ducks, fowls, cooked meat, and various kinds of fresh and dried fruits arranged on dishes of China. In that place they had prepared a banquet, which even in great cities could be got up only with much trouble. After the repast had been consumed, they brought forth different species of intoxicating liquors, and gave to every one what he wanted of sheep, flour, and barley. They made a list of all the servants each ambassador had; and insisted that their number should be given correctly and not exaggerated, because every one who tells falsehoods will lose his honour. The merchants had been enrolled as menials and performed services; accordingly the list was compiled as follows:

Amir Shády Khájah and Kukohah, 200 men.
Sultan Ahmad and Ghayáth-ul-din
the painter ........................................ 150  "
A'ghdáq ........................................ 60  "
Ardán ........................................ 50  "
Tây-ul-din ........................................ 50  "

The ambassadors of Mírzá Ough Bég had proceeded in advance, and the couriers of Mírzá Ebráhím Sultan had not yet arrived.

On the 16th of Şâbân (Aug. 26th), Wámeq Wájí, who was the governor of that region, prepared a great banquet to which he invited the ambassadors; they went to his Yurt, where they found the Khatá people assembled in great numbers as is their wont, in line after line, so that no created being could pass through them, except at four doors which had been left on the four sides of the quadrangle which enclosed a large space. Within this space there was a high pavilion of the extent of one jarib [space that will, if sown, produce 385 muddas or 768 pounds of corn]; a great tent was pitched there with two Khatá lances standing in front of it, and with its borders tucked up like a royal seat. There was also a wooden kiisk [standing on four pillars] and sheds, so that within that space of one jarib the sun could not shine. Beneath these two lances, the seat of Wájí had been placed, with sofas on both sides of it. The ambassadors took their seats on the left and the amirs of Khatá on the right, because the latter consider the left side to be more honourable than the right, since the position of the heart, the sovereign of the human frame, is on the left.

Before every one of the ambassadors and amirs, a table was placed with ducks, fowls, cooked meat, dried fruits, cakes, fine bread, and nice confectionery wasaped in paper and silk. Opposite, there was a royal buffet erected in an elevated place, filled with China bowls and goblets of crystal or silver; on the right and left of the buffet were places for vocal and instrumental performers with o r g h a n ü n, fiddle, fifes, and drums of various kinds. There were also handsome youths adorned like women with their faces painted red and white; they wore earrings of pearls, and represented a theatrical performance. In the open space, as far as the four doors, stood soldiers dressed in coats, who were so dignified and stately that they never moved a single step forward or backward.

The people were seated according to their dignity; the governor of the feast handed the cups round to amirs and envoys, whilst the actors, who wore pasteboard-masks, representing various animals, that concealed their features so well that not even their ears or noses could be seen, went on with their performances; and cup-bearers served out the beverages according to the distich:

Throw away the lasso intended for Behrám's game; take the cup of Jen;

For, I examined this plain; it contains neither Behrám nor his onager.

Some moon-faced and tulip-cheeked boys attended, who bore pitchers of delicious wine, whilst others held, on the palms of their hands, platters full of sugarcandy, grapes, nuts, peeled chestnuts, lemons, with onions and garlic preserved in vinegar, and likewise sliced cucumbers and water-melons; whenever the amir gave a cup to any, one of them brought dishes for him to select whatever confectionery he liked.

They had also constructed the figure of a stork, in which a boy was enclosed who moved his feet according to musical time, and also leapt about in all directions to the astonishment of every one present. After spending that day from morn till even in joy and amusement, the travellers again resumed their journey on the 17th Şâbân (Aug. 27th), and arrived after a few days in Qarawul.

Qarawul is a very strong fort among the mountains, and can be entered only on one side by a road which also leads out of it on the other. The garrison took the name of every one of the travellers, who after leaving Qarawul arrived in the town of Býkjiú, where they were lodged in the large guard-house which was over the gate of the city; there the whole baggage was taken away, registered, and again returned to them. They obtained whatever food or drink they needed, as well as nice furniture with carpets; and a sleeping dress of silk, with a servant to wait on him, was given to every man; and the travellers were treated in this manner in all the guard-houses. As far as the city of Khatá they met with the same hospitality. Býkjiú is a great town, surrounded by a high wall; its form is a square, and it contains spacious
bázars, each of which is 50 statute cubits broad, regularly swept, and sprinkled with water. In most of the houses tame pigs are kept, but in the butchers' shops sheep and hogs hang side by side. There are many bázars and thoroughfares, the latter being covered by extremely handsome pavilions with Khatki-Myagranus. Along the ramparts of the town there is a covered tower at every twenty steps. The four gates in the four walls of the town face each other, and although the road from one to the other through the town is long, it appeared to be short on account of the extreme straightness of the street; over each gate a story is built with a pavilion.

In this town there were numerous idol-houses, each of them occupying an area of nearly ten faríb. They were all built of burnt bricks, and provided with very fine and clean carpets on the floors. At the doors of the idol-houses beautiful boys were standing proffering invitations of amusement and entrance.

From this place to Khán-Búlygh [Peking] which is the capital of the Emperor of Khatá, there were ninety-nine Yam, each of which was in good condition. Every Yam contained a town and a Quabah [district]. Between every two Yam there were several Quráb, and Qurás means a building sixty cubits high, always guarded by two men and so placed that the next Qurá is visible from it, so that in cases of emergency, e.g., the appearance of an enemy's army, they may immediately light a bonfire; and thus information from a distance, which requires a three months' journey, is conveyed to Khán-Búlygh in 24 hours.

In connection with the arrangement just described, the Kydy-Qú may be mentioned, who carry letters and relieve each other. The Kydy-Qú are horse-couriers established at various distances; their orders are that, whenever they receive any written despatches, they must immediately carry them to the next Kydy-Qú, so as to bring them to the notice of the Emperor without delay. The distance from one Kydy-Qú to the other is ten Qurá, sixteen of which make one statute farsang [a league of about 18,000 feet]. The Qurá is so garrisoned that ten men take the watch by turns [of two]; whilst the Kydy-Qú men are compelled to dwell constantly at their station, where they possess houses and cultivate fields.

The distance from Bykú to Qamú, which is another district, and larger than Bykú, amounted to nine Yam, and there Ankjú, who is the highest Wájiy of those regions, was the governor. Each Yam contains four hundred and fifty horses and carts, with boys to take care of the horses; these boys are so numerous that they take the waggon ropes upon their shoulders and pull them. To each cart twelve persons are appointed, and no matter how great the rain or the cold may be, they do not slack-
a Yâm and every week in a town, and reached on the
4th Shawal (Oct. 12th) the river Qârâmân, which
is of the same size as the Jayhûn (Oxus).
This river is spanned by a bridge of 23 boats chained
together. Every chain is as thick as a man's thigh,
eten cubits of it are on the land on both sides,
and are attached to iron-pots of the thickness of a
man's body, fixed in the ground on the bank. The
boats are moreover made steady by hooks and other
chains, and are covered with planks; the whole being
level and immovable, so that the ambassadors
crossed the river without the least difficulty or in
convenience.
On the other bank of the river there
was a large town full of inhabitants and buildings;
there the ambassadors were feasted more splendidly
than anywhere else. The town also contains a temple,
the like of which does not exist in any place
they had hitherto visited; it contains likewise three
taverns (kherâbât), adorned with beautiful girls;
and although most of the Khatây women are hard-
some, this town is on account of their surpassing
pulchritude surnamed ' the abode of beauty.'

Resuming their journey, they arrived on the 11th
Dhulqadah (Nov. 18th), after passing through several
towns, near a water which is twice as broad as the
Jayhûn; this they safely crossed in a ship, as well
as several others, partly in boats and partly by
means of bridges, reaching Sa d y n - Qâr on the
27th of the same month (Dec. 3rd). This is a large
city inhabited by a countless population. It con
ains a large temple with a copulent brass-idol,
which is gilded and 50 cubits high. This idol has
so many hands that it is surnamed the "thousand-
handed," and is very celebrated in the Khatây coun-
try. The foundation is very wonderfully made
of cut-stone, on which this idol and the whole building
rests; around the idol rise galleries and verandas in
several stories, the first of which reaches a little
beyond the ankle, "the second does not go as high as
its knee, another passes above the knee, the next
goes up almost to the waist, the next reaches the
breast, and so on to the head. The top of that build-
ing is surrounded by maqranus, and is so covered
that it is looked at with astonishment, and the whole
number of stories which may be reckoned from
within and from without, amounts to eight. The
idol is in a standing position; its two feet, the length
of each of which is 10 cubits, stand on the two
sides of the foundation, and it is stated that about
one hundred thousand donkey-loads of brass were
consumed in that work. There are other small idols
of mortar and colours, at the side of each of which
there are chapels with figures of men and horses
sitting in their cells, employed in religious observa-
tances. There are also pictures of lions, tigers,
dragons, and trees produced by the pen of magic.
The paintings on the walls of these idol-houses are
executed with extreme skill, and the chief temple
is higher than any other building; this town posses-
sed also a turning kiosk, larger and more 'elegant
than that of the town of Qamjû.

The ambassadors travelled daily four farsangs,
and arrived on the 8th of Dhuheijah (Dec. 14)
at the gate of Khan-Bâlygayh. They obtained sight
of a very large and magnificent city entirely built
of stone, but as the outer walls were still being
built, a hundred thousand scaffoldings concealed
them. When the ambassadors were taken from the
tower, which was being constructed, to the city,
they alighted near the entrance to the Emperor's
palace, which was extremely large; up to this
entrance they proceeded on foot by a pavement
formed of cut-stone, about 700 paces in length.
On coming close they saw five elephants standing
on each side of the road with their trunks towards
it; after passing between the trunks the ambas-
sadors entered the palace, through a gate near which
a crowd of about a hundred thousand men had
assembled. Within the precincts they found them-
selves in a spacious, pleasant, airy court-yard, where
they saw, in front of a kiosk, a basement about three
cubits high, supporting a colonnade with three
doors, the central one being the highest and serving
for the Emperor to pass through, whilst the people
went through the lateral doors; above the kiosk there
was a stage for the big drums; two sentries stood
on it waiting for the Emperor to step upon the
throne. On that occasion about 300,000 men had
assembled, and 2,000 musicians were performing
a vocal concert in the Khatây language and sing-
ing the praises of the Emperor, whilst 2,500 stood
with staves, javelins of steel, lances, swords, war-
clubs, and others held Khatây fans in their hands.
All round were elegant houses with high columns,
and the pavement was of cut-stone.

When the sun had gone up, the band which was
waiting for the Emperor on the top of the kiosk
commenced to strike the great and the small drums,
and to play on the musical instruments. Then the
chief door was opened and the people rushed in
quickly. According to the custom of the Khatâys,
to see the Emperor means ' to run.' After passing
through the first court-yard, they arrived in the
second, which was also extremely spacious, but of
more pleasing aspect; it contained also a larger
kiosk than the first, and a throne of a triangular
shape measuring about four cubits [on each side] was
placed in it, and covered with a gold-embroidered
yellow atlas Khatây carpet, with figures of the
Symurgh and other birds on it. On this throne
a golden chair was placed, near which the Khatâys
were arranged in lines, so that Tomân Amîr
(commanders of 10,000 men) stood nearest, then the
Hezârakh (of thousands), and then the Sa'dâh
(of hundreds) in great numbers, every one holding
his hand on a board one statute yard in length and
eight-tenth of it in breadth, and not looking on any
other object except on these boards. To the rear of
these stood soldiers in countless numbers, dressed
in coats, holding lances and bare swords in their
hands, in lines so silent that it seemed they were
not even breathing.
After an hour the Emperor came out from the Harem, and a silver-ladder with five steps being placed against the throne, he mounted it and sat down on the golden chair. His stature was of the middle size; his beard was neither long nor short; nevertheless about two or three hundred hairs of it were so long that they formed three or four ringlets. On the two sides of the Emperor, to the right and left of the throne, two girls, beautiful like the moon and splendid like the sun, with amber-coloured hair, whose countenances and necks were not veiled, and who had great ear-rings, sat with paper and pen in hand, and watched to write down whatever the Emperor would say, to be presented to him on his return to the Harem, subject to his revision, and afterwards expedited into the chancery to be properly arranged.

In fine, after the Emperor had taken his seat on the throne, the ambassadors were brought forward back to back with the prisoners. First of all the Emperor examined the prisoners and criminals, who were seven in number; some had two branches on their neck [to pinch it], others were tied to a long plank through which their heads protruded, every one had a guard who kept hold of the prisoner’s hair with his hand, waiting for the order of the Emperor. Some of them the Emperor sent to prison, and others he ordered to be killed, as there is no governor or Darogah in the Khatay dominions who has a right to condemn a culprit to death. The crime a man commits is written, together with the sentence, on a piece of board and tied round his neck, and he is, according to the religion of the infidels, chained and despatched to Khán Bālygah, not being allowed to stop in any place till he reaches the foot of the throne.

When the business with the culprits was completed, the ambassadors were brought to the throne, and when they were at a distance of fifteen cubits from it, an amir fell on his knees and read a statement about the ambassadors, which had been drawn up in Khatay characters on a sheet of paper, the contents whereof were: “That they had made a long and distant journey from Sháh Rokh and his sons, and had brought various presents for the Emperor, and were desirous to pay homage and to obtain a look of condescension.

After that, Mullah Yūsuf Qadzý, who was one of the amirs and courtiers, presented over one of the twelve Imperial Ministries, came forward with several Moslems, who were linguists, to the ambassadors, and told them first to bend down low, and then to touch the ground thrice with their heads. The ambassadors obeyed, and took in both hands the letters from His Majesty Sháh Rokh, from the Jenáb Bāysanqar, and from the other princes, which they had, according to the advice of the courtiers, wrapped in yellow atlas, as it is the custom of the Khatay that everything which belongs to the Emperor must be enveloped in yellow silk. Then the above-mentioned Mullah Yūsuf took the letters from them and handed them to the chamberlain, who, in his turn, gave them to the Emperor. Then the following seven of the ambassadors were brought near to the throne, viz., Sháh Khájah Kukeláh, Sultán Ahmad, Chayásh-ul-dín, Arghábah, Ardún, and Taj-ul-dín, all of whom fell on their knees. The Emperor first inquired about the health of the reigning Sultán Sháh Rokh, and asked whether Qará Yūsuf had sent an ambassador with presents. The reply was: “Yes, and your Wájís have seen that his letters, as well as his gifts and offerings, have likewise been brought.” He further asked: “Is the price of corn high in your country or low, and the produce abundant?” The answer was: “Corn is extremely plentiful, and provisions are cheap beyond all expectation.” He continued: “Indeed, if the heart of the king be with God the Most High, the Creator will confer great benefits upon him.” He added: “I have a mind to send an ambassador to Qará Yūsuf, and to ask from him some fine race-horses, for I have heard that there are good ones in his country.” He also asked whether the road was safe; and the ambassadors replied: “As long as the government of Sultán Sháh Rokh exists, people will be able freely to travel.” He continued: “I am aware that you have come from a long distance; rise and eat some food.” Accordingly they were taken back to the first court-yard, where a table was placed before every man. After they had finished their dinner, they returned, according to command, to the Bámkhánah, where they found every apartment furnished with a fine bed and cushions of atlas, as well as slippers and an extremely fine morning-gown of silk, a sofa, a fire-pan, and beautiful mats spread on the ground; they saw many more apartments of this kind, and every man obtained one for his use, as well as a pot, a cup, a spoon, sherbet, and raisins. Every person received a daily allowance of ten avars of mutton, one duck, two fowls, two muffs of flour according to the statute measure, one great bowl full of rice, two ladles full of sweetmeats, one vessel with honey, and onions and garlic, as well as of salt and various kinds of vegetables, and lastly, one platterful of confectionery. They had also several beautiful servants.

The next day, which was the 9th Dhulhejjah (Dec. 15th), an equerry made his appearance in the morning with a number of saddled horses, and said to the ambassadors: “Get up and mount; this day the Emperor gives a banquet.” Accordingly they were led away and made to alight on their arrival at the gate of the first palace, and on that occasion there were about 300,000 persons near it. When the sun had gone up, the three doors were opened, and the ambassadors were taken to the foot of the throne, where they were ordered to make five salutations in the direction of the [throne of the] Emperor. After that, they were told to go out, and
to answer any calls of nature, because afterwards it would be impossible to do so during the banquet. Accordingly the ambassadors dispersed for a while, and on coming together again they were led through the first and the second court-yard which contains the throne of the sovereign, and entered the third. This was a fine enclosure paved with cutstone; it contained a tent in which a large throne could be seen, with three silver-ladders placed against it; one in front, one on the right, and the third on the left; with two chamberlains standing, whose mouths were bandaged up to the lappets of the ears with strong paper; and on the throne there was a small table with many legs, all of which were of gold. The columns, wood-work, and bridges of that building were all painted and varnished in such a manner as to excite the amazement of skilled artists. Tables with food, confectionery, and bouquets of flowers had been placed before the Emperor, on whose right and left respectable Wajys were standing with quivers and girded swords, and their shields suspended from their shoulders. In their rear stood soldiers, some with halberts and others with drawn swords.

On the left side a place had been prepared for the ambassadors, whilst in front of the Emperor, near the tent, the buffet for the big kettle drum had been arranged, and near it a man had taken his position on a high bench, having by his side the musicians standing in lines. In front of the throne stood also seven umbrellas of seven different colours. Beyond the tent-ropes on the right and on the left 200,000 armed men had taken up their position. At the distance of an arrow-shot, a place ten cubits long and ten broad, enclosed by walls of yellow atlas, had been set apart for arranging the food of the Emperor, and the beverages were also there. Whenever food or drink is brought for the Emperor, all the musicians begin to play on their instruments; the above mentioned seven umbrellas are quickly brought, the food is placed in a box, covered, and carried to the Harem, before which a large curtain is suspended, having a silken rope on each side, which being drawn by the two chamberlains standing at the sides, the curtain is folded and the door opened. After everything had been prepared for the assembly, the door opened in the manner just described, the Emperor came out, and the music began, but as soon as he was seated it became silent. At the height of ten cubits above the head of the Emperor there was a large bouquet made of yellow atlas by way of a canopy, as well as four dragons fighting with each other.

When the Emperor had taken his seat, the ambassadors were brought forward, and saluted him five times as they had been instructed; after that they returned and sat down near their own tables. Besides what was already on the tables, every hour new dishes were brought containing meat, lamb, ducks, and chickens, and beverages were also served out.

Meanwhile various performances were going on. First, a company of bearded youths, beautiful as the shining sun, their faces painted red and white like females, with pearls in their ears and dressed in gold-embroidered clothes, holding in their hands bouquets of roses and tulips of various colours, manufactured of paper and silk, performed various dances in a very artistic manner. After that two boys, ten years old, were tied on to planks, and a man, stretching himself on his back on the ground, lifted up both his feet, on the soles of which several large bamboos were placed; then another man took his position on these bamboos, holding in his hands several [short ones], which he arranged above each other, and placed on the topmost one a boy of 10 or 12 years of age, who performed various tricks, throwing away gradually all the bamboos till he arrived at the last, on which he continued his play, until he suddenly left the bamboo, so that everybody thought he was falling, but the man who was stretched on the ground, jumping up, caught him in his arms in the air; and in this manner other games were also carried on. The assembly was protracted from the morning till the first prayers. In this court-yard there were also thousands of birds, such as pigeons, ring-doves, ravens, crows, and others, which picked up the fruits and refuse from the dinner without being afraid of the people, nor did any person injure them in the least.

On the termination of the banquet, the Emperor gave presents to the speakers [actors], and then the people dispersed with his permission.

The ambassadors had sojourned five months in this city, and had daily received the same provisions as on their arrival without any diminution or increase. On several occasions banquets had been arranged for them, in each of which the performers displayed other tricks.

On the day of sacrifices [which falls on the 10th Dhulhejiah] the ambassadors spent a blessed festival with due solemnity in the company of Musalmans at the mosque erected by the Emperor for them.

On the 18th Dhulhejiah (Dec. 23rd) some criminals were, by order of the Emperor, taken to the place of execution. The Khattay infidels register the crime and the punishment of every culprit in their judicial court, which is very useful; they are moreover so scrupulous according to their laws and customs with reference to delinquents and culprits, that if in one of the courts of justice, of which the Emperor has twelve, the accused individual has not been condemned, and has been found guilty in eleven, he may still escape punishment; but a man is often imprisoned from six to eleven months, and not punished until his accuser arrives and the crime can be brought home to the perpetrator.

On the 27th Muharram (1st Feb. 1421), Yusuf Qadzey sent some one to the ambassadors with messages that, as on the morrow the new year would begin, the Emperor was to enter the new
camp, and that no one was to put on white clothes, which are among them the sign of mourning. During the night of the 28th the Emperor despatched a man to convey the ambassadors to the new camp, which was an empty building. That night the inhabitants had lit in their shops and houses so many candles, lamps, and torches, that one would have said the sun was shining. In that camp nearly one hundred thousand men from the countries of Cuin, Khátá, Má-Chin, Qalmág, Tibbet, and others had congregated; the Emperor gave a banquet to his amirs, and the ambassadors were seated without the throne-hall. There were about 200,000 men present who bore arms, and boys performed all sorts of extraordinary games and dances. The distance from the hall of audience to the end of the buildings was 1,925 paces. All these edifices had been constructed of stones and burnt bricks, the latter being made of China-earth; there was carpeting which extended to a distance of nearly 300 cubits. In stone-cutting, carpentry, and painting the artisans of that country have no equals. In fine, the banquet was terminated about mid-day, and the people went to their houses.

On the 9th of the month Seafar (Feb. 13th), horses were brought in the morning and the ambassadors were mounted on them. Every year there are some days on which the Emperor eats no animal food, and does not come out from his retirement, neither is any man or woman admitted to his presence. He spends his time in an apartment which contains no idol, and says that he is worshipping the God of heaven. On the day when the ambassadors were taken out, the Emperor had come forth from his retirement, and his procession to the Harem was as follows:—The elephants were fully caparisoned and marched in pairs before the golden Sedan-chair in which he sat, the standards of seven colours, and troops to the amount of 50,000, accompanied the cortège as a van and rear-guard. Another Sedanchair was carried on the backs of men, and such a music was made as cannot be described in words, so that, in spite of the extraordinary crowd, no other sounds except those of musical instruments could be heard; and after the Emperor with that pomp and solemnity had made his entrance into the Harem, the people returned to their own homes.

At that season the feast of lanterns takes place, when for seven nights and days in the interior of the Emperor's palace a wooden ball is suspended from which numberless chandeliers branch out, so that it appears to be a mountain of emeralds; thousands of lamps are suspended from cords, and mice are prepared of naphtha, so that when a lamp is kindled the mouse runs along those ropes and lights every lamp it touches, so that in a single moment all the lamps from the top to the bottom of the ball are kindled. At that time the people light many lamps in their shops and houses, and do not condemn any one during those seven days [the courts of justice closed?]. The Emperor makes presents and liberates prisoners. That year, however, the Khátá astrologers had ascertained that the house of the Emperor would be in danger of confagration, and on that account no orders for illumination had been issued, nevertheless the amirs met according to ancient custom, and the Emperor gave them a banquet and made them presents.

On the 13th Seafar (Feb. 17th) an imperial messenger arrived and took the ambassadors to the gate of the first palace, where more than 100,000 people were assembled. At the door of the first kiosk a gilded throne had been placed, and, the door being opened, the Emperor took his seat on the throne, and the assembled multitude prostrated their heads to the ground. After that another throne was placed opposite to that of the Emperor, and his proclamation was placed thereon; this document was taken up by two men, one of whom read it in a loud voice to the people; but as it was in the Khátá language, the ambassadors could not understand it: the contents were however as follows:

"This month three years have elapsed since the Emperor's feast of lanterns, and another feast of lanterns has arrived. All culprits receive annesty, except homicides. No ambassador is to go anywhere. After this document had been read, something nicely enclosed in a golden capsule was affixed to it by means of a cord of yellow silk; which was also wrapped round it and served to secure it down, whereas an umbrella was held over it; and, whilst the people marched out with it from the kiosk, the musicians played until they arrived at the Yám, whence the proclamations are sent to various provinces.

When the first quarter of the moon commenced to appear in Rábyt the first, the Emperor kept falcons in readiness and again sent for the ambassadors. On that occasion he said:—"I shall give falcons to him who has brought fine horses for me." Then he gave three falcons to Sultan Sháh, the ambassador of Mirzá Ohugh Beg; three to Sultan Ahmad, the ambassador of Mirzá Báysanqar; and three to Shády Khájah, the ambassador of the prosperous sovereign [Sháh Rohk]; all of which he then surrendered again to his own falconers to take care of till the time of departure. The next day he again sent for the ambassadors and said:—"An army is marching to the frontier and you may also accompany it, and thus reach your country." Turning to Arqhidfq, the ambassador of Syrughatmesh, he said:—"I have no more falcons, and even if I had some, I would give none to thee, because thou hast allowed thyself to be robbed of the gifts the king had sent me; and it is likely thou wouldst be robbed this time also." Arqhidfq replied:—"If your Majesty will graciously bestow a falcon upon me, no one shall be able to take it away from your servant." The Emperor said:—"Then remain here till two other falcons arrive, and I shall give them to thee."

On the 8th of the month Rábyt the first (13th March 1421), Sultan Sháh and Bakhshy Malak were called, and each of them received eight ingots of silver,
thirty royal robes, two horses, one of which was saddled, one hundred javelins, and five Khatay girls, except that Bahkshy Malak obtained one ingot less; also the Empress made presents to the ambassadors. On that day the ambassador of A'wys Khan with 250 men obtained an audience from the Emperor and paid him the customary homage; the courtiers provided them with royal garments, and rations were assigned to them.

On the 18th (March 18th) the Emperor sent for the ambassadors and said to them:—"I shall depart on a hunting expedition, and shall perhaps stay away for some time. Take charge of your falcons, lest you lose them." According to this command the birds were surrendered to them, and the Emperor went to the chase. During his absence a royal prince arrived from the country of Tamná; the ambassadors paid him a visit on the 18th (March 23rd), and found him sitting on the eastern side of the Emperor's house, which was, according to custom, adorned with tables laid out; they ate some food and came out again.

In the beginning of Bâby the second (March 25th), the ambassadors received information that the Emperor had returned from the hunt, and that they must go out to meet him. Accordingly they mounted their horses, but when they reached the Yam-khánah, they found Mullána Yusuf Qidzý sitting on his horse in a state of great melancholy and dejection, and, asking for the reason of his sadness, he whispered to them:—"The horse sent by His Majesty Sháh Rokh has thrown the Emperor whilst hunting, which event made him so angry that he ordered the ambassadors to be taken back in fetters to the city of Khatá (Peking)." At these words the ambassadors became much distressed and confused. In the camp of the Emperor, where they had alighted in the night, they perceived a wall built around it, which was 400 cubits long and as many breadth, the wall itself was four paces broad and two cubits high; it had been built up that night. They built the wall of green trees and left two gates in it; in the rear of the wall, which was plastered with mud, a deep fosse could be seen. At the gates armed soldiers were standing, and within the enclosure of the wall were two square tents, each 25 cubits long and supported by four poles; around them stood smaller tents and sheds of yellow and gold-embroidered atlas. As the ambassadors were yet 500 paces distant, Mullána Yusuf said to them:—"Get down from your horses and remain on this spot till the Emperor comes." Then he went alone forward, and when he arrived near the escort of the Emperor, he saluted and found him sitting with Lyláljáy and Jan Wájáy, and blaming the ambassadors; both of these men, however, as well as Mullána Yusuf Qidzíy, touched the ground with their heads, and interceded, representing to him that the ambassadors were not guilty, since their king, to whose government no damage would be done in case these men should be killed, was obliged to send a good horse, but that on the contrary His Imperial Majesty, who was far and near celebrated for his mercy, would be accused of an act of tyranny for punishing in this manner ambassadors who were not guilty according to any code of laws. The Emperor approved of this argument of the well-wishers, and gave up his intention of punishing the ambassadors. Accordingly Mullána Yusuf went joyfully to them and said:—"God the Most High and Glorious has taken mercy on you, poor fellows, and the Emperor has graciously pardoned the transgression you have not committed." Afterwards the Emperor came near, mounted on a tall black horse, with white legs, which Mirzá Oulgh Beg had sent him. He wore a red gold-embroidered dress, and rode slowly, having an Oktají on each side; his beard was encased in a wrapper of black atlas; and he was accompanied by seven small Sedan-chairs, which were covered and contained girls sitting in them; there was also one large Sedan-chair borne on the shoulders of seventy men, and escorted by numerous mounted troops on the right and on the left, no other person daring to move a single step forward or backward, and the interval from the people was always 20 steps.

When the Emperor had arrived nearer, the ambassadors made demonstrations of respect at the instigation of Jan Wájáy and Lyláljáy and of Mullána Yusuf, and the Emperor said to them:—"Mount your horses!" Accordingly the ambassadors departed in the cortège of the Emperor, who had by way of complaint said to Shády Khájah that the presents of horses and other animals sent with the other offerings ought to be good ones, and added:—"On account of my affection for thee I rode the horse thou hadst brought when I was on the hunting ground, but it was so vicious that it threw me and injured my hand." Shády Khájah apologized and represented that the horse was a souvenir from His Majesty, the Lord of the two conjugations, the Amir Taymúr Kurkán, and that the king Sháh Rokh had sent it as a present to the Emperor to show him respect." This excuse the Emperor accepted, and marched to the capital, in the vicinity of which great crowds of men were assembled uttering good wishes and praises of the Emperor in the Khatay language; and amidst this display of power and glory the Emperor alighted at his own palace, whilst the people returned to their homes.

On the 4th of Bâby the second (April 8th), an imperial messenger came again, and said to the ambassadors whilst he took them away:—"This day the Emperor will give you presents!" When they arrived at the foot of the throne, they observed that the Emperor had heaps of gifts collected around him, which he distributed to the ambassadors as follows:—To Shády Khájah ten ingots of silver, thirty robes of atlas, with seventy pieces of cloth, and various other presents; to Sultán Ahmad, to Kukjah, and to A'rghdáy, severally, eight ingots of silver, sixteen robes of atlas, and other things. To Khájah Ghází-ul-din, to A'ryán, and to Táj-ul-din, severally, seven ingots of silver, sixteen robes of atlas, and other articles. When the ambassadors
had received these gifts, they returned to their lodgings, and the ambassadors of Mirzá Ough Beg had also received presents, as was already mentioned.

At this time one of the ladies of the Emperor who was beloved by him happened to die, but the fact was not published before all the preparations for mourning had been completed, so that her death was not known before the 8th Jomdáy the first (May 11th); it happened also by the decree of God that, during the night which preceded the morning of her interment, the new palace of the Emperor was struck by lightning, so that the prediction of the astrologer (mentioned above) was fulfilled. An edifice eighty cubits long and thirty broad, supported by coloured pillars so thick that a man could not embrace one of them with his arms, was completely burnt; the fire spread also to a kiosk which was sixty cubits distant, and consumed likewise the Harem-Sarai of the Emperor. In the neighbourhood 250 houses were burnt to ashes, with a number of men and women. In spite of all the efforts of the people, the conflagration could not be subdued till the [time of] second prayers; the Emperor, however, and the amirs did not concern themselves about it, because, according to their religion, that was considered one of their fortunate days in which they did no business. The Emperor went to the idol-house, where he engaged in supplications and wailings, saying: — "The God of heaven has become angry towards me and has burnt the locality where my throne is, although I have done nothing, and committed no act of tyranny." This grief made him sick, and on that account it has not become known how the lady of the Emperor was buried.

It is related that in Khatáy there is a mountain appointed for the burial of grand ladies, and when one of them dies, she is taken to that mountain and put into a dakhna [sepulchre]; her private horses are also let loose on that mountain, to graze at their own pleasure, and to be mowed by nobody. In that dakhna [cemetery], which is extremely spacious, many female attendants and chamberlains, who draw salaries, spend their lives and die there; but in spite of all these arrangements for the interment of the [imperial] ladies, it has, on account of the catastrophes of this fire, never become known in what manner the above-mentioned lady was buried.

Meanwhile the malady of the Emperor increased day by day, and his son took his place in the administration of the government; the ambassadors also obtained leave to depart, and started from Khan-Bálygh in the middle of Jomdáy the first (18th May 1421); several Wálys accompanied them, and the Khatáys did them the same service on the return-journey, with reference to the provisions and other matters, as on their coming.

In the beginning of Rajab (July 2nd), they arrived in the town of Bángán, when high and low came out to meet them; on account of the imperial mandate, however, they abstained from examining the baggage of the ambassadors, although according to law they ought to have done so to see whether some things were not exported contrary to the rules. The next day they gave a banquet to the ambassadors with many demonstrations of civility. From this place they again started and arrived on the 5th Shában (5th Aug.) in Qarman, which they again left, and arrived every day in another desert, and every week in another town, where they obtained a public repast and again departed.

On the 24th Shában (24th Aug.) they arrived in the town of Qámúj, where everything taken from the ambassadors on their first arrival, by the Khatáys, was again restored to them without addition or diminution. In this town they remained during seventy-five days, and leaving it on the first day of Dhul Hijjah (Nov. 27th), they arrived on the 17th (Dec. 3rd) in the town of Bokjá, in which place the ambassador of Mirzá Ebráhim Sultan, who had arrived from Shyrás, and the envoy of Mirzá Rustam, who was coming from Escaffán, met the ambassadors of His Majesty Sháh Rohk, and asked them for information concerning the manners and customs of the Khatáys, which was given to them.

On the month Muharram of the year 825 (the 1st Muharram fell on the 26th Dec. 1421), they left Bokjá and went to Qáyl, where the authorities informed them it was the custom of the Khatáy people to register the names of travellers on their return from, just as on their arrival in, the country. After they had been searched and examined, they left Qáyl, and selected the road through Chúl on account of the insecurity of the highways, and arrived after much trouble on the 9th of Jomdáy the first (May 1st) in the town of Khóta, after leaving which they passed on the 6th Rajab (June 26th) through Káshghá and, on the 1st (July 11th) they passed over the heights of Andagán, where some of the ambassadors selected the road through Khorsán and others through Samarqand; in the beginning of Ramazán (Aug. 19th) they arrived in Balkh, and on the 10th of the same month (Aug. 28th) they reached the capital city Herá, where they were admitted to the honour of kissing the carpet of His prosperous Majesty the Khághán Sháh Rohk (may God increase his fame); and were made happy thereby.
PROGRESS OF ORIENTAL RESEARCH IN 1870-71.

[From the Annual Report of the Royal Asiatic Society, June 1872.]

In their Report to the Society read on the 30th of May 1870, the Council expressed some disappointment at the result of the expeditions sent at the expense of the Government of India to procure representations of objects of antiquarian interest in Orissa and at Bombay. They are now, however, happy to report that a second expedition, under the sole control of Mr. H. H. Locke, the Principal of the Government School of Art in Calcutta, was sent to Orissa in the spring of the present year, and has been attended with complete success. Mr. Locke has made and safely brought back to Calcutta casts of all the principal sculptures in the Udayagiri and Khambagiri Caves, and photographs from these casts, made in January last, have already reached this country, and exhibit a series of sculptures as full of interest as any that have yet been brought to this country or are known to exist in India.

In general character, some of these sculptures very much resemble those from the gateways of the Sanchi Tope, and may be as old, if not older. The principal subject, lithographed by Princep in 1833 from a drawing by Kitto, is now found to be repeated twice over. The bas-relief of it in the Râj Râni Cave is ruder than the Sanchi sculptures, and the first impression consequently is that it may be more ancient. That in Ganesa Cave—the one drawn by Kitto—bears much more resemblance to Greek art. A curious question thus arises, whether we are to consider the latter as the direct production of Yavana or Baktarian artists, which afterwards degenerated into the ruder art of the Râj Râni sculptures, or whether the ruder were afterwards improved into the more perfect forms under foreign influence. At present the materials do not seem to exist for answering these questions, though they are of extreme interest to the history of ancient Indian art, and as bearing on the influence, more or less direct, which foreigners exerted on its first formation.

It is also understood that Mr. Locke's party has brought away fresh impressions of the celebrated "Aira" inscription in the so-called Hasti cave, first noticed by Stirling, and afterwards so successfully deciphered by Princep. As it seems to be the oldest of the inscriptions in the Lāt character, if any additional information can be obtained regarding its contents, it will be of the greatest interest to our scanty stores of authentic documents for the elucidation of early Indian History.

In the spring of the year 1871, a set of the casts obtained by the party sent down to Orissa in 1868-9 reached this country, and, owing to the delay of a month in opening the Indian Annexes, they were in time to be exhibited in the International Exhibition of that year. As, however, no description and no lists accompanied them, there existed no means of ascertaining from what temples they were taken, nor what parts of any temples they represented. All that could therefore be done was to build them up into what was called a trophy, mixed up with Mr. Terry's casts from Bombay, and some from Dr. Hunter at Madras. When any descriptive lists or any further information reaches us with regard to these casts, we may be able to form an estimate of their value; at present the materials do not exist in this country for any such appreciation. In like manner a set of drawings of details of architectural ornaments made by the pupils of the School of Art were sent home and exhibited in 1871; but as only the name of the pupil who made it was inscribed on each drawing, we are still in ignorance of what these drawings are intended to represent.

One set of the photographs made by the party who were sent down in 1868-9 reached this country about six weeks ago, and are in private hands. So far as can be ascertained, they are the only copies which have yet reached this country; but, as only the names of the temples are attached to them, though they are very admirable as photographs, the information they convey is limited to those who were previously acquainted with the objects they represent.

Mr. Terry's casts from Bombay, as mentioned above, arrived simultaneously with those from Bengal, just in time for exhibition in June 1871. As they were accompanied by plans and sections of the building from which they were taken, as well as the photographs, there was no difficulty in understanding their position or appreciating their value. The result of this expedition does not, however, we are sorry to observe, seem to have encouraged the Government of Bombay to make any further attempts in that direction, and no further expenditure seems to have been made by them for archaeological purposes.

Meanwhile, however, we are happy to be able to report that Mr. James Burgess continues successfully his archaeological labours. In addition to the splendid work on Pāliṭāna, noticed in our report of 1870, he has since published a similar work on the Temples of Somnâth, Girnâr, and Janâgârâ, illustrated by 41 photographs by Sykes, and accompanied by descriptive letter-press; and another work, of almost equal interest, on the Cave Temples of Elephanta, with elaborate descriptive texts and photographs of all the principal sculptures. He has also visited and procured photographs of the Caves of Nâšik, Kârâ, Bhâjâ, and Bedâ; the last

† J. A. S. B., vol. VI. 1080 et seqq.
being the oldest yet known to exist on the western side of India, dating probably from early in the second century B.C. These and other researches were undertaken with reference to a large and comprehensive work he has undertaken on the Cave Temples of Western India, which will be published, when complete, by the India Office—the Home Government of India having, with their accustomed liberality, undertaken to defray the cost of the work.

In Madras, Dr. Hunter continues his career of usefulness. During the past year he, with his pupils, has made a complete and much more perfect set of photographs of all the Rock-cut Temples and Rock Sculptures of Mahavellipore, or the Seven Pagodas, and, having turned up some fragments broken off from the great rock-cut bas-relief, has proved incontestably that it was dedicated to Serpent-worship, and that only; though probably of a comparatively later date to other examples known. He has, besides, procured numerous photographs and casts of other interesting temples and sculptures throughout Southern India.

From private sources it is understood that General Cunningham is pursuing assiduously, and with considerable success, the researches he was appointed to undertake; as, however, no report has yet been issued, the Council are unable to communicate to the Society any information regarding the results hitherto attained by him.

The operations of the Trigonometrical, Geological and other Surveys of India, are carried on more vigorously than ever, and their results are made public from time to time through reports and maps. To those unable to follow the details of official accounts, Mr. C. R. Markham's Memoir on the Indian Surveys affords a highly interesting and instructive historical sketch of the progress of operations of the various survey establishments.

While so much is done by the Government towards a scientific exploration of India, it is a matter of regret that the archeological operations in Ceylon, the promising aspect of which we were able to point out in our last report, have since come to a stop.

Two works recently published by Indian officers of more than ordinary experience have added greatly to our knowledge of the history, manners, and institutions of the people in some parts of India, viz., Dr. W. W. Hunter's "Orissa," being the continuation of the same author's "Annals of Rural Bengal," and Mr. E. Bowring's "Eastern Experiences." Of the latter work, which treats chiefly of Mysore and Coorg, a second edition has already appeared. Mr. J. Ferguson's "Rude Stone Monuments" some light is also incidentally thrown on the ancient architectural remains of eastern countries.

Of the Durgā Pājā, or chief national festival of the Hindus of Bengal, Mr. Pratāpachandra Ghosh has given a full and interesting account; and Mr. J. Garrett has published a Classical Dictionary, which is intended to embody the information we possess regarding the mythology, literature, and manners of ancient India. This manual, though necessarily imperfect as a first attempt, will no doubt prove a useful book of reference to the general reader.

The Council have with satisfaction the appearance of Mr. Burgess's Indian Antiquary, a monthly magazine, which may prove a useful medium of communication on matters of Indian research, and is calculated to awaken in English civilians, no less than in intelligent natives, a sense of moral obligation which will urge them to take each share in the elucidation of the manifold problems of Indian history. It is a matter for congratulation to our Society that the number of native gentlemen desirous of joining us has been steadily increasing for some years past, and the Council rejoice to see them appear among the contributors to Mr. Burgess's periodical, side by side with the names of some of our best scholars in India.

The Pandit, a monthly periodical, issued by the Benares scholars, in continuing its course of usefulness in furnishing hitherto unpublished Sanskrit texts and English translations of Sanskrit works, as well as notices of Benares MSS. . . . . . .

The search for Sanskrit MSS. and examination of libraries in India has been continued with signal success during the past twelvemonth. Of Rājendrāla Mitra's Notices of Sanskrit MSS. three fasciculi have hitherto been received, describing the most part sectarial and Tantrical works. Dr. G. Bühler has just issued, for the Bombay Government, the first part of a Catalogue, or rather classified list, containing 1433 entries of some very important works, chiefly Vaidic. This list, when complete, is to include upwards of 12,000 MSS., and will be very useful to Sanskrit scholars; giving, as it will do, a pretty complete survey of the MSS. contained in the Brahmanical libraries of the Northern Division of the Bombay Presidency. This, however, is merely intended to serve as a kind of index to a fuller notice of the various MSS., which is now being prepared on the model of the Calcutta Catalogue. Meanwhile the survey is carried on as briskly as ever; and Dr. Bühler already mentions that, since the compilation of the catalogue now printing, he has received further lists containing about 5,000 entries. The Brahmanical MSS. in the larger libraries of his division are estimated by him at upwards of 30,000. This, however, does not include the Jaina books, which are much more numerous, and may probably amount to four or five times that number. As this branch of Hindu literature is as yet very imperfectly known, Dr. Bühler proposes to give, in the first place, a list of the oldest works, the Śūtras, with a brief analysis of each and a general survey of the
whole literature according to Jain writers, and afterwards the contents of the principal libraries. The Sanskrit collection at Tanjor has now been thoroughly examined by Mr. A. Burnell, who is about to communicate the result of his labours in a Catalogue raisonnée, to be printed in England.

The process of cataloguing Oriental MSS. has been carried on not less vigorously in this country. The catalogue of Arabic MSS. at the India Office Library—including the hitherto entirely unknown Bijapur collection—which is in course of compilation by Dr. O. Loth, is all but complete. The catalogue of the magnificent collection of Sanskrit MSS., from both Northern and Southern India, is also progressing rapidly, though, on account of the large number of works to be examined and described, several years must elapse before it will become accessible to students.

---

CROMLECHS IN MAISUR.

(From a Memorandum by Capt. R. Cole.)

When on duty as Officiating Inam Commissioner of Maisur at Perisandra, which is situated in the Kolkar district, about 48 miles on the road from Bangalore to Haiderabad, I happened to be riding across country, and found a monolith of which a rough outline is given (figure 1) in the accompanying sketches of the various specimens of ancient pottery found by me on the occasion. This monolith stood 11 feet 4 inches above the surface, and was 3 feet broad, with a thickness varying from 8 inches to 1 foot 3 inches. In the centre was marked (a) and (b) the forms of "Surya" (sun) and "Chandra" (moon), and below, as shewn in the sketch, were faint outlines of four lines with a few bars at right angles, which looked as if they had formed some inscription. Knowing that such monoliths were coeval and co-existent with those strange stone-cists, the origin and use of which have been matters of mere conjecture, I looked around for those magic circles of stone which generally surround the cromlechs. I soon found them in the vicinity, and, on making further enquiries, I found 54 cromlechs near the adjoining village of Mashihli.

I found them all exactly similar to those I had discovered in Kurg. They consisted of stone-cists, formed by single slabs of granite on the sides, and flagged at the bottom by similar slabs, with a large superincumbent block of granite, which was rough and unhewn. On digging away the earth in front of the east face, I found the same circular, or semi-circular orifice, which formed the opening to the cist. These stone chambers were completely filled with earth, well rammed in by the action of time and floods, as of the deluge; and the curious specimen of antique pottery were found, as usual, piled up in the corners to the west, or opposite the entrance. The same small round vessels, vases on tripods, curiously but elegantly shaped vases of an egg-like form, impossible to stand by themselves, and larger round caddies, with smaller basins and plates, were also found in these cromlechs, as delineated in the sketch. Some of these vessels, which were of the usual red or black clay, well burnt and highly polished, were ornamented with circular lines round the neck and top. One (figure 10) had round it an elegant beading, consisting of successive arrow-headed lines between two rings. In one of these cromlechs I found the only specimen of a handle (figure 7). I have yet come across. There was also a curiously shaped article (figure 5) in the shape of an elephant's tusk, which was made of a mere whitish clay and not polished. It was partly hollow, and had an orifice at the centre (a). Figure 12 represents the exact size and form of three teeth, which were found close to the vessels; and figures 13 and 14 are evidently remnants of stone implements. Figure 15 represents a strange article, which I have never found before. It is half of a round hollow ball of burnt and polished clay, with a short handle, and a small round opening into the ball at the junction of the handle and ball. The finest vessel, however, I have yet discovered is delineated in figure 2. It is perfect with the exception of a small portion of the rim of the mouth, and has not a crack or flaw in it. It stands 2 feet 9 inches high, and is 5 feet 11 inches in circumference at the centre. It is elegantly shaped, and has a beading of oval rings between two lines, which do not join, but terminate in two knobs 4 inches apart, from which five oval rings are carried in a curve as noted in the sketch. The mouth is 3 feet 6 inches in circumference, and the neck of the vase is 2 feet 10½ inches round. I am not aware that a finer specimen of such antique pottery has been found hitherto. Figure 3 is a fine vase of the same size, but not of such an elegant form, and was made of unbaked clay. I have never before come across any that were not well baked. I regret to say that it has already fallen to pieces.

The following were the dimensions of the interior of the cromlechs excavated by me:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Breadth</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feet</td>
<td>inches</td>
<td>Feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dimensions of some of the superincumbent slabs were noted as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Breadth</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feet</td>
<td>inches</td>
<td>Feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. Length | Breadth | Thickness |
-----------|---------|-----------|
1. 12     | 3       | 8         |
2. 8      | 8       | 6         |
3. 11     | 4       | 10        |
CROMLECHS IN MAISUR.
The diameter of the orifice, which forms the entrance, is generally about 1 foot 8 inches, and the superincumbent slab projects from 1 to 2 feet over the entrance.

On breaking up my camp at Perisandra, and moving across the low range of rocky hills which separate that portion of the Chikka Ballapura tāluk from the adjoining tāluk of Gudibanda, I came across two cromlechs standing in bold relief on the top of a rocky eminence, looking as if they had formed the altars on which human sacrifices had been offered up to that "Unknown Being" who has been recognized from the earliest time by the instinctive nature of man as the great Creator and Founder of all things. These were perfectly empty, and of the same size and dimensions as those which I had elsewhere found buried below the surface of the earth. I found a few similar structures, located in the same manner on a rocky summit, in the depths of the Kurg forests, and only in one place. I then threw out the suggestion that they may have formed sacrificial altars.

Further on, by the side of the new road to Gudibanda, I came across two more cromlechs which I had also excavated, and was rewarded by finding a perfectly new form of vessel (figure 16), which was circular at the top and terminated with a sharp point at the bottom. Vessels of the usual shape were also found in them, as also a round vase, which stood 1 foot 8 inches high, and was 4 feet 6 inches in circumference at the centre. The rim forming the mouth was ornamented with three deeply-cut parallel lines.

Whilst at Gudibanda, I discovered the contents of another cromlech, which had evidently been dismantled by the Waddars, or stone-masons, who had worked in that locality for years past. A few feet off the main road, and on a short cut to the village of Wobasandra, the surface was of hard gravel, and I observed that it was curiously marked with fine black veins. On examining these finely-drawn lines, it struck me that the shape was like those of the top rims of the vases usually found in cromlechs. I had the earth loosened all round, and found that my conjectures were right. The top and side slabs of the cist had apparently been removed, and the roadway worn down to a level with the mouths of the vessels below. I may add that fragments of bones were also found in these cromlechs.

On approaching the town of Kolār, near the third mile-stone from the place, I observed the circles of stones which indicate the presence of cromlechs, and, on near approach, I found them to be, as usual, in the centre of the circles, with the top flag just visible above the surface. I caused them to be excavated, but found no vessel intact. On the fragments of the upper portion of the vessels, however, I observed more ornamentation than I had ever met with before. I have attempted to delineate them, and it will be observed that they consist of rectangular or rhomboidal shaped figures caused by lines sunk in the surface of the rims. These rims, I may observe, stand out in relief, and project about ¼ or ½ of an inch above the surface, whilst the lozenge-shaped figures above or below are sunk in the surface of the vessel. Figure 18 portrays an exact fragment, and the lozenge-shaped figures are found above the raised rim, whilst in the others, figures 19 and 20, they are below. Figure 21 had only four lines parallel to each other, with the centre lines closer to each other.

I also found in this locality eight small round pieces of the same material as the vessels, much in the shape of medals. The exact size and thickness of each are given in figure 22. Their use can scarcely be imagined, unless it be assumed that they were used for purposes of counting, and that they had formed the coins of a period when the precious metals were not in use. The only other fragment worth noticing was a short piece of a tube, figure 23, like a piece of a golet.

En route from Kolār and about two miles from the rising town of Bowringpete, I came across some more of these circles of stone, which usually denote the presence of these strange stone cists below the surface. I found here, however, for the first time in Māisur, that the circles were not single, but consisted of two concentric circles. There were no stone cists to be found within the circles, and in one alone I found the east slab with the circular orifice, which indicates that the stone Waddars had been at work and carried off the slabs.

About two miles further to the east, and near the village of Margal, there were some more cromlechs, in which there were only small fragments of earthen vessels; but a number of bones and pieces of iron were found. One piece of iron (figure 24) measured 11 inches by 5½ inches at the bottom, and evidently formed the end portion of some implement. It was about ¼ of an inch thick in the centre, but had evidently formed a sharp edge at the end. Other fragments of iron were portions of a rod, and looked as if they formed a spear or javelin.

The diameter of the smallest circle of stones observed by me was 13 feet, and the largest 24 feet.

In these stone chambers was also found a sort of pestle made of soft "balapam," or soap-stone. Its shape is portrayed, half size, in figure 27. The shape would lead us to suppose that it had been used as a pestle; but it is so exceedingly soft and friable, that portions of itself would be ground up if used as a pestle. The surface is also smooth to a degree, and shows that it had not been so used. Held at the thin edge, it might be used as a formidable weapon of offence for hurling at a foe. There were several fragments of iron weapons (figures 25, 26, 28, and 29) also found, which are given half size. Figure 28 would look like the handle of a dagger. The natives have an idea that the fragments (figures 25 and 29) formed the iron chūppāl or sandal, which, some of them assert, the Pāṇḍus used to wear, though on what authority I cannot find
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out. Figure 30 is much harder, and looks more like steel than anything I have yet found.

Professor J. Oldham, L.L.D., when President of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, delivered, in September 1869, a most interesting lecture on the results of my excavation on the Murlibetta hill in North Kurg, and compared the cromlechs of Kurg with the Pandu kolls in Malabar. From the description given in his suggestive notes on the subject, it would appear that the Pandu kolls of Malabar are chambers purposely excavated in the rock below the surface, generally in the laterite, which abounds in that district, and are merely covered with a mushroom-shaped rock. The cromlechs of Kurg and Maisor, however, are not excavations, but actual structures, consisting of a large flagstone of granite at the bottom, with four similar slabs (all hewn and made to fit) forming a stoncist, the superincumbent stone being a large unhewn block of granite. This block is generally found in the centre of the circle of stones, with the top just visible above the surface, or about a foot below it. The stones forming the circles are buried from 1 to 3 feet below the surface, and project above from 1 to 2 feet. In a few of the circles I have come across, no stone-cists or chambers have been found, though I have dug down to a depth of 6 feet; but remnants of vessels have been found, apparently buried without the usual stone receptacles for them. The circles on the Murlibetta hill were of this description, and the miniature vessels were found buried, as far as I remember, at the foot of a large stone opposite the entrance, and the two upright slabs arched above, alluded to by Dr. Oldham, were apparently the entrance to the enclosure formed by the circles of stones, and not to any chamber. On that occasion was discovered the only metallic object yet found, consisting of a peculiar shaped disc of copper, covered with a thin plate of gold. I may here remark that the same traditions existed amongst the people here as in Kurg. Some declared that these structures had formed the residence of the pigmy race known as Pundarax; whilst others asserted that they had been the tombs of the Pandavas, whose exile and wars with the Kauravas are so graphically described in the great Hindu epic poem of the Mahâbhârata.

The Kurgs lay claim to their country having been the original “Matyadës’a,” or “râjâ of Virât,” and point out a site near the tombs of the râjâs of Kurg at Merkara as that of the palace of Virata Râjâ, in whose capital the Pândavas took refuge in the thirteenth year of their exile, as narrated in the Mahâbhârata. I have heard the expression in Maisor of the Kurgs being imbued with the essence (or spirit) of the Pândavas. I am aware that the districts of Dinajpura in Bengal and Gujarât in Bombay both claim the same distinction, the modern town of Dholka in the latter being declared to be on the site of Matyadës or Virâtopura; but it is a strange coincidence that the râjâs of Kurg have borne, even up to the time of our conquest of the province, the same of Vira Râjâ. It is impossible, however, to fix the exact geographical positions of many of the localities depicted in those ancient poems, which have doubtless received embellishments at the hands of their Brahmanical compilers. In each country and in each dynasty it became of importance to trace some connection with the incidents narrated in their great poem; and I may mention that the village of Kaivâra in the Sidalgatta taluk of the Kolâr district, is here said to have been the site of the town of Yakachakra, in the vicinity of which Bhima is said in the poem to have had his mortal combat with the A’swara; and local tradition asserts that the adjoining hill of Kaivâra, or Raînâgâr, as it is styled by the Muhammadans, was thrown on the top of the giant, and that his blood oozes out to this day. It is a remarkable fact that a reddish, bituminous matter oozes out from a fissure near the top of the hill, and flows down the side of the rock for a few days in each year. I believe in February. Local tradition ascribes the name of Hidimba, the man-eating A’swara, to the giant buried below the hill; but this episode in the life of Bhima occurred before the five brothers went to the city of Yakachakra, which Mr. Wheeler has shewn, in his great work on the Mahâbhârata, to have been the modern city of Arrah in Bengal. I trust that these remarks may not be considered out of place, but they are offered in the same spirit as led the poet Warton to remark on our own great Druidical remains of Stonehenge—

Studious to trace thy wondrous origin,
We muse on many an ancient tale renowned.

Bouringpete, 18th July 1871.

ROB. COLE.

THE ASIATIC SOCIETIES.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. 160—1872.

The first paper in this part is on the ‘Buddhist Remains of Bihâr’ by A. M. Broadley, and may be regarded as an amplification and continuation of his papers in vol. I. of this journal, with lengthy extracts from Julien’s Hiwen Thang, Beal’s Fâhian, Bigandet’s Gaudams, &c. The second paper is on ‘the Tirthas of Vrindâvana and Gokula’ by F. S. Growse, M.A.—and may also be regarded as a companion paper to those by the same author which appeared in the Indian Antiquary last year. Of Vrindâvana he writes,—

“At the present time there are within the limits of the municipality about a thousand temples, including of course many which, strictly speaking, are merely private chapels, and fifty ghâts constructed
by as many Rájas. The peacocks and monkeys, with which the place abounds, enjoy the benefit of special endowments, bequeathed by deceased princes of Kota and Baraipur. There are some fifty chhattras, or dole houses, for the distribution of alms, and extraordinary donations are not unfrequently made by royal and distinguished visitors. Thus the Rája of Datis, a few years ago, made an offering to every single shrine and every single Brahman that was found in the city.

"But the foundation of all this material prosperity and religious exclusiveness was laid by the Gosáins, who established themselves there in the reign of Akbar. The leaders of the community were by name Rápa and Sanánta from Gar in Bengal. They were accompanied by six others; of whom three, Jiva, Madhu, and Gopál Bhut, came from the same neighbourhood; Swámi Hari Dás from Rájpúr in the Mathurá district, Haribans from Dava-ban in Saháranpur, and Byál Bhái Rám from Orchha in Bundelkhand. It is said that, in 1570, the emperor was induced to pay them a visit, and was taken blindfold into the sacred enclosure of the Nándhan, where such marvellous visions were revealed to him, that he was fain to acknowledge the place as indeed holy ground. Hence the cordial support which he gave to the attendant Rájas, when they declared their intention of erecting a series of buildings more worthy of the local divinity.

"The four temples, commenced in honour of this event, still remain, though in a ruinous and sadly neglected condition. They bear the titles of Gobind Dava, Gopálkshir, Jugal-kshir, and Mián Mohán. The first named is not only the finest of this particular series, but is the most impressive religious edifice that Hindu art has ever produced, at least in Upper India. The body of the building is in the form of a Greek cross, the nave being a hundred feet in length, and the breadth across the transepts the same. The central compartment is surmounted by a dome of singularly graceful proportions; and the four arms of the cross are roofed by a waggon vault of pointed form, not—as is usual in Hindu architecture—composed of overlapping brackets, but constructed of true radiating arches as in our Gothic cathedrals. The walls have an average thickness of ten feet, and are pierced in two stages, the upper stage being a regular triforium, to which access is obtained by an internal staircase. At the east entrance of the nave, a small narthex projects fifteen feet; and at the west end, between two niches and incased in a rich canopy of sculpture, a square-headed doorway leads into the choir, a chamber some twenty feet deep. Beyond this was the sacarium, flanked on either side by a lateral chapel; each of these three cells being of the same dimensions as the choir, and, like it, vaulted by a lofty dome. The general effect of the interior is not unlike that produced by St. Paul's cathedral in London. The latter building has greatly the advantage in size, but in the other, the central dome is more elegant, while the richer decoration of the wall surface, and the natural glow of the red sandstone, supply that relief and warmth of colouring which are so lamentably deficient in its Western rival.

"There must originally have been seven towers—one over the central dome, one at the end of each transept, and the other four covering, respectively, the choir, sacarium, and two chapels. The sacarium has been utterly razed to the ground, and the other six towers leveled with the roof of the nave. Their loss has terribly marred the effect of the exterior, which must have been extremely majestic when the west front with its lofty triplet was supported on either side by the pyramidal mass of the transepts, and backed by the still more towering height that crowned the central dome. The choir tower was of slighter elevation, occupying the same relative position as the spirelet over the sanctus bell in Western ecclesiostylo. The ponderous walls, albeit none too massive to resist the enormous thrust once brought to bear upon them, now, however much relieved by exuberant decoration, appear out of all proportion to the comparatively low superstructure. As a further disfigurement, a plain masonry wall has been run along the top of the centre dome. It is generally believed that this was built by Aurangzob for the purpose of desecrating the temple; though it is also said to have been put up by the Hindus themselves to assist in some grand illumination. In either case it is a ugly modern excessence, and steps should be at once taken for its removal.

"Under one of the niches at the west end of the nave is a tablet with a long Sanskrit inscription. This has unfortunately been much mutilated, but enough remains as record of the fact that the temple was built in Sambat 1647, i.e., A.D. 1590, under the direction of the two Gurus Rápa and Sanánta. The founder, Rája Mán Siísha, was a Kachhwa Rájkur, son of Rája Bhagawán Dás of Amber, founder of the temple at Gobardhan, and an ancestor of the present Rája of Jaypúr. He was appointed by Akbar successively governor of the district along the Indus, of Kábul, and of Bihár. By his exertions, the whole of Orissa and Eastern Bengal were re-annexed; and so highly were his merits appreciated at court, that, though a Hindu, he was raised to a higher rank than any other officer in the realm. He married a sister of Lakshmi Naráyan, Rája of Koch Bihár, and at the time of his decease, which was in the ninth year of the reign of Jahangir, he had living one son, Bhái Siísha, who succeeded him upon the throne of Amber, and died in 1621 A. D.† There is a tradition to the effect that Akbar at the last, jealous of the immense wealth and power thus accorded to his Hindu vassal, grew furious and ordered the temple to be burnt down, though this does not appear to have been carried into execution."

* The derivation of this word is a little questionable. It is the local name of the actual Bhríndás grove, to which the town owes its origin. The sp. so designated is now of very

† Vide Professor Blochmann's Afd-Akbar, p. 341.
lous of his powerful vassal, and desirous to rid himself of him, had a confection prepared, part of which contained poison; but caught in his own snare, he presented the innoxious portion to the raja, and ate the drugged with death himself. The unworthy deed is explained by Mārī Sīla's design, which apparently had reached the emperor's ears, to alter the succession in favour of Khusrāu, his nephew, instead of Salīm.9

9 In anticipation of a visit from Aurangzeb, the image of the god was transferred to Jaypur, and the Gosān of the temple there has ever since been regarded as the head of the endowment. The name of the present incumbent is Śyām Sundar, who has two agents resident at Brindāban. There is said to be still in existence at Jaypur the original plan of the temple, showing its seven towers; but there is a difficulty in obtaining any definitive information on the subject. However, local tradition is fully agreed as to their number and position; while their architectural character can be determined beyond a doubt by comparison with the smaller temples of the same age and style, the ruins of which still remain. It is therefore not a little strange that of all the architects who have described this famous building, not one has noticed this, its most characteristic feature: the harmonious combination of dome and spire is still quoted as the great crux of modern art, though nearly 300 years ago the difficulty was solved by the Hindus with characteristic grace and ingenuity.

It is much to be regretted that this most interesting monument has not been declared national property, and taken under the immediate protection of Government. At present no care whatever is shown for its preservation: large trees are allowed to root themselves in the fissures of the walls, and in the course of a few more years the damage done will be irreparable. As a modern temple under the old dedication has been erected in the precincts, no religious prejudices would be offended by the State's appropriation of the ancient building. If any scruples were raised, the objectors might have the option of themselves undertaking the necessary repairs. But it is not probable that they would accept the latter alternative; for though the original endowment was very large, it has been considerably reduced by mismanagement, and the ordinary annual income is now estimated at no more than Rs. 17,500,† the whole of which is absorbed in the maintenance of the modern establishment."

From his account of Gokula we make the following extract:

"Great part of the town is occupied by a high hill, partly natural and partly artificial, extending over more than 100 bighas of land, where stood the old fort. Upon its most elevated point is shown a small cell, called Śyām Lāla, believed to mark the spot where Jāsoda gave birth to Maya, or Joga-nidra, substituted by Vasudeva for the infant Krishna. But by far the most interesting building is a covered court called Nandā's Palace, or more commonly the Assī Khamba, i.e., the Eighty Pillars. It is divided by five rows of sixteen pillars each into four aisles, or rather into a central and two narrower side-aisles, with one broad outer cloister. The external pillars of this outer cloister are each of one massive shaft, cut into many narrow facets, with two horizontal bands of carving: the capitals are decorated either with grotesque heads or the usual four squat figures. The pillars of the inner aisles vary much in design, some being exceedingly plain, and others as richly ornamented, with profuse, and often graceful, arabesques. Three of the more elaborate are called, respectively, the Sātya, Dwāpār, and Tretāyug; while the name of the Kaliyug is given to another somewhat plainer.

All these interior pillars, however, agree in consisting, as it were, of two short columns set one upon the other. The style is precisely similar to that of the Hindu colonnades by the Qub Minār at Delhi; and both works may reasonably be referred to about the same age. As it is probable that the latter were not built in the years immediately preceding the fall of Delhi in 1194, so also it would seem that the court at Mahābān must have been completed before the assault of Māhmad in 1017; for after that date the place was too insignificant to be selected as the site of so elaborate an edifice. Thus Fergusson's conjecture is confirmed that the Delhi pillars are to be ascribed to the ninth or tenth century. Another long-mooted point may also be considered as almost definitively set at rest, for it can scarcely be doubted that the pillars, as they now stand at Mahābān, occupy their original position. Fergusson, who was unaware of their existence, in his notice of the Delhi cloister, doubts whether it now stands as originally arranged by the Hindus, or whether it had been taken down and re-arranged by the conquerors; but concludes as most probable that the former was the case, and that it was an open colonnade surrounding the palace of Prithvirāj. "If so," he adds, "it is the only instance known of Hindu pillars being left undisturbed." General Cunningham comments upon these remarks, finding it utterly incredible that any architect, designing an original building and wishing to obtain height, should have recourse to such a rude expedient as constructing two distinct pillars, and then without any disguise piling up one on the top of the other. But, however extraordinary the procedure, it is clear that this is what was done at Mahābān; as is proved by the outer row of columns, which are each of one unbroken shaft, yet precisely the same in height as the double pillars of the inner aisles. The roof is flat and perfectly plain, except in two compartments, where it is cut into a pretty quasi-dome of concentric multifoil

† Of this sum only Rs. 4,500 are derived from land and house property; the balance of Rs. 13,000 is made up by votive offerings.
circles. Mothers come here for their purification on the sixth day after child-birth—chāthi-pājā—and it is visited by enormous crowds of people for several days about the anniversary of Krishna's birth in the month of Bhādun. A representation of the infant god's cradle is displayed to view, with his foster-mother's churn and other domestic articles. The place being regarded not exactly as a temple, but as Nanda and Yasoda's actual dwelling-house, Europeans are allowed to walk about in it with perfect freedom. Considering the size, the antiquity, the artistic excellence, the exceptional archaeological interest, the celebrity amongst natives, and the close proximity to Mathura of this building, it is perfectly marvellous that it found no mention whatever in the archaeological abstract prepared in every district by orders of Government a few years ago, nor even in the costly work compiled by Lieutenant Cole, the Superintendent of the Archæological Survey, which professes to illustrate the architectural antiquities of Mathura and its neighbourhood.

"Let into the outer wall of the Nand Bhavan is a small figure of Buddha; and it is said that whenever foundations are sunk within the precincts of the fort, many fragments of sculpture—of Buddhist character, it may be presumed—have been brought to light: but hitherto they have always been buried again, or broken up as building materials. Doubtless, Mahārāja was the site of some of those Buddhist monasteries which the Chinese pilgrim Fa-Hian distinctly states existed in his time on both sides of the river. And further, whatever may be the exact Indian word concealing under the form Klsisboras, or Clisobra, given by Arrian and Pliny as the name of the town between which and Mathurā the Jamunā flowed—Annus Jomanes in Gangern per Polibothros decurrer inter oppida Mathura et Clisobra—Pliny, Hist. nat. vi, 22—it may be concluded with certainty that Mahārāja is the site intended. Its other literary names are Bhād-wana, Bhād-aranya; Gokula, and Nanda-grāma; and no one of these, it is true, in the slightest resembles the word Clisobra, which would seem rather to be a corruption of some compound in which 'Krishna' was the first element; possibly some epithet or descriptive title taken by the foreign traveller for the ordinary proper name. General Cunningham in his 'Ancient Geography' identifies Clisobra (read in one MS. as Cyrisoborak) with Brindāban, assuming that Kālikavarta, or Kālīka's Whirlpool, was an earlier name of the town, in allusion to Krishna's combat with the serpent Kālīka. But in the first place, the Jamunā does not flow between Mathurā and Brindāban, seeing that both are on the same bank; secondly, the ordinary name of the great serpent is not Kālīka, but Kāliya; and thirdly, it does not appear upon what authority it is so boldly stated that "the earlier name of the place was Kālikavarta." Upon this latter point a reference has been made to the great Brindāban Pandit, Swāmī Rāngāchārī, who, if any one, might be expected to speak with positive knowledge; and his reply was that, in the course of all his reading, he had never met with Brindāban under any other name than that which it now bears. In order to establish the identification of Clisobora with Mahārāja, it was necessary to notice General Cunningham's counter-theory and to condemn it as unsound; ordinarily the accuracy of his research and the soundness of his judgment are entitled to the highest respect.

"The glories of Mahārāja are told in a special (interpolated) section of the Brāhmaṇa Purāṇa, called the Brihad-vana Mahāmya. In this, its tirthas, or holy places, are reckoned to be twenty-one in number as follows:—

Eka-vinsati-tirthena yuktam bhūriguṇāneitam.  
Yamal-ārjuna pungatamam, Nanda-kūpam tathā.  
Chintā-harana Brāhmāndam, kundam Śravatam tathā.  
Sarvanati śīlā tatra, Vīshnu-kunda-samantam,  
Kurna-kūpam, Krishna-kundam, Gopa-kūpam tathā.  
Ramanam-ramana-sthānām, Nārada-sthānam eva.  
Pātani-patana sthānām, Trindavart-śrayatam,  
Nanda-karnyam, Nanda-geham, Gātham Ramana-samjñākam,  
Mathurāndhobhavan-khetram pungam pippāsam.  
Jama-sthānam tu Shesasha, Janamam Yogamāyaya."

In connection with this paper it may be mentioned that Mr. Growse has addressed the Government of the North-West Provinces, representing that the destruction of the temple of Govind Deva would be a national and irreparable loss, which immediate steps for its preservation can alone avert. "The Tajat Agra has been declared national property as the finest specimen of Muhammadan architecture; and it is in every way highly desirable that the same course should be followed with reference to this building as the recognized master-piece of Hindu architecture." He accordingly suggests that the Government address the Maharājā of Jaypūr, representing the exigency of the case, and enquiring whether he is prepared himself to undertake the repair of the building, or whether he will cede it to the State as national property. The latter plan would be far preferable: and it is probable if the Maharājā himself undertook the repairs, he would not only repair but also renovate, and further again devote it to religious service, by which means it would become closed to Europeans. As regards the temple of Harideva at Go- bardhan the remedy is simpler. One compartment of the roof still remains as a guide for restoring the remainder, nor are funds wanting. The village of Bhoga is a permanent endowment, and it has been decided in the Civil Court that the revenue must be expended strictly on religious uses, and cannot be appropriated by the shareholders as private income.
Accordingly there is already a deposit of more than Rs. 3,000 in the local treasury, and nothing more is required but a definite order that this sum, and what shall hereafter accrue, shall be devoted, under Government supervision, to the restoration, until such time as it is thoroughly completed."

The Lieutenant-Governor has promised to act upon this suggestion.

**REVIEW.**

**ESSAYS ON EASTERN QUESTIONS, by Wm. Gifford Palgrave, Author of "Central and Eastern Arabia."**

(London, Macmillan & Co. 1872.)

This handsome volume of Essays is very appropriately dedicated to the Earl of Derby, "whose guidance of England's foreign policy has been always marked by a statesmanlike insight into character and race." There are ten Essays here reprinted:—Three on "Mahometanism in the Levant" from Fraser; from the same periodical there are, besides, "The Mahometan Revival," "The Monastery of Smolensis," and "The Poet 'Omar;" two from the Cresset, called—"The Turkomans and other Tribes of the North-East Turkish Frontier," and "The Ukrainians and Insurrection;" one from the Quarterly on "Eastern Christians;" and one from Macmillan on "The Brigand Ta'skab Shurran."

"To expect," says the author, "that the collection of a few Essays and their republication can have any material effect towards removing erroneous ideas, or substituting exacter ones, about the Mahometan East of our own times, would be presumptuous indeed. Yet even these writings may in some measure contribute to so desirable a result; for correct appreciations are, like incorrect ones, formed not at once, but little by little. . . . These essays, taken together, form a sketch mostly outline, part filled in, of the living East, as included within the Asiatic limits of the Ottoman Empire. Now, as for centuries past, the central figure of that picture is Islam, based on the energies of Arabia and the institutions of Mahomet, propped up by the memories of Chaliph and the power of Sultans, and though somewhat disguised by the later incrustations of Turanian superstition, still retaining the chief lineaments, and not little of the stability and strength, of its former days. Round it cluster the motley phantoms of Eastern Christianity, indigenous or adventitious; and by its side rises the threatening Russian colossus, with its triple aspect of Byzantine bigotry, western centralization, and eastern despotism. This group, in its whole and in some of its details, I have at different times endeavoured to delineate; and if the pencil be an unskilful one, its tracings, so far as they go, have the recommendation, not perhaps of artistic gracefulness, but at least of realistic truth."

Mr. Palgrave has an uncommon knowledge of the religious and social manifestations of Mahomedanism in India, Arabia, Egypt, and Turkey. Perhaps the most instructive of all these Essays is the one devoted to the Mahometan Revival (Fraser, February 1872), which was written on the perusal of Hunter's Our Indian Mussalmans, to which it forms a sort of supplement. "Its object is to show calmly, and without sensational exaggeration, how wide-spread and deep-rooted is the present revival of Islam, particularly in that part of the world which may be looked upon as its stronghold, the Asian Turkish Empire. Hence it is natural to infer with what caution and steadiness of statesmanship we should deport ourselves towards such manifestations of it as arise within the circle of our own dominion; though I have purposely abstained from specialized conclusions." To quote briefly—"So strong, indeed, is the bond of union supplied by the very name of Islam, even where that name covers the most divergent principles and beliefs, that, in presence of the 'infidel,' the deep clefs which divide Sunnites and Shiah are for a time and purpose obliterated; and the most heretical sects become awhile, while amalgamated with the most uncompromisingly orthodox, who in another cause would naturally reject and disavow them. Very curious in this respect is the evidence afforded by Mr. Hunter; nowhere more so than in the light he throws, almost unconsciously, it would seem, on the true character of the so-called Wahhabee movement, spreading from the rebel camp of Sittana to Lower Bengal, and re-concentrating itself in the centres of Maldah, and at Patna in particular. Here we have the most simple and rigid form that Islam has ever assumed, namely, the puritanical Unitarianism of the Nejdian Wahhabee, combined with all that the Nejdian Wahhabee, such as, would most condemn—I mean, the superstitious belief in a coming 'Mahdi,' the idea of personal and, so to speak, corporeal virtue and holy efficacy in the 'Ismam' of the day; and, lastly, with the organised practice of private assassination, a practice long held for distinctive of the free-thinking Sunnites and their kindred sects among the Rafids heretics. . . . Islam is even now an enormous power, full of sustituting vitality, with a surplus for aggression; and a struggle with its combined energies would be deadly indeed. Yet we, at any rate, have no need for nervous alarm, nor will its quarrel, even partially, be with us and our Empire, so long as we are constantly faithful to the practical wisdom of our predecessors, that best of legacies bequeathed to us by the old East India Company."

Speaking of Indian legal difficulties—"Where plaintiff and defendant, testator and legatee, are alike Muslims, let matters be between them in a court cognizant of Muslim civil law, and re-
gulated as near as may be after Muslim fashion; and let the legal officers of such courts, from the highest to the lowest, be invested with all the sanction that our own Indian Government, the only one on Muslim, no less than on non-Muslim, principles competent to do so within Indian limits, can give. A Kazi-el-Kuzât in each Presidency, with a Sheykhl Islam at Calcutta, nominated by the Government, salaried by Government, removable by Government—all conditions, be it observed, of the Sheykhl Islam and of every Kadi in the Ottoman Empire itself—endowed with the appropriate patronage for subordinate appointments, but requiring for the validity of each and every nomination our own confirmatory sign and seal; good Muhammadan law colleges and schools, conducted under our supervision, and maintained on our responsibility: these are what would give us a hold over the most important, because the most dangerous, element in our Indian Empire, such as nothing else could give: a hold that the disaffection, did it ever occur, of others from within, or the assaults of rival powers, not least of 'infidel ones,' from north or elsewhere without, would only strengthen.

"Let us be wise and understand this, and not incur the reproach of those, rulers too in their day, who 'could not discern the signs of the times.' We can no more check or retard the Muhammadan 'revival' in India than we can hinder the tide from swelling in the English Channel when it has risen in the Atlantic. The 'Revival' is a world-movement, an epochal phenomenon; it derives from the larger order of causes, before which the lesser laws of race and locality are swept away or absorbed into unity. But we can turn it to our own advantage; we can make the jaws of this young-old lion bring forth us honey and the honey-comb. And this we can do without in the least compromising our own Christian character as a Government or as a nation. The measures required at our hands in our Indian heritage are simply mercy, justice, and judgment; and these belong to no special race or creed; they are the property of all, Christian and Muslim alike—of West as of East, of England as of Mecca."

No finer contribution has recently been made on a question of vital importance to the government and destinies of India.—A. H. B.

CORRESPONDENCE AND MISCELLANEA.

ON INDIAN DATES.

To the Editor of the Indian Antiquary.

Sirs,—So much of our knowledge of the mediæval history of India depends on the correct decipherment of inscriptions on rocks and stones or copper-plates, that it is of the utmost importance, not only that their meaning, but more especially their dates, should be tested by every available means. The inscriptions, it must be confessed, have hitherto proved of very little use in settling our chronology, or ascertaining dates for buildings; and this state of things must continue until orientalists can agree among themselves as to the eras from which they are dated. So long, for instance, as Mr. Thomas is of opinion that the Sâh kings date their coins and inscriptions from the era of the Sœleœœdœ (311 B.C.); Mr. Justice Newton from that of Nahaöa, practically Vikramadityâ, which is a favourite with others (56 B.C.); and Dr. Bhûn Dâji from the Sâka era (78 A.D.)—we have some 400 years among which to choose for the date of the famous repairs of the Palesini bridge. In like manner, till it is agreed whether the Guptas began to reign 318 A.D. or were then exterminated—and those who have treated this subject are about equally divided on this point—we have at least a couple of centuries to vary and haul upon for all the dates of this period; and, except Lassen, I know of no distinguished orientalist who has fairly looked on both sides of the Ballabhi difficulty, and assigned to its kings what I believe to be their true date—though, in doing this, he differs to the extent of 300 and 400 years from Wathen, Dowson, and almost every other recent writer on these subjects.*

All this is bad enough, and renders inscriptions per se nearly useless for the purpose of fixing the dates of buildings or events; but it would be a fearful aggravation of the case, if, besides the difficulties attaching to the initial date, it should turn out that, either from negligence or design, the dates in the inscriptions were so falsified that they could not be depended upon. I have recently been led to suspect that this is the case in more instances than one; and it seems so important that it should be ascertained whether this is so or not, that I request you will allow me an opportunity of laying the case before your readers. The first case I wish to refer to, is the well-known copper-plate grant of Pulakesi I. of the Chalukya dynasty, dated in 411 Sâka, or 489 A.D. This was first brought to the notice of the learned by Sir Walter Elliot, in the 4th volume of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, p. 7, et seqq.; but even at that early date he saw the difficulty of reconciling this date with the circumstances narrated in the inscription, and therefore proposed (page 12) to substitute Sâka 610 for Sâka 411.

When I wrote on the subject in 1869 (J.R.A.S., new series, volume IV., p. 92), this appeared to me too violent a correction, and I suggested substituting

* Conf. Ind. Ant. vol. I. p. 61.—Ed.
Dr. Bhāū Dāji, with a glaring want of correctness, gives a very different version of matters, and, that there may be no mistake this time, gives his date in words, not in figures. According to this last version, the beginning of the Kalīyuga is placed 8506 before the date of this inscription, and the Bhārata 8855 years before the same time. In other words, the Mahābhārata was fought out in the Treta Yuga, and the interval between these two events was 249 years instead of 125, as we were told in a previous paragraph. Fortunately we know too well the cause of these modern discrepancies, and can apply the correction. With the more ancient ones, it is not so easy.†

In conclusion, allow me to express an earnest hope that, before long, some competent antiquary will visit Iwalli and Badami. The inscription above discussed shews the building on which it is found to be the oldest structural temple known to exist in Western India, and, if Stirling is to be depended upon, contemporary with the great temple at Bhuvaneswar in Katak, which is the oldest known temple in Eastern India. If, too, the inscription No. 12 in the Badami cave should turn out to belong to the sixth century, as Dr. Bhāū Dāji conjectures from the form of the characters, it will throw a new light on the history of cave-temple architecture in the West. From such imperfect data as I have at my command, I would guess these caves to be considerably more modern; but we sadly want plans and architectural details of this most interesting group of monuments; while, except from the sequence of architectural details, I know of no mode by which dates can in India be ascertained with even proximate certainty.

JAS. FERGUSON.

Langham Place, 30th Jan. 1873.

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF PATANJALI.

Sir,—In the extract from Prof. Weber's critique on Dr. Goldstücker, given in the Indian Antiquary, vol. II. p. 61, there are several points, besides the main one I took up (at page 59), which require notice. From the passage about the Mauryas quoted by Dr. Goldstücker, Prof. Weber infers that Pāṇini, in making his rule V. 3, 99, had in his eye such images as those that had come down from the Mauryas. How the passage supports such an inference, I am at a loss to see. Pāṇini in that

the first king, Śivānārādhana, the Hunchback (about A.D. 604 to 622), to Amma Dāji, who reigned in A.D. 945, being then ten years old. Regarding the Kalīyuga line also, these materials contribute some valuable information (one grant of Satavāra being dated in the third year of his reign, Saka 581, A.D. 614), as they do regarding nearly every dynasty of the Dekkan. One inscription, containing in the introductory sloka a list of the solar race, supplies thirteen names of princes of a branch of the Chola dynasty.—

 Atatürk, Jan. 25, 1873, p. 118.

† To prevent its misleading, I may as well point out that in inscription A, p. 316, the date is misprinted as 799 A.D.; it ought to be 899.
sûtra tells us that the termination ka applied to the names of objects, in the sense of images of those objects, is dropped in cases when the images enable one to earn his livelihood, but are not saleable. Upon this Pātanjali observes that, because the word ‘unsaleable’ is used, such forms as Siva, Siva, and Visākha (in which the termination ka is dropped) are not valid. Why not? Because the Mauryas, desirous of obtaining gold, used, or applied to their purpose, i.e., sold, objects of worship. Since, then, these (viz., images of Siva, &c.) were sold by them, they were pana, or ‘saleable,’ and hence the termination ka should not be dropped. It may not be dropped in those cases (i.e., the proper forms must be Siva, &c.), says Pātanjali, but it is dropped in the case of those images which are now used for worship. This interpretation of the passage is consistent and proper. Prof. Weber understands it to mean, that the only cases in which the rule about the dropping of the termination does not apply, are those of images with which the Mauryas were concerned. But that it is inapplicable to all images that are saleable, is clear from the passage itself, and the two commentaries on it. Kāyāta distinctly says that the rule does not apply to those that are sold, and gives Siva, Siva, and Visākha as an instance. What Pātanjali means is to say that the termination ka should be applied to the names of the images sold by the Mauryas, according to Pānini’s rule; but the rule is set aside in this case, and the wrong forms Siva, Skanda, and Visākha are used. Nāgajībhata expressly states—tatra pratyaya-svaraṇam iśtāne vadda sūtraśuddhakramaṇa dūrayati (i.e., saying that the use of the termination there is necessary, he points out an instance of the rule). Now, in all this there is not only nothing to show that Pānini had the images sold by the Mauryas in view, but that the names of those images violate his rule. Dr. Goldsücke’s interpretation of this passage is also not correct.

In the next place Prof. Weber thinks that the word āchārya in such expressions as pāyati tvācchāryaḥ, occurring in the Mahābhāṣya, applies to Pātanjali. It appears to me that Prof. Weber has overlooked the context of these passages. In all these cases the āchārya means is clearly Pānini, and not Pātanjali. I will here briefly examine two or three of the passages referred to by the Professor, for I have no space for more. In the first of these, the question Pātanjali discusses is this:—Which n is it that is used in the term an occurring in the sūtra ur an rāparah, i.e., does an here mean only a, i, and u, or all the vowels, semi-vowels, and h? He answers by saying that the n in this case is clearly not the second, not the second, that is, that which is at the end of the sūtra a, i, u, and hence an signifies only the vowels a, i, and u. And why is it to be so understood? The sūtra ur an rāparah means, when an is substituted for ri, it is always followed by r, that is, if, for instance, you are told in a sūtra to substitute a for ri, you should substitute a alone, but ar. Now, the reason why, in this sūtra, an signifies the first three vowels only, is that there is no other significare of the more comprehensive term an, that is, no other vowel or any semi-vowel or ū which is ever substituted for ri. “Why not? there is,” says the objector. One instance brought forward by him is explained away, and another that he adduces is Mātrīnāma. In this case, by the sūtra nām, a long vowel, i.e., ri, is substituted for the short ri. Rī is a significare of the more comprehensive an, and not of the less comprehensive. Hence, then, the objector would say the an, in the sūtra ur an, &c., is the more comprehensive one. But, says the siddhānti, this is not a case in which the substitute has an r added to it. Does it follow from Pānini’s work itself that no r is to be added? For aught we know, Pānini may have meant that r should be added in this case also. Now, the evidence from Pānini for this is in the sūtra rīta siddhāto. ‘This is the reason,’ says the siddhānti, ‘why the word dhātu is put in the sūtra,—that in such cases as Mātrīnāma and Pūrīnāma, which are not dhātu, ir may not be substituted for the long ri. If the long vowel substitute in Mātrīnāma had an r following it, it would not be necessary to put the word dhātu in this sūtra, for Mātrīr would not then be an anca or base ending in ri, and such bases only are intended in the sūtra rīta siddhāto. The use of the word dhātu then shows that “the āchārya sees that in Mātrīnāma, &c., the long substitute has not an r following it, and hence he uses the word dhātu in the sūtra.”’ Now, it is evident from this that the āchārya is Pānini, for the āchārya is spoken of as having put the word dhātu in the sūtra for a certain purpose. The author of the sūtras being Pānini, the āchārya means must be he himself. In the same manner, in the passage at page 196 (Ballant. ed.), Pānini is intended, for the āchārya is represented as having used n twice in the pratyāhāra sūtras. The author of these sūtras, then, is meant there. And I may say that, so far as I have seen the Bhāṣya, the word āchārya used in this way applies either to Pānini or Kātyāyana, and Pātanjali never speaks of himself as āchārya.

Thirdly.—Prof. Weber’s interpretation of the vārtika parokṣa cha loka, &c., is different from Dr. Goldsücke’s and mine. But he will see that our interpretation is confirmed by Kāyāta and Nāgajībhata. He seems to take parokṣaḥ in the sense of the ‘past,’ wrong or not good. It ought to be anamṛtiḥ, as in the new Banaras edition.

† Antyayīścāryo nāṭra rāparatvam bhavati tato dhātu agraṃmaḥ karoti.
But Patanjali's own explanation is *param aksinoh paroksham* (that which is turned away from the eyes, *i.e.* not seen), and one of his quotations from other writers about the sense of the word is *kudha-katan-tartam paroksham* (that which is hidden from one even by a fence), both of which show that the only essential sense of the word is 'a thing not seen by the speaker.' *Darśana-viśehāya,* the Professor interprets by 'a thing once seen, or that once fell within the range of the speaker's vision'; but if it has been once seen, it can never be called *parokshā* in the sense which is always attributed to the word.

Fourthly.—Prof. Weber quotes from Patanjali the passage *māthuṭiyāghī Pātāliputraṃ pārveṃ,* and infers that the author of the Mahābhāṣya lived to the east of Pātāliputra. His interpretation of the passage seems to be 'Pātāliputra is first and Mathurā afterwards.' But the natural sense is—'Pātāliputra is to the east of Mathurā,' as it is, or rather was, as a matter of fact. That Patanjali lived, not to the east of Pātāliputra, but to the north-west of Śāketa, I have shown in a separate article. Lastly, Dr. Goldstücker and Prof. Weber understand the word *āchārya-daśya* used by Kaikītara in some places in the sense of 'countryman of the āchārya.' It is not unnatural that an antiquarian, looking for historical facts in what he reads, should interpret his author thus; but it is not natural that a Hindu commentator, caring only for his subject, and not at all for history, should use such an expression to contrast one of the authors he comments on with another. He will look to the scale of estimation in which he holds them. To the Hindu grammarians the greatest āchārya is Pāni, next to him is Kātyāyana, and next to this latter is Patanjali. If it is necessary in one place to contrast one of them with another, he would naturally use some such expression as āchārya or āchārya the younger. And this appears to me to be the sense of the word, and a Hindu would naturally understand it thus. It is derived, according to Pān. V. 3, 67; but the sense ought not to be taken as 'an unaccomplished teacher,' as Dr. Goldstücker does, but a teacher who is lower in the scale, or the younger teacher. And that Patanjali was so is plain. That there is very great reason to believe that Patanjali and Kātyāyana did not belong to the same country, I have shown elsewhere.

**Ramkrishna G. Bhandarkar.**

**Notes.**

1. I heartily accept the Editor's correction about the true identity of *Sūparṇa* (see Vol. I. p. 321). I was not aware of the survival of the name near Wāsi, and I followed Ibn Haukal's *data,* which present the itineraries as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cambay to Sādhārah, 4 marches (4 parasang from the sea.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sādhārah to Sindān, 5</td>
<td>(do. do)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindān to Saimār, 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See the Mahābhāṣya under *Paroksha* br. III. 2, 115.

2. The following short extracts from Valenyn's History of the Dutch East Indies may be of interest to many of your readers, as an item of the history of the "Discovery of Sanskrit." That very industrious and intelligent author, after referring to what had been written by the chaplains, Abraham Rogerius and Philip Baclaus, concerning the Hindu religion, proceeds:—"We do indeed find many things in those two books concerning the religion (of the heathen); but yet by no means all that it would be well to know. And the sole cause of this is that neither of those gentlemen understood the Sanskrit language (which Rogerius calls *Samvortams,* and which others call *Girandum* or *Kerendum,* in which language the Vedam, or Holy Lawbook of these heathens, is written. And thus they had no power to read or translate the Vedam, and thereby to lay open before the eyes of the world this religion in its real essence and on its true foundation. . . . Above all, it would be a matter of general utility to the coast that some more chaplains should be maintained there for the sole purpose of studying the Sanskrit tongue,† the head-and-mother-tongue of most Eastern languages, and once for all to make an exact translation of the Vedam, or Lawbook of the Heathen (which is followed not only by the heathen on this coast, but also, in whole or in part, in Ceylon, Malabar, Bengal, Surat, and other neighbouring kingdoms), and thereby to give such preachers further facilities for the more powerful conviction of the heathen here and elsewhere, on their own ground, and for the disclosure of many mysteries and other matters with which we are now unacquainted. . . . This Lawbook of the Heathen, called the Vedam, had in the very old times 4 parts, though one of these is now lost. . . . These four parts were named *Bogo Vedam, Sadhu or Issour Vedam,* *Sama Vedam,* and *Taruwana or Adderwaena Vedam.*—Keurlijke Beschrijving van Chloromandel, pp. 72, 73 in Vol. V.


† "De Sanskrita taal."
Query.

Thirteen miles north of the city of Dacca is a village called Uttarkhān, with an old tomb said to be that of Shāh Kabīr. His descendants possess a sanad dated A.H. 1047 (1637), conferring a piece of land rent-free on "Khandesh 'urf Burhanpūr Kabīr Wālī Agha." In addition he was allowed a sum of money, which, with the rent of the lākhīrāj land, amounted to eight rupees a day.

Can any of your readers give further particulars regarding this Shāh Kabīr? The last king of Khandesh was Bahadur Shāh, or, as he is styled by Princep, Bahadur Khān Turf, who, after the conquest of his country by Akbar in A.D. 1600, was imprisoned in Gwalior. Was Shāh Kabīr his son?

JAMES WISE.

Dacca, 20th Feb. 1873.

REMARK ON THE NOTE CONCERNING ANCIENT DRAVIDIAN NUMERALS.*

The Dravidian tribes along the coasts of the Eastern Ghats and those who inhabit the interior of the country between the Godavari and the Mahānadi, are notably deficient in the art of counting.

Towards the north, where their speech has been influenced by Uriya immigrants, the higher numbers are adopted from that language; and about the Godavari, where the Telugu have come among them, the aborigines have made use of Telugu for this purpose. I give a few examples:—

Kōi—Orrole, Irruvur, Muvur, Nālur, Aivur, A'ruvur, Vedavur, Ennunudi (Tel.†), Tomnudi (Tel.), Padi (Tel.), &c.

Gadaba—Moi, Umbār, Iyen, Mūllo, Tirur, Śat (Urya), A' (Ur.), No (Ur.), &c.

Kereng Kāpu—Moi, Umbār, Ingi, O, Māllo, Tura, Gō, Tammar, Santīng, Gō' a, Gommi, Gombrū, Gong, Gōk, Gommi, Guttur, Gogu, Gottom, Gosanting, Salgam, &c.

Pengu Porja—Rūn, Rī, Th (Ur.), Chār (Ur.), Pānch (Ur.), &c., &c.

Durwa Gonds—Undi, Rand, Mund, Nālū, Hāng, Hārung, Śat (Ur.), A' (Ur.), No (Ur.), &c., &c.

Selliya Porja—Undri, Randi, Mundi, Nalg, Aidu, Seti (Tel.), A' (Tel.), &c., &c.

Tagara Porja—Vakat, Iru, Mundi, Nālū, Chendu, Sotan, Śat (Ur.), A' (Ur.), &c.

These tribes are classed as Dravidian and Koliar, the Kereng Kāpu and the Gadaba being of the latter strain, and the rest of the former. Of the Dravidians, one can count in their own language beyond 'seven.' The Penga Porja, indeed, has had to borrow a word for 'three.' No attempt has yet been made to study the derivation of these words; but if the Kōi has a word signifying 'to be nice' or 'to be beautiful'—which I am inclined to doubt—akin to his expression for 'four,' I shall, on its discovery, derive it from Nālū, and not Nālū from it.

The numeration of the Kereng Kāpu seems to be better developed than that of the Gadaba. The two belong, evidently, to the same family; and it is curious that the Gadaba, when casting about for an expression for 'seven,' should have taken an Uriya word, and not one of the dialect—akin to his own. It will be seen that the Kereng Kāpu has a decimal notation. I am inclined to think that this idea must have been borrowed from the Aryan type, as I have a list of Gadaba numerals which betray a leaning towards a quaternary notation. In the table alluded to, 'eight' is called Vumbār-punj, i.e. 2, 4, and 9 Vumbār-punj-moi, i.e. 2, 4, 1.

H. G. T.

Vidyanāth, 10th Feb. 1873.

THE SAURASHTRA SOCIETY.

A Society has been formed in Kathiawar for the purpose of investigating the geography, natural history, ethnology, antiquities, and folklore of the peninsula. The officers and chiefs of the province, and many of the Pandits and men of learning and influence among the natives, are joining, and hopes are entertained that the Society will facilitate the efforts of antiquaries in Bombay and elsewhere, at least as far as pointing out to them the places that ought to be examined.

PARJANYA, THE RAIN GOD.

[As represented in the hymns of the Rig-Veda, v. 83, and vi. 100, 101.]

I.

Parjanyā land with praises meet;
The fertilizing god exults.
And blest, of living things the soul,
Whose advent men, exulting, greet.

II.

In steeds a charioteer has spurred,
His watery scours before him fly.
Far off, within the darkening sky,
The thundering lion's roar is heard.

III.

Fierce blow the blasts, the lightnings flash,
Men, cattle, flee in wild affright.
Avenging bolts the wicked smile;
The guiltless quake to hear the crash.

IV.

Malignant demons stricken lie;
The forest's leafy monarchs fall
Convulsed, uprooted, prostrate fall,
Whence'er Parjanya passes by.

V.

Urge on thy car, Parjanya, haste,
And, as thou sweepst o'er the sky,
Thine ample waterskin; untie
To slake with showers the thirsty waste.

† Tel. = Telugu. Ur. = Uriya.
‡ This image is, of course, found in the original. It is well known that in Eastern countries skins are used for preserving wine and carrying water.
VI.

Now forth let swollen streamlets burst,
And o'er the withered meadows flow:
Let plants their quickening influence know,
And pining cattle quench their thirst.

VII.

Thy wondrous might, O god, declare;
With verdure bright the earth adorn,
Clothe far and wide the fields with corn,
And food for all the world prepare.

VIII.

But O, we pray, Parjanya kind,
Since now our harvests, drenched with rain,
Invoke the Solar powers in vain,
Thy waterskins no more unbind.

Edinburgh, Sept. 13, 1872. J. MUIR.

EARLY PRINTING IN INDIA.

The art of printing was introduced into India by the Goa Jesuits about the middle of the sixteenth century, but they printed only in the Roman character at first. Father Estevão (i.e., Stephens, an Englishman), about 1600, speaks of the Roman character as exclusively used for writing Konkani, and the system of transcription which he used in his Konkani Grammar (Arte de lingoa Canarim) and Puram is really worthy of admiration. It is based on the Portuguese pronunciation of the alphabet, but is accurate and complete, and has been used by the numerous Konkani Roman Catholics of the west coast of India up to the present time. In the seventeenth century the Jesuits appear to have had two presses at Goa; in their College of St. Paul at Goa, and in their house at Rachol. Few specimens of their work have been preserved, but there is ample evidence that they printed a considerable number of books, and some of large size. About the end of the seventeenth century, it became the practice at Goa to advance natives to high office in the Church, and from that time ruin and degradation began, and the labours of the early Jesuits disappeared. Literature was entirely neglected, and the productions of the early presses were probably used as waste-paper by the monks, or left to certain destruction by remaining unused and uncared for on their bookshelves. There is, however, in the Cochin territory a place quite as famous as Goa in the history of printing in India. Often mentioned by travellers in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Ambalacaita (i.e., Ambalakkaid, or "church-wood") is not to be found on the maps, and recent inquirers have supposed that the site is forgotten, and that inquiry was useless. The late Major Carr appears to have arrived at this conclusion after visiting Goa in order to get information about it. The place, however, still remains, but as a small village with a scanty population of schismatic Nestorians; it is inland from Cranganore, and a few miles to the north of Angamali. The Jesuits appear to have built here a seminary and church dedicated to St. Thomas soon after 1550, and in consequence of the results of the Synod of Udapompa, presided over by Alexius Menezes, Archbishop of Goa, in 1599, it became a place of great importance to the mission. Sanskrit, Tamil, Malayalam, and Syriac were studied by the Portuguese Jesuits residing there with great success, and several important works were printed, of which, however, we have only the names left us as recorded by F. de Souza and others, and still later by Fr. Paulinus. The last tells us that: "Anno 1679 in oppido Ambalacaita in lignum incisit alli caracterum Tamulici per Ignatium Ayashami indigenam Malabarensem, ilaque in lucem prodit opus inscriptum: Vocabulario Tamulico cum significacione Portuguesa composto P. Antonii de Proenca da Comp. de Jesus, Miss. de Maduré." The first Malabar-Tamil (Malayalam) types had been cut by a lay brother of the Jesuits, Joannes Gosalves, at Cochin, in 1577, Ambalacaita was destroyed by order of Tipu, when his army invaded Cochin and Travancore, a true barbarian and savage, he spared neither Christians nor Hindus, and to him attaches the infamy of destroying most of the ancient Sanskrit MSS. which time had spared in S. India. Brâhmans have yet stories current, how in those times their ancestors had to flee to the forests with a few of their most precious books and possessions, leaving the remainder to the flames. A. B.—in Trübner's Record, Oct. 31.

DEFINITION OF FO OR BUDDHA.

"What is Fo?" asked an Indian king of a disciple of a saint of Hindustan named Tamo. This disciple, whose name was Polotí, replied:—"Fo is nothing else than the perfect knowledge of nature—intelligent nature."—"Where is this nature to be found?" rejoined the king. "In the knowledge of Fo," answered the disciple; "that is, in the understanding which comprehends intelligent nature." The king reiterated the question—"Where does it reside then?" The disciple replied—"In use and knowledge."—"What is this use?" said the king, "for I do not comprehend it." Polotí replied—"In that you speak, you use this nature; but," added he, "you do not perceive it on account of your blindness."—"What," said the king, "does this nature reside in me?" The disciple replied—"If you knew how to make use of it, you would find it throughout you; since you do not use it, you cannot discern it."—"But in how many places

* This verse, which has been mainly suggested by the (in Scottish) disastrous rains of the present season, is justified by a brief reference in a verse of one of the hymns (v. 88, 19).

† The German Jesuit Hanxleden, who died at Pal'é (in S. Malabar) in 1782, possessed a comprehensive knowledge of Sanskrit literature.
MARCH, 1873.]

MISCELLANEA.

99
does it reveal itself to those who use it?" inquired the king. "In eight," replied the disciple, adding as follows:—"Seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, touching, speaking, and walking are our corporeal faculties; but there is yet another faculty in us and throughout us, which includes in itself the three worlds, and comprehends all things in the small space of our bodies. This faculty is called nature by wise men, and soul by fools." The king then became converted; and having sent for Tanno, by the advice of Poloti, embraced the religion of Fo, whose mysteries were fully explained to him by the saint.—Asiatique Journal, vol. xxi, 1826.

EXTRACTS FROM SHERRING'S 'CASTES.'

KAYASTHS.

The Writer caste comes somewhere at the head of the Sudras, or between them and the Vaisyas. Nothing is known decisively respecting its origin; and although distinction on the subject seems to have been unbounded, no satisfactory result has been arrived at. The Kayasths themselves affirm that their common ancestor, on the father's side, was a Brahman; and therefore lay claim to a high position among Indian castes. But the Brahmins repudiate the connection, and deny their right to the claim, giving them the rank of Sudras merely. Wilson, in his Glossary, states that they sprung from a Kachariya father and a Vaisy's mother, but gives no authority for the assertion. According to the Padam Purana, they derive their origin, like the superior castes, from Brâhma, the first deity of the Hindu Triad. The Brahmins assent to this; but add that it was from the feet of Brâhma, the least honourable part, from which they imagine all the Sudra castes have proceeded. The Kayasths as a body trace their descent from one Chitrakaprud, though none can show who he was, or in what epoch he existed. They regard him as a species of divinity, who after this life will summon them before him, and dispense justice upon them according to their actions, sending the good to heaven and the wicked to hell. The Jatimala says that the Kayasths are true Sudras. Manu, however (X. 6), states that they are the offspring of a Brahmân father and a Sudra mother. With so many different authorities it is impossible to affirm which is correct.

In point of education, intelligence, and enterprise, this caste occupies deservedly a high position. A large number of Government officials in Indian courts of law, and of seâgla, or barristers, belong to it; and in fact it supplies writers and accountants to all classes of the community, official and non-official. Thus it comes to pass that the influence and importance of the Kayasths are felt in every direction, and are hardly equalled in proportion to their numbers by any other caste, not excepting even the Brahmanical. As revenue officers, expounders of law, keepers of registers of property, and so forth, they are extensively employed; indeed they regard such duties as theirs by special birthright, while other persons who may discharge them are, in their estimation, interlopers. These views are rudely dealt with by the liberal Government of India, which shows no respect to persons or castes, and selects for its servants the best qualified individuals. Nevertheless the Kayasths adhere to the notion in spite of the difficulty of defending it.

The proportion of men able to read and write in this caste is, I believe, greater than in any other, excepting the Brâhmans. They are eager in the pursuit of knowledge, and send their sons in large numbers both to the Government and missionary colleges and schools in all parts of the country. I understand that a considerable number of the women of this tribe can read; and that it is esteemed a shame for any man of the caste not to be able to do so. In regard to their position in Bengal, Mr. Campbell, in his "Ethnology of India," makes the following observation:—"In Bengal," he says, "the Kaits seem to rank next, or nearly next, to the Brâhmans, and form an aristocratic class. They have extensive proprietary rights in the land, and also, I believe, cultivate a good deal. Of the ministerial places in the public offices they have the larger share. In the educational institutions and higher professions of Calcutta, they are, I believe, quite equal to the Brâhmans, all qualities taken together; though some detailed information of different classes, as shown by the educational tests, would be very interesting. Among the native pleaders of the High Court, most of the ablest men are either Brâhmans or Kaits; perhaps the ablest of all, at this moment (1866), is a Kait." Speaking of the Kayasths in Hindustan Proper, in contradiction to Bengal and other parts of India, his remarks are of value. "Somehow there has sprung up this special Writer class, which among Hindus has not only rivalled the Brâhmans, but in Hindustan may be said to have almost wholly ousted them from secular literate work, and under our Government is rapidly outsting the Mahomedans also. Very sharp and clever these Kaits certainly are."

* Continued from page 82.
The Kayasthas are notorious for their drinking and gambling propensities. On special occasions many of them devote day and night to these vices, by reason of which the caste loses much of that respectability which its talent and education would otherwise secure. These terrible evils well illustrate, however, the bondage of caste. Whatever any caste sanctions, whether it be right or wrong, its members are in honour bound to carry out. This accounts for the prevalence of these two pernicious habits among the Kayasths. The caste upholds and sanctions them, so that I believe he would be regarded as a renegade who should not, on great occasions, indulge in them. Yet a few persons are to be found here and there in the caste, who altogether spurn such habits; and to keep themselves quite pure, as they imagine, from pollution, neither drink spirits, nor gamble, nor eat flesh. They are termed bhangats, or religious persons, and wear the sacred thread, and the kanthi or small necklace of beads. Should they, at any time, fall into temptation, these sacred objects are taken from them.

There is one other evil to which this tribe is addicted, which indeed is not peculiar to the Kayasth caste, but is cherished, more or less, by all castes of every degree. This is the inordinate expense incurred at marriage festivals. Some members of the Kayasth caste, the Sfti Bastabs in particular, indulge in such expenses to a most extravagant and ruinous extent. Men with an income of ten rupees a month, will spend three hundred, and even five hundred, at the marriage of their daughters, which they borrow at the enormous interest of twenty-four per cent. per annum, or more, and under the burden of which they lie for many years, and at their death hand down, perhaps, to their children. Great and most laudable efforts have been made of late in Banaras, Allahabad, and other cities in the North-Western Provinces, to bring not only the Kayasthas, but all the principal castes, to agree to a great diminution of marriage expenses. This, it is hoped, will facilitate marriage; and lessen, if not wipe out, the crime of infanticide so prevalent among certain castes; and give to Hindu girls, not only a better chance to live, but also a more honourable, because less expensive, position in native society.

The Kayasthas are called Devi-putra, or sons of Devi, a term used to express a female divinity in general. In other words, they pay more homage to female deities than to male; though why, I am unable to say. They hold Brāhmans in great respect, more so, perhaps, than other castes; although every caste, from the highest to the lowest, reverences the Brāhmans even to worshipping them.

This tribe is divided into twelve sub-castes, which are really independent of one another, as, with the exception of the Mathurs, the first on the list, they do not intermarry, nor eat cooked food together. They may smoke together, however, from the same cocoa-nut hukah—a condition of considerable liberty. They may all likewise drink spirits with one another indiscriminately. For some unexplained reason, it is the privilege of all the sub-castes below the first to intermarry with it, although they are not permitted to intermarry with one another. The sub-castes are descended, tradition affirms, from one father, Chitrugupt, and two mothers—one the daughter of Suraj Rishi, the other the daughter of Surma Rishi. From the first marriage four sub-castes have, it is said, proceeded, and the remainder from the second. There is also half a caste called Usai, commonly appended to these twelve, sprung, it is asserted, from a concubine of Chitrugupt. But the Kayasths proper do not associate with its members. Yet they are always spoken of as Kayasthas. So that, in public Hindu estimation, there are twelve and a half castes of Kayasths. It should be stated, however, that the impure Usai sub-caste of Kayasthas is devoted to trade, and does not pursue the special occupation of the Writer caste.

THE KAYASTHS OF BENGAL.

From the manuscript on Hindu Castes by Babu Kishori Lal, a native of the North-Western Provinces, I learn that there are four separate clans of Kayasthas in Bengal, the names of which are as follows:—


For the correctness of this list I am unable to vouch. It certainly does not agree with one which I have received from a respectable Bengali Kayasth of Banaras. He states that the Bengali Kayasths are divided into eleven classes, three of which are Kulins, and are of higher rank than the rest.

4. De.  10. Das.  
6. Kor.
ON THE DIALECT OF THE PALIS.

By G. H. DAMANT, B.C.S., DINJAPUR.

As might be expected from the peculiar customs and isolated position of the Palis, they use many words and forms of expression which would not be understood by an ordinary Bengali. Their pronunciation in itself is very indistinct and difficult to follow; the letter r they seem quite unable to pronounce, and ignore it altogether when it is an initial; again in many words they insert an initial a—thus ami, the personal pronoun I, is invariably pronounced āmi, with a strong accent on the first syllable; and the common expressions ei sthāne, se sthāne are corrupted into hiti, huti. The use of the common forms of the personal pronouns is very rare, except in speaking to superiors. Among themselves they always say mui and tui. Some of the forms they use as terminations of tenses and verbs are curious. In place of ami jābo, 'I shall go,' a Pali will say mui jām, or, if he is speaking to a superior, āmi jāmo. For chhilm, 'I was,' they say chhilm. The plural form, gula is used instead of the common Bengali forms dig or gan. I have appended a list of Pali words, which appear to have been hitherto unnoticed, in the hope that some one may be willing and able to give satisfactory explanations of them. In some instances I have ventured to hazard derivations, but they are mere conjectures. These words have been selected from a list of several hundreds, from which I have eliminated all that I could derive with certainty from either Sanskrit, Bengali, or Hindi.

कायस्थ कायस्थ, the person who arranges a marriage; answers to the ordinary Bengali word ghatac.

लाबरांग, a piece of cloth made of two pieces sewn together.

हारंग, a kind of purdah formed of split bamboo, used in place of a door.

पाईला पाईला, pāilā, names for a kind of earthen pot.

नोका नोका, pāin, the young shoots of a plantain tree.

नुकि, the young unreared leaf of a plantain tree. Nokā and nūkī may possibly be both derived from lukāna, 'to be hid,' n and l being constantly interchanged.
ABHINANDA THE GAUDA.

BY G. BÜHLE, PH. D.

Amongst the poets, whose works are quoted by Sārgadhara in his large collection of 'elegant extracts,' is a Gaunda called Abhinanda or Abhinandana. Two works of this author, the Rāma-charitramahābāyana and the Kādambari-kathā德拉, are marked in my Catalogue of MSS. from Gujarāt, fascicle II. p. 102, no. 187, and p. 128, no. 6. When I lately examined these
which appears to be at least four hundred years old, contains portions of thirty-six Sargas, viz.
Sargas I.—VI. 82; Sargas XV. 20—XIX. 1; the latter portion of Sarga XXII; Sargas XXIII—
XXIX.; a large portion of Sarga XXX., and Sargas XXXI.—XXXVII. 19. The leaves are
in great confusion, and Sargas XVI. 40—XVIII. have been placed last. The first verses of the
poem run thus:
Atha mālyavatāh prasthe kāmunakṣaya viyogināh
durnivāsārasamīve gamana jaladīgamāh. 11
Sāśāna viśīkhar meghanām utsaṃge taṃya bhā-
bhṛitāh. 12
Virarāmā nas rāmasya dharāsainatānāh rūṣnaḥ 12

The work, as appears from this specimen, is written in Anushākhū ṣlokas. It treats, as its
title indicates, of the history of Rāma, but only of that portion of the hero's adventures which
follow the rape of Sītā, i.e., of his war against and conquest of Lankā. At the beginning and at
the end of several cantos, A b h i n a n d a praises his patron, the Yuvarāja or prince-royal Hā-
varasā, 1 who calls the son of V i k r ama-
śāla (Vikramaśīlanandaṇā, III. 79),
and the moon of the lotus-forest-like family of Śrīd h a-
rampālā. 1 He tells us also that
this prince made after Hāla, the author of the Saptasati or Gāthākosa, a collection of
stanzas from various poets. The exact words of this are—
Namaḥ śrīhārabhṛataḥ yena hālaśānamantaram
Śvakoshaḥ kaviśānāṃ avirbhāvyāv sam-
bhṛitāḥ. 1

‘Praise to the illustrious Hārabhṛata, who,
after Hāla, collected his own Kośa in order to
make known the treasures of poets.’

In several passages he also praises himself
and his work. Thus we read at the end of
Sarga XVIII. the following verse, which probably
was intended to conclude the whole poem:
Āchandrásūryaṃ nidadhe jagatān vyāsāya yad-
vajananmāyaṇā. 1

Eshōbhīnandaya mahāprabandhaṃ kṣoṇībhujā
bhāmaparakramena. 1
‘This great romance of A b h i n a n d a has
been established in the world, to last as long as
sun and moon endure, by the prince of awe-
inspiring bravery, just as V yāsā's (Mahā-
bhṛata) was established by J a n a m a-
jeṇā. ’

Abhinanda's boasting about his work is not
quite groundless. His style is easy and flowing,
and simpler and more intelligible than that of
most of the later Sanskrit poets. Should a
complete MS. of the Rāmācharītra turn up, 1 it
would be well worth printing.

Abhinanda's second poem, the Kādambari-
kathādāra, has less literary value, but greater
historical importance. The MS. which is
mentioned in my Catalogue, and the perusal of which
I owe to the courtesy of Mr. Nīlkanth Ranchod,
is very old and in excellent preservation. It
contains an epitome of the Kādambari of Bāṇa
and of its continuation by Bāna's
unnamed son. With the exception of the last
stanzas, the metre is throughout Anushākhū,
and the style is as simple and easy as that of
the Rāmācharītra. Its most important part is
the introduction, vs. 1—12, in which the poet
gives some account of his family. It runs as
follows:

Sarasaśayai namaha

Śriyāṁ dādhatu vah śaurodevaye talyāśramah

Kṛmāmatascha yev 1

Sarasaḥ sadalāukārā prasadāmadhūrā girah 1

Kāntastātajyantasya jañantī jagatāṁ gurū 1

Gupādyotanidāṇāṁ satāṁ na param uṣjāva

Yāvanalinām apanvāyaśaḥ karmadāsateḥ prasā-
dhanam 1

Gupopī krāśaḥ prathate prathamapraparāddhaye 1

Prāpya sādhuḥkalvar chandraḥ paksbhāvyā sita-

śrīnaṁ bhirāmaśrāvadānta bhārdvājākule sri-

Dāvābhisāramāsādyā kriśnāmappativranah 1

Tasyāḥ mitrāḥbhīdānabuddhāṃ mājatheṣaṃ nidi-

Janamā doṣoparamaprabuddhārccītādyā 1

Sa śaktisvāmināṃ putram avāya śrutisālīnanah

Rājāḥ karkočavāśya muktadāpiyāṣa mantri

Kalyāṇasvāmināsya yaśa vālaṃ yāvāhavat

Tayāḥ śuddihagardh hindhibhaktāvahāvānā-

Aśodhahulpayātūsamāt prarāmacaranaṇam 1

† Since writing the above I have heard that one of my
agents has procured a copy of the poem.
Ajáyata sutáḥ kántásćandro dughodadhériva 191.
Putrañ krisajánandaśa sa jayatam ajijanaśa
tyaktá kavitavaktytvapaláḥ yaśya sarasvatī
101.
Vrittitakā iti vyaktañ darśitañ náma bhíbhrañthaḥ
Súnu śumudabhú tasmádabhinanda iti śrutañ
111.
Kávyavístarasáñālákñakhetradháraya prati
Tena kādambarisindhóḥ kathámátrañ śumudabhí
121.
“Praise to Sarasvatī!”
1. May the steps of Sauri, accomplished with
equal labour, both those which first he made
when stepping over the (path of the cow), and
those which he made when striding through the
three worlds, give you prosperity.
2. Glory to the lovely, pleasingly sweet song
of my father Jayanta, the teacher of the
worlds.—(to that song) which is full of senti-
ment and possessed of true ‘ornaments.’
3. There is nothing more resplendent than
good men, who shine through their virtues
(guṇa) just as lamps shine through their wicks
(guṇa), since their faults even serve to adorn
the aspect of their works (just as lamp-soot serves
to adorn the eye).
4. Small qualities even increase, and great
ones even decrease, according as they reside
in good or bad men, just as the moon increases
or decreases according as she reaches the
white or the black half of the month.
5. There was a Gauda of the family of
Bháradvája, called Śakti, who went to
Dárvaśisára and married there.
6. He was born a son, named Mitra,
whose appearance was worshipped by those who
had obtained the true knowledge after destroy-
ing their sinful desires (just as the rising sun
[Mitra] is worshipped by men after they
have been awakened at the end of the night).
7. He obtained a son, learned in the revealed
texts, Śaktisvámin by name, who was the
minister of Muktápiḍa, a king of the
Karkota line.
8. His son was Kalyánasvámin, who,
like Jñávalkya, destroyed the stains of
(this) existence by the acquisition of pure Yoga.
9. From that deep-hearted man was born a
son, called Kánta, an ornament of the creator,
just as the moon was produced from the milk-
ocean.
10. He begat a son, who gladdened men’s
hearts, named Jayanta, to whom Sarasvatī,
the giver of poetry and eloquence, be-
longed manifestly as his own.
11. To him, who openly bore as a second
name the title ‘the scholiast,’ was born a son,
known as Abhinanda.
12. He has extracted from the ocean of the
Kádambari the story only, for the sake of those
who are too lazy to undergo the trouble of read-
ing that extensive poem.”

In considering the several items of informa-
tion contained in the extracts given above, it
will be most convenient to begin with those
furnished by the Kádambarikahádára. From
this work it appears that Abhinanda—for
this, and not Abhinanda, is the form of the
poet’s name which occurs in my MSS.—
belonged to a family of Gauda or Bengal Brah-
mans, who claimed descent from the sage Bhá-
dévája. The sixth ancestor of the poet,
Śakti, emigrated to and settled in Dárva-
śisára. Abhisára, the country of the
King Abissares, is, according to Lassen,* a
province to the south of Kashmir, whilst Dárva
lies to the north-west of the same kingdom.
General Cunningham† places Abhisára also
to the north-west of Kashmir, and the fact that
Abhinanda as well as Kalhana (e.g. Redj. IV.
711) form a compound of the two names, in-
dicates that both regions lay close together and
probably formed a political unit. Without en-
tering further into the question of their exact
geographical position, it will suffice for our
purpose to state that Dárvaśisára lay
on the frontiers of Kashmir, and formed part of
that kingdom down to the reign of Utpalá-
píḍa, the last of the Karkota kings.

Śakti’s family must soon have risen to
influence in its new country, as his grandson is
stated to have been minister to king Muktá-
píḍa of the Karkota dynasty. The Néga or
Karkota family occupied the throne of Kashmir
from the beginning of the seventh to the end of
the ninth century. The first Karkota king was
Durlabhavardhana, who reigned thirty-
six years. His son and successor was Durla-
bhaka or Pratápáditya, who ruled for

* Ind. Alt. III. 1017.
† Anc. Geog., Maps V. and VI.
fifty years. Three sons of this king, Chandrapida, Tarapida, and Lalitaditya, successively occupied the throne. Chandrapida, the eldest of them, is stated to have reigned eight years and eight months. He was murdered by his brother Tarapida, who enjoyed the fruits of his crime during four years, one month, and six days. The latter was succeeded by Lalitaditya, one of the most powerful kings of Kashmir, whose reign extended over more than thirty-six years. It was under this latter prince that Sakisvarmin held office. For Muktapida is only another name of Lalitaditya.

Since the truth of this latter fact has not, as far as I know, been recognized, and Lassen, on the contrary, declares Muktapida and Lalitaditya to be two different persons, I may briefly state the grounds on which my statement is based. Firstly, Kalhana, who in the beginning of the fourth book of the Rajata-rangini gives the series of kings as exhibited above, viz. Durlabhavarhana, Durlabhaka—Pratapaditya, Tarapida, Lalitaditya, in his résumé of the history of Kashmir, VIII. 2525 seqq., uses the following words:

Bālādityasya jāmata tato durbhavardhanaḥ
Sūnrurullabhakaḥ tasya chandrapidabhavat tataḥ
Tarapidadanjamasya muktapidosya chānunāyaḥ

“Tārājñamālā Tārājñamālā
Bhāravasānaṁ kuvalayapido dīvamāturoṣo cha
Vajrādityaḥ sutātra rajjio muktapidasya tatsutau

"The son-in-law of Bālāditya, Dur-
labhavarhana, followed next. His son was Durabhaka; then followed Chandrapida, (then) his younger brother Tarapida, and (next) his (the latter's) junior, Muktapida. Kings were next Kuvalayapida and his half-brother Vajrāditya, the sons of King Muktapida. The sons of him (i.e. Vajrāditya) were," &c.

In this passage the name Lalitaditya does not occur at all, but in its stead Muktapida.


† This wife was Naraini-prabha, who, originally married to a Vatika called Kosa, had been seduced by her husband to King Pratāpaditya. Her position seems to have been rather that of a favourite concubine than that of a legitimate wife: see verse 40.

Secondly, a passage of the fourth Tanaga, in which the sons of Durabhaka-Pratāpaditya are enumerated, shows likewise, if rightly interpreted, that the two names designate the same person. We read Bāj. IV. 39—43:

Kramaṇa cha prajāpunyais Chandrapidābhidhān sutam
Prāsosha pārtha-vadhur dhīnakamiva mediniḥ 39

Tasyābhijanamālīpaḥ svachchhāhair achedhita
tadgundaḥ.

Śānāmaka sāhāyān kārabhuma ākaroṭhama maṇi

40

Dhūrmad gādhamalimāśāchchhuco pavaḥ sute

ghanasyodgamo

Lohayottisasya jatār acharāt kumāhakāmālām ayat

Kūhītāya aṣṭādājālād dyumāmatico vālāhāya-
sydhabavo

Jannamavadyanuśāro na mahātāna satyaṁ svabhāvaṁ kvaṁti ārya 41

Vajraṣādyāditya lalitādityasyanīkapakāḥ

Pratapadityajājāh khyātāścandrapidādayaṁ apy te

42

"And, in course of time, the wife of the king bore a son, the consequence of the subjects' merit, a son called Chandrapida, just as the earth (brings forth) a treasure.

40. The uncleanness of his descent was destroyed by his pure qualities, just as the blackness attaching to the diamond when it comes out of the mine (is destroyed) by the particles of the polishing-stone.

41. The rainy season produces clear water from deep-black smoke-like mist; very bright metals come as dull ore from the mountain. (?) Besides, the resplendent fire is produced from the exceedingly dull water. Forsooth, the nature of great (persons or things) does not depend on their origin.

42. From that (queen) were born, successively, a (second) son the king, called Tārāpida, and (a third) Muktapida, whose name (ought to have been) Avimuktapida, i.e., he whose diadem is never taken off.

43. These sons of Pratapaditya are

§ Muktapida might be interpreted to mean, 'he whose diadem is taken off.' Hence Kalhana, bearing in mind the greatness of this ruler, says 'his name ought to have been Avimuktapida. The proper translation of Muktapida is, however, 'he whose diadem contains pearls.'
also known by the appellations ‘Vajrāditya, Udayāditya, and Lalitāditya.’

Lassen* understands the last two verses, quoted and translated above, to indicate that Pratāpāditya had seven sons, whose names were Chandrāpīḍa, Tārāpīḍa, Avimuktāpīḍa, Muktāpīḍa, Vajrāditya, Udayāditya, and Lalitāditya. But that interpretation is inadmissible on philosophical grounds, and is refuted by the summary of the Kashmirian history in the eighth Taranga, as well as by an independent Chinese account of some of the Karkota kings. For a Chinese writer, first brought to light by Klaproth,† states that Chentolopīlī of Kashmir sent several embassies to the Chinese Court in order to ask for help against the Thibetans, and received the title ‘king’ from the emperor. The same authority asserts that Chentolopīlī’s successor Mutopi‡ likewise sent an embassy. Lassen has pointed out the identity of the names Chentolopīlī—Chandrāpīḍa, and Mutopi—Muktāpīḍa. He has also shown that the embassy said to have been sent by Mutopi did fall in the times of Lalitāditya. Though, after what has been said above, it is impossible to agree with him in assuming that Muktāpīḍa might have been the foreign-secretary of Lalitāditya, and for this reason might have been considered by the Chinese the sender of the embassy,|| his arguments that the embassy of Mutopi was sent in Lalitāditya’s times, go towards confirming my view, viz. that the two names belong to the same person.

If, then, Saktisvāmin lived under Lalitāditya, his tenure of office must have fallen in the second quarter of the 8th century A.D. According to Troyer’s, Lassen’s, and Cunningham’s calculations, the beginning of Lalitāditya’s reign is placed in the last decade of the seventh century, in 695 or 696, while H. H. Wilson fixed it in 713.§ None of these dates is, however, tenable, as the Chinese historian states that Chandrāpīḍa’s first embassy arrived at Pekin in 713, and that the same king received the grant of his title in 720. It must be considered a settled principle for Indian historians that dates given by Chinese writers are to be relied on in preference to any calculations based on the statements of Hindu chroniclers. Hence General Cunningham has lately† corrected his former adjustment of the chronology of the Karkota kings. He now admits that if a title was granted to Chandrāpīḍa in 720, that prince—even if due allowances is made for the time which the transmission of the intelligence of his death from Kashmir to Pekin would require—must have been alive in 719. Consequently Tārāpīḍa’s death and Lalitāditya’s accession cannot have taken place before 724.

But to return to Abhinanda’s family, his father Jayanta also seems to have been a person of some note. He was a poet and a commentator, probably, of the Sūtras of the Āśvalāyanaśākha of the Rīgveda. For a Jayanta is quoted in an Āśvalāyana-grha-kārikā, * and some years ago, in a list of MSS. from Nāsik, I came across a Jayanta-vṛtti on the Āśvalāyanasūtras. Unfortunately I did not secure the book. But it would be worth while to look out for, as Jayanta is certainly older than any other known commentator of Āśvalāyana.

As regards Abhinanda himself, he cannot be placed later than 880–890 A.D. The duration of a generation in India is little more than 26 years. If, therefore, Abhinanda’s fourth ancestor, Saktisvāmin, lived under Mukta śāma about 725, we shall have to add, say, 110 years to that date in order to obtain our poet’s age. Abhinanda seems to have lived not in Kashmir, but in Gauda, the country of his forefathers. This is indicated by his surname, ‘the Gauda,’ and by the fact that the name of the ancestor of his patron, Dharmapāla, is not to be found among the Kashmirian kings, but belongs to a powerful monarch of the Pāla dynasty of Gauda. Lassen places this Dharmapāla about 815. I am unable to trace the Yuvārāja Haravarsa the compiler of a Kośa of poetical extracts, as well as his father, Vikramāśīla.

Lastly, I may mention that Abhinanda was apparently a Vaishnavite, as he invokes Saunī in the Mangalācharana of the Kādambarīkathādāra.

---


§ See Princep’s Useful Tables, p. 245. † Anc. Geog. p. 91. * Aufrecht, Oxf. Cat. 466a.
THE SEVEN PAGODAS.
BY THE REV. MAURICE PHILLIPS, L.M.S.

The celebrated rock-cut temples at Mavaliveram, commonly known to Europeans as the "seven pagodas," have from time to time attracted many visitors, and called forth many notices in the journals of scientific societies as to their origin and antiquity.

Mavaliveram is the name of a now small village situated close to the sea between Covalong and Sadras, in the vicinity of which are great masses of hill-like rocks abounding in excavations of curious temples of various shapes and sizes, with figures in high relief representing Hindu mythology. The most celebrated of these are the Rathas, a cluster of fine monolithic temples of a pyramidal shape, differing in size, and covered with ornamental sculptures.

All the sculptures are representations of Brahmanical mythology, chiefly taken from the Mahabharata, such as the Arjuna and Varah incarnations of Vishnu; Krishna supporting the mountain of Govardhana in order to shelter his followers from the wrath of Indra; the penance of Arjuna; Dronachari and the five Pandavas; Dharmaraja's lion-throne, and the bath of Draupadi; Vishnu reposing on the thousand-headed Shesha; and Durga's conflict with Mahishasura. There are also figures of Brahma, Siva, and Ganesa.

If the inscriptions, both in Tamil and Sanskrit, found on some of the rocks, and which have been translated, contained dates or gave any account of the commencement of the sculptures, it would be easy to ascertain their age. But unfortunately those inscriptions only mention the names of the Rajas or Governors in whose reign grants of land were made to the temples; and as those names cannot be identified with any line of Rajas, or with any contemporary event to which a date can be attached, they afford no clue to the probable age of the sculptures. There are a few scattered facts, however, in the Mackenzie MSS. which, when collected and compared, enable us, with some degree of certainty, to ascertain their age.

It is stated that before the time of Kulattungachola and his illegitimate son Adondai, the whole district bounded on the north by the Pennar, on the south by the Palar, on the east by the sea, and on the west by the Ghats, was occupied by half-civilized Kurumbars, who had embraced the Jaina religion; brought to them from the north. It is further stated that both Kulattungachola and his son, after much fighting, conquered the Kurumbars, and, by way of fixing a stigma on the conquered country, changed its name from Kurumbabhumi to Tondamandalam, "the land of slaves;" and having cleared the forest founded the celebrated Kanchipuram (Kanjevaram) as the capital of his new kingdom. Kulattungachola was a great warrior who besides conquered the Telingana country. And fortunately there are two local records in Telugu among the MacKenzie MSS. which enable us to fix the date of his reign. One states that he conquered the country in Samu Sake 1993 (A.D. 1171), and the other records the gift of some charities in S. S. 1065 (A.D. 1143).

It is evident then that Kulattungachola lived in the twelfth century of the Christian era, and as he must have conquered the Kurumbabhumi, in which Mavaliveram is situated, either before or after the Telingana country, we cannot be far wrong in placing his conquest of the former in the second half of the twelfth century A.D. At that time the inhabitants of Mavaliveram were Jains, and as the sculptures show no traces of Jainism, it may be concluded that they were not then commenced.

Again, it is stated that Adondai (A.D. 1160-80) brought Brahmans from the north to be accountants in his new kingdom, the Tondamandalam, from which it would appear that there were no Brahmans there before. Now the present temples at Mavaliveram are Brahmanical. Allowing then a period of 100 years for the Brahmans to suppress Jainism and establish their own authority, as a monument of which we may suppose they caused the temples to be cut, the date of their commencement cannot be placed earlier than the 13th century A.D.

In the reign of Sundara Pandya, which appears to synchronize with Marco Polo's visit to India, the Jains were finally expelled from the Pandya country, i.e., about A.D. 1300. Now, considering the proximity of the Tondamandalam to the Pandya kingdom, and the influence which the one necessarily exerted on the other,
it is reasonable to conclude that the reaction against the Jainas in the Pándya kingdom would be either preceded or followed by a reaction against it in the Tondamandalam, and *vice versa*; and that the expulsion of the Jainas from the one would pretty nearly synchronize with their expulsion from the other.

I find also that Mr. Fergusson, judging from different data altogether, has arrived at the same conclusion; for he says (*History of Architecture*, Vol. II. p. 502) that the Rathas were “carved by the Hindus, probably about 1800 A.D.”

That Mavaliveram in ancient times was a large city, the capital of a kingdom, and the seat of the ruling sovereign, is, I think, very probable. The name in the Sthalapurāṇa is simply Mallapurī; but in the inscription near the Varāsvāmi temple, given by Sir Walter Elliot, it is enlarged into Māmallapuram by prefixing the Sanskrit adjective Mahā. Mallapurī means ‘the city of Malla,’ and Māmallapuram ‘the city of the great Malla.’ According to the Mackenzie MSS. Malla is the patronymic title of a northern tribe of mountain chiefs, who sprang from the aboriginal inhabitants, and who were non-Aryan. Probably their descendants are the low-caste Mallas of the present day, who dwell largely in the Kada, Belāri, and Kurnūl Districts. That in ancient times they were a conquering and a ruling race is very evident from the many villages which bear their name, as well as the many Rājas whose honourable distinction was “Malla Rayer.” Probably the Mallas were the founders of Māmallapuram, and called it after their own name. That they ruled there before the Kurumbars is evident from the fact that the town was called Māmallapuram about the time of its conquest by Kulatunga, as appears from an inscription dated 8. 1157 at the neighbouring village of Paorakkāran’s Chonlīry, where the name occurs, and also from the no less obvious fact that the adjective Mahā prefixed to it indicates the predominant influence of Brāhmaṇas. The Mallas were either subdued by the Kurumbars, and amalgamated with their conquerors, or they were one and the same people bearing different names in different periods. That both were aboriginal non-Aryan inhabitants there can be little doubt. Now contrast the present abject state of the Mallas, Kurumbars, Khonds, and other aboriginal tribes, with their former power and enterprise, we cannot fail to conclude that the time when they ruled and conquered must be very remote.

The appearance of such extraordinary and costly rock-cut temples in a sequestered spot like Māmallapuram is itself strong presumptive evidence of the former existence of a large city. It is prima facie incredible that any man, or body of men, would select an isolated uninhabited spot for the execution of some of the best works of art in India. The present village would scarcely accommodate the workmen and their families who were engaged on the works. The idea of Dr. Babington, that the place was first procured by the Brāhmaṇas as an Agrāra, and that they employed stone-masons at their own cost from time to time to ornament the rocks with the excavations and sculptures which we now find, is an idle conjecture. Who ever heard of Brāhmaṇas doing any great public works at their own cost? The most rational supposition is that when the King embraced Hinduism, the Brāhmaṇas prevailed upon him to adorn the old capital by excavating these temples.

The application by Brāhmaṇas of the legend of Mahābali to Malla the king of Māmallapuram, and their endeavour to identify the one with the other, is to my mind no mean proof of the former existence of a large city, the capital of a kingdom. Mahābali was a Rāja, living in the Tretāyuga, who, by penance and austerity, had obtained possession of the whole universe, including heaven, earth, and hell, so that he was a universal monarch. He became so elated by his greatness that he omitted to perform the customary religious ceremonies to the gods. Vishnu, in order to check the influence of so bad an example, became incarnate in the person of a wretched Brāhmaṇa dwarf, and in this form appearing before Mahābali asked as a boon as much of his wide possessions as he could compass in three steps. This the king readily granted, upon which the dwarf grew larger, and continued to expand till he filled the whole universe, thus depriving the insolent monarch of all his possessions except hell, which he was allowed to keep. Where this legend originated I do not know. It probably represents the victory of Hindus of the Vaishnava sect over some powerful non-Aryan king. But the ap-
Aplication of it to the king of Māmallapuram naturally leads us to conclude that there must have been some similarity between him and the Asura Mahābali. Now had Māmallapuram not been a noted city, and its sovereign a powerful rāja, the shrewd Brahmaṇs would not have ventured to pass off a fraud so palpable that it could not fail to be detected.

The shore temple, so close to the sea that the surf in the calmest weather dashes against the doorway, with the usual stone pillar in front of such temples lying in the sea, as well as fragments of images, large quantities of stone, and broken bricks lying about, some partially buried in the sea, plainly show that at one time buildings existed to the eastward which have been destroyed and overthrown by the sea. Had the sea held the same relative position to the shore temple at first as it does now, it is impossible to believe that the temple would have been formed so near to it. The situation of this temple, therefore, and the remains of ruins towards the sea, plainly indicate an encroachment of the sea, and the overthrow of a city. Such traces of a large city destroyed by the sea are confirmed by tradition. Besides the Brahmanical tradition mentioned by Mr. Chambers, it is stated in the catalogue of the Mackenzie MSS. that the whole coast from Mallspur or St. Thomé, down to Māmallapuram, was overflowed by the sea, and that many towns were destroyed. This tradition is confirmed by the appearance of a ruined city about two miles north of Māmallapuram, as mentioned by Sir W. Elliot.

There is nothing impossible in the supposition and tradition that the sea has encroached on the land. That there has been a great convulsion of nature is proved by the unfinished state of the temples, and the great rent in one of the largest rathas. Not one of the temples is finished. How is this to be accounted for better than on the supposition that a great earthquake lowered the coast and extended the bed of the sea? What else could have rent the massive ratha, probably very far below the surface of the ground, and lowered all the rest? To imagine that the rock was cracked when the workmen were engaged in cutting it is not admissible. Neither is it reasonable to think that such work would have been commenced upon a rock that was already rent in two, for the "marks of the mason's tools are perfectly visible in the excavated parts on both sides of the rent in such a manner as to show plainly that they have been divided by it." It is no objection to this theory to say that the rock-cut temples at Ellora are also unfinished, though there are no indications that their completion was prevented by an inundation of the sea. It is considered, I believe, that the date of these rock-cut temples synchronizes with those of Māmallapuram. Is it not reasonable therefore to suppose (knowing the superstitious feelings of the Hindus) that those who were engaged on the temples at Ellora, having heard of the submerision of Māmallapuram, took fright and left the work for ever?

Mr. Gubbins, has pointed out (Jour. As. Soc. Bev., vol. xxii.) that in classical days the extremity of the peninsula was the entrepôt of commerce between the East and the West. Gibbon says, "Every year about the time of the summer solstice, a fleet of an hundred and twenty vessels sailed from Myos-Hormos, a port of Egypt on the Red Sea. By the periodical assistance of the monsoons, they traversed the ocean in about forty days. The coast of Malabar, or the island of Ceylon, was the usual term of their navigation, and it was in those markets that the merchants from the more remote parts of Asia expected their arrival."

There is nothing in the Malabar coast to exclude the idea that these fleets carried on merchandise with Māmallapuram, for Malabar is a vague term, applied till lately to the Tamil-speaking inhabitants of the peninsula. The theory that it might have been the Malairphṭ of Ptolemy is not improbable.

ON THE RULES WHICH GOVERN KANARESE POETRY.

BY CAPTAIN J. S. E. MACKENZIE, MAISUR COMMISSION.

Kanarese poetry is divided into two great divisions, "Aksara Vṛtta" and "Mātra Vṛtta," which in their turn have many subdivisions.

* Gibbon, *Decline and Fall*, (Dr. W. Smith's ed.), vol. I, p. 192; and *Carr, The Seven Pagodas*, pp. 162, 163.

† Manarpha emporium, v.i.—En.
"Akhara (from the word for a letter) Vritta" is determined by the number of letters in each line (pada) of the verse, and may consist of any number of letters from 1 to 26.

Each different number of letters in the line is known by its own particular name or "chandassu." Thus we have in all 26 chandassus.

Each chandassu again may be subdivided into any number of vrittas, increasing in number as the letters do. The number of vrittas of which any given chandassu can consist is found by beginning with one and doubling successively for as many times as there happen to be letters in the line. Twice this result gives the number.

For example, if the first line consists of three letters, then we can have in that chandassu 8 vrittas, i.e. 1 doubled is 2; twice 2 are 4; twice the result 8. That line which is called Mahasragdhara has twenty-two letters. By the foregoing rule, this chandassu can be subdivided into 40,94,304 vrittas; only two however are in common use. This will give some idea of the enormous number of vrittas which could be formed. The total number is said to be some millions.

Before examining any chandassu, however, the "gaṇa" must be explained.

Every three letters form a gaṇa, so that in a line of 9 letters we have 3 gaṇas; in a line of 10 letters we have 3 gaṇas and one letter; in a line of 12 letters we have four gaṇas, and so on. The surplus letters are always at the end of the line, and if it happens to be long it is technically called "Śiva," if short "Viśnu."

Those letters are long which have the long vowels, such as अ, ए, ऑ, which are followed by ( ), also or ( ) souné, and letters though short themselves which precede a double letter; for instance भ्र—there the भ is short in itself, but from its preceding the double it becomes lengthened. It will thus be seen that the three letters which form the gaṇa may be all three long, all three short, or a combination of long and short.

Each of these combinations—8 in all—has its own particular name and is sacred to its own particular god.

1. (Ma) gaṇa, sacred to the earth, is three long—
2. (Ya) gaṇa—(water) is one short, two long, उ—
3. (Ra) gaṇa—(fire) is — उ
4. Lagaṇa—(wind) is — उ
5. Tagaṇa—(sky) is — उ
6. Jagaṇa—(sun) is — उ
7. Bagaṇa—(moon) is — उ
8. Nagaṇa (heaven) —

The order in which these gaṇas find a place in the line determines the vritta to which that piece of poetry belongs. In each vritta the gaṇas follow one another in their own proper order. Each verse consists of four lines. As is the first line, so must all the remaining three lines be. No difference can be allowed. Take an example from the Mahasragdhara Vritta—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
<th>6th</th>
<th>7th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here we have 22 consonants in all, divided into 7 gaṇas and one letter which being long is "Śiva." The figures above the lines refer to the position in the line of each gaṇa; those below the line to the kinds of gaṇa. In each line it will be seen that I. and V. consist of two short and one long letter. This is the Lagaṇa or (4). The II. and III. are two long and one short letter. This is the Tagaṇa or (5). The IV. is three short letters. This is the Nagaṇa (8). The VI. and VII. are a long, a short, and a long letter. This is the Ragaṇa (3). The last letter being long is Śiva.

In order to belong to any particular vritta
it is not sufficient that the line have the same number of gānas; it is absolutely necessary that the kinds of gānas should follow one another in the order special to that vṛtta. For instance, in the Mahāśaṅkara vṛtta the order must be, 4, 5, 5, 8, 4, 3, 3, Śiva.

In the “Manene Vṛtta” we have the same number of consonants and gānas, but since the kinds of gānas come in the following order:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>VI</th>
<th>VII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Śiva, the vṛtta goes by another name.

And so on through all the thousand and one vṛttas. Each has its own name and special rule.

One point requires special notice. It is common to both the great divisions “Aksara Vṛtta” and “Mātra Vṛtta,” and is the one essential in all Kanarese poetry. Without this, lines, however well written and correct in every other respect, would not be considered poetry by the Kanarese critic. If the four lines of the Kanarese verse given be examined, it will be seen that the second consonant in each is the same. It is in this verse r. This is technically known as “Ade Prasu.”

Whatever the second consonant of the first line is, the second consonant of the succeeding lines constituting a verse must be the same. This is a sine quā non in Kanarese poetry.

The difficulty of always finding a suitable word with the second consonant the same has given rise to a poetical licence by which certain consonants are allowed to stand for one another. This is called “Mitra Prasu,” and the following consonants are held to be interchangeable:

- ka kha ga gha with one another.
- cha chha ja jha with one another.
- ta tha da dha with one another.
- pa pha ba bha with one another.
- sa sha sa with one another.
- ra la la with one another.

Again, in some verses we find the last consonant is the same in every line of the verse. This is in Kanarese poetry called “Antya Prasu.” It is not essential, but those verses which have the Antya Prasu are, ceteris paribus, considered finer and more finished.

The Mātra Vṛtta is the second great division. In it the number of accents, not consonants, in each line are looked to, the different subdivisions being determined by the number of accents in the line.

The same rules which determine the length of the accent in the gāna of the Aksara Vṛtta apply to the consonants in the Mātra Vṛtta, viz., consonants with long vowels, as ṣ, ṝ, ḷ; those preceding a double letter, and those followed by sūnē or aha, are long. All others are short.

The Mātra Vṛtta is subdivided into three—“Kanda,” “Satapade,” and “Areya.”

The Kanda consists of verses of four lines. The first and third lines have 12 accents, the second and fourth 20 accents. As long as the total number of accents in a line is correct, it is immaterial what the number of consonants are.

For example, take a verse of the Kanda:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line 1</th>
<th>Line 2</th>
<th>Line 3</th>
<th>Line 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

In the first line we have eight short and two long (four short): total 12. In the third line we have six short and three long: total 12. In the second line we have eight short and six long: total 20. In the fourth line six short, seven long: total 20.

A long accent, called “guru,” is equal to two short accents, called “ḥaṅga.” The proper number of accents in the lines is always expressed by the number of short accents such line may contain. It will be observed that the second consonant in each line of the above verse is the same, and happens to be r. But the vowels attached to this letter are not the same in all four lines.

In the first line it is na, short; in the fourth nd, long; in the second and third na. The vowel only determines the length of the consonant, and has nothing to do with the great rule that the second consonant in each line must be the same.

The second subdivision of the Mātra Vṛtta is the Satapade or verse of six lines. The Satapade consists of six classes. The number of accents in each class varies.

1. The Śara Śatapade must contain the following number of accents in each line:

| 1st—8, 2nd—8, 3rd—14, 4th—8, 5th—8, 6th—14. |
The verse then is of the Bannene subdivision of the Satpade. The last subdivision of the Mātra Vyātra is the Areya. Like the Kanda the Areya is a verse of four lines. The 1st and 3rd lines of the Areya verse must have 12 accents each. The number of accents in the 2nd and 4th lines determines the minor subdivision of the Areya to which the verse belongs.

The subdivisions are—

(i.) Gēta, where the 1st and 3rd lines have 12 accents, 2nd and 4th have 18.
(ii.) Uppa Gēta: 1st and 3rd lines—12 accents, 2nd and 4th lines—15.
(iii.) Šun Gēta: 1st and 3rd lines have 12 accents. The 2nd and 4th do not agree in the number of accents.

When the line is long enough to require it there is a rest or caesura in the middle. This is called Šyeta. In the more perfect verse where a rest does occur, the initial consonant of the word following such rest is the same as the initial consonant of the line. This is not an essential, but, like the use of the Āntya Prasū, the verse in which it is found is considered more finished and perfect.

THE CALENDAR OF TIPÚ SULṬAN.

By P. N. Purṇaiya, B.A., Yelunduru.

It may be a matter of surprise to many that Tipū Sultān of Māisūr, generally known as an illiterate person, invented a Calendar, differing from the ordinary Muhammadan one, and which he always used in officially addressing the various functionaries that served under him. It is not known at what time precisely he introduced his calendar, but it is believed by Colonel William Kirkpatrick* that he did so, some time between January and June 1784 A.D.

Tipū allowed the week to have the usual number of seven days, but the month was changed, for though the number of them in the year was twelve, yet it differs from both the European and Hindū month in the number of days that each contains. The principle according to which the number of days in the month is determined is peculiar. A partial explanation is afforded in the following extract from the preface to Richardson's Dictionary English, Persian, and Arabic:

"The Muhammadan year is lunar. The months consist alternately of twenty-nine and thirty days. To the last an intercalary day is added eleven times in a period of thirty years, and these are 'abounding years. Thirty-two years of the Christian are nearly equal to thirty-three Muhammadan years.'"

The difference will be obvious from the following table, which shows the Hindū names corresponding to the months of Tipū's Calendar, and also the signs of the Zodiac.

### Table A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month (Digit)</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Days in Each</th>
<th>Corresponding Hindu Months</th>
<th>Signs of the Zodiac</th>
<th>Names of the Months according to the Subsequent Revision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ahmedy</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Chaitra</td>
<td>Mesha</td>
<td>Ahmedy, Behary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bahrani</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Vaisakha</td>
<td>Vrishabha</td>
<td>Behary, Taryan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Jafruli</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Jaisabhya</td>
<td>Mithuna</td>
<td>Sumry, Jafry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Darda</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Ashadhya</td>
<td>Katyaka</td>
<td>Taryan, Sumry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Hashmy</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Srawan</td>
<td>Siham</td>
<td>Jafry, Hydery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Wasa'</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Bhadrapaşa</td>
<td>Kanyā</td>
<td>Hydery, Khāsrowy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Zihdi</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Aswāyāja</td>
<td>Tālā</td>
<td>Khāsrowy, Hydery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hydery</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Kartika</td>
<td>Vrishika</td>
<td>Deeny, Dānay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Tūnay</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Mārgasirsha</td>
<td>Dhanusān</td>
<td>Dānay, Dākīry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yusufy</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Pāshya</td>
<td>Makara</td>
<td>Rāmān, Dānay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Izedy</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Māgha</td>
<td>Kumbha</td>
<td>Rāmān, Dānay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Byāsī</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Phālgūn</td>
<td>Mina</td>
<td>Rāmān, Rābān</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Colonel Kirkpatrick says:—“Though the foregoing names are not absolutely meaningless, yet they would not appear to have had any appropriate signification attached to them, with the exception of the first, called by one of the names of Muhammad, and of the eighth or Hydery, which might possibly have been so denominated in honour of the Sultan’s father, as Tūnay might likewise have been in allusion to its being the month in which the Sultan himself was born.”

With respect to the last column in the table, Colonel Kirkpatrick says that the first arrangement was after some time superseded by another; the Sultan having, as there is reason to believe, made a second reform of the calendar in A.D. 1787-88. The latter alteration would not appear to have extended further than to the substitution of new names for the months and years in the place of those first assigned to them.

I have said that the principle according to which the number of days is determined is peculiar. If the table be examined, it will be seen that while the last seven months consist of twenty-nine and thirty days alternately, according to the Muhammadan system, in the first five months that rule is not observed. It differs also from the Hindū year, because the months of that always consist of thirty days, or rather tithis (तिथि) as they call them.

The point of interest in the names of the months is that the initial letter of each denotes its place in the calendar, according to the well-known notation called عجد Ubjud, which assigns a certain numerical power to every letter in the alphabet. There being no single letter to express either eleven or twelve, the first two letters of Etaly and Bēsēsī respectively place the number of each month together, as follows:

- (Alif) ي + (Yē) = 1 + 10 = 11
- (Bē) ب + (Yē) = 2 + 10 = 12

The verse after the first word of which the notation is named, as well as the numerical power assigned severally to the letters composing it, is thus given in Richardson’s Dictionary under the word عجد Ubjud.

Richardson’s explanation of the word Ubjud is as follows:—“The name of an arithmetical verse the letters of which have different powers from one to a thousand. This was probably the ancient order of the alphabet.”

The verse itself is formed by just writing together the letters, in order of the Arabic alphabet, in groups of three or four or more, as in the first instance pleased the whim of the contriver. Each letter has a numerical signification attached to it, as is the case in the Roman system of notation. This Ubjud notation applies only to the series of names first given by Tipū Sultan to the months. The
new names given in the subsequent revision possessed the same property as the old, namely, that of severally indicating the number of the year and the order of the month by virtue of their numerical power. The notation, however, subsequently used was, as I learn from Colonel Kirkpatrick, different from the Ubjud. It has been called* بُنيت Ubūs, an unmeaning word formed by a combination of the first four letters of the Persian alphabet. By the Sultan himself, however, it was called ز (Zur). The notation is this—

The difference between the two schemes consists in this; in the Ubjud the numerical powers of the letters depend on their order in the arbitrary verse referred to; whereas in the Ubūs or Zur they depend on the order of the letters in the alphabet. The eleventh and twelfth months are indicated here again, as in the former scheme, by the first two letters of their respective names, زر being ز + ك = 10 + 1 = 11, and زب ز + ك = 10 + 2 = 12.

There were also intercalary or supplementary months, called by the Sultan ( 추진 ) زاد, زحیکا in Sanskrit. As I have not met with any clue to the principle on which this was arranged, I satisfy myself with the bare proof of its existence. A letter to Kūmraddīn Khān is dated 28th Extra-Ahmedy, corresponding with the 14th of April 1785 A.D., and another letter addressed to Bāranāddīn on the 23rd April of the same year is dated 8th Regular-Ahmedy. This instance serves as a proof of the existence of the intercalary month, and warrants the inference that this month always preceded the regular month—for what reason does not appear.

I come next to the year. The mode of calculating years is by cycles of 60, as it is with Hindūs and with all the peoples of Southern India except the Muhammadans. The number of days is 354. Colonel Kirkpatrick says—

"It is a known rule that to make the solar and lunar years accord, seven returns of the intercalary or supplementary month are required in the course of nineteen years. Now from the 36th to the 53rd of the cycle (both inclusive) is a period of nineteen years, in the course of which seven leap-years occur, viz. five which are clearly ascertained, and two which have been assumed. But, notwithstanding this apparent conformity, the two reckonings do not coincide when, according to this rule, they might be expected to do so. The reason of this discrepancy no doubt is that though the months established by Ṭipū were ordinarily called lunar, they were not strictly so; six of the twelve months of the year consisted of thirty and the other of twenty-nine days each. And therefore the common year of 354 was neither lunar nor solar."

I am sorry I am not able to give the entire list of the years composing the cycle. The following list however contains the names of the seventeen years over which Ṭipū's administration extended; and these are all that I am able to collect from the work referred to.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of the Cycle</th>
<th>Name in the first scheme</th>
<th>Name in the second scheme</th>
<th>Corresponding year of Hindu cycle</th>
<th>Corresponding with A.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Jebāl</td>
<td>Reḥāz</td>
<td>Šābbākriṭa</td>
<td>1752-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Zāyky</td>
<td>Sukh</td>
<td>Šābbākriṭa</td>
<td>1783-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Uzl</td>
<td>Sukhā</td>
<td>Krōḍīḥ</td>
<td>1784-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Ḫulūs</td>
<td>Durāz</td>
<td>Viśāvasa</td>
<td>1785-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Dullo</td>
<td>Būsd</td>
<td>Parābha</td>
<td>1796-87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Mā</td>
<td>Shā</td>
<td>Plavanga</td>
<td>1797-88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Kubk</td>
<td>Sarā</td>
<td>Kīlaka</td>
<td>1788-89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>Surāb</td>
<td>Saunyā</td>
<td>1793-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Jām</td>
<td>Sheṭa</td>
<td>Siddhārṣa</td>
<td>1790-91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Adām</td>
<td>Zūmirūd</td>
<td>Virōbhausā</td>
<td>1791-92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Wūly</td>
<td>Sehr</td>
<td>Parīhāvī</td>
<td>1792-93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Wāly</td>
<td>Sāhir</td>
<td>Pramādīcāha</td>
<td>1793-94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Kaukab</td>
<td>Rāśikh</td>
<td>Anandā</td>
<td>1794-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Kuwäkä</td>
<td>Slād</td>
<td>Rākhāṣa</td>
<td>1795-96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Yum</td>
<td>Hirāṣṭa</td>
<td>Nāla</td>
<td>1796-97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Duwām</td>
<td>Sāz</td>
<td>Pīngala</td>
<td>1797-98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Humd</td>
<td>Shāṭāb</td>
<td>Kālṣāṭkī</td>
<td>1798-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Hāmid</td>
<td>Bārish</td>
<td>Siddhārṣi</td>
<td>1799</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remarks regarding the meaning of the names of the months apply also to those of the years. They have, as before, the property of indicating the order by their initial letters. For, taking any name at random, say ز (Adām) the order of it would be according to the Ubjud

* The Persian letter ١ being excluded from this scheme as well as from the Ubjud, the Persian letters ٠ and ٣ are in like manner omitted in both.
notation, 45th. Thus $1 + 5 + 3 = 1 + 4 + 40 = 45$. The corresponding name of the second scheme (Dzurjud) will number the same, according to the Úbās or Zur notation thus—$\mathcal{z} + \mathcal{m} + \mathcal{b} + \mathcal{r} + \mathcal{g} + \mathcal{d} = 20 + 2 + 10 + 5 + 8 = 45$.

Now taking the two different notations we have merely to substitute letters of those notations to the number we want to indicate. For example, take numbers 57 and 28, which are not in the table given above, or in Col. Kirkpatrick's work. I suppose their names would be according to the first scheme (Úbās) and kāra (kara) respectively; and according to the second scheme or the Úbās notation (sukh) and zukh (zukh) respectively. For

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{z} + \mathcal{m} + \mathcal{b} + \mathcal{r} + \mathcal{g} + \mathcal{d} &= 50 + 7 = 57, \\
\mathcal{z} + \mathcal{m} + \mathcal{b} + 1 &= 20 + 7 + 1 = 28
\end{align*}
\]

These are not the only names that may be given them, for there may be as many others as there are component parts to 57 and 28—a pleasant algebraical problem! Therefore any names I give may not be those given to them by the Sultan.

There is a resemblance between this calendar and that in use in Southern India, commonly named "the Malabar" cycle. To the years composing this cycle the Sultan appears to have given new names, as he did to the months of the year. Among several of the Brahmanical sects of Southern India it is still in vogue to have an adhika māsa, or extra month, once in the course of thirty months.

The numerical order of the years was the same as in the era of the Ḥejira; and the Sultan was satisfied with the mere change of the appellation. He gave to it the name of "the era of Muhammad," and he sometimes called the same the "Mauludi era." The latter does not seem very applicable, for Mauludi means birth, and the difference between the Prophet's birth and his flight to Medina from Mecca is nearly thirteen years.

**SERVICE TENURES IN CEYLON.**

*(From the Reports of the Commissioner for 1870 and 1871.)*

The Service Tenure Ordinance, No. 4 of 1870, having for its object the abolition of predial servitude in the Kandyana Provinces, and the payment, in lieu of services, of an annual money-rent, was brought into operation on the 1st of February 1870, by Proclamation dated 21st January 1870.

The Ordinance requires the Commissioners to determine the following points:

(1) The tenure of every service pangawa, whether it be Pravāni or Māruwena. (2) The names, so far as can be ascertained, of the proprietors and holders of each pravāni pangawa. (3) The nature and the extent of services due for each pravāni pangawa. (4) The annual amount of money-payment for which such services may be fairly computed.

Here, as generally in oriental countries, the king was the lord paramount of the soil, which was possessed by hereditary holders, on the condition of doing service according to their caste. The liability to perform service was not a personal obligation, but attached to the land, and the maximum service due for a holding large enough to support an entire family was generally the labour of one male for six months in a year.

Besides the land thus held by the ordinary peasant proprietors, there were the estates of the crown, of the church, and of the chiefs. These are known as Gabadāgam, royal villages,—Vihāragam and Dewālagam, villages belonging to Buddhist monasteries and temples (dewāla)—and Nindagam, villages of large proprietors. These last either were the ancestral property of the chiefs (pravānīgam), or were originally royal villages bestowed from time to time on favourites of the court. In these estates, certain portions, known as Mutteṣṭu or Bandāra lands, were retained for the use of the palace, monastery, or manor-house, while the rest was given out in parcels to cultivators, followers, and dependents, on condition of cultivating the reserved lands, or performing various services from the most servile to mere homage, or paying certain dues, &c. These followers or dependents had at first no hereditary title to the parcels of land thus allotted to them. These allotments, however, generally, passed from father to son, and in course of time hereditary title was in fact acquired. . . .

There were thus two distinct sources whence the claim to service was derived. The right

* A pangawa is a farm, allotment, or holding; a pravānī pangawa is a hereditary holding; maruwena pangawa is defined by the ordinance to be an allotment "held by one or more tenants-at-will."
of the king as lord paramount of the soil, whence originated a strictly feudal system; and
the right of the crown, the church, and the
chiefs, as landlords, to services in lieu of rent—
in other words, to a service-rent instead of a
money-rent—a system closely resembling em-
physisis.* The public burdens fall on those
who held on the feudal tenure. They guarded
the barriers and passed into the hills; they served
as soldiers, cut timber for public purposes, and
executed public works. To ensure the due per-
formance of these services, a careful register was
kept of every separate holding, and the holdings
were placed under the several public departments,
the heads of which were responsible to the king
for the proper distribution of the labour available
for carrying on the public service of the country.

The non-feudal tenant, or emphysisis, if he may be
so called, cultivated the land whence the palace,
monastery, or manor-house was supplied with
corn; he provided domestic officers and servants
of every grade, from the seneschal of the palace to
the cook-boy of the kitchen at the manor-house,
and rendered personal service of every kind, for
which he was paid wages in land...

It is with these two classes of tenants—the ten-
ants of the temples, and the tenants of private
proprietors—that the present Ordinance has to
deal; and the claim of the temples and proprietors
to receive a fair equivalent in the shape of a
money-rent in lieu of the services is fully recog-
nized.

These services are of every imaginable kind—
some simply honorary, some of the most menial
and laborious description, the lightest being usu-
ally paid most highly, while the heaviest are
generally rewarded by enough land to afford only
a bare subsistence, and precisely the same services
are often paid in the same village at different
rates: for instance, for sixty days' service in the
kitchen one man will hold an acre of land, an-
other two acres, and a third only a few perchers.
In fact the services have become attached to the
land in the course of many generations, according
to the pleasure of many landlords, and to the varying
necessities of many tenants. Large farms
have been bestowed on younger branches of a
house, on the condition of a mere nominal recog-
nition of allegiance. A family of faithful servants
has been liberally provided for by a grant of part
of an estate, in full belief in the continued faithful
performance of the customary service. In times
of famine or scarcity, starving suppliants have
with difficulty obtained from a landlord a small
lot of land barely sufficient to maintain life; and,
in return for it, have agreed to perform heavy and
laborious services. Again, the tenant, having
originally no right in the soil, some landlords have
in times past arbitrarily divided the original al-
lotments into two or, sometimes, four portions,
requiring for each sub-division the whole service
originally required for the entire allotment, thus
raising the rents sometimes twofold, sometimes
fourfold. The result is that there is no system
whatever. The extent of the services has no
necessary relation to the extent and value of the
holding; in some cases the landowners have been
careless and negligent of their interests, and
receive less than a fair equivalent for the
dominium utile of their land; in others the services
rendered exceed a fair rent for the land. It fol-
 lows that to assess the money-value of the exist-
ing services would be to continue an arrangement
which is unsystematic and opposed to the true
interests of the people, being in some cases, as
regards the interests of the landowner, wasteful
and unprofitable, in others unduly heavy on the
tenants; and it is to be remembered that if a
money-rent were fixed, based absolutely on the
present money-value of the services (if that could
be ascertained), it would bring out with such
distinctness and prominence the inequalities, irreg-
ularities, and unprofitableness of the system which
has grown up in the course of many generations,
that in a short time it would be impossible to
resist the inevitable demand for a revision of the
money-rent assessed in this unequal and unsyste-
matic method...

On the estates of the chiefs and large land-
owners (Nindigal) the services, as already indicated,
are of the greatest possible variety. Chiefs and
Mudiyansé perform various honorary services.
Welilia tenants cultivate the home farm, accompany
their lord on journeys, take their turn on
duty at the manor-house. Duray tenants carry
baggage and the lord's palaquin, while the
Wahumpuray carry the palamquis of the ladies
of the family, and also provide for the service of
the kitchen; and though there is a complete ab-
sence of equality and system in the remuneration
given for domestic services, all such services are
provided for with the utmost care. A chief with
several villages will draw his cook or his bath-boy
for two or three months a year from one village
from another for four months, from a third for
one month, &,c., carefully arranging to have one on
duty throughout the year. There are the potter
to make tiles and supply earthenware; the smith
to clean the brass vessels, and repair and make
agricultural implements; the chum-burner to
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Supply lime; the dobi or washerman; the mat-weaver (Kinnarayā); and the outcast Rdīya who buries the carcasses of animals that die on the estate, and supplies ropes, &c., made of hide and fibres. Others supply pack-bullocks for the transport of the produce of the fields, and for bringing supplies of salt and cured fish from the towns on the coast.

The relations between the proprietor and tenants are generally of a friendly character, and when the connection has remained unbroken for many generations a strong feeling of attachment exists, and it is to this that may be attributed the readiness with which the proprietors have assented to the adoption of the view propounded by the District Judge of Kandy (Mr. Berwick), that the mere fact of the present holder being a son or heir of the tenant who preceded him, and died in possession, raises a presumption of pravēnī, i.e., hereditary title, which presumption is directly opposed to Kandyun tradition. Nevertheless the chiefs and priests have been generally willing to waive all dispute as to the hereditary title, on being assured of the continuance of the customary services, or the payment, in lieu, of a fair rent.

The tenants on estates belonging to the Buddhist monasteries keep the buildings in repair, cultivate the reserved fields, prepare the daily offerings of rice, attend the priests on journeys, &c. A remarkable case of religious toleration which has become known in the course of the Service Tenures inquiry is perhaps deserving of mention. The tenants in the village Rambukandana, belonging to the ancient monastery of Ridi Wihāra, are all Muhammadans. The service which they render to that establishment is confined to the payment of dues and the transport of produce, &c., and has no connection with the services of the Buddhist Wihāra, and their own lebbe or priest is supported by a farm set apart by the Buddhist landlords for that purpose. There are thus Muhammadan tenants performing without reluctance service to a Buddhist monastery, and that monastery freely supporting a priest for its Muhammadan tenants. The head of this monastery has from its foundation been a member of the Tibbottuwówā family. This is the most important of the numerous private livings in Ceylon. When one of these becomes vacant, before one of the family to which it belongs has been ordained,

here, as in England, a temporary incumbent is put in, who generally serves as tutor to the young heir.

On the Dewālé lands the service is most complicated and peculiar, the part which each tenant has to take in the annual processions being minutely defined, and it is to this that the popularity of the Dewālé service is owing. These processions afford the ordinary villagers the only opportunities for a general gathering, and for taking part in a pageant and a show, and above all it is on these occasions that the social distinctions, to which the Kandyans attach great importance, are publicly recognized.

There is one question connected with the Wihāra and Dewālé estates which must before long force itself on the consideration of Government. There is no means of ensuring the due application of the rents from these estates to their legitimate purposes. The labour which should be employed on the repair of the ecclesiastical buildings is frequently taken for the erection of private buildings of the priests and lay incumbents, and the dues are often not accounted for. The complaints of misappropriation of the temple property are frequent. Even the land is sometimes sold to ignorant purchasers, and when the services are commuted, this misappropriation, if not checked, will increase, to the serious demoralization of the priests and Bānāyakas. If the revenues are not devoted to their original purpose, they should be employed in education or otherwise, for the benefit of the people, and not be appropriated to the personal use of Buddhist priests and Bānāyakas.

In a village near Badulla, nearly the whole of the land is in the hands of one family, which holds the office of Bānāyaka of the Dewālé to which the village is said to belong. But the Dewālé is in ruins, the processions are not conducted, and the Government gives up its tithe only to enrich a private family.

It is necessary to again call attention to this question, as the evil is daily growing greater, and, with its growth, demoralizing the people, and diminishing the value of the public lands set apart for ecclesiastical purposes. In the course of the past year a very serious case came to the knowledge of the Commissioners. The Dambulu wihāra is, as is well known, a shrine held in great reverence

in Siam, for the purpose of restoring the Upasampadā ordination, objected to the observance of this Hindu ceremony in a Buddhist country. To remove their scruples, the king ordered the Dalada relie of Buddha to be carried thenceforth, in procession with the insignia of the four deities; nevertheless, the Perahera is not regarded as a Buddhist ceremony.

† Report for 1870.
by the Buddhists, and it is a place of great interest, worthy of being maintained as a historical monument, being the only rock-temple of any importance in Ceylon, and possessing a painted roof which is the best example of Buddhist art in the island. To this vihāra belong large and valuable forests, which should be preserved for supplying the necessary timber for the maintenance of the buildings belonging to the vihāra, and also for the benefit of the vihāra tenants—to whom the wild honey, jungle ropes, and pasture for cattle, to be found in these forests, are of considerable value. The incumbent of the vihāra, without regard to the interests of which he was the guardian, sold to a low-country carpenter all the valuable timber in one of the large forests and omitted to pay the money into the vihāra chest. Complaint was made to the Commissioners, but they had no power to act. They however called the attention of the ecclesiastical authorities to the matter, and the incumbent has been called upon to pay in to the credit of the vihāra upwards of £170, probably less than a third of the amount he has received. It is doubtful whether he will pay even this. Certainly he will go unpunished. The people know that their priest has committed the greatest crime a Buddhist can commit, for, in their language, “he has robbed Buddha.” They know also that he has committed a great offence against our laws, having appropriated to himself the property of which he was the trustee. The Buddhist authorities will not seek to remove him, because they cannot act without the aid of our Courts. The tenants will not act, because they are afraid to take steps against a man of influence with money at command. Others will not act, because the expenses would come out of their own pockets. This is only one example out of many; and nothing can be more injurious, nothing more demoralizing, than for the people to see frauds of this kind committed by trustees of temple property go unpunished. It is not easy to suggest a remedy for fear of the outcry, “The Government is supporting Buddhism, &c. &c.” It would be well if this question could be dealt with merely as a matter of good government, untrammelled by the odium theologicum. It is simply the question of preserving for the public those public lands at present set apart for religious purposes, which, unless closely looked after, will gradually become lost to the public altogether. In the course of the past year there have been two important judgments delivered by the Supreme Court, which it may be useful here to notice. The first is known as the Adam’s Peak Case. In 1853 the Crown relinquished the right to appoint to Buddhist offices, but the power of removal was retained. If these judgments were publicly known and understood, and if the powers which they declare to exist were systematically exercised, much might be done to check peculation and embezzlement; but it is doubtful whether any real good can be effected unless some such supervision is exercised over the temple property here as is found necessary in the case of Friendly Societies in England. There can be no security against fraud until the temple lands are placed in charge of a Government officer, at any rate to the extent of no lease or agreement being valid unless it be entered in his office, and until all trustees of temple property are required to send in annually, to a Government officer, accounts showing the revenues, whether in kind or in money, and details of the expenditure.

ARCHAEOLOGY OF MAISUR.

From the Report of the Administration of Mysore for 1871-72.

The Province abounds with inscriptions on stone or copper, recording royal benefactions and other public gifts; the historical data derivable from which are perhaps the most authentic extant, while at the same time they throw much light on the earlier forms of the language, and furnish other collateral information of considerable interest. But in the case of inscriptions of prior date to the year 1000 of the era of Śāliśāhāna, or 800 years ago, a difficulty presents itself in the strange and obsolete characters of the writing. These are found in many cases to resemble the letters of the Western Cave and old Gujarāt inscriptions, of which the Beggūr stone, in the Government Museum at Bengalur, may serve as a specimen. In others of Jain origin, as in the rock inscriptions of Śrāvāna Belogala, they are more like the Lāt and old Pāli forms. Towards the east the Grantha character, with some admixture, is frequently met with, as in the Kolār Amma temple.

A number of these sānas have been deciphered and translated from photographs. A catalogue is further being prepared of all inscriptions to be found in the country, with the view of selecting for translation such as appear to be of

* See Ind. Antiq., vol. I. p. 120 fig.

† From the Report for 1871.
most importance, or in greatest danger of defacement by the hand of time. A similar register is stated to have been made in the reign of Chikka Deva Raja (1672–1704); but the collection was unfortunately either lost or destroyed when the Province came under Muhammadan rule.

At Sravana Bellagola, famous for its colossal statue of the Jain god Gomatesvara, there are several inscriptions cut in the rock, on the top of the smaller of the two hills. The character is a very ancient form of Kanarese, fac-similes of which have been submitted to Pandita through the Editor of the Indian Antiquary. The following stones, with inscriptions of a similar character, have recently been discovered in the Nandidurg Division—two stones at Betmangala, which have been converted into village deities; two large slabs on the site of the ancient city of Aralkótu near Shrivarsa, probably intermediate between the Sravana Bellagola and Bagdrú inscriptions; and a large slab of a more recent date on the site of old Bidáláru, near Gobidanáru.

Some burrows of considerable dimensions have also been discovered in the Hassan District, but none have yet been opened.

---


Professor Blochmann has given a new proof of his accurate scholarship, not merely by editing Sallá's Prosody and Jámi's Qáfíyáh, but by correctly translating and enriching them with his own notes. "The Prosody of the Persians" is no doubt intended for a school book, to be explained by competent teachers. The Hints and Exercises (pp. 94–101) are most excellent, but it is to be feared insufficient for any, except very bright students, if read without a master. The solutions are merely references to the various metres according to which the examples given are to be scanned, but if each example of these metres had itself been fully explained, the scansion of the exercises from the Gulistán would have been easy to the dullest.

A metre, if it is to serve as a model, ought to be treated nearly in this way:—The feet of which it consists are to be written as usual, and also the line or lines to be scanned. Beneath this the feet are to be written with their constituent parts sbáb, vástár, fáríd, properly marked as moved or quiescent, and the line to be written under them expressly for the purpose of scansion; dislocating the words to suit the feet, omitting the letters elided, and writing those which must be pronounced and scanned. Something of this kind is done only in one instance (on p. 8). This manner will perhaps not be considered too pedantic if it be remembered how intricate scansion appears to beginners, and that writers on scansion are on some points themselves like doctors—who disagree, as Professor Blochmann has himself had occasion to observe and point out; although, after all, Persian poetry, like English, is scanned according to sound rather than orthography; hence the ear is in reality the best guide. Sir W. Jones expressly states (Works, Vol. VI. p. 437, ed. 1799) that the measure of the Lála va Máníin of Hafiz, which enabled him to correct a number of lines in it, was embodied in the words Táx hámni

bus imperáre débét.

It is not merely interesting, but proper and very necessary, that students should know accurately to what metre a piece of poetry belongs and it may be presumed that the minute way of marking out the feet with their constituent parts hinted at above would materially aid correct scansion, without which the whole science of prosody is nothing. It would not give much trouble to present some idea to Orientals of the manner of scansion by means of long and short marks, and to show them that numerous as their feet are, they have all their equivalents in Latin and Greek prosody. Perhaps it would be sufficient to give those only which correspond to the eight original feet of the Arabs, thus:—Bacchus, iambo-spondeus, iamb-anapaestus, trochaeo-spondeus, amphimacus, spondeo-iambus, anapæsto-iambus, and spondeo-trochaen.

As far as Europeans are concerned, Professor Blochmann has supplied a real want, since the few works which have been written on this subject are now mostly out of print, and he has done a very great service to all the lovers of the sweet tongue of Erán.—E. R.
Near Humayun's tomb a short way from Delhi is that of Jahânârâ Banû Begum, which, says Mr. F. Cooper, "is deserving of respect on account of the virtues of her whose ashes it covers. She was celebrated throughout the East for her wit and beauty, and her name will ever adorn the page of history as a bright example of filial attachment and heroic self-devotion to the dictates of duty, more especially when viewed in contrast with the behaviour of her sister Rožânârâ, who, by aiding the ambitious designs of Aurangzeb, enabled him to dethrone Shah Jehân. The amiable and accomplished Jahânârâ not only supported her aged father in his adversity, but voluntarily resigned her liberty and resided with him during his ten years' imprisonment in the fort of Agra. She did not long survive her father, and there are strong suspicions that she died by poison. Her tomb is of white marble, open at the top, and at the head is a tablet of the same, with a Persian inscription inlaid in black marble letters. The following is from the Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal:

Princess Jahânârâ was the second daughter of Shâh Jâhân by Mumtâz Mahal (the "Taj-hahl"), and was born on Wednesday, 21st Câfar, 1023 [23rd March, 1614]. She is called in Muhammad his tories Mustâd Begum, or Begum Čâhib,† and died at Dâhil on the 3rd Dâmaân, 1092 [6th September, 1681, A. D.], in her sixty-eighth year. Like many of the imperial princesses, she was not married. She disliked her younger brother Aurangzeb. Her numerous charities gained for her a good name.

Regarding her death, the Mâdâsir al Amâqârî says—"On the 7th Ramâzan, His Majesty received a report that the angelic queen of the angels of the world of good and pious deeds, Jahânârâ Banû Begum, had died at Dâhil on the 3rd. She was buried in the courtyard of the mausoleum of Shâikh Nâzânînâdî Aulîâ, where she had before built a tomb for herself. His Majesty [Aurangzeb] was much afflicted by the death of his elder sister, and ordered that the naubat (music at sunrise, &c.) should not be played at Court for three days."

The inscription is:

* Guide to Delhi, p. 168.
† So also Bernier in the beginning of his work. He gives a long chapter of on-dits and court-scandal about her.

١۰۱۳

He is the Living, the Lasting!

Let no one cover my lonely grave
With gold or with silver brocade:
Sufficient for me is the cover of turf
Which God for the poor has made.

The poor, the perishable, Jahânârâ, the disciple of the Chishti Saints,† daughter of Shâh Jâhân Pâdishâh i Ghâzi—May God enlighten his evidence! A. H. 1092.

The verse contains an allusion to the practice of the Muhammadans to cover the tombs of saints with costly cloths, or at least with a white sheet, as may still be seen in many dargahs.

J. W. B. Martin, Esq., communicated the following:—

At the village of Barântâpûr, in Zilha Bhâgalpûr, there is being built at present a shrine, at which immense numbers of Hindus assemble during the Durgâ pûjâ, to offer up kids, &c., to Chândî, the supposed goddess of the place. At this place, a long time ago, were found a few black stones, a carving of a woman rather larger than life, a figure of a warrior on what appears to be a tiger and is called by the natives Budhai (this figure is rather damaged), and a few stones such as were let in as threshold stones in grand native buildings of ancient date. On one of the latter is an inscription, Mr. John Christian has kindly translated it for me.

The characters are those they here call Dehâcher and Mîthilâcher. On my inquiring from the villagers if they knew anything of the antecedents of the place, I managed to get a little information, which I add. In the old days, when the former shrine was in its glory, a Musalmân encampment was formed to the north of Barântâpûr, and the troops therein were under the command of a powerful general. This general one day, being excited by drink, determined to humble the pride of the goddess and disgrace the religion of the Hindus, and ordered his darwân to go and ask the hand of the goddess Mahâswari in marriage. She, guessing that their intention was merely to disgrace her by so mean a union, and knowing that her people were unable to cope in war with the Mughuls pretended to consent to the union, but proposed certain conditions, which were that the Mughuls should in one night, before cockcrow, make a sort of certain
dimensions and a hundred tanks in its vicinity, and should offer a black kid at her shrine. The fort was made, ninety-nine tanks were dug, and the hundreth tank was nearly completed; the kid was being led towards that shrine, in order to be ready to be offered on the completion of the hundreth tank, when the goddess, transforming herself into a cock, crew. The conditions not having been completed, the marriage was not performed. The Mughals, however, frightened at her power, fled from this portion of the country. The fort alluded to I have seen, as also the tanks; the fort is situated near the village of Úti. The tanks, although I have not counted ninety-nine, exist in great numbers, but appear to have been dug merely to obtain earth for making the earthwork of the fort, which extends over about one square mile of ground. About the centre of the oblong-shaped site is a spot very much higher than any other portion of the fort. There are no legends which explain when or why this shrine was neglected as a place of worship, but it is quite clear that for a long time such was the case; for comparatively lately the stones I have described were dug up, and a Goda built a shed over them, and from this time all castes of natives have continued to worship Mahēśvari there, under the name of Chāndī. From the first Goda family which looked after this shrine, sixteen hundred families now exist in the villages adjacent to Baranpur. These Godas are called Debahar, the exact meaning of which is not known, but it is only a man of this class who can attend to the duties of this shrine. This class of Goda did not exist till the stones were discovered, nor do they exist, as far as I know, in any other part of India. I should here tell you that the goddess or figure of the woman is only half visible, the natives being afraid to unearth it. To the south-west of the place where the goddess stands is an immensely deep, perfectly round tank, from which, rumour says, all the water used for the shrine was taken. The whole of the land round is high, but the natives decline to allow it to be dug.

Inscription on a granite door-frame found in Baranpur, March 1872:—

'The conquering Sarba Singha Deba, who is adorned with all good qualities, the blessed of Mahēśvari, the joy-bestowing moon of the lotus lineage of Budhēsa.'

ON PROF HOERNLIE'S THEORY OF THE GENITIVE POST-POSITIONS.

Sir,—The Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (Part I. No. 2—1872) contains four essays of Prof. Hoernle's "in aid of a Comparative Grammar of the Gaurian languages." The greatest interest attaches to the second essay (pp. 124-144), in which Prof. Hoernle endeavours to prove that the Sanskrit participle kṛita is, in one form or other, the original of the genitive post-positions in the modern Aryan languages of India. Prof. Hoernle no doubt shows a considerable amount of acumen, but it is unfortunate that his acumen is not supported by a more thorough knowledge of the Prakrit language. Thus (at p. 154) he instances several times a Prakrit word 'brāmaraṇa,' and apparently is unaware that some of his interpretations, which he believes to be new, are very old and have been refuted long ago. Every Prakrit scholar will be struck by the assertion (at p. 141) that the Prakrit of the plays is founded upon the Śūtras of Vararuchi. On the contrary, it is a well known and often discussed fact that the Prakrit of the plays is far from being the same as that taught by Vararuchi, and there is scarcely a page of any drama which does not clearly prove this. In my opinion it is not possible to weld into one all post-positions of the modern languages, as Prof. Hoernle does. As for the genitive post-positions in the Bangali and Oriya languages, it is easy to prove that Prof. Hoernle is in error. He derives them from a Prakrit word kēraṇa or kērika, which he asserts to be only found in the Mṛichēkākāṭikā, and even there only about fourteen times. This sweeping assertion, twice repeated, is at variance with fact. I have noticed thirty-eight passages where this word occurs in the Mṛichēkākāṭikā, viz. (ed. Stenzler) p. 4, 3, māma keraka; p. 21, 21, attārakēlakā; 37, 13, palakehañ; 88, 3, attārakēnañ; 83, 20, vēsañjārañkero; 63, 16, ajukērañ; 64, 19, ajassa kero; 65, 10, tassa kero; 65, 11, attārañ; 68, 11, amhakērañ; 74, 8, attārakēkettī; 88, 27, attārakēkettī; 96, 14, māma kēriñ; 95, 5, kēriñ; 96, 21, kaññalañkēlañ; 96, 22, kēlakē; 97, 3, kēlakē; 100, 18, kēsañkērañ; 100, 20, ajjachātudattāñkēlañ; 104, 9, appanō kēriñ; 112, 10, kēlañ; 118, 17, attārakēlakē; 119, 5, bappakēlañ; 122, 14, māma kēlañkēdañ; 122, 15, māma kēlīkīñ; 130, 10, attārakēlakēhīñ; 132, 4, māma kēlañ; 132, 16, māma kēlañkē; 133, 2,

* The name of this general is said to have been 'All Khan, and his speedy retreat has given rise to a proverb used in this part of the country. If a person is unsuccessful in an undertaking, people say, 'Wah,' 'All Khan ki karnā hat.'
mama kelakan: 139, 16, attarukelaka; 146, 16, mama kelakan; 152, 6, tavassindho kelaka; 153, 9, ajjachuruttassa kerakati; 164, 3, attarukelika; 164, 8, mama kelika; 167, 3, attarukelika; 167, 21, mama kelika; 173, 9, ajjasa kelaka. Among all these thirty-eight passages I cannot find in Prof. Stenzler's edition the one alluded to by Professor Hoernle where a form ppakelaka is said to occur. Prof. Hoernle doubtless alludes to p.119,5, but all the MSS. have there bppakelaka, as given in Stenzler's edition. Professor Stenzler remarks in a note that the Calcutta edition has ppakelaka (sic!), which is translated by 'prakrita.' Now it must be remembered that from this very form ppakelaka, which does not really exist, Professor Hoernle derives the whole meaning of keraka itself, and that all his arguments as to the meaning of keraka are taken from this imaginary word. This alone would be sufficient to invalidate the deductions of Professor Hoernle. But besides this, keraka, it is true, does not occur so often in any other play as in the Mṛchhakāta; but there is still another example of it. It is found twice in the Śivapāta (ed. Chêşy) p. 114, 1; bhaśṭake tava kelaka śampadaṁ mama jivide; and p. 152, 12; mama keraka udā; also Mālavāḍa, ed. Tullberg, parakarān tti kari; Mālavāḍa (ed. An. 1699), p. 104, 12, taśa jeeva kersasa attana sarirasa; Mūdrākṣarava, ed. Tullberg, p. 9, 12 (ed. Cal. 1831), attana jeeva kersasa Dhanmabhāduassā gharan hodi; and in Hāla (ed. Weber) A 17, maha mandabhāṅg kerah. Now Prof. Lassen has given the right interpretation in deriving it from the Sanskrit kṣṛyāṁ, which accounts for all the facts, and has been adopted by Prof. Weber (Hāla, p. 38) as in accordance with the laws of the Prākrit language.

In the principal Prākrit dialect of the plays the substantive kṣṛyāṁ, which originally was a part. fut. pass., generally changes into kajjan, and is then used here and there in the same sense as keraṁ. Thus for instance, Rājñāvī (ed. Cal. 1871, p. 20, 12): jai pāṭhā na bhujālahi tā mama edīṅ na kajjan i.e. "therefore I had nothing to do with it," " it does not concern me;" Mūdrākṣarava, (ed. Cal. 1831, p. 9, 9) —pataha jammāla chalanē kiti kajjan described as pape i.e. "what have you to do with other gods?" "what do other gods concern you?" In the Pāḷi language kicchchaṁ is employed quite in the same way as the Prākrit kajjan. Several examples are given by Mr. Childers in his excellent Pāḷi Dictionary (s. v. kicchcha). The same signification is found in keraṁ, Mālavāḍa, 23, 9, where the learned and accurate Shankar P. Pandit (p. 28, 2) ought to have written with the best MSS.: parakarān tti kari. The word 'parakarān' is here equivocal; the sentence means as well "because it belongs to another" as "because another ought to do so." Like arthana and nīmīttaṁ, so we see keraṁ used in Hāla, A 17: maha mandabhāṅg kerah, "for the sake of me an unfortunate girl," and also kajjan in Mūdrākṣarava, 59, 11: aṣṭaṅgaṇa kusai kajjan, i.e. "it (the bee) does it for the sake of others." Thus 'kajjan' and 'kerah' are in every respect identical. Later, 'kera' was changed into a mere simple adjective noun meaning "belonging to," and then assumes the Prākrit affix 'ka,' so that parakera and attaśakera or attaśakera answer to the Sanskrit paraśaka and ātāśaka. Professor Hoernle believes that in some of his examples keraka has become a sort of affix. If this be true it ought not to be instituted as it really is. One instance like Mṛchhakāta, 38, 3: ajjasa attaśakeran edam geham, might have warned him. The use of keraka nowhere differs, even in the slightest, from that of all other adjective nouns: all the cases of keraka are found except the dative and vocative, the want of which need not be explained; even the genitive occurs: Mūdrākṣarava, 9, 12; Mālavāḍa, 10, 12; and the plural is found in Mṛchhakāta, 129, 15; 130, 10; 152, 6; 153, 9. Like all the other adjective nouns, keraka has masculine, feminine, and neuter; indeed it is often perfectly plonastic; but there is nothing extraordinary in that, it being quite in accordance with the Prākrit of the plays. People of lower condition like a fuller and more individual sort of speech and to emphasise their own dear selves.
Thus we see very often “nija” used, where it might as well be omitted; for instance Urvāṣī (ed. Bollenschen) 83, 111, 126, and Uv. 31: niṣārde, and Madrā., 94, 8: ahaṁ rāmaṁ gaham gamisam the word “nija” is used quite in the place of the pronoun “mama.” The participle “gada” is frequently employed instead of a case, e.g. Uv. 21, 13: u vineśidānukkaṇṭham vinodēdu bhavaṁ; or Śīk. 75, 15: tattgadana sāhāsena. Not a whit different from the use of karaṇa is that of sandhā, e.g. Urv. 21, 8: kasaṇampanisilāvātāsāhō adimitumalādaṁdavo; conf. Śīk. 123, 5; Madrā., 59, 9; and so of many other adjective nouns. Prof. Hoernle gives an example of how he thinks the genitive in the Bangali language has originated. He maintains that the genitive of sandhā was originally sandhāna karaṇa. We must stop here. I have shown above that all the cases of karaṇa occur, and that it is always inflected. It is utterly impossible therefore to adopt a form sandhāna karaṇa. Prof. Hoernle might as well say sandhāna karaṇa or karaṇiṣ or karaṇāsa, &c. This only depends on the preceding or following substantive and the sense of the whole passage. We have no right whatever to insist upon any special case or a non-inflected form. For the same reason, all the other derivations as sandhāna karaṇa, sandhānaṇa, &c. are mere phantoms. The word karaṇa is far too modern to undergo so vast and rapid a change as to be curtailed to simple “cr.” The singular participle kula, in Melich. 31, 16, mentioned by Prof. Hoernle, is not a participle but the regular imperative. The termination ra is certainly peculiar to the Prākrit language. Prof. Weber (Hdt., p. 68) quotes a good many real Prākrit adjective nouns in ra, to which we may add “uvullōra” (Urv. 75). This might have contributed to such a curtailment as this, but Prof. Hoernle ought not to have overlooked the fact that in the more modern dialects kuraṇa is always changed into kallā.

As for the other languages I do not intend to go into details here. But to show that Prof. Hoernle’s deductions are not more probable, I point out the Gujarāti postpositions. He derives them from a form kunno or kιnγo, which he supposes to have been a later or more vulgar form of the participle kriṇa. Now we know from Vāravach. XII. 15, that kunai is a poetical form, and not applicable in prose passages: it occurs often in the poems of the Saptasūtī, but never in the dramas, except in verse: conf. Rattudaiti, p. 19, 1; Nagāmōnda, 29, 5; Madrā., 39, 11; conf. Pāṇḍavamātrīya (Madras, 1868), p. 120, 11; Pēṅgala, v. 3. Nowhere is a participle kunno or kιnγo found, and if it were it would not be modern and vulgar, but ancient and highly poetical. I cannot therefore indulge with Prof. Hoernle in the hope that he has succeeded in proving beyond doubt that the participle kriṇa is, in one form or other, the original of the genitive postpositions; on the contrary, I believe that his theory cannot be sustained.

Dr. R. Pichler.

London, February 1875.

BHAVABHUTI’S QUOTATION FROM THE RAMAYANA.

To the Editor of the Indian Antiquary.

Sir,—In his essay on the Ramāyaṇa, Prof. Weber gives the verses quoted by Bhavabhūti in his Uttara Rāma-Charita from the last chapter of the Bālakāṇḍa of the Ramāyaṇa, and points out the corresponding verses in Schlegel’s and the Bombay and Serampore editions, which resemble Bhavabhūti’s only in substance. In Gorresio he says, there is nothing corresponding to them.*

But about the end of the chapter immediately previous to the one to which Prof. Weber refers us, there are these same verses in Gorresio, identical in all respects with those quoted by Bhavabhūti except apparently in two small words which are eua (in the last line of the first verse) and ke (in the last line of the second verse) in Bhavabhūti, and abhi and hi in Gorresio.† But the difference in the case of the first word at least is rather a difference between Gorresio and the Calcutta edn. of the Uttara-Rāma-Charita, and not between Gorresio and Bhavabhūti, for in an old MS. of the play existing in the Elphinstone College Library I find abhi instead of eua.

But while Gorresio’s edition agrees almost throughout with Bhavabhūti in this point, there is a material difference in another. Bhavabhūti quotes the verses as from the last chapter of the Bālā-Charita, but in Gorresio they occur in the last but two, while in Schlegel and the Bombay edition the corresponding verses, though considerably differing in language, occur in the last. On comparing the several editions, one finds that Bharata’s departure to the country of his maternal uncle, which is despatched in five verses in the other editions, in Gorresio is expanded into almost a chapter, of which it forms the first 44 verses. The remaining four verses of this chapter occur in the other editions after the five verses about Bharata. The last chapter, again, in Gorresio, which describes Bharata’s doings in the country of his uncle, and his sending a messenger to his father, is wanting in Schlegel and the Bombay edition. And since these additional chapters contain no new incident except the sending of the
messenger (which has very little to do with the story), they are probably interpolations.

Ramarishna G. Bhandarkar.

SERPENT-WORSHIP.

Sir,—In his Essay on “Vasta-yaga and its bearing upon Serpent and Tree Worship in India,” published in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society (Part I. No. 3—1870), Babu Pratap Chandra Ghosh, B.A., asserted that no temple has ever been raised by Aryans for the sole worship of the Serpent in India, though the Hindus entertain a kind of respect for the allegorical characters Ananta and Vasuki. Now in Prayāg (Allahabad) an ancient temple still stands dedicated solely to the worship of the Nāga Vasuki. Perhaps it is the only one of its kind in the N. W. Provinces, for I have seen none elsewhere, not even in Benares.

It is called by natives Rāja Vasuk or Dusshasumadā. The spot is associated with several legendary traditions, one of which is that Brahmas, in ages gone by, performed there the sacrifice of a thousand horses,—hence its sacredness. The temple is beautifully situated amidst a grove of trees, overlooking the Ganges, which flows just under it. The scenery is charming. It is a massive building on an elevated terrace, and looks quite new, for we learn that a century and a half ago it was all repaired, and the pakkā stone ghāt under it constructed by the millionaire of Daraganj, a detached village of Allahabad lying on the bank of the river. The image of the Nāga Vasuki is carved out of a black stone set in the front wall of the temple, and is about a foot and a half high. It is neatly sculptured as a hooded snake standing erect when enraged. There are other idols of less note.

A large fair is held here on Nāgapanchami, at which many of the Hindus from Allahabad and neighbouring villages come, to secure the double merit of bathing in the sacred stream and worshipping the serpent-god on the auspicious occasion. The temple is resorted to by every pilgrim to Prayāg, with whom it is a belief that the merit of bathing in the sacred confluence of Gaṅga and Jamunā is not complete until he visits the temple of the king of Serpents. Pilgrims to other sacred places in India take Ganges water from this place only, as it is considered purer than elsewhere in Prayāg.

Kāsinath.

Sirra, Allahabad, 2nd December 1872.

NOTE ON DRAVIDIAN NUMERALS.

I have read with much interest the remark on the note concerning ancient Dravidian numerals (Ind. Ant. II. 97). It corroborates the view that the Dravidian numerals, at least up to 10, are original and not taken from the Sanskrit, a “new which, regarding 5 and 10, had been called in question by a well-known scholar. How clearly the Dravidians are marked out by their numerals! That the Pengu Porjā, Tagara Porjā, and Durwa Gonds use Uriya words for some of the lower numbers is curious indeed, and the cause of their doing so deserves thorough inquiry. Is there any unanswerable objection to the supposition that the Dravidian numbers known to be used by them are the remnant of a complete set? or that by a more intimate intercourse with the tribes the original series may still be found to exist among them? It may have been necessary for the tribes to adopt some numbers from their neighbours, who by way of intercourse learned to know and use a few of theirs, but did not care to acquire and use all. Concerning the Kośā and Sellia Porjā, I should like to know whether their having borrowed some Telugu words is a fully established fact? The so-called Telugu words may be as original with them as with the Telugus, and prove that the two tribes once lived in a more favourable position in union with their kinsmen, the Telugus, and also with the other large Dravidian tribes. It is interesting to observe that the expression for “one” in Kośā is orrot, in Togara Porja—vaktat, in Telugu—okati, the Kośā being next to the root. The tom (another form of om, the first part of “nine” in Kośā and Telugu) does not appear in other dialects before 19.

With reference to Dravidian derivations, I take the liberty to state the Dravidian rule that a noun may be formed by simply lengthening the verbal root; the inverse process would be against the spirit of the language. On this rule rests the derivation of ndu, ndkur (Kośā ndūr, Durwa Gond ndü, Togara Porjā—ndū, Telugu—nduku, ndugu). The root nd, to be lovely, is very common with the Southern Dravidians; a root akin to it is nas, to be fragrant. Both roots have been adopted by the Aryas, as a study of the words beginning with their letters in a Sanskrit Dictionary will show. (Some of those words are to be referred to the Dravidian root nad, to be erect, to be planted; d = l = 1.)

Morka, 25th March 1873.

F. Kittel.

THE GUJARAT LION.

It is erroneous to suppose that the Kāthiāwād (Gujārāt) Lion is maneless, although in the specimens I have seen the mane has been considerably shorter and of lighter colour than that of the African species. One that I shot, supposed to have been eight years old from its containing that
number of lobes in its liver, had the hair covering
the back of the head and neck not more than a
few inches long. The dimensions of this animal
taken as it lay dead on the ground were as fol-
low:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length from nose to tip of tail</td>
<td>8' 10&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; of head and body alone</td>
<td>5' 11&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; of tail</td>
<td>2' 11&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height at shoulder</td>
<td>3' 4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girth of neck</td>
<td>2' 6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; chest</td>
<td>4' 1&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; fore-arm</td>
<td>1' 9&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of hair on mano</td>
<td>5&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In appearance its colour is very much like that
of a camel or a female nilgâe, and I have on one
occasion, when at a distance, actually mistaken a
lion for the latter animal. From its colour it de-
rives the name by which it is known in most
parts of Gujarat, "Untâ-Bâg" or "Camel-coloured
tiger." In the Gir however it is always called
"Sâwaj," a name that I do not think is known out
of Kâthiâwar. The male is rather darker than the
female and is a little heavier about the head and
shoulders, the female being very much the same
shape as the common tiger. Their habits are
somewhat similar to those of the tiger. They
always travel at night, leaving their daily resting-
place about sunset. Their first visit is generally
to the water, after which they wander about in
search of food, often going many miles over hill
and dale in their nightly peregrinations. In pass-
ing from one favourite resting-place to another
they generally make use of the best roads the
country affords, and I have often met their foot-
marks going for miles along the road I have been
myself traversing; and if one did happen to travel
in that country on a fine moonlight night, I can
imagine nothing more likely to occur than a chance
encounter with one of these forest-kings. They
feed chiefly on nilgâe, sâmbar, and wild hog, a
single blow of their paw generally sufficing to
break the back of the largest animal. They some-
times commit considerable depredations on the
herds of buffaloes that are taken into the Gir for
grazing. Owing to the great heat, the cattle are
generally allowed to wallow in the mud and lie
under trees during the hottest part of the day;
and at night they are driven out to graze. As a
rule they keep together, in which case they are
never disturbed by the lion; but if by chance a
sick one should lag behind, or should any wander
away to a distance from the rest of the herd, the
lion, if there be one near, is sure to bag it, how-
ever big and powerful it may be. As long as the
herd keeps together, however, there is no fear, as
the lion dare not attack. If the kill be made
early in the evening and the lion be hungry, he
will at once commence eating it, but will always
leave it about daylight and go and rest for the
day at some secluded spot in the neighbourhood,
either down near the water in the shade of
karanda and other trees, or, what is perhaps more
common, he will go on the top of some neigh-
bouring hill where he may get a cool breeze, and
where he lies out in the open under the shade of
a big stone or, when procurable, of a large banyan
tree. When disturbed he does not sink away
like a tiger or panther, but walks or runs upright
without any attempt at concealment. Being very
nearly the same colour as the ground and of the
scorched leafless trees with which these hills are
covered in the hot weather, it is very difficult to
see him before being seen oneself; and this gen-
erally happens, owing to the frequent absence of
undergrowth in these jungles before the sports-
man gets within range.

I have never heard an authentic instance of an
unwounded lion attacking a man, but when wound-
ed I should say that their ferocity would fully
match that of the tiger. It is a curious fact that
not a tiger or a bear exists in a wild state in the
whole of Kâthiâwar. Panthers however are very
numerous in the Gir as well as in other parts of
the country.

As far as I know from my own experience and
from inquiries I have made, I am of opinion that
there are not more than fifty lions in the whole
country. The female generally has two cubs, but
probably, as is the case with other animals of the
kind, there are three born—it being supposed that
the first born is always devoured by the mother.—
Survey, 1871-72.

A HUMAN SACRIFICE.

It is the belief of all Orientals that hidden
treasures are under the special guardianship of
supernatural beings. The Singhalese however
divide the charge between demons and cobra
capellas. Various charms are resorted by those
who wish to gain the treasures. A pujô is to
sufficient with the cobras, but the demons require
a sacrifice. Blood of a human being is the most
important, but, as far as it is known, the
Kappowas have hitherto confined themselves to
a sacrifice of a white cock, combining its blood
with their own, drawn by a slight puncture in the
hand or foot. A Tamil has however improved on
this, as our readers will see by the following case,
now in the hands of the Justice of the Peace.

Some kulâs of Agravatte were led to believe
that a vast treasure of gems was secreted some-
where in the neighbourhood, and consulted their
Kodânpâ on the subject; he heartily joined in the
project of searching for the gems, and undertook to invoke the demon in charge, and point out the exact locality where the gems were lying. For this purpose he made an 'Anganam' composed of ingredients supposed to produce a magic varnish, which when rubbed on a betel-leaf would show the locality of the treasure, and allow of the Kodangi having a personal interview with his Satanic Highness. In these invocations it is always customary for the priests to go into fits, which, from being feigned, often become (unintentionally) real. In this case the Kodangi appears to have been unusually favoured by the Devil, who revealed to him all secrets, including the fact that the sacrifice of the firstborn male of a human being was the only means of attaining the coveted treasure. This revelation was so explained by the Kodangi to his three partners, 'one of whom having a firstborn son,' at once objected (blood was here stronger than avarice), and withdrew from the co-partnership. The other three were determined on making their fortunes (and again consulted the oracle, when the Kodangi insisted on a human sacrifice as the only mode of obtaining the riches. The same evening the firstborn of the objecting party was missing. He was once informed the Superintendent of the estate, and search was made for the boy. The police were informed, and Inspector Davids and two constables proceeded to the spot and apprehended the Kodangi and another on suspicion. Next day the poor boy was found in a bush with his throat cut, and every appearance of the blood having been taken to ensure 'Old Nick's' grace. One of the partners has disappeared, and he is supposed to have been the cut-throat. The case is adjourned till the apprehension of the ascending party. This shows a depravity amongst the Tamils not hitherto known to the planters.—Ceylon Times.

HAJJAM ABDAL.

Hassan Abdal is a small town of less than 5,000 inhabitants, exactly halfway between Rawal Findi and Atak (28 miles from each).

Prettily situated near the base of a range of hills, on the crest of which stands the white shrine of the Kandahari Saint, Hassan Abdula—or "Baba Wali," as he was generally called, it looks down upon a small fertile valley, through which meander several small rivulets shaded by the weeping willow, oleander, mulberry, and shisham trees. Near the source of these streams, which is within a few hundred yards of the town, is the sacred tank, full of "sacred fish," where the founder of the Sikh religion, Baba Nanak, is said to have rested during one of his long pilgrimages 300 years ago, and struck with the palm of his hand a rock whence immediately burst forth a capital stream which has never ceased to flow. Visitors are shown the impress on the north wall of the tank of his five fingers, and this gives rise to the name by which it is commonly known, Punja Sahib.

Sportsmen must beware of fishing within a certain distance of this tank, or they will find themselves in difficulties, the fish in and around it being religiously dedicated to the memory of the pious Guru!

They will not however be disappointed by the prohibition, for within half a mile of the town runs a stream where excellent fishing can be obtained. By the side of this and other brooks water-creases grow in great abundance. A few ferns are also to be found near the numerous flour-mills which are turned by the smaller channel or "kuttas" falling into the larger stream at the bottom of the valley. Following its course for three or four miles till it joins the river Haro, the sportsman will not fail to bring home a capital dish of young Mâshri.

The ruins of some old Muhammadan buildings as well as the tomb of one of the Queens of the Emperor Jehangir, are to be seen at the north side, close beneath the hill on which the shrine stands; for this little valley with its neighbouring garden of Wah was always a favourite resting-place of the Mughul Emperors during their annual migrations to Kashmir. So recently as A. D. 1809, the hills to the south formed the boundary of the Kabul dominions in this quarter of Hindustan. Wah derives its name from an exclamation said to have been uttered by the Emperor Akbar on first seeing its beauty, "Wah! Wah!"

From the Trunk Line a good broad road turns off near the town to Haripur and Abbottabad, distant 24 and 41 miles respectively. Travellers from the south would however find it preferable and shorter to turn off for Hazara at Kala Sira, 8 miles south, near to which is the site of the ancient Taxila occupied by Alexander's army upwards of 2000 years ago.

Coins, pieces of sculpture, heads, and other relics have been occasionally disinterred from many feet beneath the surface, and the Lahore Museum now contains several figures in plaster of decided Greek origin, which were obtained from this site by the Civil authorities.—Indian Public Opinion.
ON THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE RATNAVĀLI.

BY G. BÜHLEB, Ph. D.

Dr. Fitz Edward Hall, in his introduction to the Veda-vadādāta, has brought forward various arguments to show that the king named in the Ratnavali as its author is not, as Professor H. H. Wilson supposed, King Śrīharṣa deva of Kashmir, but Śrīharṣa of Kānjoj, otherwise called Harshavardhana, and that, consequently, the play dates, not from the 12th, but from the 7th century A. D. The substance of his argumentation is this:

While several commentators on the Kavyaprakāsa, viz. Vaidyanaṭha, Nāgēśa, and Jayarāma,† state, with reference to Māmāṭa's words, "Dhāvaka and others received wealth from Śrīharṣa and others," that Śrīharṣa or King Śrīharṣa paid Dhāvaka highly for composing and selling to him the Ratnavali, another scholiast, Śiti-kantaḥ, substitutes Bāna's name for Dhāvaka's. There are strong reasons for supposing that Bāna rather than Dhāvaka is the correct reading in the passage from Māmāṭa, and the real name of the poet who wrote the Ratnavali for Śrīharṣa. For, firstly, no poet called Dhāvaka is mentioned in any of the 'collections of elegant extracts' accessible (to Dr. Hall), while Bāna is well known. Secondly, a stanza from the Ratnavali is found, word for word, in Bāna's Harshacarita. It is certain that the verse is not an interpolation in either of the two works, and "downright plagiarism of one respectable author from another is unknown." Thirdly, we know for certain that Bāna was patronised by, and even an intimate friend of, a king called Śrīharṣa, whose history he wrote in the Harshacarita. This Śrīharṣa is the same as Harshavardhana, the contemporary of Hwen Thsang, who lived in the beginning of the 7th century.

Though the force of Dr. Hall's arguments is undeniable, and I, for one, have always been inclined to accept his conclusion, still many conservatives † will object to it, because tradition seems at least to be strong on the side of Dhāvaka, and weak on that of Bāna. I say advisedly that it seems to be strong on Dhāvaka's side, as I think it highly probable that the three Pandits adduced by Dr. Hall are not independent witnesses. They belong apparently to one and the same, viz. the Benaes-Marātha, school. Besides, Dr. Hall has very justly pointed out how reckless modern Pandits are in repeating, without verification, statements or passages which they have read. It might further be urged that dh (v) for kṣ (vaca) for k (v) are not uncommon clerical mistakes.

But I am now enabled to bring forward further direct traditional evidence tending to weaken the story about Dhāvaka. I have lately obtained a copy of a commentary on the Mayurakṣatakas, which states in plain terms that the Ratnavali belongs to that Śrīharṣa who was the patron and friend of Bāna. This work is the Bhashodhini of Madhusūdana of the Pancharātra family, son of Madhavaṃśa, and pupil of Bālakṛṣṇa, who wrote in Vikrama saṃvat 1711, or 1654 A.D. at Surat.§

The beginning of his account of the origin of the Sāryakṣatakas runs thus:—

Atha vidadvṛtadvetailya śīrṇadvṛttadvṛtadvāvaśānī vidataḥ śīrṇadvṛttadvṛtadvāvabhisphatātāvaprayastavat prokhyato sa yathā mālaśvrijayayojyayinirjajāndhikāsya kavijñanumānyasya ratnavalyākhyāmatākakartarmahārājā Śrīharṣasya sabhyau mahākavi paurastau bānaya māyurāv āstām! tayormadhya mayūrabhaṭṭah śvāsuro binabhāṭṭah kādambaraṇṭhakarti tasya jāmitā! tayoḥ kaviḥ prasange parasparaṃ spardhaṃtāt bānastu pūr−vau eva kacchādī rājasamīpe samigato rājau mahatya ābhikṣhavastvāvaśīnākṣa śṭhitāh koṭumbasahojayinyān sthitauḥ kiyatsvapi dvavedavatāsæśī kavivaraprasange tatpadyānī śrutvā mayūrabhaṭṭau rājau svadeśad ākāritauḥ jītyādi.

† This has actually been done by Mahendrabhadra, the Calcutta editor of the Kavyaprakāsa; see Weber, Ind. rei. ib., 1877, 252.
§ The MS. in my hands is a copy of that mentioned in my catalogus of MSS. from Gujarāt No. II. p. 94, no. 16.
"Now, for the amusement of the learned, the account of the composition of the illustrious 'Century addressed to the Sun,' is narrated, as it has been learnt from the mouth of the illustrious ancients. It is as follows. Two eastern poets, called Bāṇa and Mayūra, lived at the court of Mahārāja Śrīharsha, the chief of poets, the composer of the Nāṭakā called Rāmāvai, who was lord of Mālava and whose capital was Ujjain. Amongst them Māyūrabhaṭṭa was the father-in-law, and Bāṇabhāṣṭa, the author of the Kāhambāri, was his son-in-law. They were rivals in poetry. But Bāṇabhāṣṭa had before, at some time or other, approached the king, had been honourably settled near him, and dwelt with his family in Ujjain. After the lapse of some time the king heard, on the occasion of a poetical recital, some verses of Māyūrabhaṭṭa and called him from his country," etc.

The remainder of the story agrees with the extract from an anonymous commentary on the Bhaktāmarastotra, adduced by Dr. Hall, Vīśva-vadatī p. 8, and narrates how, in punishment of a licentious description of his daughter's charms, Māyūra became a leper and was cured by the Sun after composing a century of stanzas addressed to that deity. No mention, however, is made of the Jaina Sūri Mānatsūna, who plays so great a part in the account of the commentary on the Bhaktāmarāṇa.

Madhusūdana's account, 'learnt from the mouth of the illustrious ancients,' and written down a thousand years after Harshavardhana's and Bāṇa's times, of course cannot claim any higher authority than any other of the thousand and one literary anecdotes which delight the Pandits of our days. It contains undoubtedly some grains of truth, as it associates Śrīharsha with Bāṇa and Mayūra. It is probably inaccurate in making Ujjain Śrīharsha's capital. For though, according to the Harshacarita, Rājavarman, Śrīharsha's elder brother, conquered Mālava, neither that work nor Hiwen Tsang's account of his stay with Harsha shows that that monarch actually resided there. The importance of Madhusūdana's story lies in this, that it possesses an authority equal to that of the statement of Mamāna's three commentators about Dhāvaka, and consequently tends to discredit the latter. The various reading given by Śiṣṭakāṇtha gains in importance, and Dr. Hall's independent arguments are strengthened.

NOTE ON A BUDDHIST CAVE AT BHAMER, KHANDESH.

BY W. F. SINCLAIR, 1.C.S., KHANDESH.

The fort of Bhamer, in the Nizām pur Petā of Khandesh, lies about 30 miles W. by N. of Dhulia as the crow flies, and consists of two steep rocks lying nearly at right angles to each other, and rising from the centre of a plateau which separates the valleys of the Kān and Burali rivers.

The hollow between them, facing south, is enclosed by two semicircular and concentric ramparts, within the lesser or innermost of which lies the māyūra or cantonment, while the outer protects the town or kasba. Each of these has but one gate, and there is no other approach but by a steep and narrow footpath between the two hills, called the Kasai Bāri. The space thus enclosed is of about 100 acres, and seems to have formerly contained about a thousand houses besides several wells and cisterns; but there are now about a dozen resident families, half of them Bhils and Mhārs. There are three large tanks, one of which is sacred to Māyūrabhaṭṭa, who has here a temple of considerable size and unknown antiquity. This tank and another are dry; the only one retaining any water is a little lake called the Rāj Talāo, which local tradition holds to be bottomless, and to have an underground communication with a spring called the Gokur Pāññī, about three miles away on the further or northern side of the fort.

There are several caves visible in the eastern and larger hill, and one in the western. This latter is a small plain vihāra, resembling some of those at Jumna; the first two in the eastern or castle hill are apparently mere cellars and reservoirs of the same class as those at Lalling near Dhulia, and probably of no great antiquity; but on entering the third, above the doors of which I noticed some carving, I was surprised and delighted to find myself in a vihāra much resembling, but for its small size, some of those at Ajanṭā. I had, unfortunately, no means of measurement with me; and the
caves are too full of water and debris to admit of pacing, but I estimate the length of the veranda at about fifty feet, and it is five deep. This veranda terminates at each end in a cell, and communicates by three doors ornamented with scrollwork, with as many square caves. These have no inner communication. The roofs are supported by pillars about eight feet high, hewn in the living rock, of a pattern very like what I have seen at Ajanta. About one-third of the pillar is square (the corners terminating in a sort of leaf), surmounted by an octagonal band, as this in its turn is by a circular one; and then the same arrangement is repeated: from the base of the last circle a triangle rises into the capital. The ceiling is crossed by broad joists intersecting at right angles at, and be-
tween, the pillars. I failed to detect any image or inscription, or any sign of plaster or painting, but I had no light and my inspection was necessarily brief. The westernmost cave opens by a hole ciphers square into a large pit or cistern, which the villagers say was a dungeon; and this hole was used to feed the prisoners through. The pit is about fifty feet long by thirty wide, deep, and open at the top along the whole of one side, but there are no steps down into it. I should think it was originally made to hold water, which is bad and scarce on the rock; but it may afterwards have been used as related. There is another cave on this southern side of the hill, and three or four on the northern: but they are all of the same class as those first entered. I know of no other Buddhist cave within sixty miles.

---

**Sravhana Belligola.**

By Capt. J. S. F. Mackenzie, Muisur Commission.

Five miles from Chenrai patam, in the Hassan District, Muisur, is the small town of Sravhana Belligola, famous for its colossal statue of the Jain god Gomatesvara. The town lies between two rocky hills, and is but a mean collection of houses whose inhabitants gain a precarious living by working in brass and copper. The larger of the two hills is crowned by the statue, 56½ feet high, and cut out of one solid block of granite. It is a striking object and can be seen for miles. The nude figure of the god differs in no way, except in size, from the other statues of the same god which are to be found, now no longer revered, here and there throughout the district. High square shoulders, curly hair, flat nose, thick lips, and small waist, are here faithfully, but on a large scale, represented.

Once in twenty years the great ceremony of washing the god is performed. The last occasion was in the early part of June 1871. To perform the ceremony a platform is erected, Mr. Scandon, who happened to be on the spot, took advantage of this to measure the different parts. Unfortunately before he could complete the work some of the priests interfered. This is, I believe, the first and only time such measurements were taken. Those now given may be relied on as correct.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total height to the bottom of the ear</td>
<td>50' 0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the bottom of the ear to the crown of the head (not measured)</td>
<td>6' 6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the foot</td>
<td>9' 0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadth across the front of the foot</td>
<td>4' 6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the great toe</td>
<td>2' 9&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half girth at the instep</td>
<td>6' 4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; of the thigh</td>
<td>10' 0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the hip to the ear</td>
<td>24' 6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; coccyx to the ear</td>
<td>20' 0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadth across the pelvis</td>
<td>13' 0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; at the waist</td>
<td>10' 0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the waist and elbow to the ear</td>
<td>17' 0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; armpit to the ear</td>
<td>7' 0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadth across the shoulders</td>
<td>26' 0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the base of the neck to the ear</td>
<td>2' 6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the forefinger</td>
<td>3' 6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; middle finger</td>
<td>5' 3&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; 3rd finger</td>
<td>4' 7&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; 4th finger</td>
<td>2' 8&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The statue is surrounded with buildings, which prevent the full figure being seen until one is close up to it. This of course destroys the general effect, but the head and shoulders as viewed from the opposite hill impresses one with a strange feeling of awe. Calmly gazing away into space, the statue fully realises the idea of perfect repose which the sculptor aimed at. One of the local legends has it that Ma-
yā, the carpenter of the giants, at Rāvana's request, was the sculptor.

In the name Śrāvana Belligola is crystallized a story of bygone days. "Chāmundarāya, after having established the worship of this god, became proud and elated at placing this god, by his own authority, at so vast an expense of money and labour. Soon after this, when he performed, in honour of the god, the ceremony of Pānchamrita Snāna (or washing the image with five liquids—milk, curds, butter, honey, and sugar), vast quantities of these things were expended in many hundred pots, but, through the wonderful power of the god, the liquor descended no lower than the navel, to check the pride and vanity of the worshipper. Chāmundarāya, not knowing the cause, was filled with grief that his intention was frustrated of washing the image completely with this ablution. While he was in this situation, the celestial nymph PāĪmavati, by order of the god, having transformed herself into the likeness of an aged poor woman, appeared, holding in her hand the five amritas in a Belliyagola (or small silver pot) for washing the statue, and signified her intention to Chāmundarāya, who laughed at the absurdity of this proposal for accomplishing what it had not been in his power to effect. Out of curiosity, however, he permitted her to attempt it: when, to the great surprise of the beholders, she washed the image with the liquor brought in the little silver vase. Chāmundarāya, repenting of his sinful arrogance, performed a second time, with profound respect, his ablution, on which they had formerly wasted so much valuable liquids, and washed completely the body of the image.

"From that time this place is named after the silver vase (or Belliyagola) which was held in Padmavati's hand. Śrāvana (Śrāmaṇa) is the title of a Jain Sannyāsi, and as this place is the principal residence of these Sannyāsīs the people call it Śrāvana Belligola."

It is difficult to fix the date of the statue. If the inscription exists which is referred to in the following extract from H. H. Wilson's Works (Vol. I. p. 332), then would the date be B.C. 50 at least, for that is the year which the king granted the land:

The conclusions founded on traditionary or historical records are fully supported by the testimony of monuments and inscriptions, the latter of which are exceedingly numerous in the South and West of India. Most of these are very modern—none are earlier than the ninth century. An exception is said to exist in an inscription on a rock at Belligola, recording a grant of land by Chāmundra Rāya to the shrine of Gomatisāvra, in the year 600 of the Kali age, meaning the Kali of the Jains, which began three years after the death of Vardhamāna. This inscription, therefore, if it exists, was written about fifty or sixty years before the Christian era. But it is not clear that any such record is in existence, the fact resting on the oral testimony of the head Pontiff at Belligola: even if it be legible on the face of the rock it is of questionable authenticity, as it is perfectly solitary, and no other document of like antiquity has been met with.

The following account of the history of this place is taken from the local "Śhala Purāṇa":

"Chāmundra Rāya, king of Daksina Madurā, and the descendant of Jáïna Kēśettri Pāṇḍu, set out with his family, escorted by an army of infantry, cavalry, elephants, and chariots, with a view of visiting the god Gomatesvāra (500 bilu high) at Pādana-purā, and the 1254 other gods in the smaller temples scattered throughout the surrounding country. En route he came to Śrāvana Belligola Khettra, having heard a good deal about the god Gomatesvāra (18 bilu high). He repaired the ruined temples, and among other ceremonies had that of sprinkling the god performed. He appointed Siddhāntācārya as Guru of the math, to conduct the daily, monthly, annual, and other processions. He established the math a chātram where food, medicine, and education were provided for pilgrims. He appointed men of his caste to receive with due respect the devotees and pilgrims of all three castes who should resort to the place from Deali, Kanakadri Svītapura Sudhāpur, Pāpāpur, Champāpurī Sammadagiri Ujjayantagiri, Jayanganur, &c. For this purpose certain villages, giving an annual revenue of 196,000 pagodas, were made over to the temple. He fixed śāla śāsanas in the four directions in the Chaitra month of the year Vihāva—605 of Kaliyuga, or the 1215th year after the death of Vardhamānasvāmi. This endowment was maintained by his descendants for 109 years.

"Afterwards from the Śaka year 444, Prajottari Pându Rāya and his descendants appointed Kandāchārya to manage the affairs of the temple, and continued the charitable endowments for 90 years.

"Again from Śaka year 564, one Vīrāpadya Rāya and his son appointed Siddhāntāchārya to the temple for 90 years. They also gave inām lands to the temple.

"Then followed Kunna Pându Rāya, who appointed Amālakṣāti Āchārya to the temple. This king however changed his religion and destroyed the charities established by his predecessors. He and his family were ruined.

"At this time certain princes belonging to the family of Chāmunda Rāya who governed the provinces of Halebidu, Bilkere, Kādānāhalli, Auknāhalli, etc., built small temples at Gomātapura Bilkere, Bīlulli, Halebidu, and set up an image Gomatesvara, the height of two men, on the hill of Gomātapura, and gave for the maintenance of worship the villages called Sravananhalli, Jinnahalli, Gomātapura, and Pādenahalli. They also, in order that the discontinued worship at Sravana Belgola might be renewed and continued, gave eight other villages, and appointed Amālakṣāti Āchārya to manage the affairs. This they continued for 67 years.

"From the Śaka year 777, Bhāva, this country fell into the hands of the Hayasalā Belāla kings who were Jaina Kahaśriyas ruling over the country of Hayasalā. Aditya, a descendant of this house, having heard of the excellence of the place and the beauty of the idol, paid a visit to it, and had the ceremony of sprinkling the god performed. He gave villages (out of those that had been given by Chāmunda Rāya) yielding a revenue of 96,000 pagodas, and appointed Sōmānandāchārya to carry out the worship properly.

"Afterwards, Amālakṣāti Belāla made over to the temple lands yielding 5,000 pagodas, and appointed Tridānavabdadhānandāchārya as head of the-math. This continued for 49 years.

"Another of the Belāla kings, named Ango Rāja, continued the same for 56 years, and appointed Prabhāchandrāsidhaltāchārya to manage the affairs. After this Pratāpā Belāla nominated Gunāchandrāchārya to manage the affairs. This continued for 64 years.

"Udyakṣītya Belāla, Vīra Belāla, and Gānārāya Belāla each continued the worship by granting lands yielding 5,000 pagodas. Bettarvadha Belāla gave an inām of land yielding 50,000, and continued the worship for 81 years under the management of Shubhāchandrāchārya.

"In the Śaka year 1039, Darmukhi, Bettarvadha, under the taunts of his favourite concubine and the arguments of Rāmanujāchārya, received 'Taptamudra' (mark of the religion) and thus became a convert to the Vaiśnava religion. He then changed his name to Vishnuvardhana, and, with a bitter hatred against this (Jaina) religion, discontinued or abolished all the ināms, destroyed 790 Basti temples and set up Pancha Narayana, viz.—Chenniga Narayana at Belūru, Kirti Narayana at Talakkud, Vijaya Narayana at Vijayapura, Viranarayana at Gadugu, and Lakshmi Narayana at Haradnahalli, transferring to these all the 'śvāstyaś' or ināms that had been formerly given to the Basti temples. He built the tank at Tondamirū from the stones of the destroyed Basti temples, and called it Tirunala Sāgara. Having abolished different kinds of Jaina ināms, viz.—'Agrabharās,' 'Punavaraga svāstyaś,' 'Mannias,' etc., he established below this tank Tirumullāsāgara Chatter for the feeding of Rāmanujakūta (assembly of Rāmanuja sects). He gave the name of Melukota and Tirunālarayanapura to the village of Doddā Garuganahalli, constructed several temples and places, and caused steps to be erected to the hill of Melukota. After he had continued in this course for some time, when unable to bear the 'devadūrā,' or sin against the gods, the earth opened, and all the villages and lands near Aduguru in the Belūru Tahūka were swallowed up. When the news thereof reached the king Vishnuvardhana, he called together his wise men and inquired of them why this thing had come to pass. The learned men told him it was because of the number of Jaina temples he had destroyed. He then called together all castes of people and offered Sāṁti (sacrifice) and worship to the gods, but all in vain. The people of the other sects said that a remedy should be sought for from the Jainas alone. But the king, having changed his religion, would not ask the Jainas for the remedy. He tried again to remove the evil by going to great expense, but it was of no use. He failed again. Thinking that further delay would cause the ruin of their country, all the people went to the king, who, with
Devā Rāya, his son Mallikāyima Rāya, and others who ruled the country as tributary to Dehli, also continued, as their ancestor Harirāha Rāya, giving an inām of 3,000 pagodas. After these, Kṛṣṇa Rāya, a natural son of one of the above kings, and his son Śrīranga Rāya and others, eleven descendants, who ruled at Śrīrangapatam up to the year Śamśarṇa, 1531 of the Śaka era, contributed an inām of 1,000 pagodas.

"In the year Śāhārana or 1532, Rāja Vadiyar, sovereign of Māisur, took possession of Śrīranga-patam. He ruled for eight years, during which he contributed an inām of 1,000 pagodas as Śrīranga Rāya. His son and successor was Narasārāja. His son Chācharajā Vadiyar ascended the throne in the year of the Kaliyuga 1540 and ruled for twelve years. In Śukla, or 1550, Chāmarāja Vadiyar succeeded and ruled the country for eight years. Then Imādīrāja Vadiyar came to the throne, and governed the country for only two years. In Prahādi or 1552, Kanthirava Narasārāja Vadiyar succeeded and ruled for twelve years. All these five sovereigns continued for 51 years to allow the temple an inām land of 1,000 pagodas. In the year Śārvari, 1552, D-da Devarāja Vadiyar succeeded to the Māisur throne, and during his administration of fourteen years, having heard of the excellence of Gomatesvara, he paid a visit to Belligola on the 10th of the moon’s increase in the Pushya month of the year Parābhavi, 1595, gave away large sums of money, granted the village of Madane to the māth of Chārūkirtipandaṇḍitāchārya, besides continuing the inām land of 1,000 pagodas granted by his predecessors. In the year Ananda 1597, Chikkadevarāja Vadiyar succeeded. He subdued the countries of Kūrāla, &c. and ruled with vigour for thirty-one years. He also visited Belligola, had the ceremony ‘Mastakāhābisikā’ performed, constructed a pond called Kalyāni, with a pyramidal tower and a prakirna or wall round it, and repaired several ‘Chaitiyalayas’ or Jaina temples, besides continuing the inām of 1,000 pagodas and the village of Madane to the māth. In Pārthiva, 1627, Kanthirāva Rāja, son of Chikka Deva Rāya, ruled the country for eight years, during which time both the village of Madane and the 1,000 pagodas inām land were still continued to the māth, whose affairs were presided over by the priest Chārūkirtipandaṇḍitāchārya. Duddakrihṇa Rāja Vadiyar ascended the throne in
Vijaya or 1636 and reigned for thirteen years. He also visited Belligola, and after causing 'Mastakabhishika' and worship to be performed to the deity, and effecting repairs, granted the village of Kabbal in addition to Madane, and that of 1,000 pagodas, and appointed Chàrnurkchipanditáchârya to the management of the temple affairs. On the accession of Chàmrâjâ of Chikkanahalli in the year Virôdhikrit or 1654, he ruled only for three years. After him Inàla-krishna Ràja Vadiyar succeeded in the year Ananda or 1658, and during the 30 years of his reign he continued the charity granted by his predecessors, viz. land of 1,000 pagodas and the two villages Madane and Kabbal; he died in the year Vijaya or 1688. His successor was Bettada Chàmrâjâ Vadiyar, during whose reign Haidar acquired influence, and the charity was continued as before, viz. 1,000 pagodas land and the two villages to the mahâjâ. In the year Visvâvasu, 1708, Tipu attached all 'Devâdâyas' and 'Brahmadâyas,' i.e. inâms granted to temples and Brahmans, which included the lands and villages granted to this temple: then the English under General Wellesley and Kâtâ captured Sírangapatam on the 30th or new-moon day of Chaitrâ Bahulâ of the year Siddhârâti 1721, and restored Maisur to His Highness the Mahârâja Krishna Vadiyar* on Sunday the 13th of Jeshà Bahulâ of the year Siddhârâti, and appointed Purnâja as Divâ, and they remained in Sírangapatam."

**LEGEND OF THE MENHIRS OF MAI SUR.**

**BY V. N. NARASIMMYENGAR, BANGALUR.**

Under this head Captain J. S. F. MacKenzie mentions the Vyasana Toh stones (Vyasâ's arm) at page 49 of the Indian Antiquary Vol. II. I have met with several of these stones standing isolated near the town of Anantapur in the Nagar Division. Indeed the locality bristles with interesting archaeological remains. In the daily round of Vaishnavā religious rites, a śloka is repeated commemorating the incident to the truth of which these imperishable stone monuments bear testimony. It runs as follows:—

Satyam sutram Pumas Satyam,
Udhdhirita bhujamuchyatē.
Vâda cchâstram param nâstî,
Nadaivam kâsavat param.

"It is declared (by Vyasâ) with arm aloft that there is no other śastra but the Veda, and no god but Kēsava (Vishnû). This is the truth over and over again."

The legend concerning Vyāsa losing his arm for his stedfast belief, and his alleged recantation, seems to have been engraved upon the original story, by the Lingâyats, who are known as uncompromising foes of the Vaishnavas. It is exactly like the legend in which one of the Chola or Pandya kings, noted for his bigotry, is said to have coerced a Vaishnavâ sage into signing a declaration admitting Siva's supremacy in the world of the gods. The declaration was in this form:—

Śivâ parâtaram nâstî:
There is none above Siva.

The equally stubborn Vaishnavâ, notwithstanding the horrible penalty which hung over him like the sword of Dâmocles, viz. deprivation of sight, ventured to add to the declaration the line—

Drôna masti taata param,
The measure Drôna is larger than that called Siva,

The allusion being a play upon the word Sivam, which means a small measure.

These legends may be accepted for what they are worth as indicating the bitter hostility between the rival sects of Sâivâs and Vaishnavâs.

* With the chronology here given, compare the list in Buchanan, Mysore, vol. III. p. 408, et passim.—Ed.

Princep, Useful Tables (Thomas's ed.) pp. 261-2; see also
PAPERS ON ŚATRUNJAYA AND THE JAINS.

BY THE EDITOR.

II.—The Tirthankaras or Jinas.

Continued from page 17.

The Jaina Tirthankaras or Arhantas—images of one or more of whom figure in every temple—are twenty-four in number, each having his separate chinnha or cognizance, usually placed under the image, and many of them distinguished by the colour of theircomplexions, sixteen being yellow, two red, two white, two blue, and two black. In the temples, however, the images are generally of white marble, with eyes made of silver and overlaid with pieces of glass. The following is a list of these saints, with the principal particulars related of each:

1. Ṛśabhanātha or Ādinātha, called also Nābheya, Yugādiśa, Yugādijina, Rīṣabhadeva, Kuṇālika, Adisvara, and Viśabhansa, of the race of Ikṣvāku, was the son of Nābhi by Marudevi. In the Adi Purāṇa, a Jaina compilation ascribed to Jinasena Āchārya, who is said to have lived in the reign of Viṣṇumāditya, but who was probably much later, Gautama the disciple of Mahāvīra, relates to Srenika the king, the birth and actions of Viśabhaha.

According to this authority, "Viśabhaha was first born as Mahābala Chakravarthi; being instructed in the Jaina doctrines, he was next born in the second heaven as Lalitānanga Deva. He was next born as Vajrajangha, son of Vajrabhui, king of Utāpata Kata, a city on the Sītodā, one of the rivers of Mahāmeru, having in this existence given food to a Jaina mendicant, he was born as a teacher of that faith named Arya. From thence he returned to the second heaven as Swyamprabha Deva, and was again born a prince, the son of the Rāja of Sasinimahānagar, by the name of Suvell. He again became a divinity as Achiyutendra, presiding over the 15th Swarga or heaven. He was then born as Vajranabhā, son of Vajrasena, king of Pundarkinānagara, having attained great purity, he was born as Svārāthasiddhideva, in a part of the upper world above the 16th heaven, and only twelve yojanas from the site of Moksha or final liberation. His next birth was as Viśabhaha the Tirthankara, the son of Nābhi by Maru Devi, king and queen of Saketanagar. His incarnation was announced by the fall, morning and evening for six months, of three hundred and fifty millions of precious stones. The goddesses Śrī, Kri, Dhriti, Kirtti, Budhi, and Lakṣmī, were sent by Devendra to wait on Maru Devi, during her pregnancy, and feed her with the food of the Kalpa, or alt-bestowing tree of heaven, and at his birth, Devendra and all the inhabitants of every division of the universe came to render homage. Devendra bathed the child with the contents of the tree of milk, and gave him the name of Viśabhaha."

He is represented as of yellow or golden complexion; has the bull (Viśha) for his chinnha or cognizance, Chakravarti for his śravana-devi. According to the commentator of the Kalpa Sūtra, he was born at Kāśa or Ayodhyā, towards the end of the third age. He was the first king (Prathama Rāja, first anchoret (Prathama Bhikṣukara), and first saint (Prathama Jina and Prathama Tirthaṇkara). His stature, it is pretended, was 500 poles (dhanus); and when he was inaugurated king his age was 2,000,000 great years (parvanvarsha). He reigned 6,300,000 years; and then resigning the empire to his sons he withdrew to a state of abstract purity and having spent 100,000 years more in passing through the various stages of austerity and sanctity, he attained nimmāna on a mountain named Ashṭāpada, according to Hemāchandra the same as Kailāsa, others say on Śatruñjaya, 3 years 8 months before the end of the third age. Besides his children by other wives, Viśabhaha had twins by each of his wives Sumangalā and Sunandā,—by the former a son Bharata the first Chakravarthi—and a daughter Brāhmī; by the latter a second son Bāhubali, and Sundari a daughter. The saint had altogether a hundred children, for whose instruction he invented all

† Satruñjaya Māhātmya, L. 60. The twelve Chakravarthi are: Bharata Arshabhā; Mahāvan, son of Vijaya; Senakumāra, son of Aśväme; Śakti, Kunjun, and Aara,
the arts and sciences. Thus he taught dramatic poetry to Bharata, grammar to Brahmi, and arithmetic to Sundari. It may be noticed that Rishabha and his father and son occur in the Purânic lists, where Nâbhi is the son of Agnidra, king of Jambudvipa, son of Priyavrata, king of Antavan. The kings of various other nations also derived their descent from him. The Mahâtmya says Vimalavâhana was the first of the ancestral fathers. His son was Châkhushmaña, father of Abhimundra, whose son Prasenajita was the father of Marudev, also called Nâbhi; and at the end of the third spoke of the Avasarpini age, the Lord of the World, through his omnipotence, took birth in the womb of Nâbhi's wife Mardevi, under the name of Rishabha, or Vîsîrabhasena. It is Rishabha's image erected by Bâhubali that imparts its peculiar sanctity to Sârâjyâ.†

2. Ajitavâtana was son of Jitaśîrtha by Vîjyâ; of the same race and complexion as the first; he was also a native of Ayodhyâ, and has an elephant (gaña) for his cognizance, and Ajitabalâ as his Sásana devi. His stature was 450 poles, and he lived 7,200,000 great years. His nirvâna took place on Samet Singh or Mount Parâsvânatha in Western Bengal, in the fourth age, when fifty lâdha of kroṣ of oceans of years had elapsed out of the tenth krô of kroṣ.

3. Sâmahanâ was son of Jitâra by Sona; of the same race and complexion as Rishabha; his cognizance a horse (âśva); his Sásana, Duritâ; his height 400 poles; he lived 6,000,000 years; he was born at Sâwanta, and attained moksha on Parâsvânâtha hill, thirty lādha of kroṣ of sâgaras after Ajita.

4. Abhinanda, the son of Sambars by Siddhârthâ, is also of yellow complexion; he has an ape (plâvâga) for his characteristic symbol; and Kâli is the goddess who serves him. His stature was 300 poles, and his age 5,000,000 years; he was born at Ayodhyâ, and his nirvâna took place on Samet Singh, ten lādha of kroṣ of sâgaras of years after the preceding.

5. Sumati, son of Megha and Mahagala, also of yellow complexion, has a curlew (brânîchâ) for his cognizance and Mahâkâli for his Devi. He was born at Ayodhyâ, lived 4,000,000 years, and his moksha occurred also at Samet Singh, nine lâdha of kroṣ of sâgaras after the fourth Jina.

6. Padmaprabhâ was son of Śrîdharâ by Susîmâ; born at Kausambâ, of the same race as the preceding, but of red complexion. His mark is the lôta (abja), and his Devi is Śyâmâ. His height was 200 poles, and his age 8,000,000 years. His death took place also on Samet Singh 90,000 kroṣ of sâgaras after the fifth Jina.

7. Suparâva was the son of Pratishtha by Prithvi, born at Benares, of the same line as the preceding and of golden colour; his cognizance is the figure called Swâstika in Sanskrit, and Sâtya in Gujarâtî. His Devi was Sánta, and he lived 2,000,000 years, his nirvâna on Samet Singh being dated 9,000 kroṣ of sâgaras after the preceding.

8. Chandraprabhâ was son of Mahâsena by Lakshmana, and was born at Chandrîpur; of the race of Ikshvâku, but of fair or white complexion: his sign is the moon (śukla), and his devi, Bhûdâkutâ; his height was 150 poles; and he lived 1,000,000 years: and his entrance

---

* Prine J. of Tab. p. 233 n, p. 233; also Wilson, Vîchâras Purâna, p. 162, 163, and note on p. 164.
† Weber, über das Sârâjyâ Mahâtmya, pp. 25, 27.

I. In the second chapter, (of Hemachandra's Vocabulary,) which relates to the heavens and the gods, &c., the author, speaking of time, observes that it is distinguished into Avasarpini and Utarsarpini, adding, that the whole period is completed by twenty kîsas of kroṣs of sâgaras, or 2,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 years of oceans of years. I do not find that he anywhere explains the space of time deminated sâgara or ocean. But I understand it to be an extravagant estimate of time, which would elapse, before a vast cavity filled with chopped hairs could be emptied, at the rate of one piece of hair in a century; the time requisite to empty such a cavity, measured by a gôdama every way, is a pole; and that repeated ten kîsas of kîsas (or 10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000) of times is a sâgara."—Cobcroft, Sâsîya (1873), Vol. II. p. 216; Astral Research, Vol. IX. pp. 315, 316.

§ Conf. Stevenson, Kalâga Sâsîya, p. 1; Mor, Hindu Pantheon, pp. 337, 338; Hodgson's Illustrations, p. 46, No. 82.

The sectaries of the mystic cross or Swastika, or 'doctors of reason' were the followers of the Pan religion, which prevailed in Tibet till the general introduction of Buddhism in the ninth century. Their doctrine, named Bon ( illuminate), has still professors in Kham, or Lower Tibet. Their founder was Chen rabs. Some believe the doctrine to have been introduced from China, and consider it identical with the discipline of Lo-tse. His followers are called Tao-se in Chinese, and in the time of Fa Hian appear to have existed also in India. The Tao-se named At is in Sanskrit Tapani, and is stated to have visited the infant Buddha, and drawn his horoscope. Conf. Remusat, Flœux Kâ, p. 205, 210, 211; Laidlay, Pilgrimage of Fa Hian, p. 200, 210; Astral. Res. vol. ii. p. 383; Czema de Kerti, Dictionary of the Tibetan Language, pp. 35, 36; Sykes, Jour, Boy. Asiatic Soc. pp. 310, 334; or Notes on the State of Ancient India, pp. 64 and 88.
into moksha or beatitude, took place 900 kṛṣṇas later than the seventh Tirthankara.

9. **Pushtadanta, also named Suvidha,** was the son of **Suptiyan** by Rāma; he was born at Kakendrapuri, of the same race and complexion with the last; his mark is a makara or crocodile, and his Devi is Sūtārakā. His stature was 100 poles, and his life lasted 200,000 years. He was deified on Samet Śikhar ninety kṛṣṇas after Chandraprabhā.

10. **Śītalalaka, the son of Dṛīdhara by NANDA,** was born at Bhadalpur; of the same race, and with agolden complexion; his sign is the mark called Sāvatsa, and his Śasānadevi—Ākāśa. His stature was ninety poles, and his life 100,000 great years; his deification on Samet Śikhar dates nine kṛṣṇas after the preceding.

11. **Śrī Anāmat, was the son of VISHRA by VISHRA;** of the same race and complexion, born in Sindh, with a rhinoceros (khadgi) for his cognizance. His Devi was Mānavi. He was eighty poles in stature, and lived 8,400,000 common years, dying at Samet Śikhar more than a hundred śaguras of years before the end of the fourth age.

12. **Vasupūtīya or Vasupūtā, or Vasupūṭa Svāmi** was son of Vasupūja by Jayā; born at Champapuri, of the same race, with a red complexion, having a buffalo (mahishaka) for his mark, and Chaṇḍa for his Devi. He was seventy poles high, lived 7,200,000 years, and attained nirvāṇa at Champapuri fifty-four śaguras after the eleventh Jina.

13. **Vimala was son of KRITAVARMAN by SĀMĀ, was born at Kumpalapuri;** of the same race and of yellow complexion. He has a boar (śakara) for his characteristic, and Vīdītā was his Devi; he was sixty poles high, lived 6,000,000 years, and was deified on Samet Śīkhar thirty śaguras later than the twelfth Jina.

14. **Ananta, or ANANTTIT, was son of SĪHASENA by Sūjasā or JAYASYĀMĀ, and born at Ayodhya.** His sign is a falcon (igens); his Śasāna Devi was Ākāśa; his height was fifty poles, the length of his life 3,000,000 years, and his death nine śaguras after the preceding. The following translation from the **Chāmanda Hāya Purāṇa** respecting him may be given as a specimen of the legendary lives of these hierarchs:

"Padmaratha the Arjuna of Arika-pura, of Airavata Kshetra, in the Muruna Mandira, receiving religious instructions from Svaśarma Prabhā Jina, he became disgusted with the world, and transferring the kingdom to his son Ghanaratha, he adopted a penitent life, read through the eleven Angas, and contemplated the sixteen Bhdavanas or meditations, he acquired the quality fitting him for becoming a Tirthankar; pursuing his religious penance, he quitted his body, and was born in the Anchuvata Kalpa in the Pushpotarā Vindana as Achyutaendra, with a life of twenty-two śaguras, of the stature of thirty cubits, of subdued appetites, perfectly contented with his fate, with a knowledge penetrating as far as to the seventh lower world, he was enjoying the happiness of that world.

Afterwards Jayasyāma Devi, the consort of Sīhasena Mahārāja, of the Kaśyapa Gotsa, of the lineage of Ikshvāku, the ruler of Ayodhyapūra, in the Bharat Kshetra of Jambudvīpa, on the 31st day of the month Kārtika, under the star Revati, about break of day, saw the sixteen dreams, and also that of the elephant, entering in at her mouth, which she mentioned to her consort, who was in Avadhunikā, and getting the interpretations of them from him, she was happy, and Saudhernendra performing the happy ceremony of descending from heaven on earth, Achyutanendra became impregnated in the womb of the Queen. At that time on the last palla of ten śaguras of the term of Vimala Kirttakar, when virtue had faded one-third, he was born on the 12th of the darkhalf of the month Jyeṣṭha, under the star Revati, in the Pushpa Yuga, and saw Dhermendra performing the happy worship of being born in the world, and as the new-born infant was born with Ananta, Dhyana, or imitable wisdom, he called him Ananta Tirthaṅkara, and returned to his residence; his life was to continue for three millions of years, his stature 100 cubits, and his colour golden: his childhood comprised a period of seven hundred and fifty thousand years; his reign continued for fifteen hundred thousand, after which on a certain day seeing a meteor fall, and considering that this life would be dissolved in the same manner, he be-

---

came disgruntled with the world, and Lokántika Deva gave him religious instruction, on which he transferred his kingdom to his son Arinjaya, getting into the conveyance called Ādgaradatta, he went to the Sayeththuka Vana, performing six fastings, in company with 1000 Princes, he adopted a penitential life on the 12th of the dark half of the month Jyeshta, in the evening under the star Revati, on which he acquired the fourth degree of knowledge, and on the next day went to Ayodhyapuri to beg, and Vīshoka Nripa, of the colour of gold, granted alms, on which the five wonders were exhibited, and after 12 years had expired, in dumb contemplation, he obtained to the Kevaladīyāna under an Aswattha tree in the abovementioned garden, on the last day of the dark half of the month Chaitra, in the evening under the star Revati; Saudherma Indra performed the happy ceremony of becoming a Kevaladíyāna, and giving him the 1068 virtuous names, he returned.

He had 52 Ganadhāras from Jayadhāma downwards.

1,000 Purvadhāras.
39,000 Sīlāshakarās.
4,939 Ayadījanānīs.
2,000 Kevalīs.
8,000 Viciuriḍis.
5,000 Manapariyagñāṇīs.
2,00,000 Vāmis.
1,08,000 Aryakaras from Survāli downwards.
2,00,000 Sravanas.
4,00,000 Śrāvyakas.
Devas and Devis, without number.
Quadrapeds and birds without number.

With all these, inculcating religious morals in the world for 12 years less than seven hundred and fifty thousand years, in Arya Kṣetra, after which coming to Sumeru Parvat, and leaving his Samopasaśramam, and in company with 500 Mants remaining in the Prathama Yuga for one month, on the first quarter of the night, of the last day of the dark half of month Chaitra, under the star Revati, Ananta Bhattāka obtained beatitude and Saudherma Indra performed the Parī Nirvāṇa Kalyāṇa Pujā, and dancing with happiness, he returned to his dwelling.

The Story of Suprabha the Baladeva and Purushottama the Vāsudeva, the descendants of Śrimad Anantā Tīrthānkar.

Sushena, the king of Padmapura, in the Bharata Kṣetra, in Jambudvīpa, had 500 consorts: the state queen was called Priyānanda Devi, with whom he enjoyed every felicity. One day Chandrabhūṣana, the Adhipati of Malayadeśa, coming to this city from motives of friendship, saw the queen and fell deeply in love with her, and made use of every stratagem and carried her away with him. The king (Sushena) became very much grieved at this misfortune, and said, I am really unfortunate, and have not performed any virtuous action: he then forsook the world, and after remaining some time thus, he went one day to Śreyamsa Gāṇadhar, and obtained from him the state of an ascetic, and performed the penance of Simhavikriṣita, and wishing as the accomplishment of his penance, that he might be reborn in his next birth, with so much beauty that he might be admired by all who saw him, and that there should be none to oppose his authority: remaining for one month in this state and with this wish, he quitted his body, and was born in the Sahaśrātra Kalpa as a god (Deva) and enjoyed every felicity there for 18 sāgaras of years.

Afterwards Mahā Bala, the Arasu of Anandapura in the eastern hemispher of Jambudvīpa, becoming disgusted with the world went to Prajāpālaṇa Jaina, and obtained the rules of asceticism from him, and performed the penance of Simhavikriṣita, and in the perfect state of a Sanyasi quitting his earthly frame: he was born in the Sahaśrātra Kalpa, the pleasures and happiness of which world he enjoyed for 18 sāgaras of years.

Soma Prabhā Raja, having descended from the Mahendra Kalpa, ruled over Dvaravītpatana, situated in the Bharata Kṣetra in Jambudvīpa, with a life of 42,000 years: his size was 90 yards in length, his State Queen was called Jayavatī, who on a certain night dreamt an auspicious dream: on the Bhadrāpada Nakshatra, Mahā Bala Cherra was born to her by the name of Suprabha, and to another of his consorts named Śītā, Susena Cherra was born by the name of Parushottama, they were both surnamed Baladeva and Vāsudeva, the former was of a white colour, and the latter of a blue colour; they were each of the height of 50 yards, their lives were to last for five hundred thousand years, and they were ruling over the kingdom of their father.

In course of time Mādhava Kaitabha, the king of Varānasī Patana in the Kisī Deśa, sent word to them to become tributary to him, but they being unwilling to pay tribute, drove away the ambassadors, whose sovereign on hearing of the indignity they had suffered, assembled his army and came to give them battle: on meeting he flung his chakra at Purushottama,
which so far from hitting him, came and stood near him: Purushottama then picking up the chakra in his turn, flung it at Madhu Kaitabha who was slain by it; after which he became Adhipati of three Khandas, and ruling over the kingdom for some time, Purushottama on his dissolution, leaving his body, his soul went to hell, but Suprabha after the death of his brother being much grieved, went to Somaprabha Kevali, and received initiation from him, and acquiring the state of a Kevali, he obtained beatitude. Madhu Kaitabha also after his death went to hell.*

15. Dharma was son of Bhana by Suvrat, and was born at Ratnapuri: characterized by the vajra or thunderbolt; his devi was Kandarpā; he was forty-five poles in stature, and lived 1,000,000 years: he was deified four sāgaras after the fourteenth Jina.

16. Santi was the son of Viśvasena by Acharā, born at Hastinapura; he has the antelope (marīka) for his cognizance. His Sāsana was Nirvāṇi; he was forty poles in stature, lived 100,000 years, and died two sāgaras later than the preceding.†

17. Kunju was the son of Sūr by Śrī, of the same race and complexion as the last, was also born at Hastinapura. His Sāsana was Bāla; his cognizance is a goat (ghūda); his height was thirty-five poles, and his life 95,000 years. His sārāna is dated in the last pālīa of the fourth age.

18. Asa was the son of Sudarśana by Devi; his mark is the figure called Nandavarta; he was of the same race and complexion, and born at the same place as the preceding; his Sāsana was Dharīpaḥ; his stature was thirty poles, his life lasted 84,000 years, and his nirvāṇa was 1,000 krūrs of years before the next Jina.

19. Malli was son of Kumbha by Prabhavati; of the same race with the preceding, but of blue complexion; his mark being a water-jar (ghāta); he was born at Mithilā, and his Sāsana Devi was Dharaṇapriyā; he was twenty-five poles high, lived 55,000 years, and was deified 5,584,000 years before the close of the fourth age.

20. Munishvara, Svayata, or Muni, was son of Sumitra by Padma, of the Harivaśa race, and of black complexion; he was born at Rajagriha; has a tortoise (kūrma) for his cognizance, and Naradattā for his devi; his height was twenty poles, and his age 30,000 years. He died 1,184,000 years before the end of the fourth age.

21. Nimi was son of Vijaya by Vipra; born at Mithilā, of the race of Ikshvaku; figured with a golden complexion; having for his mark a blue water-lily (nīlīpala), and for his Sāsana, Gāndhārī Devi. His stature was fifteen poles; his life 10,000 years; and his apotheosis took place, like the preceding eight Jinas, on Śaṅksha or Mount Paravānāthā, 584,000 years before the expiration of the fourth age.

22. Nemi, or Aeshtanemi, was the son of King Samudravijaya by his queen Śivā; of the Harivaśa race, of black complexion, with the conch (sāṅkha) for his symbol, and Ambikā for his Sāsana Devi. The Kalpa Sūtra says he was born in Śrīvā, the first month of the rainy season, under the constellation Chaitra, at Śrīyapura, which Stevenson supposes to be Agra, but which is generally believed to have been a town in Kāshi. It is said that he excelled in all kinds of athletic exercises and was of invincible strength. His cousin Kriṣṇa was also of superhuman strength, and was able to blow a large conch from which it was believed no other person could produce a blast. One day Neminātha saw it lying on the ground, and asking why that toy was lying there, he took it up and blew such a blast upon it as squares alarmed Kriṣṇa who began to enquire who it was that could blow upon his sāṅkha? On finding it was his cousin, he became jealous of him as a rival, and accordingly directed his hundred gopīs to excite amorous thoughts in Neminātha and shame him into marriage, thinking intercourse with women the only way to put down his strength. The gopīs began to tease him and tell him as he was grown up to manhood

† The life of this Jina is the object of a separate work entitled Sānti Parīkṣa.—Golabeczkę, Essays, ut sup. p. 311 n., Ariat. Rev. IX. p. 308.
he ought to marry. At first he refused, but after a deal of reviling and reproaching he consented, and Krishna selected for him Rājimati the daughter of Ugrasena of Gīrī, whose palace is still shewn, being a ruin near the Junāgadh fort beside the Bhumiryo Kuo. When the wedding day came and Neminath approached Junāgadh, he saw a flock of sheep and herds of cattle collected to be sacrificed for the people that had assembled to celebrate the wedding; the sheep were bleating piteously, and, struck with pity for them and the vanity of human happiness, and to save the lives of so many animals, he resolved to become an ascetic, gave up the world, and retired into the Gīrī hills, followed by his intended bride, and there they both led a platonic life. The place on the Ujjinta peak where he is said to have died is considered sacred, and has a chattri erected over it where his pagid or footprints are shown. Rājimati resided in a gapha or cave to the south-west of the Neminath Chattrī.

"He became an ascetic at the age of three hundred, at Dvārakā (Magadhī Baravāvā). He lived seven hundred years as an ascetic,—in all a thousand years. He was only fifty-five days an imperfect ascetic."† The date of his death was 84,000 years before the close of the fourth age. To him the mango tree is sacred.

23. Pārśva or Pārśvanāṭhā was son of King Āvajasena by Vāmā or Bāmā Devī; of the race of Ikṣvāku; figured with a blue complexion, having a hooded snake (sesha-phañjā), for his cognizance, and is often represented as sitting under the expanded hood of a snake with many heads, much like the so-called Nāga figures at Ajanta and elsewhere.

The Pārśvanāthī Charitra states that whilst Pārśvanāṭhā was engaged in his devotions his enemy Kāmāśa caused a great rain to fall upon him; but the serpent Dharanīdhara came, and, as Seva nāgarī, overshaowed his head as with a chhatra. In the Sātārījaya, Māhāmaya Dharana the Nāga king is represented as approaching to worship Pārśva while engaged in his second kītyotārgya or profound meditation, at Śivapuri in the Kaumābaka forest, and holding his outspread hood (phana) over him as an umbrella. From this the town obtained the name of Akhichhatra.§ His Sāsana devi was Pāmāvati. He was born at Bhelūpura in the suburbs of Varānasi (Benares); married Prabhāvatī the daughter of King Pṛasena-jītā; and, according to the Kalpa Sūtra, "adopted an ascetic life, with three hundred others, when he was thirty years of age, and for eighty days he practised austerities before arriving at perfect wisdom. He lived after this seventy years less eighty days, his whole term of life being one hundred years, after which he obtained liberation from passion and freedom from pain. He wore one garment, and had under his direction a large number of male and female ascetics." His death took place two hundred and fifty years before that of the last Tirthāṅkara (i.e., v. c. 777). He died while, with thirty others, performing a fast on the top of Mount Samaṣṭya or Sāmīṭ Śikhar.||

24. Vardhamāna, also called Viṣṇu, Mahīvīra, Vardhamāna-prabhu, &c., and surnamed Charaṇa Nṛthakṛiti, or last of the Jinas, and emphatically Sramaṇa or the saint. He was the son of Siddhartha by Trisūla, of the race of Ikṣvāku and family of Kāśyapa; born at Chitrakot or Koundragrāma, and described as of a golden complexion, having the lion (śīnu) as his cognizance. His Sāsana was Siddhāyika devī. His life is the subject of the Kalpa Sūtra, which professes to have been composed by Bhadrabahu Svāmi of Ananda-pura, now Baidyagiri, in the reign of Druvasena, 395 years after the death of Maḥāvīra,—i. e. a. d. 454.

Maḥāvīra's paternal uncle was Sūpārśva, his elder brother Naṇḍivarshana, his sister (mother of Jamali) Sudarśana, his wife was Yaśodā, by whom he had a daughter named Anōjja and Priyadarśana, who became

---

* This account, by a Jain priest, agrees with that given in the Sātārījaya Māhātī. Sarāc. XIX.
† Stevenson, Kalpa Sūtra, p. 99: In the Uttaṇa Purāṇa of the Southern Jainas, Krishna is styled Trīkṣuṇāndā dhipati, lord of three portions of the world, and he is the disciple of the Tirthāṅkara Neminathā.—Wilson, Mook. Coll. vol. I. p. 146.
‡ The life of this celebrated Jina, who was perhaps the real founder of the sect, is the subject of a poem entitled Pārśvanāthī Charitra."—Calebrooke, Essays, ut sup. II. 313; Ascit. Res. vol. IX. p. 306. It was written by

§ Mahā. XIV. 31-33 Compare Bigandet, Legend of Gaudama, 2nd ed. p. 99 (1st ed. p. 98); Hardy's Buddhismo, p. 183.
|| Stevenson's Kalpa Sūtra, Chap. VII. pp. 97, 98.
the wife of Jamâli. His father and mother died when he was 28 years of age; and he continued for two years afterwards with Nandi-vardhana; he then departed to practise austerities, which he continued twelve and a half years as a sage only in outward disguise: as a Diganbara “he went robeless, and had no vessel but his hand.” Finally he became an Arhat, or Jina, being worthy of universal adoration, omniscient, and all-seeing; and at the age of seventy-two years he became exempt from all pain for ever. This is said to have occurred at Pâwâpuri or Pâpâpurî near Râja-giriha at the court of Hastipâla, three and a half months before the close of the fourth age or Dukhamâ Sudhâmanâ in the great period named avasarpiñâ. “On the night on which the adorable ascetic here was delivered from pain, Gotama Indrabhûti, the chief of his perfectly initiated disciples, had the bonds of affection by which he was tied to his preceptor cut asunder, and attained infinite, certain, and supreme intelligence, and perception.” This event the Gujârit Jainas date 470 before the Sañvat of Vikrama, i.e. B.C. 526; others apparently 512 years before Vikrama, or B.C. 569; the Jainas of Bengal 580, and those of Mâisur 607 before Vikrama, 1 but probably by mistake for the Śaka era, which would bring these latter dates to B.C. 502 and 539 respectively. §

Adiśvara, Śânti, Nemi, Pârâvâ, and Vira, the first, sixteenth, and last three Tirthaṅkaras are regarded as the principal jinas: they are more frequently mentioned than the others, and their statues are more numerous.

Besides the Tirthaṅkaras of the present (Avasarpiñâ) cycle of the world’s duration, they reckon also twenty-four each of the past and future (Utsarpint) renovations or cycles. Hatvachandra gives the whole number of the fully forty-eight in the following lines:—

Utsarpinyaśmatītyāṁ chaturviśātitaḥ chātim
5. Vimalâhâ Svarûṇbhûti; 4. Śrīdharo; 5. Datta tirthaṅkita ||
dhâ following lines:—

Sanjrâtha ||
Yasodharâh ||
Bhadrâkîta ||
Evâni sarvâvasarpinîyutsarpinîshu jinottamâh ||

THE LEGEND OF RISHYA ŚRÎNGA.

BY V. N. NARASIMMIYENGAR, BENGALOR.

In one of the deepest and most romantic glens of the Mâisur Mânâd, formed by the buttresses of the Western Ghâts, is nestled the shrine of Śrîngâvâra of Kigga. The locality is extremely picturesque, and the habits and customs of the inhabitants are very primitive. The soil is rich, and, though thinly scattered, the peasants are by no means over-industrious. The produce is among the most valuable, consisting of sugar, cardamoms, rice, &c. Territorially, the village of Kigga is in the Koppa Taluka of the Nagar Division. There is a tradition attaching to this shrine to the effect that no drought will ever approach within 12 gâvâdas of the god. In seeking the origin of this tradition, the following legend has been gathered.

Śrîvâsa1, and Śrâlastî, and the suffix ji is usually added to each. To most of the names of the Future Jinas the suffix is adhyotana, and the 6th, 7th, 15th, 21st and 22nd are respectively called Śrîvâsa, Śrâsudā, Mâmâmâ, Śrî Mâlîngâ, and Śrîjâvanâ. See Briggs, Cities of Gujarâsh. p. 340.

† A gâvâda is popularly known to be about 12 English miles.
It is scarcely necessary to remark that the people of the country accept its truth. But a simpler explanation may easily be arrived at. The temple is built close to the eastern base of the Western Ghâts, and as their gigantic peaks intercept and appropriate the precious burden of the clouds during the S. W. monsoon, the locality happens by a simple natural law to be highly favoured with rain. The local priesthood, with a view to enhance their own importance and gains, have turned the natural phenomenon to their own advantage, clothing it with a religious and supernatural garb.

*Vibhândaka Muni, son of Kaśyapa, son of Kaśyapa, who was the son of Marichi Brahma, consulted his father as to the choice of the best place for tapas, and was directed to the spot in which the river Tuṅgabhadrâ runs in three different directions. Vibhândaka thereupon went in search of such a place, commencing from the source of the river, and after passing various thirthas and holy spots, arrived at Śrīṅgāpurah (modern Śrīṅgârî), and identified it with the locality ordained by his holy father, from the Tuṅgabhadrâ there making three different sweeps in its course. The Rishi here performed the rite of tapas rigorously for three thousand years, and its severity (lit. ātma, flame) penetrated Indra's heaven and seriously disturbed its denizens. They in a body complained of it to their ruler, Indra, who directed one Chitrasena to interrupt the fiery tapas of Vibhândaka. Chitrasena thereupon conveyed Indra's behests to Urvâśi (the head of celestial fair beauties), who then went to the Rishi's Āśrama or hermitage. The ascetic was then absorbed in dhyâna or contemplation. Towards evening (pradâho) Vibhândaka went to bathe in the river, and was deeply smitten with the celestial nymph whom he encountered on the road. He afterwards proceeded to the river, and performed his ablutions. About the same time a doe came to drink in the river and unconsciously imbibed the washings of the ascetic. The animal immediately became great with young, and in time was delivered of a human male child, with the unusual addition of two horns like those of the deer. The mother ran away directly after, and Vibhândaka, who arrived at the river-side about that time, heard the wailing of the infant. By second sight (āyeya jñānam) he perceived that the child was his own flesh and blood, and conveyed it to his Āśrama, where he brought the child up, feeding him with his own fare of roots, leaves, &c., and performing over him the prescribed rites, such as Nâmakarana, Jâdakarma, Upanayana, &c. When the boy was about twelve years old, Paramâsîvara and Pârvati were one day taking an airing in the celestial regions, attended by their retinue of evil spirits, ghosts, and devils, and were much surprised to find a child in such company. They alighted on the spot, and blessed the boy, investing him with the varan, or power of destroying famine and drought within twelve yûjanas of his abode.

Once upon a time, when Râmapâda* Mahârâja was ruling the kingdom of Anga, it was overtaken by an unusual drought of twelve years' duration, and the people were in great suffering, no food or drink being procurable for men or cattle. At this juncture the divine Rishi Sanatkumâra, who has the privilege of visiting the earth whenever the fancy seizes him, went to see the afflicted country and its unfortunate ruler. He was duly received by the Râja, and informed him that if the young Rishi Śrînga, son of Vibhândaka Muni,† could be induced to visit the country of Anga, it would get rain in abundance, and regain its usual prosperity. Râmapâda (hare-footed) could make nothing of this information, and consulted all the wise men in his dominions on the subject. They referred to their sacred books, and told him that the Āśrama of Vibhândaka was situated on the banks of the Tuṅgabhadrâ river, which was in the southern direction. The advisers moreover expressed their own inability to bring Rishya Śrînga to Anga, but suggested that the Râja should employ dancing-girls of surpassing beauty to allure the young Rishi to the desired place. Acting upon this practical suggestion, Râmapâda sent several lovely women of equivocal character, with large supplies of scents, cloths, jewels and wealth, and directed them to conduct Rishya Śrînga to his capital, by every means in their power, whether fair or foul. They at first established a dépôt at a place called Nârvâ, and, taking advantage of Vibhândaka's absence from the hermitage, gradually initiated the unsophisticated young Rishi in the pleasures of the world, escaping from the certain malevolence of

* The Râmâyana has Râmâyana.—Ed.
† Conf. Max Müller, Hist. Sansk. Lit. p. 444.—Ed.
the father to their own retreat at Nārāyē.† The enchanted young man one day asked his enchanters the object which prompted their unusual attentions. They gave him highly beguiling pictures of the wealth and beauty of their own country, and invited him to go with them to enjoy the same. The young Rishi was completely overcome by the artifices of these deluders, and consented. Taking advantage of the father’s absence at the river-side, the dancing-girls took Rishya Śrīṅga with them and started for Angadēśa. In the mean time the long-withheld rains descended upon that country, and there was soon joy, plenty, and prosperity in it. Rōmapāda took a large retinue about halfway and met Rishya Śrīṅga, and conducted him to his capital, where every honour and worship was paid to him. Some time after, the Mahārāja praising the Rishi very much, offered to give him his daughter, Sāntādevi, in marriage, and the offer was accepted. The wedding came off with due pomp and éclat, and the happy bridegroom dwelt for some time in the country of his adoption.

‘About this period, Daśāratha, king of Ayodhya, was in deep distress from the absence of an heir to his throne. Nārāda paid him a visit, and, divining the cause of his host’s dejection, advised him to invite to his court the Muni Rishya Śrīṅga, who would bring about the realisation of his wishes. Daśāratha did accordingly, and Rishya Śrīṅga conducted a yajña (sacrifice) called Putra Kāmbeshti in which the god Agni came out of the sacrificial fire, and handed a cup of Paramāṇa (Pāyasu), told the Rāja to distribute its contents among his wives, whereby he would get four sons, named Rāma, Lakshmana, Bharata, and Satruṅgha.† The god thereupon vanished out of sight. Daśāratha followed the directions of Agni, whose prophecy was duly fulfilled. Rishya Śrīṅga soon after returned to his father’s old Āśrama, but did not find him there. His father’s disappearance afflicted him very much, whereupon Viṣvānātha emerged from the Linga of Mahāhānivasara. The son was overjoyed, paid him due reverence, and asked him where he could best conduct tapas. Viṣvānātha referred him, however, to Mahā Vīśṇu, who was living in the Sahyādri hills. Rishya Śrīṅga was accordingly proceeding in that direction, when he was benighted on the bank of a stream near Nirmalāpura (modern Nemmār). He stopped there to perform his evening religious rites, when a Rākhsha named Vyāghra (tiger) rushed upon him with the object of swallowing him up. The holy man thereupon threw a drop of water upon the Rākhsha from the nail of his little finger, and instantly the demon quitted the body of the tiger, and begged the Rishi to tell him what he should do. Rishya Śrīṅga directed him to go to Sarvasvāra (sā Lingam so called), and by doing so the quondam tiger attained mokṣa (salvation).

‘Next day Rishya Śrīṅga proceeded to the Sahyādri, and performed tapas there for seven years in honour of Mahā Vīśṇu. That god told him to go to an incarnation of Śiva, called Chandra Śēkhara, at the foot of the Sahyādri mountain. The Rishi went to the spot indicated, and peered at it through the darkness with half-closed eyes. Hence the place is called Kīga, from Kiigānū, the half-open eye. The Rishi again performed tapas, and Chandra Śēkhara appeared before him and asked what he wanted. Rishya Śrīṅga begged that Paramāṉava would absorb himself within his (Rishya Śrīṅga’s) soul. Accordingly Paramāṉava became one with Rishya Śrīṅga, whose name also became celebrated in the world.

Although this spot is not exactly on the bank of the Tuṅgabhādṛī, still the Purāṇas say so, as the rivers Nandī and Nañjī flow respectively from the left and right of it, and join the Tuṅgabhādṛī at Nemmār.

It will be perceived from the foregoing that the interested Brāhmaṇas have woven a marvelous story, however preposterous, round a plain natural fact. This legend has been extracted from the Skānda Purāṇa. A portion of the same is related, in somewhat different language, in the Mahābhārata Aranyaparva, (Adhyāya 110 to 113.) Also in the Rāmāyana Bīlakānātha (chapters 9 to 17).

On the back part of many temples of note there are at present well cut representations in relief of the manner in which the privileged Rishya Śrīṅga was conveyed from the quiet of his father’s hermitage by the creatures who were sent on the mission by Rōmapāda. The accompanying cut is a copy of the one in the temple.

* The Rāmāyana says—beneath wide-spread creepers and climbing plants, and in their boats. See Wheeler.
† Conf. Wheeler, Hist. Ind. Vol. II. pp. 21, 22.—Ed.
HINDU PRONUNCIATION OF GREEK, AND GREEK PRONUNCIATION OF HINDU WORDS.

BY Dr. A. WEBER, BERLIN.

Translated from the German by E. Rehasek, M.C.E.

It is well known that in consequence of Alexander's campaigns the Greeks, for a considerable time, maintained close relations with India. Greek sovereigns reigned during more than two centuries in the north-western provinces of India, and even far down in Western India; Greek ambassadors were sent to the courts of Hindu kings; Greek merchants, Greek art and science, influenced Hindu life directly, partly from the Panjab and partly through Alexandria. This influence was undoubtedly more considerable than is usually supposed; it extended itself not merely to practical branches, e.g. to the coining of money, to architecture, to dramatic representations, to astronomical-astrological notions, &c., but also to purely mental divisions of knowledge, such as the transmission of various western narratives, fables, traditions, and other legendary or religious matters. In return for this, various Indian materials as well as intellectual products found their way through commerce from the East to the West; but although the influence of the West upon India may have dominated in pre-Christian times, it seems, on the other hand, that in post-Christian times (exceptions of course also existing) Hindu influence upon the West had conversely a stronger current. Many possessions which had originally come to the Hindus from the West now again migrated back, but in the new shape which they had meanwhile assumed in India.

Thus it could not fail to happen that numbers of Greek words and names should find their way to India, and conversely many Indian ones came to the West. Now, the form in which they appear in both localities bears the stamp of the pronunciation of the time, and may therefore throw a certain light thereon; that light cannot of course be very decisive, inasmuch as in general but very scanty auxiliary means, e.g. legends on coins in the imperfect and difficult Aryan characters, are at our disposal; and further, because in the reception and subsequent transmission of foreign vocabularies their phonetic values were retained merely in a general way, while at the same time they suffered considerably both from popular etymological assimilation to words current in the vernacular, and from unintentional deterioration in the mouths of the unlearned.

I desire the following data concerning this subject to be considered merely as a first attempt waiting for, and in need of, being supplemented in many ways. It is hoped that the systematic excavations begun lately in India in the ancient Greek dominions will produce a rich harvest of coin-legends, and will be lucrative also in other analogous respects. May a propitious star guide the archaeological expedition lately started to those localities under Cunningham's skilful direction, and may thereby the conception of a Corpus inscriptionum Indicarum, executable only in India, appear so feasible to the leading powers of the Indian Government that this pinus desiderium, so long and painfully felt in scientific circles, at last be brought to a completion!

---

* Even the silver coins of the Guptas show Greek traits.
† The king of Palibothra, to whom, in the first century of our era, the shipwrecked Lambulos was brought, "was a friend of the Hellenes and esteemed their science." (Lassen, Ind. Alt. K. III. 254.)
I. GREEK NAMES AND WORDS AMONG HINDUS.

First of all I mention the names of the Greco-Bactrian kings contained in the above-mentioned coin-legends deciphered by Princep, Lassen, Raoul Rochette, Wilson, Thomas, Cunningham, Dowson, Rajendralal Mitra and others, in connection with whatever else may here be available bearing on historical personages, &c., from contemporaneous documents, i.e., the inscriptions of Piyadasī and those from the period of the Indo-Skythian kings. Here it is to be kept in mind that the language of the documents in question is a kind of Pāli, or rather Prākrit, and that therefore its words are influenced by the peculiar phonetic laws of this stage of the language, which, among other things, does not admit of ai, au, and, as a rule, of no group of consonants which does not consist of homogeneous consonants. Also the terminations of the names, mostly standing in the genitive form, were obliged to conform to the Indian declension, whereby they underwent many changes and degradations.

Initial a usually remains unchanged, thus—

In the same manner a medial a remains so, as, besides in the above, also in Maha in the inscriptions of Piyadasī, in Yudhara—Yasadhraka, Evaditra—Evarudraka, Hapstratas—Hapstratas—Hapstratas, Kalimaya—Kalimaya, Menadra, Minandra—Menadra, Pañcalavata—Patalavata, Palaeldos, Spalirisa—Spalirisa, Strata—Strata, Stratas—Stratos, stratego—stratovares, panenasa (of the month ἀπαίρεσις) tavitasa (of ἀπαίρεσις).

appears as o in Hermayasa—Ermaou, Heliyaklayasa—Hiloukos, Menadrasa, panenasas; as ε in Aramilidasa, aparasa, Minandrasa, Pilhasina—Pheloukos, Telihsasa, Teloas—as a in Agathaklayasa, Akbakiyasa, atisamaka.

is always represented by i, thus Alahikaya.

* To these especially pertain the Macedonian names of months, for the discovery whereof upon them we are indebted to Cunningham and Dowson. In the inscription of Takhti-i-Baki lately discovered by Dr. Leitner, the reckoning is, according to Dowson's decipherment, in Indian months. See Trübner's Amer., and Oriental Record, June 1871, p. 188.

† As a Skyskian name this strictly belongs further on.

‡ Accordingly, in this portion of India at least, the Indian a itself had an obscured pronunciation nearly allied to o. With this circumstance it agrees that Pānini, who was precisely of this district, actually mentions a double pronunciation of ə, one open and the other close, in conse-

quence whereof he set up ə, and not o, as the standard for the (quantitative relations of the) other vowels. See Ind. Stud. IV. 119, Y. 92. In other parts of India the matter probably stood differently. See below, pp. 145, 149. § Although the Greek legend itself appears once on a coin as Δάσος (see Thamas, Catalogue of Bactrian Coins, London, 1866, p. 14); the same has no Indian legend.

|| The name Yona, or rather Yanva, for Javaner, was however known to the Hindus at any rate before the time of Alexander, i.e., during the earlier Persian wars, in which also Indians took part as auxiliaries against the Greeks; on the name itself see my remark in Kund's Zeitschr. V. 221.
the southern Buddhists; at the same time with him also the name of his birth-place and capital Ahlanda (or Sada), i.e. Alefandvres is mentioned. Possibly also, as Lassen assumes, the name of the Micchha—or rather Pāraśikaka-king Meghas which occurs in the drama Mudgrodaka, contains a reminiscence of the old royal title mynas bauelos, because, although this drama itself is comparatively modern, the author of it may probably have drawn the materials for it from ancient sources, and the name Basili (i.e. doubleless Bauelos) actually occurs, according to Schiefer,* among the northern Buddhists. As I have also already ventured further to surmise that the royal name Jaloka, Jalaukas in the Kashmir chronicles is referable to Zalosos, it is further possible also that their Amita, Amita, is connected with Amoraos. The buildings of Asura Maya immortalized in the Mahabharata reminds us of the edifices of Hrelkamos, and the former moreover has perhaps inherited only from Hrelkamos the astronomer a portion of his later reputation as a teacher of astronomy, just as also finally the powerful Yavana king Kassernaut, in the Mahabharata, doubleless represents only a faded reminiscence of the Karap of post-Christian centuries,‡ transformed by a fanciful etymological etymology.

Two of the above names are preserved to us, perhaps in a direct translation, Apollodotos namely as Bhagadatta,* and Demetros, as Dattamitra,|| the first appearing in the Mahabharata, as a Yavana king, and the second as a Sinda-Sauvera king. Of the Roman age there is, strangely enough, besides the name Romakas,§ nothing but the word dintra—deniara. Whether thateris in Ehm Haukel is referable to sohpos or verpa—or, according to Dowson's recently expressed opinion, has nothing to do with Greek, remains undecided. In dramma the word draxos was preserved down to late times.

The words khalina, bripile—xalinos, and xunumia (in the Mahabharata and Mahabhdarata) amine-shaft—soxymos, refer probably to bellico-political relations with the Greeks. Here I recall to mind also my surmise (Ind. Stud. IX. 380) concerning the remarkable statement of the Pāṇiniya Sūkta, v. 6, on the salvation of the Suvarnita women (Suvardhriñtha niṣṭa): sara according to one and taṅkra according to the other recension,—that the reading ought to be khaṅra, or rather that it is to be borrowed from the second hemistich, and that therein a reference to the Greek salvation xapi is to be sought.*

Not so much to political as to commercial relations the words kastira—kastriperos,† kastira—kastriperos, kanyin—krychos, mend ink—mexos, samita saminda—samipalai, Hind. minda—mudas, § are indebted for their acceptance. Esop's fables are probably responsible for the two words topika—topika and kramelaka—kaplos, both of them connected with Hindu words or rather roots. The most numerous appropriations belong to the astro-nomico-astrological domain. In the first place—as already observed, by Asura Maya—who, according to later traditions, lived in Romnikopura—is possibly meant Hrelkamos the author of the Almagest; further by Manitha perhaps Maitreya the author of the Aitareybhata is to be understood; at all events by Paulis sa Phairos is meant,—probably Paulus Alexanderinus, in whose Esopos almost all the technical astrological terms which have passed into Sanskrit may be identified, whence probably we ought to recognize it as the basis of the Paulika-siddhanta which unfortunately exists only in scanty and insufficient

---

* See my Ind. Skizzen, p. 86, 87.
‡ Ind. Skizzen, p. 88; jalauska, "loech," and kassernaut, "suited with a spine," are but little suited to have been original names of kings. Indeed, Lassen derives Jaloka from jalauska (II. 273). The transformation of Thuramaya into Asura Maya may perhaps be recognized as due to the political tendencies of those times.
§ According to Von Gutschmid's opposition. Comp. Ind. Stud. V. 122.
|| Thus according to Lassen. On his town Dermatis see Ind. Skizzen, pp. 82, 83; my translation of the MidSTRakhdasitrataum, Pref. p. 47; and my Disc. on the Ekadhyana, vol. I p. 179; from ita Yonas, son of Dharmadava, makes his appearance as a donor of gious gifts in the inscriptions of a Buddha temple (Journ. Bomb. R. K. As. Soc. vol. V. p. 54).
‡ In the inscriptions mentioned in the preceding note, a statue is made also of the gifts of a Romakas, son of Vahdita. In the great Asthak collection (see Westergaard, Catur. der Orient. Miss. d. Kopenhag. Bibl., p. 30) also a Romakaṭākā is mentioned (III. 8, 7, no.

---

273. Perhaps this text may again afford desiderated information on Roman relations. (Comp. below the data from the Bheruvajjāta.)

* Surahstra—Surastra was long subject to Greek dominion. The oldest coins of those parts show Greek types and letters; the princes were satraps of the Greek kings and reigned over, Thomas states, according to the era of the Seleucids. Yavanas girls still appear in the dramas of Kalidasa as attending to the personal wants of kings, and probably they saluted also with the salutation of their Yavana language; comp. also Intro. to my Tranal. of the Malavika, pp. 35, 46, 47. (It may be remarked that already Ps. V. 8, 7 mentions a female bodyguard.)

** From karvacitpecos? see Ind. Skizzen, pp. 76, 89.
*** Because the assumption that these (comp. simila, similago) are old Indo-Germanic words is suspicious even from the meaning. West-four was scarcely known to our Indo-German ancestors.

4 Comp. Pott in the Zeitschrift für d. K. des Mory. IV. 261:—kgupa, a base metal, can hardly be said to have anything to do etymologically with cuprum.

| Kern (Intro. to Vardha Mihira's Bhrihats Samhitā, p. 12) once thought also of Mathilas.
II. INDIAN NAMES AND WORDS AMONG GREEKS.

Here we have to deal partly with politico-geographical and other names, and partly with articles of commerce and objects of daily life. The names of wares came first to the West, in part very early — long before Alexander — and either, like the name *India* itself, through Persian, with the form transmuted according to Persian phonetic laws +

811, as *du Sikhata*, and has further been corrupted in *Lassen*, IV. 843, to *dickakatha*.

† Kern, Intro. to *Var. Myth.*, p. 29.

‡ Comp. the otherwise inverted representation of *θ* by *f*.


* Namely *h* (as *spiras* lenis) for *v*, thus in *vṛtv* *Syr. hentu* *Ipars sibina*; *f* for *v*, *r* for *l* (Comp. *v*; also *Lassen*, II. 559, as to *Hypobasrus* and *Martichora*).
HINDU WORDS IN GREEK.

147

As ὠρθός, μίκρα for ῶθε, παντα περί for περίπατος, πανδοκα for πανδοκα, ἠκτίνα for ἠκτίνα and ἀναγκαὶ for ἀναγκαῖον, ἀναγκαῖον in the Phoenician-Babylonian* commercial intercourse, as ἀναγκαῖον, ἀνα-

καῖον, ἐπικρίσις, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀ

In the second of the earlier dates: * In the case of the

Among geographical names the following occur:—* adiabata (Adiabatā) = ἀδιαβάτης, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀ

In this place, however; only those words will suit our

purposes the Indian origin whereof—and we

shall have to take up many Prakrit forms of them—is either quite, or at least approximately, as-
certained, whilst numerous other names and words, with which such is not the case, must be ex-

cluded. Firstly, articles of commerce, or rather mineral, vegetable, and animal substances, and of daily life in general, belong to the following class of words:—

αὐτῶν, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀναφορά, ἀ

* Of these Mānasīya alone has discovered lately the first direct trace, namely, in the Bāvērīsātka (ID. 4, 34, 9 no. 334) according to the Comm. of Buddha-engena. (Sah. Hist. A. D.) It contains a legendary report of repeated voyages of the Pāṇḍu to Bāvērī (Bāvērī of the Old Persian cuneiform writing) where they brought, on the second occasion, the first peacock for sale. See Mālanas Anuṣṭāvat of the Imp. Rus. Academy, Vol. VI. 1871, p. 657 sqq. It is mentioned also in the Bible that among other things the Phoenicians in Solomon's time brought also peacocks from Ophir (Adhira). (Here I may incidentally observe that I do not think that is connected with sikhen, because the latter word can scarcely have meant a peacock at the time here intended. Also the word "peacock" supposed to be Malabarian, which has been emended for this connection, can scarcely have originated from sikhen, rather perhaps some Dakshin word, which in that case might very well be the root of the Hebrew word. The form Bāvērī, with instead of I, here of course mistakes against a Phoenician, but rather for a later Persian mediation in the legend; otherwise the final u, here as well as in the Bāvērī of the cuneiform writing, is probably a remnant of the Semitic nominative sign.

† This word, curiously enough, occurs in the form kāpa in I, as early as the hieroglyphs of the 17th century. Conf. Joh. Dümmler, "Das erste der Ägyptische fleet of the 17th century," Leipzig, 1868, Plates II. and XIV.

‡ The list of the words for ἀναγκαῖον and ἀναγκαῖον (?) bears witness to their transmission through Semitic, not across Persia. Here belongs also the name Ophir (Adhira) itself, which of course does not occur in Greek.

§ Ind. Sīkṣaṇ, p. 88.

Differently in V. Hān. Cultivated plants and domes
tic animals, p. 121. (Berlin, 1878). The use of hemp in the preparation of intoxicating liquors (ibid., p. 453) as-

curs probably to the Aryan period, partly because bhāguna is used in the Rāmsū, 61, 14, as an epithet of the intox-

icating soma, and partly because Indian lexicographers use bhāguna to denote hemp and beverages of that kind prepared from it. Comp. also Tbd. IX, 132, Yeōl XXIV, 20.

* Although their Indian descent and signification have

been handed down to us, e. g. of mārgrita, trappo, koyma (perhaps kateup, boat or little bag for keeping fluids) koludorfsa, svegha, broum (abortion; comp. hrajabahā), d rāmā (broum? kāraus, dī-

kapir, and many others.

* I mark with a star the words the signification, or ra-

ther use, of which cannot be exactly pointed out, although they are possibly current. I do not put any marks to the Prakrit forms drawn from Sanskrit words actually occurring in the respective meanings, but I enclose the latter words in parentheses. I add, moreover, a few words which occur only in a Latin form, e. g. sulphur, &c.

†† The readings in Arrain, &c. vary much in the MSS.; I mostly adhere to those adopted by Lassen, since also the production itself of the corresponding Indian names is usually based on the precedent of Lassen.

‡‡ See Roth, Let. u. Gesch. des Weeds, p. 139.

§§ Also (like Ακαστί) purposely an echo of Greek words: e. g. inf. the words marked §§.

|| P. See Lassen I. 800, according to ibid. III. 175.

Γυμναί is to be read for it.
Lastly, also, to these belong a few historical names, &c. as Παπαρος Παπαρος Παπαρος, Σαμουάλρος, Σαμουάλρος, Σαμουάλρος, Σαμουάλρος...

THE INDIAN ANTIQUARY.

Lotus Leaves; or Poems chiefly on Ancient Indian Subjects; by H. C. Dutt.—Calcutta, 1871.

A volume of poems in the English language by a native of India is still somewhat of a novelty; but this is not the first time that the author of the collection before us has appeared before the public in verse. His name will be familiar to some of our readers as one of the contributors to the well-known "Dutt Family Album," which was so favourably received in England a few years ago. In the "Lotus Leaves" he has attempted to embody in a poetical form some of the more remarkable traditions and incidents in Indian history, beginning with scenes from the story of Râma and Sîlá, and coming down to the capture of Tornâ by Sirâji. Those into whose hands this little book may fall must not expect to find anything very striking or original in the treatment of these subjects, but they will find everywhere smooth and pleasing versification, and considerable skill shown in the adapting of the measure to the varying character of the themes. Special mention may be made of the little poem entitled The Bridal of Drânapadi, in which that famous story is reproduced with sufficient fidelity and much liveliness.

ON ATTRACTION AND REPULSION,

From the Methawi of Jellal-al-dyn Romy: 1st Duftur No. I.

Because they are aggrieved at your life.
They possess the electrum and reveal it,
Then they entice your straw, your nature vile;
But when their grand electrum they conceal
Your resignation quickly turns revolt!

E. REHATSEEK.

THE MAHĀ MĀGAM AT KUMBHAKONAM.

The town of Kumbhakonam is the scene of one of the greatest of Hindu festivals, the ‘Mahā Māgam,’ which is celebrated once in twelve years, and to which people from all parts of India repair, to obtain remission of their sins by washing in the waters of the Ganges, which (according to Hindu legend) are brought, in some miraculous manner, to the sacred tank on the south-east side of the great temple. This tank, which is known as the Mahā Māgam tank, is supposed to possess miraculous virtues at this particular season, for the goddess Gangā is said to visit the tank once in twelve years to cleanse herself from the pollution contracted by her, in consequence of so many thousands of human beings bathing in her waters and leaving their sins behind them. The purifier comes here to be purified, and at the same time to purify the multitudes of pilgrims and devotees who flock to Kumbhakonam on this auspicious occasion, that they may wash in the sacred stream and be clean. The legend given of the origin of this festival is briefly as follows:—

The grandsons of a certain king of the solar race who reigned in the ancient town of Ayodhya were commanded by their grand sire to carry to the eight corners of the earth a horse which had been offered in sacrifice, according to the peculiar rites of the Hindus appointed for the Anuvamadha Yajñā. The object in sending round this horse was, it would seem, that all the kings of the earth might do homage to it, such homage being reckoned a token of submission to the great sovereign of the solar race who had offered it in sacrifice. During their journey the horse was one night stolen from the princes by the god Indra, who concealed the animal in the lower world close by the spot where a Rishi was performing penance. After a long search the princes discovered the horse where it had been concealed, and, imagining that the ascetic was the person who had made away with it, they immediately attacked him, while he was still deep in his devotions. The fire of the otherwise meek Rishi was roused by this sudden and sacrilegious violence to his person, and daring fire from his eyes he consumed his enemies, reducing them to a heap of ashes. Through the intercession of the aged grandsire, and, subse-
quently, of one of his descendants named Bhagiratha, the ascetic withdrew his curse, adding that the souls of the princes whom he had destroyed could only reach the abode of the blessed after they were cleansed in the waters of the Ganges which flowed upon the crest of Śiva. This deity was next invoked on behalf of the unfortunate victims of the Rishi's wrath, and at his command the waters of the Ganges flowed upon the earth, and the ashes of the dead princes mingled in the sacred stream. When Śiva commanded Gangā to flow upon the earth, the god also decreed that whoever washed in her waters should be cleansed from the pollution of sin, and, in order to remove from the goddess Gangā the stain of pollution she would thus contract, he commanded her to visit the sacred tank at Kumbhakonam once in twelve years, when she could cleanse herself from such pollution.

The festival of the Mahā Maṅga occurs in the year Maṅga during the month named Maṅga, and during "the occurrence of the full moon in or about the asterism Maṅga." During this festival the pilgrims to Kumbhakonam bathe first in the waters of the Mahā Maṅga, then in the tank of the Golden Lotus (Pon thamarei thedagam) and, lastly, in the river Kaveri. There are twelve temples at Kumbhakonam, each having its presiding deity, the chief of the twelve being Kumbhakwaram. These twelve deities are placed in their respective cars and dragged each round his own temple. They are all then carried on the shoulders of men in grand procession, with banners, incense, and fireworks, to the great tank on the banks of which are erected twelve shrines, one for the reception of each idol. In the shrine which is built in the centre of the tank certain ceremonies are then performed, the trident being planted within it and besprinkled with holy water and incensed by the officiating guru. After the completion of these ceremonies, the people, who stand around the tank in anxious expectation, make a sudden plunge into it, as if the healing virtue would affect only the first who entered. A correspondent writing to us regarding this festival says,—"I am told that about 33,000 people are expected to visit Kumbhakonam during this Mahā Maṅga, and judging from the number of special trains that the G.S. I. Railway run, both by day and by night, I believe there is no exaggeration in the statement.”—Madras Times, Feb. 12.

A FESTIVAL AT HAIDARABAD.

Once a year, on "Lungur Day," the city of Haidarabad presents a scene characteristic of that Oriental grandeur, wealth, and fondness of display which historians and travellers chronicle but we in India seldom see. The whole of the tributary princes, chiefs and noblemen, within a certain radius of Haidarabad, assemble at the head of their dependants for the inspection of the Prime Minister, Sir Salar Jang, pay homage to the Nizam, and undergo a species of "musser" previous to the disbursement of the annual government stipend for the maintenance of the troops they keep up. The "Lungur" of 1873 took place on the 5th March. A writer in the Madras Mail says that all present were conspicuous for their magnificent and costly dresses, whilst their dependants, horse and foot, contributed to an amusing spectacle. Uniforms of all ages, Oriental as well as European, were exhibited: coats, waistcoats, and morions of chain-mail; Saracen head-pieces with their spikes of steel and chain-mail curtains; buff coats of tough bull's-hide; coats with tarnished epaulettes and wings of five and twenty years ago; shakos huge-topped and befeathered; the bærskin of some long-forgotten commander of a "grenadier company;" long swallow-tailed coats of the Christy Minstrel type, worn without continuations of any kind. Motley and numerous as the dresses were, in weapons the diversity was greater still. You saw bell-mouthed petronels of the time of the first James, an arquebuss or two, crossbows with dangerous-looking bolts, matchlocks, flint and steel muskets of various degrees of efficiency; swords of every age, shape, and nation. Yonder a curved scimitar; here the long straight blade of a knight of Malta. Knives more or less richly ornamented appeared in the kamarbans of high and low, but the arm most fancied seems to be a double muzzle-loading gun or rifle, many of which were carried in the hands of the noblemen seated on elephants. Long, light, bamboo lances were adopted by the majority of the mounted retainers, with, in some cases, a carbine slung behind the back. Throughout the day there was music for the Europeans present.—Friend of India.

AJANTA CAVES.

About five and twenty years ago the Court of Directors of the late E. I. Company, with the liberality that so distinguished it, resolved to secure faithful transcripts of the wonderful frescoes in the Ajantā Cave Temples. Accordingly, Major R. Gill was employed, with the necessary establishment of assistants, and in the course of a number of years he sent home nearly thirty large and faithful copies of almost all the best portions. Of these, twenty-two or more were placed in the Sydenham Crystal Palace, where they were destroyed by fire about six years ago. No copies, tracings, or photographs were taken.
of them before sending them to be exhibited—and finally burnt: and all we possess of this magnificent series of facsimiles are woodcuts, on a very small scale indeed, in Mrs. Manning's Ancient India—of two of the pictures and of eight detached fragments of others. Fortunately five or six of Major Gill's large paintings had not been sent to the Crystal Palace, but were afterwards found among the stores and are now hung in the corridors of the India Office.

Most of the frescoes have suffered much since they were copied by Major Gill—some have almost, if not entirely, disappeared. Still representations were made to Government to attempt rescuing some portion of what still remains, and Mr. Griffiths of the Bombay School of Art was accordingly deputed to visit them, and report on the feasibility of copying them. His report has not been published in extenso, but the following extracts from it are of interest:

"They are not frescoes in the true acceptance of the term, nor do they appear to correspond to the Italian fresco secco, where the entire surface of the wall was first prepared for painting on, and then thoroughly saturated with lime-water before the painting was commenced, as the groundwork upon which the paintings at Ajanta were executed would, I think, hardly admit of this treatment. The groundwork, which appears to be composed of cowdung with an immixture of pulverized trap, was laid on the roughish surface of the rock to a thickness varying from a quarter to half an inch. To increase the binding properties of this ground, rice-husks were introduced in some instances, especially in the ceilings. Over this ground was laid the intonaco of thin, smooth plaster, about the thickness of an egg-shell, upon which the painting was executed. This thin coating of plaster overlaid everything—the mouldings, the columns, the ornamental carving, and the sculptures—and enough remains to show that the whole has been closed.

"Many of the paintings, as far as the hand could reach, have been wantonly defaced, hacked, and scratched in every direction, leaving not a square inch perfect. But by the thousand have done their work of destruction by clinging to the upper portions of the walls, and, to complete the havoc, water was percolating through the rock, converting some of the paintings on the walls and ceilings into a black unintelligible mass. It is surprising how these paintings have existed for so long under such treatment, when others which were not half their age have perished despite the care that was taken of them.

"The paintings in Cave No. I. are in a better state of preservation, and are more intelligible than those in any of the other caves. There are fragments of figures, some of them larger than life-size, of which the faces and hands are painted with vigour and expression; and although they are only shadows of what they were originally, still, I think, they are worthy of being copied. Portions of the ceiling to this cave are in a very good state of preservation, and there nothing else remaining of the paintings this ceiling alone would be well worth copying, as being a marvellous piece of work and a school of art in itself. It is divided into panels, which are filled with painted fruit, such as mangoes, pineapples; in others are elephants, buffaloes; parrots—all most delicately drawn. The panels are divided by bands filled in with the fret-guilloche and the patera, of infinite variety in design.

"I need hardly remark that the work of copying will be attended by many difficulties. But I am of opinion that no effort should be spared to obtain records, however slight, of what remains of the paintings of these famous caves. A few years hence the originals will be entirely obliterated; and I consider it will be a loss to art if some record be not made, even of the fragments that remain, of the works of these old Buddhist artists, who evidently were keenly alive to the pleasures derived from, and who thoroughly understood the principles of, Decorative Art in its highest and noblest sense."

The Government of India having sanctioned an expenditure of Rs. 5,000 for this purpose, Mr. Griffiths and a party of students went to Ajanta early in the cold season, and it is satisfactory to learn that all of the ceiling worth copying, and four pieces of the wall-painting of Cave I. have been successfully copied. It is to this cave also that most of the paintings at the India House belong.

To the paintings at Ajanta, however, belongs only a part of the interest attaching to the remarkable remains there: in the architecture of the various caves is to be read a remarkably extended record of the history of the development of that art during a period of from five to eight centuries, and which could be fully supplemented from other groups of Buddhist remains in the Bombay Presidency and contiguous provinces. Materials for the illustration of Buddhist art at Ajanta and elsewhere exist at the India House and with private individuals, and in April 1871 J. Ferguson, D.C.L., F.R.S., laid before the Secretary of State a proposal for completing and utilizing these, and offering to edit the work for publication. This offer was at once accepted and referred to the Bombay Government to arrange for completing the materials and carrying into effect, but nothing has since been done in the matter.
CASTES OF THE BOMBAY PRESIDENCY.

Dr. H. V. Carter to his "Report on the Prevalence and Characters of Leprosy in the Bombay Presidency" has added an appendix giving short notices of all the castes mentioned in the returns. "The details it supplies," he remarks, "are of the simplest, and without pretence; such of the information as is not commonly available has been obligingly furnished by the Magistrates of Kanara, Khandesh, Thana, Dharwar, &c. and many probable discrepancies are referrible to the varying customs of the same castes in different provinces."

"The subject of caste," he adds, "is full of instruction to the antiquary and the ethnologist: it is a mine as yet little worked; but which holds information sufficient, by analysis of details, to explain many curious anomalies in the opinions and condition of the existing native races, if not to throw light on their origin and descent."

The list is arranged alphabetically, but we extract the accounts of some of the castes without reference to such arrangement:

"Koli." A caste of low rank, embracing numerous tribes who are still most numerous in the mountain ranges running parallel to the sea-coast, and per excellence a hill-people; dwellers in the jungle or forest; of the country of Bohra. The object of J. W. Garbe, and not to be the Western Ghats and prolongation northwards (18° to 24° N. Lat.); they also occupy the seaboard; it would appear as if their continuity had been disturbed by invasions of the Bhils, coming from inland forest hills along the banks of the Tapti and other rivers opening into the Gulf of Cambay; hence in Khandesh and Bhils occupy the ghats and hilly ranges, the Kolis being found in the plains, as a refuge from the south. The Kolis of Gujarat are thus almost separated from those of the Vindhyah Ghats; their history and present condition differ somewhat also; for a few settled alliances with marauding Rajputs, and their descendents claim the title of Thakurs; and in this fertile province some of the Kolis have become admirable and prosperous farmers. Costwise the race has maintained its place as fishermen, boatmen, and sailors; they make salt, in Lat. 20°; Kolis again predominate on both sides of the ghats: they are chiefly in the Dhangs, Patels, &c. in the Mawals: the name Thakur is retained, but is not now associated with any preference apart from means: here, too, in the Dekhan a large section of 'Kolis' have become incorporated with the population on the plains; they occupy a humbler position than the Talabadi 'Kolis' in Gujarat, but have a recognised place in the village establishment, being watchmen, water-carriers, boatmen, fishermen, messengers, &c.; these have made the first long stride towards complete civilization. On the hills their brethren are still a rude people, living by selling jungle produce, cultivating a little land, and keeping a few cattle. All are very ignorant, but not unintelligent. Kolis are subdivided into numerous families (or kuls) all of which are perfectly distinct; the families form orders or classes, which under climatic and historic influences have acquired their present distinctive characters; eventually, doubtless, the whole race will become assimilated, without being decimated in process, for the people are apt.

"Ambigdr." A Koli caste of boatmen, watermen, and fishermen, in S. India; they belong to the recognised and more civilised division of Kolis.

"Patamwaria." A 'Koli' tribe of Gujarath, originally named from Patan-Anhilwad, the Hindu capital of Gujarath; their rank in the Koli caste is not the highest, as they eat the flesh of buffaloes; they are cultivators and labourers and sometimes farm cultivators.

"Bhut Kahdr." A widely-spread caste of inferior rank, whose occupation is to carry palks, dolis, water-skis, &c. as porters: they also catch and eat fish: they bear some resemblance to 'Kolis' and have latterly been suspected to be also aborigines: they eat flesh and drink spirits: they are an ignorant but industrious class. Buchanan describes them as of Telinga descent, adds that distillation of rum is one of their proper occupations.

"Khavri." A caste in Southern Konkan and Kanara, who are fishermen and palki-bearers, also crew and makes of native craft: they speak Maithili and Kanarese, and in that respect are noted to differ from 'Bhills' or 'Kahars': numerous; of rather inferior rank, and partakers of all kinds of food, &c. The name is indicative of their connexion with the sea.

"Dharrad." In Gujarath: an inclusive term for people who habitually wear arms and pay for the privilege: in most villages they are Kolis and Bagas: in a few only Rajputs and Siwaks also: some are indeend independent circumstances, &c. and all are probably the descendants of former successful soldiers.

"Moth." In Surat, of the Koli caste: fishermen, chiefly; a rude, ignorant, and intemperate race, said to be short-lived.

"Wavri." An Offset, probably, of the Koli tribe, who retain primitive habits, and are mostly hunters and snareers of game and wild animals; whose voice and calls they can closely imitate; some make earthen pots, &c. They are widely distributed; some are lepers in Gujarath, where they are probably more numerous than in the Dekhan and Southern India. In appearance they are, often at least, of a true aboriginal type; their language appears to be the vernacular of the province they inhabit."
NAGAMANGALA COPPER PLATE INSCRIPTION.

BY LEWIS RICE, BANGALORE.

The inscription of which a translation is given below was found in a temple at Nāgamangala, the chief town of a taluq of the same name, and 30 miles north of Serinagapatam. It is well engraved on six plates of copper, about 10 inches by 5, held together by a thick metal ring bearing on the seal the figure of an elephant.

The grant which it records was made by Prithvī Koṅgani Mahārāja of Vijaya Skandavāra in the 50th year of his reign, the year of Śalāvahana 699 (A.D. 777), on the application of Prithvī Nirgunda Rājā, for the support of a Jain temple erected in the north of Śrīpura by his wife Kundavi, a grand-daughter of the Pallavādhārāja.

The inscription begins with an account of the Koṅgu or Chera kings, almost identical with that given in the Merkara plates as far as these date, namely, to A.D. 466. The variation is principally in the name of the first king, who is here called Koṅgani Varmma Dharmma Mahādhīrāja, while the sixth king is called Koṅgani Mahādhīrāja. The form Koṅgani occurs but once, in the name of the king who made the grant. The different ways of spelling this name may be of little importance, but are interesting in connection with yet another form which struck me at the time I saw it as suggestive. This was on a stone inscription in Coorg, containing a grant by Satya Vākya Koṅgani Varmma Dharmma Mahārājādhīrāja, whom I take to be the third in succession after the donor in the present instance, and ruling about A.D. 840. If from the similarity in the names Koṅgu and Koṅgani we may infer that they were liable to the same changes, and that the former was sometimes written Koṅgu, we have a very near approach to Koṅgu, the existing name of the country which Europeans have corrupted into Coorg. I am aware that Professors Wilson and Dowson give the name as Koṅga, but the Rev. W. Taylor replying to them, in his literal translation of the Koṅga Dēsa Rājākala, expressly says, “Throughout the document the word used is Coṅgu-dēsa.”

To return to the grant. It confirms the statement in the Merkara plates of an alliance between the second Mādhava and the Kadamba king Kṛṣṇa Varma, the former having married the latter's sister. There is not a word about the adoption of a son by Vīshṇu Gopa, nor of the reign of a king named Dindikara Rāya, both of which are mentioned in the chronicle. From this period of the Merkara plates to the date of the present grant the list of kings agrees with that generally received, as far as Bhū Vikrama, whose reign began in A.D. 539. His successor appears from the grant to have been Vīlanda, having the title of Rājā Śrī Vallābhākhya, which in the chronicle is given as the title of the brother under whose advice he acted in the government of the country, (younger brother and named Vallavagī Rāya according to Prof. Dowson, elder brother and named Vaḷa Vācyā Rāya according to Mr. Taylor). In reality he was king de jure as well as de facto. The younger brother, on the other hand, is here called Nava Kāma. If this be the next king, he must be the same as Rājā Govinda Rāya of the chronicle. We then have mention of a Koṅgani Mahārāja whose other name was Simeshwarā (?). This evidently points to the Sīvaga Mahārāya of Dowson and Sīva Rāma Rāya of Taylor. His grandson, according to the chronicle, was a Prithvī Koṅgani Mahādhīrāja ruling in A.D. 746. This is the name of the present donor, and by taking the intervening names of Bhīma Kopa and Rājā Kesara as mere epithets of this king, which is permissible, the grant and the chronicle are brought into agreement.

Prithvī Koṅgani must have begun to reign in A.S. 649 (A.D. 727). It is no small matter to obtain a fixed date for the commencement of a reign, and also to learn that it was prolonged to the unusual term of 50 years—

---

† Mack. Coll. I. 164, and Ind. Ant. at sup. p. 300.  
§ Cat. Ins. Or. MSS.  
* As Dindikara Rāya does not fall in the line of descent, it was scarcely to be expected that his name should be mentioned. — Er.
how much longer we do not know. Being the grandson of his predecessor, this king must have come to the throne at an early age, and hence there is nothing improbable in the duration assigned to his reign. The thing to be noticed is the absence of the minute details regarding the date of the donation, which are usually found in inscriptions. The name of the cycle year is not given, nor the day of the month or week, nor any astronomical conjunction. But notwithstanding the absence of these particulars the date of the grant accords perfectly with what we know of the history of this king.

We are next introduced to a province named Nirgunda. This I conceive to be the name that occurs in connection with one of the witnesses to the Merkara plates, but which, from his being there described as a servas, I conjectured might mean nirgana, the village waterman. The position of Nirgunda I do not know. Wherever it may have been, the tributary king of the region had married the grand-daughter of the Pallava Levarajá. I am not aware that anything definite has been published as to the chronology and succession of the Pallava kings. The following are a few scattered notices of the dynasty.

Sir Walter Elliot says: “Previous to the arrival of the first Chalukya in the Dakhan the Pallava were the dominant race. In the reign of Trilochana Pallava an invading army, headed by Jaya Sinha, named Vijaya Chalukya, of the Chalukya-kula, crossed the Nerudda but failed to obtain a permanent footing. Jaya Sinha seems to have lost his life in the attempt; for his queen, then pregnant, is described as flying after his death and taking refuge with a Brahman called Vishnu Somayaji, in whose house she gave birth to a son named Raja Sinha, who subsequently assumed the titles of Rana Raya and Vishnu Vardhana. On attaining to man’s estate he renewed the contest with the Pallavas, in which he was finally successful, cementing his power by a marriage with a princess of that race, and transmitting the kingdom thus founded to his posterity.”

The rivalry, however, was not thus ended. For I have a Chalukya inscription in which the first Vikrama Chalukya is stated to have become “the possessor of Kanchipuram by the conquest of Pallava Patri, whose insults threatened destruction to the dynasty resembling in purity the rays of the moon,” i.e. the Chalukyas, who were of the soma vaśa or lunar line.

The next king, Vinayaditya Satyakumara, who began to reign A.D. 650, is described as having “destroyed the power of Trirajya Pallava in the same manner as the heavenly general of Bhillendra Sehri, struck down the excessively-grown might of the Dayiyas.” Previously to this, however, we find from the present inscription that Pallavendra Narapati had suffered defeat from Raja Sri Vallabhaksha of the Konig line.

I have also met with two stone inscriptions of the Pallavas, but so worn from age as to be almost illegible. On one of them the name Nolambadhí Raja has been doubtfully made out.

The character in which the inscription now translated is engraved bears much resemblance to that found in the Buddhist stupa of Amravati with the addition of the characteristic letters of the Hala Kanndu or Ancient Kana-rese, namely, the vowels, the four forms of l and two forms of r. These are denoted in the transliteration thus:—

\[ r = \text{r}; \quad s = \text{s}; \quad e = \text{e}; \quad l = \text{L}; \quad \text{and } l = \text{E}. \]

II. TRANSLITERATION.

[1.] Svasti jìtam bhagavát gata ghana gaganābhena Padmanabhena. Śrīmāj Jānāvāya kulamalavaya-māvabhisena bhāskaraḥ sva khadgayka prahāra khāndita mahāsālī stambha labdhā bhālo parākram-

modaraṇā—

\* * * 

‡ Conjeevanam, S. of Madras.
§ Kumāraswāmin.
† Siva.
NĀGAMANGALA COPPER-PLATES.
NAGAMANGAIJA COPPER-PLATES.
NÄGAMANGALA COPPER PLATES.

rigaṇa vidirāṇopalabdha vraṇa vibhūṣaṇa vibhūṣhitah Kāṇvāyanasa gotraḥ śrīmat KōganiVarmma Dhamma mahādhirajāh. Tasya putra pituravāga guṇa yuktō vidyā vinaya vihitā vṛttah samya k-prajā pālana mātrādhibhaga rājya prayaṇaṇa vidvat kavi kāṇchana nikāshopala bhūto niṣṭā śāstraṇa vaktṛy prayaṇa vṛkṣata dattaka sūtra vṛttah praṇetā śrīrān Mādhava mahādhirajāh. Tat putraḥ pīṭṭa pātāmaḥ guṇa yuktonekā chāturddanta yuddha vāpta chattur udaddhi sallā svādīta yaṭṭaḥ śrīmad-Hari Varmma mahādhirajāh. Tasya putra dvija guru devata pūjana paro

[II.] Nārāyaṇa charaṇānudhyātah śrīrān Vīṣṇu Gopa mahādhirajāh. Tat putraḥ Tryambaka charaṇāmbho-ruha zajaḥ pavitri kriyottamānāḥ sva bhūja bala parakrama kraya krita rājyāh kali yuga bala paṃkāvasanna dhamma vyāśodhanāṇa nitya sannaddhā śrīrān Mādhava mahādhirajāh. Tat putraḥ śrīmat Kadamba ku-la gāgana gabhakti (stī) mālinah Kṛishṇa Varmma mahādhirajāsya priya bhāgineyo vidyā vinayāti śaya paripūritāntarātmā niravagraha pradāhāna sauryyo vidvatsa prathama gāṇya śrīrān Kōgani mahādhirajāh. Avinīta nāmā tat putro vṛjimmbhatānā ākṛti traya Andari Alattūp-Paurulāg Peṅgana rājyaṇec saṃara mukhamakṣhita sūra puruṃ-sha paśūpahāra vighāsa viharikṛita kṛjāntāgarbhumkhaḥ kirāntajuniya paṇcādāsas sargga-

[III.] dikonskāro Duvvinīta nāmadheyaḥ. Tasya putraḥ durddānta vimarśaṇa mimrīditam viśvambha-rādhi paśchāti mālā makaranda pūṇa pījārī kriyamāṇa charaṇa yugala nañjlo Muskarā nāmā nāmadheyaḥ. Tasya putraḥschaturdāsa vidyāstāndhigata vimalamatiḥ viśeṣhato nava koshayā niṣṭā śāstrāya vaktṛy prayo kṛti kuṣaṇa ripu timira nikara nirākaraṇḍa vījaya bhākaraḥ Śrī Vikrama praṇthā nāmadheyaḥ. Tasya putraḥ aneka samara samadātata vṛjimmbhitadvīra Daradana kuṇāṣaṅghah vṛṇa samarāja svasthyadviṣajaya lakṣaṇaḥ lakṣēkātra viśiṣṭa vaṛsha stalaḥ samadātigata sakala śāstrī- dhi tatvassāmarāhitaśri vṛggo nirāvadyaḥ charita pr(?)ati dinan abhiyuddhamānaḥ prabhava Bhū Vikrama nāmadheyaḥ. Apīcāḥ nānā heti prahāra prathighaṇita bhātāraṅkavāṭśētītī śrīghāṅgaraśvāda-ma

[IV.] ramātadasah (?) ipiṣṭi vīraṇī? de sammarśaṇa śime sa?me Pa(?) llavendrau naraṇapam ajan yad yo Vi-landābhāhīnā Rājā Śrī Vallabākhyas samara śata jaya vāpta lakṣami vilāsah. Tasyanujo nata narendra kirti koṭī ratnārka didhitī vīrajita pida patmāḥ lakṣahyām svayam vṛjapati Nava Kāma nāmā śaḥṣa priyovigatā daraṇa gita kirtiḥ. Tasya Kōgani mahārājasya Śim(?)ehah (?)va-ripaṇa nāmadheyaṣya paṇtraḥ samanvanatā samasta śaṃanta makṣaṇa taṇa ghaḥaṇa bha-bhūvatāna vilasa darasa dhanuṣkāhāṇa maṇḍita charaṇa nadha mandato Nārāyaṇe nihiṭa bhakti śūra purusha turaga nam vīraṇa ghaṭi sanghaṭa darṣa samara śīrā nihiṭātma koṭo Bhīma Kōpaha. Prakaṣṭi niti samaya samanuvartana chaturā yuvati jana lo-ka dhūrtto lokā dhūrtaḥ sudarśhanāke yuddha mūrdhina labhā viṣaya sammadahita gaja gha-

[V.] tā kesari Rāja Kesari. Apīcāḥ. Yo Ganganvaya nirmanāmbaratala vyābhīṣana pralossamārṭā-nādori bhayankarāḥ śubhakarāṇaṃśaṃragga rākṣakaroḥ saurējaḥ samuṇḍariṣyaśvitarājyaḥ yatātāntamo rāja śrī puraṇāvīraḥ vījayaḥ rājanaḥ chūdāmanīḥ Kāmo Rāmom sa chāpe Daśarātha ta-
VI.] sati Vijaya Skandhapura sanghāvā saha mūla sulabhābhainandita Nandī Sanghāvāya Erogittunā- 
mini gaṅgo Mākalkaghuchi svacchhātara guṇakāra pratati phalādita sakala lokāh chandra ivāpa-
 rah. Cita ndra Nandī nāma gurur āstī. Tasya śāhya samasta vibuddha lokā pariraksha 
na kṣaṇe mātā śakti Paramesvarā lāliṇī māhīmā kumāravadītiyāh Kuṇi-
rī Nandī nīma munipatirabhatv. Tasyāntevā samadhigata sakala tatvārttika sa-
marpita budha śrīdaya sampat sampātā kṛttī Kṛttī Nandākhāryā nāma mahāmuniś samajā-
ni. Tasya pūra śāhyaśa śāhya jana kamalkara pra (2) bodhanakaśa māthāyāmānā santāta santā sa-
 samunāttaka saddharmī vāmīvabhāsana bhūkarah YumāChaundrahāryās samudapāda Tasya 
manā.

[VII.] harsheruddharmnopadesāṇāya śrīmad bāyā kalakalaśa sarvva tapa mahānā pravāhāh bhādā-
dā mandālī akhaṇḍitāi maṇḍala drūmashanādo Dunḍu prathama nāmādhyeyo Nirgunda Yava Rā-
jo jāy. Tasya priyātmanājā aṭāna janita naya viśesāṁ niśesāṁ kriyā ripu lokāh lokā hitaś 
maṇḍhara manohara charitā charitātā trikaraṇa pravrittiḥ Parama Gūla prathamaṃ 
Śrī Pri 

thuṇ Nirgunda Rija jāyat PallaVādhi Rija priyātmajāy āmsa ku[la] tilakāt Marā Varmmano jītā Kundaśvī nāmādhyā bhūtrī bhavana a[vii]rbhābā bhūtrā tajā sa-
tata pravrittiḥ dharmānā kiranā nirvānātāya Śrīpurottārā dīṣam alankurvvatā lokā tilakā dhāṁne 
Jina bhavānīya khandā śākātā nava samkṣārā deva puja dīna dhāṁna pravartanaḥtā tajaye-
va Pri-

[VIII.] thīv Nirgunda Rijaya vijātāpanīya Mahārājādhirāja Paramesvara Śrīja sahitā Dēve-
nā Nir-
rgaṇa viśayāntarpitī Pounāli nīma grūmās sarvva parihāropeto dattāh. Tasya śīmānta-
raṇi pūrvvaya dīś Nūbélādā belgal mopaṇ pūrvvā daksināsām dīśi Panyangare daksina-
ūṭām dīś Bo 

laṁ gelyā Dīla gelyā pāḷāhā kūṭā daksināpaschimāyāndiśi Jādaāke-
yā bo 

lgal moṣādā paschimāyāndiśi Īēkōvī ṭīḷvāyāri kepā paschimottarāyāndi[śi] 
Pūṣcēyā Goṭṣagālā kalkuppe uttarāyāndiśi. Sāna gelyā pāḷāhā pernuṅakē uttarā 
pūrvvāyāndiśi Kāḷambātī gāt. Īśānāyāni kheṛāntaraṇi dattivi(ni); Dunḍu samadradā 
vayālu-

I kurārā me pādirkkāṇḍgam Mahāmāṇya eva Nāḷiṭ Ēraṇppālūdikāṇḍgam Śrīvādṛādu-

[IX.] nūdā gāṃḍārā tāṇḍādā padava rouda tāṇḍā Śrīvādṛā vayālu Kammargātānali irkāndu 
gam Kalānī pērervereyi keḷ āṇi īṇa gandagam Ėṛpūli gelyeyi koylīgōdaḍa ē 
rppatu gandagambbede adavū Śrīvādṛā badagānī padavaṇī konīṇā Devāngi mādamānāi 

didam mūvattāndi maneya manētām. Asya dāṇī sākṣiśāḥ ashtādaśa prakri-
tayāh.
May it be well. Success through the adorable Padma-bha, resembling (in colour) the cloudless sky. A sun illuminating the clear firmament of the Jahnavi race, distinguished for the strength and valour attested by the great pillar of stone divided with a single stroke of his sword, adorned with the ornament of the wound received in cutting down the hosts of his cruel enemies, was SrImAn KogaAnti Varma Dharma MahAdhiraja of the Kanvayana gotra. His son, inheriting all the qualities of his father, possessing a character for learning and modesty, having obtained the honours of the kingdom only for the sake of the good government of his subjects, a touchstone for (testing) gold the learned and poets, skilled among those who expound and practise the science of politics, the author of a treatise on the law of adoption, was SrImAn Madhava MahAdhiraja. His son, possessed of all the qualities inherited from his father and grandfather, having entered into war with many elephants (so that) his fame had tasted the waters of the four oceans, was SrIm An Hari Varma MahAdhiraja.

His son, devoted to the worship of Brahma, gurus and gods, praising the feet of Narayana, was SrIm An Vishnu Gopa MahAdhiraja. His son, with a head purified by the pollen from the lotuses t'a feet of Tryambaka, having by personal strength and valour purchased his kingdom, daily eager to extricate the ox of merit from the thick mire of the Kali Yuga in which it had sunk, was SrImAn Madhava MahAdhiraja. His son, the beloved sister's son of Krishna Varma MahAdhiraja, who was the sun to the firmament of the auspicious Kadambara race, having a mind illuminated with the increase of learning and modesty, of indomitable bravery in war, reckoned the first of the learned, was SrIm An KogaAnti MahAdhiraja. His son, named Avinata, possessed of the three powers of increase, who had brought anxiety to the face of Yama* on account of the smallness of the residue left after the countless animals offered to him as a tribute, (viz.) the brave men consumed in the sacrifice of the face of the many wars waged for the kingdom of Andari, Alatur, Paurulare, Pelnaga, equal to Kiratarijuna, the mighty master of the fifteen creations† and of the syllable om, was called Duvvinita.

His son, the lotuses of whose feet were dyed with the balls of honey shaken from the lines of bending bees, the clustering savages, rubbing against one another, had the illustrious name of MUSKhara. His son, of a pure wisdom acquired from his being the abode of fourteen branches of learning, an embodiment of the nine treasures, ‡ skilled among those who

* Vishnu.
† Jahnavi kula—Gangad kula or vaiva.
‡ Might also be rendered—the donor of lands to the Dattakh. line. || Vishnu.
§ Sakti traya—these are prabhva sakti, mantra sakti, and utasha sakti, or the powers of sovereignty, of counsel, and of energy or perseverance.

† God of death, judge of the dead, the Indian Pluto.
‡ The reference is not understood.
Ⅱ Nara-kola—nava niddhi, the nine treasures of Kubera, god of riches, viz. padma, mahapadma, kasika, makara, kachchhapa, mekunda, nanda, nila, kharas. It is uncertain what these are.
teach and practise the science of politics, a rising sun in dispersing the clouds of darkness his enemies, bore the celebrated name of Śrī Vīkrama. His son, whose breast being healed of the wounds inflicted by the discus weapon of Dārādāna—exciting in his growing bravery displayed in many wars—bore on itself the emblems of victory, possessed of the quintessence of all the sciences, having gained the three objects of worldly pursuit, the glory of whose virtuous life each day augmented, was Bhumī Vīkrama by name.

Moreover, he who was eager to drink the stream of blood issuing from the door of the breast of the Bhatīḍra (or warriors) forced open by his numerous weapons, he who had subdued the Pallavendra Nārapati, and was named Viṅganda, was Rājā Śrī Vallaḥbhākhyā, in the enjoyment of fortune obtained by victory in a hundred fights. His younger brother, whose lotus-feet were radiated with the brilliance of the jewels in the crowns of numerous prostrate kings, who was to fortune as a husband chosen by herself, beloved of the good, whose fame in destroying hostile kings was the theme of song, was named Nava Kāma. The grandson of that (?) Kogani Mahārājā, whose other name was Śimēshvara (?), the groups of the toes of whose feet were illuminated with a rainbow light from the rays of the jewels set in the bands of the crowns of prostrate kings, who had fixed his faith on Nārāyaṇa, raging with fury in the front of war with horrid with the assault of heroes, horses, men, and elephants, was a Bhumī Kopa. No less a captivator of the glances of young women the most skilled in the joyful art of love than a subdivider of the world, laden with spoils of victory gained in many most arduous wars, a lion to the herd of elephants the hostile kings, he was a Rājā Kesārī.

Moreover, a sun greatly illuminating the clear firmament of the Ganga race, a terror to hostile kings, a protector of the fortunate ways of good men, who having obtained the name of a good king shone like a sun over all kingdoms, lord over kings who were wed to fortune, a shining head-jewel to the brow of kings, in the bow on his shoulder like Kāma or Rāma the son of Daśaratha, in bravery a Paraśu Rāma, in great heroism Balārī, in great splendour Ravi, in government Dhanaś, of a mighty and splendid energy, the most glorious all-in-all, to all things living Brahma himself, the king whom all the poets in the world daily praise as the creator Brahma, that Pṛthuvi Kogani Mahārājā, the middle of whose palace continually echoed the sounds of the holy ceremonies which accompanied his daily rich gifts, among the favourites of fortune named the first, the Śaka year 698 having passed, and the 50th year of his glorious and powerful reign being then current, residing in Mānya pura in Vijaya Skandāvāra—

In the village named Eregittūr in the group of Mūlikalagachha, rejoicing all the world with his combination of the rays of auspicious good qualities, resembling another chandra (or moon), was there a guru named Chandrānadi, of the Nandi Sangha race praised of all the highest protectors of the Śrī Mūla (Jains). His disciple was a munipati named Kumāra Nandī, whose ability was worthy of protecting the assembly of the learned, a second Kumāra worthy to rejoice the heart of Paramesvara (otherwise, the greatest sages). His disciple was the great muni Kirti Nandāchārya, who understood the essence of all sciences, who had acquired the fame of possessing wealth but for the assembly of the learned. His dear disci'le was Vimala Chandrāchārya, the beloved of the lotus-lake of the disciples, a sun in illuminating the sky of the virtuous actions of good men daily praised for their great learning.

Through the instructions in law of this great rishi, having become like the embodiment of the sound of a twanging bow, like the embodiment of the flood of the river of all penance, the sceptre of whose powerful arm

---

* Trinas—these are artha, kāma, dharme, or wealth, pleasure, and virtue or religious merit.
† This name is uncertain, as the greater part of the line has evidently been altered and the original letters written over, so that what appears is almost illegible.
‡ This name has apparently been altered in the plate. The above rendering is doubtful, as the middle letters are out of focus in the photograph.
§ i.e. the jewels were large ones.
|| Vishnun. || Samanā śivavasu.
- Indra. || The sun.
† Kubera.
§ Akñalam.
|| Asha navatī-uttara shachchātesu saka varṣhvitaritāsvaḥ śravatma pravardhadharmāṇa viṣaya vṛtya sarvadāh sarvadāh kramā.
had broken down the groups of trees the hostile kings, was Duṣṭu, first of the name, the Nirguna Yava Rāja. His beloved son, who through his knowledge of politics had destroyed without exception the groups of his enemies, a friend to all the world, of a life pleasant to be heard of, making good use of thought, word, and deed, was Parama Gūla, first of the name, the Śrī Prañavī Nirguna Rāja. His wife, born of the beloved daughter of Pallavādhirāja by Maru Varmma, an ornament of the Sāgara Kula, was Kundavī by name. In her husband’s house did she grow up, daily promoting works of merit; and she erected a Jain temple, an ornament to the north of Śrīpura, a glory to all the world.

For the repairs of any cracks or defects in which, for erecting any new portions, for the worship of the god, and for the gifts and charities—on the representation of that Pri-thivi Nirguna Rāja—the Mahārāja-jādhirāja Paramēvara, united with (his queen) Śrīja superior to Lakshmi, made a grant of the village of Ponnaji, belonging to Nirguna, with freedom from all imposts. Its boundaries:—On the east, the white stone rock of Nolibela; on the south-east, Pāyān-gere; on the south, the bank of the watercourse of the Belgalli-tank and the Dills-tank; on the south-west, the rocky ground of white stone at Jaidarāke; on the west, the tank of the Henkevi weavers;* on the north-west, the piles of stones at Pūnum and Goppagala; on the north, the great bend of the watercourse of the Sāma tank; on the north-east, the Kalambehti hill.

And he further gave other land on the north-east, (viz.) in the plain of the Duṣṭu Samudra a small garden of 12 kandugas;† in the share of Nallu Rāja, the chief of Manmāla, 2 kandugas; on the west of the tanda of the Duṣṭu chief, one tanda; in Kammaggati, in the plain of Śrīvura, 2 kandugas; under the Kaljani large tank 6 kandugas; in the pasture-land of the Erpūli tank 20 kandugas,—this is dry-cultivation land; and as a site for a house 30 . . . . . . in the north-west corner of Śrīvura in the middle of Devangeri.

Witnesses to this gift: The 18 existing chiefs §.

Witnesses to this gift: The existing chiefs of the 96,000 country ||.

Whoso through avarice seeks to resume this gift incurs the guilt of the five great sins. Whoso maintains it acquires all merit. Moreover by Manu hath it been said: Whoso by violence takes away land presented by himself or by another shall be born a worm in ordure for sixty thousand years. He who makes a gift has an easy task; the maintenance of another’s gift is arduous. But to maintain a gift is more meritorious than to make one.

The earth has been enjoyed by Sāgara and other kings. According to their (gifts of) land so was their reward. Poison is no poison, the property of the gods that is the real poison. For poison kills a single man, but a gift to the gods (if usurped) destroys sons and descendants. By Viśva Karmanāchārya, an abode of all learning, skilled in painting pictures, was this śāna written. Though it be but four kandukas of rice seed . . . or two kandukas of waste land, it should be protected in the same manner as a gift to a Brāhmaṇ.¶

THE HILL OF SAPTA ŚRING.

BY W. RAMSAY, B.G. C.S.

“Sapta Śring,” or, as it is called in some maps, but erroneously, “Chattar Sing,” is one of the highest points in the line of hills commonly known as the Chandor range, running due east and west, at right angles to the main line of the Western Ghāța, and separating the district of Khāndesh as it formerly stood, on the north, from the plains of Nāsik, to the south. The range is a remarkable one, presenting a series of perpendicular basalt faces to the south,

* Taltuvjana, supposed to be the same as tontavāyāru.
† Kanduga, as much land as takes a kanduga, or about three bushels of seed.
§ The significance of this term is not known. Perhaps it is a form of tanda, a place.
¶ Asfādaṇā prakritiyah.
Shannavati sahastra viḍhāya prakritiyah. The name of “the 96,000 country” or country yielding a revenue of 96,000 pagodas, was Gangavati, as we learn from other inscriptions, but where situated I have not been able to discover.
|| This last verse is obscure.
intersected by openings at intervals, with spurs more or less gradual running down to the valley of the Gīrṇā to the north. The range may thus be described as a continuous series of basalt blocks, mainly of even height, presenting a uniform steep face on one side, viz. the south. The range is again capped in the case of almost each block by vast masses of bare basalt rising from the centres of the lower and large masses, and assuming all sorts of strange forms and appearances, as of castles, pinnacles, &c. Saptā Śrīṅg forms one of these blocks, presenting an almost perpendicular face to the south, but with one or two spurs trending to the northward. The average height of the plateau is about 1800 feet above the plain to the south, and more than 3000 feet above the sea.

About the centre of it rises a bare rock of no thickness, but about half a mile in length, somewhat curved, highest at the two ends and depressed in the centre, giving the appearance of a wall with towers at each extremity. But at every turn the rock assumes a new appearance, and imagination must supply what the pen would fail to depict. The highest point rises over 900 feet above the plateau, and the rock is perpendicular on all sides but one, where it has somewhat crumbled away, and grass has sprung up among crevices. The name Saptā Śrīṅg is derived from a supposed idea of there being seven horns or peaks to the rock, but the eye fails to see the appropriateness of the title.

The hill is ascended by a good but steep bridle-road from the north; from the south a steep footpath leads up part of the way, ending in a flight of stairs carved out of the rock-face. Such is the rock of Saptā Śrīṅg, the abode of the goddess Devī, in whose honour a great fair is held every year at the full-moon of the month of Chaitra. The goddess herself resides in a cave at the base of a perpendicular scarp, the summit of which is the highest point of the hill, and her dwelling is approached by a zigzag staircase of 455 steps, built in the steep "tālūs" of débris which has formed all round the rock, and is now overgrown with thick scrub jungle. At the foot of the steps lies the village, if it may be so called, consisting of three or four Gaolis' huts, two nagarkhānas, and three dharmāśālas for the accommodation of pilgrims. The place is well supplied with water from springs, which have been built up with masonry sides and with steps leading down to the water, and are known by distinctive appellations, such as Kālī Kuṇḍ, Surya Kuṇḍ, Daṭātre Kuṇḍ, &c. &c. Some are used for drinking, and others for bathing purposes, some possibly for both. Other, last, but not least, comes the "Śīvālē Tirtha," or bathing-place sacred to Śiva. It is a small stone-built tank, not above 40 yards square, and nowhere more than four feet deep; yet thousands of pilgrims manage to bathe and wash their clothes in it at the fair-time, and appear to think themselves cleaner and better for the process, though to the eye of the prosane observer the water rather resembles pea-soup in colour and consistency.

Not far from the Śīvālē Tirtha is a frightful precipice, known as the "Śīt Kude." The rock overhangs at a height of more than 1200 feet clean above the valley below. Over this Tarpeian rock human victims are said to have been hurled in ancient days. Nowadays the mild but pious Hindu contents himself with sacrificing a living but generally very thin kid, commonly in fulfillment of some vow.

Looking down the dizzy height the eye discerns the mangled fragments of the poor victims being devoured by the vultures and other birds, who no doubt duly appreciate the piety of the offerers. The Śīvālē Tirtha is said to have been constructed by the "Senāpati" of the Satkra Rāja during the beginning of last century. On one side of it stands a temple called Śiddhēśvar, now mostly in ruins, but with a dome still standing, and boasting some rather elaborate stone carving. Under the dome stands a linga, and in front of it (now in the outer air) is the usual carved Nāndi or bull. The temple is one of those built of large cut blocks, without mortar, and ascribed to superhuman agency. "Bīhsan," brother of Rāvana, being sick, was cured by the celebrated physician Himadī Fānt. The latter being asked to name his reward mentioned his modest wishes, viz. that 330 temples should be erected one night, and this was duly effected by the Rākshasas: of these the temple in question is one.

Not far from the dharmaśāla above noticed stands a samādhi or tomb of one of the Rājas of Dharampur, his name apparently unknown. It is in the form of one of the ordinary dome-capped temples of Mahādeva, and contains the usual emblem of the god inside; it is built
in good style and has some neat carving, but is sadly in need of repair. A sādhu by name Gaud Śvāmī is said to have lived here a century ago as a devotee of the goddess. The Dharampur Rājā was his chela or disciple, and on one of his visits to his guru died, and the samādhi above described was raised to his memory.

There is a fine old “Bauli” adjoining, said to have been built by Gaud Śvāmī. The above are the chief points of interest on the hill, but there are numerous minor objects of adoration in various places, chiefly figures of Māruti or Gannpati, the favourite deities of the Marathas in these parts.

The origin of the hill of Saptā Śring was on this wise:—‘Lakshmana, after being wounded by an arrow from the bow of Meghnā or Indrajit, son of Rāvana, despatched Hanumān to procure certain healing herbs from the hill of Gīrjā Ma-hātma, situated in Paradise. Hanumān duly reached the hill, but, being devoid of all medical knowledge, was quite ignorant of what particular herbs he should select, and accordingly solved the difficulty by taking up the hill bodily on his shoulders and transporting it to earth; on the way, however, portions of the mountain kept falling away, and one of these alighting in these regions became the hill of Saptā Śring. “Now there were giants,” or at least Rākhasas, “in the earth in those days,” and the earth may well be said to have been “filled with violence.” The Hindu Triad resolved upon a remedy, and out of their own combined essence produced the goddess “Devī” or “Mahālakshmi.” Devī having been called into existence was located in a cave of the rock, and it lay with her to rid the earth of the Rākhasas. Devī was supposed to have been created in 2½ portions—one called “Mahālakshmi” and seated at Kolhapur, another called “Mahāsarsutī” or “Tukai” at Tuljapur, a third called “Mahākali” seated at Matapur, and lastly the remaining half at Saptā Śring, known as Saptā Śpring Nivasī.

At the three first-mentioned places different ceremonies are observed in the worship of the goddess, but at Saptā Śring the forms are all combined.

But to return to Devī and her work. Two of the Rākhasas, Shumbh and Nishumbh his brother, she killed without much difficulty. A third, named Mahisāsur, so called from having the form of a buffalo, gave her greater trouble.

Devi cut off his head, and out of the trunk proceeded the Demon himself, and a long struggle ensued, during which the Rāksha once flew right through the rock, and an opening is said to exist at the present day, marking the spot. Eventually he too was slain, and hence the goddess received the title of “Mahismardani,” or the buffalo-slayer. After this the earth was at peace, and Devī henceforth took up her abode in her care, and became a general object of worship.

A sort of portico was added to the cavern at the beginning of last century by the Senāpati of Satār, and the present plain structure was recently built by the present Chief of Vinchur. The solid flight of steps leading up to it is said to have been built by a saukrār of Nārik, about a century ago. At certain intervals one meets with images of Rāmchandra and Hanumān, Kṛṣṇa and Rādhā, and in one or two places the tortoise is carved out of a flagstone: these were, no doubt, designed as halting-places to serve as a pious excuse for the weary pilgrim to stop and take breath in the course of his ascent. The sight is curious during fair-time, for besides able-bodied pilgrims the sick and halt are dragged up in hopes of a miraculous cure, and barren women in numbers go to pour their vows before the shrine of the goddess. All bring offerings of some sort—grain, flowers, coconuts, or money, according as they are disposed. The daily service of the goddess consists in bringing her bathing-water from the Surya Kund previously mentioned, and laying before her offerings of khīr (cakes of rice, milk, and sugar), turī (cakes of flour and ghee), preserves, and so forth. After having been presented they become the perquisites of the “Bhopa,” a hereditary guardian of the shrine.

Doubtless much of the merit of the pilgrimages lies in the bodily labour endured in ascending the hill and steps: in addition to the above, there are three different paths round the mountain, which are footed by the more devout—one a sort of goatpath round the base of the scarp, a second of greater circumference on the lower plateau, and a third round the base of the mountain below, which latter is said to be nearly 20 miles in circuit, passing through the narrow valleys which isolate Saptā Śring from the rest of the range on the east and west.

The summit of Saptā Śring is said to be
inaccessible to ordinary mortals, but on the night of the full-moon of Chaitra the Pāṭil of Burigān (a neighbouring village) ascends, and at sunrise next morning is seen to plant a flag. How he ascends, or how he descends, is a mystery, the attempt to unravel which would be immediately punished by loss of sight. A pair of binoculars, however, enabled the writer to track the footsteps of the flag-bearers, who were two in number, during their descent, which in places is certainly most perilous, and practicable only to feet devoid of shoes, and capable of grasping monkey-fashion. This perilous office has been filled by the same family from father to son for generations, and though a son is never wanting, other children if born die young: such is the story told.

Opposite Saptā Śring to the east, but divided (as before described) by a deep ravine, lies the hill called Markund Déva, with a rocky top not unlike the Matterhorn in shape, as seen from the west. This is said to have been the abode of a Rishi in ancient days, whose spirit, after his demise, took up its dwelling in the rock: his present occupation is to recite the Purāṇas for the edification of Devī, who is said to be an attentive listener; this idea may have originated in the echoes, which are very remarkable.

The image of Devī resides in a natural cavern or hollow in the rock. The figure is about eight feet in height, carved in relief out of the natural rock, and is that of an ordinary woman, save that she has 18 arms, 9 on each side, each hand grasping a different weapon. She wears a high crown not unlike the Pope's tiara, and is clothed with a "choli" and a "sāvī" round her waist and limbs. She has a different suit for each day of the week; she is bathed every day, using warm water two days in the week. In front of her is planted her ensign, viz. a Trīśula or trident painted red; there are also the usual accompaniments of bells, lamps, and so forth. A silver nose-ring and necklace are the only ornaments in daily use. The whole figure is painted bright red, save the eyes, which are of white porcelain. Near the base of the steps leading to the temple are two nagarkhānas; one, called Barodekar, was built by Gopalrao Mairal of Baroda to commemorate the alleged miraculous cure of his wife, who having been a helpless cripple was suddenly enabled to walk up the steps carrying on her head a vessel of water to the goddess. An allowance of Rupees 150 a month is also paid by the same benefactor for the goddess's service. The other nagarkhāna, called Chandorkar, was built by a former Divān of Sindhi a savāder of Chandor, who also added a nembuk of Rupees 95 a month; a nembuk of Rupees 55 a month was added by one Dāji Sāheb Kibe, a savāder of Indor.

Further, the revenues of a village called Chandkapur were alienated for the service of the Devī by the Peshwā in the time of Gaud Svāmi above mentioned. These funds are administered by different agents, and there is also a Panchāyat who exercise some sort of superintendence over the "personal property" of the goddess, her ornaments and so forth. The money offerings of pilgrims become the property of certain families, in certain fixed shares, while one of the number, the Bhopes, receives as his perquisite all eatable offerings. The story is told that a former turbulent jāghirdār of the neighbouring town of Abhoma, facetiously called "Tokerao" or "the Hammerer" (precisely as King Edward I. was termed Malleus Scotorum), used always to be harassing and plundering the pilgrims, until he was bought off by a fixed payment of half the offerings made to the goddess on 72 fixed days of the year. This arrangement is still in force, the allowance being enjoyed by the two widows of "Tokerao." This is not the only occasion on which the goddess has had to yield to vulgar mortals; could a pen blush, it would do so in relating how the sanctity of Devī has recently been invaded by the myrmidons of so very human an institution as the Civil Court. Sad though it be, it is still a fact that at this very moment a mere ordinary mortal, "juptee Karkun," is in possession of all the property of the goddess, owing to a demand made by a "claimant" against the present Bhopa. At this very moment a handsome set of ornaments, the gift of the Gaikwar, and valued at not less than Rupees 30,000, are lying in the hands of the "Panchāyat" at "Wali," who are afraid to trust the goddess with her own, lest it should be swept into the devouring meshes of the law. After this great fall from the sublime to the mundane we make our best bow to "Devī," and wish her safe delivery from the hands of her friends and their legal squabbles.
The province of Mekran is remarkably poor in archaeological remains of every kind, there not being, so far as I know, any extensive ruins or architectural monuments anywhere to be found in it.

From this circumstance we may be justified in concluding that Mekran has never been in a state of civilization, and that the inhabitants have ever remained in the same state of poverty and semi-barbarism in which they now are.

The causes of this are probably not far to seek; the general sterility and unattractiveness of the country, its hilly nature and want of water, are sufficient to account for its disregard by more advanced and energetic races, and for its not being permanently occupied and settled in by them, while it has also laboured under the additional disadvantage of lying out of the general highways of commerce. But these causes, though they have successfully preserved it from development and progress, have not been able to protect it from being frequently invaded and plundered by various conquerors.

The names of several cities and walled towns are enumerated by Arrian as having existed on this coast and in the interior, at the time of Alexander’s march through it, and subsequently by Ptolemy and Marcian, but no traces of these towns now remain to indicate their sites, and it is probable they were merely of the same rude and temporary character as the forts and hamlets of the present day.

Among the few memorials of ancient vigour still to be seen is a hewn-stone basin or dam of considerable extent on the top of the “Batel” or high headland forming the peninsula at Guadar. This basin has been admirably built across a declivity or ravine, draining a large portion of the surface of the hill, which is very flat. The huge sandstone blocks of which it is composed have been very regularly and compactly placed, and are so morticed or dovetailed together, without any cement being used, as to form a barrier of great strength and solidity, which though now partly in ruins is still serviceable, and after the winter rains usually retains a large body of fresh water. It has been supplemented by a modern basin of sand thrown up at an angle to it. The reservoir thus formed usually lasts the inhabitants of the town of Guadar, where the water obtained from wells is very scanty and bad, for the best part of a year. The construction of this dam is generally ascribed by Europeans to the Portuguese, but it appears to me of much more ancient date, and is perhaps due to one of the Persian monarchs. No information can be gathered from the inhabitants on the subject, as the Baluchis are singularly wanting in national traditions of any kind likely to throw light on their past history.

About a hundred miles to the W. of Guadar, near the village of Trs, are some curious and interesting caves, which I had last year an opportunity of visiting. The village of Trs is situated in a small valley, and is closely environed on all sides but one by ranges of hills. In the range to the N. E. of the town, and about two hundred feet above the plain, is a circular chamber with a large entrance, evidently artificially excavated, opening on to a small platform. The diameter of this chamber is about twelve feet, and in the centre of it is a rectangular block of stone or masonry seven or eight feet long with a small dome on it; in front of the block is an opening leading to a cavity underneath. There is no inscription, but it appears to have been intended for a tomb. The face of the rock to the left has been smoothed and covered with plaster; this is covered with scribes and symbols (the avastika and triñula) in Gujarati, done by the Hindu traders of the neighbouring port of Charbar, who believe the caves to be of Hindu origin, and are in the habit of resorting to them. Below this, to the left again, is another smaller chamber neatly excavated and channeled, but quite empty. The platform is made of kiln-burnt bricks and mortar, and has apparently formed part of some building or structure which has been destroyed, or has disappeared by the disintegration and falling away of the sandstone rock. Some distance away to the right, the face of the cliff is perfectly smooth and perpendicular, and at the foot of it is a spacious natural cavern, the mouth of which is now almost entirely blocked up by huge fragments of rock and débris. In shape this cavern is semicircular, and it is, I should think, about a hundred yards in circumference, but the roof is rather low. It appears to have been used as a temple. The roof and sides, which bear signs of being greatly eroded
by water, have been covered with a coating of mortar or chunam, which is still adhering in some places. In the centre is a low wall, four or five feet high, of thick chunam, forming a semicircular enclosure, and inside this is a small angle or step of chunam; this is all that remains of the building or structure, whatever it was. The ground is covered with pieces of mortar so very thick and solid that it is evident the temple has been purposely destroyed by man. Close by is another low cavern, hollowed out by water apparently, but said to be an artificial subterranean passage cut through the range of hills to a hamlet on the other side; I satisfied myself, however, that it was natural and led only a few yards. The inhabitants have a legend attached to these caves, attributing them to a former Baluch queen, who is said to have resided in them and dug the passage through the hills.

ON A PRAKRIT GLOSSARY ENTITLED PĀYALACHHĪ.

BY G. BÜHLER, PH. D.

In the January number of this journal (vol. II. p. 17) I announced the recovery of Hemachandra's Deśīsabdasāṅgraha, the first work of its kind which ever had fallen into the hands of a European Sanskritist. By another stroke of good luck I am now enabled to give a notice of a second Prakrit Kosha which precedes Hemachandra's work by two centuries. This is the Pāyalachhī nāmamālā, i. e. Pārīkṣitakshmālī, 'the wealth of the beauty of the Prakrit language.' In the MS. bought, the title is spelt Pāyalachhīnd Pāyayalachchī. But the fact that in the first verse (see below) pāyalachchī must contain eight mātrās, and the circumstance that Hem. Deśī 1. 4 has the form pārya for pārīṇa, prove the correctness of my emendation.

The MS. contains about 240 granthas and is written of 66 folios à 34 lines à 46-48 Aksharas. It is perhaps a hundred years old, and its characters are Jaina-Devanāgarī.

The Pāyalachhī nāmamālā is written in the Aryan metre and constructed on a principle similar to that of the Amarakosha. It gives strings of synonyms for substantives, adjectives, and adverbs, each string filling usually a verse or a half-verse. The principle on which the synonyms have been arranged is not very intelligible. The book is not divided into chapters or sections, and no attempt at order is apparent. First have been placed the synonyms for Bhuma (v. 1), Pārvatī (v. 2), sun (v. 3), moon (v. 4), fire (v. 5), love (v. 6), ocean (v. 7), elephant (v. 8), lotus (v. 9), bees (v. 10), woman (v. 11 and 12). Then follow some adjectives and adverbs, vs. 13-16. Next come the words denoting 'collection, heap,' 17 and 18; and in the second half of the eighteenth verse the author says: 'Now we will declare the words occurring in the Gāthās' (ītāhā gāthākhe hi vaśunno vathupajāyā). After this fresh exordium, he begins his enumeration with the terms for salvation (19), a person saved (19), Vīshnū (20), Śiva (20), Kārtikēya (21), gods (21), Indra (22), Balarāma (22), Yāma (23), Kuvera (23), Vāyu (24), Gaurāja (24), snakes (25), Daitīyas (25), cloud (26), air (26), water (27), river (27), earth, (28), Rāhu (28), etc.

The words given in the Pāyalachchī are not exclusively Deśī, but include many Tadvhavas and Tatsamas. Many of the Deśīs given occur also in Hemachandra's Saṅgraha. But sometimes their forms slightly differ in the two works. I have not found any quotation from the Pāyalachchī in the Deśīsāṅgraha.

The author of the Pāyalachhī has not given his name. But he states in the concluding, unfortunately corrupt, verse* of his work, that he wrote in Vikrama 1029, or 972-3 a.d., at Dhārānagara, under the protection of the king of Mālava. In the ninth and tenth centuries under Munja and Boja, Dhārā was a great centre of literary activity, and it is remarkable that Dharmasāgara in his Theravālī, as well as other Jaina authors, state that in that very same year Dhanapāla wrote in the same place a Deśānīmālamā. I should have been inclined to identify the latter work with the Pāyalachchī, were it not that Hemachandra quotes Dhanapāla several times and that his quotations are

* Vikramakāla-gaṁ aham akṣattattatī bhavatamam | mālava narinmāla-hālāyā itīhās amakṣāthāmam | dhārānagaro pa-riddhām mayaṁ ṛṇyāṁ amavitō haṁ-jaṁ iti-kṣaṁhaṁ amāla-raśaṁ-ramaṁ-ṝṣaṁ saṁkṣaṁsu-samantāḥ iti pāyalachchī na mālam samāptā ||
not traceable in my MS. In conclusion I give the text of the fourteenth first verses of the Pāyala-
chchhi with the equivalents of the Prakrit words
in Sanskrit, as far as I have been able to make
them out.
Nāmīpya paramapurisaḥ purisattamanabhi-
sambhavam demav |

vuchān pāyalachchhi nāmamalāṁ nisāmehi || 1 ||
Pāyalachchhi tī... nāmamālāṁ, MS. against the
metro, which is Āryā.

Translation.
Bowing to the Supreme being, that lord who
sprang from the navel of Purnabhottamsa, I pro-
ound "the wealth of the Prakrit language."
Listen.
Kamalaśaṇo sayambhū piyāmaho ya paramī-
thi.. ... || 2 ||
there vihī virāccho payāvahi kamalaṣaṇi ya
|| 22 ||
The first half-verse is mutilated, metro Āryā or
Upagiti.
Subject: Brahma. — Sanskrit equivalents: ka-
malaśana, sayambhū, pitāmaha, parameshthin,
sthavira, viḍhī, virīchha, prajāpati, kamalaṇyo.
Dakkhāyaṇya bhavāḥ sālsāṣa paśva umā gori ||
Ajjā duggā kālī sivā ya kachchhāyaṇi
chandī || 3 ||
MS. varakhkāyaṇi ... mori—the first against
the metro. — Metro: Āryā. — Subject: Pārvatī.
Sanskrit equivalents: dākshāyaṇya, bhavāni, śaiva-
sūta, pārvatī umā, gauri, āryā, durgā kālī, āryā
kātāyaṇya, chandī.—Hem. Deśī. I. 8. com.: ajjā
gaurī kātāyaṇi kichā samgrihṛanti.
Akko taraṇī mitto mattoṇjo digamaṇa pa-
yano ya ||
Abhimanyāro pachchūhō diyaṣayaro ahumālī
ya || 4 ||
MS. asumālī ag. met. — Metro: Āryā. — Subject:
Sun. — Sanskrit equivalents: arka, taraṇī, mātra,
mārtaṇḍa, dinamāni, pataṇḍa, ānāyana, diya-
sūta, abhimanyāro is doubtfull to me.
Hem. Deśī. VI. 5 (507) pachchūhō rāvimin.

Indī nisāyaṇo sasaharo vihī gahavāḥ raya-
ṇāḥ ||
mayalanchhaṇo himayaro rohīṇṭramaṇo sīśi
chandro|| 5 ||

MS. idā ... gahavāḥ ... ramāṇi against met.
and sense. — Subject: Moon. — Sanskrit equivalents:
indu, niśkara, saśadbara, viḍhī, grahaṇi, raya-
ṇaṁtha, mṛgālaṇḍhaṇa, himśakara, rohīṇṭramaṇa,
śāni, chandra. The Prakrit forms of the last two
words are doubtfull.—Hem. Deśī. II. 94 (274): gah-

avaḥ gāmīyaṇasusū ... gahavāḥ grāmiṇaḥ śāti

cha i grahaṇitvam iditya eva rūdhan na śaśiṇī
taṇya grahaṇitabdhasamudbhavah.

Dhūmaddhao huyavāḥ vibhāvasi pāyao sih
vahnil
aśalo jalaṇo dhaṇa huyāsaṇo havvavāḥo ya \[ 6 ||
MS. huyāsāḥo.—Metro: Āryā. — Subject: Fire.
Sanskrit equivalents: dhūmadhyāna, hutavāha,
vibhāvasu, pāvaka, śikhiṇa, vahni, aśala jvalana,
dhaba, hutāṣana, huyavāh.
Mayaraddhao aṣāŋgo raināḥo māmavah kusumābāño
|
Kandappo panchasaro māyaṇo saṅkṣepa-
poñjī ya \[ 7 ||
MS. raināḥo... kandapaka sakṣappajñī, against
met. — Metro: Āryā. — Subject: Cupid. — Sanskrit
equivalents: maṅkradhyāna, ananga, ratiṇātha-
manmatha, kusumabāña, kandarpa, panchasa, madana,
saṅkalpayoni.

Mayarāhara sindhuvaḥ sindhuḥ rayaṇayaro sa-
līrāsī ||
pārāvāra jalaih taraṅgamanī samudda ya \[ 8 ||
MS. taralāmāli ag. met. — Metro: Āryā. — Subject:
Ocean. — Sanskrit equivalents: maṅkradhyāna, sin-
dhupāya, sindhu, ratiṇadāra, saḷalīrāsī, pārāvāra,
jalaih, taraṅgamanī, samudra.
Pīlo gae mayagalo māyaṇo sindhuḥ kara-
ṇu ya ||

doghāṭo daṇḍi vṛṇano kari kunjari hattih || 8 ||
MS. pīḷagasa ... māyaṇo ... kunjari harī ag.
met. — Metro: Āryā. — Subject: Elephant. — Sanskrit
equivalents: plī (an Arabic loan-word), gaja,
madakala, mātanga, sindhura, karēṇu, dhvighāṭa (?)
daṇṭin, vāraṇa, kunjari, hastin. Hem. Deśī. quotes in the Com. on VI. 29 (422) and gives,
V. 43 (273), dhvighāṭa as a synonym of hasti.

Amburuṇaḥ sayavattaṁ saroruṇaḥ pandu-
riyam araviṇḍam ||

rātvā tāmarasah mahupalam pankayān
naliṇam ||
The la of madhupalam has been destroyed by
an insect, and the reading is conjectural though
— Sanskrit equivalents: amburuha, satapaṭṭra, sar-
oruha, aravinda, rājīvā, tāmarasa, madhupalā,
pankaja, naliṇa.

Kullānudhāya rasā bhiṅgā, bhasalā ya ma-
hyarā aṇipṣa ||

ādindira duṭhā dhuyāgāyā chhappayā bha-
mari || 10 ||
MS. ādindira ag. met. — Metro: Āryā. — Subject:
Bees. — Sanskrit equivalents and etymologies: kū-
landhaya, rasāpa drinking with the tongue or from
rasa, to sound? (bhringā, madhukara, ali dvi-
COORG SUPERSTITIONS.

BY REV. F. KITTEL, MERKARA.

The Demons in Coorg.

I. Males. — 1. Ayyappas (Ayya-Appa),† i.e. Lord-father, a name at present explained as if Ayyappa were the lord of the universe. I think it originally means Demon-master, Appa being a very common honorific. If a person falls under his influence (ūṭiya), he will become ill. Ayyappas is also called Malé Deva, i.e. Hill-god, and Bēṭā Ayyappas, i.e. Lord-father of hunting, and his favour is sought for hunting expeditions. His stone, on a small platform (dimha kaṭṭa), is met with in jungles and gardens. Here and there a whole jungle is dedicated to one of his stones, and out of such jungles superhuman sounds are said by some occasionally to proceed. On his platform models in wood and clay of bows, arrows, dogs, horses, elephants, &c. are laid as gifts. When a hunt has been successful, an Ayyappa stone is presented with a coconut and some rice, and, according to others, also with fowl and some arrak in a leaf. The hill-Ayyappa stands nowadays on the boundary between the Kālis (Demons) and Devas (Deities), as is indicated by the fact that no swine—the gifts thought particularly fit for Kāraṇas (Ghosts) and Demons—are offered to him.‡ To some of the jungle-Ayyappas Brahmans are sent once a year; others are served only by the Coorgs—with such the Brahmans have nothing to do. Some Coorgs say that in a few places a buffalo is tied up, in Ayyappa's name, in the jungle (i.e. killed)?

With the Tamils, Ayyappa is called Ayanār, and receives also swine as offerings; the Tulus call him Ayyappa.

2. Another name of Ayyappa in Coorg is Sastāva or Sārāva. It is also found among the Tamils and Tulus (Sātāvams), both of whom consider its bearer to be the master of Demons. In Coorg he is a stone within or

---

* No bipoted Coorg would dare, and no Brahman would, put the Ayyappas and Kālis under the same heading with the Demons.
† Ay, Ayya, is a honorific title among the Dravidians frequently affixed to proper names, like "Appa." May it be connected with arya?
‡ Bali is the specific name for "bloody sacrifices" with the Dravidians; the root bali means to be strong, able, firm or tight, and is very common. Bala and Ball of Sanskrit literature may be Dravidian.
§ Ziegensbalg's Genealogie der Malabarischen Götter, p. 131.
|| Sātā, Sātā. See Zieg. pages 150, 152, 164, 186. The names of this Demon remind one of Śiva's appellations—Sānta, Sarva.
outside a temple, with a Brahman Pújári, and only at some distance from his Pújá-seat receives fowl-sacrifices from the hands of the Coorgs. Among the Túlas he holds about the same position; among the Tamílas he seems to bear more of the Demon character.

3. Kuṭṭi Cháṭta, a pure Demon that is found also among the Tamílas and Túlas. It means "the small Cháṭta (or Sáṭta)."

4. Káru Vála, i.e. he of the black sword. This is a Maláyála and Túla Demon.

5. Gulijá (the Kulika of Sanskrit dictionaries), a stone under a jack or other tree with abundant sap. The Coorgs have this Demon in common with the Tamílas and Túlas. By the Tamílas he is stated to be one of the eight Serpents supporting the eight angles of the world;* but this idea is not familiar among the Coorgs. One thing, however, connects him with serpents also in Coorg, viz. the notion, though not at all general, that a Gúlìga is, also a Náta or Nága stone ought to be.† Gúlìga means either "he of the pit," or perhaps "he who is united" (so as to be ringed) .

One or more Coorgs of the house to which a Gúlìga belongs go to it once a year with one of the three above-mentioned Maláyálas, who breaks a cocoonet, kills a fowl, and offers some arrak (his reward being a quantity of rice). This is done with the object of averting contagious cattle-disease. If it happens that the Brahmans declare, and are believed, that some Gúlìgas have become impure, they are sent to cleanse them with water—for which performance they are presented with some rice. To the Náta stone, once a year, Pújá is performed by a Brahman, and people from the neighbouring Coorg house go and light lamps to it.

6. Kórága. This and the next are expressly stated to have been introduced by the Túlas. It may mean "he who cuts into pieces," or "he who dries up"—perhaps the sap of the body,—or also "the snorer."

7. Kállu guññī (Kállu-Káññī), i.e. he who strikes with stones. Throwing stones at houses and people is thought to be a trick of certain Demons.

8. Panjuruţ (Panjī-Urulī), i.e. pig-rider. Among the Túlas, from whom he no doubt came, he is represented by an idol on the back of a pig. Brass images of Demons are most frequent with the Túlas.

9. Karúnda, i.e. perhaps "the blind one," or "the shaky (unsteady) one." He is a specific Demon of the Coorg Hotyá or outcasts.

10. Tamamcha. A jungle and hunting Demon that receives bloody sacrifices, but no pigs. He is especially the Demon of the Malé Kudiya, i.e. hill-inhabitants, and is said to sow the cardamom seeds: these spring up wherever a big tree is felled in certain parts of the Western Gháts.

II. FÉMALENS. 1. Chámúndi or Chauñdi (Chávu-Uñdī), i.e. either "death-mistress," or "she who preys upon death." Her name translated into Sanskrit is Mārī, the killer. She is also named Masání (Síma-sání), the woman of the burial-place. This Chámúndi is always a mere stone, which is sometimes enclosed in a small temple but for which there never is a Brahman Pújári. She has three other appellations: Bétë Chámúndi, i.e. Hunting-Chámúndi, Kari Chámúndi, i.e. dark Chámúndi, and Pulí Chámúndi, i.e. Tiger-Chámúndi. Another name is Bétë Masañi, and a stone of this appellation is kept by some people in their houses to invoke for hunting purposes.

2. Karíngáli (Kari-Kálī), i.e. the dark black one. She has only one place in Coorg, viz. at the village Kuţta, where she is represented by some stones in an enclosure. She is so terrible that no Coorg of the old school likes to utter her real name: she is therefore generally called "the deity of Kuţta." An Ökka-liga, i.e. a Kanarese peasant, is her Pújári. At her yearly masquerade (Kóla, the Kanarese tóre) Bóttá Kúrúbas (hill-shepherds) and Maléyas use to dance, but no Coorgs. Regarding the animals to be decapitated on that

---

* They are: Venkati, Ananta, Tukka (Tukka), Sankhaplak, Gulijá, Padma, Mahá Pújá, Kárkomaka.
† Probably on very few of the Coorg Nóga stones is the form of a serpent. Should, after all, in spite of Professor Benfey's ingenious guess (Nága = nága, snake), Nóga be Dravíjian? Náta means small, stench.
II There is a jungle tribe in Túla called the Kórágas, who make baskets and mats of sújí bamboo.

§ This Demon is throughout Dravíjian.
\[ Káli's root is Kar, Kaññi, to be black; Kriññi probably belongs to this same root.\]
\[ With the Tamílas the Pújáris at the pagodas of Durgi are Pádáras, a class of agricultural labourers or Sídhras. The Coorgs are peasants or Sídhras themselves.\]
occasion in Kuṭṭa I had unfortunately been misinformed when I wrote my first article. Kāringāli has been raised so high as to be offered no pigs, but only fowls!—possibly from the fear arising from publicly declaring her to be a demon.

3. Badra Kāli, as Kāḍu Badra Kāli i. e. the Badra Kāli of the jungle. She has a Brahman as Pujārī; but near her place is another stone at which either the Coorgs themselves, or by their order, Malayas offer fowls and goats. She has this character also among the Tuluś, who once a year send a Brahman to serve her; sometimes the Brahman (against his caste-rules) orders a bloody sacrifice. By putting the epithet Bhadrā (propitious, happy) to Kāli the Brahmins may have tried to change the demon's character: Bhadrā means also 'gold'—conf. No. 10.

4. Kunda[mme (Kunda-Amme), i. e. hill-mother: not general.

5. Kāringūrati (Kari-Korati), i. e. the dark Kōrati. Kōrati is also among the Tuluś. She appears to be a female form of Kōraga: see Males, No. 6†.

6. Kalluruṇi (Kallu-Uruni), i. e. stoneroller. She and the next are pointed out as having been imported by Tuluś.

7. Nuchhūtte (Nuṭhchu-Ualte), i. e. probably 'she who feeds on broken grains'.

8. Nāṉjavva (Nanju-Avoa), i. e. poison-mother. She and the next two are demons of the Coorg Malayas.

9. Nili Avva, i. e. black mother. Nili is the name of a crafty demon among the Tamils.†

10. Ponnāṅgālāmme (Ponnau-āṅ-gāḷu-Amme), i. e. mother with the bright (or golden) foot-sole. But is she not likely to be the same as the Tamīḷa Aṅgāḷi, Aṅgāḷāmme? Then the translation might be: Mother Kāli, who is the bright incubus (conf. No. 3). Other Coorgs pronounce the name Ponnāṅgālāmme; in this case the composition might be Ponnau-āṅ-gāḷu-Amme, i. e. mother of strong feet, or, according to the Tamīḷa reading, Mother Kāli who is the impetuous incubus.

III. Bīras—Another class of beings whom the Coorgs believe to exist is still to be mentioned, viz. the Bīras.† They are said to be human souls transformed to demons.¶ Such people as die a violent death are likely to become Bīras. Bīras have their stones at which bloody sacrifices are offered (fowls and also pigs).

Deities, sometimes called Rain-gods.
The so-called Deities (deva, devi) of the Coorgs are known by their being connected with regular temples (tirikā, lit. sanctuary), Brahman Pujārīs, and partly with idols. They are partly demons in a Brahmanical garb, partly entire importations.

Such of them as are represented either by stones or by images, or by both, are the males Ayyappa and Mahādeva (Omkarāvara, Līnga), both being nearly identical; and the female Badra Kāli. Occasionally a face is painted on Mahādeva's stone.

As a temple-deity also Ayyappa is the patron of huntsmen; he receives the same hunting implements as the jungle-Ayyappa; his bloody sacrifices (or rather those connected with his host of Demons) are performed by the Coorgs at some distance from the temple, the Brahman Pujārī remaining in the temple. Mahādeva is quite modern Brahmanical, as no animals are killed for him.

The temple Badra Kāli (also called Pōgōdi, Pavoḍi, a tadbhava of Bagavati) is considered by some Coorgs to be one with Chāmnudi. Her bloody sacrifices, consisting of fowls, goats, and buffaloes, are made in the vicinity of her temple. About every second year a buffalo-sacrifice takes place. The decapitator is a Paruva (Mēda), an outcaste who makes bamboo mats and baskets and beats the big drum (hāmbare) at certain festivities. Also the Tamīḷas hire a Pariya (i. e. drumer) to perform the decapitation at their Badra Kāli sacrifices.† In the Tulu country the peasants (Bāṇe, Gñaḍa), though employing the Paruvas at masquerades,

male devi. Pëy-ch i, being a female of them, is not found among the Coorgs and Tuluś. The feminine form strongly reminds one of Vishāli, a word that is known and used everywhere in the South.

* It may be remarked here that, as a rule, at all places connected with Coorg superstition, Trisūlās (tridentes) are found.

† Zieg. p. 172.

* There are many Coorgs that have never acquired the knowledge of such particulars. Vide ante, p. 40.
† In Tamīḷa a female basket-maker who at the same time divines by chiroscopy is called Kurattii.
§ Zieg. p. 156.
|| Vīras? or Bhairava?
¶ Pëy (i. e. wicked), the Tamīḷa word to denote a
decapitate the buffalo themselves. With the Coorgs the Parava is superintended by the M u k k a t i s, i.e., arrangers, who are either Coorgs or other Śūdras.

Near the source of the Kāvēri river is the temple, and within it the idol of Kāvēri A m m a, i.e., Mother Kāverī. The service of this deity is quite Brahmanical, and my opinion is that the deity is an importation from the plains. The Amma's Tantris, or owners, are Tulu Brahmans. I do not find that the Coorgs are water-worshippers, though they have adopted also something in this respect from the Brahmans; and besides they have no tangible profit from this river in their own country.

Another deity with purely (Tulu) Brahmanical pājā, whom some people declare to be identical with Subrahmanyā, is Iggutta (Igutta-Appa), i.e., Father Igutta. He is prayed to for rain, and invoked at the harvest-festival. Might this deity not be the same with the Tamils Vēgutta-avātāra, i.e., the Buddha-avatāra of Vishnu? Besides Vēgutta-avātāra the form Vēgutta is also correct.

It seems to be quite certain that many centuries ago the Coorgs, and with them most probably others of the Dravidian tribes, were mere ghost and demon worshippers without any ray of light to alleviate their fear. Have Brahmanical innovations in any way ameliorated their spiritual condition, or has even the contrary taken place? The discussion of questions of such a character is of much interest.

Merkara, 22nd April 1873.

NOTES ON NATURAL HISTORY.

I.—SNakes.

BY W. F. SINCLAIR, ESQ. C. S., KHĀNDESH.

It is the common belief of Khāndeśh, the Dekhāṇ and Central Provinces that the amphibia, or slow-worm (mandūp) changes its head to its tail, and back, every year. Also that its bite causes leprosy. At Christmas 1870, I shot a short, thick, clouded snake known as J o g i (I suppose because it is lazy and venomous). My police orderly, a Mārāṇthī from Anjanvel in Ratnagiri, said: "There are lots of these in my country. If they bite a man or a buffalo, he swells up to the shape of this snake, and spots like those on the snake come all over his body." The beaters, Thākurs of the Ghāṭ, knew nothing of this belief, though they held the snake in so much dread that one man threw away the stick with which he had crushed its head. I have often met with this snake in the Dekhāṇ and Khāndeś, and never found this belief current anywhere above the Ghāṭ; but it is certainly poisonous. Compare the snake in Dante by whose bite a man was turned into a snake and vice versa. In the year 1865, or thereabouts, a snake with fur or hair upon its body is said to have appeared near Bhima Shankar, the source of the Bhima river in the Sahyādri hills. It is described as having been about four feet long, and covered with a soft curly wool; and the people worshipped it for a season until it disappeared. My informant was very hazy about dates and details. Perhaps the creature was suffering from some furred fungous disease, as fish are liable to.

The little river Yel, on the high plateau, known as the Peṭ Pathar, in Tuluka Kher of the Punja District, is inhabited by great numbers of D hāмnās, the large water-snake with yellow netlike markings on his back. The belief of those parts is that the Dhāmān is powerless to injure man or beast except the buffalo; but if a buffalo so much as sees a Dhāmān he dies of it—the idea of the basilisk! Further east it is sometimes believed that the Dhāmān drowns bathers by coiling round their limbs. It is really quite harmless to any creature above the size of a water-rat.

The natives of the Ghāṭ hold a small snake called the Phuṣa in much dread; and the Bombay Government have honoured it by bracketing it with the cobra, and putting a price on its head. The Kolis, who ordinarily bury their dead, have so great an abhorrence for four sorts of death that they will not bury the victims of any of the proscribed means of exit from this world. Three of the four are cholera, small-pox, and the bite of the Phuṣa. The fourth I have forgotten; but in these cases they make forks of saplings, pick up the deceased, and pitchfork him over the nearest cliff.
With all this, I have never been able to find out satisfactorily what the Phurusa* is. I have been shown at least a dozen different snakes by that name, the most of them tree or water snakes and as harmless as frogs.

A long thin yellow snake called Koraḍ is much dreaded in the open stony parts of the Punaṇ district. The people say: "He does not give a man time to drink water." This is certainly the most active ground-snake I have seen.

LEGEND OF VELLUR.

BY DINSHAH ARDESHIR TALEYARKAN, SECRETARY, KÁTHIÁWÁR EKSAMI RÁJASTHÁNI SABHÁ.

If a traveller in Southern India is induced to visit Vellur, it is specially because of its forts and its temple. We ascended one of its hills called "Sajra," on which there still exists an ancient fort. There is a sort of rough track which leads to the summit in about an hour. Surveying the town from this height, you find it lying close upon the base of the Sajra, irregular, scattered, and closely surrounded by high hills except towards the north. There you find the broad bed of the river Palār stretching as far as the eye can reach. Over it runs a lengthy viaduct of about a hundred low arches. The river is dry, but here and there are canals dug for cultivators, dhobis, and others. The expansive bed and the beautiful bridge lying amidst numerous glittering mounds testify to the dimensions to which the river attains during the rains. Before the bridge was built intercourse with the surrounding places was very difficult; it took a whole day to cross the river, and four pairs of bullocks were required to drag a laden cart through it. We have scarcely seen another town so picturesquely situated. It is pleasantly buried amid cliffs of trees of various sorts. Interspersed here and there about the outskirts of the town are paddy and sugar-cane fields. Above all is a fort, but nothing of it remains except the surrounding walls. Broken cannon lie here and there half-buried. Large balls are also found scattered and rusting. You sometimes alight on artificial caves. In the very centre of the peak there still exists a deep tank. The water in it, though unused for years and rendered unwholesome by the growth of weeds and the rubbish which continually falls into it, would be drinkable in time of need. There are lasting springs in it.

Besides Sajra there are other hills close to it. On two of these there are also ruined forts. The highest of all is Gojra, whose peak is narrow and pointed. To ascend Gojra is much more difficult. A tunnel is built in it, which, it is said, leads to all the other mountains, but no one ventures to go in.

These hills, forts, &c. were one of the principal means by which the former rulers used to defend themselves. The height, the positions, and the number of the hills were sufficient to harass the most patient.

Besides these forts, at the extremity of Sajra hill below, is another fort built of large black slabs, which is oblong, occupying about four miles; a very wide ditch surrounds it, full of pure water.

Inside the fort are found the offices of the Small Cause Court, Sub-Magistrate's and Tehsildar's Kacheris, Pension, Post, and other Offices. In the middle is an open space where a building was erected by Government many years ago, in which to confine prisoners in their hands. As you enter the fort, opposite you stands a large Hindu temple which in extent and workmanship excels both the grand temples of Konjivaram. It has several gigantic "Mandaps" of superior carving. In them are many dark cells for gods. The gods of this temple were those who lived in water, hence

* Natives are generally very ignorant of natural history, and often give the first name that occurs to them for any of the less common plants or animals. The Phurusa is a species of Lyctodon, the "Gajoo Futta" (Kajju Tattā) of Russell, who describes it as a Coluber, "the head broader than the neck, ovate, depressed, obtuse. The first pair of laminae between the nostrils, small, sub-ornicular; the next, pentagonal; the middlemost lamina of the three between the eyes, broad-lanceolate; the last pair, semi-ornicular. The scales on the neck and head, usually large, the lower jaw shorter than the upper. The teeth below, numerous, close, reflex; two palatal rows above, close also and numerous, but the anterior in the marginal row, longer than usual. The eyes lateral, small, orbicular. Nostrils close to the rostrum, gaping. The trunk round. The scales, broad-ovate, instructor. Length 16 inches. Circumference near the head, 1 ½ inch; the thickest part of the trunk about 2 inches, and diminishes inconsiderably till near the tail. The tail very small, tapering suddenly, sharp-pointed; length 2 inches. The colour—the head very dark, obscure, green, without spot. The trunk (including the tail), almost black, with a dark-greenish cast. The ridge of the back variegated with about twenty narrow spots, composed of longitudinal, short, dusky-yellow, white and black lines. Along the sides, and half down the tail, are interrupted rows of short, white lines; and from the head to the anus, on each side close to the scute, there is a regular row of black dots. The scutes and squamae are of a bluish white colour." In an observation, he remarks that the "colours resembles the Gedi Pangudi" of the Coromandel Coast, which is the Maker or Maинтер (Bunagarum candidum) of the Konkan; but the variegating spots are very different, and "from the want of poisonous organs it may be inferred that it is not so formidable as, by the natives, represented."—(Account of Indian Serpents, p. 22.)—En.
there are wells all about. Streams of water run continuously underneath the temple. There is one portion of the temple in which you cannot go without a guide and torch; it consists of seven rooms built one beyond another.

This temple went out of the hands of the Hindüs about the commencement of the Muhammadan rule in Vellur. No idol is left in it; half a dozen public offices are located in it; the richly carved black massive "Mandaps" have been whitewashed; the whole building has been disfigured. The following story* will tell how this curious temple and fort were erected.

It is said that when this place was a desert it was resided in by a god named Jalângandi Isâwârâ; Gangâ Gaurîman was the goddess. The small hill or Durgam was their frequent resort. The Fâlâr river was then called Chir and was on the north. To the south was the village of Welapadi. To the east was Palakonda Râmmalâi mountain. To the south-east was Dharmaîngâ Malâsî mountain. To the west was the tank of Sâkipâri. Everything within these boundaries was "Welankud," or forest. Cholâ Râjâ was then reigning, who had acquired much fame.

A person named Estumardi used to live in the sacred city of Palavâna, on the banks of the Krishnâ river. He had two sons, Bimardi and Timardi, whose statues are yet at the sides of the temple gate. They are also found inside the temple in various attitudes. Their mother died soon after giving them birth. Estumardi had four sons by his second wife. His wealth consisted in cattle, and they were by thousands. Soon after celebrating the marriages of his sons he made two divisions of his wealth; one was given to Bimardi and Timardi, and the other was divided among the four sons by his second wife, who commenced quarrelling with and even converting the death of their two half-brothers after the death of their father. Hereupon the two brothers abandoned their homes with their families and their cattle. In course of their journey they halted at a place called Tirum, whence water was conveyed for the god Srîrangâtâgaîrâ, who was living in Palikonda. Hearing of the fame of Cholâ Râjâ and the sacredness of the hills in his possession, they went to Kâlîpatnam; and Bimardi besought the Râjâ to give him some land for cultivation. The Râjâ, seeing he had come with immense cattle, gave him as much land as he wished in Welapadi to till and to rear his cattle. This place was called Welapadi, because it was full of trees named vasals which furnished sticks for cleansing the teeth. He daily went to Kai{l}la Hill to worship the Dharmalinga, from whom he wished to know all about his lot. He intended to stay where he was, if he was thereby to become happy; otherwise he purposed to go and live in Senchi near Tanjor. On the tenth day the two brothers were attacked by Palagar marauders, but Bimardi and Timardi fought so boldly against them that they retreated. On hearing this the Râjâ was much pleased, and the two brothers were entrusted with numerous Sillâders. The villagers also rendered them any aid they needed. At this stage of affairs one of the cows of Bimardi was delivered of a calf. It was as white as milk; but its horns, nose, tail, and hooves were black. Its teats were five. When it grew it never went in company with the other cattle. It went to graze alone, and returned alone. It was delivered of a calf, but did not allow it to drink milk. Bimardi was surprised to find that daily when the cow returned in the evening it came with empty udder. Nor was the herdsman able to explain this, but one morning he followed the cow wherever it went. The cow went on till it came near a small island, to which it went crossing the water. Immediately after this a serpent came out of a hole. It had five months, by which it drank milk from the five teats of the cow. After the serpent had done drinking, the cow returned to its master's place. Bimardi was much affected by this sight. He considered both the occurrence and the locality as sacred. On the morning of the following day he crossed the water and went near the hole of the five-mouthed serpent. There he prayed to know what were the wishes of the serpent. After this he fell fast asleep. A figure then appeared to him in his dream and said to Bimardi—"My name is Śâbhâsâm. That cow which you possess is created by me. I drink its milk and am pleased. I therefore wish you all success and happiness!" Bimardi answered—"I do not care for life or happiness, but am anxious always to remain in your service; and I am also anxious to perpetuate your name; with that desire I wish to construct a temple and a fort." The god replied: "Why need you do this? I am not any way known, and wish to remain so." Bimardi repeated, however, his prayers with much supplication. The Deva then asked; "Well, if your wishes be so strong, whence can you bring all the wealth to build the temple and fort? What money have you got for this purpose?" "All my wealth consists in the 8,700 head of cattle I possess; I shall sell them and carry out my object."

* A different legend is given by Lieut. H. P. Hawkins in the Madras Journal of Literature and Science, vol. XX. p. 274, bearing some slight resemblance however to this.—Ed.
The god was much pleased to hear this, and ordered Bimardi to erect a temple and fort, and said to him—"When I was living with Wenkata Saprual on the hill of Dharmalingamalai, that god placed one foot on the Dharmalinga Hill and the other on the Tripathi Hill, and went to Tripathi. In the place on which he placed his first foot there lies immense wealth, of which you may take as much as you can in the course of seven days and seven nights." So saying the serpent returned to his hole. Bimardi awoke from his dream, and implicitly believing everything that he had heard and seen in his vision, the first thing he did was to place a line of labourers from the hole to the hill mentioned by Śampaśivam. Bimardi afterwards repaired to the summit of the hill, where he repeated what the god Śampaśivam had uttered. All of a sudden, golden coins now flowed out, which Bimardi's men began to carry one after another. On this news reaching the Rāja he summoned Bimardi into his presence. Bimardi informed him of all that had occurred. The Rāja was so gratified to hear all this that he rendered his best assistance in getting the aforesaid jungle cleared for Bimardi. As the jungle was being cleared, it so happened that a bare appeared and made a certain sort of round several times and then disappeared. Bimardi was lost in astonishment. He implored his patron god to acquaint him with the meaning of what he saw. He was informed in his dream that he should lay the foundation of the fort as the bare had pointed out. Bimardi lost no time in complying with this behest. The foundation was laid in the Śukla year 1190 of Śalivāhana's Sangārīha-varsha. The month was Panguni, and the date 19th. The god further ruled that the whole structure should be finished within nine years, and he be installed in the year Šiva and on the 19th date of the month of Panguni. Bimardi on laying the foundation earnestly expressed his desire to carry out all these commands. The stones required for the structures were sent by Bimardi from a hill named Palikonda, which was 12 miles distant, and where Śrīranganaīgai used to sleep—pali meaning bed, and kondai to take. The more stones were extracted from this quarry the more inexhaustible it proved. This mystery is explained by another story which may be told here. There was a Rāja named Dharma Rāja. He had a son who was noted for unrivaled beauty. He had a step-mother who became hopelessly fond of him. She once called him to her and tried by every means to make him love her. Sarangadrāma hereupon left his stepmother in great disdain. With a view now to ruin him, she told her husband Dharma Rāja that this his son had attempted to take improper liber-

ties with her. The Rāja was consequently so much enraged against him that he instantly ordered his hands and feet to be cut off, and his maimed body to be cast on the aforesaid hill from which Bimardi had his stones. Sarangadrāma did not take this undeserved cruelty to heart, but spent all his solitary hours in devotion to his god. Consequently his hands and feet were replaced, and the hill was also benefited by his meritorious sufferings, in that any extent of stones extracted from it was in no time replaced.

Now to return to the story of the fort and the temple. They were all completed within the fixed time. The sacred cars were also ready. The first worship was held on the appointed day and the appointed hour. The god was named Jalāganthā Īśavar, and fairs in the temple were held every year, and the number of pilgrims and worshippers constantly increased.

Meanwhile, Bimardi besought an interview from his god, which was granted; he commenced thus—"I am simply a shepherd and tiller; I have no capacity for administration. I beseech thee therefore to appoint one who is fit to conduct a rāj and to keep all affairs in connection with the temple in a prosperous state, so that I may have more time to spend in your devotion." To this the god answered—"There is one Wenkatdevamaharji, the son of Pargonda Piravadārdevamaharji, who maintains a thousand Brahmans daily. He is a fit person for the rāj; go and tell him to undertake the management." A dispute was now raging between Wenkat and his brother as to the distribution of certain villages between them. Veilur was also added to these villages. The two brothers agreed to proceed to the Malakatachala-pularama temple in the Maīsūr Zilla, and there to cast lots and abide by the result. Wenkat got Veilur. On leaving his father's palace to repair to Veilur, he met with what was considered a very good omen, which was in the form of a maíd-servant who was preparing torches in the palace. The result of his connection with her at this moment, which was justified and unavoidable in consequence of the coincidence, was that she gave birth to a son, who, according to the law of the times, proclaimed heir-apparent to the rāj. He was named Krīṣhṇa Devamaharji. Wenkat reigned three years and gained a name for uprightness: He granted Wānandurgam and Chitalurgam, lying to the east of Veilur, to his washerman and shoemaker, and made other similar grants to his deserving subjects. After this he abandoned all his possessions and business, and retired into a jungle where he led the life of a hermit. The Rayars or the descend-
THREE COPPER PLATES FROM THE KRISHNA DISTRICT.

The Acting Collector of the Krishna District has forwarded three copper Sasanams to the Madras Government, presented by the Zamindar of Nazid. The largest of the three was found about a year and a half ago in the Mokasa village of Edur, near Agiripalli, where the Zamindar lives, by a man ploughing; and the others were found in the time of the present Zamindar's father. The writing on all is a mixture of Telugu and Sanskrit. The plates are in the Government Central Museum. The following translations were made in the Collector's office. The first and most important, gives some particulars of the Eastern dynasty of Chilukyas descended from Kubja Vishnuvardhana, or Vishnu Vardhana 'the Little' or 'Hunchback,' the younger son of Kiirti Varma, and brother of Satyäsräya of the Kalyäni dynasty,—who established for himself a new kingdom by the conquest of Vengi. His successors extended their territories northwards from the Krishnä to the borders of Orissa, and ultimately fixed their capital at Räjamahendri, now Räjamandri. Their emblem was the Varsha Lincshana or Boar-signet. Some orthographical mistakes in the following versions have been rectified, and a few notes added from Sir W. Elliot's Gleanings respecting this dynasty:—

I.—SRI RAMULY.

A king called Kabja Vishnu Vardhanandu*, elder brother of Satya Sri Vallabhdhu, of the Mähävyasa gotra or tribe, who was a descendant of a Rishi called Häriti, who got the kingdom by virtue of the boon of Kausika, who was nourished by seven mothers named Bhamhi Maheswarya, and who was a votary of Shantákhudu,† who possessed an emblem of the boar which he obtained by the grace of the god‡ and which could subjugate all enemies, who had his body purified by an ablation at the end of an Ásvamedha and who was a ornament of Chälukya race, reigned over the earth for eighteen years. Vishnu Vardhanandu, son of Indraräja, his elder brother, reigned for nine years. His son, Manga Yuvaräja, for twenty-five years. His son Jayasindhra, for thirteen years. His half-brother, king Kakati§, for six months; Vishnu Vardhanandu, elder brother of Kakati, for thirty-seven years, after defeating his brother; his son, Vijayädyitä Bhatdárkudu, for eighteen years; his son, Vishnu Vardhanandu, for thirty-six years; his son, Vijayädyitä Bhupati¶ after fighting 108 times within the space of 12¼ years with the force of Gangarattu, and after constructing 108 Śiva temples, left this world for heaven after

† 'Śrīmä Mahäsen,' according to Sir W. Elliot.
‡ Bhañgavä Mäkapya.—Elliot.
§ Kokkili, in Sir W. Elliot's list.—Ed.
¶ Narenrâma Mriga Räja, in Elliot's list.
a reign of forty-four years. His son, Vishnu Vardhanudu, knowing the rules of castes, conquering his foes, and becoming the chief of his tribe, reigned for one and a half years. His son, Vijayaditya, who became king of all kings, who conquered many heroic kings, and who shone with great splendour, who had the power of Siva, who, by the induction of Ratta Bhupati, beheaded Vengu Bhupati, burnt his kingdom, reigned for forty-four years and left this world for heaven. Afterwards the kingdom of Vengu Bhupati was usurped by the kinsmen of Ratta Bhupati.† His younger brother, Chalukya Bhimadhipudu (who had the name of Drobharjunuda), and son of Vikramadityudu, protecting all people in general, reigned for thirty years and left this world for heaven. His son, Vijayadityudu, inheriting the kingdom, which is replete with comfort and every blessing, in his nonsense conquered many foes during his father’s lifetime by the strength of his arm. After his father’s death, too, he conquered many of his foes and left this world for heaven. His son, Udayadityudu,‡ bearing also the name of Ramaksha Mahendrudu, and possessing all the powers of a king, the abilities of a prime minister, and, and excelling the glory of his ancestors, one day in his reign seated himself on his throne, sent for the Brahmans (householders) of Kunteru and addressed them thus:—"In the family of that warrior who was the best person of the Pattavardhani family, who was a follower of Kubjaviirthi Vardhanudu, who was well known by the name of Kadakamasa, and who in battle conquered Duddandu, and brought all his banners, titles, and, Somadityudu was born. He begat Pithivirajya Raja. His son, this Kuntaadityudu, who is the servant of my father, Vijayadityudu, who obtained the title of Uggirelagodu, who is feared by enemies, conquered my foes at the very moment he heard the sound of their battle-drums, and, pleasing me, proved himself a loyal subject. Therefore, the village called Guntur, with its twelve villages, is given by us to this man. May this be known to you.

"Its boundaries are—On the east by Gongava, on the south by Gonyuru, on the west by Kain Cheruvulu or tanks, on the north by Matupalli.

The boundaries lying in the middle of these villages are—On the east Patarayi, on the southeast Peda Kalamula, on the south Kurvapudi, and on the southwest Peruvati Kura, on the west the western bank of Polugunta, on the northwest Polakangonda Mona Durga Bhagavati, on the north Matapalli, on the north-east Chamarasingnata.

* Vijayaditya II, or Gunavakana Vijayaditya, conquered Kalinga.—Eliot, at sup.
† In A.D. 973, Talasa Bhupu II. or Vikramaditya III. of Kalyani restored that monarchy which had been for some time usurped by the Ratta Kula.—Eliot, at sup. p. 79.

"This should not be annoyed by anybody. He who does so is considered as one that has committed the five great sins—Veyaasala. Up to this time many granted gifts of lands and many had them granted. Whenever the gifts are accepted by the donee, to them they really belong. He who usurps the land given either by himself or by others will be born as a worm in the human excrement for 60,000 years."

II.—SRI SHOBHANADRI.

One by name Vijayadityudu,§ a sovereign of the Chalukya family, grandson of Vikrama Rama Bhupati, and son of Vishnuvardhanha Mahadraja, gave at the time of a solar eclipse one khandrika of rent-free land, sufficient to be sown with twelve khandis of korra seed (Panicum Italicum), to a Brahman named Padma Bhattacharakudu, of the village of Minaminia, who is of Kaasyapa gotra (Apastambha sect), grandson of Tukasarma Trivedi and son of Danaserma Trivedi; the land being bounded on the east by Korrapuru polemara (or boundary), on the south by Pataka, on the west by Rameti, on the north by Renukavadi.

III.—SRI SORHANADRI.

Svayambhuva Manava, who was kept and saved on theark of the Earth at the general deluge by the Supreme Being who assumed the form of a fish and preserved the world, is born first of the kings of solar race. Bhagiradhudu, who, after many years’ tapas or self-mortification, conquered Siva and brought to earth the Ganges, the gem worn on his head, is the king of solar race. Ikhavaku and other kings, by whose valour Devendrudu enjoyed the kingdom of heaven, was born in the solar race which deserves adoration. Kakucha Bhupati who rode upon Devendrudu who assumed the form of a bull, Raghumaharaja, who rendered the weapon of Indra useless, and Sri Ramachandrudu who built a bridge over the sea and killed Dasakantudu, having been born in that race, the glory of that race cannot be too much extolled. In that race King Arikaludu is born lineally, who begat Kalikaludu, whose history excels that of former kings thus—he used to bathe every day in Ganges water brought by the hands of kings in succession. He conquered all the kings between the Kaveri and Setu (the bridge at Ramaswaram), and subjegated them. He refused a platter (to be employed in worshipping the god) which is suitable to be accepted, and which was sent by Bhojaraja. He derided with his toe the
eye in the forehead of Pullavabhupati, and he has certain other qualifications. In the reign of Nata Bhimudu and other potent kings born in the family of the said Kalikaldu, the earth had been prosperous for a long time. Somabubapti, son of Dhuutta Nāryana Rāmahruhi of the same family, who is the emblem of Supreme Being himself, subdued many neighbouring kings and begat a son named Prince Gangādharaubapti by his wife Surāmbhīki. Gangādharaubapti, devoting himself to the god and Brahman, begat a son, Bhakīthubapti, who resembles Parijata (the name given to all the flowers resembling in scent the jessamine), which exhales a sweet scent over all the earth, and who is a votary of Śīva, by his wife Irugambhi, who is the daughter of Kāmahruh of the lunar brace, and sister of Vahupati. Bhakīthubapti, deserving as he is to be adored by many kings, wore the badges of the honourable distinctive marks of “Gandhabherunda,” which is fit to repel all lions of foes (i.e., kings’ foes), and of “Rāyavesiya bhujanga,” which is fit to compel all kings to leave off their haughtiness and be submissive, and so he continued to reign. One day, while he was proceeding on his royal tour, he happened to meet on a hill a Brahman hermit named Visvanadhudhu, who is well versed in Vedas, and finding him to be zealously engaged in divine contemplation, and, as such, an emblem of Śīva, saluted him. He remained there for some time with devotion.

On Monday, the 15th of the waxing moon of Kārtika, Śāivahana Śaka 1277, he gave with pleasure to the said Visvanadhudhu, who is steadfast in devotion and a great hermit of the Kānvika gotra, the village of Kadavakuran, which is replete with complete comfort and every blessing and with the eight sources of pleasure.

The village is bounded on the east by a large ant-hill, on the south-east by Chintajodupallam, on the south by a Vagu or watercourse, on the south-west by Madetopuna Nandikambham, on the west by Doni Muru, on the north by a Kunta or pond, on the north-east by the boundaries of Bommada and Makkala.

The said king having given to the aforesaid worthy Brahman the village of Kadavakuran, within the above-mentioned notables limits, thought the descendants of his family would be meritorious. May this Śāsana, inscribed to notify the gift of the village called Kadavakuran, endure until the end of time!

As bestowing the gift is common to all kings, this deserves to be preserved by you for ever. Rāmchanandralavaru will frequently pray all kings that commit anything to affect this gift.

—Proceedings of the Madras Government, Public Department, 7th April 1873.

ARCHÉOLOGY OF BELÁRI DISTRICT.

(From the Belári District Manual, by J. Koloeil, M.C.S.)

The finest specimens of native architecture are to be seen at Hampi, the site of the ancient city of Vijayanagar. These ruins are on the south bank of the Tungabhadra river, about 36 miles from Belári, and cover a space of nearly nine square miles. At Kamalapur, two miles from Hampi, an old temple has been converted into a banglee, and this is probably the best place to stop at when visiting the ruins. Many of the buildings are now so destroyed that it is difficult to say what they were originally meant for, but the massive style of architecture, and the huge stones that have been employed in their construction, at once attract attention. Close to Kamalapur, there is a fine stone aqueduct, and a building which has at some time or other been a bath. The use of the arch in the doorways, and the embellishments used in decorating the inner rooms, show that the design of this building was considerably modified by the Musalmans, even if it was not constructed by them altogether. A little to the south of this is a very fine temple, of which the outer and inner walls are covered with spirited baso-relievoes representing hunting-scenes and incidents in the Rāmāyaṇa. The four central pillars are of a kind of black marble handsomely carved. The flooring of the temple, originally large slabs of stone, has been torn up and utterly ruined by persons in search of treasure which is supposed to be buried both here and in other parts of the ruins. The use of another covered building close by, with numerous underground passages, has not been ascertained. It also is covered with basso-relievoes, in one of which a lion is represented. At a little distance is the building generally known as the "Elephant stables," and there seems no reason to doubt that it was used for this purpose. Two other buildings, which with the elephant stables form roughly three sides of a square, are said to have been the concert-hall and the council-room. Both, but especially the latter, have been very fine buildings.

Not far off are the remains of the Zenana, surrounded by a high wall now in a very dangerous condition, and beyond this again the arena where tigers, elephants, and other animals were pitted
against each other for the amusement of the court. This is the account given by tradition, and, judging from the character of the sculptures surrounding the place, it is probably the true one. The animals fought on the ground, and the king and his suite watched them from elevated platforms of stone. The buildings in which these beasts were confined cannot now be distinguished, but the stone trough at which they were watered still remains. The trough is a monolith, which has unfortunately been slightly cracked in turning it over to look for treasure. Its dimensions are $41.5 \times 3 \times 2$ feet.

Leaving these, the road passes through a few paddy-fields towards the river. There are fine stone buildings all round and the débris of countless houses of stone and brick. On the left is a mutilated monolith representing Śiva with a cobra with outstretched hood over his head. Śiva is represented seated, and the statue is about 30 feet high. It has been much damaged by Tipu’s troops, who have broken off the nose and one of the arms. Close by are two fine temples between which the road passes, but which are remarkable for nothing but the enormous size of the stones which have been used in their construction. Masses of cut granite, many of them 30 feet in length by 4 in depth, are seen high up in the wall, and no explanation can be given of the mode in which they were placed in their present position.

About 100 yards beyond this place, the crest of the hill is reached, and from it a magnificent panoramic view is obtained. Immediately below, the river Tângabhadra flows through a gorge between the rocks, and on the opposite bank are high rugged granite hills. Parallel with the river is the main street, lined with temples and palaces and some modern houses. Small patches of paddy and sugar-cane cultivation serve to give colour to the scene. At one end of this street, which is about half a mile long and fifty yards in breadth, is a large pagoda in good repair, which is the only one in which service is still kept up. A channel from the river runs through the centre of it, and is led through the room used for cooking, so that at all times there is a supply of fresh running water. At the other end of the street is a large figure of Hanuman, the monkey-god, while the whole is commanded by a high hill composed of irregular granite boulders, on the summit of which a large temple has been erected. The view from the top well repays the trouble of the ascent. Parallel with this main street, but a little further from the river, is another, equal in size, but with fewer fine buildings in it. The finest temples of all are about half a mile lower down the river. One dedicated to Viṣṇu, a form of Viṣṇu, is said to be equal in its architectural detail to anything at Ellora. The roof is formed of immense slabs of granite supported by monolithic columns of the same material richly carved, and twenty feet high. Close by are similar buildings dedicated to Viṣṇu, Brahma and Ganesha. In the centre of the Viṣṇu temple is the stone-car of the god, supported by stone elephants, and about 30 feet high.*

Tâḷḍapatri (population 7,869) is built on the right bank of the Pennêr river, which flows close underneath its walls. According to tradition, it was founded by Râma râmânan Nayudu, a subordinate of the Vijayanagar kings, about 400 years ago. The village was first called “Tâltâppali,” having been built in a grove of palmmy trees, and this was afterwards corrupted into Tâḍḍapatri. He also built the fine temple dedicated to Râma Īśwara. The other temple, on the river-bank, called that of Chintarâya, was built by his grandson Timma Nayudu, who also founded several other villages in the neighbourhood. These two temples are “elaborately decorated with sculptures representing the adventures of Viṣṇu, Râma, and other mythological events. Among the bas-reliefs is a figure holding a Grecian bow, rarely seen among Hindu sculpture.” The temple on the river-bank is by far the finest, but was never finished. The Gopuram of the other temple was struck by lightning about 30 years ago and split in half. After the battle of Talikota, the country round Tâḍḍapatri was subdued by the forces of the Kutb Shahi dynasty, and a Muhammadan Governor was appointed. Afterwards the town was captured by Morari Rao, and still later by Haider Ali. The situation of Tâḍḍapatri is low, and in the rains and when the river is in fresh the worst parts of the town are under water. The main street, though narrow, is straight, and the houses on each side of it well and substantially built. Another good street might be made along the bank of the river, and the embankment necessary would have the effect of preventing the river from undermining the Râma Īśwara temple, as it now does. The streets in the rest of the town are small and crooked, and lined with squallid mud houses, built without any attempt at regularity. The road from Kadapah to Belâri passes at the rear of the town, as does also the railway, though the station is at Nandelpâd, about 2½ miles off. Tâḍḍapatri has always been a great trading centre, and on this account, and also on account of its peculiar sanctity (one authority reckoning it next to Benares), it has always been a thriving and populous town.†

* pp. 290-292.
† Ibid. pp. 48, 49.
At Lepakshi, in the Hindipur taluka, is another large temple, said to have been built by Kṛṣṇa Rāyā. The roof of the large hall here is supported by about forty pillars, two of which do not touch the ground but are suspended from the roof. So at least the attendant Brahmins tell you, and prove it by passing a cloth between the pillar and the ground. The space between the pillar and the ground is about half an inch, and the trick is managed so adroitly that, unless the action is closely watched, the cloth really appears to be passed completely underneath the pillar. As a matter of fact each of these two pillars has one corner resting on the ground. The natives will not admit that it has always been so, but attribute this sinking of the act to an engineer some thirty years ago, who endeavoured to find out how such solid pillars were suspended, and injured them in the course of his experiments. About a hundred yards away is a colossal monolith, a Basava or stone bull. The story is that the coolies employed on the great temple being dissatisfied with their wages struck work and retired to consult. They chanced to sit down on a rock, and while debating the question began to hack it with their tools. The masters gave in in an hour and the coolies came down from their rock, when it was found to have assumed the form it now has.

Of more recent buildings, the pagoda at Penahoblam, on the left bank of the Pennér, and the Jamma Masjid at Adoni, are perhaps the best specimens of Hindu and Muhammadan architecture. The temple of Anantasayinī, near Hospē, is worthy of mention, and is of interest to engineers and architects from the peculiarities of its construction.

At most of these places there is an annual festival. Nearly every village has its car-feast in honour of its patron deity, but the great festivals are held in the vicinity of the splendid pagodas and shrines, of which a brief account has been given.*

The general opinion seems to be that the attendance at the Hampi festival is decreasing year by year. About fifteen years ago it was estimated that 100,000 people were present, five years ago it was 60,000, last year it was doubled if 40,000 people attended. The reason of this has never been satisfactorily explained, and it is the more remarkable, because in former years cholera invariably broke out among the assembled pilgrims, while during the last five years, in which sanitary precautions have been adopted, the festival has not been accompanied by this scourge. One reason possibly is, that the people do not like these sanitary measures; they object to leave their bullocks at some distance outside the walls, to be obliged to bathe in certain places, and to get their drinking-water from others; they dislike being interfered with, and though the better informed readily admit the benefits that result from these measures, and value their immunity from epidemic disease, yet they, as well as the great mass of the people, would prefer to have none of them, and keep away rather than submit to them. During the last three festivals it has been found very difficult to get enough people to drag the car from one end of the street to the other, according to custom.

One of the superior magistrates always attends this festival; medical assistance is sent out from Belāri, and Rupēs 600 is annually allotted for clearing out wells, &c., and for other necessary purposes.

After Hampi the festival held at Mailar is the best attended. It is held after the harvest, and the people encamp in the fields, being spread over a space about a mile square. The Tūngabhadra is close by, so that there is an abundant supply of pure fresh water, and, as there is no necessity for the pilgrims to crowd together as at Hampi, disease does not often break out. There is one custom which is peculiar to this festival. On the great day, in the evening, when the worship is completed and the offerings made, the deity daigns, in the person of a child, to lift the veil of the future, and in the presence of the assembled thousands to utter one sentence prophetic of future events. A little child is held up on the shoulders of the priests, and, closing in his arms the iron bow of the god upheld by the priests, he utters the words put into his mouth by the god.

The words uttered in 1899 were, "there are many thunderbolts in the sky," and the words were greeted with a murmur of joy, as implying probably a good supply of rain in the coming year. Great faith appears to be placed by the people in these words heard at these times, and, as there seems to be the same vagueness about them as characterized the utterances of the Delphic oracle, it is probable that their faith is never put to any severe test. The sentence uttered the year before the Mutiny,—"the white ants are risen against," is now recalled by many in proof of the far-seeing power of their god * * * "There were present at the festival about 5,000 bandies, 23,000 head of cattle, and not fewer than 40,000 people." (Report of Mr. O'gleston, Assistant Collector, in G. O., 3rd March 1869.)†

* The chief festivals are:—at Hampi in Hospē talūqa, in honour of Virupakṣha Śrīkāti about 15th April; at Koṭār, in Kondghi, in honour of Basāpēvana Śrīkāti, 27th Feb.; at Mailar, in Hadagalli, in honour of Lingāpā Śrīkāti, 14th Feb.; at Karuvalli, Harpanahalli, in honour of Goni Narāsappa Śrīkāti, 12-14th March; and at Manchala, Advanī, in honour of Rāṣṭravendra Śrīkāti, 14th August.
† Ibid. pp. 299-305.
Inscriptions and Śāsanaśas.

The numerous inscriptions at Hampi have all, at one time or another, been deciphered. A list of them, with translations, will be found in Vol. XX. of the Asiatic Researches, appended to an essay by Mr. Ravenshaw, B.C.S. There are several long inscriptions in the Hali-Karnacce character at Kurgodū, in the Belāri Tāluqa, but they are so worn with age as to be in many places illegible. An inscription on the wall at Kencengodū, in the same tāluqa, is of not much interest, for it only gives the names of the village officers at the time the pagodas in that village was built. There is another long inscription on a stone lying on the tank-band at Chikka Tumbulk, which has never been deciphered. In such places as Belāri, Guti, Baliaggū, Harpanhalli, and Pennakonda, where inscriptions might have been expected, none are now to be found. There has indeed once been an inscription on one of the rocks at Guti, but it is almost obliterated, and hardly two consecutive letters can be made out. Diligent search would doubtless result in the discovery of other inscriptions or dedications, the existence of which is unsuspected or unknown beyond the limits of the village where they are.

In connection with the subject of this chapter, mention must be made of a peculiar hill about eighteen miles from Belārī. Captain Newbold was the first to call public attention to it, and his account will be found at page 134 of No. 18 of the Journal of the Madras Literary Society.

About three miles beyond Kodutami, and close to the Antapār pass, on the right of the road, there is a small hill about fifteen feet high and four hundred in circumference, and surrounded by hills of considerable elevation. The summit of this hill or mount is rounded, and the surface partially covered with scanty patches of dry grass, from which crop masses of tafeaceous scoria. The hills around are composed of a ferruginous sandstone in which minute scales of mica are found disseminated, but this mound is evidently composed of very different materials, and when struck it emits a hollow cavernous sound. Some have thought it of volcanic origin, but Captain Newbold thought it more likely to be the remains of an ancient furnace. The local tradition is that this mound is composed of the ashes of an enormous Rākshas or giant, whose funeral pile this was. The giant's name was Edimmusara, and he was living here when the five sons of king Pandu visited the country. The giant's sister fell in love with one of them, named Bhimsena, and instigated him to kill her brother, who was opposed to the alliance. Another account is that a great battle accompanied by fearful loss of life was fought here. After the conflict the wounded and the dead were gathered together and placed so as to form an enormous funeral pile, which was then fired. These ashes, or whatever they are, effervescence when treated with dilute sulphuric acid, and thus show traces of carbonate of lime. Colonel Lawford thought the ashes were such as were found at funeral piles, and very dissimilar to those formed in lime-kilns. Dr. Benza thought it was limestone slabs, but certainly not pumice-stone, or in any way of volcanic origin. "The stone is white and osseous-looking, and internally porous and reticulated." There are two smaller mounds at the foot of the Copper Mountain.

MISCELLANEA.

NOTES ON EARLY-PRINTED TAMIL BOOKS.

Some little time ago when reading Fra Paolino Bartolomco's Voyage to the East Indies the following passage attracted my notice, as indicating a circumstance in the history of printing in this country which, as far as I was aware, was unknown:—

"The art of printing, in all probability, never existed in India. The first book printed in this country was the Doctrina Christiana of Giovanni Gonsalvez, a lay brother of the order of the Jesuits, who, as far as I know, first cast Tamilic characters, in the year 1577.† After this appeared in 1578 a book entitled Flora Sanctorum, which was followed by the Tamilic Dictionary of Father Antonio de Proenza, printed in the year 1679, at Ambalacate, on the coast of Malabar. From that period the Danish missionaries at Tranquebar have printed many works, a catalogue of which may be found in Alberti Fabrici Salutarius Luca Evangelii, p. 395."

That the books mentioned as having being printed at Ambalacate, in the Cochin territory, in the Tamil character, had a circulation in their time in the Tamil country, seems evident from the following extract from Sartorius' Diary for 1732, with which I fell in also in the course of reading. On a visit that this Danish missionary paid, in company with others from Tranquebar, to Paleiacatta [Pulicat, 23 miles N. of Madras], in February of that year, he states: "The Malabar Catechist

* pp. 295, 296.
† Conf. Ind. Antq. vol. II. p. 98.
showed us a transcript of a Malabar [Tamil] book entitled *Christiano Wannakkam*, 'Christian Worship,' printed in 1579 at Cochin, in the 'College of the Mother of God,' for the use of the Christians on the Pearl-fishery Coast. And so, no doubt, was another Malabar book, which we have seen in the possession of a Romish Christian at Tranquebar, of which the title is: "Doctrina Christiana, a maneira de Dialogo feita em Portugal pelo P. Marcos Jorge, da Companhia da Jesus: Tresladada em lingua Malavar ou Tamil, pello P. Anrique Anrique da mesma companhia." Em Cochin, no Collegio da Madre de Dios, a os quatorze de Novembro, de Anno de MDLXXIX."*

As transcripts began to be made so long ago as the early part of the last century, it is hardly possible to expect that any copy of these early-printed books may now be found, especially as the paper then used was not likely to be of a very durable kind.

Ziegenbalg, in the preface to his Tamil Grammar *Grammatica Dalmatica* which he printed at Halle in 1716, mentions that Tamil types had been cut at Amsterdam in 1678 for representing the names of some plants in the large work *Horti Indici Malabarici*, which appeared in six large volumes, but, whether from inexperience or carelessness, the characters were so dissimilar to those of the language, that he says the Tamils themselves did not know them to be Tamil. The attempt, however, made at Halle in 1710 to produce Tamil types seems to have been more successful for Ziegenbalg's Tamil Grammar was printed there in 1716, and the Tamil characters are represented pretty fairly in it, though there was great room for improvement. Fenger, in his "History of the Tranquebar Mission," thus records this attempt: "The people there, though unacquainted with the Tamil language, succeeded in making some Tamil letters, which they hastily tried, and sent out to Tranquebar, where the first part of the New Testament, as well as other things, was printed with them. This sample, the first thing ever printed in Tamil characters, was the Apostles' Creed; and the friends in Halle, when they despatched it with the printing-press, requested soon to be requited by a copy of the New Testament in Tamil." (p. 87). The translation of the New Testament into Tamil had been commenced by Ziegenbalg on Oct. 17, 1708, two years after his arrival in the country, and brought to completion on March 21, 1711. Meanwhile the supply of Tamil type from Halle enabled him to bring out the first part of the New Testament, containing the Gospels and the Acts, which was printed at Tranquebar in 1714. The other part, completing the New Testament, came out in 1715.

Tamil type continued to be cast in Halle for the purpose of aiding the Indian mission work. As we have already seen, Ziegenbalg's *Grammatica Dalmatica*, a small quarto of 128 pages, was printed there in 1716, which, though superseded by other modern grammars, is interesting as the first attempt to reduce the principles of the language to the rules of European science, and is valuable for the matter it contains. But the work was written in Latin, and never having been reprinted has become very scarce. Two other works were also printed at Halle in Tamil for the use of Native Christians in this country: one in 1749, the *Horatii Paradisozici* translated from the German of John Arndt, one of the most spiritual and searching writers of the Pietists as they were called, and printed in four parts in small 8vo, comprising 592 pages; and the other a translation of another popular German book by the same author, de *Vero Christianismo*, which appeared in 1751, and consists of 399 pages of the same size as the former. Both these books obtained wide popularity in this country, and copies of them were to be found some ten or twenty years ago in old Native Christian families, where they were treasured as heirlooms.

Points of Tamil type were all this time also cut in India, and a long series of publications in the language was issued from the Tranquebar Press. As it is not intended to furnish a Bibliographical Index in this paper, I omit the mention of these.

In 1761 the Madras Government presented the Vepery missionaries with a Press taken at Pondicherry from the French, and in 1763 the Christian Knowledge Society in London sent out a Press to the Vepery Mission, and stores were continued to be furnished from England by the Society. The *Vepery Mission Press*—or as it is now better known as the *Christian Knowledge Society's Press*, Vepery, Madras—has from that period, with two intervals of cessation from 1810 to 1819 and again from 1861 to 1865, been in operation with varying degrees of activity, and is now the foremost agency in South India for the accurate and elegant printing of Christian books and tracts in the vernaculars.

Madras, April 21, 1873.

C. E. K.

**NAKED PROCESSION.**

At the Si£hastha j£ta, lately held at N£s£ik, one of the religious or *quasi* religious ceremonies is a procession of naked devotees, men and women.

---

I believe a few fig-leaves are used to satisfy very sensitive feelings, but practically the people are naked or nearly so.—Report by L. Ashburner, c. s. i.

---

THE COORGS.

Regarding the custom of polyandry said by Mr. Burnell * to be followed by the Coorgs, I feel constrained to state that its existence at any time is far from being proved. Whether polyandry may have occurred occasionally in former times, or may do so in these days, is of course a different question altogether. The Coorg custom of several nearly related families living together in the same house is certainly connected with its peculiar temptations. In bygone times, however, there was the custom of what is called "clove-marriages." In these a man gave a clove to a girl, and she accepting it became his wife without any further ceremony; he might dismiss her at any time without being under the least obligation of providing either for her or the children born during the connection. This custom was abolished by one of the Lingavant Bâjias, who, being unable to obtain as many girls for his harem as he wished, from wanton selfishness put a stop to it. The Rev. G. Richter in his Manual of Coorg (p. 41) says "tiger-weddings" take place among the Coorgs. As this idea seems to spread, I take the liberty to mention that it has been wrongly inferred from the name given to a festivity, the name being nari-mangala. In translating mangala into English its possible meaning marriage was hastily adopted, whereas in this case it means nothing but joyful occurrence; nari-mangala—tiger-feast. This last meaning of mangala has also as part of the Coorg compounds tûm mangala, bullock-feast, and man-e-mangala, house-feast.

Mokbara, 13th March 1873.

F. KITTEL.

---

ON ATTRACTION AND REPULSION. No. II.

Translated by E. Rehatsch, M.O.E.

Pocket of Jeddi-ul-dyn Bâmy, 2nd Dafnur.

All things attract each other in the world,
The heat allures the heat, and cold the cold,
A foolish portion fascinates the fools,
The well-directed the remainder lure;
The igneous attract the hell-destined,
The luminous draw on the sons of light;
Also the pure attract the immaculate,
Whilst the melancholy arecourting pain;
The Zangi from the Zangi friendship seeks;
A Roman with a Roman gently deals.
With closed eyes you are dismayed indeed
Because the light of day rejoiced the eye;
The eye's assimilation caused your grief,
It longed quick to join the lights of day.
If eye again be thus dismayed to you,
The heart's eye you have closed! Why not indulge
That heart-proclaiming bent of your two eyes
Which longs for infinite brilliancy?
When absence of those mundane fickle lights
Distressed you, your eyes you opened!
Thus separation from eternal lights
Dismay will bring to you; then cherish them!
When He calls me I must investigate,
Am I to be attracted or repelled?

* Specimens of S. Indian Dialects, No. 3, Kodagu, pref. p. iii.
ON COPYING INSCRIPTIONS.

The two great desiderata in Indian Archaeology at the present time are—a connected history of Indian art, and a collection of the Inscriptions. So far as Architecture at least is concerned, the want, we believe, would soon be supplied by the only writer able to do full justice to the subject—to interpret correctly its history and development, and to read therein the record of the past—were the materials only available. But they are not: nor is there much promise at present of their soon being forthcoming.

To the inscriptions, on the other hand, the attention of many labourers has been directed. Our knowledge of the early history of India is so extremely meagre, that those interested in it long since naturally gave their attention to the numerous existing records of this kind. Thus Lassen wrote fully twenty years ago,—"the only hope perhaps of replacing the want of documents and annals ... of filling up the many lacunae in the history centres in the Inscriptions. Their high importance as a supplement to the history imperfectly transmitted to us, and as a means of fixing the era of dynasties, was recognized and called attention to by him who laid the foundation of the knowledge of most branches of Indian Antiquities,—namely, Colebrooke, ... who himself also edited and translated several inscriptions with his usual accuracy. The learned Society, one of whose greatest ornaments he was, possesses in its Transactions most of the communications of this sort; and several of its members have by these acquired imperishable merit in the investigation of Indian Antiquities. It is no slight to others if here I only specialize James Prinsep, who not only himself deciphered the oldest forms of writing, and edited more inscriptions than any one else, but who knew also how to incite his fellows to search for and communicate them." After enumerating some of the more remarkable, he justly adds, "as to the inscriptions collected, we are indebted for the knowledge and preservation of these ancient monuments of the country not so much to the care of Go-

vernment as to the zeal and care of isolated individuals; who have hence acquired the merit of securing them from the destruction to which so many others have fallen a prey, and have thus contributed as far as they were able to their preservation. In order to utilize those collected for the purposes of science, it would be necessary that a scholar qualified by requisite knowledge should arrange and edit them, which however could only be accomplished were the Indian Government to allow a subsidy for the labour. That, however, will probably remain a pium desideratum, though such an obligation is much more incumbent on it than editing the cuneiform inscriptions was on the French Government, or the collecting and elaborating the Greek and Latin inscriptions on the Prussian Academy of Sciences."

The list of workers in this department is thus briefly summarized by Mr. A. C. Burnell:

"The Portuguese at Goa took some inscriptions on stone to their native country, but Sir Chas. Wilkins was the first to explain one (at Cintra), about the end of the last century. The earlier volumes of the Asiatic Researches contain several interpreted by Wilkins, Jones, and Colebrooke, and in the later volumes H. H. Wilson contributed many valuable articles on this subject. The Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal about forty years ago made (by the articles by J. Prinsep, Dr. Mill, and others) immense progress, and of later years the same Journal, the Journals of the Royal Asiatic Society and of the Bombay Society, have often done much to advance the study of the Sanskrit inscriptions of India, and the names of Mr. Norris, Professor Dowson, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Bayley, Dr. Bhardwaj, and Babu Râjendralâl Mittra need scarcely be mentioned as most diligent and successful decipherers. In the South of India an immense number of inscriptions exist in the so-called Dravidian languages, many of which are not inferior in antiquity or interest to most of the Sanskrit and Prakrit inscriptions of the

---

† In the Asiatic Res. vol. I. printed at Calcutta in 1788, five inscriptions are given, three of them translated by C. Wilkins; and the first mention is made of the Akoks inscriptions, at p. 872.
‡ Lassen, Indische Allerthumskunde, vol. II. pp. 43 to 45.
§ A few suggestions as to the best way of making and utilizing copies of Indian Inscriptions. By A. C. Burnell, M.G.S., M.E.A. Madras, 1879. The contents of this well-considered little pamphlet are so deserving of attention, and of being made more widely known than they at present seem to be, that the greater portion of it is now reproduced in these columns.
North; nor have they been neglected, though, with the exception of a few articles (in the Madras Journal) published by Sir W. Elliot, and containing the results of his own researches and those of the late F. W. Ellis, nothing has been, as yet, made public. Colonel Mackenzie, however, at the beginning of this century, made an immense collection of copies of inscriptions, and to the disinterested labour of Mr. C. P. Brown we owe the existence of copies of this collection, which, though purchased by Government for an enormous sum, had been neglected and suffered to rot from want of a little care. What remains of the originals, and all Mr. Brown's copies, are at Madras. Copies of inscriptions collected by Sir W. Elliot in the Canarese country were presented by him to the R. A. Society of London. Of late years General Cunningham has made large collections of copies of inscriptions in the North of India. Apart from these partial and local collections, an attempt was made about thirty years ago, by the late Mons. Jacquet, to commence a 'Corpus' of Indian Inscriptions, and, had not an untimely death interrupted his scheme, much might have been done.

To this he further adds,—"A large volume of photographs of inscriptions from Mysore and Dharwar has been published by Dr. Pigou and Colonel Barr, but unfortunately few of these are clearly legible, and many seem to be of small value. The book is also very costly. The same remarks hold good of Captain Trice's photographs of the inscriptions at Tanjore."

To these latter may be added the quarto volume of "Photographs of Inscriptions in the ancient Canarese Language taken from Stones and Copper Śāsanas, and photographed for the Government of Mysore by Major H. Dixon," containing 151 photographs of inscriptions or parts of inscriptions, on 57 large quarto pages, but many of them are taken on so small a scale and so badly as to be almost without exception nearly useless.

The fact is—photographing inscriptions is a special branch of the art, and requires the use of a proper lens and a special mode of treatment, of which amateur photographers are generally ignorant: thus the art comes to be blamed through its professors.

"It is beyond doubt," remarks Mr. Burnell, "that the real work of collection and decipherment of Indian Inscriptions is as yet scarcely begun. Most also of what has already been done will certainly have to be done again." And, we may add, what has been done under the patronage or at the expense of Government during the last ten or twelve years should demand attention first, for it is the most unsatisfactory. So long as such work is entrusted to amateur photographers and official routine, it is only to be expected that the bulk of it will be unsatisfactory and disappointing.

Elsewhere in his pamphlet Mr. Burnell remarks "that even the best-known inscriptions in India have only been copied in the very roughest possible way may not be a generally known fact, but such is the case. The great inscription of Kapur-di-giri (near Peshawar), which is of surpassing interest, is only known by a badly executed impression on cloth wrongly pieced together. Mr. Edwin Norris's wonderful skill and acuteness have restored and deciphered it, but an estampage (made as above directed) would be still of the greatest value. The Aśoka inscriptions (except that at Gīrnār, which was properly copied* nearly 30 years ago by General Legrand Jacob and Professor Westergaard) have been equally neglected; one of these exists (I believe) near Ganjam.† These inscriptions are the great fact in early Indian History, and yet our knowledge of them is most imperfect.

"A single instance may show how much curious information even trivial inscriptions will give. The temple of Tirukkaṃbukkūram, some 36 miles S. of Madras, is well known, as few residents in the neighbourhood have not been there to see the kites come and be fed at noon. This curious usage (the temple is now devoted to the worship of Śiva) has never been explained. An inspection of the inscriptions there shows that the temple was once Jain, and thus the practice becomes intelligible. However, on reading Tāranatha's History of Indian Buddhism (in Tibetan), I found this temple mentioned there as a famous Buddhist shrine by the name of Pakṣīhīrthā, or (in the Tibetan corresponding name) Bird-convert. This success-

---

* Even this inscription ought to be copied again; there is more than a suspicion of some errors in the copy here referred to.—Ed.
† See Ind. Ant. vol. I, pp. 319, 344.—Ed.
sion of cults is of the greatest interest, and shows that modern Hinduism has been chiefly developed in South India."

Mr. Burnell's suggestions as to methods he thus states:—"What yet remains to be done, is to make available to the scientific public copies of all existing inscriptions; and this involves a uniform system of preparing such copies. Scattered as inscriptions are over the whole of India, it is at present chimerical to attempt to study them; to say nothing of the want of time for such work-experienced by all students resident there. To make and collect copies is however a mechanical task, which may be easily done; and now that a little interest is awakened regarding the ancient civilization of the many races of India, a few suggestions as to the best way of doing so may not be thought inopportune, especially by those who see that a work of this kind if not soon done, can perhaps never be done at all. Inscriptions are daily being destroyed during repairs of temples, and by the country people taking stones from ruins. Copper śāsānas find their way to the melting-pot. The first question is—How to make the copies? Many ways have been tried; rubbings by heel-ball on paper, impressions on linen made by a pad daubed with printing-ink; sketch-drawings, photographs, &c. &c. Considerable experience* and a number of experiments have convinced me that all these methods are defective, and that only two ways are really trustworthy; one applicable to inscriptions on stone, and the other to those on metal.

"Firstly for inscriptions on stone, I recommend impressions on stout unsized paper, such as is now manufactured at Paris for the use of Egyptologists. The inscription must first of all be quite cleaned of dust or mud or other obstructions, and this may be best done by a hard clothes-brush. The paper is then to be rapidly but uniformly wetted in a tub of water, and applied to the inscription and forced into the irregularities by repeated and forcible strokes with a hard brush—an ordinary clothes-brush is as good as any for the purpose. If the stone be clear of dust the paper adheres, and when dry falls off, forming (if at all well done) a perfect mould of the inscription. Paper large enough to cover most inscriptions is easily to be had; in the case of very large ones, it is necessary to lap over the edges of the sheets and apply a little gum and water or weak paste to them, and also to prevent those sheets first applied from falling, and thus spoiling the rest, a few poles or sticks leaning against the corners in large, or the gum used for joining, in small inscriptions, will be found enough. When properly dried, copies made in this way (in French, 'estampages'), may be rolled up or put in blank books without the slightest injury, and even will stand damp."

"The second process is applicable to inscriptions on plates of metal; I devised it several years ago and never found it fail. The plate or plates should be carefully cleaned with a dry brush, and the letters occasionally must be cleared out with a blunt graver. The native process of rubbing the plates with acid, and then putting them in the fire to loosen the incrustations, should never be resorted to, as it invariably injures them fatally. From the cleaned plate an impression (reverse) is to be next taken by passing a roller charged with ink over the plate, and then printing from it as from an ordinary copper-plate. From this impression another may be taken by means of an ordinary copper-plate press; and with a little practice a perfect facsimile may be thus obtained, the letters being white, and the rest of the plate appearing a dark grey. Photozincography and many other methods exist by which 'estampages' and facsimiles made by the last process may be multiplied to any extent."

The processes here suggested are most useful, and in experienced hands they yield very satisfactory results. Copying by the eye, where the character and language are not familiar, and any of the letters indistinct, is most tedious and unsatisfactory; and as it is desirable to be able to copy inscriptions when no printing-press and few appliances are available,—some other methods may be noticed.:

1. When the surface of the stone or plate, between the letters, is perfectly smooth, as in the case of marble or polished granite, a rubbepaper used, and the difficulty (or impossibility) of managing the light.

* Cf. also the remarks of Prinsep and Mill, and recently of Dr. Bhānu Dījī, as to the great alterations required by improved transcripts of inscriptions long known and published. The great objection to photography as a means of reproducing inscriptions consists in the imperfections of the

* But compare the lithographs of the Vālapakam Śāsānas, from copies made by the second process above, with the facsimiles that appear elsewhere in this journal.
thing with shoemaker's heel-ball will be found a most satisfactory and expeditious method. The paper should be used or printing paper, not thick; and care should be taken to rub the paper well down upon the inscription before applying the heel-ball, which should be rubbed gently over it, first in a direction making a small angle with the lines, and then at right angles to the first. Of course the slightest movement of the paper during the process spoils the copy. The smaller the letters and the less deeply cut they are, the finer and softer must be the paper.

2. Another process, better adapted for rougher surfaces, is to press or gently beat down the paper,—which ought to be soft and very pliable, and may be slightly dampened before applying it to the surface; then with a pad made of patti (cotton tape such as is used for bedsteads) wound tightly round a handle and covered with a piece of fine cotton, dab it over with thin Indian ink. A little practice will enable any one to make excellent copies in this way.

3. If an inscription is clearly cut in stone, a very good "estampage" may readily be obtained, in the manner described by Mr. Burnell, by means of the common white-y brown coarse paper to be obtained in any native town. If the letters are large or deeply cut, and the wetted paper tears in picking it home, another wet sheet has only to be beat down over it, or even a third if thought desirable. When the inscription is in cameo, as most of the Muhammadan ones are, four or more thicknesses of paper may be required. When dry it can be peeled off, and forms a pretty stiff mould of the inscription. Copper-plates may similarly be copied with a finer, thin, but tough paper, wetted, best well in with a small hard brush, and the beating continued until the paper is quite dry. And when the plates have been much oxidised, as most of the Valabhi ones are, leaving a rough surface with but shallow traces of the letters, and Mr. Burnell's process would not give a good reverse impression,—paper-squeezes made in this way may often be found useful, especially if the letters are traced on the upper side of the squeeze with a fine black pencil. But to obtain perfect copies, in such cases,—and they are of frequent occurrence,—other and more laborious methods must be adopted, which need not be detailed, as only professional experts could put them in practice.

4. Small inscriptions may be copied (in inverse) by covering them with tin-foil and laying over it a coat of wax pressed well down, and backed with a piece of pasteboard or thin board. From this a cast in plaster of Paris for a stereotype might be obtained.

5. For inscriptions whether in stone or metal, there is another easy process:—Rub the inscription over with coarse chalk, or lime (pipeclay will not answer) and water, letting it settle as much as possible in the letters. When it is just dry, with a hard pad that will not search into the letters, rub off the white colouring from the surface; then copy on tracing cloth or paper fixed over it:—the white in the letters will render them perfectly legible through the tracing cloth. Inscriptions thus prepared may also be photographed with a copying lens, and the negative should be intensified in a bath of bichloride of mercury and washed with hydrosulphate of ammonia or a thin solution of hypo sulphate of soda. For this process it would however be better to whiten only the surface and have the letters dark. Negatives so prepared are suited for zincographic printing.

The knowledge of these processes may be useful to private individuals desirous to obtain copies of inscriptions they may come across, but it is not to be expected that many should learn to use them with perfect success, still less that an amateur here and a dilettante there, in so vast a country as India, should contribute much to the formation of a Corpus inscriptionum Indicarum, such as any other government but an English one would long ago have set about. There seems to be only one feasible way of preparing such a body of inscriptions: the work must be entrusted to one skilled hand having the use of at least a portion of the resources of a lithographic or photozincographic office, one or two of the lads of which he could speedily train in all the processes required. Portable inscriptions, such as copper plates, could be copied and printed rapidly and at comparatively small expense. For the stone inscriptions, estampages should in the first

---

* This process is also applicable for taking moulds from sculptures in baso-riello. But see Dr. Forbes Watson's Report on the Illustration of the Archæic Architecture of Complect de Lottinian-philosophique, Paris, 1837.
place be got of all of which the value is not known; where these were good, if the inscription were worth publication, they would only require to be transferred and printed; where they were unsatisfactory, but the inscription of apparent interest, a trained hand could be sent to obtain a faithful facsimile by the process best suited to the circumstances of the case. It may be safely asserted that, had the money spent on inscriptions during the last ten years been judiciously employed in this way, we should now have had a body of inscriptions equal in execution to any ever published, and considerably more numerous than the total of those on which so much has been almost uselessly spent.

THE EARLY VAISHNAVAV POETS OF BENGAL.

II.—CHANDI DAS.

BY JOHN BEAMES, B.C.S., M.R.A.S., &c.

Next in rank to Bidyapati comes Chandidas, who though older in age did not begin to write so early as his brother-poet. He was a Barendro Brahman, and was born in A.D. 1417 at Nadur, a village near the Thana of Sikalipur, in the present British District of Birbhum in Western Bengal, which lies about forty miles to the north west of the celebrated town of Nadia (Nuddea). He was at first a Sakti or female procreative energy typified by the goddess Durga, wife of Siva, one of whose names, Chandi, or the “enraged,” he bears. The particular idol affected by this sect is termed Basuli, and was probably a non-Aryan divinity adopted by the Aryan colonies in Bengal. Her rude woodland temples are found still in the mountains and submontane jungles of Western Bengal, and all down the hill-ranges of Orissa, and I have even met with them on the Subanrekha, and along the coast of the Bay of Bengal. A fine Sanskrit name has been fitted to this wild forest divinity, and she is called by the Brahman Visalakshi, or the “large-eyed;” her statues represent her in her uplifted arms two elephants, from whose trunks water pours on to her head. In the rustic village shrines in her honour one sees masses of small figures of elephants made of earth, baked by the village potters and offered by women; heaps of these little figures, all more or less smashed and mutilated, surround the shrine, where stands a figure once perhaps distinguishable as that of a human being, but so smeared with oil and encrusted with repeated coatings of vermilion as to have lost all shape or recognizable details. One of these temples is said to be still standing in the village of Nadur, where our poet was born and lived. The date of his conversion to Vaishnavism is not known, but he died in 1478, in the sixty-second year of his age. His conversion and subsequent conduct appear to have made his native place too hot to hold him, for he passed the latter years of his life at Chatera, a village far to the south in the present district of Bankura. After he became a Vaishnava, he thought it necessary to provide himself with a Vaishnava, and selected for this purpose a woman named Ranu, of the dhoi or washerman caste, a proceeding which must have given grave offence to his orthodox kindred, and is remarkable as showing that the obliterating of the distinctions of caste, so characteristic of early Vaishnavism, had come into existence before the times of Chaitanya, and that he, like so many other popular reformers, did not so much originate, as concentrate and elevate into doctrine, an idea which had long been vaguely floating and gaining force in the minds of his countrymen.

Chandi Das and his contemporary Bidyapati were acquainted with each other, and the Pada-kalpataru contains some poems (2409-2415) descriptive of their meeting on the banks of the Ganges and singing songs in praise of Radha and Krishna together. The style of the two poets is very much alike, but there is perhaps more sweetness and lift in Bidyapati. Favourable specimens of Chandi Das are the following:

I.

Krishna's Grief,*
Se je nāgara guṇadhyāna
Japaye tohāri nāma,
Sunite tohāri bāta

* In the transliteration the guttural nasal is written ā, the palatal ā, the cerebral ō, and the anusvāra o. In old Bengali the two former are of frequent occurrence, representing respectively ng and ny. The ordinary dental ō is not marked.
Pelake bharaye gāta,  
Apana kari šira  
Lochane jharaye nira,  
Jadi há puchhiye bāṇī,  
Ulāti karaye pāṇi,  
Kahiye tohāri rīhe  
Āna nā bujhabi chite,  
Dhiraaja nāhika tāy,  
Bārau Chaṇḍî Dase ādy.  
I. iv. 94.

The confidante loquitur.

That gay one who is the abode of virtue  
Incessantly murmurs thy name,  
On hearing a word of thee  
His limbs are pervaded by a thrill,  
Bending down lowly his head  
Tears pour from his eyes,  
If one should ask him a word  
He waves (him) away with his hand,  
If one should speak concerning thee  
Thou wilt see there is nothing else in his mind;  
There is no firmness (left) in him;  
A serious matter Chaṇḍî Dās sings.

II.

(The same.)

E dhani, e dhani, bachana sūn  
Nidān dekhiye āίn pūn;  
Dekhite dekhite bāℎāla byādhī,  
Jata tata kari nāhiye sudhi,  
Na bādhāye chikur nā pare chīr,  
Nā khāy bāh nā pīye niṃ;  
Sonaka laraṃ hoila śyām,  
Soṣāri soṣāri tohāri nām;  
Nā cīhne ānie niṃ khi nāi,  
Kāṭhā putali rahiāche chāi.  
Tala khāni dila nāsikā mājhe,  
Tabe se bujhīna śwāsa ācche.  
Āčhaye śwāsa nā rahe jīb,  
Bīmba nā kara amār dib!  
Chaṇḍî Dāsa kahe biraha bādhā,  
Keval marane okhadha Rādha.

Ah lady! ah lady! hear a word,  
At length having seen (him) I have come again;  
Looking, looking, (my) pain increased,  
Whatever was done profited not.  
He binds not his hair, he girds not his waist,  
He eats not food, he drinks not water.  
The colour of gold Śyām has become,  
Constantly remembering thy name.  
He does not recognize any one, his eye does not wink;

He remains with fixed look like a doll of wood.  
I placed a piece of wool to his nose,  
Then only I perceived that he breathed.  
There is breath, but there remains no life,  
Delay not, my happiness depends on it!  
Chaṇḍî Dās saith (it is) the anguish of separation  
In his heart, the only medicine is Radha.  
I. iv. 98.

In this second example a ruthless modernization has taken place. The modern editor, ignorant of the older language, has substituted the forms in present use for those which he did not understand. Thus in the seventh line he had written sonār, which spoils the tune; it is necessary to read sonaka, which is almost certainly what Chaṇḍî Dās really wrote, as a play upon the name śyām, “black,” and meaning that Krishnā, though naturally black, had turned yellow from grief. So also in the line “Kāṭhā putali rahiāche chāi” the singer can only bring the tune out rightly by singing the modern word rahiāche or hēche or rahe, which is a very recent vulgarity of the Bengali of to-day. There can be no doubt that we ought to restore the line thus: “Kāṭhaka putali rahila chāyi.” In the next line the sense demands that dīla, which, if anything, is a third person singular preterite, should be rejected for dīnū, the old first person, as shown by bujhīna in the next line. The letters l and n are not distinguished in ordinary Bengali manuscripts, and the error thus arose. There are several very singular and strictly old Bengali forms in this song; the presence of which is quite incompatible with the modernized forms which the editor has given to some of the verbs. Thus sohāri would not easily be known, without some explanation, as from the Sanskrit ‘smaraṇa,’ remembrance. The Bengalis are unable to pronounce compound consonants like sm; they utter the s with a good deal of stress, leaving the m to make itself heard only as a slightly labial breath; the nasal portion of the m has here fixed itself, oddly enough, as a guttural, probably owing to the guttural n following. The Sanskrit verb smār has been made to furnish a particle, smari, which by the operation of the above process has become sohāri. Precisely parallel is the transition of bhramara, ‘bee,’ into bhārā. Another old word is okhād, Sanskrit avadhāka, ‘medicine,’ in which the Hindi cus-
tom of representing ष by क्ष is seen; while, on the other hand, in the rejection of the aspirate and the putting ड for डाह, as also in the substitution of the labial vowel अ for the आ of the original Sanskrit, we see a distinct peculiarity of the modern Bengali (see my Comp. Gram. vol. I. p. 132).

After making every allowance, however, for the propensity to modernize, observable in the printed edition, it must be admitted that Chaṇḍi Dāś's language approaches nearer to the present Bengali than Bidyāpāti's. This may be accounted for by the greater learning of the former. His poetry is inferior to Bidyāpāti's in sweetness and vigour, but superior to it in learning and accuracy. He probably used intentionally all the new forms of the language which were then coming into fashion, and it must be remembered that, though a Brahman, he was no courtly poet like his contemporary, but a man of humble rank, and, after his conversion to the new creed, one who identified himself with the people, and lived in a rural village in a part of the country far removed from the abodes of great men. He appears to have mixed up with the common rustic speech of the day as many big Sanskrit words as he could, being thus one in that line of Sanskritizers whose influence has been so powerful on modern Bengali. As an additional complication to the obscure problem of the origin of this language, must also be added the consideration that the Vaishnava creed came to Bengal from the upper provinces, into which it had been introduced from the South by the followers of Rāmānuja, especially Rāmānanda of Oudh, in 1350 A.D., and his disciple the celebrated Kabīr. The tenets of the sect had been popularized by the poems of this latter, and the equally celebrated Oudh poet Sūr Dās, whose immense collection of poems, called the Sūr Sāgar, might almost be mistaken for the writings of Bidyāpāti, so identical are they both in the language employed and in the sentiments expressed. It is therefore not improbable that the Vaishnava poets of Bengal intentionally employed Hindi and semi-Hindi words and phrases; and this suspicion, which is unfortunately too well-founded to be overlooked, throws a base of doubt round Bidyāpāti's style. This is the difficulty which confronts the student of the Indian languages at every step in reading an old author: he is never sure how far the style employed is really a faithful representation of the language spoken by the poet's countrymen and contemporaries. This doubt prevents us from using these old materials with confidence, and detracts immensely from the value of any deductions we may make from them. In the Pada-kalpataru are contained numerous poems in pure Sanskrit by the celebrated poet Jayadeva; and two of Chaitanya's principal disciples, Rūpa and Sanātana, also only wrote in Sanskrit. It would not however be correct to infer that Sanskrit was spoken in their time. These two men were to Brindaban what Layard was to Nineveh, its discoverers. They went to Mathura, and, apparently guided by their own preconceived ideas only, fixed upon the sites of all places necessary to establish the Krishna-saga. They found out Braj and Govardhan and all the other places, and established temples and groves, and set on foot worship therein. They must certainly have been acquainted with the Hindi of these days to be able to do all that they did, and their habit of writing in Sanskrit is a mere learned caprice. But if they chose to write Sanskrit, Bidyāpāti may equally well have chosen to write in Hindi, or what he took for Hindi; and the only reason therefore for assuming some of his words and forms to be the origin of modern Bengali forms is that we can trace the regular development of each type from his forms down to the modern ones.

It seems for the above reason unnecessary to delay longer over this poet, whose style is inferior to that of Bidyāpāti, while his diction is less instructive. It was necessary to make some mention of him, on account of his reputation, but it is extremely difficult to find among his poems any that are fit for reproduction. One does not, it is true, write "virginibus puerisque," but even from a scientific point of view it is not advisable to plunge into obscenity unless there be some pearls in the dunghill worth extracting, and this cannot be the case with Chaṇḍi Dās.
WALKING THROUGH FIRE.

BY H. J. STOKES, M.C.S., NEGAPEATAM.

The following are notes of evidence given at an inquest on a boy, aged fourteen, who lost his life on the 30th of April last from burns received in attempting to perform the ceremony of walking through fire. The practice of this ceremony is prohibited in this Presidency; yet it appears to have been maintained for many years past in the village Periyāngudi, without having been discovered by the authorities. When the magistrate went to the spot, the place where the fire was kindled had been ploughed over, so as to conceal it. A close inspection, however, revealed the fire-pit, which was found to measure 27 feet long by 7½ broad. It was about a span deep. The situation was on an extensive open plain before the village deity D r a u p a t i A m m a n's temple. The pit lay east and west; the image of the goddess was placed at the west end, and it was towards it that the worshipper walked along the length of the pit from east to west.

Vrappa Vāṇḍyān states:—"I was one of the eight persons who carried the goddess Draupati Amman to the place where the fire-treading took place. The fire-pit was a trench about two poles long, by two strides broad. Six bābāl trees were cut into faggots and kindled. Those who trod on the fire were Nachchu, Pājari of Periyāngudi; Chidambaram, Pājari of Angalamman temple at Achchutamangalam; Bāmasami Pillei, Stānīka of Draupati Amman of Periyāngudi, and resident of Shengandur; Sāmināda Paḷeyyāchi of the same place; his brother Subrāy; Subbanāyakan of Vālkēi; Muttāyēn his brother; Arappan, dealer in oil; Nāgalinē Pillei; Muttusami Pillei of Manvēli; my brother Nāgappa Vāṇḍyān; KōLMalei, Pājari of Vālkēi; and the deceased, Pakkiri—in all thirteen persons. Of these Nachchu, the Pājari, went first into the pit at the east end, and walked through it to the west end, where he got out. So did the next Pājari, Chidambaram, holding a small tabor in his hand. The Stānīka (or superintendent of temple) came next, ringing a bell. Thus each of the persons above mentioned, except Pakkiri, walked through the fire, one beginning after the other had done. As each got up out of the trench, he went and walked through a second pit dug at the west end of the fire-pit, and filled with water. This is called the Pāl-Kuḷi or milk-pit. Last of all, Pakkiri got down into the trench like the rest. He had not made one pace, when his legs crossed, and he fell on his right side, and then rolled over on his left. Where he fell was near the edge of the trench, so one of us pulled him out by the hand. They got a pumpkins, and applied the juice of it to the wounds. Then his mother and sister carried him in a swinging-cot home. The moment he was pulled out he said he felt giddy, and fell down. He did not speak again. He looked quite well before he got into the trench. Like the rest who walked through the fire, he wore a cloth wrapped tight round his waist, and his breast and arms were daubed with saadal."

Nāgappa Malavardyan states:—"I live in the next street to the temple of Draupati. When I was away in Mauritius I was for eight years ill with dyspepsia, and made a vow to the goddess of this temple to walk through fire if I got well. Four years ago I recovered, and last April I returned to my village from Mauritius. The landholders of Periyāngudi, Vālkēi, and Shengandur supply the materials required for the ceremony. That day the fire was lit at noon; at two o'clock the fuel had burnt to embers. I had fasted all the day, and had bathed in the tank of the Vālkēi Agraḥāram. I got down into the fire at the east end, meditating on Draupati, walked through to the west, and up the bank; then I went to the temple and got ashes, which I rubbed on me, and then went home. We went down to the fire to the sound of tom-toms, tabors, drums and bells at 5-30 p.m. There were two or three hundred people there."

Nachchu Paḷeyyāchi states:—"I am Pājari of this temple of Draupati. I have walked through the fire every year for the last seven or eight years. I made no vow. It is my duty as Pājari to walk through the fire. I took the Kārakam (an earthen pot) from the temple to the Agraḥāram, where I bathed. Then we all came here with music. The tabor-player first, then the Stānīkan (superintendent of temple), and then I went down into the fire, and walked across it. Then the others followed one by one."

Abhirām states:—"Pakkiri is my younger brother. My daughter, six years old, was ill with fever, and I vowed a 'Māvilakka' to the goddess. We went to Pakkiri's house, and he accompanied us to the fire-pit the night before yesterday, in the evening. There was a great crowd. I stood at some distance and looked on. I did not see Pakkiri go into the pit, but I saw him when

* An offering of kneaded rice-flour in the midst of which a depression is made for oil or ghee to burn in, as in a lamp.

The word means "flour-lamp."
he was brought from it. He was burnt all over. They applied the juice of a pumpkin to the burns. Meanwhile the news reached my mother, and she came to the spot. She and I put him in a cot and carried him home. We put cocount oil on his wounds. He died at 8 o'clock. He did not speak once. He had had an attack of jaundice, and we made a vow to Dronpata, saying 'Mother, if he recovers we shall tread on your fire.'

Puriga Katti states:—"Pakkiri, who is lying here a corpse, is my son. He was attacked with jaundice; and I made a vow of treading fire for it. He got well. So he trod the fire last year and the year before. But this year his fate came upon him. I am blind of both eyes. I did not go with Pakkiri to the fire-treading. I went when I heard news that he had fallen in the fire and been burnt. I and my daughter carried him home. He died last night. I have no one else in the house but him."

The old blind woman carrying home her only son dying is a sad picture; and a case occurred a few years ago in this district of a young woman, with her infant, being fatally burnt at one of these ceremonies. But such accidents seldom happen, and the custom is rapidly becoming obsolete.

It will be observed in this case that the fire was kindled at noon, but the ceremony of treading it did not commence till some five hours after, when the wood was all consumed, and there remained nothing but hot wood embers. These would hardly injure the tough skin of the sole of a labourer's foot, even had he not been preceded by at least three persons connected with the temple, in whose footsteps he doubtless trod devoutly. The incredulous say that these experienced persons use a preparation which protects their feet from the fire; and the oil extracted from the large green frog, which inhabits some tanks, is said to be used for this purpose.

There are various ways of celebrating this ceremony. I have myself seen the boys and girls at a fair in the Southern Marathâ Country take a running leap through flames which rose out of a narrow pit. In some places the devotee merely jumps upon a flame produced by a handful or two of firewood; in others he rolls on heated embers. At Karnul the ceremony is described as having taken place as follows in 1854:—"A pit is dug, of no great breadth or depth, and a fire lighted within it. The persons who engage in the ceremony are those who have vowed to perform it if successful in particular undertakings, or if they or any of their relatives should recover from any dangerous sickness. They form a circle round the pit, and commence walking slowly round it; as they get excited they move faster, and under the influence of the excitement one or other of the party jumps by turn into the pit, and out again on the other side, with great alacrity, some taking the precaution to have their clothes well saturated before doing so." In some places they run, and in others (as in the case which is the subject of this communication) they walk slowly over the embers.

The "Karakam" which is borne on the head of the Pâñjârî is supposed to be supported there miraculously. It is filled with water, and crowned with margosa leaves. The word is Sanskrit.

The practice of fire-treading is connected in some places with a legend of Drupadi, the wife of the Pâñjârî. She is supposed to have had to enter the fire on account of the impurity she underwent from the touch of Kichaka. The orthodox account tells only of an unsuccessful attempt to burn her with Kichaka's body. There is probably some confusion in the popular mind between Drupadi and Sita, who had to prove her purity by fire.

I have heard of a case in this district where, since Government set its face against the ancient practice, the people use flowers instead of fire, and tread on them devoutly in honour of the goddess. Could any reform have had a happier ending?

Ngapatam.

ON SOME BENGALI MANTRAS.

BY G. H. DAMANT, B.E.S., RANGPUR.

Some time ago I found amongst the books of a zamindar a manuscript book, written by himself, containing a collection of mantras, astrological problems, and native prescriptions. The mantras are those used by the ojhas or wise men of the district; they are on a variety of subjects, such as for driving away evil spirits, for preventing anything evil from entering the
Come, Brahmacâri! three times in my meditation I have called thee, praying with reverence. With my dread invocation I have shaken and moved the circle of the heavens. Come! I have called many times. Make no answer but break thy doors, goddess, and come.

I cannot doubt that the "Meri" invoked in this mantra is our "Mary"—the allusion to riding on an ass seems to prove it satisfactorily. I presume the name must have been picked up from some Roman Catholic Missionary. *

It is curious to note how the mountain tribes the Mech, Kochh, and Bhutiyas are regarded as a species of evil spirit and put in the same category with a Dâkini. The word I have translated "pure" is wîranjâ: it appears to mean hero 'without colouring matter,' 'pure essence;' but I know of no parallel.

The next mantra is one used by snake-charmers. It is supposed that when a person is suffering from snake-bite it is necessary to discover what kind of snake has bitten him before he can be properly treated. The snake-charmers use a peculiar kind of cowrie for this purpose, called gidriyâ: it is distinguished from the common kind by its wrinkled shell. This cowrie is supposed to move under the influence of the mantra quoted below, and to go to the place where the snake is. The mantra is as follows:—

The bird speaks, listening to the voice of his mate.

He has flown away to the city of Kamâskha (Kamrup).
The bird, &c.
He has flown away to the southern city.
The bird, &c.
He has flown away to the eastern city.
The bird, &c.
He has flown away to the western city.
Leaving all sadness, he mounts up to heaven.
When he reached heaven he drank poison;
When he had drunk six chittâkas of poison,
Tumbling, falling, he falls on the ground;
Falling on the ground he flutters;
He returns to the city whence he came.
Like a golden doll he rolls in the dust;
He walks on foot but cannot go forward;
He makes lamentation and beats his forehead;

---

* But conf. Ind. Anti. ante, p. 169, and the Maru-devi of the Jains.—En.
Being without resource, what does he then? He sent a letter to Bishari. Bishari! Bishari! he calls many times. Whilst he was calling, Padmina thought on him. Hearing his cry, what does Padmina then? She took a sword and silver stick in her hand, and golden sandals on her feet, And goes slowly to the river of Netanah. Netanah! Netanah! she calls many times. Netanah was astonished when she heard, And began to put on her eight ornaments, On her leg anklets, on her feet a ring, Bracelets on her arms, on her neck a kausul, In her nose a nose-ring, on her forehead vermilion, And slowly she went to the presence of Takshak.

Listen, listen, Takshak, snake! why do you sit still? Come quickly and save the boy, he has been bitten by a snake.

Hearing this, what does Takshak, snake? Slowly, slowly he goes to the village of Nakindar. Nakindar! Nakindar! he calls many times. Whilst he was calling, Nakindar thought on him, And was astonished when he saw him.

Listen, listen, Tahshak, Nag snake! to you I speak.

If you bite me I will call for help to Ganesa and Karthik— He pierces stone, he pierces brick, he pierces everything. He came into the presence of Nakindar and his wife.

Listen, Nakindar! to thee I speak: Sleep on a golden bed, Nakindar, thy feet on a silver bed.

Thy body, Nakindar, trembles at the bedside.

Listen, listen, Nakindar! you must die. Go to the right hand, Nakindar, go to the left:

On all sides, Nakindar, you must say farewell. Bite his head under the tongue. Go then, go, gudiyd cowrie, I grant you the boon; Seize the black snake and bring him before me.

The words translated "you must die" do not accurately give the meaning of the original, which is kar prane jdo, meaning: What form of life will you assume after death?

Padmin or Padmini is used in this district as a synonym for Bishari.

Nakindar is said to have been the youngest son of a banker who quarrelled with Manasa, the goddess of snakes. The goddess in anger said that all his sons should die of snake-bite, and accordingly each of them was killed by a snake on the night of his marriage. For a long time the father of Nakindar refused to allow him to marry, but at last he consented and built a room made entirely of iron, so that no snake could enter. On the marriage night, Nakindar and his bride Boulla were sleeping in this iron room on a bed made of gold and silver, when a small snake came through a crack in the wall and killed him. After he was dead, his wife Boulla put his body in a boat and started off downstream. After she had travelled a long time, she met a washerwoman who washed the clothes of the gods; under his guidance she went to heaven, where she obtained some amrita, with which she brought her husband to life, but while he was in the boat his knee had been gnawed by a fish, so that, though he recovered his life, he was always lame.

PAPERS ON SATRUNDJAYA AND THE JAINS.

III.—Translation from Lassen's Allostherumkund, IV. 755 seqq.

By E. Rehatsch, M.C.E.

The views hitherto entertained on the origin and development of the Jaina sect differ considerably from each other. Wilson assumes that this religious doctrine either originated so late as the decline of Buddhism, in the beginning of the 8th century, or that it manifested itself during the 2nd century in the Dakhan; and with the latter view that scholar's earliest opinion coincided. Benfey thought, at least formerly, that the Jaina doctrine arose only

* Mariensteins Collection, I. p. 182.
out of the struggles of the Buddhists with the Brahmanas,* so late as the 10th century. According to James Todd,† in the time of the glory of the Vallabhi dynasty, or during the 6th century, three hundred bells of the Jaina temples in their capital of Vallabhipura invited the pious to assemble.

 Entirely contradictory to these views are those of Colebrooke and of J. Stevenson. The first assumes that the last Jina, Vīra, was the teacher of the founder of Buddhism.‡ The second agrees essentially with this view, and asserts that Gautama or Buddha had, by the superior force of his intellect, entirely superseded the system of the Jainas, until the fading light of the Jainas again recovered a weak glimmer wherewith it reappeared in the firmament of Western India.§ Accordingly he makes the Jaina doctrine older than Buddhism, and lets it step forth again, after the extrusion of Buddhism.

 Among the testimonies to the existence of Jaina doctrine which do not originate among its adherents, the inscriptions of the Chāluka dynasty of Kaliyāni have the widest bearing, because they show that during the reign of Pulakesi, whose dominion was extensive, from about 485 till 510, the Jainas were very influential.|| Now, as some time must have elapsed before they could spread themselves from their homes in Northern India to the Dakhan and acquire influence there, it may be assumed that they arose somewhat earlier. Later testimonies of this kind are naturally of less value, but may here be adduced, because it appears from them that this religion enjoyed considerable prominence afterwards also. Vārāha Mihira opposes the Jinas to Śilāya, and Buddha to Arhatām dea, and specially points to the nudity of the Jainas.¶ According to this testimony the Jainas before the end of the 5th century differed from the Bauddhas. In the Pancatantra—which collection of fables is well known to have been translated into the Hvasareśh language during the reign of the Sasanian Khoṣru Anushirvān, and the composition whereof must at all events be assumed to have been A.D. 500—by the name Jina and Jinda, the Jainas only, and not the Buddhists, must be meant.** So far as the testimonies of classic authors are concerned, such passages as those in which the Goyworaṭo are mentioned cannot at all be taken into account here, because this name designates Brahmanic ascetics and philosophers so called, not because of their total nudity, but only because of the scantiness of their attire. After this elimination, only the gloss of Ḫuyočius, who lived before the end of the 5th century, remains, i. e. Ḫuyočius, or Goyworaṭo.

It is a mistake to assert that the Buddhist school of the Sammatiyas was not different from the Jainas.† It suffices, in order to demonstrate the inadmissibility of this assertion, to mention that the Sammatiyas founded their doctrines upon the Hinayāna-Sūtra, which kind of literature is altogether foreign to the Jainas.

The only information of the Chinese pilgrim which certainly relates to the Jainas is the statement that the Jaina sect, which he calls Śvetāvasa, and elsewhere Śvetāmbara, was in Takshaśila.‡

After the origin of the Jaina religion, the most important point to be investigated concerns the time of the last year of the twenty-fourth Thirthankara, Mahāvīra or Vīra; in order

---

* Altes Indien, p. 100 of the special issue.
† Travels in Western India, p. 209.
§ See the Preface to the edition of The Kalpa-Sūtra and Nasu Tabha, two works illustrative of the Jain Religion and Philosophy, translated from the Meghdh, etc., in.
|| See Ind. Ath. IV. p. 97 seqq.
** The passage in question occurs in the ed. of Köögarten, p. 394 seqq. in the 6th book of that work. The scene of this tale is placed in Pāluṣapura, erroneously stated to be situated in Dākhishpatya.
† This assertion has been made by A. Weber in his dissertation über das stārūḍaṇya Mādhavam, ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Jaina, p. 9 seqq. The opinion that Silādiya the Vallabhi king was an adherent of the Jaina doctrine is just as untenable: it entirely contradicts the data of Hiwen Thasang, and the seven Buddhas worshipped by that monarch according to III. p. 514, note 3, and IV. p. 543, and cannot pass as an argument in favour of that supposition. When Weber asserts that this Silādiya was the king of the same name of Kasyākura he overlooks the express testimony of the Chinese pilgrim, L. p. 208, that this Silādiya lived 60 years before his visit to Māhrāṣṭra; that immediately afterwards Brahmapura and Kija the countries subdued by him, are mentioned, and that the word angourdhana occurs in quite another passage, p. 670.
‡ See Ind. Ath. IV. p. 670.
to appreciate the data in the Śatrūnjaya Mahābhārata, on this point, first of all, the time of the composition of the book, and its credibility, have to be subjected to examination.

Its author, Dwāraśvara, is represented as a contemporary and teacher of the Vaishali king Śilāditya; he is called "the moon of the lunar race." He instructed this ruler of the town of Vaishali in the purifying Jina doctrine, and induced him to expel the Baudhas from the country, and to establish a number of Chaityas near the Tirthas. Śilāditya lived in the 477th year of Vikramarka, purified the law and reigned till 286.* In this passage it is incorrect to say that he expelled the Baudhas, since it is certain that he was a very zealous adherent of the religion of Śakyaśīna; he cannot in any case have persecuted the Buddhists, although there is nothing to oppose the supposition that many Jainas lived also in his kingdom, and that they were protected by him. If further, as is proper, the epoch of Vikramaditya be taken as a basis, he would have reigned as early as 420, which is contradictory of the age of the reign of this monarch obtained from inscriptions. Calculated according to the era of Śālīvāhana, his reign falls about 555, which is nearer the mark.

The time of the composition of the book in question is rendered still more uncertain by the last and prophetic portion of it. King Kumārapāla can scarcely have been other than the Chāluksya who was the protector of the well-known Hemačandra and of the Jainas in general, and who began his reign in the year 1144.† The Vastupāla mentioned at the same time with this monarch belongs to a race zealously addicted to the Jaina doctrine the Chāluksyas at Chandravati, who administered that province in the 12th century as vassals and prime ministers.‡

Further, the later composition of the book of Dwāraśvara is confirmed by the idea he propounds about Kalkin, the 10th future incarnation of Viśnû, which indeed is already mentioned in the Mahābhārata, but the development thereof pertains to the much later period of the Purāṇas. Of this avatāra the following circumstances are reported:—On account of the preponderance of the Dukkhamāṇa, i.e. the evil age, after the death of the entirely unknown Bhāva, the power of the Mudgalas will forsooth, like a current of the ocean, inundate the earth and seize it; cows, corn, riches, children, women, men of low, middle, and high place in Saurāshtra, Lāta, and other countries, will be taken away by the Mudgalas. They will assemble the castes pursuing their usual occupations, and will arrive in the country distributing great riches.

As a foreign nation is evidently meant here, I do not hesitate to put Dwāraśvara’s statements about Kalkin also into this category. He will be born 1914 years after the death of Vīra as the son of a Mleccha, and will bear the three names Kalkin, Chaturvaktra, and Rudra,—this latter must be the proper reading for Rudra. He will destroy the temples of Mūśalin or Balarāma and Kriṣṇa in Mathura, and many disasters will happen in the country. After the lapse of 36 years Kalkin will become king and dig up the golden stūpas of King Nanda; in order to obtain treasures he will cause the whole to be dug through. On this occasion there will, according to the tale, appear a cow of stone, named Lagnadevi, whereon many inhabitants will leave the town. Then the angry Kalkin will persecute the Jainas, but will be prevented by the tutelary goddess from doing mischief. An inundation of 17 days will compel him, with many believers and unbelievers, to abandon Pataliputra, which town he will rebuild by the aid of Nanda’s treasures, and in which prosperity will prevail for 50 years. Towards the end of his dominion he will become wicked and cause the Jainas to be persecuted by heretics. Then Śakra or

---

* Śatrūnjayamādhavam XIV. v. 361 seqq. p. 169. The number 296 here is either a misprint or a useless statement. According to Ind. Alt. III. p. 119 this Śilāditya reigned from the year 545 till 595.
‡ See Ind. Alt. III. p. 574. The name is spelt Vastupāla.

---


‡ Mudgala as a proper name in Sanskrit is the son of the old Indian king Harṣa and the ancestor of a race; a Muni, whose spouse was called Indrasena according to the Sādākalaśpadumra, under the word. That the Mongols can scarcely be meant by this name has been shown by Weber, p. 41, note 3.
Indra, assuming the form of a Brahman, will take the part of the persecuted, and Kalkin will die in his 87th year. His son and successor Datta will be instructed in the Jaina doctrine by Sakra himself, and will, under the guidance of Pratipada, build chaityas for many Arhats. He will erect also many sanctuaries; among others also on Mount Satruñjaya in Surāšṭra, and in Aryan and non-Aryan Indian countries he will everywhere cause temples to be built for the Jainas, according to the instructions of his guru or spiritual teacher.

Now so far as the inducement to the above two tales is concerned, the raid of the Mudgalas into Surāšṭra, Lāta, and the adjoining countries is referable only to the invasion of Mahmūd of Ghazni, in the years 1025 and 1026, during which he plundered the rich temple of Somanātha, in the peninsula of Gujarat, and on his return march reached also the capital, Analavāda,* especially as this event is placed before the time of Kumārapāla. The name Mudgala is most correctly explained from the Sanskrit word mudgala, hammer, and understood to mean the smashing power of the foreign invaders. It is difficult to discover the basis of the second narrative, because several miracles and incredible events are mixed up with it, e.g. the disinterment of the stūpa of King Nanda, and the appearance of the stone-cow Lagnadēva.

Further, the ancient capital Pāpaliputra had long ceased to exist at the time to which I think the reign of Kalkin must be referred; and the reign of Datta also over Aryan and non-Aryan India is evidently a fiction. If this tale be divested of its fabulous additions; Kalkin persecuted the Jainas but thereby lost his life, whilst his son Datta zealously protected them. According to the chronology of the Satruñjaya-mahādāmya, Kalkin was born 1914 years after the death of Vīra; this event is placed 947 years before the reign of Silāditya. As, according to the statement of Dhanesvara, this monarch began his reign A.D. 555, the appearance of Kalkin falls under the year 1522, i.e. at a time when the history of inner India contains no information whatever about the reign of a dynasty favourable to the Jaina doctrine. Accordingly I do not hesitate in the least to consider the tale about the acts of Kalkin and of his son Datta as inventions of Dhanesvara, whose intention it was, by means of them, to open out to his co-religionists the vista of a happy future. To this also point the words with which the narrative closes: "During the reign of his son Datta prosperity and plenty will reign everywhere, the rulers will be just, the ministers benevolent, and the people will observe the law."

After the preceding examination of the prophetic portion of the Satruñjaya-mahādāmya, I consider myself justified in placing the composition of this book in the age after the invasions of Mahmūd of Ghazni; in favour of this view I also point to the destruction of the temple of Balarāma and Krīṣṇa at Mathurā, attributed to Kalkin, because Mahmūd in 1017 actually demolished the celebrated temple of Krīṣṇa which was situated there. If this view is incontrovertible, as I believe it to be, the work in question must either have two authors, or, if it has only one, he can at the earliest, have written only in the first half of the 11th century; but, after all, the uniformity of the clear and simple style of both portions of this book, composed in Hōkas, militates against the assumption of two authors. I leave it unde-

* See Ind. Alt. III. p. 538 seqq. The above explanation of the name has been proposed by A. Weber, p. 41, note 2.
† Namely, according to XIV. v. 101 seqq. p. 92, Pan
chamāra, the pupil of Vīra, died 3 years and 8 months after the demise of his teacher, and Vikramādiya lived 466 years 18 months after him, but Silāditya, according to above, p. 196, 477 years after him. The numbers give 947 years and 18 months, or nearly 947 years. The passage above the age of Vikramādiya is literally as follows: "3 years and 8 months after the death of Vīra, the law-purifying Pan
chamāra will appear; 466 years and 18 months afterwards Vikramā
da the, according to the instruction of Śiddhasena, will, govern the earth according to the Jina doctrine, and super
ceding our (i.e. the Jainas) era, will propagate his own.
§ Time of the building of some of the larger temples at Satruñjaya.—Eo.
|| For this reason A. Weber compares (passim, p. 14) the style with that of Bhaktikītya, the author whereof was, according to Ind. Alt. III. p. 612, a contemporary of Śidharasena the first; hence, however, he overlooks that Somadēva, who lived much later under Harsha, a king of Kaśmir, uses just as simple and clear language. The same observes (passim, p. 15) that the author of the work in question makes use of several words which elsewhere at least are rare. The connection mūrdayuvaṃ which occurs X. 153, sans directly against classic usage, because asta is a superfluous addition. The composition of the formation of the auxiliary future of the conditional and of the four first forms of the sorit does not suit, because here the auxiliary verb is fused with the theme into a single form, the formation whereof philology alone has discovered. Similarly the examples cited in Bechtling-Roth's Sās
ti-Wörterbuche, p. 556, do not belong to this, because they are forms of the participial future in -ta, which forms are followed by many tenses of the auxiliary verb.
cided indeed whether Dhanesvara was the author of the Sutramjayamadhyamya, or whether a later writer has made use of his name in writing the history of his sect; I prefer, however, the second supposition, because in the passages where Dhanesvara appears as the teacher of Siladitya he is mentioned in the third person. * After this estimate of the value of the Sutramjayamadhyamya, I am unable also to place much faith in the time of the death of Vira narrated in it. According to it he died 947 years before the first year of Siladitya's reign, which event took place according to that book A.D. 555.† Accordingly Vira would have died 392 B.C. This decision would place the Jaina sect back in too early an age, as any disinterested person can easily see. According to other data, this man, who is so prominent in the traditions of the Jainas, departed this life 980 years before A.D. 411; in which year Bhadradhavish published his Kalpadhara, that is, during the reign of Druvasesa. ‡ According to this determination the death of Vira must have taken place 569 B.C. But according to the inscriptions Druvasesa reigned from about 682 till 650, so that that celebrated Tirthakara must have died in 385 B.C. § This conclusion also would make the beginning of the separation of the Jainas from the Buddhhas too early, and it must be reserved to later discoveries to ascertain accurately this period. Approximately, I propose to place the first beginnings of the Jaina doctrine about the 1st or 2nd century after Christ. In this it must not be overlooked that to Mahavira a large share in the propagation of the religious doctrine represented by him must also be assigned; he had probably a real precursor, the 23rd Jina, i.e. Parsvanatha, and is also called Vardhamana.| |

* See above, p. 195.† From the reasons adduced above, it follows that I cannot agree with the calculation of A. Weber (passim, p. 12), according to which Vira died 947 years before 588 B.C., i.e. 340. I shall again below return to a second determination of this event.‡ J. Stevenson's preface to his edition of this book, p. ix. Hitherto this book is the oldest in the literature of the Jainas, the age of which can be accurately ascertained. § On the time of the reign of this sovereign, see Ind. Alt. III. pp. 539, 531.|| A short account of his life occurs in Wilson's Sketch of the Religious Sects of the Hindus, in As. Res. XVII. p. 261 seqq. As is usual in similar narratives, here also fictions are commingled with the truth.

After this, of course, merely approximative determination of the beginning of the Jaina doctrine, I proceed to set forth the most important arguments for their Buddhist origin.

For this origin, first of all, two names vouched for by them testify, i.e. Jaina and Arhat, the former being a derivation from an oft-used name of Buddha, i.e. Jina, and the latter designates not merely one of the highest degrees of the Buddhist hierarchy, but also Buddha himself. Further, the Jainas assume 24 Jinas, in which particular they agree with the Buddhists, who also specially point out just as many Budhas. * That the names are different among the Jainas does not invalidate the comparison. Of the other names of Jina only two more need be pointed out here, i.e. Sarvajna, omniscient, and Sugata, which are applied also to Buddha. On the other hand, the Jainas have attempted an approach to the Brahmins by attributing to their Supreme Being the name Tirthankara; it designated merely the preparer of a tirtha, or holy place of pilgrimage, whilst the Buddhists applied to their antagonists the name Tirthya and Tirthika.

A second coincidence between the Jainas and the Buddhhas manifests itself in the circumstance that the former pay divine homage also to mortal men, namely, to their teachers, and erect statues to them in their temples; this is specially the case with the 23rd Jina or Tirthankara Parsvanatha, as will afterwards appear. This coincidence is no doubt an appropriation on the part of the Jainas. The same holds good also—and this is a third agreement between the two religions—of the great value which the Jainas attribute to the aham, i.e. non-lesion of all living beings. Some of their Yatis or pious men go so far in this respect that they sweep the streets in which they walk with a broom.

* On this degree see Ind. Alt. II. p. 451, and Boehtlingk and Roth's Sanskrit Wörterbuche under the word arhat. † See Colebrooke (passim in his Misc. Essays, II. p. 297, Wilson (passim in As. Res. XVII. p. 260, and J. Foley's Notes on the Buddha from Cingalese authorities, and in J. of the As. S. of Beng. V. p. 321. The 24 Buddhhas are considered the predecessors of the historical Buddha. A list of the 24 Jinas or Tirthankaras, with notices of their acts and duration of their lives, occurs in Colebrooke's Misc. Ess. II. p. 207 seqq. and Wilson As. Res. XVII. p. 230. [And a more extended account in the second of these papers, supra, p. 154. ]‡ It is scarcely necessary to correct this mistake, founded on the somewhat loose statements of early writers. At Sutrastha, Adinatha or Bishabhadeva is probably most frequently represented, and he, together with Nemi- Theta, and Mahavira appear to be general favourites in Gujerat and Rajputana. —Ed.
least they should kill an insect. In Surat a richly endowed hospital exists in which sick and disabled animals are nursed with the same care as if they were men.†

Fourthly, the Jainas, following the example of the Baudhhas, have invented monstrous periods, and have in this respect even excelled their predecessors. Their larger periods are called Avaarpini and Utsarpini; each contains 2,000,000,000,000 years.‡ Another period has obtained the name sāgar or sea, and consists of 1,000,000,000,000,000 years. Each of the two periods is divided into six smaller periods; in the first the happiness, duration of life, stature, &c. of men continually decreases until they descend to the lowest degree of misery, and during the period called utsarpini gradually again reach the highest degree of perfection. These periods the Jainas have partly filled out with the stories of the ancient epic dynasties of the Pāñjāvas, of Krishna, and of Prasenajit, a king of Śravasti famed in the oldest Buddhist history, where in they have sometimes indulged in unimportant alterations of the usual accounts.§

In a similar manner the Buddhists have remodelled the history of the ancient Śūrya-vāma or solar race; they place King Mahāsammata at the head of the first large period of the world, and allow after him 28 dynasties to reign in various parts of Upper India down to Iksavāku; these periods are called Asankuyya, i.e. numberless, and from those dynasties the later ones are derived; from Mahāsammata to Iksavāku 252,539 or perhaps 140,300 successors are counted.[[1]]

These agreements between the Jainas and the Baudhhas will suffice to establish the point that the former have branched off from the latter. Their deviations from their predecessors are chiefly in the domains of philosophy and of cosmography, with which their system of gods is most closely connected. But before considering these differences between the Jainas and the Baudhhas, I consider it proper to insert a brief report on the literature of the former, because from this it will appear that in this respect the Jainas have attached themselves to the Brahmans.¶

The Jainas possess a number of Purāṇas, which chiefly contain legends of the Tīrthaṅkaras, and present only exceptionally such as occur in Brahmanic writings of the same name. The most important work is attributed to the Jina Sūri Achārya, whose age cannot be determined quite accurately; the statement that he was a contemporary of King Vikramādiya is worthless, because the origin of the Jaina doctrine cannot be pushed so far back. The tradition said to be current in Southern India makes the author with greater propriety to have been the spiritual predecessor of Prince Amogha-varsha, who resided at Kanche during the sixth century. As this kind of works does not exist among Buddhists, the Jainas have borrowed the title and one of the subjects of these writings from the Brahmans.«

The books called Siddhānta and Āgama partly take the place of the Vedas of the Brahmins, which the Jainas as well as the Baudhhas despise. The first title, as is well known, designates a book of instruction, wherein a scientific system, especially an astronomical one, is demonstrated by arguments.† The title Āgama means also, among Brahmins, doctrines or instructions which have come down by tradition; among Buddhists four collections of writings, which, according to the correct conception, relate to the Sūtras, and treat of discipline and cognate subjects, are also called by this name.‡

The three significations attributed to this title coincide in the general traditional doctrine or

---

* Accordingly an English physician did a very unwelcome service to a Jati by convincing him by means of a microscope that he was, in spite of this precaution, killing invisible animals.
† There are similar institutions in Bombay, Bharoch, and elsewhere.—Ed.
‡ See the references to this, Ind. Alt. I. p. 478, note 1.
§ Of the literature of the Jainas, Wilson has treated most in detail, As. Res. XVII. p. 240 seqq.
¶ Colebrooke, Misc. Essays, II. p. 276 seqq. These data are taken from the Abhidhānadhikāritment of Hemachandra, and occur in the edition of O. Boehtlingk and Rieu. II. v. 162 seqg. p. 15. Avaarpini, "down-stepping," and Utsarpini, "up-stepping;" these expressions refer probably to the increase and decrease of happiness during these periods. [See also above, p. 135.]
[[1]] This appears from extracts of the Satraṇārāyaṇamāla by A. Weber, passim, p. 26, p. 31 seqq. and p. 35 seqq. From the mention by Hemachandra. III. v. 635 seqq. p. 127 seqq. of Daśaratha, his son Rāma and his foe, of the giant-king Rāvana, of the other enemies of Vashnu, as well as of several kings of the old Śūryavāma or solar race, the conclusion may be drawn that in other writings also of the Jainas, the history of this dynasty is narrated.
instruction, and this title does not imply a nearer relation of the Jaines to the Brahmins than
to their predecessors. The case is quite different with the two next titles Anga and Upānga,
which seem, according to Hemachandra, to designate the sacred scriptures strictly so called of
his sect.* The first word signifies member, and among the Brahmanic Hindus designates six
writings pertaining to the Vedas and explaining them.† Upānga, i. e. lateral or subordinate
member, is the title of four works completing the books of the Brahmins. As these titles are waning among the Baudhāyas, it is evident that the Jaines have in this case imitated the
Brahmins.

The preceding writings are considered as derived from the oral instruction of Mahāvīra
and of his disciple Gautama; ‡ whether correctly, may be very questionable. The Jaines
moreover possess a class of books, called Prārtha, because they are said to have been composed
by the Gāmadhara§ before the Angas. As a more detailed treatise of the writings just mentioned
would be out of place here, I content myself with having noticed their existence.

The Jaines have followed their predecessors in this respect that they call their sacred language Māgadhī, though it does not entirely agree with the language so called by the
authors of Pārthīva grammars, but more with the Sauraseni, which, according to previous re-
sources, is the basis of the Pāli language.‖ The reason for this choice may have been one of two,—i. e. either the example of the Buddhists, or the circumstance that Southern Bihar
was just that portion of Northern India from

which the Jaina doctrine was first propagated; my reasons for this opinion I shall submit fur-
ther on. Besides Māgadhī, the writers of this sect also use the sacred language of the Brah-
mans, and there are but few Indian vernaculars in which no Jaina writings exist.¶

After the above explanation, no doubt can remain that the Jaines are descendants from the
Baudhāyas, but that in some points they considered it advantageous to approach the Brah-
mins, probably in order thereby to escape being persecuted by them. So far as the philoso-
phical doctrines of the Jaines are concerned, their chief points are the following.** And here I shall pay special attention to that part of their doctrines which may serve to determine more closely the relation of the Jaines to the Buddha-

Jaines philosophers comprise all things in two supreme categories, named jiva and ajiva.
The first is intelligent and feeling; it consists of parts but is eternal. In a stricter sense, in
this system of instruction jiva designates the soul, which is subject to three states; it is
firstly nityasiddha, i. e. always perfect, or yogasiddha, i. e. perfected by immersion in self-
contemplation, like the Arhats or Jinas; it is secondly mukta or muktātma, i. e. li-
berated by a strict observance of the ordinances of the sect; it is thirdly buddha or baddhātmā,
i. e. fettered by acts, and as yet abiding in a state which precedes the last deliverance.
The second, ajiva, is everything without a soul, without life and sensation; it is the object of
enjoyment on the part of jiva, which enjoys. In a stricter sense of the word, ajiva means the four
calendar. On the Upāngas various statements occur which have been collected in the Sanskrit Wörterbuch of O. Eich-
tling and R. Roth under that word. As such the Dharmasastra, archery, i. e. science of war, and the Ayurveda, i. e.
science of medicine, is also added; otherwise, however, these pass for Upāngas or subordinate Vedas. Also the
Upāṅgasthana are counted among the Upāngas. The state-
ment seems to be the most correct according to which the Purūṣas, Nyāyas, Mādhavas, and Dharmaksarastas are such,
because in it the number four is expressly mentioned.

* Wilson, As. Res. XVII. p. 246, where in the note the passage in question is communicated from the 3rd
chapter of the Mahāvīrakirti.

† See my Institutiones Linguae Præcritis, Preface, p. 42, and Ind. Ant. II. p. 486 seq. See also J. Stevenson's
remarks in his edition of the Kalpasūtra, p. 311 seq.

‡ Wilson, As. Res. XVII. p. 242. Such is the case especially with the vernaculars of Southern India.

elements, earth, water, fire, air, and everything immovable, e.g. mountains. The Jainas further assume six substances, viz. — jīva, soul; dharma, right or virtue; adharma, sin which permeates the world and effects that the soul must remain with the body; pudgala, matter, which possesses colour, odour, taste, and tangibility, such as wood, fire, water, and earth; kāla, time, which is past, present, and future; and dīkṣā, infinite space. According to their view, bodies consist of aggregates and atoms. The Jaina philosophers, like all Hindu philosophers, believe that the soul is fettered by works, and that man must endeavour to free himself from them. They adduce four causes as obstacles to the liberation of the soul: viz. pāpa or sin; the five ātmanas or hindrances of the soul from obtaining holy and divine wisdom; āśrama, i.e. the impulse of the incorporeal soul to occupy itself with physical objects; and samaśa, i.e. the cause of this obstacle.* In another passage eight kinds of interruptions to the progress of the soul towards liberation are enumerated, namely, jñānāvatāraṇī, etc. etc. the false idea that cognition is inefficient, and that liberation does not result from perfect knowledge; dānāvatāraṇī, or the mistake that liberation is not attainable by the study of the doctrine of the Arhata or Jinas; mohāvatāraṇī, or doubt whether the ways of the Tirthānkaras or Jinas are irresistible and free from errors; antarāvatāraṇī, or the obstruction of the endeavours of those who are engaged in seeking the highest liberation. The four other interruptions are: —vedāvatāraṇī, or individual consciousness, the conviction that the highest liberation is attainable; nāmāvatāraṇī, or consciousness of possessing a determined personality; gosṭāvatāraṇī, the consciousness of being a descendant of one of Jina’s disciples; lastly, dhyāna, or the consciousness that one has to live during a determined time. These spiritual states are conceived in an inverted order; the four first of them designate birth and progress in the circumstances of personal life; and the last four designate progress in perception. The highest liberation or moksha is attainable only through the highest cognition or by perfect virtue.

In this system a syncretism meets us to which Buddhism, the Vaiśēṣika and Sāṅkhya philosophy have contributed. The doctrine that by a perfect cognition and strict observance of the teaching of a religious or philosophical sect the liberation of the soul from its fetters may be attained, is Buddhistic, or, more accurately, almost universally Indian.† The opinion that matter is eternal, and that there are only four elements, is Buddhistic.‡ The idea that all things are composed of atoms belongs to the Vaiśēṣika school, although this doctrine had been more developed by Kāṇḍā than by the Jinas. This philosopher, moreover, considered time as a special category.§ Kapila teaches that by four stages the liberation of the spirit is impeded, and by four others promoted; he arranges them, however, in a logical manner, so that the progress from the lowest stage to the highest, i.e. to that of dharma or virtue, is well established, whilst such is less the case in the arrangement of the Jinas.|| The sect now under discussion borrowed from that philosopher probably also the idea of an ethereal body with senses formed of ideal elements, wherewith the soul is invested.¶

(To be continued.)

STONE AND WOODEN MONUMENTS IN WESTERN KHĀNDESH.

BY W. F. SINCLAIR, Esq. C. B.

In a former correspondence (Ind. Ant. vol. I. p. 921) I alluded to the monuments erected by the tribes of Western Khānèsh, similar to

† See Ind. Ant. III. p. 428, and Note 2.
‡ Colebrooke, passim, in his Misc. Essays, II. p. 124, that the Baudhāṇas as well as the Jinas have borrowed this view from the Sāṅkhya philosophy, and L. p. 394.
§ Ibid. I. p. 271 and 391.
|| See on this Ind. Ant. III. p. 393, and also Sivakrishna’s Sāṅkhya-kāśikā, v. 41 seq.
¶ See on this Ind. Ant. III. p. 434. This remark belongs to Colebrooke in his Misc. Essays, II. p. 192. The

those referred in Gondwana to the Gaul period. The following notes contain what I have since been able to observe on the subject.

Jaina assume that the soul is, during its various migrations, invested with a coarser body called suchārāka, which remains as long as beings are compelled to live in the world, or with a body called uṣṇikā, which, according to the circumstances of the being, assumes various forms. They further distinguish a finer body called dhāraka, which arises, according to their view, from the head of a divine sage. These three bodies are the external ones, and within them there are two finer ones; the one called Āvāmanas is the seat of the passions and feelings; the innermost, called sādhana, is still finer, never changes, and consists of spiritual forces. This body corresponds to the nītikā or lingamāna of Kapilā, which subsists through all transmigrations till the final liberation of the spirit.
They are of various shapes and sizes, the largest about 8 feet high above ground, square, finished with a round head, and ornamented with figures in relief on all sides. Others are long slabs, and some mere flat stones erected much as they were found. A great many are of wood, invariably teak, which seems to last a wonderful time. It is difficult to get at the precise age of such remains; but I have seen many teak monuments of which the name had entirely passed away, yet which were still in fair preservation. They are all in the shape of a post about half as thick as it is wide, with a round head. The Thulārā or shepherds, merely dab a little red paint on the spot where a man happened actually to die. The monuments are generally cenotaphs, and erected in groups in a favourite spot near the village, perhaps near a temple. I was fortunate lately in getting a pretty full explanation of such a group from a Pāṭīl. No. 1 was a flat stone 7 ft. by 1 ft. 6 in. by 5 in. "This," quoth my informant, "is Bāla Pāṭīl, who died about 60 years ago. Here he is on his horse, and here he is driving in his cart. This was his stone (pointing to another of the same class but broader, and with only a mounted figure on it), but it was broken; so I made and set up the other some seven years since." As far as the execution of the carving, or appearance of the stone went, the one looked as old as the other. "This," said the Pāṭīl, "is my ancestor Vīshobā, and this is fire over his head, because he was burned in the vādd that you were looking at now. The Band-wallas did that, two hundred years ago, in the days of the Sāhu Rājās. This is Mahādev Pāṭīl. He was going to Umbarpāte, and a tiger came out and pulled him off his horse and ate him." These two stones were of the same class as the first—long rough slabs. The burnt pāṭīl was represented on foot, with flame over his head; the others on caparisoned horses. It is to be remarked that a man who never in his lifetime owned anything more warlike than a "ball" is often represented on his monument as a gallant cavalier. Another stone in the same place represented a Teli who had left no family; wherefore, as the pāṭīl explained, his mother spent his remaining estate on giving him a good stone. It was about seven years old, four or five feet above ground, square with a round head, of the class first mentioned. There is a remarkable group of stones, to the number of about a dozen, at a spot on the Dhulia and Surāt Road about two miles west of the village of Dahiwel. It commemorates a fight that took place there in the "days of trouble" about 75 years ago, respecting the cause and conclusion of which there are two sides to the story. The Kunbis and Musalmāns say that the Bhills broke out and began plundering the country, and were met and defeated at this spot by a detachment of the Peshwā's troops from the post at Saral, below the Kon dāl Bārī Ghat. The Bhill version is that certain Musalmāns came up out of the Gaikwādī lot; and Sabhājī, Konkānī Pāṭīl of Malangāna, called together the Gāwids and the Konkānīs and Nalks, and gave them battle and beat them. Sabhājī, in any case, was killed in the skirmish, and his is the largest of the group of monuments. It is about 8 feet above ground and 18 inches square, of a single stone. On each side of it in an even line, the smallest outside, are the cenotaphs of the others slain on the Bhill side. All the Bhills and Konkānīs make pilgrimage to this place in the middle of April, and build a māndirī, or tabernacle of boughs, over the stones, and slay goats and fowls in honour of Sabhājī, winding up the proceedings by getting "most abnormal drunk." There is a stone of the same class at the head of the Kon dāl Bārī pass, said to have been erected in memory of a Rājput warrior slain the same day—on which side does not appear. Also there is one at the Bābul Dhara pass, about which I could get no information; but similar rites are observed at both by the village Bhills, although there is no pilgrimage to them.

In explanation of the caste terms used above, it should be explained that the Gāwids or Mā wachas, and Konkānīs, are races inhabiting Western Khāndesh, and very similar to Bhills with whom they are generally confounded. They however keep up a distinction; the Gāwids consider themselves superior to the Konkānīs, and the latter to the Bhīl Nalks, or pure Bhills; and this relation is admitted by the last. The Gāwids and Konkānīs, moreover, are more given to agriculture (such as it is) than the Bhīl Nalks. They bury their dead; in some instances all the dead man's property is buried with him.

Various figures are carved besides that of the
deceased. In the case of a man killed by a
tiger the tiger is always carved above his vic-
tim. These monuments are very common, but
generally of old date. I never saw a new one.
They are sometimes erected on the spot of the
death, but more often in the village group. In
one case certain Bhills petitioned me in respect
of a Mhowa tree, which they said their ances-
tors had planted "where one of our people was
slain by a tiger." There was no stone or other
monument besides the Mhowa tree, which was
about 50 years old. The snake is used both as
an ornament and to indicate death by snake-
bite; the latter is rare, and in such cases the
snake is shown uncoiled, and under the man's
foot. Other common ornaments are the peafowl,
anthelope, the sun in the moon's arms
(almost universal), and fighting men; all very
rude. The boldest attempt at sculpture that
I have seen was that of Bula Pattil in his cart;
and in that case the artist was so sore put to it
for perspective that he cut one bullock walking
on his yokeman's back, and one wheel
before the other. The open hand is the emblem
of a sati, but is very rare. Women's memorial-
stones are seldom seen together with those
of the men, but cluster apart round some pipal-
tree or the like. In some cases one stone com-
memorates several persons; e.g. at the village
of Dongrala I asked a Bhili the meaning of the
large and very old-looking stone with five
curious figures on it, about which I rather
expected a good story. "Oh!" quoth he, "those
are my brothers. That's Vithy, and that's
Khendiya, &c., and I gave a man a rupee a
head to carve them."

ARCHAEOLOGY IN NORTH TINNEVELLI.

Extract from a letter from the Rev. J. F. Kearns to the Collector of Tinnevelly.

(Proceedings of Madras Government, 18th November 1872.)

I have a few observations to offer with reference
to some portions of Mr. Boswell's letter. (See
Indian Antiquary, vol. i. p. 372.)

With reference to "inscriptions," I quite agree
with him that no time should be lost in obtaining
correct copies of all that exist, for it is only too
ture that time is fast effacing some very valuable
ones.* In this zilla (Tinnevelly) there is a rock
temple, Kalugumalei, covered with Jaina figures
and inscriptions; some of the latter I had copied
many years ago and presented them to the Madras
Literary Society. These inscriptions have been,
by competent scholars, pronounced the oldest
specimens of the Tamil language hitherto dis-
covered. The Tamil character of the inscription
is as different as possible from the Tamil character
of to-day, but the germ of the present character
is contained in it. I think that all the inscrip-
tions on this temple should be carefully copied.

In a field close to Nagalapuram, in Ottapedaram
taluqa, there is a colossal Jaina image such as Mr.
Boswell describes in his letter. This figure ought
to be preserved in some Museum. There is a
small Jaina image in the village of Kolatur, and
it is worshipped by the natives, who apparently
do not know what it is. There is another in
the ancient village of Kolkhe, near to Sawyers-

urns in cromlechs, notably in Kourtalam, but I
have not discovered stone implements in any
there were many iron implements and exquisite
pottery in them. The neighbourhood of the
Jaina image at Nagalapuram abounds with these
urns.

Mr. Boswell remarks, "I have seen many
Buddhist temples converted into temples of
Vishnu; but I do not know of any re-dedicated to
Siva." The old Jaina temple, already alluded to,
at Kalugumalei is dedicated to the god Subra-
manya, Siva's youngest son. Perhaps there is more
contained in this fact than is apparent. According
to the oldest legends, Subramanya is the god of
war, and that the Jainas in the south were cruelly
exterminated by the Saivites is a matter of his-
tory. In the re-dedication of a Jaina temple to
Subramanya, Siva's youngest son, are we to
infer that the measures were taken to extirpate
Jainism?

Mr. Boswell refers† to what are called "Kolle
Kalla," and he states on Mr. Walthouse's author-
ity that there is one "within a mile of Mangalore.
The descriptions which Mr. Walthouse gives of
the figures on the stone closely resemble those
which in this zilla are found in places where Satí
had been performed, and further information re-
specting them seems desirable. By whom were
those stones called Kolle Kalla? By immigrants

* Vide ante, p. 185.
† Ind. Ant. vol. i. p. 3740.
‡ Ind. Ant. vol. i. p. 373a.

The author of this dictionary has been for many years well known to Gujarātis as a writer of both prose and poetry. He has a knowledge of English, is a diligent student, an enterprising author, and has made successful efforts to give his countrymen the benefit of his studies. He now appears as a lexicographer, and presents to the students of Gujarātī a goodly quartio of 619 pages, double columns and close print.

The book has been long promised and earnestly expected. Years ago we had several instalments in parts, which gave us up to the word jethī madha (}"ću-da). Yet the present work is not a continuation of these parts. The old matter has been recast and the work completed on a slightly abridged scale. To keep the work within prescribed bounds, many words and forms of words (}"ću-ću-ću) have been omitted. The author informs us that not only all proper names, but many generic or class names of animals and plants, and also technical terms, have been excluded—omissions greatly to be regretted. Yet some agricultural terms have been retained, and some rustic words have been given as examples of a class. Of Sanskrit words, and words of foreign origin, only those are given which are in common use. He has also endeavoured to include words used by the older writers.

We must thank the author for giving us this information. We know what to look for, and must not be disappointed when we miss in the dictionary words we may occasionally meet with in reading and conversation. No doubt the student will regret many of these omissions; for we naturally go to a dictionary for rare words and uncommon forms of words. Yet, both for the number of words illustrated and for thefulness of the meanings given, this dictionary leaves all its predecessors far behind. It will at once take its place as a most valuable help to the Gujarātī student. Foreigners will be troubled at first by finding that the explanations are given in Gujarātī, but this trouble will ultimately facilitate their progress.

We cannot help regretting that the author has not seen fit to introduce a little philology into his book. The source whence a word, or a leading word, has been derived is indeed indicated, but nothing more; no attempt is made to show the connection of words one with another, nor to exhibit the historical and logical relations of the various meanings of words. He has, indeed, taken pains to give us fully the meanings of words, but the arrangement of these meanings might have been different and better. We hope the author will, with his characteristic energy, turn his attention to this matter in preparing any future edition of his valuable book.

In two particulars he adopts rather a peculiar system of orthography. As Gujarātī is commonly written, anusvārī uniformly represents the five nasal svara consonants ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ. Narmāda Śāṅkara discards the anusvār and uses the consonants: for ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ. he writes ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ. Whatever may be said in favour of this, we fancy the convenience of the common mode will carry the day. But a greater innovation is the introduction of a point under a letter to represent a light ū or aspiration after the letter so marked. He gives a list of some seven hundred words, or more, in which this point is introduced. We fear the author rather overrides his hobby, but he has a good excuse for proposing this orthography. The Gujarātīs have not yet fixed upon a uniform way of representing ū in the body, or at the end of a word. They sometimes omit it altogether, sometimes insert it with or without the vowel of the preceding letter. Thus we have ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ. These words our lexicographer proposes to write ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ. Time will show whether this will be generally received. There is this to be said for it, it helps to show the syllabification of a word: ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, for instance, seems to be a word of three syllables, but is considered to be of only two; so also ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, ṭ, are counted as words of only two syllables.

The author in his preface and introduction gives us some interesting information. Passing by several autobiographical notices, we remark that
he has taken the trouble to count and classify the words he has placed in his dictionary. There are 25,285 words explained. Other words introduced in the course of explanation raise the total to 25,855. These are classified as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanskrit, pure or slightly changed</td>
<td>4,831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do, more changed (apabhraśa)</td>
<td>17,066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign words</td>
<td>2,958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25,855</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In every hundred words there are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanskrit, pure or slightly changed</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do, more changed (apabhraśa)</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign words</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the foreign words there are from:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persian and Arabic</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Substantives number: 17,350
Pronouns: 47
Adjectives: 3,746
Verbs: 2,218
Verbals (kṛdanta कृदन्त) | 569
Particles (avyaya अव्यय) | 1,388

We hope the author will be liberally rewarded by the public. Every Gujarati scholar will find it to his advantage to add the Narma Kośa to his library.

The book has been printed partly in Bhāvānagar, and partly at the Mission Press, Surat. The printing in the latter establishment is evidently of a superior character.

**Supplement to a Classical Dictionary of India**

Illustrative of the Mythology, Philosophy, Literature, Antiquities, Arts, Manners, Customs &c. of the Hindus, by John Garrett, Director of Public Instruction in Myore, Editor of the Bhagvat Gita in Sanskrit and Canarese, &c. &c. 8vo pp. 160.—Madras: Higgibotham & Co. 1873.

This Supplement is intended to supply the defects of Mr. Garrett's Classical Dictionary of India, published about two years ago. Among the principal new articles are those on Festivals, Castes, Aboriginal tribes, &c. There are also many additions to articles in the Dictionary. The work is principally a compilation, the books that have supplied most materials being H. H. Wilson's *Works*, Muir's *Sanskrit Texts*, Sharpring's *Tribes of Castes of India*, Dubois's *Manners and Customs of the People of India*, *The Indian Antiquary*, Frederika Richardson's *Iliad of the East*, and Goldstücker's contributions to *Chambers's Encyclopaedia*; but it is to be regretted that the compiler did not avail himself more fully of the European literature of his subject. The continental Orientalists are only referred to through translations, though the writings of Burnouf, Poison, Lassen, Weber, Benfey, Zemker, and others would afford great masses of information on any of the subjects treated of. It is unfortunate too that Mr. Garrett sometimes fails to make the best use of the materials at his disposal: the most glaring instance of this is probably his account of the Mahāvṛtā ānā (p. 74), which consists simply of an incident related in chapter VII. of the work, and given by Prof. Weber in a long note on his Essay on the Rāmāyana (Ind. Ant. Vol. I. pp. 173, 174).

Yet with all its defects—arising chiefly from its being the work of a single individual, instead of the combined production of different writers—Mr. Garrett's Dictionary is a highly important work, and, upon the whole, exceedingly creditable to the industry of a single labourer. It will form a suitable basis for any more elaborate and complete work that may hereafter be attempted. It is most desirable that we should possess a comprehensive and trustworthy Dictionary, which should be a real help and guide to every student of Hindu literature and antiquities. The materials are abundant, and they are still accumulating. And even in such veracular works as *Narmada Sānkar's Narmahātā Kośa* much important information will be found. But no work of this nature can be successfully carried out without the co-operation of such scholars, under the direction of a competent editor, each furnishing contributions in the department which he has made the subject of special study. And we feel sure that any one who will undertake such editorial work will gladly acknowledge how deeply he is indebted to Mr. Garrett for the valuable labours by which he has prepared the way for our possessing an adequate Classical Dictionary of India.


The first edition of Tod's *Rajasthān* appeared in 1829 and 1833, and has been long out of print and excessively dear; Messrs. Higgibotham & Co.'s reprint is therefore most welcome. It is well got up, in fine clear type, the notes in even a larger size of type than in the original colossal work.
We miss, however, the beautiful plates of the latter, omitted apparently at the suggestion of Colonel Keatinge, as being "very inaccurate," a character which, as applied to the views, is in most cases, unfortunately, only too correct; still it is somewhat awkward when the reader comes to page 8 and reads,—"To render this more distinct, I present a profile of the tract described from Abu to Kotra," &c., and to find that this section of the country has been condemned to omission with the artistic pictures. At p. 224, the author says he "exhibits the abode of the fair of Ceylon"—meaning the palace of Padma, but it is not to be seen; and again at p. 576 we read of "the Jain temple before the reader, and a sketch of the fortress [of Komalmer] itself, both finished on the spot," and yet neither of them is before the reader. And so in other cases. This is one of the results of the want of editing: another is the uncorrected errors. The author himself had pointed out a few of those in volume I, but even of them only one has been corrected; and on page 25, where, by a misprint of "or" for "on," the original had "Maheswar, or the Nerbudda river," the reprint has "Maheswas, or the Nerbudda river," while at p. 51 we have "perpetual archon," exactly as in the quarto.

But no writer is more in need of careful editing than Tod: his book is as readable as his opinions are often rash and fanciful. His facts,—where he confines himself to facts—are interesting and important, and are fortunately so numerous as to give his work a high value in spite of his very illegitimate and misleading etymologies, on which he frequently hangs whole theories of etymology. His imagination is never at a loss: from a few namesaving each a syllable or so alike, he can reconstruct whole chapters of lost history.

In Chapter II. he cites (p. 28) the Agni Purana for the genealogies of the Surya and Indra (moon) races,—but they are not found there. A little further on, he makes the Pandavas the sons of Vyasa by Pande (p. 29); he would make his Barasar the son of Chandragupta; the same as the 'Abisares' of the Greek writers (p. 38); Rajgraiva is the modern Raja Mahal (p. 39); Dushkhanta, as he names Dushyanta, is the father of Sukantakal, married to Bharat (p. 40); Tanjore he makes the probable capital of the Regio Paoniana of Ptolemy; Un-Deh, the country of the Shawli, or Tibet, he makes As-Deh, in order to identify it with Ancy-Deh (p. 41); Valmika (as he calls Valmiki) and Vyasa were contemporaries (p. 42); Marco Polo was at Kashgar 'in the sixth century' (p. 56); the Jaxartes is the same as the Jihoon (p. 57); madhu means 'a bee' in Sanskrit, and the name of the drink extracted from the Mahua tree is derived from madhu (p. 66); 'Siv-rat' is the same as 'Sakrat'-Sankranti and means 'father night'; the fucca religiosa presents a perfect resemblance to the poplar of Germany and Italy, a species of which is the aspen (p. 73); Lartiz of Ptolemy was Kithivas, and took its name from the Silar tribe (p. 104); and so on,—endless inaccuracies rendering Tod most untrustworthy as a guide. And even in what came under his own eye he sometimes sacrifices truth to effect: thus, describing an old temple at Komalmer (vol. I, p. 577) he says,—"The extreme want of decoration best attests its antiquity, entitling us to attribute it to that period when Sampriti Raja, of the family of Chandragupta, was paramount sovereign over all these regions (240 years a.c.). . . . The proportions and forms of the columns are especially distinct from the other temples, being slight and tapering instead of massive, the general characteristic of Hindu architecture; while the projecting cornices, which would absolutely deform shafts less slight, are peculiarly indicative of the Tukakas architect. . . . It is curious to contemplate the possibility, nay the probability, that the Jain temple now before the reader may have been designed by Grecian artists, or that the taste of the artists among the Rajputs may have been modelled after the Grecian." Yet after all this and much more confident assertion, no competent critic looking at the plate "before the reader" in the first edition, would be disposed to relegate the temple to an earlier age than about a.d. 1500; and indeed it bears this inscription upon it, which shows moreover that it never was a Jain temple,—

|| श्री महाबलिनाथी नमः ||

महाराजाधिराज राजा श्री संभार देवकप्ये
बालराज हस्तिन प्रदेशी श्री मन के
मुन्ता संवत् 1579, श्री येसावले 19, मा या

d उवरेक्षलालि || || शुभं प्रसच ||

showing clearly enough that the temple was scarcely more than three centuries old when he saw it, dating only from the reign of Raja Sangrama, a.d. 1514. Yet with all its errors and defects, Tod's work is one of sterling value, and well worthy of careful study; and whilst some will regret the want of references in this new edition to later and more trustworthy writers, and the correction of errors, or, perhaps, that the wheat has not to some extent been separated from the chaff by the judicious omission of the greater portion of the merely fanciful speculations of the author,—all interested in it will feel grateful to the publishers for bringing so convenient and careful a reprint within their reach.
CORRESPONDENCE, &c.

PROFESSOR WEBER ON PATAÑJALI, &c.

Sir,—Let me offer you my thanks for having given to your readers a translation of my lucubrations on the date of Patañjali.* True, I should have liked to see it given in full, with all the copious annotations, and also with my treatment of that important passage from the Vikārapadāyanam about the melancholy fate that befell the Mahābhāskara for some time. But as your space is limited, I easily conceive that you could not well afford to devote more of it to this discussion. Doing it, you have, diṣṭaḥ, elicited from Prof. Bhāndārkār some very able and pertinent remarks, and I am glad to acknowledge the scholarly display by him in handling the subject.

He begins by saying that he “hardly shares in the regret” I had expressed with regard to his note not having been aware of the fact that I had ten years ago treated the same subject, as his “facts were new, and his conclusions not affected by anything.” I had said formerly, and I beg therefore to inquire first somewhat deeper into the merits of this rather blunt rebuff.

The example: “īha Puṣpamītraḥ yajyādyah” is no doubt new, as it was neither noticed by Goldstücker nor by myself, but the question is, does it really convey that meaning which Prof. Bhāndārkār gives to it? “that at the time Patañjali wrote there lived a person Pushpamitra, and a great sacrifice was being performed for him and under his orders”? The whole passage, rendered by him somewhat obscurely, is to be translated as follows. Pāṇini (III. 2, 123): lat (the present tense) is used when something is going on;—Kāśyapa: they should be taught with regard to the not-being-finished (i.e. continuation) of an action going forward (i.e. to use lat also when an action going forward is not yet finished, merely stopped), as it is not going on;—Patañjali: “they should . . . action” (i.e. to use it also in the following cases): here we study—īhā d’ānhmah, here we stay—īhā vaś’ādhmah, here we sacrifice for Pushpamitra—īhā Puṣpamītraḥ yajyādyah. What is the reason? It is not clear (wants to be stated expressly), “as it is not going on;”—Kāśyapa: “here we study,” so (one is to say as long as the study is going forward, begun, not yet finished; for when they are not studying, being engaged in eating and other like things, the use of the word “we study” seems not proper,—therefore an express statement is required. The meaning of this is: the present tense may be used as well of short actions which are really going on at the very moment of speaking, as of prolonged actions which are for a certain time in the course of going on and not yet finished, though they may be interrupted for a time by other business, such as studying a certain system, staying at a given place, sacrificing for Puṣpamitra. Are we now really obliged to draw from this last example Prof. Bhāndārkār’s conclusion that this sacrificing for Puṣpamitra was “not yet finished”—at the time Patañjali wrote, was “still going on”? If we did not know anything of an individual of the name of Puṣpamitra, we should not doubt take the word simply as a common proper name in the sense of Gesius, Calpurnius, Sempronius, like Vaiṣṇavamitra (see Mahābhāskara, p. 233, ed. Ballantyne). It is therefore of the highest importance that we get from another passage Patañjali’s precise notion (and this fact was adduced first by myself), that the Puṣpamitra spoken of by him was really a king, and a noted king too, as it seems, as distinguished as Cāndragupta, no doubt the Σαψπορίτος of the Greeks, along with whom he is mentioned,—distinguished, as this example, “īhā Puṣpamītraḥ yajyādyah,” as well as a similar one happily brought forward by Prof. Bhāndārkār (p. 69), shows, especially also for his sacrifices. And this agrees well with what we know from other sources of a king of that name,† as the tradition of the Buddhists affirms,† that he was a staunch friend of the Brahmins; and of his āśvamedha even Kālidāsa takes notice in one of his dramas. This dynasty is called in the Purāṇas that of the Śunyā, a name which recurs under the Brahmanic families and teachers of the Śrītra-period, in the Śākyas, Ācāryas, and Nīdatra Śrītras, as well as in Pāṇini (IV. 1, 117), and which has probably accrued to Puṣpamitra, its founder, from his spiritual affiliation by one of his gurus (just as Śākyamuni is called Gautama for a similar reason, see Ind. Stud. X. 73), or from the sacrificial cu-

* There is one passage in which the translator, who has done his work in other respects to my full satisfaction, has missed my meaning: I refer to the passage on page 68a. about Kāṣyapa, whom I do not call “contemporary of the author of the Trikālalasāha and of Hamsacandra,” but “supported by the author of the Trikālalasāha and by Hamsacandra” (seins sich noch der Verfasser des Tri-

† As I am informed by Prof. Bühler that the Jains spell the name as Puppamitā, I join now too in reading

† According to the Aśva-Aśwarda (Burnouf, Introduction à l’Histoire du Bouddhisme, I. 431, 432), he offered for each head of a Śramaṇa a hundred dinkas, and got for this his perswasion from the Buddhists the nickname—muniḥ-kṣataḥ, “celui qui a mis à mort les solitaires.” He is considered there as the last of the race of the Mauryas (I).
tom not to use the king's ancestral pedigree, but only that of his puruṣita (puṟuṣitapravareṇaḥ brāhmaṇasya, ibid. X 70). To speak of his sacrifices in the way Patañjali does, appears thus as a most natural thing for any Brahmanic writer who lived at a time when their fame was still fresh enough to be thankfully remembered, but seems to me far from implying with any strictness that the writer was contemporaneous with him. "There would result a very curious biography of Patañjali if all the examples which he draws from common life, and which are given by him in the first person, were to be considered as throwing light on his own personal experiences." Both passages on the sacrifices of Pushparamita are highly welcome as a bit of history of that king, but with regard to Patañjali's age, in my opinion, they add nothing more to the fact, already known previously (since 1861), that he did not live before Pushparamita's time, but that they convey the notion that the memory of this king was still cherished by the Brahmanas.

We come now to the second point, the two passages adduced by Goldstücker: "arṇaṇa Yavanaḥ Sāketaṁ, and, "arṇaṇa Yavanaḥ Mādhyaṃkā." Only the first of them was noticed by Bhāndārkara in his first article (Ind. Ant. I. p. 302); but his silence on the second, far from implying that he did not coincide with the interpretation of it given by Goldstücker, would seem to show, on the contrary, that he acquiesced in it, not being yet aware of all the difficulties of the case. When therefore he now proclaims that the conclusions at which he arrived at that time are "not affected by anything" I have said in my critique on Goldstücker, he is enabled to say so only from my having meanwhile drawn attention to Professor Kern's opinion on the Mādhyaṃkās, which, too, though contained in an English hook published in India, 1864, had remained to him as unknown as my own labours written in German in 1861. For so long as, with Goldstücker, he considered the Mādhyaṃkās to be the Buddhist school of that name, it appears to me quite impossible that he could have stood by his conclusions in spite of all I had brought forward with regard to their relation to Nāgārjuna, and Nāgārjuna's relation to Abhidharmikas, and that they should not have been anyhow affected by them. But the fresh light thrown upon the passage, in question, when interpreted according to Kern's view, that the Mādhyaṃkās are not the Buddhist sect, but a people in Middle India, its interpretation would still remain beset by all those difficulties, from which Bhāndārkara has now, to be sure, made a very good case against me, but which were almost all of them already pointed out by myself too, stating at the same time that, as I readily acknowledged, my rather forced attempts to explain them away rested "on the double assumption that the reading mādhyaṃkāsa is correct, and that the name of the school did not exist until after its foundation by Nāgārjuna." There was no other explanation at hand at the time when I wrote. By Kern's interpretation, the aspect of the whole question is indeed very much changed, though I still hesitate to consider it as settled, and hold to the opinion that it "requires further elucidation."

I come now to the facts added by Bhāndārkara at pp. 69-71. The first of them—the third mention of Pushparamita's name—I have already spoken of. In his remarks on Patañjali's native place he quotes a very remarkable passage from the Mahābhārata, which no doubt refers to Sāketa as lying between the place of the speaker and Paṭaliputra. Sāketa, Bhāndārkara takes to be Ayodhya, and proceeds: "Patañjali's native place must have been somewhere to the north-west by west of Oudh." Now there is a town and district of the name of Gondia, 20 miles to the north-west of it. Gondia represents a modern corruption of the Prakrit Gorna, Sanskrit Gomati, contained in Gounardlya, a surname of Patañjali. Gondia therefere is the native place of the great grammairian. This conclusion, though very ingenious and clever indeed, seems to me still surrounded by very grave difficulties. First there the Calcutta Scholiast,—can have exercised any possible influence on the Saṅgīt which Abhinavagupta and, one year later, Jayaprabha showed in the Mahābhārata. It could not indeed be inferred from this example, with any kind of certainty, that Patañjali did not himself live in Kashmir. In fact, quite a curious biography of Patañjali might be constructed, if all his examples of this nature, taken from common life, which are expressed in the first person, were to be regarded at the same time as the light of personal experiences. The name Devadatta, corresponding to the Roman Cuius, sufficiently testifies to the perfectly general character of the above example."

† In one point, however, he overstates them, when he says it is a mere supposition, not supported by any reliable authority, "that Kanishka persecuted the Brahmanes before he himself became a convert," this is no "supposition", of course at all, as he calls it still another time, since I note for it (p. 62) the testimony of Hiuen Tsang, L. 167 (Laes. XXX. 527).
is a passage in the Mahābhārata: 'Matrudyāḥ Pāṇḍalīputram pāreṇa,' which gives us just the opposite direction, as it implies that Pāṇḍalīputra was situated between the speaker and Mathurā; the speaker therefore must have lived to the east of the former. It is true that Bhāṣādārkar overcomes this difficulty by translating the words by "Pāṇḍalīputra is to the east of Mathurā," but I doubt very much the correctness of his translation of pāreṇa in this case, as Patañjali states it expressly as his purport to give an example, where pāreṇa stands in the sense of vyathah, i.e., of distance (not of direction). How are we now to account for two so contradictory statements? "na hyec ho Devadhuttyy uya Athgat Sughane Mathurāyā n chaa samhavantati." One might resort to taking them as a proof that Patañjali had visited different parts of India while he was writing the Mahābhārata, and that one passage comes from a time when he lived to the west, the other from a time when he lived to the east of Pāṇḍalīputra, as there may have been, according to Bhāṣādārkar himself (in his first article, vol. I, p. 301), also a time when he lived in this town. Or, we might take one or the other passage as one of those which have crept into his work under the remodelling which it underwent by Chandrāchāryādibhiḥ (p. 58). Or we may waive that question altogether. Thus much remains: we cannot rely on either of them for attaining to certainty about Patañjali's dwelling-place, far less, as Bhāṣādārkar takes it, about his native place. The only support for this latter supposition is his explanation of the name of Gonda by Gorna; but it is giving it he has failed to give attention to the statement of the Kārikā (though he mentions it) which added Gonnaīya as an instance of a place situated in the east. This statement appears fatal to his view, as a district situated to the north-west of Oudh cannot well be, said, in a work written in Benares, to be situated prācēhī dēsā. Finally, even the correctness of his identification of Sāketa, as mentioned in this passage of the Mahābhārata with Oudh, may be as much called in question, as the other passage, adduced already, by Goldstücker: "Arunād Yavanāh Sāketaṁ,"

*In my Note, Ind. Stud. V. 154, I remarked that this is open to question. For there were several places called Sāketa. Köppen (I. 112, 113) adduces very forcible reasons for the opinion that the Sāketa (Ṣāketa, according to Hardy) mentioned so frequently in the life of Budhānā cannot be Avaḍhāyā, as Lassen assumes (IV. 65). And Lassen himself shows (III. 192, 206) that just as little can the Ptolemaic Sākēda, Zēropha, be accommodated in the country of the Ashvathaputra, who dwell νῦν τοῦ Ἀσθατοῦ ὅρπου (Ptolem. VII. 1, 71), be Avaḍhāyā. According to the view of Klopstgaard, which, in answer to my inquiry, he has most kindly communicated to me, the best explanation of the facts of Ptolemy to our present geography, the position of Sākēda on the Ptolemaic map would fall southward from Palimbothra, in the direction of the Vindhyas and, the south of India, probably in the upper regions of the South, still not toward from Avaḍhāyā, and by no means so far eastward into the Dakhan as Lassen assumes it to be; perhaps it lay even on the northern slope of the Vindhyas. Finally, Ptolemy mentions another Sākēda (the text has Sāgda, see Lassen, II. 240), which however lies in further India, and consequently does not concern us here. On the whole, there is none of the places mentioned bearing the name Sāketa that lies nearer the kingdom of Kanishka than the one which corresponds to the modern Oudh: and as to the thing itself, consequently, it matters little to which of them we refer the quotation from Patañjali.*
Mauryas. I never said more than this, and Bhāgavān is not when he says "Prof. Weber informs that Pāṇini in making his rule had in his eye," &c. My words are: "According to the view of Patañjali;" "Patañjali is undoubtedly of opinion!" ‘Be this as it may, the notice is in itself an exceedingly curious one.'—Now with regard to this very curious and odd statement itself, I venture to throw it out as a mere suggestion whether it may not perhaps refer to a first attempt at gold coinage made by the Mauryas (in imitation of the Greek coins). It is true no Maurya coin has been discovered as yet, so far as I know, but this may be mere chance; the real difficulty is how to bring Patañjali's words into harmony with such an interpretation, the more so as in his time no doubt gold coins were already rather common.

When a thing is called at the same time Pārekṣaḥ and prayokta darṣānāvaih, we can read the first only by "what is no more to be seen," the second by "what has been seen by the speaker, or could have been seen by him." The imperfect is used always, parokṣaḥ, when a thing is no more to be seen, but it may be either lokavijñata, notorious, or prayokta darṣānāvaih, belonging to the personal experience of the speaker, or even to both together.

In concluding what I had to say in my defence, I beg to repeat my acknowledgment of Prof. Bhāgavān's critical spirit, of which he has given ample proof already in an elaborate review of Haug's Hitareya-Brahmana (1864), of which he now acknowledges himself the author, and which I emboldened in the ninth volume of my Indische Studien, on account of its intrinsic merits, without knowing all at whom it came.

"It is the first time," I said in introducing it, "as far as we know, that a born Hindoo has subjected with courage and independence the work of a European Sanskrit scholar to a searching critique, and this moreover in a manner which shows him quite competent and fully prepared to do it." He has given a new instance of his sagacity on the present occasion, and in congratulating him as a most welcome fellow-labourer in our common studies, I beg to express my hope that he may continue still for a time to make the critical ransacking of the Mahābhārata his special department; as he has succeeded already in drawing from it some very important details, he will not fail doubtless to find more of them. Combined efforts are necessary to wield this huge mass, which, in spite of the Benares edition, as well as of the forthcoming photolithographed edition, prepared in London under Goldstücker's care, will still defy for a while many attacks to break through its hard crust. It is a great pity that from the colossal dimensions of Ballantyne's edition we are now reduced to the other extreme, viz. to having nothing except a mere transcript of a manuscript, without any indications and helps of an editorial character. The text of the Mahābhārata, in all three editions, is prima via a quite undiscernible mosaic composition of Pāṇini's vārttika and bhāṣya; and the bhāṣya, again, is itself composed in a most unwieldy and unsettled way, stuffed to suffocation with objections, counter-objections, repetitions, examples and counter-examples.

And with regard especially to the latter, we ought never to lose sight of the circumstances under which, according to the testimonies of the Vākyapadīya and the Reśitarāvaṇī, the work was finally arranged in its present form, and of the many chances that rendered it liable to changes and intercalations, under the treatment it may have experienced.

I beg to add some remarks on another subject: In The Academy (No. 68, March 15, p. 118) I gave a short statement of my real views on the relation of Vālmiki to the Homeric auro-cycle, by reproducing pertinent passages from Mr. Boyd's translation of my Essay on the Rāmāyāna, as contained in your pages. A correspondent of The Academy (No. 65, p. 53) drawn the attention of its readers to the patriotic indignation of some learned Hindūs against its results, at the same time himself stating its purport in terms which I could not consider as a true representation of my views. I had not then seen the review of my Essay by Kāśinātha Trimbakh Telang, and could judge of it only from the notice given by the writer in The Academy. By the courtesy of the author I have since received it, and take this opportunity to state that—far from "laying particular stress on the total want of correspondence in the delineation of the various characters introduced in the two poems," as he was said to do in The Academy, and which would have exposed him too, to the charge of "fighting against windmills," which I direct against all who state it as my theory "that the Rāmāyana of Vālmiki is simply an Indian translation of Homer's Iliad"—he has indeed "endeavoured to refute my arguments one by one," without at all giving so prominent a part to that particular point. Though prejudiced, as he honestly allows, by his national feelings, he proves a faithful inquirer after truth; and if he has not, in my opinion, succeeded in anyways changing the aspect of the question—partly because he too puts it wrongly—and partly because he has written...
apparently in great haste†, and without sufficient acquaintance with the present state of scientific research on several of the topics touched on or discussed in my Essay—still his review contains some very valuable hints and communications, especially from the Mahābhārata, for which we are thankful to him and to Prof. Bhavnākar, to whose aid he several times states that he is indebted.

Berlin, 18th April 1873.
A. Weber.

Note.
Might not Sāgāra, the metropolis of the Adeaighri, near the hills of Uxentus, be Sāgara, near the sources of the Daśārṣa (Dosa), 200 miles E.N.E. of Ujjain? Spruner places it about 50 miles W.N.W. of Warangal.—En.

GENITIVE POST-POSITI ONS.

To the Editor, Indian Antiquary.

Sir,—In the April number of the Indian Antiquary (p. 121) appeared a letter from Dr. Pischel with criticisms on my theory of the Gaulish genitive post-positions. I now request the favour of your inserting the following reply.

As regards the remark regarding the Prākrit of the plays being founded on the sutras of Vararuci, I regret its somewhat careless expression, as it seems to have scandalized my critic so much. Many Prākrit scholars, and all those who combine a knowledge of the modern Indian vernaculars with that of Prākrit (e.g. Baumes in his Comp. Gram. passim), hold that the colloquial or vulgar Prākrit differed, and perhaps considerably, from the literary Prākrit used in the plays, and grammaticalized, so to speak, by Vararuci and his successors. These two Prākrits cannot have been without influence upon one another; hence in the plays forms are found which are not noticed, especially in the earlier grammars, and which probably were introduced from the vulgar Prākrit. Still, generally speaking, the literary Prākrit remained stationary, while the colloquial Prākrit changed and developed. Those who wrote Prākrit (in dramas and otherwise) must have learned the literary Prākrit, and must have learned it from the Prākrit grammars. This is what was meant. The question is too large a one to be fully stated here. Perhaps Dr. Pischel takes a different view of it; but that is no reason why my view should be incorrect. What the colloquial Prākrit must have been, cannot be determined from the Prākrit of the dramas and grammars only, but also, and often more truly, from the modern vernaculars. Now the old and, at present, poetical and vulgar Hindi past part. kiśād (or kiśād) postulates some Prākrit form like kia'o or kiaṇa, or even kiaṇ (for old Hindi appears to recognise a verbal base kiaṇa). That the base kiaṇa is restricted to verse by Prākrit grammars is not opposed to my theory, as my critic seems to imagine, but is in favour of it; and that is the reason why I referred to it. It is a well-known fact, of which Hindi affords examples in abundance, that the colloquial has many forms which by the literary language are restricted to poetry. That the past part. of the base kiaṇa is not met with in any Prākrit work (of which, by the way, we know only very few as yet) is no proof, that it cannot be formed and did not exist in the spoken language. However, what I maintain is that the Hindi genitive post-positions are derived from a Prākrit equivalent of the Sānākrit past part. kriṣa; as to the rest, I merely expressed an opinion, and gave some reasons for it, that they are identical with the Hindi ones. This requires further proof: but my own further investigations have rather confirmed me in my view. My critic thinks that “it is easy to prove” that the Bangālli and Oriya genitive post-positions are not derived from the Prākrit keraṇa. But he has not produced his proof. For his statements as to the use of keraṇa in Prākrit, whether true or not, have no particular bearing on the question whether the Bangālli er is a curtailment of keraṇa or not. The only argument that I can discover among his criticisms is that “the word keraṇa is far too modern to undergo so vast and rapid a change as to be curtailed to simple er.” The fact is that keraṇa occurs in the sense of a genitive post-position so early as in the Mritkakaṭaiki, which is generally supposed to have been written in the beginning of the Christian era; and of the oldest Bangālli there is next to no literature; so that the argument has no leg to stand upon.—I may take this opportunity, however, to state that since writing my third essay I have modified my view so far (for in such a novel inquiry it is especially true that dies dicem docet) that I now consider the Bangālli er not to be a curtailment of the Prākrit keraṇa, but of kera; because otherwise the Bangālli post-position would be pronounced er, and not er.—My critic says that I maintain that the genitive of saṇḍaṇa was originally saṇḍaṇ-kerana. I maintain no such thing. If he had followed the drift of my argument more attentively, he would have seen that I merely wished to trace the probable steps by which keraṇa in conjunction with the final er of a noun becomes curtailed into er. For this purpose any noun with a final quiescent er would do. I took saṇḍaṇa because it was ready to hand, being the paradigm in the excellent Ban-

† The August part of the Indian Antiquary contained the conclusion of Mr. Boyd's translation, and Mr. Kārināth read his paper on the 2nd September.
As to the word *yakelaka,* having only the Calcutta edition to consult, I was obliged to trust to it. If the reading is erroneous, the error is not mine. But to say that the error invalidates my deductions as to the meaning of *kara* is absurd. The meaning of *kara* (common, peculiar to, or as Lassen says, *pertinens ad,* and as Dr. Pischel himself, *belonging to*) is beyond dispute, whether my suggestion as to how it came by that meaning be true or not.

Again, my critic says that there is not the slightest reason for my supposition that the use of the word *kara* is slang. Yet, with singular consistency, a little further on he himself says "there is nothing extraordinary in the pleonastic use of *kara,* people of lower condition *like* a fuller and more individual sort of speech, and to emphasize their own dear selves." I think it will be generally admitted that this amply justifies my supposition; and it is merely what I said myself in other words in the essay. My critic seems to imagine that all Brāhmans must be educated or respectable men, and that policemen may never affect to talk high language. At any rate, a general phenomenon cannot be invalidated by one or two contrary cases which admit of being explained in many ways.

As regards the base-form *keraka,* it is contained in the regular feminine *kerika,* but it seems to occur occasionally also in the other genders: e.g. *Myichchh. 122, 15, mana kolikām in the acc. plur. neuter* (as quoted by Dr. Pischel; Calcutta ed., has *kolakām*). It is mentioned by Lassen *Inst. Prak.* pp. 422, 432, who seems to mistrust the form, but, I think, unjustly; for other words of the same form occur; e.g. *kellhāna* (= *swastikāna* for *swasthānā*); the regular *citāla* (= *iyantikā, not iyantika,* for *iyantakā,* beside *etaka* (Sāk. p. 61, ed. M. Williams); see also Dr. J. Muir, *Sansk. Texts,* vol. II. p. 122; Weber, *Bhagavati,* p. 438. These forms are generally explained by an affix *ika,* but such instances seem to point rather to the conclusion that the form in *ika* is a corruption of that in *aka.*

As regards the identification of *kara* with Sansk. *krita,* it is an old traditional one of the Paṇḍita. Dr. Pischel says that Prof. Lassen has proved beyond all doubt: "that this interpretation cannot be accepted," and that his identification of it with the Sansk. *kāra* "has been adopted by Prof. Weber as in accordance with the laws of the Prakrit language." Now in his *Inst. Prak.* p. 118, Prof. Lassen, after having stated the usual interpretation, gives two reasons (which I shall notice presently) which he thinks stand in its way and concludes by saying "hence I am inclined to
believe kāra to be rather a corruption of kārya.** *So Prof. Lassen is not quite so positive as my critic represents. Prof. Weber (Hist. p. 38), treating of the changes of ą into e, says that it changes so sometimes under the influence of a following y, as vajā (vajrā); ačchhāvra (aścharyā); maha kera (maha kṛita). This does not show that he is more positive than Prof. Lassen. The fact is that they are both too cautious and too well-informed scholars to commit themselves to such a dogmatic statement on insufficient data. I do not know on what grounds Prof. Hoefler may have supported the traditional interpretation, as unfortunately I am not able to refer to his work. But that it is the true interpretation the modern vernaculars conclusively prove. In Marathi the equivalent of kṛita is kălti, and in the Low-Hindi it is kălti (or kălīti). Now kălti or kălīti are contractions or modifications of the Prakrit kela (or kela), or kerā (or kero); and it follows that the Prakrit kerao or kera are also equivalents of the Sanskrit kritabha or kṛita. The interchange of r and l is so common that it needs no remark. Its extreme frequency in the modern vernaculars shows that in colloquial Prakrit it must have been even more frequent than in literary Prakrit. The l of kela is a substitute for d, and d again for the Sanskrit t; namely, kṛita becomes kala, and kāda becomes kela or kela. This disposes of one of the two difficulties of Prof. Lassen, which was the r in kera in the place of the Sanskrit t. This assumes that the form kela is the earlier one; but even if the other form kero be thought the earlier, the r can be explained by the help of the modern vernaculars. The Low-Hindi has still a past part. karda for Sanskrit kṛita (just as marda for mṛda, dharā for dhrīta, etc.). Here we have r in the place of the Sanskrit t, however it may have originated. For my own part I am inclined to believe the origin to be this. In Prakrit, roots in r not uncommonly form the past part, pass. with the connecting vowel i (comp. Lassen, *Inst. Prakrit.* p. 369); thus bhi has bharita, dhi has dharita, etc. (I give the fall phonetic ground-forms. Thus kri would form kārīta, that is, in Prakrit kari or karīn, which is actually preserved in the old Hindi form karyau (c. g. Chand, XXVII. 60), and in Modern Hindi is contracted to kard. Now the Prakrit forms kari or karīn would easily explain the forms kero or kerā, by the translation of the vowel i into the preceding syllable; just as ačchhāvra contrasts into ačchhāvra. This disposes of the second difficulty of Prof. Lassen (p. 115), which is that the vowel ą changes to e only under the influence of a following i or y. The difficulty, however, may not be so absolute as Lassen seems to have thought. In some instances such an influence is doubtful. The supposition is, therefore, quite allowable, that the Prakrit past part. form kalo (in Māchāk. Calc. edn. for kala) might be the original of the form ke-lo or kerao. This was my theory formerly, which was briefly stated by me on p. 133. Nevertheless my critic insinuates that I made the e of kelorā to be a modification of the Sanskrit yā; and then he proceeds to knock down the man of straw of his own creation. (And, by the way, what are we to think of a Prakrit form kera, to which my critic thinks kṛita might change?) Further on Dr. Pischel says that I "believe that in some examples keraka has become a sori of affix; if this be true, it ought not to be inflected, as it really is," like all other adj. nouns. Now the substance of what I said was this, that in some instances keraka has no (predicative) meaning, but merely determines the case of another noun, and that in this respect it had become like an affix (see p. 130). Now this is altogether a different thing from what Dr. Pischel attributes to me. That keraka is an adj. noun and treated as such, I know very well; in fact, it is the whole drift of my second essay to prove that the Hindi-genitive post-positions are curtailments of such an adj. noun (see p. 129).

Again, Dr. Pischel adduces a number of other words, as kajāvā, kicchachā, etc., which he says are used exactly in the same way as I say kerā or kerāvā. This is again a misunderstanding. What I maintain is, that keraka is used very often pleonastically, or to form a periphrastic genitive, as amhākerā or amhāvā. Now the words instances by Dr. Pischel are not used pleonastically; for if omitted in the sentences quoted, the sense of the latter would be incomplete or none at all; and, moreover, they are used to form a periphrastic dative, not a genitive. These means of forming a periphrastic dative are well known. Kerana is one of them. But kerana in this particular use was irrelevant to my purpose. Dr. Pischel will find it discussed in a future paper on the dative post-positions, which I shall try to show can be traced back to it.

As regards the three words vījā, gada, satīkā, they are never used pleonastically, certainly not in the instances quoted by Dr. Pischel; e. g. if gadāna were left out in the phrase ṣagadēna akhīrāna, its sense would become doubtful; it might mean both "by his desire for her" or "by her desire." Again if satiām be omitted in the sentence

---

* "Hae kāra ka a kārya potius depravatum crediderim."—Curiously, though no doubt wrongly, M. Williams, in his *Sah.* p. 39, concludes from Lassen's words that he adhered to the usual derivation of keraka from the Sanskr. kṛita.
Who on King Nala's neck let fall the wreath of victory—
an appropriate reference to the Naishadha, which
concludes with the description of Damayanti's
svayamvara.

Mathur, May 11, 1873.
F. S. Growse.

DISCOVERY OF DIES.

A Sort at Umreth, a town in the Kaira Zilla,
was charged with receiving stolen property. The
police in searching his house found four dies: two
of them Muhammadan, impressions alone of which
have been forwarded to us. They are from 0.98
to 1 inch in diameter. The legend on the obverse
one, as read by Professor Blochmann, is—

Shah 'Alam Padshah i Ghazi;
Shah 'Alam Padshah i Ghazi;

on the one for the reverse is

Struck in the year 45 of the auspicious accession.

As Prof. Blochmann remarks, they represent
"a coarse type of modern Shâh 'Alam as still
struck by native princes, chiefly in Rajputana. As
Shâh 'Alam was the last (historical) Mughul
emperor, his name is continued on coins."

The other two when first found were so
encrusted with rust and dirt, it was not clear
there was any engraving on them, but a little
washing and brushing revealed figures and leg-
ends. We are enabled to print these directly
from the dies themselves.

They represent clumsy imitations of the impress
on Venetian sequins. The legend round the
Madonna ought to be—

REGIS-ISTE-DYCA
SIT.T.X.PZ.DAT.QTV.

That down behind the Apostle on the other side
of genuine coins is—

S.M.VENET.

And behind the 'Doge' ought to be his name:

IOAN CORNEL and a genu-

* No allusion to this work can be traced in Mr. Beames' translation, who renders the line meaning simply 'who
composed the chronicle of King Bhoja' by 'who firmly bound the dyke of threefold enjoyment.'
The wisdom of the Lord by fate destined
To mutual love this family—mankind,
All beings must, obeying that command,
Reciprocal, as loving couples, stand;
Each couple in this world a pair must want
Exact as amber with a blade of grass.
The firmament salutes the earth beneath,
"I unto thee as iron to the magnet am!"
The sky is man, and earth his fitting spouse.
What'er the sky throws off, the earth receives;
When she no heat possesses, he it sends,
When she no moisture has, dew he presents.
The spheric sign of earth will earth bestow,
The aqueous sign humidity will bring,
The sign of wind will fleeting clouds afford—
Absorbing noxious vapours of the land;
The element of fire will heat produce,
Which issues from the flaming disc—the sun.
The heaven still rotates for the earth—
Like the husband for his wife providing.
This earth a faithful housewife represents,
Who toilth for the offspring she begat;
The Lord implanted love in man and wife,
This unison endues the world with life!

NAGA MONUMENTS.

The Nágás set up large stones on roads in and about their villages: these are often of great size, 10 to 12 feet high. This is done by individuals, when living, to perpetuate their own memory, and that of the feast that is given to all who take a part in carrying in and setting them up. These large stones are sometimes set up like a dolmen, supported below by three or more stones; but I never observed any slabs that were thus raised more than two feet or so. Some of the villages are very large—600 to 800 houses, and villages of 200 are common, and this number, I should say, was the average.—Major Godwin-Austen, in "Ocean Highways," May 1873.

Queries.

Two questions I should like to ask any of the readers of the Indian Antiquary possessed of the information:

1. What is the origin of the division into Right and Left hand Castes in South India? And can a list be had of each division?
2. Why do the Panchala wear the sacred thread like the Brahmins; what gave rise to the custom?

F. J. LEFZE.

Tranguebar, 7th June 1873.
THE last sovereign of Chandravati of the Parmar dynasty was named Hun. One day Raja Hun went to the forest to hunt, and there was a native Pardhi also lying in wait for game. Shortly after a black cobra bit the Pardhi, who died immediately from the effects of the bite. The Raja however sat still watching what might happen. After a little while, the wife of the Pardhi came in search of her husband, and found him thus lying dead. She wept and bewailed him much, then collecting wood made a pile to burn the body; when the corpse was being burned she cut off pieces of her own flesh and threw them on the pile; finally she climbed on the pile and embracing her husband's corpse became a sati. The King witnessed all this, and was struck with the devotion of the woman, and on his return home related the circumstance to his Queen, whose name was Rani Pingla, the daughter of Raja Somachandra, and said to her that he had never seen or heard of a sati like the Pardhi's wife. Rani Pingla replied that the woman hardly deserved to be called a sati, that she was simply a surmi, or a brave or desperate character, who had destroyed herself on the spur of the moment, and that a real sati was one who, on hearing even of her husband's death, would bathe, put his turban on her bosom, and have a sigh which would end in instant death, the soul escaping through an aperture caused by the bursting of the skull. The Raja rejoined that if there were any true sati in the world, it must be Rani Pingla herself. From this the Queen considered within herself that the King might one day test her virtue as a sati. Some time after this occurrence, her spiritual preceptor, Guru Datatriya, paid her a visit. Rani Pingla implored him, saying, "Reverend Sir, give me such a thing that by virtue of it I may be enabled to know of the death of my husband, even though it should happen far away from Chandravati." The Guru gave her a seed of the Asso Pal tree, and said, "Sow that in your chaok (yard), and in a short time it will grow into a plant. Whenever you wish to ascertain whether your husband be dead or alive, you should bathe, and then, approaching the plant,
You forbid my death, O Ásso Pál!
But without dying how can I regain my beloved?
If I die not when the time has come for death,
Rája Somachandra will be shamed.

So thinking, Ráni Pinglá determined to die,
and putting her husband’s turban on her bosom
embraced it, heaved a sigh, and immediately expired. The Rabari, touched by the devotion of Ráni Pinglá, called out that the Rája was alive, and that his news was false, but it was too late, Ráni Pinglá having breathed her last. Her maidens now placed her corpse, still in death embracing her husband’s turban, on a magnificent funeral pile and set fire to it.

Some time after the Rabari had been despatched by the king, Rája Hún repeated of what he had done, and laying relays of swift horses galloped to Chandravati. As he drew near the city he saw the smoke of the pyre, and meeting a girl asked her what it was. The damsel replied as follows:—

सीने-सरी वेद बने, चचलणि ईंटों,
नाकण्ठ मारी नाथी कोल, बौछार पर जलो तो।

The flames arising from the pyre glitter like gold,
And the smoke assumes a silvery shade:
Husband! thy wife is burning,
Whose house thou wert wont to frequent.

On hearing this unexpected and heartrending news, the King was overwhelmed with grief, and, dismounting, commenced wandering round the pyre. His ministers and nobles endeavoured to comfort him but it availed nothing. Thus Rája Hún remained for many days. One day Guru Gorakhnáth arrived at the place and said to Rája Hún, “Why are you thus wandering in a shrama (place of cremation)?” Rája Hún replied that he had lost his incomparable wife Ráni Pinglá. Just then a dibi or earthen waterpot of the Guru’s fell on the ground and broke, and the Guru commenced bitterly lamenting over its loss, and wandering round the place where the fragments had fallen, groaning and weeping. Rája Hún was very much surprised at seeing so great a sage so much distressed at the loss of so trifling a thing as a waterpot, and thus addressed the Guru:—

“Maháráj! I wander in this place because I have suffered an irreparable loss in the death of my virtuous Ráni, but your loss consists simply of an earthen pot, which I can make good a thousand-fold.” The Guru replied that he also could in his turn restore the deceased Ráni to life. The King was overjoyed at this, and the Guru sprinkled water over the ashes of the Queen. No sooner was this done, than twenty-five women appeared, all exactly resembling Ráni Pinglá. The Guru then desired Rája Hún to recognize his wife and take her home. The King however was unable to do so, as all the women were exactly alike. The Guru then sprinkled water on them all, and all but the true Pinglá disappeared. The King then said that he had now no wish to return to the world again, but that he earnestly desired to become Guru Gorakhnáth’s disciple. Guru Gorakhnáth endeavoured to dissuade the Rája from his purpose by contrasting the easy luxurious life of a king with the wandering life of an ascetic, but the Rája remained immovable. The Guru then sprinkled water over Ráni Pinglá, who, after casting a reproachful glance at Rája Hún from her beautiful eyes, disappeared, and Rája Hún followed Gorakhnáth Guru as his faithful disciple.

The tradition adds that the Parmar dynasty of Chandravati ended with Rája Hún. Chohan Sheshmálji, seeing the country without a Rája and in a disorganized state, attacked Chandravati and plundered the city, annexing the Parmar principality to his Parga of Míwál.

LIST OF WEAPONS USED IN THE DAKHAN AND KHANDESH.

By W. F. Sinclair, M. S.

I. SPEARS.

Bhāla (M.): The long horseman’s-spear.
Barchí (M.): Short pike used by footmen; generally has a spiked butt and long narrow square head, with no edge.
Haldá (M.): A broad hunting-spear used by the Thákhurs of the Sáhyádri hills.

II. SWORDS.

Suraí (M.): The sword straight for two-thirds of its length, then curved.
Ahrir (M.): The curve commences from the grasp.
Phirangi (M. lit. ‘The Portuguese’): A cut-and-thrust straight blade; either imported

* M. = Maráj; H = Hinduastání.
from Europe by the Portuguese, or else made in imitation of such imported swords. Generally it has three channeled grooves. Grant Duff and Meadows Taylor have both mentioned that the importation was considerable, and that Raja Sivaji's sword Bhavani was a Genoa blade.*

Paṭṭā (H.): The long thin blade with gauntlet guard and grip at right angles to the blade; used by professional swordsmen.

The hilt (kabjā) of the first three varieties is often surmounted by a spur; useful both for guarding the arm, and for a grasp for the left hand in a two-handed stroke. The blades most esteemed are those of Lāhore, in the Panjāb.

III. DAGGERS.

Jambiya (H.): Originally introduced by the Arabs. Short, crooked at an angle, double-edged, with a central rib. Often silver-hilted and worn three in a sheath.

Kāṭār (M.): Has a cross grip and guard of two bars reaching halfway to the elbow; corresponds to the Paṭṭā among swords. Is a common cognizance among Rajput and Marāṭhā families, and is, like the Paṭṭā, originally a Hindū weapon.

Māḍū (M.): The stiletto of the Khândesh Bhīlls and other wild tribes, also a favourite weapon with Hindū religious beggars. It consists of a pair of horns of the gazelle (chinkāra) set parallel, but with the steel-tipped points in opposite directions, and joined by two transverse bars. Is sometimes used in the left hand of a swordsman for guarding.

Vinçū (M. 'the scorpion') is a dagger, shaped something like one side of a pair of shears, and worn without a sheath, but concealed in the sleeve. I have one a foot long and double-edged; but the commonest form is not more than half that size, and is stiletto-bladed, &c. has no edge.

Chūrī (M.) is the commonest native knife, with a knucklebone hilt, and slight curve in the edge; introduced by the Mughals. The Afghan knife and Turkish atagān are of the same class.

Wāgnak (M.) is an Oriental version of the knuckle-duster, three or four steel claws on a frame, worn concealed between the fingers. This and the vinčū were used by Rāja Sivaji in the murder of the Bijāpur general Afzul Khān.

There is a sort of brown-bill (Pharsij) used by village watchmen and Mawāls in Khândesh; the blade is usually about a foot long and three inches wide, and fastened by two straps of iron to a bamboo shaft five feet long.

I have seen the mace and war-axe only in the armouries of great men. The axe sometimes has a pistol-barrel in the shaft.

A common weapon among Hindustānis and Musalmāns is a long steel rod with three or four small rings sliding on it. These, slipping forward as the weapon descends, add force to the blow, which is far more severe than might be supposed from the slender appearance of the weapon. It is also a good guard against sword-cuts.

The bow (Kamān, H.) is still used as a weapon of offence by the Khândesh Bhīlls, and I have known men to be killed with it. It is of bamboo, with string of the same, and two or three spare strings are carried on the bow itself, half-strung and ready if the first should break. I do not think any other race in this Presidency uses the bow much; and even among the Bhīlls archery is out of fashion. At the Dhulia athletic sports of 1872, no passable archer could be brought forward from the Bhīll Corps or villages around. They have a peculiar arrow for shooting fish, with a long one-barbed head which easily comes off the shaft, to which however it is attached by a coil of twine. The shaft floats and is recovered by the Bhīll, who then hauls in his fish by the line. The arrows used for other game are made of bamboo about 28 inches long, with two feathers and a flat two-edged head about three inches long, set into the shaft (not on it, as with us), and secured with waxed thread. The well-known pellet-bow is used throughout Western India. I never knew poisoned arrows to be used, but once knew a sword to be poisoned with milk-bash.

The sling is, to the best of my knowledge, never used as a weapon, but devoted both in the Dakhan and Khândesh to the scaring of birds from the fields.

Perhaps the most popular of all native weapons is the Loḥāng or Longt Kati, or iron-bound bamboo; specially affected by Rāmānas and village watchmen. I have one weighing six pounds, which was the property of a Koll dākait called Baguna Naik, who used to carry this in his left hand and a sheathless "paṭṭā" in his right when "on service"; "and then he wouldn't mind what four men said to him," as my informant put it. Baguna, however, disdained

ordinarily to use either his right hand or his trenchant blade; but was content upon common occasions to rely on the club in his left, with which he actually knocked down two men in the affray that caused his final apprehension.

The matchlock is in common use throughout the Presidency, and, as far as I am aware, there is no variety in its appearance or mechanism, although some barrels are made of Damascus twist, and some are rifled. The bore is invariably small, and the bullets used are frequently of iron. The best I have seen belonged to the Raja Ratansing Jadhurao of Malegaun, near Baramati, and were said to be Rumi.

INScriptions ON A Cannon AT RANGPUR.

By G. H. DAmant, B.C.s.

Amongst a number of old cannons lying in front of the kachari at Rangpur is one made of brass with a dragon’s mouth carved at the muzzle; it bears two inscriptions, one in Persian and the other in Sanscrit, and has the word 'Bundoola' written on it in English characters. The Persian inscription is as follows:

[Text in Persian script]

The meaning appears to be:—"During the reign of the king of kings, protector of the world, Nuradin Jahangir Badshah Ghazi, when the Khanzad Khan Firoz Jang was Subadar, and Akhand Mouana Murshid was Minister, and Hakim Haidar Ali Darogha, and Pir Muham- mad and Sri Harihardas Amins of Bengal, this cannon was made of Jahangiri brass in Jahangirnagar by Surmanath in the year 1021. The weight of the cannon with its carriage, by Jahangiri weight, is 619, 5113, 197. The master of the ordnance was Sayyid Ahmad."

Jahangirnagar is either Gaur or Dhakka, most probably the latter. The figures given as the weight I cannot interpret, and should be glad of any information on the subject. The Sanskrit inscription is in Bengali characters of an old type, approaching the Devanagari, and is very much worn and difficult to make out, but Babu Rajendralala Mitra has kindly given me the following transliteration and translation:

Sri Sri Narayana Deva saubhara evara gaddadhara sinhena yavana jittal turaka haryya me imain sampraptaN Saka 1604:

I, Sri Sri Svarga Narayana Deva, lord of Sauhara, Gaddadhara Sinha, having conquered the Yavanas and destroyed the Turakas, obtained this in the Saka year 1604 = A.D. 1688.

He says Svara Narayana Deva is a common title of the kings of Asam, and that Gaddadhara was reigning in A.D. 1688.

The history of the gun appears to be—that it was made in Dhakka by the Munsalmaas in the reign of Jahangir and placed in one of their frontier posts, Ranganatia probably, from whence it was taken by the Asimese in A.D. 1638. Lastly the Burmese general Bundoola conquered Asam in 1822, and probably this gun was amongst his captures; and in 1825 Asam was recaptured by Colonel Richards, who took two hundred pieces of cannon from Rangpur, the capital of Asam: it must have been about this time that the word "Bundoolo" was written on the gun. The gun was brought to the kachari in 1862, after the mutiny, when the zamindars were disarmed.

THE NALADIYAR.

By the Rev. F. J. Leeper, Tranquebar.

The Naladiyar is one of the few original works we have in Tamil. It contains altogether forty chapters, of ten stanzas each, on moral subjects. The origin of the name is thus told in the introduction of Father Beschi’s Shen Tamil Grammar:—"Eight thousand poets visited the
court of a certain prince, who, being a lover of the Muses, treated them with kindness and received them into favour; this excited the envy of the bards who already enjoyed the royal patronage, and in a short time they succeeded so completely in their attempt to prejudice their master against the new comers that the latter found it necessary to consult their safety by flight, and, without taking leave of their host, decamped in the dead of night. Previous to their departure each poet wrote a _vëmba_ on a scroll, which he deposited under his pillow. When this was made known, the king, who still listened to the counsels of the envious poets, ordered the scrolls to be collected and thrown into a river, when four hundred of them were observed to ascend, for the space of four feet, _naladi_, against the stream. The king, moved by this miraculous occurrence, directed that these scrolls should be preserved, and they were accordingly formed into a work, which from the foregoing circumstance received the name of _Naladiyar._ I append a few chapters as specimens of the work.

CHAPTER 1.—Unstable Wealth.

1. Even those who have eaten of every variety of food six flavours laid before them by their wives with anxious attention, not taking a second portion from any dish, may yet become poor and go and beg somewhere for pottage. Verily riches are but seeming, not to be considered as actually existing.

2. When by blameless means thou hast acquired great wealth, then eat with others rice imported by oxen, for wealth never remaineth in the centre with anyone, but changes its position like a cart-wheel.

3. Even those who have marched as generals, mounted on the back of an elephant and shaded by the umbrella, when the effect of evil deeds works their ruin, will suffer a change of state, and, while their wives are enjoyed by their foes, will fall for ever.

4. Understand that these things are unstable which thou deemest stable. Therefore do quickly the duties in thy power to perform if thou wouldst do them at all, for the days of life are gone, are gone, and even now death is come, is come.

5. Those who give alms at once without keeping it back, when anything, however small, has come into their hands, and do not say, Oh, this can be given hereafter, will escape from the forest path in which the cruel but just Yama drags those whom he has bound fast with the rope.

6. The day appointed passes not its bourn; there are none in this world who, escaping it and passing by, have leaped over death and lived. Be liberal, then, ye who have laid up abundant and exceeding wealth. Your funeral drum may beat to-morrow.

7. Death devours your days, using the sun from which they originate as the measure by which he metes them. Practise therefore virtue and be compassionate, for such as do not act thus, though they are born, must be esteemed as unborn.

8. Men of but small attainments in virtue, not considering their natural tendency, say, We are wealthy. The greatest wealth may be utterly destroyed and vanish, like a flash of lightning darting in the night from a thunder-cloud.

9. If a man will not eat sufficiently, will not dress becomingly, does nothing worthy of commendation, will not wipe away the distress of relatives, who are with difficulty to be obtained, and is not liberal, but keeps his wealth to himself, of such a one it must surely be supposed that he is lost.

10. They who, vexing their own bodies by stinting them in food and raiment, perform not acts of that goodly charity which never faileth, but avariciously hoard up what they have gathered together, will lose it all. O Lord of the mountain land which touchest the sky! the bees which are driven from the honey they have collected bear witness.

CHAPTER 2.—Unstable Youth.

1. Those who are truly wise, mindful that grey hairs will come, have become ascetics in youth. Those who rejoice in unstable youth, never free from vice, leaning on a staff will rise up with difficulty.

2. The bonds of friendship are broken, wives have become cold in love, or few, the cords of love are loosened. Consider the matter well. What profit is there in the married state? Oh, it is come, the wail of distress, as when a ship founders!

3. Those foolish men who give themselves up to lust and cling to the marriage state until their body is an object of disgust to all, their teeth falling out, their gait unsteady, and com-
peeled to lean for support on a staff, while they are indistinct in speech, walk not in the path of virtue, which is a fortress to its possessor.

4. To those men who conceive useless desires towards her who is ready to die, stooping, staggering, shaking her head, leaning on a staff and stumbling, shall trouble come; when the staff she holds in her hand becomes her mother's, i.e. when she exchanges her own staff for her mother's, on account of age.

5. She who was my mother, having borne me in this world, had departed seeking a mother for herself; if this be the case also with her mother, one mother seeking after another mother, then is this world wretched indeed.

6. Unstable joy like that of a sheep, which when the fragrant garland, thick with leaves, is waved in front of it, in the hands of the priest in the horrid place where he exercises devils, eats thereof as though it were fodder, such joy wise men have not.

7. Since the season of youth is like the ripe fruit, which being loosed falls from the trees in the cool grove, desire ye not greatly the damsel, saying she has eyes like a lance, for she will hereafter stoop in her gait and have to use a staff in lieu of her eyes.

8. How old are you? What is the state of your teeth? Do you eat twice a day? Thus with one question after another do they inquire about the state of the body. The wise, who understand its nature, care not about it.

9. Say not, We will look to virtue bye-and-bye, we are young; but do good while you have wealth, without concealing it. Not only does the ripe fruit which has come to maturity, but strong green fruit also falls down during a storm.

10. Truly relentless death wanders about seeking after men. Oh, take ye the shoulder wallet betimes and be ready. He even thrusts forth the footstool and takes away the child amidst the cries of its mother. So it is well always to remember his subtlety.

Chapter 3.—The unstable body.

1. Even of the lords of the umbrella held over the head of the elephant, like the moon when seen over the hills, none are left in this world without its being proclaimed upon earth that they have died.

2. The orb of shining light rises as the measure of the day of life without one day's omission. Therefore perform your duty before the day of life be finished. No person will abide in the earth beyond it.

3. The mind of the excellent will urge them along the path of safety by the suggestion that the marriage drum that is beaten in their house may that very day become the funeral drum for the inmates and sound accordingly.

4. Once they go and beat the drum, they beat a little and beat it again; behold how brave it is. And in beating it the third time, they rise and cover up the corpse and take the funeral fire, the dying carrying the dead.

5. To him who though he has seen the relatives assemble together and with loud lamentations take the corpse and convey it to the burning-place, does nevertheless marry, and say to himself this is happiness, It is, It is the funeral drum speaking out in warning tones.

6. When the soul which carries the skin bag, i.e. the body, to experience joy and sorrow, and dwelling in it operates secretly but perfectly, has left the body, what does it matter whether it be dragged about with a rope, or be buried in some carefully selected place, or whether it be cast into any hole dug in the centre, or whether it is left to be contemned by all?

7. Who are they upon this wide world who can be compared with the men of profound wisdom, who look upon the body as nothing more than a thing which is like the bubbles caused by the falling rain, appearing for a moment and then vanishing; and who say, We are the persons who will remove this evil of births?

8. Let those who have got a vigorous body enjoy the benefit which is to be derived from it; for the body is like a cloud which quivers on the mountain—it appears for a time and almost directly vanishes.

9. Practise virtue even now, acknowledging the instability of the body, which is like the drop of dew on the point of grass; for it is daily said, This very moment he stood, he sat down, he reclined, and amidst the cries of relations he died.

10. Men come into the world unasked for, appear in the house as relations and quietly depart, as the bird which goes far off, its nest-tree being forsaken, leaving their body without saying a word to relatives.
CHAPTER 4.—The source of the power of virtue.

1. Those who, relying on penance done in a former birth, do not exercise penance now, will be greatly affected, for they shall stand at the threshold, not being allowed to enter, and looking in will say, How flourishing is this family! i.e. they shall be homeless.

2. Say not, foolish heart, While here let us pursue our interests and forget virtue; for although thou mayest live long and prosper, say, what wilt thou do when the days of thy life are past?

3. When the ignorant receives the fruit of former evil deeds, he sighs bitterly and grieves within himself. The wise, reflecting that it is the destined consequence of their sins, hasten to pass the limit of metempsychosis and to depart from it.

4. Having obtained a human body, so difficult of attainment, so act as to procure great merit by it, for in the next birth charity will profit thee as the juice of the sugarcane when pressed, while thy body will decay like the refuse cane.

5. Those who have pressed the cane and extracted the sugar will not be grieved when they see the flame arising from the refuse cane while burning; nor will they who have acquired the merit arising from the mortification of the body mourn when death approaches.

6. Think not whether it will be this day, or that day, or what day, but, reflecting that death even now stands behind thee, eschew evil, and as far as possible practise the good prescribed to thee by the excellent.

7. Since upon inquiry it will be found that the benefits that arise from being born in human shape are great and various, it is proper to practise virtue in order to obtain heavenly bliss, and to walk circumspectly, avoiding evil desires.

8. The seed of the banyan tree, though exceedingly small, grows into a large tree and affords abundant shade; in like manner, however small may be the benefit of a virtuous act, it covers as it were the face of heaven.

9. Although they daily see the passing away of days, yet they think not of it, and daily rejoice over the present day, as if it would last for ever, for they do not consider the past day to be one day added to the portion of their life that has expired.

10. Shall I put away the precious jewel of honour, and by the ignoble practice of mendicancy shall I live? I will do so if this body can endure permanently though fed by meanness.

CHAPTER 5.—The impure body.

1. Do they look on a perishable body, i.e. the wise? and are they loud in praise of woman’s beauty? If only a piece of skin, small as the wing of a fly, be grazed on the body, a stick will be required to drive away the crows.

2. Since the beauty of the body consists in a covering which hides its inward filth, a covering of skin in which are many orifices, encourage not these sensual desires which are excited by this external covering of the body, which hides its filth. It is proper to look upon it as the inside of a (dirty) bag.

3. The ancients noticing that by the process of eating, the body always emits a stench, and on account of this bundle of dry and worthless sticks, (i.e. the body), chewed betel, crowned the head with many flowers, and adorned the body with meretricious ornaments. Is the inward filth thereby done away with?

4. Shall I forsake asceticism because the senseless crowd would excite me, saying, Woman’s eye is like the lotus in clear water, the Gyal fish, and the battle-spear? I will conduct myself as one who sees that the nature of the eye is like a palmyra nut, from which the pulp has been taken and the water poured out.

5. Shall I forsake asceticism because foolish, vain, and despicable persons trouble me, saying foolish things about teeth white as pearls or the jessamine buds? No; I will conduct myself as if I saw the jawbone fallen from the head in the burning-ground, in the presence of all men.

6. Tell me what is the nature of the damsel adorned with cool garlands, who is composed of flesh and fat, which are placed in the skin with the sinews which bind together the bowels and marrow, the blood and the bones.

7. By reason of the beautiful skin causing it to appear lovely to the eye, and which is the external covering of the body, which is like a pot ejecting liquid faces and seething filth abominable, from nine orifices which ooze out with excrementitious matter, the foolish will say of this body, Oh, thou who hast wide shoulders! Oh, thou who art adorned with bracelets! &c. &c.

8. Have they not seen the powerful vultures,
both cock and hen, close to the carcasse, overturning and pecking at the stinking vehicle, the axle (i.e. life) being broken—they who, not comprehending the true nature of the body, commend it because they see it adorned with sandal powder and garlands?

9. The skulls of the dead appearing with deep and hollow eyes, that alarm the minds of those who see them, look at the living and working, will abundantly testify and say, Stand in the way of virtue, this is the nature of the body.

10. The whitened skull of the dead will correct the faults of the proud, alarming and mocking at them. Those whose faults are corrected by seeing the skulls, acknowledge that such is the quality of the body; they will not therefore be anxious to hold themselves as things that have any real existence.

Chapter 6.—Aesceticism.

1. Like as when a lamp is brought into a room darkness disappears, so sin cannot stand before the effects of former good deeds. And like as darkness approaches and spreads over the room when the oil in the lamp is decreasing, so when the effect of the good deeds is exhausted, the effect of evil deeds will take its place.

2. Those who are preeminent in learning, knowing that youth is unstable and that sickness, old age, and death are certainties, perform their duty now. There are no men so foolish as those, or fools so foolish as those who rave about the indestructible treaties of grammar and astrology.

3. Those who are greatly wise, seeing that, on careful examination, all such things as youth, complexion, form, dignity, and strength, are unstable, will without delay endeavour to save themselves by becoming ascetics.

4. The poor, though they endure many days’ affliction, will desire one day’s pleasure; the self-controlled, knowing the changeableness of domestic happiness, and having regard to its attendant misery, have renounced the domestic state.

5. Youth is gone in vain, and now old age with sickness comes. Therefore, oh my soul! take courage and rise up with me without hesitation—wilt thou not go? Let us walk in the way of asceticism or virtue.

6. Since it is a hard thing for a husband to part with his wife, though she may neither have borne children, nor have a good disposition—therefore on account of the misery which matrimony causes, the wise have long ago called it kerly,—that is, the thing to be eschewed.

7. Those earnest men who, when troubles hard to be borne and enough to prostrate the mind come upon them, to frustrate the susterities which they have resolutely undertaken, put them aside, and, confining themselves steadfastly, observe their rules, are ascetics indeed.

8. It is the duty of the excellent not only to forgive despite, but also to pity those who, on account of the despite they have done them, will in the next birth fall into the fire of hell.

9. He who has power to observe the rule of virtues which he has laid down, and to keep himself undisturbed by the five organs of sense from which arise lust and desire—or the body, mouth, nose, ears, and eyes—shall unfailing obtain beatitude.

10. The mean, though they see afflictions come thronging upon them, never think of asceticism, and long only for gratification; but the excellent, though pleasures come crowding in upon them, having regard to their attendant miseries, cherish not the desire of any pleasure.

Chapter 7.—Placidity.

1. Let the respectful honour, and let despising trample trample: good is the freedom from abusive anger in those who know that all is as the treading of a fly upon their heads.

2. Will those renounce their precious life of indestructible excellence, not caring to preserve it when they find any cause of offence (or when their penance is hindered), who, not removing from the place in which they stand, are able perseveringly to complete their penance, even when they experience great reproach.

3. As the angry words which a man speaks, opening his mouth unguardedly, continually burn him, so those who possess that knowledge which arises from oral instruction and incessant search after truth will never be angry and utter burning words of fury.

4. The excellent will not be hot and angry when their inferiors oppose them and utter bad words. The base, turning it over in their minds will speak of it and chafe in the hearing of everybody in the place, and jump with rage and knock their heads against a post.

5. The self-control exhibited by youth is self-control indeed. Liberality manifested by one
who has no increasing riches is liberality that is profitable for all things. The patience shown by one who has the power and ability to oppress others is patience indeed.

6. They who are noble will, in the sight of all men, take patiently and regret the evil words that issue from the mouth of the vulgar like stones that are thrown, being influenced by the consideration of their high birth, as the cobra quickly closes its hood when ashes are thrown upon it.

7. To be unresisting to those who would oppose them as enemies, the wise call not imbecility. When others have impatiently opposed them and done them evil, it is good if they do not evil in return.

8. The wrath of the vulgar will continue to spread though it run on a long time; the anger of the excellent in disposition will cool of itself, like the heat of boiling water.

9. Having done them a kindness they mind it not; do them never so much unkindness they will do what is kind; but to do unjustly, even through inadvertence, is not proper for those who are born in a high family.

10. There are none here who, though they see a dog snap angrily at them, will in return snap at the dog again with their mouth. When baseborn persons mischievously utter base things, will the noble repeat such words with their mouths in return?

(To be continued.)

TUMULI IN THE
SALEM DISTRICT.

BY THE REV. MAURICE PHILLIPS, L.M.S.

A Report prepared for the Madras Government.

1. The Tumuli found in the Salem District may be classified either according to their contents, into—(1) Tumuli without bones and urns; (2) Tumuli with urns but without bones; and (3) Tumuli with bones and urns; or, according to their internal structure, into—(1) Cromlechs and (2) Cairns. Cromlechs* are those tumuli the inside of which is formed by four perpendicular stone slabs in the shape of a cist or a box. Cairns are those which have no internal lining of stone. They consist of two classes: (A) Cairns in which large earthen urns baked in fire, containing human bones, small urns, and ornaments, are found—which urns appear to have been intended to incase the chamber instead of perpendicular stones; and (B) Cairns whose chambers have no artificial covering.

These classes of tumuli do not differ in general outward appearance. They present themselves to the eye as mounds of earth and small stones, of various sizes, circular in shape, and often surrounded with circles of large stones. They measure from 3 to 20 feet in diameter and from 1 to 4 feet in height. Very often in the stone circles, four large stones opposite the four points are seen towering above the others; and in the case of cromlechs the entrance is from the east.

After clearing away the mound and stones, it is found generally, but not invariably, that the mouth of the tumulus is covered with a stone slab varying in size from 2 feet long by 2 feet broad, and 4 inches thick, to 9 feet long, 6 feet broad, and 14 inches thick. Forty men with strong wooden levers failed to raise one of the largest stones. Fire had to be kept under it for hours till it broke, before it could be removed.

When the top-stone is removed the presence or absence of the border formed by the edges of the four perpendicular stones which form the cist, shows whether it is a cromlech or a cairn. If a cromlech, the fine sandy earth within the chamber must be carefully removed till the flat-bottomed stone appears, and if there be any objects in it they will be found resting on that stone. The chambers vary much in size. Some of them are as small as 3 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 2 feet deep; and others are as large as 5 feet long, 3½ feet wide, and 4 feet deep. Cromlechs generally contain small urns and iron implements, but no bones except very small pieces which appear charred. If it be a cairn, then the dimensions of the pit are shown either by the appearance of the mouth of a large urn (Class A), or by the difference between the earth with which the pit is filled and that from which it is dug (Class B). These large urns invariably contain

* Cromlech is from the Keltic crovm 'crooked' or curved, and leck a stone, "and therefore," as Mr. Ferguson observes, "wholly inapplicable to the monuments in question." See his Rude Stone Monuments, p. 44. Conf. also Capt. Mackenzie's paper, ante. p. 7.—Ed.
human bones and small vessels, and very often some iron implements and ornaments. I do not think that any one of them is large enough to contain the body of a full-grown man, though placed in a sitting posture, with the legs and thighs drawn up, and the head bent downwards between the knees, as is sometimes found in tumuli in Europe. If, therefore, full-grown men were buried in them, as probably they were,—for the small swords found in many of them lead us naturally to conclude that they must have been used by the deceased warrior,—I think the body must have been either cut up or partly burnt before interment. The position of the bones in layers, one upon the other, seems to indicate the same conclusion. Remnants of this mode of burying were visible 80 years ago among the Kukis, or the non-Aryan inhabitants of the mountainous districts to the east of Bengal, as stated in the 2nd vol. of the Asiatic Researches:—"When a Kuki dies, his kinsmen lay the body on a stage, and, kindling a fire under it, pierce it with a spit and dry it; when it is perfectly dried, they cover it with two or three folds of cloth, and, inclosing it in a little case within a chest, bury it underground."

The interior of these cairns not being so accurately defined as that of the cromlechs, it is not always easy to ascertain exactly their dimensions. Speaking roughly, however, I should say that they vary in size about the same proportions as the cromlechs. These are the most barren in results, though the most difficult to open. In some of them nothing is found, and in others only small urns with small bits of iron, the crumblings of some instruments, and small pieces of bones which look like the remnants of cremation.

II. The objects found in the tumuli may be distributed into four classes:—1. Pottery; 2. Human bones; 3. Ornaments; 4. Iron implements.

1. Pottery.—This consists of urns, vases, and other vessels of different shapes and sizes. The large urns already mentioned as found in Class A are so brittle that they invariably fall to pieces by their own weight as soon as the surrounding earth is removed, so that it has been impossible to procure one unbroken specimen. This, however, is not a great loss, for there is nothing about them curious or uncommon, either in shape, size, or colour. They very much resemble the large chattis or adls now used by the Hindus to hold water or grain in their houses. Figures 1–11 and 14–29 represent all the different kinds of vessels which I have seen. And though many were destroyed by the workmen's tools, and dozens crumbled to dust when exposed to light and air, yet I am confident that they did not differ materially from those which I have procured. There was nothing found in these vessels except fine sandy earth or ashes, which, in most cases, had become a hard mass, so that it was necessary to soak it in water for some time before it would dissolve. Some vessels are red and some black; some are red inside and black outside, and vice versa. Some have a glossy surface as if they had been glazed, and, as I believe such a phenomenon as glazed pottery has not yet been discovered in ancient cairns and cromlechs, I sent a few specimens to Dr. Hunter, of the School of Arts, Madras, and asked his opinion. He replied—"The surface is not glazed, but is merely polished by rubbing it with the juice of Tuthi, or Abutilon Indicum, a mucilaginous juice, somewhat like gum, that is used by the natives at the present day to give a gloss to black earthenware. The surface can be scratched with a knife, though it resists water. After rubbing the surface with the juice, the vessel is again fired and a species of smear is thus produced which resists acids and water, but if you examine the broken edge of the vessels, you will find that there is no thickness of glaze, either outside or inside."

"Another method of producing a smear is in use in India, viz. rubbing the vessel with nice ground in water and exposing it to heat."

2. Human bones.—These consist of skulls, teeth, thigh, shin, arm and other bones. These are invariably found in Class A. The bits of decayed bones occasionally found in Class B and the cromlechs are so insignificant that I cannot identify them with any part of the human skeleton. I cannot account for the existence of human bones largely in this class of tumuli, and their comparative non-existence in the other classes, except on the supposition either that the large urns are better adapted to preserve them than stones or earth, or that this class is of a later age and indicates a different mode of sepulture.

3. Ornaments.—These consist of round and oval beads of different sizes and colour, which
must have been worn by women as necklaces and bracelets. Dr. Hunter makes the following remarks respecting them:—"The beads are very interesting; they are made of carnelian ornamented with a pure white enamel of considerable thickness, which has been let into the stone by grinding the pattern, filling in probably with oxide of tin and exposing the stone to heat. The enamel is very hard, cannot be touched with a knife, and is not acted upon by strong nitric acid. The small beads are made of white carnelian and ice-spar; a glossy felspar used by the natives to imitate diamonds. . . . They are in a better style than most of the beads I have seen from tumuli." Besides these, a few were found made of quartz and of some dark-green stone. Figures 12 and 13 show the beads.

4. Iron implements.—These, consisting chiefly of knives or short swords, and measuring from 1 foot to 22 inches, are in such a crumbling state that I have been able to procure only one unbroken. All the others have had to be gathered in pieces and stuck together on boards with strong cement. Figures 30—32 represent these. Some pieces of iron which appear to have been spear-heads, and some other things, have also been found, but in consequence of their broken condition I cannot pronounce positively what they were.

III. In discussing the difficult question "How old are the tumuli?" it is necessary in the first place to glance at the results already achieved by antiquaries in Europe. The northern countries of Europe—Denmark, Sweden, and Norway—are particularly full of these ancient burial-places; and they have received the most careful attention from the northern antiquaries, by whom they have been divided, according to their contents, into three classes—(1) Tumuli of the Stone period; (2) Tumuli of the Bronze period; and (3) Tumuli of the Iron period. Those of the Stone period are considered the oldest. They are often of great size, and are "peculiarly distinguished by their important circles of stones and large stone chambers, in which are found the remains of unburnt bodies, together with objects of stone and amber." This period represents the lowest state of civilization—a state before the introduction of metals, when arms and implements consisted of spear-heads of flint, and arrow-heads of flint or bone. The tumuli of the Bronze period contain relics of burnt bodies, vessels of clay, and implements and ornaments of bronze; and so show the people in a more advanced state of civilization than the preceding. The tumuli of the Iron period are the most recent. * They show the people in a comparatively advanced state of civilization. Iron swords, knives, and spear-heads, highly polished vessels and trinkets of gold, silver, and precious stones are found in them. Some of them also contain sculptures and inscriptions.

Now it will be readily seen that all the tumuli in the Salem District belong to the last or Iron period.

It is a striking fact that tumuli are found in almost every part of the world. Besides the countries already mentioned, they are found in Germany, France, Spain, Portugal, Great Britain, Siberia, America, and the north of India. In Europe, tumuli belonging to each of these three periods are common. But in the south of India I believe that only those of the third period are found. † I am not sure—not having seen Capt. Meadows Taylor's book—whether any of the tumuli in the north belong to any of the earlier periods, but I think not.

The question now is reduced to this:—What is the probable age of the last or Iron period? I confess candidly, at the outset, that this question is enveloped in much darkness, and that, with the present data, nothing more can be done than to fix proximately the time when the Iron period ceased in Europe, and then, reasoning by analogy, to fix conjecturally the time when it ceased in India.

The earliest account of tumuli we have is in the Iliad. Homer in his account of the funeral of Patroclus describes in glowing terms how the body of the warrior was left burning during the night, and the embers quenched with wine at the dawn; how the ashes were then inclosed in an urn, placed near the centre of the place occupied by the pyre, which was surrounded by an artificial substructure; and how the loose earth was heaped above it so as to form a mound.

* But on this theory see Ferguson's Rude Stone Monuments, pp. 9, 10, 19, et passim. —Ed.
† Bronze vessels and ornaments have been found in tumuli on the Nilgiri Hills, but as iron implements were found with them, they do not define a Bronze age, but rather the transition from the Bronze to the Iron age.
The prophet Ezekiel (B.C. 587) alludes to the same custom of burial when foretelling the fall of Meshech and Tubal and all her multitude. He says (chap. xxxii. 27)—"They are all gone down to hell"—or Hades, which here probably means the grave—"with their weapons of war; and they have laid their swords under their heads." These were the inhabitants of the neighbourhood of the Caucasus mountains and the Black Sea, and were probably the Skythians of Herodotus.

Tacitus, who lived in the first century A.D., from whom we have the first satisfactory account of the Germans, observes that their funerals were distinguished by no empty pomp. "The bodies of illustrious men were consumed with a particular kind of wood, but the funeral pile was neither strewn with costly garments nor enriched with fragrant spices. The arms of the deceased were committed to the flames, and sometimes even his horse. A mound of earth was then raised to his memory, as a better sepulchre than those elaborate structures which, while they indicate the weakness of human vanity, are at best but a burden to the dead."

It is reasonably conjectured that this mode of sepulture gradually disappeared in Europe before the progress of Christianity, which introduced the practice of burying the dead unburnt and unaccompanied by any such superstition as that of depositing certain articles with the deceased. In that case the ancient mode of sepulture must have disappeared in Europe about the ninth or tenth century A.D.

It is reasonable to suppose also that the inhabitants of Central and Northern Asia were induced to give up the same practice through the influence of Muhammadanism, which, equally with Christianity, imposes the simple method of burying the dead. On this supposition the ancient mode of sepulture must have disappeared among the Mongole, Tatars, and others about the twelfth or thirteenth century.

It is evident from the most ancient records, viz. the Pentateuch, that the Semitic races have from the earliest periods observed the custom of burying their dead unburnt and unmaimed. And as the Jews and the Arabs, two cognate branches of the same family, were the pioneers of both Christianity and Muhammadanism, they imposed their own simple method of burying the dead on the nations who embraced those religions.

We may safely conclude, therefore, that before the mighty influence of Christianity and Muhammadanism, the Skythian mode of sepulture disappeared in Europe altogether, and in Asia to a great extent.

Now, in applying the same mode of reasoning to the tumuli found in India, we must inquire whether any external influence has been brought to bear on the aboriginal inhabitants, similar in its power to the influence of Christianity and Muhammadanism on other nations, before which we may reasonably conclude that the ancient religion and practices of the people disappeared.

It is well known that the Aryans came to India at a very early period, probably about B.C. 1600; and that on their arrival they were opposed by the aboriginal inhabitants, whom they denominated Mechhas, Rakhasans, Dasyus, and Nishadas, a people who were wholly different from themselves in colour, language, and customs.

It is evident from the Vedas, Mann, and the Purânas, that the Aryans have, as a general rule, always burnt their dead. The ashes are sometimes gathered and thrown into a running stream, or, in the case of distinguished persons, they are occasionally placed in an urn and buried, but without any tumuli or stone circles.

The conclusion, then, is inevitable, that the practice of burying the dead in tumuli must have been observed by the pre-Aryan inhabitants, who in the north disputed every inch of land with their conquerors. These aborigines were so completely subdued that they adopted even the language of the dominant race. There is nothing now to distinguish them from their Aryan masters, except the low social position assigned to them, and a few un-Sanskrit words in the Prakrits, or languages derived from Sanskrit which are now prevalent in the north of India. Those few words, however, show that they are the remnants of the great Skythian or Turanian group of languages, and hence that the aboriginal inhabitants who spoke them were different altogether from the Aryans. It is easy, then, to see how completely the ancient customs of the primitive inhabitants would cease before the mighty influence of Brahmanism, and to such influence I attribute the cessation of the custom of burying in tumuli in the north.
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But the Aryans never conquered the south by force: hence they neither de-nationalized the people nor changed their languages. They conquered the south, however, by the influence of higher civilization and superior knowledge. Aryan civilization was probably introduced into the Dakhan about the sixth or seventh century B.C. In the time of Rāma, it is stated in the Rāmāyana, that during his expedition to the south he met holy Rishis here and there among the savages, by which it is supposed that he met Aryan Missionaries from the north, dwelling among the aboriginal inhabitants of the south. About the commencement of the Christian era, Aryan influence had spread extensively in the south. The Pāṇḍya kingdom of Madurā, which was established on Aryan principles, was then well known even in Europe. It is reasonable, then, to suppose that before such influence the religion and primitive customs of the aboriginal inhabitants would sooner or later disappear. Then it must be remembered that during the following thirteen centuries there were other influences at work more aggressive for a time than Brahmanism, and which must have stimulated the Brahmins greatly, not only to maintain, but to extend their own influence. Buddhism became the national religion of the north by public edicts in the time of Asoka, about 250 B.C. Buddhist Missionaries came to the south probably before that time, and it seems pretty evident that up to the seventh century A.D. Buddhism gained considerable influence in the south. The Buddhists burnt their dead, like the Brahmins.*

Then from the sixth or seventh to the twelfth century A.D. Jainism made wonderful progress, and seems to have been the predominant religion at one time. The Jains also practised cremation, like the Brahmins and Buddhists. In the twelfth century there was a reaction against Jainism and in favour of Brahmanism. The Jains were finally expelled from the Pāṇḍya kingdom, and the Brahmins firmly established their influence, which has continued down to the present day.

Under the influence of the rival reformers Śaṅkarāchārya and Rāmaṇujya Achārya, the whole of the inhabitants of the south became gradually absorbed in Śaivism and Vaishnavism.

About this time, then, I am inclined to place the total disappearance of the ancient customs of the pre-Aryan Dravidians, and, of course, the custom of burying in cairns and cromlechs. In remote and isolated places where Brahmanical influence did not freely penetrate, the ancient custom of burying in tumuli probably continued till a very late period. In the tumuli found on the Nilgiri Hills there are rude sculptures and inscriptions both in Tamil and Kanaresse. According to Dr. Caldwell, the eighth or ninth century A.D. is the earliest date to which any extant Tamil composition can be safely attributed. The Tamil letters used in those inscriptions are not of the oldest type, but the more modern. Judging from a specimen I saw in the corner of a photograph, I should conclude that they differ but little from the characters now in use. Photographs of the whole inscriptions, I hear, have been sent to Germany to be deciphered, and I doubt not that when published and translated, it will be found that they cannot be much earlier than the fifteenth or sixteenth century A.D.

To sum up, then, I conclude that the tumuli were the burial-places of the non-Aryan aboriginal inhabitants of the south, who are now represented by the Dravidians, and who, like the pre-Aryan inhabitants of the north, are proved by their language to have belonged to the same branch of the human family as the Turaniacs; that their ancient customs and religion disappeared before the combined influence of Brahmanism, Buddhism, and Jainism, precisely in the same way as the ancient customs of the Teutons, Celts, Latins, and Slavs disappeared in Europe before the influence of Christianity, or the ancient customs of the Scythians of Central Asia disappeared before the influence of Muhammadanism. If this theory be correct, I do not think that any tumuli in the plains of India are later than the thirteenth century A.D., and on the Nilgiri Hills probably none are later than the fifteenth or sixteenth century A.D.

The natives know nothing about the tumuli, and according to Dr. Caldwell there is no tradition respecting them either in Sanskrit literature or in that of the Dravidian languages. "The Tamil people call them Pāṇḍu-kuris. kuri" means a pit or grave, and "Pāṇḍu

* But the Buddhists buried the ashes and relics in tombs.—Ed.
denotes anything connected with the Pândas, or Pândava brothers, to whom all over India ancient mysterious structures are generally attributed. To call anything ‘a work of the Pândas’ is equivalent to terming it ‘Cyclopean’ in Greece, ‘a work of the Picts’ in Scotland, ‘or a work of Nimrod’ in Asiatic Turkey; and it means only that the structure to which the name is applied was erected in some remote age, by a people of whom nothing is now known. When the Tamil people are asked by whom those Pându-kuris were built and used, they sometimes reply, ‘by the people who lived here long ago;’ but they are unable to tell whether those people were their own ancestors or a foreign race, and also why and when these kuris ceased to be used. The answer which is sometimes given is that the people who built the cairns were a race of dwarfs who lived long ago, and who were only a span or a cubit high, but were possessed of the strength of giants."

The almost total absence of traditional knowledge respecting the origin and use of the tumuli is a strong presumptive evidence that they cannot be later, but may be much older, than the time fixed above.

IV. The bones found in the tumuli prove beyond a doubt that the people buried in them were neither dwarfs nor giants, but men of ordinary stature. And the large stone slabs lining the interior and placed on the top of the tumuli, which in most cases must have been cut from the solid rock and carried from some distance, prove that the people physically were equal to the present race of men.

The objects found in the tumuli represent the people in a comparatively advanced state of civilization. They required and made earthen vessels for culinary and domestic purposes. And those vessels show considerable ingenuity in the art of pottery. They are not only all tastefully designed and well baked in fire, but some of them are ornamented with transverse lines and highly polished. The people were acquainted with the value and use of metals. The small swords are elegantly designed and well wrought. And so are the knives, razors, and gold and bronze ornaments found in tumuli on the Nilgiri Hills. They made and wore necklaces and bracelets of precious stones ornamented with what appears to be oxide of tin. The most recent tumuli contain rude sculptures and inscriptions, which show that the people were acquainted with reading and writing.

The great care and trouble with which the tumuli were prepared as receptacles for the dead, manifest a tenderness of feeling and reverence for the departed which can only be expected in an intelligent and civilized people. Reverence for the dead can only arise from a strong manly affection for the living, which reverence and affection diminish in intensity as people descend in the scale of civilization, till they become almost extinct in the savage.

Whatever the religious tenets of the people were, it is pretty certain that they firmly believed that human existence is not bounded by the tomb; for no reasonable cause can be assigned for the practice of depositing various objects with the dead but a firm belief in a future state, where they supposed that such objects would be required. Their conception of the future world was cast in the mould of the present; and hence they believed that whatever is necessary, useful, and ornamental in this world would be equally so in the next—the warrior would require his sword, the husbandman his agricultural implements, and the lady her ornaments. This conception of the future is neither the transmigration of the Brahmans nor the nirvána of the Buddhists, and hence forms another link in the chain of evidence that the people who used the tumuli were neither the one nor the other, but anterior to both.*

Salem, November 20th, 1872.

* Possibly co-ordinate with both; for, as Mr. Ferguson remarks, “The Buill, the Kol, the Gond, the Toda, and other tribes remain as they were, and practise their own rites and follow the customs of their forefathers as if the stranger had never come among them.” Rude Stone Monuments, p. 450. See also ante, p. 10.—Ed.
In former days the Hoopoe (Upupa epops) had a crown of gold, for the value of which it was sore persecuted by men. Therefore the Hoopoe went to Solomon, the son of David, who understood the language of all creatures, and besought him to intercede with the Most High that its crown might be of feathers, which was granted. This story is Spanish, but appears to me to be of Muhammadan origin. Is any reader of the Antiquary acquainted with it in a Musulman form, or with the somewhat similar belief that the Fahta (Turut hamiltoni) owes the reddish-brown colour of its breast to the stain of the blood of the Prophet's son-in-law 'Ali? In Khândesh, the beak of the slate-coloured Hornbill (called Diuncher) is considered a remedy for rheumatism. It is powdered and taken internally.

I once saw the bones of a panther's foot, much rubbed and worn, hanging in the Mâmulâdzîr's Kachher at Sâsur, in the Pâûâ-collectorate, and found, on inquiry, that for skin diseases, water in which the scrapings of these bones is mixed, is considered a specific. The panther's paw, accordingly, was kept in the office, along with the Government stores of ammonium and quinine. A ring made of the scale of the Pangolin (called by natives Kaul-madjar or scaly-cel, and by Europeans, incorrectly, an ant-eater) is a protection against poison if worn on the finger. When the hand wearing such a ring is dipped into the dish all the poisoned food immediately turns green. The same scales, worn in the turban, are a protection against evil spirits of all sorts.

**Journal of the Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1871-72.**

This part of the Journal contains the following papers:

1. *Extracts from a Memoir left by the Dutch Governor Thomas van Rhee to his successor, Governor Gerrit de Heere, 1687.—translated from the Dutch by R. A. Van Cuylenberg. Governor Van Rhee begins by pointing out “how many castles, forts, fortresses, and fastnesses the Honourable Company” had then possession of. They were—The fortress of Calpity, 21 Dutch miles north of Colombo. The fortress of Negombo, 5 Dutch miles south of Colombo. The fort of Colombo, 8 Dutch miles south of Colombo. The fort of Angunratotta, 5 miles inland from Colombo. The fort of Hangwella, in the Hewagam Korle. The fort of Malwana, four hours’ walk east of Colombo. The castle and island of Jaffnapatam. Mannar with other forts. The fort of Arripo. The fortified town of Galle, and the fortress of Matura. The Logie of Tutucorin. The fortresses of Trincomali and of Batticaloa, on the east coast. The eight islands—Carredive, now also called Amsterdam, Pangeredive or Middleburg, Annelle or Rotterdam, Neynadeive or Haarlem, Tannidive or Leyden, Perrendive or Iliadvaka called Delft, also Hoorien and Eukheyseyn.*

He then goes on to say “the several sources of revenue and advantages derived by the Honourable Company under their government are: the peeling of cinnamon, the capture of elephants, the arrack, cloth, and salt trade; the tolls and rights of the Company’s domains, which are yearly rented out, agriculture, the Chank and pearl fisheries.”

Next come the inhabitants, consisting of “forty different classes of people, who are subject to perform certain services, and to pay several petty taxes to Government, in addition to the payment of land rents and the tenth of their lands, trees, houses, and gardens.” They are:—“The Bellales (Vellaar), the most numerous of all the classes; the Chiandas (Sandar), comprising but a very small number; the Tannekarees (Tanakkarar); the Paradeezes (Paratesikal); the Madapallys (Madappali) are bound to work for the Government twelve days in the year, and to pay two fanams as poll-taxes, and one fanam as ‘adegariye.’ The Madapallys (Madappali) are also employed among the heathen to assist the Brahmans in the preparation of their meals.”

“The Malleales Agambadyas (Malkaiyala Ahampado) are bound to serve the Government twelve days in the year, and to pay two fanams as poll-tax.

“The Fishers—consisting of six different classes, viz: Carreas (Karaiyar), Paruwas (Parayya), Kaddes (Kadaiyar), Mochees (Mukkuvan), Chimbalaves (Sampadavar), and Tummulas (Tamidal)—are required to serve as sailors twelve days in the year on board the vessels belonging to the Government.”

“The Moors pay 10 fanams, and assist in hauling
up boats and counting copper money; the Cheteys 6 fanams, and help to count coin; the Silversmiths 5½ fanams, and decorate houses; the Washers 6 fanams and decorate houses; the Weavers 7½ fanams; the Parraos 6 fanams; the Christian Carpenters and Smiths 4 fanams; the Heathen Carpenters and Smiths 5 fanams; the Dyers 6 fanams and dye cloth; the Oil makers 6 fanams; the Chitiwahs (Sittigir) 2 fanams and carry palanquins; the Brass founders 2 fanams and work in copper; the Masons 2 fanams each; the Tailors 2 fanams and decorate houses; the Painters and Barbers 2 fanams; the Marhas 2 fanams and serve as Lasceryn; the Pallas, Mallawas, and Kallikarkee Pares, all slaves, and pay 2 fanams each; the Cheandas pay 2 fanams and carry the Company’s baggage; the Wallas pay 2 fanams and hunt hares for the Company.”

"The poll-tax, land-rents, ‘Adegary’ office money, &c., according to the statement made out on the Ist September last, amounts to the sum of Rs. 31,640.

"Having thus shown into how many castes the people of Jaffnapatam are divided, and what each is bound to perform on behalf of the Company, I think it necessary to state that a bitter and irreconcilable hatred has always existed in Jaffnapatam between the castes of the Bellales (Vellaleral) and Madapallys, so that these may not be elevated in rank and the offices of honour one above the other. For this reason the two writers of the Commander are taken from these two castes, so that one of them is a Bellale and the other a Madapally.”

2. The Food Statistics of Ceylon, by John Capper. Mr. Capper states that, "owing to local circumstances, the failure of a harvest in Ceylon means something more than dear food; it signifies want too often bordering on starvation, from the simple fact that in nine cases out of ten the paddy cultivator has no other occupation, possesses no means of barter, and when his crop fails he is obliged, to ward off starvation, to sell, his cattle, and then his fields.”

3. Specimens of Siikhales Proverbs, by L. de Zoya, a continuation of the list given in the Journal for 1870-71 (See Ind. Ant. vol. I. p. 59): the following are specimens, "Like squeezing lime-juice into the sea," said of attempting great things with ridiculously inadequate means. "Though you eat beef, why should you eat it hanging round your neck?"—if you will indulge in forbidden pleasures, there is no reason for doing so in an open and scandalous manner. "A bush near is better than a fine building at a distance." The man who left his country because he was not permitted to speak, found in the country where he arrived that he was not allowed even to make a sign. "Like the tongue in the midst of thirty teeth,"—maintaining one’s position though surrounded by difficulties. There is a story of a man who went to the king to complain of the tax on sesamum oil, but he was so confused in the royal presence, that when the king demanded to know what he wanted, he said that he came to request that a tax might be imposed on the refuse (maruvath) of the sesamum seed: this has given occasion to the saying ‘Like what happened to him who went to get the tax on oil removed, and had to pay tax on maruvath also’. "Like the man who described the taste of sugar-candy"—is a saying founded on a story which has been omitted in the paper: it is said a man describing the taste of sugar-candy was asked whether he had ever tasted it. ‘No,’ he replied, ‘I had heard it from my brother,’ and when questioned as to whether his brother had tasted it, his reply was ‘No, he had heard of the taste of it from somebody else!’


5. Test and Translation of a Rock Inscription at the Buddhist temple at Kollawita, by L. de Zoya, Maduiliyar. The inscription is on a stone slab, and contains an account of the repairs executed in this temple by King Parakrama Bahu, who reigned (according to Turnour) between A.D. 1503-1527 (A.H. 2048-2070), at Jayawardanapura, now called Kotte, near Colombo. The translation is as follows:

"On the eleventh day of the bright half of the month of Navran, (February-March) in the 19th year of the reign of his imperial majesty Siva Sangobodhi Siva Parakrama Bahu, the paramount lord of the three Siikhales, the sovereign lord of other Rajas, on whose lotus-feet rested bees-of-gems in the crowns of kings of the surrounding (countries): whose fame was serenely bright as the beams of the moon, who was adorned by many noble and heroic qualities resembling so many gems, who was an immaculate embryo Buddha, and who ascended the throne of Lankâ, in the 2081st year of the era of the omniscient Gautama Buddha, the prosperous, majestic, sovereign lord of Dharma, who gladdens the three worlds, who is a tilaka ornament to the royal race of the Sakyas, and who is the sun of the universe, and the giver of the undying Nirvâna."

* Naarun on the stone. Probably a mistake of the engraver, for naasun massa.
† Lit. "the three Ceylons" or "Three-fold Ceylon"; in

reference to the ancient divisions of Ceylon, Pikkita, Mady, and Rukamuna.
‡ A forehead ornament. A title implying preeminence.
"(The King) having considered (the fact) that the Vihāra at Rājamahā Kelaniya was a holy spot where Buddha had vouchsafed to sit, to partake of food and preach his doctrines, inquired what works of merit by way of repairs there were to be executed there; and having ascertained that the Chaitya and all other edifices were in ruins, gave much (money for) expenses from the royal palace, and assigned the task of accomplishing the work to the chief officer of the royal revenue, and the minister Parākkrama Bāhu Vijayakkōṇa, who caused the execution of the plastering of the Chaitya, and other necessary repairs and works; built a parapet wall of granite sixty cubits (in length) on the north, constructed a flight of steps with a Sandakakapakahana (a semicircular stone serving as a stepping-stone) on the east; thoroughly rebuilt the Sāndhi image-house, the Nāpiliimagaya and the eastern gate of the same monastery and its flight of stone-steps, the minor Triyankō house, the Telkataragaya, the latrine common to the priesthood, and the east gate; repaired breaches and injuries, &c., of the Pasnakkapaya, Selapiliimagaya, Sinurudageya, &c., and repaired various other breaches and other works in the Vihāra. And after having accomplished this work thoroughly, (the King) thinking it desirable that His Majesty's royal name should be perpetuated in this Vihāra, conferred on the chief priest of the monastery the title of Śrī Rājāraratna Pirivena Tera, and ordained that all who occupied the lands of the temple, those who served in the elephant stables, the horse stables, the kitchen, bath-rooms, and persons employed in various other occupations, the Tamil and the Siyāhalese, and those who paid rent and who owned land, should give (to the Temple) two pēla of paddy (measured by a lakā which contains 4 nelis for every amuna of sowing extent) and money payment at the rate of one panama for every ten cocoanut trees, and thus accomplished this meritorious work, so that it may last while the sun and moon exist.

"In obedience to the command delivered by His Majesty, sitting on the throne at the palace of Jayawardhan Koṭṭe, in the midst of the Madaligura (nobles), that a writing on stone should be made in order that kings and ministers in future ages might acquire merit by preserving and improving this work, I, Sanhas Terawarahan Perumal, have written and granted this writing on stone.

"The boundaries to Rājamahā Kelaniya are—Wattala, Malsantota, Kuḍā Mābōla, Galwalutota, Gongitota, Godaragala Galpotta, the stone pillar at Gonasēna, including the Ureboruwa Liyedda, the canal Rammudu Ela, the Kessakettgala, the Watagalga, Eisablepaluwa, the inside (?) of Pasurumota, the (?) of Dewiyāmulla, the boundary stone, and the great river."

"The king alluded to is Dharma Parākkrama Bāhu, the 152nd sovereign in Mr. Turnour's list of the kings of Ceylon, in whose reign "the Portuguese first landed in Ceylon, and were permitted to trade."

"Both the Mahāvissā and Rājadatrakāra entirely omit his reign, making his brother and immediate successor, Vijaya Bāhu, supply his place; while the Rājavali (which Mr. Turnour seems to have followed in compiling his epitome) gives a graphic and interesting account of his reign.

"The Rājavali, however, bears internal evidence of its being a contemporaneous record, while it is well known that the Rājadatrakāra is comparatively a recent work, and that this portion of the Mahāvissā too, was compiled so recently as 1758, "by Tībboṭuṇāwa Terumāṇe, by the command of Kiriṭārī, partly from the works brought during his reign by the Siamese priests (which had been procured by their predecessors during their former religious missions to this island), and partly from the native histories which had escaped the general destruction of literary records in the reign of Rāja Sīhā I."

"In the Dondra inscription No. I, published by Mr. Rhys Davids in the Journal for 1878-79 (conf. Ind. Ant. vol. 1, p. 50) it is stated that king Vijaya Bāhu ascended the throne in the year Šaka 1432 (4. D. 1510), thus supporting, or rather seeming to support, the version given in the Mahāvissā and Rājadatrakāra, and contradicting the Rājavali, which is supported by the Kelaniya inscription. On the discrepancy between the date given by Turnour and that recorded in the Dondra inscription, Mr. Davids had remarked— "that in the year 1432 of Šaka, which is 1510 of our era, the reigning Chakrawarti or Overlord (as given in Turnour's list) was not Sanga Bo Vijaya Bāhu, who came to the throne in 1527, but his brother Dharma Parākkrama Bāhu." It would however now seem that the discrepancy is not only between Turnour's date and that recorded in the Dondra inscription, but also between one series of writers and another, and between one "contemporaneous record" and another:

"Mr. De Zoya then expresses his belief that the assumption of the sovereignty by Dharma Parākkrama Bāhu was disputed by his brother Vijaya Bāhu, and that, at least for a time, one part of the nation (probably those in the south) acknowledged the latter as sovereign, while the rest adhered to his brother; and this view seems to derive support from the following fact mentioned by Mr. Turnour in his Epitome:

"His (Dharma Parākkrama Bāhu's) reign was
disturbed in the early part by the competition of his brothers, whom he succeeded in reducing to submission."

6. **Ceylon Reptiles**, by Wm. Fergusson.

7. *On an Inscription in Dondra, No. II.*, by J. W. Rhys Davids, G.C.S. This inscription has already been given in this Journal (I. A. vol. I. pp. 329-331), and Mr. Davids now reads the first sentence—"In the 10th year of the Overlord Siri Sangha Bodhi Sri Parakrama Bahu, a cocoanut tope, bought for money, (near) to the Bhumi-mahā-vihāra, to the image-house, and 200 cocoanut trees to the Lord Dewa Rāja (Vishnū)." And in addition to the citations formerly given for assigning the inscription to Sulu Siri Sanga Bo, he adds from the Rāja-vālī—

="Oha bana Śri Sanga Bo rāja Siyādgal vehera karava Dewa nuwara karava Dewa-rāja sangayen solos awuruddak rajaiga kaleya. Which Upham (vol. II. p. 248) translates:—"He was succeeded by his nephew, whose name was Śri Sanga Bo Rāja, which king caused to be built the dagoba of Siyagal, and the city Dewa Nuwara; and, through the assistance of Vishnū reigned for the space of 16 years."

To this Mr. Davids adds the following:—

*Translation from the Mahāvīra, Ch. 46.*

1. After the death of Hatthabhātha, Agra Bodhi, the eldest son of the king, also called Śri Sangha Bodhi, became king. 2. He was a righteous king, full of insight, and did innumerable acts of merit. 3. He superintended the maintenance of the priests of the three sects, preserved the canon of scripture, and forbad slaughter. 4. He gave offices impartially, according to merit, and favoured those who by birth or learning were worthy of favour. 5. Wherever he saw priests, he, the high-minded, did them honour and asked them to say the liturgy (parit) (part) of religion. 6. He studied under the wise, virtuous, and learned priest Dattāṣṭha of Nāgāsaḷa monastery. 7. And there, having thoroughly heard the teaching of the all-wise one, being perfected in religion, he became a doer of all gentle deeds. 8. Having heard a discussion between priestesses who (previous to their putting on the robes) were related to him, he quite turned away his favour from those who were wicked heretics. 9. He restored broken monasteries and parivenas to their former state. 10. He restored alms fallen into abeyance, and gave slaves to the priesthood according to the necessities of each (sacred) place. 11. He made a splendid house for that priest, called after his name; which, having received, he, the high-minded one, gave to the priesthood. 12. And the king gave to him villages for his maintenance, Bhārattāla and Khimbil, and Kataka and Tuladhāra.

13. And Anadhikāra, and Attureli, and Bālava, and Dvāranāyaka, and Mahānākṣatthika, and Pelsāla also. 14. These villages and others he, the lord of men, gave for maintenance, and he gave servants also of those related to himself. 15. Then, either seeing or hearing that monasteries of both sects were poorly provided for, he gave many villages for their maintenance. 16. But what is the use of much speaking? to the three sects he gave a thousand villages, fruitful ones and undisputed. 17. And following the three gems in the highest virtue, he took a necklace and turned it into a rosary. 18. So in every way he followed after religion; and all men, taking him for their example, became doers of virtue.

19. A Tamil called Potthakuntha, who was his constant servant, made a splendid and wonderful house called Mātāmboya. 20. And the king gave him Ambavāpi in Bukakalle, and the cloth-weavers' village Chāthika, and the village Hiṭṭhilaveṭṭhi, with the slaves (living therein). 21. And he built as residences the monasteries at Kappāra and the places at Kurundapillaka. 22. In other places too the wealthy one divided villages among the monasteries; and the wise general named Potthasāti added to Jeta Vihāra 23. A parivena called after the king's name; and Mahākanda the Tamil a parivena of the same name.

24. And the under-king Sanghatissa made a small house called Sahā-la-upa-rajaka for the king. 25. And in other places many people both built monasteries (of which these are only a few), and were full of goodness, following the example of the king. 26. For when the chief does evil or good, the world does just the same; let him who is wise note this. 27. This king had a most virtuous queen called Jeṭṭhā, who built the Jeṭṭhā monastery as a home for priestesses. 28. And gave, to its two villages in very stony land called Tambuddha and Helaṅkā, together with a hundred slaves. 29. And the king added a splendid relic house to the dagoba in Māṇḍalagiri monastery.

30. And he roofed in the inner chamber in the Brazen Palace (as Anuradhapura). The celebrated Bodhi Tissa built Bodhi Tissa monastery. 31. And all the provincial governors throughout the island built monasteries and parivenas not a few, according to their ability. 32. In the time of this chief of men everywhere in the island virtue alone was practised.

33. It seems bad to me (thought the king), according to the most important sign of goodness, to have passed so much time here. 34. So after a time he went to Pulastipura, and there lived, acquiring merit. 35. Then when he was afflicted
with a severe illness, seeing that the time of his death was come, he addressed the people. 36. And exhorted them to virtue; and so died. But the people were overthrown by sorrow at his death. 37. And when his obsequies were performed, nothing being left out, they took of the dust of his funeral pile and used it as medicine. 38. So in the 16th year this king went to heaven, and Potthakunthu, the Tamil, carried on the government.

Sīhālese Rock Inscription.

A paper on An ancient Rock Inscription at Pēpiyāna, near Kotā, was read by Mr. L. de Zoysa, Chief Translator to Government, at the last general meeting of the Ceylon Asiatic Society. This inscription, it appears, is on a rock on the site of an ancient Buddhist Temple near Kotā, where, from A.D. 1410 to A.D. 1542, Sīhālese kings held court. The following is an abstract:

No part of the ancient buildings of the temple now remains, having been, it is said, levelled to the ground by the Portugese, who destroyed this and other buildings in and near Kotā.

My copy of the inscription was taken from one in the possession of a Buddhist priest who now occupies the modern Pansala, built on the supposed site of the ancient temple, and I was informed by him that his teacher's teacher obtained it some seventy or eighty years ago from a transcript preserved in the archives of the late king of Kandy. There can be no question, however, as to its genuineness. I have compared it with such parts of the stone as still remain, and have found that it exactly corresponds with the stone. The style and matter, too, of the inscription, furnish indisputable evidence of its genuineness and authenticity.

The inscription records the erection and endowment of a Buddhist temple in memory of his deceased mother, Sunetra Mahā Devi, by King Śrī Parākrama Bāhu, VI. who reigned at Kotā (according to Turnour) from A.D. 1410 to 1462. It also contains a variety of provisions for the due maintenance of the temple, for the expenditure of its income, and regulations for the observance of the clerical and lay members of the establishment.

The style of the inscription is similar to that of other writings of the 14th or 15th centuries; and Mr. Alwis has published, in his Introduction to the Sīdal Saṅgārī, the introductory paragraph of the inscription, as a specimen of the prose of that age. The construction of the sentences, however, is very peculiar. The whole of the inscription, which is a very long one, is conglomorated as it were into one sentence by means of conjunctive particles and participles, having apparently only one finite verb expressed. The words in general are those in modern use, with a very few exceptions.

The date assigned to the king's accession is the year of Buddha 1958 (A.D. 1415), whereas Turnour, in his adjustment of Sīhālese chronology, compiled from native records, has fixed the date at 1953 (A.D. 1410), five years earlier. The authority of the stone, however, cannot be disputed, and it is corroborated in a remarkable manner by the well-known contemporary poem Kāyakā Śekhara, the author of which was the most learned monk of the age, and, according to tradition, the king's adopted son.

The regulations enacted for the management of the temple establishment, and for the distribution of its income, are also very curious, and throw considerable light on the manners, customs, and social condition of the island at the period in question. It shows that the forms of Sīhālese letters now in use have not undergone any material change during, at least, the last five or six hundred years, with the exception of a few.

It is believed by many that the worship of Hindu gods, and the practice of Hindu rites and ceremonies, were introduced into Ceylon by the last Tamil kings, who obtained the throne of Kandy, after the extinction of the Sīhālese royal family, about the year A.D. 1736, but it would appear from the inscription that the innovation is of much earlier date, the king, who, it is well known, was an eminent patron of Buddhism, having built four Devalas in connection with the Vihāra.

The following translation, given by Mr. De Zoysa, from a native work, is curiously illustrative of the progress of the Portugese in Ceylon:

"Then certain people who traded at the seaport of Colombo, having long remained in the character of traders, gradually rose into (political) power. These, Parangi, professors of a false religion, a wicked, fierce, and merciless race, built forts in every direction, prepared for war, and oppressed the Sīhālese, both as regards their temporal and spiritual interests, going from one province to another, destroying cultivated fields and gardens, setting fire to houses and villages, corrupting the purity of noble families, and destroying even Dāgobas, image-houses, Bo-trees, the image of Buddha, &c., &c."—Ceylon Times, June 11th, 1873.

Journal Asiaticque, Avril 1873.

At a meeting of the Society held 14th Feb., M. Ganneau observed,—with reference to an article published in part III.-IV. of the Journal of the German Oriental Society for 1873, and containing a number of unedited Himyaritic texts accom-
panying a bas-relief,—that he had already made one of these the subject of a communication to the Academy of Inscriptions (Aug. 1872). M. Ganneau observed that this monument properly belongs to a funerary series characterized by the identity of their epigraphic formulas and the analogy of their style of art. This series includes the monument published by him in the Journal Asiatique and some monuments preserved in the Bombay Museum. M. Ganneau concluded by saying it would be useful that the Society should take means to obtain facsimiles, 'estampages,' or casts, of the originals preserved at Bombay, the copies given in the Journal of the Bombay Society rendering this desirable.

TRANSLATIONS BY MR. GOGERLY.

Mme. A. Grimbolt communicates to the Journal Asiatique* the following translations from the Pâli, given to M. Grimbolt by the late Rev. Mr. Gogerly.

PARASIVA-SUTTA.

Thus I heard: When Buddha was once residing at Jetavana, the vihâra of Anathapindika, in the vicinity of the city of Sâvatthi, a certain deva possessed of pleasing appearance, approached Buddha after the expiration of the first ten hours of the night (in the middle of the night), illuminating the whole Jetavana with his splendour, and, having worshipped him, stood on one side of him (as a respectful distance) and spoke to him in this stanza:

1. Who is the person that declines (in prosperity)? Lord Buddha of the family of Gotama, we have come to you for the purpose of proposing the question: what is the cause that leads to the decline of prosperity?

2. The person who advances in prosperity may be easily known, and so is the person who declines. He who delights (in the performance of the) ten meritorious acts will attain to prosperity, while he that entertains an aversion thereto will decline in prosperity.

3. We know that this is the first cause which leads men to decline in prosperity. O Bhagavâ! please declare the second cause which leads to that result.

4. If any individual takes delight in wicked men and has an aversion towards the righteous, and delights in the doings of wicked men, that will be a cause to bring about his decline in prosperity.

5. We know that this is the second cause which leads to the decline of prosperity. O Bhagavâ! please declare the third cause. What is it that leads to the decline of prosperity?

6. If any individual should be habitually sleepy (whether sitting, walking, or standing, etc.), be addicted to company, be of malicious temper, or would not exert himself, that would operate as a cause towards the decline of his prosperity.

7. We know that this is the third cause which leads to the decline of prosperity. Please declare the fourth, O Bhagavâ! What is it that leads to that result?

8. If any individual should not support and maintain either of his parents in their old age, having it in his power to do so, that would cause the decline of his prosperity.

9. We know that this is the fourth cause which leads to the decline of prosperity. O Bhagavâ! please declare the fifth: what is it that brings about that result?

10. If any individual utter a falsehood and thereby impose upon a Samana, a Brâhman, or any other description of mendicants, that will operate as a cause towards a decline of his prosperity.

11. We know that this is the fifth cause which leads men to decline in prosperity. O Bhagavâ! please declare the sixth: what is it that brings about that result?

12. If any individual possessed of gold in abundance, plenty of kahapanas, and various kinds of viands, should himself alone enjoy his wealth, that would be a cause to the decline of his prosperity.

13. We know that this is the sixth cause which will lead men to decline in prosperity. O Bhagavâ! please declare the seventh: what is it that leads to that result?

14. If any individual disrespect his relations, actuated by too high an opinion of himself, founded on his superiority in birth, wealth, or family, it will operate as a cause towards a decline of his prosperity.

15. We know that this is the seventh cause which leads men to decline in prosperity. O Bhagavâ! please declare the eighth: what is it that tends to a decline of prosperity?

16. If any individual becomes a debauchee, a drunkard, or a gambler, and thereby entirely squanders away his earnings, that will be a cause to the decline of his prosperity.

17. We know that this is the eighth cause which leads to the decline of men's prosperity. O Bhagavâ! please declare the ninth: what is it that brings about the decline of prosperity?

18. If a man, not pleased with his wife, be constantly seen in the company of prostitutes and among the wives of others, that is a cause which would lead to the decline of his prosperity.

* Tome XX. pp. 229–231. † Dham-gaṭi-kiriya. Vide Clough, Dict, vol. II. p. 202, for the different significations of this word.
19. We know that this is the ninth cause which leads to the decline of prosperity of men. O Bhāgavā! please declare the tenth: what is it that leads to that result?

20. If any old man take a young woman, with breasts like unto tiamba-fruits, for his wife, and break rest from motives of jealousy, that will operate as a cause towards the decline of his prosperity.

21. We know that this is the tenth cause which leads men to decline in prosperity. O Bhāgavā! please declare the eleventh: what is it that brings about that result?

22. Should any individual entrust the management of his affairs to a gluttonous and prodigal woman or man, or place him or her at the head of his household, that would be a cause to bring about the decline of his prosperity.

23. We know that this is the eleventh cause which leads men to decline in prosperity. O Bhāgavā! please declare the twelfth: what is it that leads to the said decline?

24. If any individual is born of royal race, but is deficient in wealth, and, full of ambition, aspire to sovereignty here, that is a cause which will lead to a decline of his prosperity.

25. Therefore the wise man who has seen well the causes which in this world lead to the decline of men's prosperity will lead such a life here as will entitle him to a birth in heaven.

Metta-sutta, or discourse on gentleness.

Thus I heard: Buddha resided in the garden of Ankhapiṭikā in Jetavana, near Sāvatthi. He then convoked his priests and said to them: There are eleven advantages, Priests, resulting from cultivating, meditating on, becoming accustomed to, led by, established in, following after, and acting according to a spirit of mildness and freedom from passion. These eleven are, that he who acts thus sleeps sound, awakes refreshed, has no evil dreams, is beloved of men, is beloved of demons, is preserved by the gods, neither fire, poison, nor sword can injure him, he has constant tranquillity, is of a pleasant aspect, will die in full possession of his intellectual powers, and hereafter will obtain an existence in the worlds of Brahma. These are the eleven advantages which result from cultivating, meditating on, being accustomed to, led by, established in, following after, and acting according to a spirit of mildness and freedom from passion.

When Buddha had thus spoken, the priests were much edified.

Mettāniyāsutta, or advantages of gentleness.

1. He who never violates friendly feelings,

whenever he journeys from his own residence shall obtain abundance of food, and become the means of supporting many others.

2. He who never violates friendly feelings, whether he visits town, country, or province, he shall be everywhere treated with respect.

3. He who never violates friendly feelings shall be unassailed by robbers, shall receive no dishonour from princes, and shall escape from every enemy.

4. He who never violates friendly feelings shall return in tranquility to his home, rejoice in the assemblies of the people, and be a chief among his kindred.

5. He who never violates friendly feelings, exercising hospitality to others, shall be hospitably treated, honouring others he shall be honoured himself, and his praises and good name shall be spread abroad.

6. He who never violates friendly feelings, presenting offerings to others, he himself shall receive offerings, saluting others he shall receive salutations, and shall attain to honour and renown.

7. He who never violates friendly feelings shall shine as the fire, be resplendent as the gods, and never be deserted by prosperity.

8. He who never violates friendly feelings shall have fruitful cattle, abundant crops, and his children shall have prosperity.

9. The man who never violates friendly feelings, should he fall from a precipice, from a mountain, or from a tree, when he falls he shall be sustained (so as to receive no injury).

10. The man who never violates friendly feelings shall never be overthrown by enemies, even as the nibrodha-tree, firmly fixed by its spreading roots, stands unmoved by the winds.

Karanīya-metta-sutta—The discourse named Karanīya-metta.

I declare the Protection (or Paritta) by the power of which the demons shall display not dreadful sights; by which he who is diligently occupied by day or night may sleep securely, and sleeping see nothing evil.

1. These things must be attended to by the man wise in securing advantages who desires to ascertain the path to Nibbāna. Let him be skilful, upright, honest, mild in speech, gentle, free from arrogance.

2. Let him be cheerful, contented, unencumbered with business, with little property, having his passions under control, wise, temperate, not desirous of obtaining much from those who assist him.

* i.e. Who maintains under all circumstances feelings of universal kindness and gentleness.
3. Let him not engage in any law-pursuit for which he might be censured by the wise! May every being experience happiness, peace, and mental enjoyment!

4. Whatever sentient being may exist, erratic or stationary, or of whatever kind, long, or tall, or middle-sized, or short, or stout, seen or unseen, near or remote, born or otherwise existing, may every being be happy!

6. In whatever place they may be, let no one deceive or disown another! Let there be no desire, from wrath or malice, to injure each other!

7. As a mother protects with her life the child of her bosom, so let immeasurable benevolence prevail among all beings.

8. Let unbounded kindness and benevolence prevail throughout the universe, above, below, around, without partiality, anger, or enmity!

9. Let these dispositions be established in all who are awake, whether standing, walking, sitting, or reclining; this place is thus constituted a holy residence.

10. If the virtuous man who has not attained to perfection, yet perceives it, subdues his desire for sensual objects, certainly he shall not again be a liar in the womb.*

NOTES ON THE BHONDAS OF JAYPUR.

by J. A. May, Topographical Survey.

The most remarkable hill on the outfall of the Jaypur plateau to the south-west (Lat. 18° 15' to 18° 30', and E. Long. 82° 15' to 82° 30') is Cherubiding-hill-station. This hill is about a square mile in extent, having two principal undulations, on which the survey stations are, and between them is a curious-looking depression, suggesting the idea of an extinct crater, about 150 yards in length, being nearly in form of a square, with banks fifteen feet or thereabouts in height, in which, during the rains, water is retained to a depth of from four to five feet. There are two outlets to this little basin opposite to each other, forming rather considerable streams, which meet about four miles distant in the valley below.

A legend is current among the natives as to the origin of this hollow, and is as follows:—At a time, as is generally the case with such stories, beyond the memory of man, one of their gods, named Bhima, with his sister, occupied this hill and jointly cultivated it; and as it was usual for them to labour apart in a state of nudity, Bhima, to prevent unseemly encounters, had recourse to a string of bells which he wore round his waist, and served to make known his approach to his sister, who immediately covered herself in order to receive him. But on one occasion she accidentally appeared before him naked, a circumstance which so shocked their modesty that they fled precipitately from each other in opposite directions; thus the basin is said to have been formed by rice cultivation, and the two outlets are the respective paths taken by this highly modest couple. The presence of ‘paddy,’ unaccountable to the villagers, has no doubt led them to the framing of this legend. I was encamped on Cherubiding for a day in the month of March, and found it delightfully cool and pleasant. A little way down the hill, in one of the streams above alluded to, is a spring of good water, which I believe is perennial, as is the case with all streams on the highlands.

The Boro Kolab or Machkund runs diagonally across the ground in a south-westerly direction parallel to the ranges of hills on either side in a deep narrow valley. It is fordable near the villages Sindgar, Bejugura, and Amliwara during the dry season, but further down it is very deep, and alligators are said to be plentiful. In these parts the only means for crossing the river are small canoes scooped out of solid logs of sali (Shorea robusta), about 15 to 20 feet long and 2 deep; these are at best unsafe, but by lashing two together, a boat, reliable and capable of bearing a pretty heavy load, is constructed, but the scarcity of canoes makes it a matter of the utmost difficulty to cross a camp. It is remarkable that this river seems to separate the Telugu from the Uriya speaking people, the former occupying the country on its left bank. Another peculiarity I noticed was that on its right bank the magnetic needle was deflected to a great extent and unequally by the ironstone so plentiful in the little hills about, and caused me great annoyance and extra labour while surveying, as I could not depend on a station unless made by reference to three or four points. On the opposite bank, however, the needle seldom or never varied.

The general aspect of the country is hilly, rugged, and forest-clad, and, excepting on the highlands, cultivation of any kind is rare to be seen. The villages in the valley are very few, scattered and small, seldom consisting of more than two or three huts, and inhabited by wretched specimens of humanity, who are for the most part

* That is, he shall not be born again, but upon death migrate to the highest of the Brahma worlds, and after residing there the necessary time cease to exist.
NOTES ON THE BHONDAS.

affected with loathsome scrofulous sores, which render them almost useless to themselves and to others.

Roads, which are nothing better than mere paths leading from one village to another, are few, and, with the exception of one or two, bad in the extreme, running as they do along steep ravines and over rocky ghats quite impracticable to beasts of burden.

The several tribes inhabiting this portion of the country are the Bhondas, Dera Porja, and a caste of people who speak the Telugu language exclusively. Of these, the Bhondas are the most remarkable, the rest being in general like the other tribes to be found in Jaypur and the adjacent districts.

The marriage ceremony, costume of the women, and religious observances of the Bhondas, are peculiar to themselves. These people, who are to be met with chiefly on the highland between Andrahal and Dangapara in the district of Jaypur, and comparatively few in number, keep themselves apart from all other tribes, with whom they do not intermarry. The men are not bad-looking; they are well built and active, and passionately fond of sport, of which they seem to be very jealous with regard to Europeans; they dress like the other Urya tribes, and adorn their necks with beads, but to a moderate degree.

The women, however, are extremely ugly, both in features and form, which is rendered more repugnant by their short hair, and the scantiness of their attire, which consists of just a piece of cloth either made of the kerong bark and manufactured by themselves, or purchased from the weavers of the country, about a foot square, and only sufficient to cover a part of one hip; it is attached to their waists by a string on which it runs, and can be shifted round to any side. A most ludicrous sight has often been presented to me by a stampeded among a number of these women, when I have happened to enter a village unexpectedly where they had been collected in the centre space, usual in their villages, intent upon their occupations. On my approach, each one and all hurried to their respective dwellings, and, as they ran in all directions, endeavoured to shift this rag round to the part most likely to be exposed to me. They are necessarily very shy, and are seldom to be met with out of the village, except at midday when engaged assisting the men in the preparation of ground for cultivation, and when there is the least possible chance of meeting with strangers; but among themselves they do not seem to be at all particular.

This peculiar mode of dress originated in the following legend, implicitly believed by the Bhondas:—“Time out of mind, the goddess Sita happened to travel through this part of the country, and when she halted on one occasion, while superintending the preparation of her midday repast, found herself surrounded by a large number of naked women; she blushed to behold such indecency, and forthwith presented them with a piece of tussur cloth, which was eagerly accepted, but when divided was found to supply each one with only just enough to cover one hip. The goddess, whose travelling wardrobe evidently did not allow of greater liberality, then commanded that they should always in future cover themselves thus much, death being the penalty of their disobedience.” My informant gave me to understand that one of the Government agents in these parts some years ago insisted on a young woman being properly clothed, the result was that she survived the change only three days! This story, which is declared to be strictly true, has unfortunately had the ill effect of confirming these people in their superstition.

Their marriages are consummated in a very curious manner. A number of youths, candidates for matrimony, start off to a village where they hope to find a corresponding number of young women, and make known their wishes to the elders, who receive them with all due ceremony. The juice of the Salop (sago palm) in a fermented state is of course in great requisition, as nothing can be done without the exhilarating effects of this their favourite beverage. They then proceed to excavate an underground chamber (if one is not already prepared), having an aperture at the top admitting of the entrance of one at a time; into this the young gentlemen, with a corresponding number of young girls, are introduced, when they grope about and make their selection, after which they ascend out of it, each holding the young lady of his choice by her forefinger of one of her hands. Bracelets are now put on her arms by the elders (this has the same signification as the wedding ring among European nations), and two of the young men stand as sponsors for each bridegroom. The couples are then led to their respective parents, who approve and give their consent. After another application of Salop and sundry greetings, the bridegroom is permitted to take his bride home, where she lives with him for a week, and then, returning to her parents, is not allowed to see her husband for a period of one year, at the expiration of which she is finally made over to him.

Their religious ceremonies, like those of their neighbours, consist in offerings to some nameless deity, or to the memory of deceased relations. At each of the principal villages the Bhondas congre-
gate once a year, in some spot conveniently situated for their orgies, when a chicken, a few eggs, and a pig or goat are offered, after which they retire to their houses, and next day assemble again, when the Salop juice is freely imbibed, till its intoxicating effects have thoroughly roused their pugnacity; the process of cudgelling one another with the branches of the Salop now begins, which they apply indiscriminately without the smallest regard for each other's feelings; this, with the attendant drum and shrieks, would give one the impression of a host of maniacs suddenly set at liberty. This amusement is continued till bruises, contusions, and bleeding heads and backs have reduced them to a comparatively sober state, and, I imagine, old scores paid off, when they return to their several houses. Thus ends the grand festival of the year. Their other festivals have nothing remarkable.

Country produce is poor and limited to Sua (a small grain resembling sago) and Khandol (a large species of arrâr dâtâl), which are cultivated on the slopes of hills; rice is also grown in the beds of small streams which are terraced and 'banded' for the purpose, but to a very small extent, Sua being the staple. This grain is prepared for food by either boiling to the consistency of gruel, or hard, like rice.

The natural products are iron ore, galling nuts, and stick-lac. This last is to be found only on the Kasum tree (the hardest of all jungle woods), on the twigs of which the little lac-insects build their gum-like nests which constitute the lac. These are collected by the villagers in small quantities, and sold or bartered for at the different haats or fairs about the country.

The only timber trees I could recognize were the săl, a few wretched specimens of teak on the banks of the Boro Kolab, and Kendu, a species of ebony.

Game is plentiful, as must be the case in a country so thinly populated. The bisont (gutor), sambar, pig, axis or spotted deer, the ravinu deer, bears, and occasionally the wild buffalo and tigers, roam at large and fearless of man, with whom they are so little acquainted. Peafowl and other wild fowls are abundant. The otter also is to be found, but only on the banks of the larger streams.


CORRESPONDENCE

REPLY TO PROFESSOR WEBER.

Professor Weber does not, so far as I can see, refute my argument for inferring from the passage about Pushpamitra I have brought forward that Patañjali was a contemporary of that monarch, nor does he assign his own reasons for differing from me. In the passage containing the words iva Pushpamitra yadayādāmaḥ Patañjali does not merely speak of Pushpamitra's sacrifices as one living after him might do, but he speaks of them in a definite manner. If those words illustrate the rule that the present tense (lat) denotes actions that have begun but not ended, and if, again, Pushpamitra was a historical personage, and not a mere Caus, it certainly does, in my opinion, follow that the action of sacrificing had not ended when the passage was written. If we were in those days required to give an instance of such a rule, an instance containing the same of a historical personage, should we give such a one as "Johnson edits the Rambler," or "Gibbon is writing the History of the Decline and Fall"? Would not, on the contrary, our instances be such as "Drs. Boettlingk and Roth are compiling a Dictionary of Sanskrit?" I think we should use such as this latter, for in the former the actions of editing and writing have long been over, and consequently they would be of no use to illustrate the rule, which specially requires that they should not be over. I perfectly agree with what Professor Weber says in the quotation he gives from his essay, and I myself always thought Dr. Goldstücker's inference from the instance about Kasmir was extremely weak. But I contend that my instance is not one containing merely the "first person," but it is one in the present tense, and given purposely to illustrate the use of that tense in a certain sense, and that sense therefore the present tense in the instance given must have. The passage is exactly similar to Arunad yavannah sākatham, the historical value of which is admitted by Professor Weber. The translation Professor Weber gives of the passage under discussion does not seem to remove the obscurity in which he says mine was shrouded.

With regard to the second point, I must complain of Professor Weber's not believing what I say with regard to myself. The exigencies of the controversy do not, I think, require this. I again distinctly state that the reason why I was silent as regards Dr. Goldstücker's second instance was that I did not agree with him in his interpretation of it, and my object in the article was not to criticize him, but to throw additional light on the date of Patañjali. I considered his rendering very questionable when I first read the book, about ten years ago, some time before I wrote an article in the Native Opinion reviewing his theory of Pāṇini's technical terms. My principal reason was the impropriety of speaking of a sect or school as besieged. And I had, and have, a feeling that the names of the Buddhistic schools generally known
to Sanskrit authors could not have originated so early. Dr. Kern's book I saw and glanced over the preface of, several years ago; but I did not remember his explanation of the word Mādhyamikā when I wrote my article in the Indian Antiquary, vol. I. p. 299, though I always thought the word meant something such thing. But soon after the article appeared, and before Professor Weber's criticism on it was received, I read Dr. Kern's preface again, so that it was not Professor Weber that first directed my attention to it.

Now to come to Professor Weber's remarks on my article at vol. II. p. 69. The Professor still adheres to his interpretation of the passage Mathurāydhā Pātaliputraṃ pārṇaṃ. And his reason is Patañjali's use of the word eyasakhta in that connection, which he thinks means 'distance.' Now the word eyasakhta, so far as I know, never means 'distance', but 'covered,' 'concealed,' or 'separated' by something intervening; as, for instance, England is eyasakha from us, by several countries and seas intervening; or in the word Rāmeña, E is eyasakha from u by d, m, and e. The context of the passage in Patañjali is shortly this: In the sūtra achāh paraśmaḥ pārṇa viḍhānau the question is, With reference to what standard is the word pārṇa or preceding to be understood? For a time he takes the nimitta, or condition of a grammatical change, to be the standard, and says that the principal example of this sūtra, viz. patayā or nariyāyā is also explained or shown to fit with the rule on this supposition. How does it fit? The state of the case in patayā is this: first we have pata, then the feminine termination changed to y, and after that, d, the termination of the instrumental singular. This last is the nimitta of the change of the previous t to y. Then what is to be done by applying the sūtra is—to regard y as a vowel and change the u of pata to v. But says the objector, the rule in the sūtra does not apply here on the supposition you have made, for the u of pata is not pārṇa from d, which is the nimitta, as it is separated from it by y substituted for t. Then says the original speaker, the word pārṇa is used not only to signify a thing that immediately precedes another, but also to signify one that precedes but is separated from it by something intervening, as in such expressions as this: "Pātaliputra is pārṇa from Mathurā," in which pārṇa is used though several places intervene between the two towns. Now, it is plain that this is given as a phrase in use and current among the people to serve as an authority, for taking pārṇa in a certain sense, and therefore, if Professor Weber's inference is correct, all people using the expression, i.e. the Sanskrit-speaking population of India, must have lived to the east of Pātaliputra. The only proper meaning therefore is "Pātaliputra is to the east of Mathurā." And even if we take Professor Weber's explanation, "Pātaliputra is before Mathurā," it does not follow that the speaker, supposing he was Patañjali—which however is not the case—was to the east of Pātaliputra, any more than it does when I say "the horse is before the cart" that I am to that side of the cart, and not this, or to this, and not that. The word pārṇa no doubt means primarily 'before,' but when applied to show the relations between places the anteriority of one from another is to be taken with reference to the usual standard in such comparisons, namely—the rising sun. Hence the word comes to signify the 'east,' and as used in connection with places it has always this sense. I have no doubt therefore that my interpretation of the passage is correct, and that it does not in any way militate against the conclusion I have drawn from another as to the native place of Patañjali. I do not see why a district very near Oudh may not be said to be situated prākñām deśe. Benares was not the point from which the bearings of different places in India were taken. Prāgdeśa, Udagdeśa, etc., were settled terms; and one living in Prāgdeśa could call himself a Prākñā. Amara defines Prāgdeśa as that lying to the south and east of the Śaravatī.

Professor Weber gives no reason for thinking that yathā lautika-vaidikāya is not a vārtikā. But this passage is explained by Patañjali and made the subject of a dissertation just as other vārtikas are. The whole argument given by the author of the Mahābhāṣya, a portion of which was reproduced by me in my article, is contained in these three aphorisms, the last of which is the one under discussion:—1, Siddhā kadbhṛtha-sambandhau; 2, lokottara-prayuktā kadbhṛtyagoge kstreuṇa dharma-nilayamah; 3, yathā lautika vai-dikāya. These are all explained and, as texts, descended upon by our author; he mentions Āchārya incidentally as the author in connection with the first of these, which Āchārya must be Kātyāyana here, since these are not sūtras, and Nāgojībhūṣaṇa † expressly calls the first two vārtikas. The third also must then be a vārtika, since it is of a piece in every respect with the other two, and completes the argument, which without it would be incomplete. The aphorism cannot be the composition of Patañjali, for he makes it the subject of his criticism, and says that the words contained in it are Dakhanī words. I cannot understand the connection between this passage and the one quoted by Professor Weber about the use of saras in the South. What has

* Ballantine, pp. 47, 49.
† Ibid. p. 53.
that passage to do with the circumstance of this being a vārīka? If Professor Weber means to show that Patañjali was acquainted with the lingual usages prevailing in the South, I do not deny that he was, and it is just the lingual usages in that part of the country that are noticed here. But this does not destroy the character of the passage as a vārīka. It must be a vārīka for the above reasons: hence my inference that Kṛṣṇyana was a Southerner. The Professor is inclined to account for allusions to Southerner usage contained in the Mahābhārata from the fact that it was preserved in books in the South, i.e., probably, he thinks them interpolations. Are we similarly to think that the Mahābhārata was preserved in books and unfairly treated by the people of Surṣṭhīra, by the Kambojas, and by the Prāchyas and Madhyamans, because it contains allusions to their usage also? (see p. 63 ed. Balantine.)

Inferiority in rank there is in Patañjali in comparison with Kṛṣṇyana. It does not matter if Patañjali’s views are adopted by Kṛṣṇyana and others. They are so adopted because he was the last of the three Munis. When the three Munis differ, the rule for one’s guidance is yathottaram maṇḍakṣa prabandhā;—the later the Muni, the greater the authority. But still Pāṇini is always regarded as first in rank, Kṛṣṇyana second, and Patañjali third.

I need not say anything on the few remaining points. Professor Weber has made one or two admissions, and as to the rest I leave it to my readers to judge of the merits of the controversy. I reserve one point for discussion on some future occasion, especially as Professor Weber has not given prominence to it now. I do not believe that the Viṇīya and the Rājaśāravini afford evidence of the Mahābhārata having been tampered with by Chandrāchūra and others. They appear to me to say that these persons promoted the study of grammar, brought the Mahābhārata into use, and wrote several works themselves.

In conclusion, I give Professor Weber my sincere thanks for the many good and encouraging words he has said about me. I am gratified to find that my criticisms have not offended him. Controversies on philological or literary points ought not to embitter the feelings of the disputants against each other, but unfortunately they very often do so. I am therefore particularly glad that our controversy is an exception to the general rule in this respect.

R. G. Bhandarkar.

CHAND’S MENTION OF ŚRĪ HARSHA.

With reference to Mr. F. S. Growse’s note on Śrī Harsha at p. 213 of the Indian Antiquary, I would observe that the MSS. read naraśāra, not naraśīra, in the passage in question, and it would be interesting to know by what process naraśīra and nāmas are made to mean “pre-eminent in arts of poetry”; further, the MSS. have ॐ, not ॐ, and in consequence the rendering “wreath of victory” is purely imaginary.

The line rendered “who composed the chronicle of king Bhoja” stands in the MSS. “śtanā seta bandhaya tuḥo jhāno prabandham,” which I admit, not very easy to translate. There is a reading bhōjan which is far better; the annawāra is here merely inserted to make out the metre, which, being Bhujangi, requires a long syllable at that place, thus—

ji nā seta bhān dhyān tu bhā ppān dham.

I willingly admit the new reading and the consequent mention of the bhōjanaprabandha, but the syllable fi is thus left unaccounted for, as well as seta.

My rendering proceeded upon the supposition that ti stood for tri, and bhōjan can only mean ‘enjoyment.’ The line in this aspect appears to allude to Kālidāsa’s wide-spread popularity as a writer of plays and poems, which are figuratively compared, by a familiar image in Indian literature, to the Setakandha, or bridge between India and Ceylon. Setu is further used to signify any work which, from its merits and established authority, acts as a dyke or protection to laws, institutions, or literature, against heresies of belief or taste. Putting these considerations together, I essayed the rendering quoted by Mr. Growse. If we are to give up this rendering, then we must have an explanation of seta and ti, otherwise our line is still partially untranslated. The rendering “who composed the chronicle of king Bhoja,” though so dogmatically asserted to be correct, will certainly not stand.

JOHN BRAMES.

Balasore, July 12, 1873.

The same.

Mr. Growse is a well-known authority on Chand’s Epic, but it seems to me he is not correct in regarding the “Naishadhada as a poem of considerable antiquity.” Chand, in the prefatory chapter of his Prithiḍīja Rāṣṭra, mentions the names of Sehnag, Vishnu, Vyāsa, Sukadeva, Śrī Harsha, Kālidāsa, Dandamāli, and Jayadeva; but these are not placed in chronological order, as Mr. Growse supposes. For the great bard Kālidāsa, who graced the court of Vikramaditya and Bhoja, flourished some centuries before Śrī Harsha. Śrī Harsha was one of the five Brāhmaṇas who were invited by Adisura, king of Gaur. This fact is clearly pointed out in the historical work on Ben-
gal entitled Kshitarajavahavali charitram, edited and translated by Mr. W. Pertsch of Berlin. Sṛ Harsha wrote the Gaurovishakulaprassasasti in honour of his patron the king of Gaur, and he himself confesses, in the concluding lines of his work, that he received a couple of betel-leafs in the court of the king of Kanauj as a token of the great regard in which he was held. The king of Kanauj here, was evidently Jayachandra, or Jayantti Chandra, son of Govindachandra, under whose patronage Sṛ Harsha completed his Naishadha, and who was a contemporary of Kumāra Pāla, the disciple of Hemachandra. This Jayachandra and Prithiraja were cousins; consequently Chand Bardai, who immortalized the fame of the latter king in his epic, was also a contemporary of Sṛ Harsha. This would place Sṛ Harsha in the 12th century. Baja Śekhram is quite correct, then, in his remarks about Sṛ Harsha, because these are in perfect keeping with the other facts on hand.

Chand writes only a couplet in praise of Sṛ Harsha, and he was quite wrong in ascribing the authorship of Bhājaprabhaṇḍa to Kalidāsa, since the work was written by Ballalā.

Rām Dās Sen.

Berhampur, Bengal, 14th July 1873.

PERSIAN STANZAS ON ATTRACTION AND REPULSION.
Selected and Translated by E. Rekatech, Esq., M.C.E.
IV.—From the Menuay of Jallid-ul-dyn Rāmāy—
3rd Dfustur.

EARLY ROMAN INTERCOURSE WITH INDIA.
The proof of early commercial intercourse between the Romans and Singhalese, founded on the discovery of coins, is by no means a solitary instance. Numerous examples of similar finds in Southern India can be added. In the second volume of the Asiatic Researches, mention is made of the discovery of a number of gold coins at Nellore in 1793, two of which, a Hadrian and a Faustina, were in possession of the writer of the notice. In 1800 a pot full of gold coins, and in 1801 another of silver denarii, were found in different parts of the Coimbatore province. A third instance is mentioned by Colonel Mackenzie as occurring in the same district in 1806. In 1817 a silver coin of Augustus was found in excavating an old kist-
vaen or padiu kuli, as they are there called, also in Coimbatore. After a heavy fall of rain in the
monsoon of 1842, a pot containing 323 denarii of Augustus and Tiberius, with a few of Caligula and
Claudius, was laid bare in the same district; and in 1840 a hoard was discovered near Sholapur,
a few specimens only of which were secured, and proved to be aurei of Severus, Antoninus,
Commodus, and Geta. I myself possess an aureus of Trajan found at Kadapā, and a solidus of Zeno
at Madura.

All these afford testimony of the frequent intercourse of Roman traders with the Indian
Ocean, but still more decisive proof is supplied by the existence of great numbers of Roman coins
occurring with Chinese and Arabian pieces along the Coromandel coast. The Roman specimens are
chiefly oboli, much effaced, but among them I have found the epigrams of Valiantianus,
Theodosius, and Eudocia. These are found after every high wind, not in one or two places, but at frequent
intervals, indicating an extensive commerce between China and the Red Sea, of which the Coromandel
coast seems to have been the emporium. The Western traders must either circumnavigate Ceylon, or come through the Paumbam passage,
probably by the latter way, but in either case must have communicated freely with Ceylon. We
know from Muhammadan writers that this commercial intercourse was continued by Arabian
merchants from the eighth to the fourteenth centuries, and from these, and the narratives of the
early Portuguese voyagers hitherto little explored, valuable information concerning Ceylon may
probably be gleaned. W. E. in Notes and Queries, Apr. 19, 1873.

INSCRIPTION OF GONDOPHARES.
The Ariano-Pali Inscription, noticed by Prof.
Dowson as having been forwarded to England by Dr.
Leitner, was discovered by Dr. Bellaw at Shāhpār,
and is now in the Lahore Museum. Before seeing Prof.
Dowson's notice I had already deciphered the name of Gondophares (Gudupharas),
with the year of his reign and the name of the month, Vesākh, etc. This inscription is of
considerable interest, as it is almost certain that
Gondophares is the king Gondofera of the
Legendā Aures, who is recorded to have put St.
Thomas to death. The tradition is supported by
the date of the inscription, which I read as Sawat 103, the fourth day of the month Vesākh (equivalent
to A.D. 46), in the 26th year of the king's reign.
The inscription ends with the words sa-puṣya sa-
maṇḍu-puṣyaṇa, "for his own religious merits,
and for the religious merit of his father and
mother." It is therefore only a simple record of
the building either of a Stupa or of a Vihāra by
some pious Buddhist. The stone has been used,
perhaps for centuries, for macerating spices, and
the middle part of the inscription is nearly
obliterated. In 1863 I discovered the base of an
Ionic pillar in the ruins of a temple at Shāhpār,
which I have identified with the ancient Taxila.
I have now got a second base in much better
preservation, and two Ionic capitals. These
formed part of a Buddhist Vihāra, which cannot be
dated later than A.D. 80, as I found twelve coins of
Asas carefully secreted under one of the statue
pedestals. — A.C.

With regard to the inscription referred to by
General Cunningham ... the inscription, though
not the stone, was discovered by Dr. Leitner, who,
after many useless attempts, finally and after much
labour succeeded in restoring the whole of the in-
scription. Dr. Bellaw had discovered the stone, on
which only "IX" was visible, and had abandoned
it at Hotī Murāna, in Dr. Johnson's compound.
Several years afterwards, in 1870, he authorized
Dr. Leitner to take away anything he might have
left at Hotī Murāna. Dr. Leitner, after personal
inspection, got the stone carried down to Lahore
by bullock-cart, and there got the inscription both
lithographed and photographed. ... The discovery
of the stone therefore belongs to Dr. Bellaw, that
of the inscription to Dr. Leitner.—Editor, Trübner's
Record, June 1873.

BUDDHIST SCULPTURES.
Dr. Leitner has taken with him to Europe large
collections of antiquities, statues, arms, coins, and
numerous interesting objects of natural history, all
collected by himself, and referring to the various
countries between Kābul and Lhassa. These collec-
tions he has left at Vienna, where they will be
shown in the Exhibition. It is expected that the
Graco-Buddhist sculptures brought over by Dr.
Leitner will attract much attention, and prove
that a school of art existed in the East, of which
the founders probably migrated from Greece; it
will also throw light on a very obscure portion of
Indian history, and show the relations that existed
between the Baktrian Satrapa and Buddhism.—
Trübner's Record, June, 1873.

CASTES OF THE BOMBAY PRESIDENCY.
(Continued from p. 154.)
Bhānasādār:—A dyer caste in Gujarāt, of somewhat
inferior rank.
Bhārthara:—In Gujarāt, a caste of middle rank;
sellers of parched grain, &c.
Sugaria:—In Gujarāt (Surat Zillā), a not un-
common caste of middle rank, who are gardeners
and sell vegetables; habits similar to those of the
lower classes of Hindu traders.
ON THE ANTIQUITIES OF RÂMGARH HILL, DISTRICT OF SARGUJÀ.

BY V. BALL, M.A., GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

MY duties as a Geological Surveyor have led me into many remote and seldom-visited localities in Western Bengal. Few of these have appeared to me more curious and interesting than the Râmgarh hill, in the district of Sargujà, Chota Nagpur Division.

Previous notices of some of the antiquities of the Râmgarh hill by Col. Ouseley and Col. Dalton, C.S.I., will be found in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.* In the paper by Col. Dalton there are some technical details of the architecture.

On the 22nd of March 1872 my camp reached Kûdhri, a village some six or seven miles west of Lakapuri, in Sargujà, and on the following morning early I started to explore the Râmgarh hill. Two miles south of Kûdhri we passed through a miserable Gond (locally Gor) hamlet called Sâontâri, soon after leaving which the path became almost obliterated, and we found ourselves on the rise to the Râmgarh hill. Proceeding onwards for some distance through a tangled mass of charred and smouldering branches and logs, where the jungle had been set on fire, we at last emerged on a piece of flat ground shaded by a few mango and ebony trees, and bounded on the south by a wall of rock which rises perpendicularly for several hundred feet. At the foot of this wall an unusual luxuriance of the vegetation at once attracted attention,—ferns, species of Ficus, and other moisture-loving plants being abundant. On going a little closer the cause of this became apparent, as a grotto, to which there is an ascent by a few steps, opened out to view. There, from a fissure in the massive bed of sandstone, a constant stream of pure water spouts forth in such a way that it is no cause for wonder that the natives regard the place as sacred. Col. Dalton compares the fountain to the one which we are told issued from the rock at the touch of Moses.

I found the water refreshing but not cool; at the same time the temperature was not higher than that of the air, as Col. Dalton found it. This is easily explainable by the probable constancy of the temperature of the water, and the different seasons at which our visits were made, this being in the cold season, and mine towards the end of March.

The sandstone out of which the water gushes rests upon a seam of coaly shale 4 feet 5 inches thick, but not of much value for burning.

Leaving the fountain and grove, which are at the north-east corner of the rectangular block of sandstone which forms the main mass of the hill, and renders it a conspicuous and easily recognisable object for many miles around, we proceeded round by the eastern side to the south. The general level of the path, which runs for nearly three-fourths of the way round the base of the rectangular mass, maintains an elevation of about 2600 feet above the sea, or of 600 below the summit of the hill.

High up on the south-east corner, water trickles down over the vertical face of the cliff till it is caught by a ledge of rock, which doubtless serves to redirect its course and cause its appearance on the north-east. After passing rather more than three-fourths of the way along this path, the attention is arrested by a rudely cut model of a temple or memorial stone which is about four feet high. In the lower portion of it there is a cavity for the reception of a tablet. But no vestige remains of one now, if it ever did exist. This object the natives call mali karna. It is on the right hand of the cliff. A few steps further, on the left, there is a block of sandstone, which, if the attention were not specially drawn to it, one might pass without remarking anything particular about it. It is, however, of some interest, being artificially hollowed, with an entrance facing to the west. This block measures externally 3 ft. 5 in. by 3 ft. 8 in. by 6 ft. The entrance is 1 foot 5 inches by 1 foot 4 inches, and the internal length 3 feet 10 inches. The bottom is now somewhat filled up, but it is evident that there was room for a man to creep inside and squat down. The natives call it “Muni gofar”—the Muni's den. Close by this are the remains of an old wall built of uncut stones.

A short distance beyond, the ascent of the great block of sandstone commences by the only practicable route: this is at the south-west corner.

After a stiffish climb for about 400 feet, the path passes under an arched entrance, which shows some skilful carving, into a small temple in which there is an image of Mahādeva, close to which, as it were on the very corner of the hill, there is a cleared space surrounded by a wall or breastwork, from which a magnificent view of the country to the south and south-west can be obtained. From this point there is a sheer descent of not less than 1,000 feet, and a pebble thrown over would have to travel that distance before it reached the tops of the trees in the jungle below. A further ascent of less than 50 feet by a made staircase, and the remains of another old building are reached. Here there are two old images of Durgā and one of Hanumān. From this the path runs along a ridge to the summit of the hill, 100 feet higher, the elevation of which above the sea, according to the Topographical Survey, is 3206 feet. While passing along the ridge the existence of a cap of from 60 to 70 feet of trap, resting on the sandstone, first becomes apparent. Here was an opportunity of testing a theory put forward by the late Captain Forayth in his Central Highlands of India that a trap soil will not support Sāl (Shorea robusta) trees. There were some very fine trees growing on this trap, and I have met with not a few similar instances.

On the highest point of the hill there is a very tumble-down old temple, of which however the inner wall still remains. Whether a disinclination to interfere with a structure which is said to be of supernatural origin, parsimony, or want of religious zeal, is the cause of the dilapidation of this unquestionably ancient building, I do not undertake to say; but, in spite of the fact that there is a mela held there every year, I am strongly inclined to believe that none of the Rājas or Zamindārs care very much about the place, otherwise the wretched and overgrown condition of the approaches, and the ignorance even of the village Baigas who profess to do pujā there, as to what the hill really contains, are perfectly inexplicable. Even the custodian of the temple, a fakir, who I was warned would hurl big stones at me if I attempted the ascent, had deserted the place. Still tradition asserts that some 'sāheb' was prevented from ascending by this fakir.

Inside the temple on a sandstone stand there are images of Laksāman, Balsundri, Janki, and Rāja Janaṅk. They appear to be made of trap, but, owing to the thickness of the crust of dirt and ghee upon them, I could not, without being guilty of desecration in the eyes of my followers, examine them sufficiently closely to make certain of the material. Col. Dalton mentions the existence of a tank near the summit. This my guide was unable to point out, and as there was still much to be seen I was unable to spend time in searching for it. Some distance below the temple there is a spring which yields water at all seasons. This is no doubt the source of supply of the fountain below. It must have been invaluable when the hill was used as a place of retreat. Another hill near the Main Pāṭ was said to have been used for the same purpose. There is but one steep and difficult ascent to it, which might be easily guarded. An old tank still exists on the top. It is said that the women and treasure of the Sargujā Rājas used to be sent there during the incursions of the Marāṇas, and at other times when the district was disturbed.

Having enjoyed the magnificent view of the Main Pāṭ and other surrounding plateaux and ranges, and the cool breezes which played about the top of the hill, we descended again to the fountain and then struck eastward along a spur. Passing an old gateway described by Col. Dalton, we continued along the path for about a mile till we reached the N.W. end of a very singular tunnel known as the Hathpor. It is situated close to the north end of the spur, about a mile from the village of Udaypur. Although its name implies that it is made by hand,* I sought in vain for evidence of its being artificial. I can only attribute its origin to the trickling of water through crevices in the sandstone. There is no trace, however, of any slip or dislocation of the strata, such as is a usual cause of such phenomena. The stream having found its way through an immense mass of sandstone has been at work for ages enlarging the passage, and the present result is a tunnel 160 paces long, and, as Col. Dalton has described it, 12 high and 8 broad, but it varies in places in both dimensions.

When about to enter its gloomy but cool re-

* Is it not a corruption of Hathēpoḷa — the 'Elephant-gate'? — Ed.
Fig. 2.
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cesses I recalled Col. Dalton's remark that at
the time of his visit it had all the appearance
of being the dwelling-place of a family of tigers,
so I took the precaution of calling up my rifle-
bearer to be at hand in case of need. When
about halfway through, I saw by the dim
light some animate object and a pair of glaring
eyes on one of the ledges of rock in front of me.
It proved to be a young owl, which, clapping
its bill in furious rage at the intruders and then
made several abortive attempts at flight.

At the south-east end of the tunnel, on the south
side, a face of rock appears to have been chiseled
off for some purpose, possibly for the recep-
tion of an inscription which was never written.
Close by there is a small cave to which you ascend
by a few steps; it has been partially enlarged
artificially, but there is nothing further remark-
able about it.

Returning through the Hathpor to the north-west, the stream is found to take its rise
in a basin or horse-shoe-shaped valley of very
singular appearance. On the south rises a
cliff of sandstone, high up on the face of which
are seen the entrances to two caves. A climb
up over debris from the mouth of the tunnel
brings one, after an ascent of more than 100 feet,
to the foot of a double flight of stairs cut in the
solid rock (see fig. 1).

Ascending the stairs you find yourself on the
threshold of a rectangular chamber cut in the
rock. The accompanying plan and elevations
of this chamber, on a scale of 1 to 100, will render
the following brief description intelligible (fig.
2, 3, 4).

There appears to have been originally a na-
tural cave here— at least the outer hollow shows
overhead no sign of artificial excavation.

On the slope of the rock on the right of the
staircase there are two deep grooves or channels,
said by the natives to have been portions of the
charmed circle drawn round Sitā or Jankī by
Rāmāchandra. To me they looked like drains
for the purpose of carrying off water used in
the ablutions of those who may have lived in the
cave.

On the extreme right of the mouth of
the outer cave there are two footprints somewhat
rudely cut in the stone.

The entrance to the inner chamber is 12 feet
wide at the mouth, but widens to 17 feet. To
right and left of this the cave extends with
perfect symmetry. The total length is 44½ feet.
The breadth at the centre is 12 feet 10 inches,
and the height varies from somewhat over 6
feet down to about 5 feet 6 inches. This is
partly caused by the floor of the recesses to
right and left being raised some six inches above
that of the central portion, and partly to
curvature of the face of the strata of rock
which forms the roof. The walls have through-
out been finished with cutting tools. The linear
dimensions are not quite constant, but the dif-
ferences are so small that they are neglected in
the plan.

All round the wall there is a raised bench
cut out of the solid rock. On three sides this
bench is double, the inner portion being raised
two inches above the outer. On the side facing
the entrance the double bench is 8 feet 6 inches
wide. In the recess portions of the entrance
side there is a continuation of the lower bench,
and on each side of the buttresses of the entrance
small seats of rock have been left.

On the left side of the entrance there is an
inscription in two lines, the last two or three
letters in each of which are much damaged
and illegible. A transcript is given (No. 1).

The letters are about two inches high, but,
though clearly engraved, they do not exhibit
much skill. I forwarded a copy of both this and
the one which follows to Bābu Rājendra
Mitra, who informs me that these are in the
Old Pali or Aśoka character and the Pāli
language, but not of Aśoka. They record some-
thing about one Devadatta, but what it is I
cannot make out. Many of the letters appear
to be doubtful. Copies of both inscriptions
were formerly forwarded to the Asiatic Society by
Col. Dalton and Major Deere, but nothing
was ever published regarding them, and the
originals appear to have been lost. Col. Ouseley
in his short account of the caves makes no allu-
sion whatever to the inscriptions.

Although there are some broken idols resting
on the bench, which represent, on the authority of
the Baiga, Mahādeva, Pārvati, and Bardevi,
there is nothing to connect them with the cave.

There is no attempt whatever at ornamenta-
tion in this chamber, and the benches look
so eminently suitable for sleeping purposes,
while the recesses might be so readily shut off,
as Col. Dalton suggests, for females, that I am
inclined to believe that this cave must have
been constructed for, and used as, a dwelling-place.

The second cave is only some 30 or 40 yards off. The natives appeared to be unaware of its existence; they protested that there was only one cave, and I made on my first visit no particular search for a second. On referring to Col. Dalton's paper I found that he most distinctly mentioned two caves, containing each an inscription: accordingly I returned to the Hathpor on the following evening, and had the pleasure of introducing the two Baigas to the second cave, which they declared they had never seen or heard of before.

It is at about the same elevation as the other cave, but to reach it you have to scramble up a face of rock by means of some rudely cut steps. The interior shows little or no sign of artificial excavation, and the sole point of interest is that it contains an inscription in much bolder and larger character than the other (see No. 2).

Having completed my examination of this second cave, the old Baiga, who had come specially to show the cave which he supposed I wanted to see when I inquired about a second, led us through the tunnel, and out to the southeast corner of the spur, where he pointed out, high up on a face of sandstone, the entrance to a cave which he called Lakshman's Bangál. It is much less easily accessible than the others, and to get to it over the rocks one has to use both hands and feet. It is simply a rectangular chamber cut in the rock. The dimensions are 9 feet 4 inches by 8 feet 5 inches by 3 feet 5 inches.

A portion only of the side of the entrance remains standing. I saw no trace of any inscription near it.

The local tradition regarding these caves is that they were the residence of Rámachandra for fourteen years previous to the expedition to Lánká, and that it was from this place that Sițá of Jánki was carried away.

The surrounding jungle is called Iran Ban.

---

INSCRIPIONS AT THE AUDIENCE HALL OF PARÁKRAMA BĀHU,
PULASTIPURA, CEYLON.

BY T. W. RHYS DAVIDS, C.C.S.

Pulastipura,* the capital of Ceylon from the middle of the 8th century to the beginning of the 14th (A.D. 769—1314), was at the height of its prosperity during the long and glorious reign of Parákrama Bāhu the great, whose conquests extended over the whole of the Dravídian portion of South India, and are even said to have extended to the coast of the Bay of Bengal.

The stream of Aryan invasion, having been stopped in South India, seems in the 6th century B.C. to have flowed over to Ceylon, for, according to the well-known tradition, Wijaya in 543 B.C. came over from the Sarkaras (Śiṣhapeda, then the capital of Kalinga), and conquered, or rather colonized, Ceylon. From that time to the present the history of Ceylon has been chiefly the record of the struggle between the Tamils advancing from South India, and the few Aryan Śiṣhalese driving back the Dravídian hordes, and sometimes, as in Parákrama Bāhu's time, carrying the war into the enemy's country.

The census taken in 1871 shows that of the present 2½ millions inhabiting Ceylon, about two-thirds of a million are pure Śiṣhalese,—in former times the population round the ruined cities must have been very great, but the Śiṣhalese were probably even then greatly outnumbered by their Tamil foes: slowly but surely they were driven southward; and the wave of battle constantly receding and advancing laid waste the fairest provinces of the island, until the whole country, from near the Jaffna Peninsula southwards to the mountain fastnesses of Kandy, became an almost uninhabited and pathless jungle. And in this jungle for some hundreds of years lay, forgotten and unknown, the ruins of what must have been the magnificent capital of Parákrama Bāhu.

The ruins, since their rediscovery in 1820, have been often described, more especially by Sir E. Tennant in 1847 (Ceylon, vol. II. p. 568 et seq.), and have been well photographed by Lawton and Co. Kandy, in 1870, when they were partially cleared by order of Government. They stretch for about five miles along the band stūpas are. Sir E. Tennant calls the place Polonnaruwa, a corruption of Polomaruwa, a name of uncertain derivation applied to the place in the artificial language used in Sinhalese books, but probably never used in living speech.

---

* Pulastipura, the ancient name of the city, was used by its founders, and its inhabitants, and recorded in all the inscriptions: the modern name is Tōpā-wawa or Tōpāwe, which is simply stūpa-waṭa, the lake where the (ruined)
INSCRIPTION ON THE GREAT LION AT PULASTIPURA.

ON THE COLUMNS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>జీమాంసనే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>పాదాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>నీటిమాంసక శాసనం</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>జీమాంసనే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>జీమాంసనే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>జీమాంసనే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>జీమాంసనే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>జీమాంసనే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>జీమాంసనే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
<td>నీరాపాణే</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of a large artificial lake, which must have been 10 or 12 miles round, and can be reached in 3½ days from Kandy,—there being a carriage road for the first 59 miles, and a cart road for the remaining 20. Just at the end of this road, and on the band of the lake itself, once stood the hall in which these inscriptions were found, which has been renamed "the Audience Hall." All that remains now are 48 large stone pillars with carved capitals supported on a stone platform, round the base of which are sculptured a row of lions; there are also several fine stone slabs, a flight of entrance steps with handsomely carved balustrades, and the splendid Lion on which the inscription was found. This was lying almost entirely buried at some distance from the Hall, and was set up with great difficulty; it had probably been thrown out of the Hall by the Tamils when they took Pulastipura, and may formerly have stood between the inscribed pillars: search has been made for a second one, but as yet unsuccessfully.

The inscriptions have only lately been noticed, Sir E. Tennant making no mention of either the ruin or its letters; but they are very interesting, as affording a reliable glimpse at the state ceremonial of that place and time, from which conclusions, with a large degree of certainty, may be drawn regarding others in more distant places and in more ancient times.

According to the writing on the Lion and eight of the pillars, the high officials stand near the king in the following order (see the sketch plan):—

At pillar 8. Members of the Chamber of Commerce.
At pillar 1. The Secretary (Kāyastha) with the record-keepers.
7. The Police.
2. Prime Minister (pratidhāna).
6. Members of the council of wise men (Chief (senadhīpati).
Provincial governors.
4. The chiefs (adhīpa), seated.
5. The heir-apparent (yuddārja), seated.

I am inclined to think that the king must have been seated in the position marked a, and not—as has been supposed—in that marked b: for he would thus have the lower officials behind him, the great ones facing him, and the heir-apparent seated at his right hand; whereas in the position marked b, the members of the Chamber of Commerce would have had the post of honour; now, although Parikrama Bahu was perhaps a very enlightened despot, and seems to have given the merchants or boute (kāṣṭa) keepers of the day a place in his Council of State, it is scarcely possible that they were nearer to his august person than the heir-apparent himself.

The transliteration, which is unusually certain, is as follows:—

On the great Lion.
Śri wira duriṇa wira vedaśābhyagrjya Nissanka Laṅkēśvara Kāṅga chakravartti smātuma wahanē waeḍa hun wira Śiṅhāsanaṇayiṣya.

Translation.
This is the mighty Lion-throne on which sat the glorious, powerful king, in whose arm is strength, the Lord Emperor Kāṅga Nissanka Laṅkēśvara.

First Pillar.
Sīṅhāsanaṇayi waeḍa hun kāle pot warana sēluna-wd kāyasthāyaṇa sthānayai.

When he is seated on his Lion-throne, this is the place for the Secretary, among the record-keepers.

Second Pillar.
Sīṅhāsanaṇayi waeḍa hun kāle pradhānayaṇa sthānayai.

When he is seated on the Lion-throne, this is the place for the prime minister.

Third Pillar.
Sīṅhāsanaṇayi waeḍa hun kāle senwiradunja sthānayai.

When he is seated on his Lion-throne, this is the place for the commander-in-chief.

Fourth Pillar.
Sīṅhāsanaṇayi waeḍa hun kāle sēpā-warun hindina sthānayai.

When he is seated on his Lion-throne, this is the place where the chiefs sit.

* In the transliteration is used because the Śiṅhalese always pronounce the ə, corresponding to (and derived from) the Pāli ə, as our English o, and not as in. It is certainly probable, both from the traditions of the pāli and from the collocations in which it occurs, that the Pāli letter is also o, and not u. is pronounced like the English.

† See rules in the vocabulary.
Fifth Pillar.
Śīhāsana ye wae de hun kāle yuvarāja-wa siti ge . . . . n wahanse hindina sthānayañi.
When he is seated on his Lion-throne, this is the place where . . . . who is the heir-apparent, sita.

Sixth Pillar.
Śīhāsana ye wae de hun kāle asaṃpāṇḍi-bhāraka-maṇḍalika-warunṣa sthānayañi.
When he is seated on his Lion-throne, this is the place for the maṇḍalas, the unequalled wise men (or for the governors of the districts Asam and Pandi).

Seventh Pillar.
Śīhāsana ye wae de hun kāle chaurāś-warunṣa sthānayañi.
When he is seated on his Lion-throne, this is the place for the sheriffs.

Eighth Pillar.
Śīhāsana ye wae de hun kāle kāda-goshtīyehi-attawunṭa sthānayañi.
When he is seated on his Lion-throne, this is the place for the members of the council of commerce.

Vocabulary
OF WORDS USED IN THE INSCRIPTIONS A.D. 1150.
A s a m, 6.* (Sansk. asana), unequalled (country)
A ē pā. I had great doubts about this word, and for a long time supposed it must be ‘samati-amātya,’ but just as this paper is being sent off, the expression in another inscription ‘raja-pā,’ which can scarcely be anything else than ‘raja-pāti,’ leads me to the inference that the word must be opd for ‘adhi-pā;’ and this is confirmed on consulting the facsimile. The word is not used in the dictionaries, but seems to me to be most probably correct. It means therefore chiefs. Still it is curious that of them alone (besides the king and the heir-apparent) the word hindina, ‘sita,’ should be used. α is the Elu equivalent of Sanskrit ddi at the end of compounds.
A t t l u - w u, 1 (prob. Sansk. antar : with adj. suffix wu, really past p. of we nawā, to become), including, with.
A t t a w u n τ a, 8. Dat. pl. of attawā (S. dīman), person. The modern form would be atta, dat. pl. satanta, and the addition of the suffix τa is remarkable.
K a d a, 8. Crude form of kudaya (contracted into kade), boutique, native shop. (Dravidian.)
K a l a, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Loc. sing. of kala (Sansk. kāla), ‘time.’
K a l i n g a, on the Lion,—from Kālinga. This epithet may have been adopted by Parākrama Bahu the Great, either because the father of Wijaya, the first—and rather mythical—king of Ceylon, B.C. 543, came from there, or more probably because he himself was a native of Kalinga. Vide Cunningh- am, Geog. of India, vol. I. p. 515 et seq.
K a y a s t h a y a n t a, 1. Dat. pl. of kāyastha (Sansk. kāyastha + nominal suffix ya), writer, scribe.
G o s h t y e h i, 8. Loc. sing. of goshtīya (Sansk. goshtā), an assembly; not found in Sīhalese Dictionaries.
Chakrawartti, on the Lion. A king who has tributary kings under him, and has no opponent within his own realm: not necessarily, at least in Sīhalese usage, a universal king—emperor, overlord. (Note the t is always doubled in Ceylon.)
Chaurāś, 7. Not given in the dictionaries; asi is probably sword, and the word may mean thief-punishers, executioners; if so, it is characteristic to find these useful officers taking their places among the chiefs of the state. The word chauroddharta (Stenzler’s Yd. aveliya, II. 271) has suggested to me that our word might be ‘chauroddhara,’ and mean thief-catcher, peon, being much like ddh in the Sīhalese alphabet of the 12th century, and that form would be an almost inexplicable corruption; the s seems quite clear, and it would be still more unlikely to find peons or pothecaries in the privy council. The word probably means body-guard, or something similar, but its form is remarkable.
Durāja, on the Lion. The word is not found in the dictionaries. It is probably Sanskrit durandhara, and means burden-bearer or chief.
Nissanka, on the Lion. (Sansk. nissanka, in which way the word is spelt in other inscriptions by this king), steady, hesitating: an epithet of Parākrama Bahu, king of Ceylon and South India, 1148-1181 A.D. He is called in two or three inscriptions simply Nīssanka Mallā. The very curious proclamation, apparently addressed to the people just before he died without an heir, and recorded on a stone disinterred by me at the gate of his palace, in which foreseeing the anarchy which would ensue, he urges the people to choose a proper ruler, begins with a Sanskrit stanza of which the last words are ‘Hear these wise counsels, they are spoken by Nīssanka Mallā.’
Pa ṣi, 6. (Sansk. Pāṣi), learned. See Vā濡kāvāsa, ed. C. Alwis, p. 47, stanza 179; modern form ‘paṇḍita.’
Pot, 1. pl. of pota (Sanskrit puṣṭa), a book.
Pradhānayanta, 2. Dat. pl. of pradhāna-yā (Sansk. pradhāna). Both in Sanskrit and Pāli (conf. Waskadua Abhid. 340, ‘mahā matto pa-
dhānānchi cha'); the word seems to mean exclusively prime minister; the pl. form is therefore probably to be taken here also honoris causa, especially as ministers (ematiwaru) are mentioned below (Pillar 4).

Bhāraka, 6. The meaning of this word is doubtful; the Sanskr. bhāraka, load, is of unfrequent occurrence, and fits but badly here into the sense. It may possibly be the name of a district, or be equal to modern Siňhaalese bārāstëwa, having charge of, in which case Asam and Pārāḍi must be names of districts—? Asam and Pāndira. In the absence of any authority for these latter meanings, the word is taken in the translation in the Sanskrit sense.

Māndalika, 6. The word is not given in the dictionaries, but seems to mean either privy councillors, or rulers of subsidiary provinces, provincial governors. The latter sense is supported by the use in Narendra-charit-Avalokana-pravīkādikarn, ch. 66, Journ. Beng. As. Soc. Vol. XLII. p. 197.

Yā, — nominal suffix added to almost all Sanskrit nouns in Siňhaalese.

Yi, — suffix occurring only at the end of a clause, and signifying this is; applied to the latter of two nouns in apposition. The y is not pronounced, 'āsanaya yi' being pronounced 'āsanayal,' and is only used because the Siňhaalese manner of writing does not admit of two vowels following each other in one word. The i seems to be connected with the contracted form in 'nawā, for 'hiti nawa,' from Sansk. sthā, or it may merely represent an emphatic raising of the voice at the end of the clause.

Yuvārajā, 5. The heir-apparent, crown-prince.

Radunța. See senewi-radunța.

Lāṅkeśara, Lord of Ceylon; a name of Parākrama Bāhu the Great, found on his gold coin which Prinsep hesitatingly assigns (edit. Thomas, I. 421) to another. See Journ. As. Soc. Bengal. Vol. XLII. p. 199.

Wā, 5. Suffix forming adj.; probably from root of 'we-nawā,' to become.

Wā. Really p. part. of we-nawā (see wea), but used as a suffix to adj.

Warana, 1. Pres. part. of war-anawā (Sansk. vṛ), surrounding, taking care of.

Warunța, 6, 7. Dat. of last.

Wira, on the Lion. Strength, heroism.

Wahānțe, 5, and on the Lion. A suffix to the names of persons added to the plural form, the Honourable. Probably Sanskr. Bhāgyavant.

Wesya-bhujāgā, on the Lion. Ga is used in Elu poetry with the sense of upeta; bhujā is arm (= Sanskr.), and what wesya has to do in this connection is so inexplicable that the reading is probably incorrect.

Wādā, on the Lion, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Past part. of wād-i-nawā, to proceed, to arrive, to go: used of persons of importance, especially of kings and monks (Sansk. vṛ)—vide hindina.

Siți, 5. Past part. of sit-i-nawā (Sansk. sthā), to stand, to be.

Siňhāsana, on the Lion, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Lion throne, royal throne, throne; loc. ya. In this case there was actually a large lion, whose fine proportions remind one of the Assyrian bulls, and which formed the support, or one of the supports, of the royal seat. A frieze of lions runs round the building.

Senewi-radunța, 3. Dat. pl. honor. of 'senewi-rade' (Sansk. śrāvmati-rāja; the derivation of the second component uncertain), commander-in-chief.

Stānaya, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. (Sansk. sthāna), place.

Sri, on the Lion.

Swāmī, on the Lion. Acc. pl. of Swāmi, lord.

Hindina, 4. Relative part. of hind-i-nawā, to sit. 'Wada-hind-i-nawā' is the honorific form of this verb, and is applied throughout to the king only; of the rest only the adhipās and the yuvārajā are said to sit; the rest probably stood.

Hun. Past part. act. of above.

MOUNT ABU.

BY JOHN BOWLAND, BENGAL U.C.S.

Mount Abu, or Arbuda—'the mount of wisdom,' in the territory of Sirohi in Rājunā, is regarded as part of the Aravali range, but is completely detached on all sides. The formation is chiefly trap, and granite of good quality; small blocks of an inferior sort of white marble are also found all over the hill.

The mountain peaks are extremely irregular, often assuming fantastic shapes. The circuit of
west side of the plateau of the hill, in a natural basin surrounded on all sides by lofty peaks. It partly overlooks the lake called the Nakhi-tala'o, which by the natives is said to be unfathomable. It is clear, however, that it is formed by the closing up of a gorge on the west side, where the overflow runs off, and a bend has lately been built to increase the depth of water, fears having been entertained that it might run dry or nearly so, should an exceptionally dry or hot season occur. There are several small islands with trees on them scattered about the middle of the tala'o, but they are almost submerged, and the trees are fast decaying. A path has been made all round the lake, the straight lines of which sadly mar the picturesque ness of the spot.

The best view of the lake and station, offering also a glimpse of the plain, is obtained from Bailey's Walk, so called from the officer (the present Magistrate) who made it: it extends from the station to "Sunset Point" (the favourite evening rendezvous of the residents and visitors), and crosses over one of the higher peaks of the mountain overlooking the lake. The scenery from these heights and from the sides of the hill is of wonderful beauty and great extent. Early morning and evening are the most favourable times to enjoy it, as in the heat of the day the distant mountain ranges are often lost sight of in the haze. One misses here, however, the lovely tropical foliage seen to such advantage at many of the other hill stations, the trees on Abu being small and sparsely scattered about.

Date palms and corinda bushes are to be met with everywhere, as well as several kinds of fig, and a few large banyan trees. But though the trees are small, their variety is great, and there is an ample field for the botanist on Abu and its surroundings. Owing to the rocky nature of the surface, there is very little alluvial deposit, and consequently scarcely any cultivation. Still every available patch of ground is made the most of, and wells sunk adjoining them for purposes of irrigation. The plots of land (they cannot be called fields) are watered by the Persian water-wheel, and one may often see and hear six or eight wheels in full work within a quarter of a mile's radius. Besides Nakhi-tala'o, there is a large tank at the village of Uriya, to the north-east of the station, where also the only large cultivated space of ground is met with; but beyond one or two small jhrs, which run dry in the hot weather, and a few small streams, there is no other water to speak of on the hill; and in hot seasons fears are entertained as to the lasting powers of the wells—indeed those in the station do run dry now and then. The villages on the summit strike a new-comer: the houses are built in the shape of wigwams, low, round, with pointed roofs, and are quite different from any seen in the plains below. The people are a wild-looking race, with long grizzly hair and beards, and scantily clothed; they always carry a bamboo bow and arrows; many of them wear a peculiar charm round their necks, representing Vishnu riding a horse, generally embossed in silver and gilt. On inquiry I found that when a man loses his father he puts on one of these amulets, but for what purpose they could not tell me. The winter months in Abu are charming, the air is fresh and bracing, and the ground frequently white with hoar-frost. The sun, however, is hot in the day. Fires are necessary after sunset from December to the end of February. In the hot season punkas are seldom required, and at night the breeze is always pleasant. In the rains a good deal of fog hangs about the hill; but the fall is not so heavy as in the other sanitaries.

To the sportsman Abu offers many attractions. Seldom a day passes but news is brought into the station of a kill by a tiger or panther, but the game, though plentiful, is difficult to get at, owing to the facilities of escape afforded by the numerous rocks and caves all over the hill. Sambur abound* and do great damage to the crops of the villagers, who can ill afford to have their tiny khet's cleared by deer; this, however, often happens, and many are the entreaties of the spoiled husbandman that the saheb will come and kill the enemy. Bears abound at the foot of the hill, and are often killed by the native shikaris, who sit up for them at night over water. There are also said to be a few lions in the vicinity. At the base of the hill there is probably as much small game of every description to be met with as in any part of India—peafowl, hares, partridges, quail, small deer, &c. The peafowl is very sacred, as well as the great numbers, and, though yearly increasing, are nothing like so plentiful as they were before that date.

* The hill was overrun with Sambur until the year 1893, famous for the famine and drought. They died three in...
rock (blue) pigeon, and strict rules are laid down by Government for their preservation. Panthers do a good deal of damage on the hill, and the visitors and residents have to keep a sharp look-out on their pet dogs after sunset. Mutton is the only meat procurable on the hill, and fowls, the main stay of the Indian khândásādā, are dear and scarce. Owing to the pretended sanctity of Abu, and the prejudices, if we may so term them, of the natives, which Government has bound itself to protect (for we are only tenants of Abu), no cow, ox, or nilgai may be killed on the hill. The idea among the lower class is that Abu is supported on the horns of a bull; when he is tired of holding it on one horn he jerks it on to the other, and this accounts for the earthquakes so frequently felt up there. There is a story to the effect that a late Resident, tried to convince the natives of the absurdity of this notion, and, to prove it, ordered a cow to be killed on a certain day. It was slain, and, as ill luck would have it, the next day the most severe shock experienced for many years occurred. This was conclusive to the Hindu, the experiencer had to own his defeat, and say no more about beef for dinner. Whilst at Abu I met two French gentlemen travelling round the world. Their indignation was great when they heard they could get no 'biftek,' and expressed their wish that Abu belonged to the French, who, as they said, would not only kill oxen on the hill, but the inhabitants themselves if they opposed it. This, said they, would strengthen our bodies and position as well.

The visitor to Abu should not attempt to make any excursion or shooting expedition without a competent guide. No place is so easy to lose one's way in, and it is next to impossible for a stranger to find the road to a given spot, unless indeed it be on the main mule track: several instances have occurred of people losing their way.

The inhabitants of the plains at the foot of the hill, and also of many of the villages on the summit, are chiefly Bhils, a wild and lawless race of men. No native is safe if he is known to have a rupee on him; he is not only sure to be robbed of it, but if he shows the least resistance is murdered as well. The country is so wild that there is little chance of catching the actual delinquent, and it is only in cases of dakaity, where a large gang of men have been engaged in the crime, that justice overtakes the criminals. The road from Abu to Dīsā was very unsafe even a year or two back for the traveller. If he did not suffer himself, his baggage was almost sure to be looted; but the energetic measures taken by Colonel Carnell, the Resident at Erinpūr, and the summary justice he metes out to these ruffians when caught, has been productive of much good. The only safe way to travel about is to take into your employ a Bhīl guide, and the same system applies to the house-chaokīdār, called a Pāqī. If you have one of these men in your employ, his tribe is supposed to respect you and yours for his sake. They are said to be very faithful and susceptible of kindness shown to them. In height and make they are like the Gonds of the Central Provinces, but have not the flat features so often seen amongst the latter race. Their hair also is longer, and many of them have thick beards and moustaches. I did not notice whether the women were tattooed, as the Gond women always are, but as they are blacker than the latter I may not have observed it on that account. Their clothing is scanty, and ornaments are rarely seen about them, with the exception of the gilt charm before alluded to. Many of them carry a matchlock, and those who do not possess a gun, always have the bamboo bow and iron-pointed arrows, as well as a formidable knife. They are wonderful trackers of game, surpassing in this respect, it is said, the Gond or Bisaigār. Their villages do not, however, come up to a Gond settlement so far as neatness of appearance and cleanliness is concerned. Most of the latter in the Central Provinces are well built of bamboo and charmingly neat and clean; those I have seen of the Bhills have anything but that character. They are a jolly, jovial set of fellows amongst themselves, and laugh heartily at any joke or comic idea that strikes them.

A bū is celebrated for the number and beauty of its temples, especially those of the Jaina creed, some of them in perfect preservation, and others in complete ruins. At the base of the hill, on all sides, may be seen fine old shrines, a few still in use, but most of them dilapidated. I will endeavour to give some account of the chief of those I have seen, though there are a great many more that want of time and opportunity prevented my visiting.

The nearest shrine of any importance to the
station is that of the tutelary goddess of Abu.—
Abūdā Mātā. It is a small rock-temple
formed out of a natural cleft on the side of the
hill and overlooking the station. The rock is
surmounted by a small white shrine, built more
for ornament than use, or, as one of the Jogis
told me, it is meant to catch the eye from a
distance, and this it certainly does from all
sides. The approach to this temple is by a
rough stair of some 450 steps, through a shady
grove of mango and a few champa trees. As
soon as a stranger is seen, there is a frantic
rush to close all the doors, so that I could see
nothing of the interior of the place, which must
however be very small. One of the attendants
told me that there was nothing but one large
idol inside, no inscriptions or ancient relics.
The place is evidently one of some sanctity:
many pilgrims were present when I was there,
waiting to pay their devoirs to the goddess.
The view of the station from the terrace is very
fine—in fact the most extensive I have seen.
As usual, the temple stands on the edge of a
dry mountain torrent, but there is a spring of
good water close by.

Dēlwaḍā:—Distant half a mile from the
foot of the hill on which Abūdā Mātā stands, and
about a mile north from the station, are
the celebrated temples of Dēlwaḍā or Deviteṣṭhā (the
‘place of temples’)—undoubtedly among the
most beautiful Jainā temples in India. Tod, in his
Western India, has so fully described them, and his
opportunities for investigation, knowledge of the
people, their language, and religion, were
such as to render it useless to attempt adding to
his account.

Gāmuṅkh, or, as it is also called, ‘Bastoni,’
the shrine of Vaisīṣṭhā, is situated fully 500
feet down the south-western slope of Abu, and
about three miles from the station. The path is
a tedious one, and the temple is reached by a
long flight of steps from the summit. The
descent is shaded by luxuriant foliage on all sides,
and the spot is a favourite one for the sportsman,
as sambur are frequently met with in the
neighbourhood, and one or two tigers frequently
prey upon the cattle of the Brahmanas living
at the temple. The first object on reaching the
temple is the fountain supplied by

water from a spout in the form of a cow’s head,
whence the name of the place. There are two
small shrines on the edge of the taun, one
containing an image of Mahādeva, the other of
Ganēśa; there are also two inscriptions on the
sides, but they are too much worn to be legible.
Close by is the temple, a plain brick edifice,
surrounded by a high wall. The shrine of
Vaisīṣṭhā stands alone in the middle of the
quadrangle. I could not gain access to the
interior, though I much wanted to, as I heard an
inscription was to be found inside which gave the
date of the brass figure standing outside facing the
doors, under an ovate-formed cupola, as described
by Tod. Tod affirms that he is one of the
Dhārā Prāmarīs, the last of his race, and that he is
supplicating the Muni for an act of violence and
sacrilege committed by him. He has, however,
none of the usual marks of royalty about him,
such as are seen on the figure with the bow at
Achalesvarā, and his position is the common one
of all the memorial tablets in marble or stone.
There are several small marble figures (bearded),
both alone and with females beside them, in
different parts of the temple. It is worthy of
note that in nearly all the bearded figures I have
come across, particularly those with swords,
there is a boss, either oval or round, at one side
of the head. It may be noticed close to the head of
the brass figure, as well as in several of the
other sketches. It is in no way connected with
the head, and is not a shell, as I at first
supposed. On the dress of the Dhārā Pramāra, as we
must call him upon Tod’s authority, are several
pieces of silver set in, of the shape of our masonic
emblem the square. I also noticed the same
sign in the hands of some of the figures in the
painted room at Acharārā. Whether the
design is accidental or emblematic I must leave
others to determine.

The figure of Śyām Nāth mentioned by Tod is
certainly a work of art, only surpassed by the
Man-Lion incarnation, to be spoken of
further on. There are two smaller temples in
the enclosure, one dedicated to Pataleśvarā, the
other to Mahādeva, but they contain nothing
worthy of note. I noticed an emblem of the
shape of a square trough or dish with five balls in it: it is the only one to be seen on Abu.
The temples of Devāngan, or Court of the gods, built on the ancient site of Lākhnagar, have never before been described, if indeed they have been visited, by a European. They are located at the foot of the mountain, on the south-west side, and may be approached either by the old road—a mountain path of the most rugged description and in some places almost dangerous—or from the Dāk Bangalā at Anādrā, from which they are distant about two miles to the south. They are situated in a most lovely spot, and the place itself is worth a visit on account of its natural beauty. In the midst of a bamboo forest, in which also some magnificent trees, on the banks of a mountain torrent bed over a pool of water clear as crystal, supplied from a never-failing spring and full of fish, are the ruins of the Devāngan temples. They are shaded by lofty forest trees, and it requires no stretch of imagination to fancy oneself on the bank of a Welsh or Scotch stream, particularly in the cold season, when the air is cool and pleasant.

According to local tradition (for I have not been able to get at the written history of the place, which is extant in a Sanskrit manuscript of some age), in this place, now a forest and completely covered with tangled groves of bamboo, so much so that without a guide a stranger could not find the place, the city of Lākhnagar once stood, of which these were the chief temples.

To judge from the surrounding debris, consisting of huge blocks of dark grey stone, granite, and marble, the temples must at one time have been of some importance. Not a vestige remains, as far as our limited time would allow us to determine, of the old city, which was probably built of brick. Numerous small ruined shrines still stand, though more or less fallen into decay, but they seem much more modern than the divinities they shelter. At present only the largest appears to be used. It is dedicated to Vaiṣṇava, of whom a large marble statue stands on an altar surrounded on all sides by smaller images of Ganesa, the Nāraśaṁha incarnation, and the Trīmurti. On the opposite side of the stream and about thirty feet up the bank is a small shrine in which we found a Tripurari, and near it, under a heap of stones, a beautifully executed Nāraśaṁha.

This is without exception the finest piece of carving I have seen at or near Abu. The proportion and shape of every limb on all the figures is perfect, and the tablet, with the exception of one arm of Vaiṣṇava, and one or two of the smaller figures, is uninjured. Several more of these figures are lying about, and no doubt many more would be found if the place were properly searched. The natives say it is full of remains, images, and inscriptions; we had not time, however, to make a search, and the only inscriptions found are those under the Tripurari and the figure of Vaiṣṇava. They are exactly alike: viz.—

Karori Doich—This small but pretty temple, to the west of the hill and S.S.W. from Anādrā, is said to be so called from the city of Karori Doich, which contained a karor or more of houses, though, as in the case of Lākhnagar, not a vestige now remains. The temple is a little white marble structure dedicated to Kāli, whose black image was dressed up in her garish robes of crimson and tinsel. There are numerous small shrines with the usual images of Mahādeva, Śiva, Ganesa, Hari, Lakšmi, &c., and one or two almost effaced inscriptions on the pavement. There is a wonderful statue of a Chobdar with his mace, about four feet high, rudely executed, standing on a large pedestal. The Mahant's house is charmingly situated, with a spacious terrace in front overlooking the plains and towards Mount Abu: indeed a finer spot for a residence could hardly be selected. Adjoining the temple is a deep bālī, and, lying about, several tablets with bearded figures on them. All had the boss before mentioned, and some a short inscription at the base; but the only noticeable difference between the figures was in the length and curl of the beard. This temple merits further and more careful investigation, as I heard that a historical inscription may be seen there.

Gotamji or Gautama Rishi—None of the European residents on Abu had ever heard of, much less seen, this little shrine. It is on the south side of the hill to the west of Gauṁkh, and at about the same level. Difficult of access and at least five miles from Abu, it is scarcely worth a visit except for the lovely view obtained from the rock on which the temple stands. It is

* Some of the figures lying about in the court at Gauṁkh are also very well cut.—Ed.

† When at Abu I heard of 'Gotamji,' and believe it to be on the S.E. side of the hill, about three miles from Abu.—Ed.
a tiny stone building of great age, said to be over 1,000 years old, and to have been repaired 400 years ago. It contains but two images, one of Vishnu, and another of a female and a bearded male figure, both well executed in white marble. These were covered with paint and offerings. A marble Nandi stands outside. There are a few inscriptions cut on the doorposts, and a ruined bada under the temple.

Rishi Krishna (Rukhi Kishna):— These temples are at the foot of the hill on the southeastern side, and are worth a visit if one does not mind a fatiguing journey of 12 or 14 miles or more. The road is a rugged track not difficult to lose—in fact a guide is a necessity. The temple is in good repair, though ruins of other buildings surround it. The principal shrine is of white marble, and the saint is, as usual, locked up out of sight. The Mahant was absent, and his Cheld, a perfectly naked youth of some sixteen years of age, either could not, or would not, give us any information about the place. Facing the shrine of the saint, and under a well-carved stone dome supported on white marble pillars, stands an image of Garuda in the form peculiar perhaps to Rajputana. It is executed in the purest white marble—such as all the images on the hill are made of. The inscription on the base is so worn as to be illegible. On the step leading into the shrine is the only readable inscription, of which the following is a transcript—

| समस्त ९१ रत्नसिद्धकुमार | रङ्गमृगादेवकामोगराजस्वरूपारूपार | समस्तसिद्धकुमारसिद्धकुमारराजस्वरूपारूपार | समस्तसिद्धकुमारसिद्धकुमारराजस्वरूपारूपार |
| समस्तसिद्धकुमारसिद्धकुमारराजस्वरूपारूपार |

There are a few others on one of the pillars, but they are modern in character and date. There are several small shrines within the enclosure containing the usual figures of Mahadeva, the Lingam, Ganesha, &c., but nothing worth noticing besides. Outside the temple is a magnificent banyan tree, the largest on or near the hill by all accounts, and to the north of this, some hundred yards off, is a small block

of very ancient ruins, which I had not time to examine. Here also may be seen the stone over which, as local tradition avers, after the flood, all the animals extant walked, leaving their footprints on the surface. Pilgrims visiting the shrine roll over this stone seven times. This has the effect of preventing their transmigration after death into the form of any of the animals that passed over the place. It would be interesting to trace the source of this legend, but, the Mahant being absent, we were fain to return in ignorance. It is said there was formerly a very large city here, and this is in a measure confirmed by the quantities of large bricks scattered over a great area on all sides, but the jungle is so thick that, unless accompanied by a guide.

Achalgarh and Achaleswara are distant from the station of Abu about six miles by the road and four by the footpath, which however cannot be taken even by mules. The road passes near the village of Uria, just outside which are the ancient temples of Nandeswara, containing one or two images and an inscription. The first temple reached at Achaleswara is a Jain one on the right side of the path, surrounded by a wall and approached by a flight of steps. Its exterior is the finest piece of workmanship, as far as detail is concerned, on Abu. The lowest line of figures over the base, is one of elephants standing out in bold relief with trunks joined one with another. Above this come tigers, crouching, then procession of various figures, animals, and carts—some drawn by bullocks and others by camels. Above these are groups of wrestlers in various attitudes, and dancing figures, beautifully executed. None of these groups exceed eight inches in height: but above the wrestlers come larger detached figures, mostly female, in every possible attitude and form. Those on the south side are the most perfect; the north side being exposed to the weather, the figures are much worn away.

The temple is built of a coarse description of white marble, now quite gray from exposure. It appeared to be perfectly devoid of internal ornamentation. I could find no inscription or date. Between this and the Agni Kund is a small temple dedicated to Siva, but containing nothing.

* Achaleswara is in Lat. 24° 37' N. and Long. 72° 48' E., and about 4 miles north-east in a direct line from the station. Garh Sikar lies well to the north of it in Lat. 24° 50' N., Long. 71° 49' E.—En.

* This inscription, which is in wood preservation, is dated S. 1265 (A.D. 1238). It is translated by Prof. Wilson in the Asiatic Researches (vol. XVI. pp. 239-341). Good heel-ball rubbings of this and many other inscriptions have been sent me by Mr. Eaglesome, a few of which I have inserted in this article, and in the note on next page.—Ed.
worthy of note. On the edge of the Agni Kūḍ, now in utter ruin, stands the marble statue of the Pramāṇa with his bow, which Tod speaks of in such raptures. Between it and the kūḍa are three large stone buffaloes—life-size, and fairly executed. I could not find the inscription on the plinth of the Pramāṇa figure spoken of by Tod, but there are some almost effaced letters under the bow. Tod has described the shrine at Achalesvara so fully that I need not attempt doing so again. There are many bearded figures with inscriptions on them in different places about the buildings. Here is one from a marble slab 9 inches by 10, on which is carved a bearded figure with sword and shield:—

From this we ascend to the highest point of Achalgārh, whence there is a magnificent view. Mrs. Blair’s sketch in Tod’s work is entirely wrong; indeed it is difficult to conceive how she could have so distorted it. On the summit may be seen the tank where the gods are said to bathe at night, the remains of an old granary, and a curious rock-cave decorated with frescoes of every imaginable design.

I have now given a rapid sketch of those temples I have myself seen on and around Abu; but I believe I have by no means seen all that exist, and I know there are two or three of great size and age, containing both inscriptions and images.

Note by the Editor.

The remains on Abu well deserve careful delineation such as a hurried visit allows no time to attempt. The inscriptions would probably reward a careful collection and translation—but they are so scattered, and in many cases so time-worn that it would take some weeks to prepare careful copies. Prof. H. H. Wilson, in the Asiatic Researches (vol. XVI pp. 284-339), has translated a portion of them and analysed many others, the texts of the more important of which ought also to be included in any future collection. It is remarkable that while so many English officers have frequented the hill, there is no paper on any of the many interesting subjects it suggests. The art of its temples, its history, its legends and superstitions, its birds, reptiles, and insects, and its botany—each of these would supply material for pleasant study and for an interesting volume.

Mr. Eaglesome of the Abu Lawrence School, and his assistant, Mr. Armstrong, have kindly copied for me a large number of the inscriptions. Some of these I have engrossed in the preceding article, and others have been referred to in the notes. I add the following, from Gaumukh, printed line for line, from the rubbings, with the contents chiefly from Prof. H. H. Wilson’s paper:—

On a pillar to the left of the large brass bearded figure in front of the temple is engraved:—

*These read “Jagana Rāḍa jōṛ Jelā Rāḍa jōṛ.”—names to be found on many figures on and around the hill. On one at Gotamā, on the edge of a water-trough, there is a date given after the names, which appears to be “Sambat 1797.” There are many other inscriptions about the Mānagni Kūḍ.—Ed.

†The peak is about 900 feet above the Jaina temple at Achalāsvara, and 4,000 feet above the sea-level.—Ed.

‡ It was built by Sages and Surtan, two brothers, from Mahāyudh in Mālā, in the service of the Rāja of Udāypur, Sambat 1080, but it has been restored, or rebuilt, since. On a corner is a rude relief of a lion inscribed dated Sambat 1712.—Ed.
On the right side of the entrance to the temple, is the following, on a slab 9½ inches by 15¾, recording the modern repair of the old building and erection of others by command of Gumán Śiṅha, the son of Māhārāva Sava Śiṅha of Sirōhi in Sān. 1875 (A.D. 1913):—

|| श्रीविष्णुवन्दनी||
||||
|| सैण्ड आर्यम्|| श्री राम विनयः||
|| राणे: || आर्यसंकल्पः||
|| चतुरसरणेऽनः|| वर्मातस्तिचार्थः||
|| राणतिः || श्री ||
|| उत्तर नामाये:||
|| प्रचारतः ||
|| संज्ञा भयो:||

On another slab, 16 by 27 inches, on the same side, is the following, recording the erection (in Sān. 1394) of the temple by Mahādeva Pāḍhī, by the patronage of Kāñana Deva the son of Teja Śiṅha the Chāhumān and prince of Chādravatī, as well as the grant of several villages by Teja Śiṅha, Kāñana Deva, and the Chāhumān Sāmanda Śiṅha. The priest is an enemy to the Jain Sect, as he congratulates the world upon the recovery of religion from heretics and opponents of the Śruti and Smṛti. In S. 1506, the Rāpa Kumbha Karna, the son of Mokala Rāpa, grants a village for the celebration of the Ādiṇātha Yātrā. In S. 1589, the Mahārāja Akki erects a temple or a fountain:—

|| श्रीविष्णुवन्दनी||
|| सैण्ड आर्यम्|| श्री राम विनयः||
|| राणे: || आर्यसंकल्पः||
|| चतुरसरणेऽनः|| वर्मातस्तिचार्थः||
|| राणतिः || श्री ||
|| उत्तर नामाये:||
|| प्रचारतः ||
|| संज्ञा भयो:||

And on a similar tablet on the left side, somewhat damaged at the bottom, is another dated S. 1523 and 1524: “It consists of a panegyric of the Muni Vasāśāhba, and narrates his bringing Arbuda originally from the Himālaya range, of which it was a part; it records also some pecuniary gifts made by different chiefs, by the Mahārāṇa Kheta, and Vira Rawel.”
THE MORBI COPPER-PLATE.

BY PROF. RÂMKRISHNA GOPÂL BHÂNDARKAR, M.A. BOMBAY.

Through the kindness of Major J. W. Watson, a loan of this plate was obtained from the Morbi Darbar more than a year ago and a facsimile made, which, however, has only recently been printed. There were two plates a few years ago, but the first has gone amiss: it is supposed that it was lent and never returned. This is greatly to be regretted, as it doubtless gave the genealogy of the royal donor. The date is given in words which interpret the figures for Samvat 585 in the penultimate line; in this the figure 5 is recognisable enough, the vertical stroke with a line over it for 8, though found elsewhere, is less usual.—Ed.

TRANSLITERATION.

[Text in Devanagari script, likely a transcription of the plate's inscription.]

[Note: The transcription includes a 'Shālī' type script, common in some Indian languages and scripts, which is not entirely legible in the image provided.]
PAPERS ON ŚATRUNJAYA AND THE JAINAS.

IV.—Translation from Lassen’s Alterthumskunde, IV. 771. seqq.

By E. Rehánek, M.C.E.

(Concluded from p. 200.)

The cosmogonic system of the Jainas agrees on the whole with that of the Purāṇas, and excels it only in exaggerations; and the Jainas have, in some respects, transformed it in a pecu-
liar manner the geographical system of the Brahmins. As it would lead too far if I were here to enter into a comparison of the cosmography of the Jains with that handed down in the Mahabharta and the Puranas, I shall confine myself to an outline of the cosmography of this sect.

According to their opinion, the world, which is eternal, is compared to a spindle resting on part of another.* Other authors of the Jains compare the world to three cups, the nethermost whereof is turned upside down, and the uppermost, with the middle one, touch each other at their circumferences. Lastly, others describe the world as a woman sitting with folded arms. Her body, or, according to the second representation, the middle cup, is the earth. The uppermost cup, or the upper body of the woman, answers to heaven, and is the habitation of the gods. The nether spindle, the lowest cup, or lastly, the inferior portion of the woman, represents in this cosmographical system the subterranean regions. The world is enclosed on its outermost circumference by the Lokaloka mountains, and the earth consists of seven deiphas or islands separated from each other by oceans, the centre whereof consists of Jambudvipa.† This island, as is well known, has obtained its name from the Jambu tree, which botanists call Eugenia Jambolana. In the Jambudvipa, Bharatavarsha forms the innermost and chief portion of the world, and has a circumference of 100,000 yojanas; the six remaining portions of the world have either received other names among the Jains than among the Brahman, or appear among the latter in another order than among the former.‡ According to the Jain view, the earth consists of two and a half parts of the world and of two seas; the former are called Dhattikanahanda, Jambudvipa, and Andrapushka; the latter are the sweet-water ocean and the salt ocean.§ Of the remaining geographical notions only one more deserves to be pointed out here, namely that Bhara, Avaratta, and Videha with the exception of Kurra, are countries noticed in their works.|| The prominence of the country Videha above other Indian countries might be explainable from the circumstance that it is specially particularised in the older history of the Buddhist religion.¶

The system of the gods of the Jains is a creation peculiar to this sect, and departs from that of the Buddhas as well as from that of the Brahman, although they have, as the Buddhists before them, appointed a subordinate station in their Pantheon to the Brahmanc deities.† The higher part of the world, or, according to their expression, the uppermost spindle, is the habitation of the Jinas; while to them follow five regions called Vimana, by which name, as is well known, the Brahman designate the chariots of their gods; the centre is formed by the region Svarthasiddha, and the regions are called Aprajita, Jayanta, Vajrayanta, and Vajaya, all of which names intimate that the inhabitants of these regions have acquired these habitations by the highest cognition and by the most perfect virtue. Beneath these regions follow nine worlds like steps, arranged in terraces, inhabited by divine beings and bearing the following names—Aditya, Prithukarma, Saumanasa,

* Colebrooke, Misc. Essays, II. p. 194 and 226. The writings consulted by him are the Sangrahacarya and the Lokamithadstra, both in Prakrit.
† Some Remarks on the Relation that subsists between the Jains and Brahmanical systems of Geography, By the Rev. J. Stevenson, D.D. in the Journ. of the As. S. II. p. 410 seqq., with a map. The numbers communicated by him are the following, wherein it is to be observed that Mount Mura forms the centre also in this system, and that Svarabhumi is the extreme north and the playground of the gods:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Yojana</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radius of the circle enclosing the deiphas</td>
<td>25,350,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of Svarabhumi</td>
<td>15,750,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of Lokaloka</td>
<td>125,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>106,100,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subtracting this from the radius of the whole, we have 250,000,000 yojanas.

—Aditya, Prithukarma, Saumanasa,

For Lokaloka I read Lokahloka, because this name designates, according to my remarks in J. f. d. K. d. M. VII. p. 325, a mountain surrounding the outermost of the oceans and forming the boundary of the world. As this mountain is named in the Puranas, the Jains have borrowed this idea from them.

† These differences, which are of little consequence here, have been collected by A. Weber in his Sattrajayagandhakosha, pp. 19, 20.
‡ According to J. Stevenson's note to the Kalparashtra, p. 94. These three names are added also by Colebrooke, Misc. Essays, II. p. 224, and to this division also, according to A. Weber's remarks (at sup. p. 90), the expression trikhims relates, which occurs several times in the Sattrajayagandhakosha.
§ Henchandra, IV. v. 546, p. 76. Avaratta is the name of a varsha or part of the world, and its mention here is not clear, nor is that of the name Kurra.
¶ According to A. Weber, ut sup. p. 80.
Sumanas, Sāvīśāla Sarvatobhadra, Manorama, Suprabaddha, and Sudarsana.

After these celestial regions, the Digambaras, or pious men of the Jainas, place sixteen, and other authors twelve regions, which are arranged in eight grades above the earth. These have the following names: Achyuta, Aruna, Praṇata and Anātha, Sahasrāra, Śukra, Lāntaka, Brahmā, Mahendra and Śatatkūmāra, Iśāna and Sādhāma. These twelve worlds are called Vīmānas, and their inhabitants in common Kalpasvātim. Lastly, the Jainas distinguish four classes of gods of low rank, namely: Vaiśānīka, Bhuvanapati, Jyotiśa, and Vyaṅgta. The last class contains the Piśāchas, Rākshasas, Gandharvas, and the remaining evil spirits and servants of the gods of the Brahmans. The Jyotiśas are, as the name implies, the stars, the planets, the moon and the sun. The gods inhabiting the abovementioned twelve worlds belong to the Vaiśānīkas. The class of Bhuvanapatīs, i.e., lords of the worlds, consists of ten divisions, each five whereof are governed by the Brahmamic king of gods, Indra; in this class the Jainas reckon the Asurakumārās, the Nāgakumārās, etc. and they have, doubtless from hatred to the Brahmans, deprived their Indras of his particular servants the Gandharvas and Āpsaras. Let it be observed in conclusion that the preceding description of the system of the gods of the Jainas abundantly proves the thesis that the system of gods of this sect is a peculiar one, and that it has assigned a subordinate place to the Brahmanic deities. This is also plain from the circumstance that the Jainas consider all these beings to be mortal, the Jyotishas perhaps being the only exceptions.

Of the constitution and manner of living of the Jainas, I mean to point out only the principal features, as a detailed representation of the subject is foreign to the purpose now in view. They consist of two large divisions: priests and devout persons are called Sādhus—the good; and laymen Śrāvakas, which name, strictly meaning “hearer,” designates also an adherent of Buddha. The names Mūktāmbaras, Muktavasanas, and Digambaras apply only to those members of this sect which closely follow the laws of nudity. The pious obtain also the name Yāti, given by Brahmins from old times to their penitents. The Jainas resemble the Brahmans in the following particulars—they admit of four castes; they submit to the sacred ordinances called sanskāra, which commence at the birth and last till marriage; they worship some of the household gods of the chief Brahmamic sects; and, at least in Southern India, Brahmans perform religious ceremonies for the Jainas. Their festivals are peculiar, and are especially dedicated to Pārśvanātha, the 23rd, and to Vardhamāna or Mahāvīra, the 24th Jina, in localities where temples are built to their memory.

The Jainas erect marble, and sometimes colossal, statues of these two Jinas. Besides the festivals dedicated to them, they celebrate also

Sūkhar or Parsvanathin Facete, on the frontiers of Rāmpār, described in the Description of the Temple of Pārśvanātha at Samet 8īkhar, by Lieut.-Col. William Francis, in the Trans. of the R. As. S. I. p. 327 seqq. On this spot this Jina obtained his deliverance, i.e., he died. There is a temple of Mahāvīra, considered very sacred, near Apāpuri, Pāpapuri, or Vardhamāna, in Sādhu, on the spot where Mahāvīra or Vardhamāna died; it is frequented by many pilgrims from distant places. In the district Nāvād, in South Bihār, there are three temples dedicated to this Tirthankara, and they are much frequented by Jaina pilgrims; they are described in Description of Temples of the Jaina in South Behar and Bengal, by Dr. F. Buchanan, 3rd ed. 1854, vol. II, p. 353 seq. In all these three temples Bhūjak Brahmans undertake to purify and to adorn them; they also receive the pilgrims. In a fourth temple at Puri the footsteps of Mahāvīra are shown to the pilgrims; here he is called Gantaka Mahāvīra. A few inscriptions preserved there have been communicated by Colebrooke, 1st ed., p. 329 seq., under the title On the Inscriptions at Temples of the Jaina Sect in South Behar. They owe their origin to a pious Jina named Sanghārama Gauḍaramāndana, and one of them bears the date Samvat 1268, or 1629 A.D.

* As well as to Itiḥāsa-vatika.—Ed. ind. Ant.
such as are kept by the other Hindus, e.g. the Vasanta-yagātra, or vernal festival.† From
the Buddhist priests, the pious among the Jainas, have taken to the custom of living quietly during
the vasaḥ or rainy season, of devoting themselves to the study of their sacred scriptures, and
of practising fasting and meditation during that time.‡ The Vaisyās among the Jainas
engage in trade only, and the names Brāhmaṇa, Ksatriya, and Śudra denote among them other
occupations and ranks.§

Before bringing this to a close, I have only
to add an outline of the history of the sect, and
to lay before my readers a condensed view of
the present extension of the Jainas.

Most probably Pārśva or Pārśvanātha, the
23rd Jina, may be considered as the real
founder of this sect.|| He was the son of king
Āḷavasena by his spouse Vāmā or Brāhmaṇi,
and was born in Vārānasi. The statement that
he was a descendant of the old race, of Ikshvāku raises doubts, because
Buddha's family, the Śākya dynasty,
which reigned in Kapilavastu, is well
known to have belonged to that ancient Somavānśa or solar race, and the Jainas would easily
be tempted to attribute the same origin to
the founder of their sect, especially as it had been
attributed also to Rishabha, the first Jina.¶
He died aged 100 years, on Mount Sameta Śikharā, in Southern Bihār, 250 years,
before the demise of his successor, Vardhamāna or Mahāvīra. The opinion
that this Jina was a real person is specially supported
by the circumstance that the duration of his life
does not at all transgress the limits of
probability, as is the case with his predecessors.**
According to previous researches, the
event took place during the first or second
century of our era.† Of the next Jina, i.e.
Vardhamāna or Mahāvīra, also Vīra,
we possess more extensive biographies than of
any of his predecessors, since the Kalpasūtra
deals specially with this subject, and since
it has been treated with predilection also in other
writings of the Jainas; that book is moreover
the oldest among the Jainas, the date whereof
can be accurately fixed, because its author
Bhadrañāhu was a contemporary of the
Vallabhi king Dhruvāsena, and because
the time of the Jina Sūri Āchu, the
author of the most important Puraṇā, is not
quite certain.¶ One consequence of his great
fame was that many miracles are related of him,
and that supernatural power has been attributed
to him.

His father's name was Siddhārtha, and
his real mother's Tṛiśālā; the statement that
his father was descended from the old epic
monarch Ikṣvāku must in this case also be a
fiction.† The information that his wife was called
Jaśodā must also be an invention, because, as
is well known, one of the three spouses of the
founder of the Buddhist religion bore a similar
name, viz. Jaśocchārā. Mahāvīra
renounced the world in his 28th year, devoted
himself entirely to a pious and contemplative
life, and after two years had advanced so far
that he attained the rank of a Jina. During
the next six years he laboured with great success
in the propagation of his views, and then took
up his habitation in the village Nālandā, ¶ in
Magadha, which is often mentioned in the
oldest history of the religion of Śākyai
śīṇa. Here he gained, among other persons
as disciples, also Gosalā, and convinced
Vardhanasena, an adherent of Chandrachūrya,
of his errors. This latter ob-

because, when he entered the priesthood, he cut off five
handfuls of hair. Of him also the 9th chapter of the
Kalpasūtra, p. 97, treats, and Hemachandra v. 28, p. 6,
where also he is called Pārśva.

|| See Ind. Alt. II. p. 215. [Vide ante, p. 129.]

¶ Thus, e. g. his predecessor lived 1000 years, according
to Colebrooke, Misc. Essays, II. p. 215. [Vide ante, p. 129.]

§ See above, p. 197. ¶ See above, p. 198.

|| See above, p. 197. || See above, p. 198.

321. According to this passage, he had also the name
Lunchītaksīra generally in use among the Jainas.

321. According to this passage, he had also the name
Lunchītaksīra generally in use among the Jainas.

† On this celebrated village see Ind. Alt. IV. 692.
served the injunctions of Pārśvanātha concerning dress, which Pārśvanātha admitted, but Mahāvīra on the contrary entirely rejected; therefore the adherents of the predecessor are called Śvetāmbara, i.e. white-dressed, whilst those of Mahāvīra are, on account of their nudity, called Digambara.

Afterwards Mahāvīra roamed through various regions of Central India, but especially through the countries on the middle course of the Gaṅgā, in the neighbourhood of which the town Kauśāmbi is situated*. Here he devoted himself during nearly eleven years to the strictest asceticism and to the hardest privations, whereby he attained the highest degree of wisdom and sanctity. Thus he awakened the envy and hatred especially of the Brahmanas in Magadha. Three sons of the Brahman Vasubhūti, born in this country, of the Gautama family, called Indrabhūti, Agnibhūti, and Vāyubhūti, imagined they could refute the doctrines of Mahāvīra, but were vanquished by him and became the most zealous adherents of their former antagonist.† The latter bestowed upon him this brilliant success to the court of king Hastipāla in Apāpapuri or Pāpapurī or Pāvapurī, in the vicinity of the ancient capital Rājagṛihā, where, at the age of 72 years, he terminated his eventful life. After his death his corpse was solemnly burnt.‡

If Pārśvanātha is to be considered as the real founder of the Jaina doctrine, Vardhamāna or Mahāvīra must be regarded as the propagator thereof. His chief tenets were that he attributed a real existence to jīva, the soul, and supposed that it imparts life to individual bodies, and is destined to bear all the pains and troubles of migration through many various forms, until it gets liberated from these bonds through the deepest insight into the true nature of things and by the most perfect virtue.§ He further maintained that matter is a reality, and thereby rejected two fundamental doctrines of Buddhism, according to which all existences are without contents and substance, and the first cause of all things is avidyā, i.e. non-existence and untruth.* Mahāvīra acquired many adherents, as the following statements will prove. The number of the holy men or Sādhus amounted to 14,000, and of the Sādhvis or holy women to 36,000; the Śramaṇas, i.e. pious men acquainted with the sacred scriptures called Pārśas, amounted to 300. The number of the Aṇadhjaṇins, or such priests as are acquainted with the limits of the injunctions was just as considerable. There were 700 Kevalins, i.e. pious men who abstained from works and devoted themselves entirely to contemplative life, and 500 Manoevd, i.e. possessors of wisdom. By the name Vādins, men are designated who are skilled in carrying on disputations: their number was 400. The number of Śrāvakas or laymen amounted to 51,000, and that of the Śrāvakās or women of this kind was stated to be 300,000, an evident exaggeration. Of the eleven most prominent disciples of Mahāvīra, only Indrabhūti and Sudharma or Sudharmān survived him. In favour of the view that Mahāvīra was the real propagator of the Jaina doctrine, it may be added that the writer of the Śrāvakapāyasūryāvatmya makes him the author of his book. That this doctrine was propagated from Magadha, or, if it so pleases, from Southern Bihār, to the other parts of India, becomes almost certain from the circumstance that Mahāvīra obtained his most important triumphs just in that country, and that he, as well as his predecessor Pārśvanātha, died and was buried there. To

* On the position of this town see Ind. Alt. I. 290, note 2.
† Wilson, As. Res. XVII, p. 256 n. 797, who communicates several statements about these three and the eight remaining disciples of Mahāvīra from the commentary of Hemachandra to his Dictionary, and justly notices that Buchanan Hamilton is mistaken in ascribing, in the 23rd, of the B. As. S. L. p. 389, that Indrabhūti, who is, on account of his descent of course, also called Gautama, is no other than Gautama Buddha himself.
‡ Hemachandra enumerates, i. v. 31 seqq. p. 7, the 11 Goddessopas or presidents of the assemblies, who bear the following names: Indrabhūti, Agnibhūti, and Vāyubhūti; these three brothers were Gautamas; Mandita and Mahāymārapātra were step-brothers and respectively descendants of the Vedic Bhāsī Vasishṭha and Kāśyap, Vyakta, Sudharma, Akampti, Acharabhṛti, Matyra, and Prabhās, who were likewise descendants of ancestors of Brahmanic families.
§ See Ind. Alt. I. 467.
¶ See Ind. Alt. I. 467.
|| Kulpasūtra, vi. p. 84 seqq.; Colebrooke, Misc. Essays, II. p. 215, and Wilson, As. Res. XVII, p. 201. The statement here made, that Mahāvīra died 1609 years before the conversion of the Chāluṣkya king Kumrūpāla to the doctrine of the Jainas, is just as worthless as the information that the Kulpasūtra was first publicly read 980 years after that event; this monarch began, according to Ind. Alt. III. p. 567, to reign in 1174, so that Mahāvīra would have died 466 years before Christ.
* Wilson, As. Res. XVII, p. 256.
this it is also to be added that numerous Jaina pilgrims from distant Indian countries, e.g. from Lower Rajasthan, wander to Gaya and to other holy localities of South Bihar.*

So far as the successors of the last Jina are concerned, Bhrabrahu, the author of the Kalpasutra, has given a list of twenty-seven of them with reference to their descent, together with the years in which they followed after Mahavira and his successors.† As the last of these successors is said to have followed in the year 593 as a propagator of the Jaina religion, it is self-evident that, although the names may be correct, the chronological data of this list are worthless. Here it must not be overlooked that the last chronological data occur only in one manuscript. I suspect that the author of the Kalpasutra, after pushing the time of Vardhamana into too remote an antiquity, has united with each other several lists of contemporaneous chiefs of the Jaina doctrine, so as to present contemporaneous spiritual representatives of this sect as successors.

Now I pass to the comparison of the data concerning the propagation of the Jaina doctrine from Magadha to the other parts of India. It appears very influential during the reign of the Chalukya monarch Pulakesi, who governed a great portion of the Dakhan‡ from about 485 till 519. From the circumstance that, according to the testimony of Hiwen Thang, Buddhism had formerly flourished much in Jula or Chola, but had in his time entirely disappeared from the country, as well as from the fact that the Jainas, according to incontrovertible testimonies, conquered the Buddhists in this country.§ I have already drawn the conclusion that the Jainas had been very powerful in this part of the Dakhan towards the end of the sixth century. In this district we find this sect still flourishing at the end of the tenth century.|| In the southernmost district, that of the Pandyas, this religion, which succeeded that of Sakyas, had, likewise found entrance, and the ruler of that country, Kuna Pandy, who is probably to be placed in the ninth century, was at first inclined towards it, but afterwards went over to Saivism.¶ On the Malabar coast the princes in Tuluva, the principal of whom resided in Ikeri, who were descended from Jaina women, and were formerly dependants of the dynasty of Vijayanagara, greatly loved the doctrines of the Jainas.*

In Gujarat, which is more to the north, the Jaina religion enjoyed the protection of the powerful Valabhi monarch Siladitya, who ruled his extensive realm with a firm hand, from about 545 till 595, although he did not, as has been asserted, belong to this sect himself. Of the Yadavas who reigned in the peninsula of Gujarat during the last moiety of the twelfth century, one, Manidak, was most probably an adherent of the Jainas because in the inscription relating to this dynasty he is said to have worshipped Nemi, the 22nd Jina.† This doctrine was especially promoted and protected by the family of the Chalukyas which reigned in Chandravati, on the western slope of the Arbusa mountains, under the supremacy of the Vaghela dynasty.§ In this respect Tejapa and his brother Vastupala particularly distinguished themselves. On this mountain they built temples, planted groves and trees, and dug tanks on the roads, in the villages and toays.|| The temples were consecrated by these two pious brothers themselves. The temple which was completed in the month Phalduma deserves special mention. In it statues of the ancestors

* Buchanan Hamilton, Travels of the R. As. Soc. vol. III. p. 552.
† P. 100 seq. The first is Suhartha; after the 8th Mahagiri, the predecessor of Baliisala, the first of the second list, and the Sahasti who was his contemporary, a double list follows; the first terminates with four founders of sikhas or sects of Jainas, which are called Nagila, Pandima, Jayanta, and Tapasa; the second with Kshamasvarman.
‡ See Ind. Alt. IV. 97, 98.
§ See Ind. Alt. IV. 127, and on the names and site of this country p. 231 and also note 3.
|| See Ind. Alt. IV. 246.
¶ See Ind. Alt. IV. 239, and Wilson’s remarks on the time of this king in Historical Sketch of the Kingdom of Pandya in T. of the R. As. S. III. p. 218. According to Ind. Alt. IV. 237, note 2, it is dubious whether the cele-

brated Tamil teacher and author Tiruvalluvar was a contemporary of this prince, although tradition makes him so.

* See Ind. Alt. IV. p. 180, and Francis Buchanan, A Journey from Madura, &c. III. p. 8, 668, 74, 78 seq. The dynasty of Vijayanagara reigned from about 1336 till 1567.
† See Ind. Alt. III. p. 351 seq.
‡ See Ind. Alt. III. p. 570.
§ See Ind. Alt. III. p. 574, with note 3, where the names of the members of this family are given. According to Ind. Alt. III. p. 577, the Baghello reign from 1176 till 1297.
|| Wilson’s Sanskrit Inscriptions at Abdin, in As. Res. XVI. p. 308. This is inscription xvii. 2 seq. The month Phalgun answers to the last moiety of February and the first of March.
of these two brothers, of their wives and sons, were erected. They appeared as the regents of the ten higher spheres, and as if in the act of looking at Kandaps, the founder of their family. The statues were represented riding on elephants, which animals are greatly venerated by the Jains as well as by their predecessors the Baudhāyas.* The high esteem enjoyed by these two brothers is also evident from statues of their wives having found a place in this temple, and from Tejapāla having erected a genealogical tree of his spouse Anumāni Devi.† At the sides of this temple 52 cells had been arranged for the principal Jainas, and at the entrance to the temple there was a varandaka, or porch.‡

The nature of the testimonies on the propagation of the Jaina doctrine from Magadhā to other parts of India suffers from two defects inseparable from them; firstly because they are very incomplete, and secondly because from the religious opinions of the rulers of Indian countries no conclusion can be drawn as to the number of their subjects who professed the religion of the Jainas. This gap may safely be filled out by the statements about the present extension of this sect, because it is certain that it has won new adherents in later times.

Magadhā, or, according to modern terminology, Southern Bihār, the original country of the Jainas, is their principal seat.§ In Mālava there are also many Jainas; here they are split into many sects, they observe the fasts, and the law of āhāra or non-injury to living beings very strictly, and are very active and honest.‡ They engage chiefly in commerce here also. They agree with the Buddhists in calling the highest deity Adinātha; this is known to be also a name of Buddha, especially among the Nepalese. They prefer Parśvanātha, the penultimate Jina, to Mahāvīra the last.

In the west of the Aravalī chain, or Mārwār, in the wider sense of this name, adherents of the sect which now engages our attention are not wanting; this remark applies especially to Jodhpura.¶ On the other hand the Jaina religion maintained in Gujarāt its old prominent position; there adherents of this sect live in most of the towns, and in the peninsula of this name there is scarcely a village which does not contain several Jainas.* The sanctuary praised so much already in the Satrughanāmāhītan, and situated on the mountain of the same name, has been in much later times also visited by devout pilgrims. This fact appears from three inscriptions preserved in the adjacent Pālītanā.† The essential point of the second inscription is that Dāsa Karmāsha, who was a descendant of Gandharachandra, is the president of an assembly, and is zealously devoted to the Jaina doctrine, was by the liberality of the emperor Agrabhar, who is justly praised for his tolerance, placed in a position to again renovate and to embellish that sanctuary. The third inscription reports that the pious Tejapāla undertook in the year 1583 a pilgrimage to the sacred mountain Satrugnaya and richly endowed this sacred place.‡

After this review of the propagation of the Jainas in Hindostan I turn to the Dakhan.

In the wide region of the north-western Dakhani highland inhabited by the Mahārāshtras or Marathas, Brahmanism dominated so much that but few adherents of the sect in question would be induced either to

* Edward Thornton’s Gazetteer, &c. II. and the word Gujarat.
† They are published under the following title: Inscriptions from Palitana. Communicated by Capt. LeGrand Jacob in the J. of the B. B. of the R. As. S. I. p. 59 seqq. The inscription communicated on p. 57 he translated only as an extract; the second, p. 59, by A. B. Orlebar with the help of Venyaya Shastri; it is dated Sambat 1567, or 1559, in the reign of the Emperor Akbar. The third inscription is translated by Bāl Gangādhar Shastri and dated Sambat 1560 or 1558. Akbar reigned from 1556 till 1605. The text of the two last inscriptions is printed on p. 94. (Though Lassen speaks of the inscriptions as “in dem benachbarten Palitana,” they are from Satrugnaya itself.)—Ed.
‡ According to the note of LeGrand Jacob in the J. of the B. B. of the R. As. S. I. p. 50, Pālītanā, Saṃkṣara (on which see above, p. 269, note *), and Giri-nagar in the peninsula of Gujarāt, with Mount Aruda, and Chandragiri in the Himalayas, are the sacred localities most visited by the Jainas. (On Aruda vide ante, p. 249.—Ed.)
settle or to remain there. In the north-eastern Dakhani highland the Jaina constitute a small portion of the population that they are not worth mentioning. Their chief seats are partly in the southern half of the Dakhani highland, partly in Tuluva or South Kamara, on the Malabar coast. Their chief seats in this portion of Southern India are as follows: Maleyur, Balagoda or Belligola, and Madugiri, where also are a few sacred temples of the Jaina.† Of these holy places Belligola or Balagoda appears to be the principal one, because we possess a special list of the teachers there.‡

As the reports of Byzantine authors about India are too insignificant to be treated in detail, I prefer to utilize their communications of this kind, whenever they are worth discussing, for the history of Indian commerce, or to put them on suitable occasions before my readers and to explain them. The only information to be considered in this place occurs in the history of Laoikos Chalkondylas, and refers to a period immediately after the time of Taimur.§

The material contents of this passage are, that this bellicose monarch had been attacked by nine kings, among which was also an Indian king named Tapharking; but he marched over the Aretakes or Oxsas, victoriously repelled these attacks, and subjugated, besides other countries, also the whole of India as far as Taprobane. This king of the Hindus had his seat in the Chattagia mountains. The Hindus worshipped Apollo, Here, and Artemis as gods, and sacrificed annually to the first deity horses, to the second cows, and to the third new-born boys.

In order to understand this report, it is first to be noticed that after the occupation and appalling devastation of the capital, Delhi, in A.D. 1398, Taimur caused himself to be proclaimed Emperor of India, and on his departure from India left the former emperor, Mahmud Toghituk, a fugitive.‖ It is an error that he subjugated the whole of India and Taprobane. How the name of the Hindu king Tsachatae is to be explained defies me; and further, there is no region in India the name of which bears any resemblance to Chattagia. In the Asamadha, the equine sacrifice, two horses are offered, not to Apollo or Surya, however, but to one of the two great popular gods. It may properly be questioned whether at that time the Hindus sacrificed cows, which they deemed sacred, to the honour of Here, although bloody offerings were made to Durga, who alone can be meant here.¶ The report that young boys were sacrificed to the moon-goddess is just as incredible; the only true fact is that to Kali or to Chiamunoda small inoffensive animals were offered, and therefore the Byzantine historian called his Hindu goddess Artemis.

JAIN INSCRIPTIONS AT SRĀVANA BELGOHA.

BY LEWIS RICE, BANGALORE.

At the Jain village of Sravana Belgola,† on a smaller hill named Indrabitta, facing from Ferro, and is situated 30 English miles west of Madag. — [See Ind. Ant. I. 129—130.]

§ AR. Res. IX. p. 261 seqq. Ⅷ p. 193 of the Bon edition. The passage here alluded to relates to the beginning of the year 1405. The other statements of Laoikos Chalkondylas about India either contain matters already familiar, or are exaggerated and incorrect. It is well known that the Hindus are divided into castes, and that there plants grow to an unusual size, which however, this author greatly exaggerates. The multitude of the Bamboo-reeds, from which the Hindu manufacture river-bows, was reported upon according to above, II. p. 263, by Herodotus, already. Besides the known rivers Ganges, Indus, H pancakes (sic), Hydrarides, and Hyphasis, he mentions also the Ayagathes, which may perhaps be a gross corruption of the name Akanes, Fortiata by Briggs, I. 472 seqq.

† J. A. Dubois, Moeurs, Institutions, et Cérémonies des Peuples de l'Inde, II. p. 563. The author gives on p. 489 seqq. an interesting report about the doctrines and manners of living of the adherents of this sect in these parts. Mafaquir a village situated in Southern Mysur. Budhakheri or Madderi may be the same with Mudukheri, which town, according to Edward Thornton's Gazetteer, &c. I. voc., is situated in the Mysore Presidency 17° 54' N. Lat. and 74° 42' E. Long. Balagoda, which is also spelt Balikota, is, according to the same work, in 16° 16' N. Lat. and 79° 35' E. Long.
number of inscriptions cut in the rock both on the summit and around the sides. The characters in which they are engraved are of a curious elongated form, measuring a foot or more in length, strikingly distinct in the rays of the sun, but scarcely distinguishable when in shade. The inscriptions consist mostly of three or four lines apiece, and are scored about in all directions, without any appearance of order. The learned men attendant on the Jain pontiff of the neighbouring math can neither read the characters, nor give any account of the inscriptions.

After various attempts I succeeded in getting a clue to the letters, some of which resemble those of the Kanarese alphabet. On applying the key thus obtained, the inscriptions are found to be written in the ancient Kanarese dialect. The one of which a facsimile and rendering are now given proves to be an epitaph to a Jain saint. None of the inscriptions I have seen contain a date, and in the present instance there is nothing on which to found a conjecture as to its antiquity except the archaic forms of expression, and these hardly form a sufficiently definite basis on which to proceed. I hope, however, in a future contribution, to give renderings of others which contain more historical information, and from these an approximation to the age of these inscriptions may be more safely made.

TRANSLITERATION.

Sura chhapam bōle vidyul latogala ters vēl manju
vēl tōri bēgam
piridhuśrā rūpa līla dhana vibhava mahā ra-
śigal nīlāv ārgge
paramārththa mechache nān i dharaṇīyuḥ irvān
endu sanyasana ga-
ydura satvannadi Sēna Pravara muni vara deva
lōkakke sandār.

TRANSLATION.

Rapidly scattering like the rainbow, like clustering flashes of lightning, or like a dewy cloud, to whom are the treasures of beauty, pleasure, wealth and power secure? Should I, who love the chief good, remain attached to this world? Thus saying, he assumed the state of a sanyāsī, and by his virtue the eminent muni Sēna Pravara reached the world of gods (deva lōka).

Bangalore, 19th July 1873.

THE MṚITYULĀNGALA UPAHISHAD.

BY A. C. BURNELL, M.C.S., M.R.A.S., &c., MANGALOR.

For a long time our knowledge of the Upanishads was derived from Anquetil du Perron’s strange translation of a Persian version of fifty, made about two centuries ago, to gratify the curiosity of a Muhammadan Prince.* Of the large number mentioned and paraphrased in this work the original Sanskrit texts have been discovered except in a few instances; one of these exceptions is the forty-second of du Perron’s list, the Mṛat-laukoud, which he explains as “Hālitus mortis.” Prof. A. Weber, who has thrown light on all the “burning questions” of Sanskrit literature, has, in the ninth volume of his Indische Studien, also discussed this missing Upanishad, and by his almost intuitive knowledge of the Upanishad literature succeeded in restoring whole sentences of the original. On examining the Tanjor Library in

* It is said to have been made by, or for, Dārā Shāh, whose unhappy story is so graphically told by Bernier. As regards the Muhammadans’ study of Sanskrit, see Prof. Blochmann’s translation of the Aśa-i-Akbari, pp. 104-5, especially the interesting quotations in the notes. The Muhammadans seem to have formed a very low opinion of the Sanskrit literature.

† Insomuch as the metre is not Vedic, though its use is evidently imitated from Vedic rituals.

1871-2, I, however, found two MSS. of this tract. One (No. 7210) is written in Devanaṅgari, and is about 100 years old; the other (No. 9727) is a palm-leaf MS. in the Grantha character, and much injured. It is probably 200 years old. This tract is perhaps wrongly included among the Upanishads—it rather belongs to the Tantric worship. Yet, as it is included by so good an authority as the Persian translators, it may be worth while to give an account of it. The Tanjor MSS. present different recensions,—a shorter, the Devanaṅgari; and a longer, the Grantha. This last seems to be the nearest to what the Persian translator had before him.

The text runs as follows:—

Aṣya śūrṇyulaṅgalamahāmantrasya ṯā
khalāṅgala piśih ; anuśūpap chandab ; Kālāg.
nirudro devatā. [Aham eva kāla iti bijam; na haṁ kāla iti śaktiḥ, kilakaṁ mrityunjayopasthāne viniyogah.]*  “Athā ‘to yogajīvā me madhuvādini. Aham eva kālo na haṁ kālasya ritaṁ satyam” —[iṁty asya mantrasya Yamana ṛṣhiḥ; anushtaṁ chandāḥ; Kālagnirudro devatā mrityunjayopasthāne viniyogah.]

“ritam satyam param brahma purusham krishnapingalam |
ūrdhvaretam virūpākshaṁ viśvarūpāya vai namah ||

Om varṇavṛahabhaṇahenkapāline paśupataye namo namah [vaṁṣavṛahabhaṇahenkapāliya paśupataye svāhā! om! nam! hriṁ! śrīṁ!] iti sarjye [yadi sarjye] mrityulāgale, brahmāḥ brahmaḥ bhavati; abhramachārī subrahmacārī bhavati gurudāragāmi agami bhavati [svanastey amastey bhavati]; surāpāye apāy bhavati.† Ekavāreṇa jāptvā ashtottarasahasra-lakṣagāyatrijapahapali bhavati; ashaṁ brahmānaṁ grīhyātva brahmalokam avipnoti. Yadi kasyachā na brūyāt, khitṛ kuthiḥ† kunakhi bhavati. Yam annaṁ grīmhyād andho bhavati; shaṁbhur mīśaṁ praniyate, ‘maṁ tro naśati—

It is not difficult to explain how this magical formula (as well as the Garuda Upanishad) came to be included in the list of Upanishads. At the fall of Buddhism the Upanishad doctrine or mystical teachings of the older Vedic schools became of great importance to the new sects which then came into existence. Some of these Upanishads no doubt existed separately; others were contained in Vedic

treatises already reduced to form. Separate collections of passages of this nature naturally formed an indispensable weapon to the polemical sectaries of the day; and, like all systematists in India, the collectors were possessed of the notion that the number of the Upanishads must be one of what they esteem fortunate, or as possessing mystical properties. Thus the Muklikopanishad puts the number at 108; a favourite number, especially in S. India, and which was also much used by the Buddhists. But these collections were made in different parts of India, and it would not be everywhere easy to make up any number of new Upanishads; thus spurious ones, or even favourite devotional tracts, would be included to make the number of the collection perfect, and different collections would vary much in the separate tracts they included.

It does not appear that in any part of India the Upanishads are reckoned at a higher number than 108, but at present there are about 170 separate works recognised as Upanishads in all India. Colebrooke (Essays, I. p. 91) put the number of them at 52, which seems to be a Benares calculation.

The name mrityulāgala is puzzling. It cannot possibly be translated “halitus mortis,” as Anquetil has done, probably having mistaken one Persian word for another which looks much the same. What, however, it is really intended to mean is difficult to say. Ulakhalāṅgala can only have one meaning, and mrityulāṅgala is perhaps also obscene; the Tantric tracts are full of such allusions.

THE NALADIYAR.

BY THE REV. F. J. LEEPER, TRANQUEBAR.

(Continued from page 218.)

Chapter 3.—Patience.

1. Good lord of the cool hills festooned with springs! speak not at all with a fool. If a fool speak, he will speak only to injure you. To slip away from him, and to avoid him by any means in your power, is good. 2. When inferiors speak improper words, the patient hearing these words is patience indeed. The earth, surrounded with

swelling waves, will not regard impatient behaviour as praiseworthy, but baseness only.

3. Will the hard words uttered (in reproof) by friends be more evil than the sweet words of strangers speaking with joy, O lord of the cool shore of the mighty ocean, where the beautiful winged insects turn over all the flowers, if they get men who understand the consequence

but the Telugu and Tamil Brāhmaṇa differ in the selection. It is always said that there are 108 Śiva temples in S. India, and this number is met with repeatedly.

† I am from this compiled to follow No. 7210 alone, as the Grantha MS. is so broken as to be useless.

‡ Sūrī kūshāṭī (?)

§ The Upanishads in S. India are always said to be 108,
thereof? 4. Knowing what ought to be known, and submitting thereunto, fearing what ought to be feared, performing every duty as to satisfy the world, and living in the enjoyment of pleasure according to their means, they who are thus disposed never experience the evils of life. 5. When two persons are friends, mixing without variance, should there be misconduct on the part of one, let the other be patient, as far as he can bear it. If he cannot take it patiently, let him not speak evil, but withdraw to a distance.

6. Though another do one evil, if he say, Well, let it pass, and blame himself, it is good. To give up intimate associates, O Lord of the forests! is hard even to brutes. 7. O king of the fair hills abounding with hollow-sounding streams! does not close intimacy with the great arise from the idea that they forgive the grievous faults that are committed against them? Will friends be wanting to them who do what is good? 8. Those who are gifted with patience, and who are not so rash as to destroy themselves though withered and famished with hunger, will not declare their misery to those who love them not. They will make it known only to those who have the power to help them. 9. Let pleasure alone, when thou canst enjoy it, if disgrace attends it. O Lord of the hill country abounding in waters! though pleasure only be constantly regarded, it is preferable to enjoy it in a harmless way. 10. Although he himself be ruined, let not a man think of injuring the worthy; let him not eat with whom he should not eat, even though the flesh of his body waste away; let him not speak words intermingled with falsehood, although he get the whole world canopied by the heavens for his reward.

Chapter 9.—Not coveting another's wife.
1. Let not the modest man covet another's wife, since the fear attending that sin is great, the pleasure is of short duration, and if you daily reflect, it renders one liable to the punishment of death by the king, and it is a sin that daily leads men to hell. 2. To those who covet their neighbours' wives these four things,—virtue, praise, friendship, and dignity,—will not accrue. To those who covet their neighbours' wives these four things,—hatred, vengeance, and sin accompanied with fear,—will accrue.
3. What benefit arises from the shamelessly desiring one's neighbour's wife? Since in the going to her there is fear, in going away there is fear, in the enjoyment itself there is fear, in case the sin be not known there is fear,—it is always productive of fear. 4. Of what matter is that enjoyment, O wicked one, which you regard? Say. Since if you are discovered your family will be dishonoured, if you are caught your leg will be cut off; while in the act you are in dread, and it will cause ever-enduring anguish in hell. 5. Those who are destitute of everything that is good, and companions of the vile, have habitually sinned with damsels with mole-spotted breasts, and in a former birth have violated by force the wives of others shall in the next birth be born hermaphrodites and live by dancing. 6. Why should he look with desire upon his neighbour's wife who, after inquiring about a propitious day, and having the drum beaten that all may know, has celebrated his marriage, who has a wife tender and loving in his own house, who then placed herself under his care? 7. The enjoyment of the man of unstable mind possessed with delusion, who desires and embraces the wife of his neighbour, while his neighbours reproach him and his relations fear and are troubled, is of the nature of that pleasure which is caused by licking a serpent's head. 8. Since the desire which arises in the minds of the wise increases not, nor shows itself (by actions), nor extends beyond their own family, the pain which it causes being very grievous, and they, fearing lest by it they should be put to shame before their foes, speak not of it at all. Therefore it dies away of itself in the mind. 9. An arrow, or fire, or the sun with shining beams, though they wound and burn, scorch only the body. But desire,—since it wounds, grieves, and burns the soul,—is much more to be feared than any of these things. 10. If he plunge overhead in the water, a man may escape from the fearful red flames which have sprung up in, and are ravaging a town. But though he plunges in many holy rivers, desire will still be unquenched; yea, though he live like an anchorite on the mountain top, it will still burn.

Chapter 10.—Liberality.
1. To those men the gates of heaven shall never be closed, who with tender hearts and with a mind in accordance with their alms, greatly rejoicing, give even in poverty according to their ability, even as they did in the day of prosperity. 2. Before you is disgusting old age,
and your dying day also: these are pains destructive of greatness. Run not vainly here and there. Covet not. Give alms, then eat. Hide not any of it when you possess wealth. 3. The wealth of him who in this birth wipes not away the tears of those who, trembling with poverty, betake themselves to him, by reason of his merit in a former birth, of not eating till he had given a portion to others, shall go on increasing while the time of increase lasts. But when the effect of these good deeds is exhausted, that wealth shall altogether leave him, let him hold it never so firmly. 4. Give what you are able, even though you have not the thousandth part of a measure of rice in the house, and then eat your meal; the wise call those in this birth wandering beggars whose chimneys smoke not in this earth, surrounded by the deep sea, who gave not alms in a former birth. 5. Let a man who regards both this world and the next, give what he can as he gets it; and if, through poverty, giving be impossible, to abstain from begging will be to give twice.

6. Those who give are like the female palm tree surrounded by the terrace in the midst of the village, they live beloved by many. Men who eat without giving to others, though their family be flourishing, are like the male palm in a burning-ground. 7. When the rain that should fall falls not, and when mankind omit to do the things they ought to do, O lord of the cool shore beaten by the waves where the Punnei-flower repels the noisome odour of the fish! in what way does the world get on? 8. Man's duty is to give to those who are unable to bear (their distresses), not driving them away, nor turning away from the extended hands. O lord of the cool shore of ocean, full of rivers! to give to those who will pay it back again—has the name of a loan at interest. 9. Not saying they have very little, not saying they have not anything, let them ever exercise fruitful charity to all. Like the pitcher of the mendicant who enters the house-door for alms, it will, in due course gradually become full. 10. Those who are ten miles distant can hear the sound of the wide drum beaten with the stick; those a yojana distant, can hear the hoarse thunder; but all who live in the three worlds piled up will hear the report that some of the excellent have given alms.

Chapter 11.—The effect of actions done in a former birth.

1. As a young calf when let loose among a number of cows naturally seeks out and attaches itself to its own mother, so does the act of a former state of existence seek out and attach itself to him who has performed it. 2. The prosperity of him who knows that beauty, youth, glittering wealth, and honour remain not stable in one birth to any one, and yet in one birth performs not a single good deed—has the nature of a thing that takes a body, remains for a time, and then utterly perishes. 3. There are none at all who are not anxious to acquire wealth. Each one's experience of happiness or misery is measured by the deeds of a former birth. None can make the wood-apple round, none can dye the Karlist fruit black. 4. To avoid those things which are to happen, or to detain those who are to depart, is alike impossible even to saints, even as there is none who can give rain out of season, or prevent its falling in season.

5. Those who were once in dignity as tall as the Palmyn, live on, daily losing their greatness, and becoming small as a grain of millet, hide within them their glory. On enquiry it will appear that that which has happened is nothing but the effect of deeds done in a former birth. 6. If you wish to know how it is that those perish, who know the benefits accruing from the sciences which they have acquired by oral instruction, while the unlearned prosper: it is because Yama looks upon the unlearned as refuse cane, since they are destitute, as to their minds, of the sap of knowledge, and therefore he cares not to take them away. 7. Behold all those whose bosoms are goaded by distress and who wander forlorn through the long streets, know—O lord of the cool shore of the billowy ocean where the playful swans tear in pieces the water-flowers!—that this proceeds from the acts of former births. 8. When those who, besides being not ignorant, have learned that which they ought to know and do that which is blameable, O king of the cool shore of the broad ocean, where the lotus flings its odours to the winds! this proceeds from the acts they have formerly done. 9. All who dwell in the world surrounded by the surging ocean desire to be exempt from the afflicting effects of former evil deeds, and to experience the effect of former good deeds; but, whether men wish or do not wish, it is impossible
to prevent that from affecting them which is ordained to happen. 10. The effect of the act of former births does not fall below nor exceed its due proportion, nor doth it fail to come in its turn, neither does it assist out of season, but when it ought to be there it is. Of what use therefore is sorrow when it afflicts you?

Chapter 12.—Truth.

1. To say he has not that which he does not really possess is no harm to any one. It is the usage of the world. To lie standing or running, that the desire (of others) may fail, O thou who hast rows of bracelets! hath evil more than that of those who have destroyed a good thing done. 2. The excellent and the vile never change their respective natures; though a man should eat sugar it will not taste bitter, and though the gods themselves should eat of the Margoss fruit, it will still taste bitter. 3. In time of prosperity a man's near relations will be as numerous as the stars which sport over the sky. When any one is subjected to intolerable sorrow, O lord of the cool mountain! those who will say "We are related to him" are few indeed. 4. He who secures the middle one of these three things, virtue, wealth and happiness, which have a hold on men's minds in this faithless world, shall secure the other two also; whilst he who obtains not the middle one shall be afflicted like the tortoise put into the pot and boiled. 5. If it be the calf of a good cow, the heifer also will fetch a good price. Though they be unlearned, the words of the rich will pass current. Like ploughing when there is little moisture, touching the surface only, the words of the poor will go for nothing. 6. Although deeply instructed in the knowledge of truth, those who have not accustomed themselves to restraint can never be restrained. Thus, O large-eyed beauty! though the wild goird be dressed with salt, ghee, milk, curds, and various condiments, its natural bitterness will never be removed. 7. O lord of the shores of the swelling ocean covered with forests, scented by the perfume of the Pumbei flowers! since that which is fated to happen will happen, let persons never utter reproachful words behind the backs of those who revile them, but only before their faces. 8. Though cows be of different colours, the milk which the cows produce is not of different colours. Like milk, the fruit of virtue is of one nature, though virtue itself take many

Colours in this world, like the cows. 9. Has any one lived entirely without praise in the world? Has any one failed through exertion to prosper? Has any one died without being reproached? Has any one, even to the end of his life, collected (what he deems) sufficient wealth? If you inquire, you will not find even one. 10. If they every way consider there is nothing else that goes with them but the actions they have done, there (in the other world) even the body which (here) they cherished and adorned is useless when death takes them away.

Chapter 13.—The fear of misconduct.

1. A burning-ground is the proper place for the bodies of those who, though plunged in the sea of domestic cares, betake not themselves to asceticism as a refuge. The stomach of the possessors of little wisdom is a burning-place for beasts and birds without number, i.e. he eats them. 2. They should have their legs bound with iron, become slaves to their enemies, and go to the field of gloomy soil, who keep in a cage the partridge or the quail, which live in the woods resounding with the sound of winged insects. 3. He who in a former birth desiring crabs broke off their legs and ate them, when the effect of that sin shall take place, he shall wander about afflicted with leprosy, the palms of his hands excepted; all his fingers like Chank-shell beads will rot away. 4. Even such a thing as ghee when approached by the flame of fire will cause intolerable pain by fierce burning; of many bad actions will they become guilty who, though not crooked, become so, and associate with those who are bad. 5. Friendship with the wise will daily increase in regular gradation, like the crescent moon. Friendship with the base will daily decrease, like the full moon which rides through the sky. 6. Thinking them good thou didst associate with them. If in those with whom thou hast associated there be no good intent towards thee who hast associated with them, O thou who didst associate (with such)! listen: It is like a man opening a box believing that there is an ungent in it and seeing a snake inside. 7. O lord of the land resplendent with mountains on whose declivities genii abound! since a man's actions differ so much from his mind, who is there that is capable of searching out so as to understand the resources of another's mind? 8. O lord of the fair hills over which slowly roll streams that cast up gems!
the great friendship of those who love with
deceit, making a pretence of steadfast attachment
but not loving with the heart, will only afflic
the mind. 9. Like as when the glittering spear
that he cast is caught by his enemy’s hand,
the thief’s courage is destroyed, so since the
gains of sin follow after and destroy the acquirer
of these gains in two births, it is good to leave
the ignorant altogether. 10. Wilt thou not
cease to long for a family? How long wilt thou
live in sorrow saying. It is for children? O my
heart! there is no advantage that accrues to
the soul except the good thou dost, though
it be but little.—(To be continued.)

BENGALI FOLKLORE—LEGENDS FROM DINAJPUR.*

BY G. H. DAMANT, B.C.S., RANGPUR.

The two Ganja-eaters.

Whilst a ganja-eater was catching fish on the
bank of a river, a man from another country came
and asked which was the road and what was his
name; he replied that his name was “eater of six
maunds of ganja.” The stranger, hearing this, said,
“Have you become so intoxicated after eating
only six maunds of ganja? You do not deserve
the name of ganja-eater. There is a man in my
country who can eat nine maunds without feeling
in the least distressed or intoxicated, and can walk
by himself afterwards.” The ganja-eater, hearing
that, said he would go to that country and fight
with the man, so he tied six maunds of ganja in
his handkerchief and went on his way till he came
to a pond, where he ate his six maunds of ganja,
and then, feeling thirsty, went down to the water
and began to drink till he had drunk the pond dry,
and still had not quenched his thirst, so he lay
down on the bank and went to sleep.

A raja’s elephant used to drink at that pond,
and it happened that his mahaut brought him that
day, but when he came he found no water in the
pond, and nothing but a man lying on the bank.
The mahaut made the elephant pick him up, but
could not bring him to his senses, so he took his
elephant and went away.

After a short time the ganja-eater came to his
senses, and, feeling himself free from all uneasiness,
determined to leave that place and go to the house
of the nine maunds ganja-eater. So he went along
inquiring the way, and at last arrived at the house
and called out, “Brother nine maunds ganja-
eater, are you at home?” His wife said he was
not at home, and had gone to cut sugarcane. The
man inquired whether he would return soon,
and she said, “Yes, he will return immediately, his
dinner is ready waiting;” but he said “I cannot bear
to stop any longer; I will go and fight him; show me
the road.” So she came out and told him which
road to take, and he soon arrived at the place
and called out, “Brother nine maunds ganja-eater,
come, I will fight you.” He said “For seven
days I have eaten nothing, how can I fight?”
The six maunds ganja-eater replied, “I have eaten
nothing for nine days.” The other said, “No one
will see us if we fight here; come to my country
and I will fight you, and every one will be able to
see who loses and who wins.” With these words he
put all the sugarcane on his head which he had
cut for the last seven days, and they went away
together. As they went along the road they met
a fishwoman who was taking some fish to sell at
the market; they called to her and told her to stop
and look on while they fought. She said she was
already late for the market, but they could fight on
her arm and she would see them. So they rose up
and began to fight, and while they were fighting
a kite came by and took away the ganja-eaters’
fish and all. Now it happened that just at that time
a raja’s daughter had gone out for a walk, and, a
storm arising, they were thrown down in front of her,
and she, thinking they were bits of straw which had
been carried up by the storm, had them swept away.

THE CHERA DYNASTY.

At a meeting of the Royal Asiatic Society held
June 18, Mr. J. Eggeling, the Secretary, read some
notes “On Southern Indian Inscriptions.” Another
volume of impressions had lately been placed at
his disposal by Sir W. Elliot. Among the grants
hitherto examined was a very important one relat-
ing to the Chera or Koniga dynasty. The last of the
Cheras, in the Kōngadeśa Rājdhal, said to have
made a grant of land in Śaka 816 (A.D. 894), whilst
another grant is mentioned under the fifth king,
dated Śaka 4 (A.D. 82). This would give an average
of nearly thirty-four years for each of the last
twenty-four kings of the Cheras. Prof. Dowson
did not feel justified to accept so high an average,
but, doubting the existence or genuineness of those
grants, he allowed an average of eighteen years
to each king, and thus arrived at A.D. 396 as the

* Continued from vol. I. p. 345.
probable date at which this dynasty arose. The document in Sir Walter Elliot's volume was issued by the tenth king, named Arivarman (not Harivarman, as stated in the Tamil work), and bears the date Śaka 169 (A.D. 247). It also contains an account of the two preceding kings, Māhāva and Kongāni Varman, which tallies exactly with that given in the Tamil treatise, and thus tends to show that the latter is entirely based on copper-plate grants. To judge from the shape and general character of the letters, this inscription would seem to be very ancient, and to show no traces of forgery. The Kongadeka Rājika also mentions a grant made by the same king in Śaka 210, or forty-one years later than the present grant. If any more grants of the same dynasty should be forthcoming, we might probably have to admit the correctness of the chronology as given in the Tamil book, notwithstanding the high average. There were also in the volume two grants relating to the Western or Kālyākī line of the Chālukyas, both issued by Venayāditya, the son of Vikramāditya, during his father's lifetime, and at his command, and dated respectively in Śaka 611 and 613 (A.D. 689 and 691), being the tenth and eleventh years of the king's reign. He would, accordingly, have succeeded on his father's resignation in Śaka 601-2, as his predecessors are mentioned, Vikramāditya, Satyaśrāya, Kṛttivārman, and Pulakośi. Since it is most probable that Satyaśrāya began to reign in Śaka 531, we should thus obtain seventy years for the duration of his and his son's reigns. Of Pulakośi there was a grant at the British Museum, dated Śaka 411; but there was some doubt as to its genuineness, on palaeographical grounds, the character of the letters being very nearly the same as that of some inscriptions of the Eastern line in the tenth century of our era. Sir W. Elliot's collection also included several grants of the Pallava line, containing the names Skandavārman, Viravarman, Vishnugopavārman, and Sīhavārman; besides Rājendravarman and Devendravarman, and Chandavarman and Nandivarman. All these grants, however, record merely the years of the reigns of the kings by whom they were issued.—Athenaeum, June 21.

VIHOBĀ OF PANDARPUR.

On the 20th July a Gosavi, who, it seems, was highly displeased with his god, went into the temple at Pandarpur and hurled a stone at the image with such force that it knocked a piece out of his breast and broke his legs. The attendants seized the offender and beat him, but he was rescued by the police and placed in custody. Thus the great god Viḥobā, “the lord of heaven and earth,” according to the Hindu canons, is dead. Had such an accident befallen any common god, the image might have been replaced. But the Viḥobā of Pandarpur cannot be replaced. Only Banāras, Dwārka, Nāśik, and one or two other places can boast gods of equal or approaching sanctity. Thousands from every quarter of Mārakǎsa perform tosome pilgrimages to the fair at Pandarpur, undeterred by the cholera which appears at every gathering, sweeping off numbers of the pilgrims. The people present at the last Ashādhī fair, which lasted from the 6th to the 10th July, were estimated at one hundred and fifty thousand. Every man brings his offering, so that the revenue of the temple is enormous. Besides supporting a host of priests in luxury, it affords a balance which is laid out in the most costly jewels for the god, and in decorating the shrine with gold in a manner which dazzles the eye the first time it is beheld. Vows the most extravagant are made to Viḥobā for prayers answered or blessings expected; no sacrifice of wealth, of comfort, or of life, being considered too great to buy the god's favour. Besides the crowds who throng at the regular fairs in July and October, there is a large daily attendance of those who live in the vicinity. Viḥobā receives his worshippers one at a time, and is dressed up by the attendant priests with a splendid proportionate to the amount of the offering expected from each devotee. One man who visited Pandarpur last November with an offering of twenty-five rupees, told us he was received in a dress and jewels worth Rs. 50,000. It is said that the god possesses ornaments valued at twenty lakhs of rupees, and would appear with them all on at once were a worshipper to come bringing a fitting offering. Some of his diamonds and pearls are described as of extraordinary size and purity. The rivalry is great among the worshippers to be honoured by a sight of the finest jewels, and induces many a gift beyond what the donor can afford. But no privation is complained of which has to be endured to propitiate Viḥobā of Pandarpur.

The origin of this celebrated idol is thus told: the god Viḥobā had formerly his seat at Dwārka. There lived at Pandarpur a youth named Pundalika, who, though only twelve or fifteen years of age, was a great saint and an unceasing worshipper of the gods. His piety attracted the love of Viḥobā, who paid him a visit in person from Dwārka. The boy was in attendance on his father when the god appeared in human form, unseen to any but Pundalika. He at once recognised the favour done him, and entreated Viḥobā to remain.
on that hallowed spot for ever. The god graciously consented, and was instantly transformed into the black idol which ever since has stood there. A temple was built round him, and he acquired a wide reputation.

But Viṣṇu is broken and dead, and his priests have given out that the great god may perhaps be induced, by prayers and fasts, to signify his gracious consent to retake possession of the mutilated idol. So, already, thousands of religious Hindus are seeking, by extravagant vows and mortifications, to persuade Viṣṇu not to depart from Paṇḍarpur; and the aid of the press will doubtless be sought to spread the news of the disaster wherever there are Hindus to pray, fast, and make offerings. The fall of the Paṇḍarpur shrine, and the stoppage of the pilgrimages, would be one of the greatest blessings that could befall the country, as the fairs are a source of annual revenue and harassment to the authorities all over the presidency: for many virulent outbreaks of cholera are traced every year to the return home of the pilgrims with the fatal disease among them. Before and after each fair, sanitary precautions are taken along all the principal routes, at great trouble and expense. But the Hindus, who never appreciated this action of the British Government, are now fearful lest the angry god should plague the country, and are also warning the authorities of the certain falling off of the revenue from the cessation of the tax of four annas a head levied on every pilgrim to the temple. Those who understand the priesthood, hundreds of whom are living on the fat of the land by means of the offerings of Viṣṇu's worshippers, can foresee that they will never allow the shrine to be deserted. The holiest man of them will one of these days be favoured with a vision or dream, in which Viṣṇu will intimate his pleasure to hear the prayers of his servants and continue at Paṇḍarpur. In this case the popular veneration of the idol will become greater than ever, and yet larger numbers will repair to Paṇḍarpur to worship the god who was wounded to death, and whose deadly wound was healed. This result seems to be regarded as a foregone conclusion. The damage done to the idol has been repaired by a stone-mason, many of the most ardent devotees on the spot tainting neither food nor water till the god was made whole. So that everything is ready for Viṣṇu to take possession again. The police saved the impious gosdri from the fury of the people, and he now awaits his trial under some mild section of the Penal Code about "voluntarily committing injury to property."

Paṇḍarpur is a town on the Bhāma, of about 20,000 inhabitants, situated in the Satara collectorate, and distant 112 miles from Pune.—Abridged from "Bombay Gazette," 28th July.

PEHLEVI INSCRIPTIONS.

During a recent tour through the Cochin and Travancor States I found some Pehlevi inscriptions which go to prove that there were once large settlements of Persians, probably Manicheans, in S. India. This fact will be of interest to Sanskritists since Prof. Weber's admirable essay on the Randavama. Prof. Weber has shown reasons for suspecting Greek influences in the composition of that poem; and it will now, in consequence of this discovery, be possible to prove that much in the modern philosophical schools of India comes from some form of Christianity derived from Persia; and this fact at once explains also the origin of the modern Vedánta sects in Southern India exclusively.

In a Syrian (i.e. Nestorian) church at Koṭṭayam in Travancor, said to be one of the oldest in the country, I found at the back of a side-altar a granite slab with a cross in bas-relief on it, and round the arched top a short sentence in Pehlevi; at the foot of the cross a few words in Syriac. On looking round the church I found a similar but evidently older tablet built into the wall. This tablet is nearly covered by whitewash, but shows only a Pehlevi inscription. There is a similar tablet in the Mount church (near Madras), which has long been the property of the Portuguese.

Since my return to Mangalore I have found in Friar Vincenzo Maria's Viaggio all'Indie Orientali, p. 135 (Rome, 1672), mention of several such tablets; he particularly mentions the ones at Cranganor and Meliapur (i.e. Madras), and takes them to be relics of the mission of St. Thomas to India. As there is hardly a trace left of Cranganor, it would be useless to search there; but the older Syrian churches (at Niranam, Kārṇikulam, &c.) will no doubt furnish other copies. In this very out-of-the-way place I have nothing to help in deciphering the Pehlevi inscription, which is nearly the same on the three tablets I have seen; the first few signs only differ. The last word in all looks like qāṣād (may it be increased!). As soon as I can get it lithographed I shall send copies to the principal European scholars who occupy themselves with Pehlevi.

The number of these tablets proves that there must have been communities in several places, and those large enough to have churches both on the S. W. and S. E. coasts of India. Cosmas (beginning of the sixth century a.d.) mentions Christians in Mals (i.e. S. W. India), and that there was a Persian bishop at Kalliana, i.e. Kārṇapura, near Uḍupi, and in this province—a place
always reputed to be one of the earliest Christian settlements in India. Nor were these Persians disliked, as foreigners are now, by the natives of India. Before the beginning of the ninth century A.D. they had acquired sovereign rights over their original settlement, Manigrāmam, by a grant from the Perumāl. These Persians were thus established long before the origin of the modern schools of the Vedānta, and the founders of these sects were all natives of places close to Persian settlements. Sankarāchārya was born not far from Cranganor, where the Persians first founded a colony; Râmānuja was born and educated near Madras; and Mādhavāchārya, the founder of the sect which approaches nearest of all to Christianity, was a native of Udupi, a place only three or four miles south of Kalyāṇapāḍ. A comparison of the doctrines of these sects with those of the Manichaens will, I think, settle the question; but I must reserve that for another occasion. That these Persians were Manichaens is, I think, to be concluded from the name of their settlement, Manigrāmam. This can only mean "Manes-town," the only other possible meaning, "Jewel-town," is utterly improbable.

Prof. Weber has shown that the Brahmasamāj doctrines are an unacknowledged result of Christian missions in this century; the S. Indian Vedānta sects must be taken as a similar result of perhaps the earliest Christian (though Manichaean) mission to India.

How close the connection between Persia and India was in the sixth century A.D. is also known from the history of the European versions of the Pañchatantra. The existence of this work in India was then known to the Persians, and this knowledge presupposes a greater knowledge of Indian matters by foreigners than has ever since been the case up to the end of the last century.

I may remark also that the facts I have mentioned above render it probable that Bārzweih or Barsdweyh, who first translated the Pañchatantra into Pehlevi, was actually a Christian, as the Arab historian, Ibn Abu Ossihia, states. The S. Indian Sanskrit Pañchatantra is the oldest yet discovered (see Prof. Beneke's note, Academy, vol. iii. pp. 139-140); may not Bārzweih have got his copy in S. W. India?

Patriotic Hindus will hardly like the notion that their greatest modern philosophers have borrowed from Christianity; but as they cannot give an historical or credible account of the origin of these Vedānta sects, if we take the above facts into consideration, there is more against them than a strong presumption, for these doctrines were certainly unknown to India in Vedic or Buddhistic times.

I have mentioned before the discovery of an old Jain version of the Bārmdvya in Canarese. This is certainly more than a thousand years old, and differs greatly from the Viśvāki-Bārmdvya. The Tamil version (by Kampan) is also very old and deserves examination if the question of the original form of the Sanskrit epic is to be really decided. I hope soon to be able to give some account of the Canarese version, as I have found an excellent MS., written about 420 years ago, which is wonderfully correct. — A. Burnell in The Academy.

Professor Palmer, the Lord Almoner's Professor of Arabic in the University of Cambridge, has an Arabic Grammar in the press, mainly founded on Syrian authorities. From what I hear of the arrangement, it will be more like a portable edition of Silvestre de Sacy's Grammaire Arabe than anything else one knows. The Professor has also been translating Alice in Wonderland into Arabic verse and prose, and proposes publishing it, provided he can get the use of the original plates.

C. M.

An answer to the query respecting the right and left hand Castes (p. 214) will be found in the edition of the Kural by F. W. Ellis. The distinction arises primarily from the landowners and their serfs being the heads of one class, and the Brahman, artisans, and other interlopers forming the other. But the constituent castes of either party vary.

A. B.

CASTES OF THE BOMBAY PRESIDENCY.

(Continued from page 242.)

Kabbar:—A caste of low rank in Southern India; in Dharwād they are numerous, and, like the village Kolis, act as ferrymen; in Kamare they are few, and are engaged like Bhuis in fishing and carrying palanquins; their habits are those of their class. Buchanan describes the 'Cubbaru' as a branch of the Bhuis, some being cultivators and others lime-burners. Morals and habits rude.

Kabulagri is the name of a similar caste in Dharwād.

Chowadrid:—A Bhil tribe in Gujrat, chiefly in the Surat collectorate, numerous; small cultivators, labourers, or fishermen in the Tāpi river. Their condition is hardly raised above the lowest level; they are one of the classes included in the Kālā Prajā, or the black race.

Pātharwast:—A caste of middle rank, in the Dekhan, stone-masons and artificers in stone.

Kandri:—A caste in Gujrat who are confectioners, &c.

Jangars:—Singers and bards; holding middle rank, and often in public or private employ.
Clay head, found in Ralliyór Cairn.
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FIVE-CELLED OPEN-FRONTED DOLMEN, FORMERLY
EXISTING NEAR NIDI MAND, NILGIRIS.
(From a rough sketch made on the spot.)
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ON SOME FORMERLY EXISTING ANTIQUITIES ON THE NILGIRIS.

BY M. J. WALHOUSE, late M.C.S.

ALTHOUGH the antiquities of the Nilgiri Hills were thoroughly investigated by the late Commissioner of the Nilgiris, Mr. J. Breck, under the direction and with the aid of the Madras Government, and although it is understood his account of them was completed before his lamented and untimely death, and will be published, it will not, I hope, be regarded as superfluous to record the original features of some of the antiquities which have long ago been destroyed, and are not mentioned in Colonel Congreve's account.

I.

In April 1849, when at Kānūr (Coomoor) and inquiring amongst the natives about the ancient remains, I was told by a Todā that there were some to be seen beyond the Nīdi Mānd. So, starting early one morning, and crossing the great ravine which lies between Kānūr and the Hālikāli ridge, then clothed with deep magnificent forest, where now the eye meets nothing save productive—but alas! ugly—coffee-clearings, I wound upwards through the picturesque foldings of the hills to the Nīdi Mānd, where my informant met me. All Todā mānd, i.e. villages, are beautifully placed, and this (whether still existing or improved into a coffee-garden, I cannot say) was nestled in a cleft between two peaks, at the edge of a thick grove, the trees of which stretched their great moss-hung arms over the wild-looking primitive huts, by which stood the tall men wrap classic-wise in their cloths, whilst the handsome black-ringed elderly women sat chattering in a row, and the boys—their thick shocks of hair cut quaintly thatch-fashion across their foreheads—came running over the close fresh green-ward which lies before every Mānd.

Passing through the high secluded cleft, round the base of one of the sheltering peaks, I descended for fully 1000 feet on the other side of the ridge, by an excessively steep and difficult track, to a hollow, where on three sides the slopes ran precipitously down, enclosing at the bottom a small platform, open on the fourth or south side, whence the mountain-side fell steeply down to the Bhāvānī valley at the foot of the range. On a knoll in the middle of the platform stood a cromlech of very large size, or rather a row of connected cromlechs, forming five partitions, three large ones of equal height in the centre, and a smaller and lower one at each end. They stood in a line, the three central compartments being covered with three huge capstones, the edge of one overlapping the edge of the next; the supporting stones, four in number, being great slabs, set up end-wise, with slabs enclosing the back or north side—the front or south side of all was open; the smaller structure at each end was formed in like manner. Unfortunately I omitted to take the exact dimensions, but a man could sit easily in any of the three central cells; within them lay the skeleton of a fawn, and part of an elephant's tooth much hacked with a knife. The supporting slabs were sculptured all over on their sides within with figures in the Hindu style, processional or warlike, but there were none on the under-sides of the capstones. The figures were evidently ancient, as, though covered from the weather, their outlines were much worn. Whether these sculptures were coeval with the stones and wrought by the men who first placed them, or whether they were subsequent additions, is a controversy still in process of decision. They have been found on cromlechs and kistvaens in other parts of the hills, and if regarded as contemporary with the stones would at once mark the age of these structures, as emblems, such as the Basava bull, of known date, occur amongst them. They appear always to have struck observers as later additions cut upon the previously existing cromlechs; such was my impression and also that of Col. Congreve, and others, but the point is by no means settled yet. I may observe that a man sitting inside the cells could easily have cut the sculptures in the cromlech now described by me.

On visiting the spot again in 1856 this curious monument had been entirely destroyed, every stone overthrown and lying scattered around; the work evidently of some barbarians—not, I fear, dark-skinned. Though hitherto calling it "cromlech," I hardly know how to class it. It was indeed rather a succession of open-sided connected kistvaens. Single dolmens or kistvaens, consisting of upright slabs and back slabs sup-

porting a covering stone, the front side remaining open, are not unfrequent, especially in the eastern region of the Nilgiris, several of them also sculptured within; but I know of no structures of connected cells, like the one described, occurring either in India or any other country. It differs essentially from the allées couvertes and chambered barrows of Europe. Colonel Congreve describes no such monument in his Antiquities of the Nilgiris, and I know of but one other example, on the hills, namely, at Māher, some miles westward at the foot of the Kundā Range, where there appear to have been four connected cells, also with sculptured stones, but I am uncertain whether with appended lesser cells. This monument also, I understand, has been partially destroyed.

Though the intention of kistvaens, chambered barrows, and what are generally called cromlechs, was undoubtedly sepulchral, I am on the whole not sure that it was so with respect to this and the other sculptured dolmens of the Nilgiris. Nothing was found on digging up the floor of the cells in the Nidi Mānd Dolmen,—which may further be said with confidence to have been always free-standing, and never covered with a tumulus,—an assertion further strengthened by the sculptures within. With respect to the last-mentioned feature, I may observe that these sculptured stones when occurring near their villages are worshipped as gods by the Baḍagaś, the most numerous race on the hills. This, however, I believe, is only an instance of the Hindu propensity to venerate anything that appears mysterious or sacred, and argues no other connection with the remains. The Kuram-Baś—the wild jungle-tribe that haunts the densest jungles of the mountain slopes, and whose remote ancestry may have had more to do with megalithic monuments, also pay worship to some of the cairns and cromlechs on the plateau, in which they believe their old gods reside. They and their forest-kindred the Irulās, "the children of darkness," still after every funeral bring a deva koṭta kalū, i.e. a long water-worn pebble, and put it in a cromlech to represent the deceased. Cromlechs have sometimes been found filled with such pebbles. Free-standing dolmens—or, as I should prefer to call them, hut-temples—closed on three sides, with a fourth open, and containing lingam stones or rude images, are frequent in the Maisur country and on the Shivarāi Hills in Salem, and are but rough extempore shrines, made and used to-day, but suggesting what the use of some of the ancient cromlechs may have been. In Central India both closed and open-sided kistvaens abound, but it has been observed that, though the former contain sepulchral remains, urns, &c. in profusion, the latter never do. I am therefore inclined to regard the five-celled open-sided Nidi Mānd Dolmen as not sepulchral, but intended for a rude temple or shrine; and the cut piece of an elephant's tusk found in it had probably been laid there by some wandering Kuraṁ-baś, to represent one of the primeval gods worshipped by his ancestors before the advent of Indra and Viṣṇu. The grey weather-worn structure had an aspect of quaint mysterious antiquity as it stood in that spot of wild and utter seclusion, backed by steep converging slopes rough with rocks and trees, and overlooking in front a wide jungle-country stretching far below in a labyrinth of ridges and valleys. The very peculiar feature of a small chamber being attached to each end of the great central triple chamber must not be overlooked. Analogous side-chambers are attached to the magnificent cromlech in Guernsey known as "L'Autel du Dēhus," and these are spoken of as "unique;" they however contained curious forms of interment. Finally I may add that, when returning, a small cairn was observed near the Todā Mānd, on opening which a curious flattened chatī was found, its mouth covered with a flat dish, and filled with red sand, like none in the neighbourhood. This peculiarity of vessels being filled with sand or mould that must have been brought from a distance, occurs in cairn-interments both on the Indian plains and in England.

II.

A few years after the discovery of the above-described cromlech, a number of weapons were found in a stone-circle between Kundā and Kartaṛī, on the Nilgiris. The circle was by no means remarkable, about six feet in diameter, and the stones of moderate size, only just appearing above the ground. It occupied no distinguished site, being on the slope of a hill of ordinary appearance, and might easily have escaped notice unless actually walked over. On digging into it, however, a number of weapons and implements were discovered embedded in a thick layer of charcoal, which appears to have had the
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effect of keeping them in remarkable preservation, for they were nearly as clean and perfect as if fresh from the smith, and several of them remarkable both for shape and workmanship, and an elaborateness of ornament that seems hard to reconcile with the rude age commonly ascribed to such remains. They are now in the British Museum: a description of some of the more remarkable is subjoined:

1. A short very broad-bladed sword or dagger, 14 inches in total length, the blade 9½, and 2½ in breadth at the widest part—for it is leaf-shaped, like swords of the Bronze period in Europe, being broadest at the middle, narrowing to the point, and to the bottom, and again widening as it joins the hilt; it is double-edged: there is a cross-guard at each end of the handle (in this differing from European examples), and the handle is decorated with a minute double wavy beading running down it on each of the four sides, the spaces between each line of beading being filled with an incised arabesque pattern of lines and curves very neatly executed. The inner faces of the guards are also ornamented with a pattern of similar character but different design. The guards and handle—which is perforated, all form separate pieces, held together by a tong secured by a knob, formed of two pieces on the outer side of the lower guard. Another dagger was also found in the deposit, differing chiefly in the blade being narrow and of uniform breadth, and the handle much less elaborate.

2. The head of a spear or javelin, the blade 8 inches long, and 1½ wide at bottom, narrowing gradually to the point. Several other smaller heads, of the same character, were found.

3. A javelin-head, 6½ inches long in blade, which is an inch wide at the bottom, tapering to the point, and distinguished by an incised pattern of curves running in double diminishing lines along three-fourths of its length.

4. A leaf-shaped javelin, 6½ inches long in the blade, which is 1¼ inch wide in its broadest part, narrowing thence to the point and to the tong, the upper blade double-edged.

5. A remarkable javelin-head, the blade, 5½ inches long, widening upwards to a curved convex edge, an inch wide across; the bottom decorated with a raised rib 1½ inch long. Studded with minute curved lines, and the sides for the same distance ornamented with beading and curved lines in pairs.

6. A plain javelin-head, the blade 3 inches long, but ending in an obtuse angle rather than a point.

7. A long spike-shaped arrowhead, four-sided but ending in a point, the bottom square, edged with straight and wavy lines, and fixed to a hollow socket, 2½ inches long, the arrow-spike itself being 5 inches long and half an inch broad at base. Three other arrow-heads of this peculiar type were also found in the deposit, singularly perfect and well made. Arrow-heads of long triangular shape are also found in Nilgiri cairns, much of the same kind as are now used by the jungle tribes, but I have not heard of this spiky type being now in use.

Two pairs of twisted bronze or copper bangles were found in this deposit, and several other less noteworthy weapons and objects, the whole much better preserved than any others I have met with.

III.

In 1848 when at Kunnär I received information of a large unopened cairn—an undisturbed example had ever then become scarce—and, on proceeding to examine it, was guided to an exceedingly high and steep hill over the Râliyâr, just above where the three roads from Utaskâmand, Kunnär, and Kotâgir meet. It was a very stiff pull up, especially towards the end, where the hill rose into an abrupt sugar-loaf peak. On the top there was a very large and massive cairn of the peculiar Nilgiri type—an immense heap of stones with a circular well in the centre; the sides of the well—built of large blocks carefully and accurately adjusted, the well—about five feet in diameter and six in depth; the wall enclosing it—nearly seven feet thick, and the same height above the ground outside. In fact the word "heap" applied to the structure is misleading; the stones were not loosely piled, but fitted so that the whole structure rather resembled a section of a truncated round-tower; and none but those who have attempted it can appreciate the difficulty and skill required to build a wall of loose un cemented stones that will stand firm for even a short period, much more for ages. The central well was entirely filled with comparatively small loose stones rising into a pile. This, though conveying an assurance that the cairn was undisturbed, threatened a long and hard piece of work before it could be explored. And so it proved;
for though shikaris, coolies, and guides mustered a dozen men, it took them from tolerably early in the morning till much past midday before the centre of the cairn was cleared. In accomplishing this, one remarkable feature was observed: in the middle of the well there was a long large stone nearly four feet in length, of considerable thickness and tapering upwards, placed upright, filled in, and covered with the stones which filled the well. Whether this had any lingam, or other significance, I cannot say. After the circular central opening was at last cleared, nothing was found to reward the toil but some pieces of a large urn; a miniature buffalo’s-head of hard-baked clay; a human head the size of a lime, of the same—the hair being represented by little dotted rings; and a small sickle-shaped iron-knife: the whole cairn had been built on the rock, and there were only two or three inches of soil at the bottom of the well. Considering the number of objects frequently yielded by cairns, I was much disappointed at this result. The hill-top was the most commanding of the many around, on almost every one of which a cairn was visible, and there was a magnificent prospect from it over Kotagiri and the low country beyond, extending to the distant Salem and Trichinapalli hills. Hence one was led to conclude the cairn must be the burial-place of a great chieftain; and the enormous labour expended in carrying such multitudes of stones up a hill that was trying to ascend empty-handed, raised the expectation they would cover a rich and various funeral deposit.

9, Randolph Crescent, London, June 1873.

MUSALMÁN REMAINS IN THE SOUTH KONKAN.

BY A. K. NAIRNE, Esq., B. C. S., BANDORA.

I.—Dábhol.

The Southern Konkan is a district which up to the time of the Maráthis possessed little importance, and is but seldom mentioned in the earlier histories. The Musalmanns, who spread so gradually over India, would perhaps never have thought so barren and uncivilized a country worth conquering at all, if it had not been that its seaports gave travellers from Persia and Arabia easier access to the great cities of the Dakhan than could be had by any land-journey, and it must have been necessary also to keep open certain routes from these ports to the Dakhan, without which the command of the coast would have been of little value. It is probable that these ports and routes were but few; and from the fact of nearly all the Konkan forts having been rebuilt and enlarged by Siváji, the traces of the Musalman occupation are even less than they otherwise would be. Yet it is possible, by searching books of old history and travel, and at the same time examining the few remaining ruins, to get some idea of what this district was in the days of Musalman ascendency, and to make out a few of the routes by which merchants and travellers from Persia, Arabia, and Europe found their way to the capital cities of

Bidar, Gulbarga, Bijapur, and Golconda. What I have collected I now give with tolerable confidence, that, as far as it goes, it is correct, but it is no more than an outline which may perhaps help others to prepare a complete local history.

In his translation of Ferishtah, Briggs, speaking of the Muhammadan invasion of the Konkan in 1429, says: “It seems very doubtful if the whole of the Konkan had ever been attacked before this period, and this exploit seems to have been rather a marauding expedition than a conquest. The ports of Dábol and Chaul are spoken of at an early period as in the hands of the Muhammadans; but whether they occupied much of the interior of the country appears very doubtful.” As I have no acquaintance with the district in which Chaul lies, I shall confine myself to that part of the Southern Konkan between Bánkoj and Goa—that is, the Rutnegiri collectorate and a small part of the Sávantiá State, and on all accounts it will be proper to begin with the history of Dábol, as it is always spelt by the Musalman and early English writers, though it is written in Maráthis Dábhol.

This ancient port is situated above 55 miles

lat. 45° 30’, Chivil (حیف) or Chaul, he places in long. 88
and lat. 38°, and Bidar (بیدر) in long. 104°, lat. 47°.—Br.
S. of Bombay on the N. bank of the river Vasaiṭhi, just at the point where it opens out into a noble estuary, and about two miles higher up than the Marāthā fort of Anjanvel, which guards the entrance on the southern side. Though exceedingly picturesque, no one would ever have chosen this as a situation for a large town: for the strip of land intervening between the river and the very high and steep hills is so narrow, that if Dābul was ever as populous as is stated, the town must have extended three or four miles up the river. It is now like any other insignificant Konkan town, with no trade to speak of, and the houses entirely hidden among coconut trees. The only objects worthy of remark are a fine mosque, with dome and minarets, standing almost at the water’s edge close to the present landing-place, a few tombs standing by themselves nearer to the sea, and a conical hill three or four miles further up the river, crowned by a mosque which from its position has a good deal the appearance of a Rhine castle. The earliest mention I have found of the place is in Dow’s History, which professes to be a translation of Ferishtah, but is said to contain much that is not found in that author. He mentions Dābulas one of the countries ravaged by Malik Naib Kaffur in 1312, along with Māhrāt, Raihor, Mulkal, and others whose names I do not identify: all except the first evidently meaning the districts of which the places named were the chief towns.

As it was scarcely twenty years before this that the Musalmāns had made their first great raid into the Dekhan, it may be concluded that this was their first acquaintance with the Southern Konkan, and there can be no doubt that they entered it by passing down the Ghāts, for it was not till several generations after this that they either took to the sea, or ventured on the very difficult land journey from Gujarāt through the Northern Konkan.

In 1357, the then undivided kingdom of the Dekhan was made into four governments, and Dābul is mentioned as the western limit of the first government, which included Gulbarga itself. Chaul is also mentioned at this time, but no port south of Dābul. Again, towards the end of the century, both towns are mentioned by Ferishtah as among the chief ones in the empire, and as having had orphan schools, with ample foundations for their support, established by king Muhammad Shāh Bāhamni.

In 1429, and again in 1436, two considerable expeditions were sent into the Konkan, and the country is said to have been subjugated and well plundered. No mention is made of Dābul in connection with either of these, but of the second it is recorded that a beautiful daughter of the Rāja of Raiari (Baigaḍh) was sent to court, where she became the queen of Ahmad Shāh Wali Bāhamni, and was long celebrated under the name of Perichehra, or Fairy-face.

The next events recorded of Dābul are of a different sort, but not less calculated to show its importance in the 15th century. Mahmūd Khān Gowan, who afterwards became the celebrated minister of the Bidar kingdom, came from Persia as a merchant and landed at Dābul in 1447. And about 1450 Yusuf Adil Khān, the founder of the Bijāpur dynasty, also entered India at Dābul. His romantic story is given in full detail by Ferishtah, but it is sufficient here to mention that he was taken from Dābul to Bidar as a slave by a Georgian merchant. Shortly after this, Dābul is first mentioned by a European traveller, as neither Marco Polo nor Ibn Batuta mention any ports of the Konkan, and Marco Polo gives but a few lines to the whole of the coast of this Presidency, speaking of it under the name of the kingdom of Thaṇa. But Nikitin, a Russian, who about the year 1470 spent three or four years in the south of India, landed at Chaul, and, from what he heard there, wrote as follows:—“Dābul is a very extensive seaport where many horses are brought from Mysore, Rabast (Arabia), Khurassan, Turkestan, &c. It takes a month to walk by land from this place to Beder and Kulburga. It is the last seaport in Hindostan belonging to the Musalmāns.” Three years later he made Dābul his port of embarkation, and from here took ship to Hormuz, paying two pieces of gold for his passage, and spending a month at sea. He then wrote: “Dābul, a port of the vast Indian Sea . . . it is a very large town, the great meeting-place of all nations living on the coast of India.”

About 1482 Bahādur Khān Gilāni attempted to make himself independent of the then declining kingdom of Bidar, and, among other towns, had for a long time possession of Dābul and Goa, and command of the whole coast. He was at last, however, defeated by Muhammad Shāh Bāhamni II. in a battle which took place
somewhere near Kolhâpur, and after this the king and a few of his principal nobles marched down to Dâbul and enjoyed the (to them) novel amusement of sailing about up and down the coast. Within three or four years of this, however, the Bâjâpur kingdom was established, and the whole Konkan passed to it.

In 1508 the misfortunes of Dâbul began, when it was bombarded by Almeida, the Portuguese Viceroy, who did not, however, succeed in taking the fort. Ferishtâh says that in 1510 Goa was ceded by the king of Bâjâpur to the Portuguese as the condition of their not molesting the other towns on the coast, and that they kept this treaty. The Portuguese historians, however, give a very different account; for according to themselves they were constantly marauding, and in 1522 landed and levied a contribution at Dâbul. Before this, in 1515, a Persian ambassador had embarked at Dâbul on his way back from Bâjâpur, and this is the last event of the sort I have read of in connection with the place. The Portuguese claim to have burnt every town on the coast between Sârvardhan and Goa in 1548, and again in 1569, but they are discreetly silent about an event which Ferishtâh records of 1571.*

A Portuguese force then landed at Dâbul with the intention of burning it as usual, though one would suppose that, as only two years had elapsed since the last occasion, there would not be much worth burning. But the governor, Khâjâ Ali Shâhâ, having heard of their intentions, laid an ambush and put to death 150 of them. Not many years after this, when the Portuguese had begun to be inconvenienced by the advances of the Dutch, they made peace with Bâjâpur, and we then hear no more of Dâbul till it was plundered by Sâmâji in 1660. Its subsequent history has nothing to do with the Musalmân, and need not therefore be referred to. Hamilton, a traveller of the beginning of the last century, mentions that the English had once a factory there, but of this I have found no confirmation.

It is not difficult to understand why it was that Dâbul declined in the later days of the Musalmân, and still more subsequently. So long as the Musalmân capital was at Bijâpur or Gulbârgh, Dâbul was the nearest port, and there was no need to look for another. But when independent kingdoms were established at Bijâpur and Golkonda, it would be natural to look for ports further south than Dâbul; and Râjâpur, and especially the splendid harbour and creek of Gheria, would soon obtain the preference. And in Marâthâ days Dâbul was entirely eclipsed by the neighbouring town and fortress of Anjanâvel, and thus, between near and distant rivals, fell into utter obscurity, as also did Chaul. Grant Duff says that in 1697 Dâbul was granted in ânâm to the Sirkhâ family, and a greater proof of its decay is that some of the present Hindu inhabitants are said to have grants, dated in the last century, of some of the best sites in the town, described as waste ground.

As showing the obscurity it has now fallen into, I may mention that Thornton's Gazetteer of India does not even contain the name of Dâbul, though, as not a single word is said about the ancient greatness or the ruins of Gulbârgh, this is, perhaps, not surprising. On the other hand, in a map of India published with Orme’s Historical Fragments in 1782, Dâbul is marked conspicuously, while I find several lines given to it in a small Gazetteer of the Eastern Hemisphere published at Boston, U. S. in 1808.

So much for history, and from that we pass into the region of tradition and conjecture. The Muhammadan inhabitants of the present day are so poor that there is not very much to be got from them, but they say that there were formerly 360 mosques in the town—a purely mythical number of course—and profess to be able to show the sites of nearly a hundred: and wherever foundations for new houses are dug, remains of Muhammadan buildings are pretty sure to be turned up. The following account of the large mosque on the shore, was given by Ghalâm Châb Bâdur, one of the chief Muhammadan inhabitants, to Mr. G. Vidâl, C.S.:—

“The mosque at Dâbhul, in the Dâphul taluqa of the Ratnâgiri Zilla, dates from the reign of Mahmúd Adil Shâh of Bâjâpur, and was built in A. H. 1070 (A. D. 1660-69) by the king’s daughter—the princess ‘Aâyshah Bâlî, or, as she was commonly called, the Mâ Châbeha.”

“The princess had conceived a wish to visit the holy shrine at Mekkah before she came of age,
and, her father's consent having been obtained for the pilgrimage, she set out from Bijápur with a retinue of 20,000 horse under the command of the king's private minister, Bahírá Khán, a native of Mekkah. The princess and her party, having crossed the Western Ghâts, arrived at Dâbul, which was at that time one of the principal ports of the Konkan and held by a Subadar of the Bijápur Government named Ibrâhim Khám, who bore the title of Veizir ul Mulk. The princess intended to have embarked here on her voyage to Mekkah. While here, however, the news of many piracies committed on the coast reached her, and after much consideration it was deemed unsafe for her to proceed. So the pilgrimage was given up, and it only remained for the princess to determine in what manner she should spend the money she had brought with her for her expedition. The Maulavis and Qâázis, who were summoned to advise her, suggested the building of a masjid at Dâbul for the glory of Isâlâm, and to this she consented. The work was then undertaken, and completed in four years. The name of the builder was Kâmol Khán, and the cost of the building was fifteen lakhs. It is generally reported that the dome was richly gilded, and that the crescent was of pure gold. The gold and the gilt have long since disappeared, but much of the beautiful carving and tracery remains.

Eight villages—Bhopan, Sîrol, Visapur, Bhosté, Shâvâli, Mundhar, Bhunjâvel, and Pangâri—were granted in zamâm for the maintenance of the masjid. The grants were resumed on the overthrow of the Bijâpur kingdom by Sívâji. The masjid still bears the name of its founder, the Mâ Çâheba, but it is no longer used for worship. Nothing is ever done for its maintenance or repair, and it is tenanted solely by pigeons and bats. The Musalmâns of Dâbul are too poor to afford the cost of its preservation, and thus what is probably the only fine specimen of Muhammadan architecture in the Konkan will crumble away year by year till nothing is left but a heap of ruins.

The date A.H. 1070 corresponds to A.D. 1562-63. Mahmúd Adil Sháh had died in 1562, which would not of course make it impossible that his daughter should in that year have visited Dâbul and built the mosque. But between 1565 and 1660 Aurângzîb and Sívâji were in alliance against the young king of Bijâpur, and it seems scarcely possible that the kingdom could have at that time afforded either the 15 lakhs or the cavalry force for a mere sentimental expedition and building at Dâbul. Besides this, it was just about this time that Sívâji plundered Dâbul, and putting all this together it seems scarcely possible that the mosque could have been built at this time.

The figures given in the account are also apparently quite mythical. It is scarcely credible that the mosque could in those days have cost fifteen lakhs, and it is certain that 20,000 cavalry would have eaten up the whole Konkan in a week.

I am not aware whether there is a Persian inscription on the mosque or not. I think not, but it is said that the sanaads and other documents referring to the Musalmâns villages on this coast are chiefly among the records of the Habesh at Jinjirâ, so it is possible that a search there may settle this question. It is at all events certain that the mosque cannot have been built later than 1600, nor earlier than 1508, as if it had been before that time it would certainly have been destroyed by the zealous Roman Catholics under Almèida.

In the names of two small pargânas in this neighbourhood, one on each side of the creek, we find further traces of the Musalmâns power. They are called Hâveli Ahmadâbâd and Hâveli Jâfarâbâd, and I believe that the term Hâveli signifies that they belonged to a city which was the capital of a kingdom or government. It is probable that the villages forming these pargânas were attached to Dâbul for the maintenance of the Government establishments, just as in 1756 eleven villages on the Bârkoç creek were ceded to our government for the support of Fort Victoria. No villages or towns called Ahmadâbâd or Jâfarâbâd exist in this neighbourhood, that I ever heard of. The traditions of the mosque already mentioned as standing at the top of a high hill in the neighbourhood, and known by the name of Bâlî Pir (from the Arabic bâla, a hill) are vague and rather commonplace. The mosque is a small one, divided into two compartments, in one of which are the tombs of the Pir, his wife and son. He is said to have been named Abdul Qâdr, and to have lived from 250 to 300 years ago. The mosque or tomb has a cash allowance from Government of Rs. 25-8 a year, and up to fifteen or twenty years ago it used to receive from every field in the village of Wanost a pâsali of grain. The inhabitants, however, appear now to have grown too

* The minarets are in a tottering condition, the mortar having long since crumbled away, and the stones becoming in consequence loosened are falling out of their places.

† See Notes on next page.—Ed.
intelligent to continue such an act of piety. But vows are still made to the Pir by those in distress, and especially by seafaring people, the mosque being a very conspicuous landmark; and, as in most places in the South Konkan, and probably elsewhere, Hindas make vows of this sort to Musalman Pirs without any exclusive bigotry. There is an assembly of villagers every year in the month of Rajab, and then only it is said to be safe to pass the night near the mosque, madness being the penalty of doing so at other times. Only one miracle is remembered as having been worked by the Pir, and that not more twenty years ago, when a Musalman having vowed a rupee and a quarter to the Pir, basely paid only eight annas. As soon as he left the place he fell down senseless, and only recovered when the custodian of the tomb laid hands on him and uttered the Pir's name. It is rather sad to have to announce that after this he paid no more than the twelve annas which he had previously defrauded the Pir of.

I must close this long account with a little speculation as to the route taken in old times by travellers landing at Dābul, or embarking there: for I am sorry to say I cannot trace this with such apparent certainty as is possible in the case of some of the more southern routes. Two of the oldest quotations I have given above speak of Dābul in connection with Bīdar, and the latitude of the two places is almost identical, Dābul being about one minute south. The main river is navigable from Dābul to Chipalūn, and a northerly branch of it to Khēd. The great prevalence of Musalmanó in Khēd and the villages on that branch of the river make me think that that was the old route, particularly as that is nearest the direct line to Bīdar. From Khēd there is an easy road of only seven As to the Amboli Ghāṭ, and from the top of this Ghāṭ a remarkably open tract of country towards Satārā. This, then, would probably be the old route to Bīdar. To Bījāpūr the route from the top of the Ghāṭ would pass more to the south, and probably through Kakhād, where there are considerable Musalman remains. I have not, however, sufficient acquaintance with the country above the Ghāṭs to say anything with confidence about these routes, nor is it necessary for my purpose to do more than indicate the ultimate point to which travellers would tend.

Note.

Accompanying Mr. Vidal's paper was the following document, being a copy of a Persian paper in possession of Ghulām Chāheb Badar.—Ep.
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TRACES IN THE BHAGAVAD-GĪTA OF CHRISTIAN WRITINGS AND IDEAS.

From the Appendix to Dr. Lorinser’s Bhagavad-Gīta.*

To prove that in the manifold and often surprising coincidence of thoughts and expressions in the Bhagavad-Gīta, as well with single passages in the New Testament, as with the common Christian ideas and principles, we have no accidental similarities, but that an actual borrowing has taken place, it may not be superfluous to exhibit in a collective form the results already won, and from them to draw some further conclusions which give such a high degree of probability to the opinion that the doctrines of the Bhagavad-Gīta are not only an eclectic mixture of different Indian philosophies, but have also a strong infusion of ideas and sayings taken over from Christianity, that it may almost lay claim to certainty.

Up to the present time the means for an accurate chronology of Indian Antiquity are entirely wanting, and in judging of the age of the literary monuments we can only speak of relative dates. Our aim here then must be to establish that the Bhagavad-Gīta may be attributed to a period in which it is not impossible that its composer may have been acquainted with Christianity and its sacred writings, that is to say, with different books of the New Testament.

And here we do not need to depart from the results of modern criticism of the age of the Bhagavad-Gīta. On the one hand it is certain that it dates after Buddha, and on the other hand there is the strongest reason to believe that its composition must be attributed to a period terminating several centuries after the commencement of the Christian era.

The date after which it could not have been composed must, however, be left an open question till we are certain when Ṣankara, the renowned philosopher of the Vedānta school, lived. According to the usual hypothesis, resting, it must be confessed, on weighty reasons, which however can make no claim to irrefragable certainty, Ṣankara lived in the 8th century after Christ. Hence Lassen infers that the Bhagavad-Gīta must have been composed some five centuries earlier, i.e. in the third century after Christ. If this supposition is correct (and it must not be forgotten that it only professes to give the earliest date at which the Bhagavad-Gīta could have been composed), it is clear that the composer of the poem might have had some acquaintance with the doctrines and sacred records of Christianity. For we know that there were already at that time Christian communities in India, in which from Eusebius (Hist. Eccles. lib. V. cap. 10) we learn that Panteus, a missionary who had penetrated to India as early as the second century, found, and brought to Alexandria on his return, a copy of the Hebrew Gospel of Matthew, which had apparently been taken there by the apostle Bartholomew. Further, and this is of peculiar importance in the present discussion, there already existed an Indian translation of the New Testament, of which we have positive proof in the writings of St. Chrysostom, which seems to have been till now overlooked by Indian antiquarians. The place in question is Evang. Joan., Homil. I. cap. 1, and runs as follows:

"The Syrians, too, and Egyptians, and Indians, and Persians, and Ethiopians, and innumerable other nations, translating into their own tongues the doctrines derived from this man, barbarians though they were, learnt to philosophise."

We might be tempted to regard the importance
of this testimony as weakened by the addition of the words "and innumerable other nations." But such a consideration loses its force when we remember that all the translations mentioned by name in this passage, with the single exception of the Indian, are known to us from other sources and are still extant. We may be certain that Chrysostom would not have expressly mentioned the Indian if he had not had positive knowledge of a translation in their tongue. Now Chrysostom died in the year 407 A.D. The Indian translation of which he knew must have existed for at least a hundred years before the information about it could in those times have reached him. But probably Pantennus, the teacher of Clemens Alexandrinus, who we know was himself in India, had brought this information to the West. The date of this translation then may possibly reach to the first or second century A.D. It would be difficult to ascertain whether it was composed in Sanskrit, the learned speech of the Brahman, which had already died out in the mouths of the common people, or in one of the Indian popular dialects. This, however, is not of importance, since we must of course presume that the learned and highly-gifted Brahman who wrote the Bhagavad-Gita knew the popular dialect also.

But even if we shut our eyes to the existence of an Indian translation of the New Testament, it would still be possible that a Brahman acquainted with the Greek language may have known and used the original text. And such a supposition may perhaps find confirmation in the circumstance that, besides the New Testament, there are traces of the use of the Book of Wisdom, which was originally written in Greek.

In this way the possibility that the composer of the Bhagavad-Gita may have been acquainted not merely with the general teaching of Christianity, but also with the writings of the New Testament, might be shown in a very natural way, without the necessity of having recourse to rash hypotheses.

But is it conceivable that a Brahman, who holds fast to the traditional wisdom of his caste and puts it above everything, as the author of the Bhagavad-Gita does, should have descended to take such special knowledge of

Christianity, and even to use some of its doctrines, and maxims from its holy writings, in order to suit them to, and incorporate them with, his own system? Here too we must first show the possibility of such a thing before we can proceed to demonstrate the actual fact from the evident traces we can adduce.

The composer of the Bhagavad-Gita belongs to the sect of the Vaishnavas; for he transfers to Vishnu all the attributes of supreme deity—of Brahma in the philosophical sense of that word—and sees in the hero Krishna an incarnation of this supreme nature. Now this incarnation of Krishna, which is perhaps more sharply defined in the Bhagavad-Gita than in any of the other similar episodes of the Mahabharata, was, as Weber among others has shown in his Indische Studien, greatly influenced by contact with Christianity. Misled by the similarity of the name, they recognised in Christ the hero Krishna, and transferred to Krishna much of what the Christians related and believed of Christ.

In reference to this connection between the legend of Krishna and the doctrines of Christianity, Professor Weber, whose authority in the sphere of Indian philology and antiquities is recognised even in India, says (Indische Studien, I. 400) :—"A supposition of a different nature here involuntarily occurs to me, namely, that Brahmanas may have come across the sea to Alexandria, or even to Asia Minor, at the beginning of the Christian era, and that, on their return to India, may have transferred the monothetic doctrine and some of its legends to their own sage or hero, Krishna Devakiputra (son of Devaki, Divine*), whose very name reminded them of Christ, the son of the divine (?) maiden, and to whom divine honours may already have been granted, replacing in other particulars the Christian doctrines by those of the Sanskya and Yoga philosophies, as these in their turn may perhaps have had an influence in the formation of Gnostic sects. The legends of the birth of Krishna, and his persecution by Kansa, remind us too strikingly of the corresponding Christian narratives to leave room for the supposition that the similarity is quite accidental. Nor does chronology oppose us in the

---

* This derivation of Devaki is, however, only apparently correct, as Weber shows in his recent treatise on Krishna's Geburtstag (Berlin, 1888), which only reached me when this was in the press. The word should rather be translated 'player' (root deva).
matter. According to Lassen (I. 623), the passages in the Mahābhārata in which Krishṇa has divine honours attributed to him are of later origin (belong in fact, as I think, to the Purāṇa epoch), and the Krishṇa-cultus proper is not found before the fifth or sixth century."

Again (ibid. II. 398, &c.): "Individual Christian teachers, if they had an imposing personality, such as I believe I trace in the legend of Śveta, would not be without influence in the early time, even if after their death, without any pressure from outside, their doctrine became more and more indefinite, losing its originality and suiting itself to the Indian conception. Still greater however, as has been the case in all lands and at all times, must have been the influence exerted by natives of India, who filled up in their own way what they had learned in foreign countries. Not that were themselves Christians. But in their hearts, sufficiently prepared by the current tendency of Indian philosophy towards a concrete unity, the doctrine of faith (bhakti) in the Incarnate Christ found fruitful soil. In him they may have at once recognised their own hero, Krishṇa, just as the Greeks discovered everywhere their Hercules and Dionysos. If till then they had honoured Krishṇa as a hero—and he seems to have been originally a clearly defined human personality—the fact that in a strange land they found a god of the same name so highly honoured would of itself be proof of his divinity. The whole question, I think, turns on the following points:—(1) The reciprocal action and mutual influence of Gnostic and Indian conceptions in the first centuries of the Christian era are evident, however difficult it may be at present to say what in each is peculiar to it or borrowed from the other. (2) The worship of Krishṇa as sole god is one of the latest phases of Indian religious systems, of which there is no trace in Varāhamihira, who mentions Krishṇa, but only in passing. (3) This worship of Krishṇa as sole god has no intelligible connection with his earlier position in the Brahmanical legends. There is a gap between the two, which apparently nothing but the supposition of an external influence can account for. (4) The legend in the Mahābhārata of Śvetadvipa, and the revelation which is made there to Narada by Bhagavat himself, shows that Indian tradition bore testimony to such an influence. (5) The legends of Krishṇa’s birth, the solemn celebration of his birthday, in the honours of which his mother, Devaki, participates, and finally his life as a herdsman, a phase the furthest removed from the original representation, can only be explained by the influence of Christian legends, which, received one after the other by individual Indians in Christian lands, were modified to suit their own ways of thought, and may also have been affected by the labours of individual Christian teachers down to the latest times."

Nor does Weber stand alone in his view concerning the influence of Christianity on the legends of Krishṇa. The English writer Talboys Wheeler, in his History of India, calls some of these legends (pp. 470, 471) "a travesty of Christianity," and asserts of others that they have been borrowed directly from the Gospel. "The healing of the woman who had been bowed down for eighteen years, and who was made straight by Christ on the sabbath day, and the incident of the woman who broke an alabaster box of spikenard and poured it upon his head, seem to have been thrown together in the legend of Kubja."† Noteworthy also are the words of the anonymous reviewer of Wheeler’s book in the Athenaeum (No. 2076, 10th Aug. 1867), who says expressly: "It must be admitted, then, that there are most remarkable coincidences between the history of Krishṇa and that of Christ. This being the case, and there being proof positive that Christianity was introduced into India at an epoch when there is good reason to suppose the episodes which refer to Krishṇa were inserted in the Mahābhārata, the obvious inference is that the Brahmins took from the Gospel such things as suited them."

From these quotations it is clear that the influence of Christian doctrines and "legenda" (as Weber calls the relations in the Gospel) on the development of later Brahmanical wisdom has already been recognised by Indian anti-

† Conf. Luke, xiii. 10-17; Mark, xiv. 3; Matthew, xxvi. 6, 7; John, xii. 3.—En. I. A.
quarians. In particular it cannot be denied that this influence was of great importance in the worship of Krishna as an incarnation of Vishnu, and that much of what is related of Christ in the Gospels was transferred to Krishna.

We can no longer doubt, therefore, the possibility of the hypothesis that the composer of the Bhagavad-Gita also, in which this deification of Krishna reaches, in a measure, its climax, used Christian ideas and expressions, and transferred sayings of Christ related in the Gospels to Krishna, from the same motive and by the same right by which the story of the life of Krishna was adorned with incidents which the Christians narrated of Christ. If now we can find in the Bhagavad-Gita passages, and these not single and obscure, but numerous and clear, which present a surprising similarity to passages in the New Testament, we shall be justified in concluding that these coincidences are no play of chance, but that, taken all together, they afford conclusive proof that the composer was acquainted with the writings of the New Testament, used them as he thought fit, and has woven into his own work numerous passages, if not word for word, yet preserving the meaning, and shaping it according to his Indian mode of thought, a fact which till now no one has noticed. To put this assertion beyond doubt, I shall place side by side the most important of these passages in the Bhagavad-Gita, and the corresponding texts of the New Testament. I distinguish three different kinds of passages to which parallels can be adduced from the New Testament: first, such as, with more or less of verbal difference, agree in sense, so that a thought which is clearly Christian appears in an Indian form of expression—these are the most numerous, and indicate the way in which the original was used in general; secondly, passages in which a peculiar and characteristic expression of the New Testament is borrowed word for word, though the meaning is sometimes quite changed; thirdly, passages in which thought and expression agree, though the former receives from the context a meaning suited to Indian conceptions.

I.—Passages which differ in expression but agree in meaning.

Bhagavad-Gita.

He who has brought his members under subjection, but sits with foolish mind in his heart of the things of sense, is called a hypocrite. (iii. 6.)

But know they who, scorning it, do not keep my decree, are bereft of all understanding, senseless, lost. (iii. 32.)

In every object of sense, desire and inclination are inherent. Let a man not subject himself to them, they are his foes. (iii. 34.)

Thy birth is later, that of Visvasat was earlier; how am I to understand that thou didst declare it in the beginning? (iv. 4.)

Many are my births that are past, many are

* There is in this sloka a polemical allusion to the abuse made of the Yoga, by regarding abstinence from external works as the main point. Lassen remarks,—"even now indeed India abounds with men, who, either carried away by the fame of sanctity, or by the resolution to extort rewards from the gods as it were by force, bind themselves by the strictest vows, and in fasting, silence, and immovable positions of the body, yet indulge lascivious desires within and dream of pleasures in the future." In the Bhagavat-Gita, the peculiar stress laid on the inner purity of the mind, which, in this form, scarcely occurs elsewhere in Indian literature, would itself alone suggest the influence of Christian ideas, even if other vestiges of it could not be pointed out.

† Also John, xiv. 23-24. We often meet with the expressions śraddha and bhakti, which, as in the Christian idea of sirov and dyērop, point to a believing in and trustful consecration to a person. There appears to be no doubt that these ideas are not originally Indian representations (as they are not found anywhere else in heathendom), but that they have, been taken over from Christianity, as Dr. A. Weber among others (Indische Studien, I. 308 ff.) supposes, and has partly demonstrated.

‡ In this sloka is expressed with almost dogmatic precision the Christian doctrine of concurrence, which becomes sin only when man willingly obeys its inspirations. Conf. also James, i. 14-15. With reference to the expression 'enemies' conf. also Matt. x. 36, which Ezekiel authors, is applied mystically to lust which dwells in man.

§ The avātāras all belong to the time of the Purusāras (hence to a pre-Christian age), and Thomas believes also that many of them owe their origin to the 'Land of the Bible,' but whether before or after the Christian era is a question he does not venture to decide, 'though doubtless many points of resemblance exist between Krishna and our Saviour'; the tenth avātāra (Kalkī) is said strongly to
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thine too, Arjuna! I know them all, but thou knowest them not. (iv. 5.)

For the establishing of righteousness am I born from time to time." (iv. 8.)

The ignorant, the faithless, and he of a doubting mind is lost. (iv. 40.)

"I do nothing, let the absorbed think, who knows the truth, whether he sees, hears, touches, smells, eats, goes, sleeps, or breathes... He who, performing his actions in Brahma, acts free from inclination, is not stained by sin. (v. 8, 10.)

Knowledge is enveloped in ignorance, therefore the creatures err. (v. 15.)

Yet the knowledge of those in whose minds this ignorance has been destroyed by it, illuminates like the sun the highest. (v. 16.)

He who can bear in this world, before he is forced from the body, the pressure of desire and anger, he is absorbed, a happy man. (v. 23.)

Let the Yogi always exercise himself in secret. (vi. 10.)

Absorption is not his who eats too much, nor his who eats not at all. (vi. 16.)

Besides thee there is no one who can resolve this doubt. (vi. 39.)

Hear, now, how thou mayst know me wholly, Partha! That knowledge... I shall declare to thee.

ye cannot tell whence I come, and whither I go. (John, viii. 14.)

To this end was I born, and for this cause came I into the world, that I should bear witness unto the Truth. (John, xvi. 37.) For this purpose the Son of God was manifested that he might destroy the works of the devil. (1 John, iii. 3.)

He that believeth... shall be saved; but he that believeth not shall be damned. (Mark, xvi. 16.)

Verily therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God. (1 Cor. x. 31.) And whatsoever ye do in word or deed, do all in the name of the Lord Jesus. (Col. iii. 17.)

Having the understanding darkened... through the ignorance that is in them, because of the blindness of their heart. (Eph. iv. 18.)

Until the day dawn, and the day-star arise in your hearts. (2 Pet. i. 19.) God... hath shined in our hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ. (2 Cor. iv. 6.)

Blessed is the man that endureth temptation. (James, i. 12.)

But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and, when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy father which is in secret. (Matt. vi. 6.)

Why do the disciples of John fast often... but thine eat and drink? (Luke, v. 33.) The Son of man came eating and drinking. (Matt. xi. 19.)

Lord, to whom shall we go? thou hast the words of eternal life. (John, vi. 68.)

I determined not to know anything among you, save Jesus Christ. (1 Cor. ii. 2.)

Bhagavad-Gītā, and in which also traces of Christian influence may be pointed out. There it says (Biblioth. Ind. vol. XV. p. 65. 8. 4): "Whoever after he has performed works endowed with qualities, places them and all his goodness upon God—for if they do not exist, the effects also cease—obtains, by the cessation of work, that which is different from the principles (of nature), (that is to say, he becomes like Brahma)." One should notice also the specification of individual actions (in deo, in deum—īs tūdīere, īs tūndīere) in the passages cited, and the enumeration of corporeal functions in the 8th and 9th sūtras which stand in the closest connection with the 10th.

† Compare also Clemens Alexandrinus, Prot. p. 114 (ed. Syllw., p. 81) cap. xiii.—"Let us put away, then, let us put away oblivion of the truth, viz. ignorance, and removing the darkness which obstructs, as dimness of sight, let us contemplate the only true God. For in us light has shone forth from heav' n, purer than the sun, sweeter than life here below."

§ Sukktā sāmak ca, conf. also the expression of Paul, 1 Cor. vii. 40. The idea enunciated in this sūtra bears an entirely Christian stamp, and reminds us of the words of Chrysostom (de Verginiis, cap. xi.), ed. Montfaucon, tom. viii. p. 337: "Do you understand then the glory of virginity? of those who living on the earth, strive after a life like that of the celestials, clothed in the body, suffer not the incorporation to ensue in them in virtue, and render mortals the rivals of angels."
... which when thou hast learnt there remains nothing else to learn here. (vii. 1, 2.)

Only they who come to me will overcome illusion. (vii. 14.)

Evil-doers, fools, and the lowest of men come not to me...following their demoniacal nature. (vii. 15.)

The oppressed and they who hunger for knowledge, they who desire wealth, and the wise (honour me). (vii. 16.)

And then he receives from me the good he wishes. (vii. 22.)

I know the beings who have passed, those who are, and those who are to come. (vii. 26.)

By the double illusion arising out of desire and aversion... all beings in the world fall into error. (vii. 27.) (Kena-Upanishad, i. 3 in Bibl. Ind. vol. XV. p. 78.)

Who honour me, firm in their devotion. (vii. 28.)

Who, seeking to be freed from old age and death, have fled unto me. (vii. 29.)

With heart and mind set upon me, thou wilt come to me without doubt. (viii. 7.)

He is far from darkness. (viii. 9.)

In whom are all beings, by whom this universe was spread out. (viii. 22.)

The most hidden knowledge will I teach them with understanding. (ix. 1.)

Fools despise me in a human form. (ix. 11.)

Not knowing my highest nature... full of vain hopes, vain works, vain knowledge without understanding; following after their demoniacal, ungodly, deceitful nature. (ix. 11, 12.)

They who conforming to the law of the Veda, cherish desires, receive only the transient. (ix. 21.])

Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. (Matt. xi. 28.)

Light is come into the world, and men loved darkness rather than light because their deeds were evil. For every one that doeth evil hateth the light. (John, iii. 19, 20.) Ye are of your father the devil. (John, viii. 44; see also ver. 23.)

Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden. (Matt. xi. 28.) Ever one that is of the truth heareth my voice. (John, xviii. 37.) The poor have the gospel preached to them. (Matt. xi. 5.)

Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, and cometh down from the Father of lights. (James, i. 17.)

Neither is there any creature that is not manifest in his sight: but all things are naked and opened unto the eyes of Him. (Heb. iv. 13.)

...in the faith grounded and settled. (Col. i. 23; see also 1 Cor. xv. 58.)

If a man keep my saying, he shall never see death. (John, viii. 51.)

All that the Father giveth shall come to me, and him that cometh to me I will in no wise cast out. (John, iv. 37.)

God is light, and in him is no darkness at all. (1 John, i. 5.)

In Him we live, and move, and have our being. (Acts, xvi. 28.)

Unto you it is given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of God; but to others in parables. (Luke, viii. 10. Conf. also Matt. vii. 6.)

He was in the world... and the world knew him not. (John, i. 10.) Who, being in the form of God... took upon him the form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of men. (Phil. ii. 6, 7.)

Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. (John, viii. 43.) He that is of God heareth God's words; ye therefore hear them not... because ye are not of God. (ib. v. 47.)

Except your righteousness shall exceed the righteousness of the Scribes and Pharisees, ye...
shall in no case enter into the kingdom of heaven. (Matt. v. 20; also ver. 17.)

Whom, therefore, ye ignorantly worship, him declare I unto you. (Acts xvii. 28.)

There is no respect of persons with God. (Rom. ii. 11.)

I am not come to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance. (Matt. ix. 13.)

In the world ye shall have tribulation: but be of good cheer; I have overcome the world. (John. xvi. 33.)

When I gave all diligence to write unto you of the common salvation. (Jude, 3; also Acts, xiii. 26.)

And this is life eternal, that they might know thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent. (John, xvii. 3.)

I have compassion on the multitude. (Mark viii. 2.)

God, who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined in our hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ. (2 Cor. iv. 6.)

No man hath seen God at any time; the only begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father, he hath declared him. (John, i. 18.)

That at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of things in heaven, and on earth, and under the earth. (Phil. ii. 10.)

And the four and twenty elders shall fall down before him that sitteth upon the throne, and worship him that liveth for ever and ever, and shall cast down their crowns before the throne, saying, Thou art worthy, Lord our God, to receive glory and honour and power: for thou hast created all things, and for thy pleasures they are and were created. (Rev. iv. 10-11.)

The devils believe and tremble. (James, ii. 19.)

Unto whom (the glory of Christ) was revealed, that not unto themselves, but unto us, they did minister the things which are now reported unto you ... which things the angels desire to look into. (1 Pet. i. 12.)

Who shall deliver me from the body of this death? Thanks be to God, through Jesus Christ our Lord. (Rom. vii. 24-25.)

Seek those things which are above, where Christ sitteth on the right hand of God. Set your affection on things above, not on things on the earth. (Col. iii. 1-2.)

Bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ. (2 Cor. x. 5.)

God is light, and in him is no darkness at all. (1 John, i. 5.)

Sanctify the Lord God in your hearts. (1 Pet. iii. 15.)

(Compare also Śvetāpteṣā-śāstra, iv. 8 in Bibli. Ind. vol. XV. p. 59.)

They who, honouring other gods, sacrifice to them in faith, sacrifice to me also, Partha, though not in the right way. (ix. 23.)

With me there is neither friend nor foe. (ix. 29.)

If a very wicked man honours me, and me only, he is to be thought good. (ix. 30.)

In this fleeting and joyless world honour me, ... so shalt thou come to me, being absorbed in me. (ix. 23.)

Listen still to the glorious words I shall say from a desire for your good. (x. 1.)

He who knows me without breadth or beginning, the great soul of the world, ... is free from all sin. (x. 3.) (See Śvetāpteṣā-śāstra, iv. 21.)

From compassion for them I dispel the darkness of ignorance ... by the shining light of knowledge. (x. 11.)

Thy manifestation neither gods nor demons know; thou thyself alone knowest thyself. (x. 14, 15.)


At the sight of thy wondrous and awful form the three worlds tremble. Those troops of the gods come to thee; some in fear fold their hands and murmur, 'Hail,' say the troopers of the blessed Rishis, praising thee in glorious songs. (xⅱ. 20, 21.)

Demons and blessed ones see thee, and wonder seize them all. (xⅱ. 22.)

The gods themselves ever desire to see that form of mine, hard to be seen, which thou hast seen. (xⅱ. 52.)

Soon shall I lead those whose minds are fixed on me out of the ocean of the world of mortality. (xⅱ. 7.)

Give thine heart to me; fix thy mind on me: so shalt thou live with me on high. (xⅱ. 8.)

Giving heart and understanding to me. (xⅱ. 14.)

Light of lights, far from darkness is his name. (xⅱ. 17.) (See also Manduṣa-śāstra, II. ii. 9 in Bibli. Ind. vol. XV. p. 100.)

Dwelling in the heart of every man. (xⅱ. 17.)

---

* Conf. iv. 36, and both with Isaiah, i. 18.
† Conf. xiv. 15; also 2 Cor. iv. 6; 2 Pet. i. 19; and on al. 13-17, Śākṣiḥ-śāstra, 8 (Bibl. Ind. vol. XV. p. 72).
Adhering to what they hear. (xiii. 25.)

By this (highest knowledge) they become like me; in a new creation they are not born again; when all things perish, they tremble not. (xiv. 2.)

When, after his nature is fully grown, man goes to dissolution, he obtains the pure seats of those who know the highest. (xv. 14.)

In all the Vedas I am to be known. (xv. 15.)

(Conf. also Śvet-Aūpam. v. 6 in Bibl. Ind. vol. XV. p. 63.)

The man who, delivered from error, knows me in this way as the highest spirit, he, knowing everything, honours me in every way. (xv. 10.)

Sorrow not! for a divine lot thou born, son of Pāṇḍu. (xvi. 5.)

Senseless and of small understanding are evildoers, ... given up to thoughts that end in death. (xvi. 9-11.)

Caught in the myriad snares of hope, ... they seek to pile up riches by unrighteousness to satisfy their lusts. “This I got to-day, that desire I shall obtain to-morrow; I am lord, I shall sacrifice, give gifts, and make merry.” So speak these blind fools. (xvi. 12, 15.)

Therefore let the law be thy rule.... If thou knowest that a work is commanded by the law, do it. (xvii. 24.)

That is called a true gift which is given to him who cannot return it. (xvii. 20.)

The sacrifice-gift, penance done without faith... is called non-existence. (xvii. 28.)

Man attains perfection by honouring, each in his own work, him from whom are all, by whom this universe was spread out. (xviii. 46.)

In serving me he learns how great I am, and who I am in reality. (xviii. 55.)

This you must tell to no one who is without penance and reverence, is disobedient, nor to the blasphemer. (xviii. 67.)

Faith cometh by hearing. (Rom. x. 17.)

Where I am, there shall also my servant be. (John xxi. 26.)

Blessed and holy is he, that hath part in the first resurrection; on such the second death hath no power, but they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign with him a thousand years. (Rev. xx. 6.)

We know that, if our house of this tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building of God, an house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens. (2 Cor. v. 1.)

Search the scriptures... they are they which testify of me. (John, v. 39.)

That Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith, that ye.... may be able... to know the love of Christ, which passeth knowledge, that ye might be filled with all the fulness of God. (Eph. iii. 17-19.)

Let not your heart be troubled! In my Father’s house are many mansions... I go to prepare a place for you. (John, xiv. 1, 2.)

Neither were (they) thankful... therefore God also gave them up to uncleanness, through the lusts of their own hearts. (Rom. i. 21, 24.)

And he thought within himself, saying, What shall I do? because I have no room where to bestow my fruits. And he said, This will I do; I will pull down my barns, and build greater; and there will I bestow all my fruits and my goods. And I will say to my soul, Soul, thou hast much goods laid up for many years; take thine ease, eat, drink, and be merry. But God said unto him, Thou fool! this night thy soul shall be required of thee. (Luke, xxi. 17-20.)

Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets; I am not come to destroy, but to fulfill. (Matt. v. 17.)

And thou shalt be blessed; for they cannot recompense thee. (Luke, xiv. 14.)

Whosoever is not of faith is sin. (Rom. xiv. 23.)

Do all to the glory of God. (1 Cor. x. 31.)

He that hath my commandments, and keepeth them, he it is that loveth me... and I will love him, and will manifest myself to him. (John, xiv. 21.)

If any man will do his (the Father’s) will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I speak of myself. (John, vii. 17.)

Give not that which is holy unto dogs, neither cast ye your pearls before swine. (Matt. vii. 6.)
Although these passages, to which several more might easily be added, do not perhaps (with the exception of some, where, as, e. g. Bhagavad-Gīta xvi. 12-15 compared with Luke, xii. 16-20, this agreement is striking), taken separately, exclude the possibility of an accidental similarity, yet the frequent occurrence of such coincidences on the one hand, and the specially Christian character of the thoughts we find in them on the other, must appear suspicious. When to this we add the fact that, independently of the contents of the Bhagavad-Gīta we can prove from other sources the influence of Christian traditions on the development of the Krishna-cultus, we cannot consider the hypothesis of an external connection of these passages with the similar or almost identical expressions of the New Testament a very far-fetched one. There are, however, other passages in the Bhagavad-Gīta wherein is much more difficult, if not impossible, to think of a simply accidental coincidence, and which make what till now seemed only a likely hypothesis almost certain. To this class belong passages in which an expression almost peculiar to the New Testament is repeated word for word. On such an agreement in expression we must, as I think, lay still greater weight than on a similarity of meaning, even where such an expression is used in a sense which is quite different from the Christian one. If the sense is the same, or at least similar, the proof is so much stronger. Of course we cannot demand that the sense be completely adequate to that of the expression in the New Testament, since the composer of the Bhagavad-Gīta was very far from being a Christian, or understood rightly the doctrines of Christianity, since he only used Christian maxims to illustrate his Indian Sāṅkhya and Yoga doctrines, which are quite distinct from Christianity. The following passages will justify these assertions:—

II.—Passages which contain a characteristic expression of the New Testament with a different application.

**Bhagavad-Gīta.**

My Father worketh hitherto, and I work. (John, v. 17.)

If any man will come after me. (Matt., xvi. 24.)

If a man keep my saying. (John, viii. 51.) That the word of God be not blasphem ed. (Tit. ii. 5.)

I have finished the work which thou gavest me to do. (John, xvi. 4.) This is the work of God. (John, vi. 29.) All that the Father giveth me shall come to me. (John, vi. 37.)

Whosoever he be of ye that forsaketh not at that he hath, he cannot be my disciple. (Luke, xiv. 33.)

The fire shall try every man's work of what sort it is. If any man's work shall be burnt. (1. Cor. iii. 12, 15.)

If any man eat of this bread, he shall live for ever. (John, vi. 51.)

Purifying their hearts by faith. (Acts, xv. 9.)

Take . . . the sword of the Spirit. (Eph. vi. 17.)

In all things approving ourselves as the ministers of God, in much patience, in tribulations, in necessities, in distresses . . . through honour and dishonour. (2 Cor. vi. 4, 8, and conf. Rom. viii. 35.)

I am the way. No man cometh unto the Father but by me. (John, xiv. 6.)

That the body of sin might be destroyed. (Rom, vi. 6; conf. also Eph. ii. 5.)

Do not they blaspheme that worthy name by the which ye are called? If ye fulfill the royal law, &c. (James, ii. 7, 8.)

---

* Conf. also John, viii. 12; and Luke, ix. 57.  † Also Heb. iv. 12.  ‡ Vide ut sup. iii. 31; also 1 Cor. ii. 2.
They who follow a divine nature honour me with their whole heart. (ix. 13.)
They who honour me go to me. (ix. 25; conf. also v. 37.)
They who come to me, though they come from a sinful womb—women, Vaishyas, and Shadras even—obtain the highest happiness. (ix. 32.)

**Dead in me.** (x. 9.)

I am the seed of all beings. Arjuna! Without me there is no being, moveable or immovable. (x. 39.)

He who foresees all he has undertaken, and is devoted to me, is dear to me... Houseless, firm of purpose, full of reverence, he is dear. (xii. 16, 19.)

To be free from inclination, and from love for children, wife, and house... this is called knowledge. (xiii. 9, 11.)

It (the highest Brahma) is far and yet near. (xiii. 15.)
Neither sun, nor moon, nor fire is the light of the place, and from it there is no return; this is my highest home. (xv. 6.)

Threefold is this gate of hell that destroys the mind,—lusts, anger, and avarice. (xvi. 21.)

But the borrowing appears most clearly in the following places, which agree in expression and in meaning with the corresponding passages in the New Testament, and in the most of which

**Bhagavad-Gita.**

As they turn to me, so I honour them. Every day, Partha, men follow my steps. (iv. 11.)

Let him raise himself by himself... The soul is a man's friend; it is also his foe. It is the friend of him who has conquered himself by it; by its hostility to that which is not spiritual, it is like a foe. (vi. 5-6.)

I am dearer to the wise man than possessions, and he is dear to me. (vii. 17.)

Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart. (Matt. xxii. 37.)

Every man... that hath heard, and hath learned of the Father, cometh unto me. (John, vi. 45.)

I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh: and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy; and on my servants, and on my handmaids, I will pour out in those days of my Spirit; and they shall prophesy. (Acts, ii. 17, 18; also Joel, ii. 28.)

Ye are dead, and your life is hid with Christ in God. (Col. iii. 3.)

All things were made by him, and without him was not anything made that was made. In him was life. (John, i. 3, 4.)

They forsook all, and followed him. (Luke, v. 11.)

There is no man that hath left house, or parents, or brethren, or wife, or children, for the kingdom of God's sake, who shall not receive manifold more, &c. (Luke, xviii. 29; conf. also Matt. v. 3-10.)

If any man come to me, and hate not his father, and mother, and wife, and children... he cannot be my disciple. (Luke, xiv. 26.)

Though he (God) be not far from every one of us. (Acts, xvii. 27.)

And the city hath no need of the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it: for the glory of God did lighten it, and the Lamb is the light thereof. (Rev. xxi. 23.)

Wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction. (Matt. vii. 13.) For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the vainglory of life... is of the world. (1 John, ii. 16.)

it is impossible to think upon accidental coincidence, because the context of the parallel sentences and thoughts is the same.

**III.—Passages which agree in expression and meaning.**

**New Testament.**

And he that loveth me shall be loved of my Father, and I will love him. (John, xiv. 21.) If any man serve me, let him follow me; and where I am, there shall also my servant be; if any man serve me, him will the Father honour. (John, xii. 26.)

If any man desireth to come after me, let him deny himself... For whosoever desireth to save his life shall lose it: and whosoever shall lose his soul for my sake shall find it. (Matt. xvi. 24-25.) He that loveth his soul shall lose it; and he that hateth his soul in this world shall keep it unto life eternal. (John, xii. 25, also Rom. vii. 23.)

He that loveth me shall be loved by my Father, and I will love him. John, xiv. 21. Luke, xiv. 33.)

† Conf. also Mundaka-Upanishad, iii. 1. 7 (Bibl. Ind. vol. XV. p. 196), so also Isa-Upanishad, 5 (ibid. p. 292).
‡ Conf. Katha-Upanishad 5, valli i5 ; also Svetâvatara-Upanishad, vi. 14, and Mundaka-Upanishad, ii. 2, 10.
No one knows me. (vii. 26.)

Easy to understand, sweet to do. (ix. 2.)

I am the way, beginning, end. (ix. 18.) *

I make warm, I hold back and let loose the rain. (ix. 19.)

I never pass away from him, nor he from me. (xv. 30.) (Conf. Iga-Upanishad 6 in Bibl. Ind. vol. XV. p. 72.)

They who honour me are in me, and I in them. (xix. 29.)

None who honour me shall perish. (ix. 31.)

Gentleness, equanimity, contentment, penance, almsgiving, honour and dishonour, these are the characteristics of beings, and are all of them from me. (x. 5.)†

I am the origin of all, from me everything proceeds. (x. 8.)

Thinking of me . . . instructing one another, ever speaking with me, they rejoice and are glad. (x. 9.)

I am the beginning, the middle, and the end of beings. (x. 20.)

Among letters I am A. (x. 33.)

From all sins will I free thee: be not sorrowful! (xviii. 66.)

That the composer of the Bhagavad-Gītā knew and used the New Testament, the coincidences which have been pointed out between single thoughts and expressions have been sufficient, as I believe, to prove. In confirmation, however, of the results already won, I make the further observation that some larger sections of the Gospel narrative have been imitated in the Bhagavad-Gītā.

Among these imitations I reckon first and chiefly that of the transfiguration of Christ, further that of Peter’s confession of the divinity of Christ, and also of his own unworthiness to be in the company of the Lord after the miracle of the fishes. To these may also perhaps be added that of the so-called eight beatitudes.

Bhagavad Gītā.

If light were suddenly to rise from a thousand suns in heaven, that would be like the light of this great Lord. (xi. 12.) Having on (ibid. ii.) heavenly garments and garments.

No man hath seen God at any time. (John, i. 18.)

Dwelling in light unapproachable; whom never man saw, nor can see. (1 Tim. vi. 16.)

My yoke is easy, and my burden is light. (Matt. xi. 30; see also Psalms cx. 10.)

I am the way. (John, xiv. 6.) I am the first and the last. (Rev. i. 17.)

He maketh his sun to rise . . . and sendeth rain . . . (Matt. v. 45.)

He dwelleth in me, and I in him. (John, vi. 57.)

I in them, and thou in me, that they may be made perfect in one. (John, xvii. 23; also John, vii. 56.)

That whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have eternal life. (John, iii. 15.)

The fruit of the Spirit is—love, joy, peace, long-suffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness, temperance. (Gal. v. 22-23.)

Of him, and through him, and unto him, are all things. (Rom. xi. 36.)

Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly; in all wisdom teaching and admonishing each other with psalms, hymns, spiritual songs, in grace singing in your hearts to God. (Col. iii. 16.)

I am the first and the last. (Rev. i. 17.)

I am the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the ending. (Rev. i. 8.)

Son, be of good cheer; thy sins are forgiven (Matt. ix. 2.)

That the 11th chapter, in which, at Arjuna’s request, Krishṇa shows himself in his infinite divine glory, in which he comprehends the universe in himself, is a copy of the Gospel narrative of the transfiguration of Christ, is on the one hand probable, because, as has been mentioned above, other characteristic and prominent incidents in the life of the Saviour (as, for example, his persecution by Herod, and the washing of the feet at the last supper, etc.) have been transferred to Krishṇa, and is confirmed by the expression borrowed from the Gospel with which this glorification of Krishṇa is related in the Bhagavad-Gītā. Compare the following passages:—


And he was transfigured before them; and his face did shine as the sun, and his raiment was white as the light. (Matt. xvii. 2, and conf. Mark, ix. 3.)

* With the different epithets in this sloka, compare also Hosea, xi. 13; Rev. iii. 14; John, i. 18; Psalms vii. 11, and Heb. iii. 6; Luke, vii. 24, and xii. 4; Rev. i. 18; Acts, xvii. 28; Col. ii. 8; and John, xii. 24.
† Conf. Svetakirttana-Upanishad, vi. 4 (Bibl. Ind. u. s. p. 85), and John, i. 1.
Full of astonishment, and with hair erect, he bent his head before the god, and, folding his hands, spoke. (xi. 14.)

When I see thy countenance, I know no place, I feel no joy. (xi. 25.)

Then he comforted again that astonished one, for the great spirit was merciful. (xi. 50.)

The speech of Arjuna in the tenth song (śā 12) has a striking resemblance to Peter’s confession of the divinity of Christ in connection with his answer in John, vi. 68:

Arjuna said, Thou art the highest Brahma . . .
all the sages call thee the eternal divine spirit, the highest God. All that thou saiest to me I believe to be true. (x. 12-14.)

And Simon Peter answered and said, ‘Thou art
the Christ, the Son of the living God.’ (Matt. xvi. 16.) Simon Peter answered him, Lord, to whom shall we go? thou hast the words of eternal life. (John, vi. 68.)

As unmistakable is the similarity between the apology of Arjuna for having held familiar intercourse with Krisna without knowing his divine glory, and the exclamation of Peter when he has witnessed the miracle of the fishes. Although the words are different, the situation is exactly the same:

“Forgive me, O immeasurable one, for the
eager words I spoke when I thought you my friend: Ho Krisna, Jādava, my friend; for the honour I withheld from you.” (xi. 41, 42.)

When Simon Peter saw it, he fell down at Jesus’ knees, saying, Depart from me; for I am a sinful man, O Lord. (Luke, v. 8.)

Finally there seems a certain similarity, which may be accounted for by an intentional imitation, between the conclusion of the twelfth chapter (śā 13–20) and the beginning of the Sermon on the Mount. The repetition of the words “Blessed are” are paralleled by “Such a one is dear to me,” and in both places there is an enumeration of virtues and perfections which men are exhorted to attain.

If we look for a moment in conclusion at the single parts of the New Testament of whose use there are traces in the Bhagavad-Gītā, we find that it is the Gospel of John in particular from which the composer has taken the most important and the greatest majority of phrases. But he has also taken a good deal from the other three gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, and the Revelations. The Epistles of St. Paul, too, with the exception of those to the Thessalonians and to Philemon, as well as the letters of Peter,

And when the disciples heard it, they fell on their face, and were sore afraid. (Matt. xvi. 6.)

He wist not what to answer; for they were sore afraid. (Mark ix. 6.) Conf. Mark, ix. 3.

And Jesus went forth and touched them, and said, Arise, and be not afraid. (Matt. xvii. 7.)

John, James, and Jude, have been used. Of the Old Testament (apart from some coincidences with passages in the Proverbs and Psalms which scarcely justify the hypothesis of a direct borrowing), only the Book of Wisdom was probably known to the composer. Compare the following passages:

Infinitely strong and of great power, thou comprehendest everything. (B. G. xi. 40.)

She (Eternal Wisdom) reacheth from one end to another mightily : and sweetly doth she order all things. (Book of Wisdom, viii. 1.)

It is hard for those in the body to obtain the invisible way. (B. G. xii. 5.)

For the corruptible body presseth down the soul, and the earthy tabernacle weigheth down the mind that museth upon many things. (Wisdom, ix. 15.)

Before concluding this investigation, we must answer two objections which may be raised. My commentary has indicated that several passages which bear a Christian stamp, and even some of those which agree in expression with passages of the New Testament, are to be found in some Upanishads, sometimes word for word, sometimes with insignificant discrepancies. As the Upanishads which are considered parts of the Vedas have a relatively high antiquity ascribed to them, and are regarded as older than the oldest Christian records, the supposition that those expressions and thoughts were borrowed from Christianity seems to be excluded. A thorough discussion of the age of those Upanishads, and their relation to Christian doctrines and ideas, would overstep the limits of these observations. I content myself with a short statement of my view of the Upanishads in question, and their relation to Christianity and the Bhagavad-Gītā, and leave the further investigation to others. The Upanishads which are chiefly in question are the Śvetāvatāra-, Katha-, Mundaka- and Praśna-Upanishads. All these Upanishads, as far as their contents are concerned, stand in close connection with themselves and the Bhagavad-Gītā; they have several passages in common; they all reverence
as Dr. Boer, Bibl. Ind. vol. XV. pp. 37 and 97, asserts of the Śvetāsvatara and Katha Upanishad) a system which, like the Bhagavad-Gītā, seeks to unite the doctrines of the Sāṅkhya, Vedānta, and Yoga schools; they belong to the latest of the Vedas—the Atharva-Veda—and in the case of none of them is there any convincing reason for looking on the hypothesis of their post-Christian origin as impossible. On the contrary, with regard to the most important, and, as I believe, the oldest, of them—the Śvetāsvatara-Upanishad—there are external indications of Christian influence. On this point Dr. Weber says, in his Indische Studien (I. p. 421ff.): "With regard to the name of this Upanishad, we read at the conclusion of the sixth chapter, 'By the power of his presence and the grace of God, the wise Śvetāsvatara, who knew Brahma, communicated this excellent means of purification to the neighboring hermits. This highest secret in the Vedānta, coming from the times of old, is not to be communicated to an unacquainted person, or to an unlearned man, for he who consecrates the highest humility to God, and to his teacher as to God, he is illuminated by the things related here.' The name of this sage, Śvetāsvatara, I have nowhere else met with. It may be the honorary title of some priest whose proper name has not come down to us." And in the note, "According to Wilson (At. Res. XVII. 187) Śvetāsva is a scholar of Śiva in his appearances as Śvetā (white), in which he is to appear at the commencement of the Kaliyuga in order to instruct the Brahmas. He dwelt on the Himalaya, and taught the Yoga. Beside Śvetāsva, he and three scholars, of whom the one was called Śvetā (white), the other two Śvetāśikha (white hairs) and Śvetālohi (white blood). Perhaps we have here a mission of Syrian Christians. That their doctrines would be put by their Indian scholars into a Brahmanical dress, and that of Christianity only the monothelism would remain, is natural. In the Mahābhārata, XII. 5743, the example of a Śvetāsva rājaśeṣ (white king), who, because he was dharmaśanta, raised his son to life again, is adduced to prove the possibility of the resurrection of the dead. Here too perhaps we have traces of a Christian legend."*

The Grantha-Upanishad is regarded by Weber as older, yet the mention of Vishnu (iii. 9), and the expression Śrīkṣā (faith, iii. 4), as well as the whole contents, seem to point to the conclusion that this Upanishad also dates from the time at which the Vishnu-cultus began to develop itself under the modification of Christian ideas.

As to the relation of the Bhagavad-Gītā to the Upanishad, I look on the former as later, principally because in the Bhagavad-Gītā the use of Christian ideas and expressions is much more common and evident than in those Upanishads in which, as I think, we have only the first weak traces of such a borrowing.

A second objection which might be raised rests on the similarity, pointed out in the commentary, of several passages in the Bhagavad-Gītā with sayings of Thomas à Kempis’s theological doctrines which emerge in Christianity only in later times as the results of theological science. We might be confronted with the maxim "He who preys too much proves nothing." If we are to look upon the passages that remind us of the New Testament as borrowed, those that remind us of Thomas à Kempis must also have been borrowed, and so the date of the Bhagavad-Gītā must be put later than according to probability it can be.

To this I answer (1) that between the parallels cited in the commentary from Thomas à Kempis and those from the New Testament a careful comparison will show an important difference in the kind and degree of coincidence, which is much more distinct and significant in the latter than in the former. (2) That Christian asceticism and Indian Yoga have in many things internal points of contact, which of themselves would lead to similarity of expression, so that we need not assume any external influence to account for this similarity. (3) That even in the first centuries asceticism already so far developed that we need not be surprised if

* That the author of the Śvetāsvatara-Upanishad calls the highest divine being Brahma (Śiva), and therefore does not, like the author of the Bhagavad-Gītā, belong to the Vaiśnavas, but to the followers of Śiva, does not alter the contents of his doctrine. That agrees in all important points with the Bhagavad-Gītā, and the mention of Brahma has not prevented the author of the latter book from making copious use of this Upanishad.
thoughts and sayings found in Thomas à Kempis were current among the old Indian Christians.

Of much greater importance, in my mind, are the coincidences with later Christian theological doctrines—as, for example, the doctrine of the lumen gloriae (xi. s. 8*), the credo et intelligam (iv. s. 39†); and with Christian formulas, as, for example, the well-known division of moral acts into thoughts, words, and deeds, and of good works, into prayer, fasting, and almsgiving (xvii. s. 28‡). Yet here it must be observed that all these expressions and ideas existed in Christianity long before they can be pointed out in Christian writers, although I do not think it impossible that in case Śankara's date, which future investigations may perhaps give us, be later than the 8th century, the date of the Bhagavad-Gītā also may be later than we are warranted by the data we have at present in putting it.

NOTES ON INSCRIPTIONS AT GADDAK, IN THE DĀMBAṆ TĀLUKĀ OF THE DHĀRĀVĀD DISTRICT.

BY J. F. FLEET, Bo. C.S.

Situated in the neighbourhood of Dāmbal and Lakkundī, a part of the Dhārāvād District that contains many most interesting relics of former times, Gaddak itself possesses in its inscriptions antiquities that will well repay an investigation of them.

There are two large and somewhat famous temples in the town; one of Nārāyaṇadēva in the modern bazaar, and one of Trikūṭā-varadēva in the old fort. The former is not remarkable from an architectural point of view, and probably is not of any great age: the chief object of interest about it is a large gateway in the eastern wall of the courtyard, into the construction of which some curious carvings, evidently the remains of some former building, have been built. The temple of Trikūṭā-varadēva, however, is manifestly of considerable antiquity, and, though it is now a linga or Śiva shrine, the style of its architecture proves it to have been, as is the case with most of the old linga temples of these parts, originally a Jain temple. Tradition ascribes the construction of it, as of nearly all the temples in this part of the country, to the half-mythical architect Ḫakkaṇāchārya."*

* Compare with the words.—* yet with this eye of thine art not able to see me: a divine eye give I thee*—the doctrine of the theologians of the lumen gloriae, by which the blessed in heaven are enabled to see God. 2 Thomas Aquin. Syst. Theol. 1. p. 12, art. 2: "Dumdum, quod ad videndum Dei essentiam requiritur aliquas simulacra ex partibus visivas potentiam, scilicet lumen divinum gloriosum confertur intellectum ad videndum Deum, de quo dicitur in Psal. xxxvi: in luminis tuis vidimus lumen." Conf. also Rev. xxii. 23.

† Thomson explains.—* Faith is the absence of all doubt and scepticism, confidence in the revelation of religion, ready and willing performance of its precepts.*—I hold the idea of faith (sraddha) in this sense just as that of bhakti (iii. 13 and iv. 16; and see Lassen, Ind. Alt. II. 1599; Weber, Ind. Stud. II. 285 f.) as a representation adopted from Christianity, and doubt if sraddha is used in this sense in the earlier Indian works in which a Christian influence cannot yet be pointed out. The sentence expressed here: sraddha dīkṣātajānam (Schröder: qui fidem habet, adissiptat scientiam) is nothing else than the well-known ērdo, ut intelligam, a fundamental formula which can only have arisen upon Christian ground, and which, where it again recurs in the original works of Indian Brahminism, plainly bears its Christian origin on its forehead.

‡ The words,—* It ails not after death nor here,* forcibly remind us of the Christian doctrine of the dead merit works which are performed without the habitus curassius.

§ The juxtaposition of prayer, almsgiving, and fasting, occurs in the book of Tobit, xiv. 5: "Prayer is good with fasting and alms and righteousness." ‡ See vol. I. p. 44.
containing about forty-two letters. This inscription, which is probably of about the same age as the preceding, is rather more legible; in the centre portion the letters are somewhat indistinct, but at the sides and on the upper part of the stone they may be read with tolerable ease. I, however, had no time to read any portion of this inscription, or even to search for its exact date. I have not met elsewhere with emblems similar to these on the top of this tablet; they are very well carved, and represent Krihna playing on a pipe in the centre and many figures of human beings and animals dancing on each side of him.

The remaining inscriptions are in and about the courtyard of the temple of Trikūṭēśvara dāvā. Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 stand up against the back wall of the temple. No. 1, the characters of which are Old Canarese, and the substance of which is partly Sanskrit and partly Old Canarese, consists of fifty lines, each line containing about thirty-seven letters. The inscription is in a state of good preservation, except in one or two places where the surface of the tablet has been chipped. It commences with a description of the Agrahārā* village of Kṛṣṭuka (Gaddak) in the Belvola Three-hundred,† and finally records a grant made in Śaka 1185, the Ānjarāsa Saṁvatsara, to the god Trikūṭēśvara dāvā, while the Yādava prince Śīng ha na dāvā was governing the country. The emblems over it are:—In the centre, a linga and a priest within a shrine; to the right, a cow and calf with the sun above them; and to the left, a figure of Basava‡ with the moon above it. No. 2 is the inscription of which a transliterated version and a translation are given below. It will be noticed in detail further on. No. 3 is another inscription in the Old Canarese characters and language. It consists of thirty-two lines, each line containing about forty-three letters. The characters are large and slanting. The tablet is chipped here and there, but on the whole the inscription is well preserved, though it is not an easy one to read. It records a grant made in Śaka 984.

* Agrahārā, lands or villages conferred upon Brahmans for religious purposes.
† i.e. the Belvola district consisting of three hundred villages. Belvola or belpola, an Old Canarese word, means literally a field of standing corn; the name was given to the fertile district in about the centre of which are Gaddak, Dambe, and Lakkmeddi.

the Śubhakrit Saṁvatsara, to Trikūṭēśvara dāvā while the great chieftain king Śāhana, or perhaps, Sōbhaṇa, was governing the Belvola Three-hundred, and some other districts, under Ḡāyamalladāvā. Some doubt is thrown upon the date of this inscription by the opening portion, which is:—"While the victorious reign of Irivibhujāngadāvā, the favourite of the whole earth, the ornament of the Chālukyaśa, the forehead-ornament of the Saṁyāra-kula, etc., was continuing," and by expressions which represent the chieftain Śāhana as being the subordinate of both Irivibhujāngadāvā and Ḡāyamalladāvā. Irivibhujāngadāvā or the Chālukya king Satyaśri, flourished, according to Elliot, from Śaka 919 to Śaka 930 (?); while Ḡāyamalladāvā, or the Chālukya king Sōmādāvā, flourished, according to the same authority, from Śaka 962 (?) to Śaka 991 (?). The portion of this inscription containing the date is somewhat indistinct, but I could not read it otherwise than as I have given it above. The emblems at the top of this inscription are:—In the centre, a shrine containing a linga with a priest on the right and a figure of Basava on the left of it; to the right, two figures seated,—one of them is a man holding a Vīhāra or lute, the other is a woman; to the left, a cow and calf; and above the central shrine, the Sun and Moon. No. 4, which is the most eastern of this row of inscriptions, is another inscription in the Old Canarese characters and language. It consists of forty-five lines, each line containing about fifty-one letters. The inscription is not altogether in bad order, but there are many flaws in the tablet, and it is rather hard to read. It mentions the names of the Chālukya kings Jayaśikha, Ḡāyamalla, and Vikramaditya II, or Trihbuvaṇamaḷla, and also gives the name of a princess, Bāchaladēvi, who would appear to be the wife of Ḡāyamalla. The inscription records a grant made in the Vikrama Saṁvatsara, the twenty-fifth year of the reign of Trihbuvaṇamaḷladāvā, i.e. Śaka 1025, by some chieftain subordinate to him. The

† Basava, the founder of the Lingāyāt religion in its present form, is looked upon as an incarnation of Nārāyaṇa, the bull of Śiva. The story of his birth and life is to be found in a Canarese work called the Basavupurāṇa. Basava, though in his incarnation he assumed the form of a man, is always represented in Lingāyāt temples by the figure of a bull, and the name itself is a corruption of the Sanskrit vīraḥbāha, bull.
emblems at the top of the tablet are:—In the centre, a linga and priest; to the right, a cow and calf; and to the left, Basava.

No. 5, which is another inscription in the Old Canarese characters and language, is contained on a stone tablet which I found lying on the edge of a small tank just outside the temple enclosure. For the sake of better security I had it removed and placed up against the outer side of the south wall of the courtyard of the temple; the stone was too large and heavy for it to be safe to attempt to carry it inside the courtyard and place it by the other inscriptions there. This inscription consists of fifty-seven lines, each line containing about thirty-eight letters. It records a grant in Śaka 1121, the Siddharthi Sāivatsara, by the great chieftain Rāyadēva, the supreme lord of Aṣati-nayārapura, the prime minister of the Hoysala king Viraballādēva, the son of Bāmīdēva, who was the son of Rāyadēva, and the governor of the Belvola Three-hundred. The emblems at the top of this tablet are:—In the centre, a linga and priest; to the right, a figure of Basava with the moon above it; and to the left, a cow and calf with the sun above them.

Inscriptions Nos. 6, 7, and 8 are half-buried in the back wall of a house that adjoins the southern or back wall of the courtyard of the temple. No. 6, which is in the Old Canarese characters and language, has about fifteen lines visible above the ground; each line contains about thirty-seven letters. The inscription is in a tolerably good state of preservation. It refers to the time of Sākanadēva (Śaka 1098-1104) of the Kālāchuri family, the supreme lord of the city of Kālānjarapura, who is spoken of in terms that are usually applied to great monarchs such as the Chālukya kings. The emblems at the top of this tablet are:—In the centre, a linga with a figure seated on the right of it and another figure standing on the left of it; to the right, a figure of Basava with the sun beyond it; and to the left, a cow and calf with the moon beyond them.

No. 7 is an inscription in the Nāgarī or Grantha characters and in the Sanskrit language. There are eleven lines above the ground; each line contains about thirty-one letters. The inscription is in good order, but the portion of it above the ground is not sufficient to indicate its contents. The emblems at the top of the tablet are:—In the centre, a linga and priest; to the right, a cow and calf with the sun or moon above them; and to the left, a figure of Basava with the moon or sun above it. No. 8 is another inscription in the Old Canarese characters and language. It refers to the time of Tribhuvanamalladēva. There are eighteen lines above the ground; each line contains about twenty-five letters. The first seven or eight lines of the inscription are in good order; after that, the letters are rather faint, and a large portion of the surface has been chipped off in the centre of the tablet. The emblems at the top of this tablet are:—In the centre, a linga and priest; to the right, a cow and calf with the sun above them; and to the left, a figure of Basava with the moon above it. These three inscriptions are not removed, cleaning, and reading, but to remove them would be an operation of some difficulty and would be attended by great risk to the safety of the building into the wall of which they have been sunk.

No. 9 is an inscription in the Canarese characters and language on a tablet standing just inside the western gateway of the courtyard. It consists of fourteen lines, each line containing about thirty-five letters. It is dated Śaka 1461, the Vikāra Sāivatsara, and records a grant made by, or at the order of, one of the kings of Vījarānagāra. The letters of the inscription are not all well cut, but, being rather hurried when I examined it, I am not quite certain about the name of the king; it appeared, however, to be Aryanāmāryā, though this name is not included in the list of the kings of Vījarānagāra (Prinsep's Indian Antiquities, vol. II. p. 281, Thomas'ed. 1858). The emblems at the top of this tablet, which are very coarsely cut, are:—In the centre, a linga; to the right of it, a figure of Basava with the sun above it; and to the left of it, a cow and calf with the moon above them.

It remains to notice in detail inscription No. 2 and its contents. The emblems at the top of the tablet are:—In the centre, a man worshipping three heads on an altar; to the right a figure of Gānapati, beyond which is a figure of Basava; and to the left, a Śakti or female deity, beyond which are a cow and calf and a crooked knife. The meaning of the name Trikūṭēvaraṇadēva is by no means clear, and certainly
son of Ereyanga are mentioned, is not very certain. It seems pretty clear that he had three sons, but Udayaditya may be the eldest or the youngest of the three, according as we take the word udayaditya-paschimau as a Tatpurasha or as a Bahuvrihi compound. I have followed Elliot in making him the youngest of the three, and I think that this view is borne out by the context. I am also aware that Narasimha and his successors are given by Elliot as the descendants of Udayaditya; but this is certainly not supported by the present inscription, which is clear enough on the point of Narasimha being the son of Vishnurvardhana.

The grant recorded in the inscription is made to the god Trikatesvaradeva in Saka 1115 (A.D. 1193), the Paridhavi Saunyatsara, by Vraballaladeva, who, having wrested the country of Kuntaj from the Yudava dynasty of Devagiri, had fixed upon Lokkgudhi, the modern Lakkuḍi, as his capital.

TRANSLITERATION OF GADDAK INSRIPTION

No. 2.

Svasti || Trajokyaṁ pāyataṁ yena sadayaṁ satvateyamvṛtītāmasaṁ || Sa déva Yudavārdhule śripatī śreyase 4 astu vaḥ || Īdvah samastasamantamaśāstāsāsanāḥ || Āchāriaśraddhaṁ nṛpah pāyābhumamānubhūdhīmēkhalam || Āśīrveśaṁ kahatrayamūgamgāvaṁ || śrīratnavesāṁ śrītyanandāmahīyāḥ || Yadavavāyaś sa Haridrvīruḍhā || ritribhravātārārthānāmajī pī jātah || Taddavavāyaś śrāvābhavābhūbhunbhbhūdībhavā || viśrutakṛttībhajah || Ādyāyā lōke śrīcharībhudhānī yēśām pururūṣah pāṭarnti saṁtaḥ || Kālakramāmahā śrāvābhavā kacchinmahā-patisthāna || Śalābhīdhānaḥ || Kulasya kṛtvā vyapadāśamanāh || vismāriti yēna Yudvastadāyāḥ || Kēnāpa brāhmaṁvratipatih śvādaśaṁ śrīrddhalānaṁ || gataṁ ni-hantum || Āṇāhāṁ Śaṅkapure sa || Hoysalayś ca prātañhē kila viṁhashya Hoysalākhyāyam || Totah prabhūti tadvānā || vṛītaḥ śrītyan Hoysalakhyāyam || śrīrddhalānaṁ dhīvaya-vadhākāṇaṁ śrībhuyamkaraḥ || Aparāēe ca tadrājyaṁ bhukta-vatsavatā rājasu || Vinayadityāṁ ityāśi tarkasau prithivipatiḥ || Ereyangabhiddhānō śānśisāya chātmajāḥ || Gupairamānasaṁśayīḥ prakhyātāḥ prithivitaṁ || Aṭha tasyāpiraś Bālāvīśuvardhananāmakānaḥ || Abhātmātmanājaṁnānuṁ.

† According to the original, "eleven hundred and fourteen of the years of the era of the Saka king having elapsed."
(va)dayāditya-pāchchāma | Tējāsvināna bhūtāhīta-
pravrīttau lōkāpājitaau | Yāvrahāsayaṅkān visvān
śūryāy(rya)chandaṃkramaśāvita | Raṃsīrājī yena
bālinī gajapattimākrya nijātunārgaḥ, vinīpā-
yā Jagadāvaṁ saptāṅgat tasya chāhāpurītaṁ | Tātrāgājñī nijān rājyaaprabhakaraḥ kramatām
| Anūjī pi chirān rājyaan būhūjī Viṣhuvardhāna-
(dhāna)ḥ | Yō deśamgrāba-ṛkṛtya samastaṁ
nijān svarājrītaḥ | Ḍhacchāṅkōcchhāṅkāgrivipa-
bhūtānyantapahmahāvīśrayam | Ākṛmya
yena dhantaṁ turagaṅapah Kṛṣṭhavēvānāyaṃ | Yakāmṛya
nīyuktaḥ pratyupachānān nirūp-
shvāsanāhyayā | Paramadīvaṇapipātērōhaya-
alamaṇa-dhārayēti muḥuḥ | Yōnighaṅkāraḥ krātavāv
mahādānāṁ sūloṣaḥ | Anyānayaapi cha puryāṇay
pañnapūṇaya chaṅkriye | Narasāthiva ṣṭ hi kṛhyānta
jātāya satyaatmaṁ nirpiḥ | Yasya varṣapāyitaṁ naiva śakya-
yānt kāntiyōgaṁ bhūtuḥ | Tasya Śrīsīrī Daśāyābāh Śaṅkaraṁēye Pārvatai | Āśeṣeḥhaladēviṁ mahādēvi
kuloḍgataḥ | Tēnāpi tasyāmātanipipāhrāvō Vajrē-
varākrdhanālomkāryāyaḥ | ] ] Jātah auto dōrvā-
va(rba)jaḥcchakramārī ṣrīvīrāballālja iti prasūdīdhaḥ
dhāna | Mahāyāṣśākeṣyāntyā kāhōna-vībāhē-
vēna vībāhēsvēyaṭāya | Yō jauvāna ima Mūrto-
mahābhirūḥmaṇagraṇḍ-prajñatai | Simākramahābhūtāvata-
rambhēṣyāna vipyusāvatva(tva)ya | Raṭnā-ka-
ṛṣya yasya cha na kōpi Lakṣmīmatōrēbhīb(a)ḥ-
dhah | Charītāna Bhaṅgaṇāsamai bhuvanē tāvēdvē
dōbhyāmaḥ | Lōkētāra na yāvāpaṛṇyāntaṁ yasya
sūdhug-ṛuḥaḥ | ViṣhuvanĪsargasaṁdhānāḥ(dhānah)
bhātīya yasādyai pāstyānaṁ punaṁ | Praṇārad-
dikathā api na viṃsāya prakālantē | Tanna
tapataṃsēṭhāntaṁ hūna taṛta naṁvānaṃ atmēṣa
A-sākrīṇna yēna vihitān dēsē kāle cha [pā]-
tre cha | Stiśhvarbrhiḥ(brb)ḥaḥ śūḍāh kūśeṣh-
vāyaḥvṛipī yēṣu kēshucchujagati | Sō 5 sē na
jānū viḍhate cha yēna pāpanā yastrē saṃtirē | Shāntak-
ka-kāvyaṇācaṅkāvāyayānabarākta[r]anūṭhu cha
| Anyānūḥ tēnū śēna cha Śēnērasvakhilēṣu
ya kuśalāḥ | Śīrsvēhu daṅkē XVI na bhūvi
tārkīkacakhravarttinē | Nayūvānti
| Naśvānti pratī-
vādā viḍāmadativadakēsērinē | Śīrsvēhāva-va-
purānmāṃ samavatūjavālanvēna | Śe-
tirē iṣṭatīrē cha yēna lōkō saṅkāṭatamadya
chāṅḍīgataṁ | Yānāmanēhayaṁ viṣṭ[vi]ḷasi-
naṁ kōḷō vaśkārāvaṅkamaṁ siddhaṃvātirē
tēna | Tasya pracaṅbhavanītākṣamūtyaṁsaḥ suṅbā-
gayāvṛc- | Viṭhaḥ katānāḥ samarthaḥ
| Viṣhva-
dhāva[dev tuṇraprahaṇrījākṣaṅhīntgalprōco-
labhādhiḥ(dhānah)ḥ[ṛ]ṅaḥjīṃlīkalēlīdvā
hva[dev]prādoḥgāmē | Dōṭv-vākipatīṣṭu
mahurthā svassuṇḍarībhī samāh viśāraṃmahā-
rāṇaṁ vānītane yaṅkhaṇyasmēṣtiṣvēham | Sa-
TRANSLATION.

Hail! May that deity (Vishnu)—the most excellent of the race of Yudu; the husband of Fortune; he who, being the abode of the quality of goodness, tenderly preserves the three worlds,—confer supreme happiness upon you! May the deity, as a King, imposing his commands upon the heads of all chieftains, protect, as long as the sun and moon may last, the earth encircled by the ocean!

In former times there was in this world he who bore the name of Śrī-Yadu; in his family was born even the Unborn, Hari, for the purpose of sustaining the burden of the earth. In his lineage there were many heroes, possessing well-known reputations; good people still read in the Purāṇas of their wonderful achievements.

In course of time there was born in that race a certain king named Sala, who, having gained a title for his family, caused even Yadu, the first of it, to be forgotten. For when, in the city of Śrīśakapura, with the words “Slay, O Sala,” he was commanded by a certain ascetic to destroy a tiger that had come to devour him in the performance of his rite, he slew it and acquired the name of Hoṣaya. From that time the name of Hoṣaya was attached to his race, and the emblem on its banner, causing fear to its foes, was a tiger.

Other kings (of his race) having ruled his kingdom, at length there was a king named Vinayāditya.

His son was king Eryayanga, celebrated for virtues possessed in common by no others.

To him there were born two sons, Ballāla and Vishnuvardhana, whose younger brother was Udayāditya. Glorious, intent upon the welfare of created things, worshipped by mankind, like the sun and moon they cast a lustre over everything.

He (Ballāla), the mighty one, charging with his horse a lordly elephant in the van of battle, overturned Jagaddēva and despoiled him of his sovereignty.

The elder of the two having ruled the kingdom, after him his younger brother also, Vishnuvar- dhana, reigned for a long time. For the sake of (ensuring the continuance of) his power, he gave

---

* Vishnu, who became incarnate, as Kṛṣṇa, in the race of Yadu.
† Hoy, imperative of hoppy or popy (Cannaree), to best, kill. The name is also spelt Hoysa, Hoysa, and Poysa.
away the whole of his own territory in religious gifts, and then invaded Uchchangi and other countries belonging to his enemies. Commencing from his own abode, and invading the whole earth as far as Bejola, he washed his horse in the Kṛṣṇār̥ṇa.† Again and again, with the words “Reflect upon Hōysaḷa,” he was reminded by his servants of the necessity for ingratiating himself with king Paramarśiḍevara who was unsailable among kings. Again and again lands were given by him for religious purposes, and sacrifices, the sixteen great gifts, and other holy actions were performed by him.

His son was the celebrated king Narasimha, whose virtues cannot be described by men like me. As Śrī was the wife of the Foe of the demons (Viṣṇu), and as Pārvatī was the wife of Śaṅkara (Śiva), so Ēchaladēvi, born in a noble race, was his consort.

A son was born to her, from renowned under the name of Śrī-Vīraballāḷa, who was of unrivalled dignity, who acquired his kingdom through worshipping the lord of thunderbolts (Indra), and who was a very universal emperor in respect of his prowess. Through his occupying every central position, (or, the position of an arbitrator) through his loftiness, and through his golden wealth, and through his being done homage to by wise men, (or, by gods,) he was as it were a moving Mērū and so was preeminent among kings. Fearing to transgress the boundaries (of good behaviour), of a very profound nature, and abounding in the quality of mildness, there was no difference between him and the Possessor of Lākṣmī (the Ocean[1]), which hesitates to overflow its bounds, which is very deep, and which abounds in living creatures. The achievements of Bhārata and others are to be recognised only up to the time when the superhuman qualities of this man were first beheld. In the present day, when men regard his faith in Viṣṇu, which was implanted in him by nature, even the legends of Prahṛdā and others fail to excite astonishment. There is no penance or sacrifice, no offering and no gift, that was not performed or given by him repeatedly when the proper time or place or object presented itself. While he was ruling, there was none who committed sin among women or children, or even Śāstras or any others. He was well versed in poetry, in the drama, in the writings on regal polity of Vātsyāyana and Bhārata, and in all other divisions of literature. In all the systems of logic he was a very universal emperor in the science of reasoning; and there was no one to oppose him, for he was a very lion towards the infuriated elephants that were disputants. Preeminent amongst all whose profession is that of arms, the favourites of all learned people, both weapons and the sacred writings at length found in him a master (who knew how to use them properly). His very name was as potent as a magic charm in captivating all lovely women; who is able to describe the good fortune of him who was a very Kāmadēva to women inclined to flirting? When, at the approach of battle and of twilight, the regions are darkened by night and by the clouds of dust rising up from the earth which is pulverised by the blows of the hoofs of his prancing horses, his sword, like a swift-footed procuress, causes his brave foes to keep assignations with the nymphs of heaven. When the musical instruments that always announce his setting forth to fight are sounded, the wives of his enemies, anticipating the slaughter of their husbands, tremble, and the women of the gods, taking garlands of the flowers of the Mandāra tree in their hands, prepare themselves for the purpose of choosing lovers from among the warriors (about to die). When for the purpose of going to war he leaves the throne of the universal sovereignty of the Hōysaḷa kings and takes the chief seat upon an infuriated royal elephant, straightway each hostile king also descends from the throne of universal empire that has come down to him by the succession of his race and takes his stand upon a molehill. When he prepares himself for conquering the regions, and the deep-voiced drum that announces his marching forth is sounded clear, afar off Anga, Kalinga, Vanga and Magadha, Chōja and Mājava, Pāṭyā, Kāṣa, Gūrjara and the rest straightway lose their courage; then how can other kings endure? At the contemptuous command of his father, (or, perhaps, because his father had been treated with contumely,) he despoiled the warrior race of Kalachuri and with one elephant . . . . . . . he slew sixty elephants; and conquered, through his violent onset with cavalry only, the famous general Brahma, whose army was strengthened with numbers of elephants, and

as māhābhṛti, supporter of the earth, means either a king or a mountain.

† Lākṣmī or Śrī sprang from the ocean when it was churned by the gods for the purpose of obtaining nectar. The epithet in this verse apply equally to the king and to the ocean, and the use of the word Lākṣmī indicates his regal splendour.

‡ ‘Piṭābhrā’; this word is unintelligible, unless Piṭābara was the name of Vīraballāḷa’s war-elephant.

* The leader of the Kalachuri army.
seized his kingdom. Having destroyed Jayatissinha*, who was as it were the right arm of Bhilama, he, the brave one, acquired the supremacy over the country of Kuntala.

And he, the fortunate and mighty universal emperor, Śrī-Viraballādēva,—who is adorned with all the glorious titles commencing with "The refuge of the whole earth, the favourite of the world, the supreme king of great kings, the supreme lord, the most venerable, the excellent ruler of the city of Dvārakāpurāṇa, the sun of the sky of the Yādavas, having propriety of conduct for his crest-jewel, Malaparēl gāpya,† he who is fierce in war, he who is a hero even without any to help him, he who is brave even when alone, Śāhivāvasādēhī,‡ the conqueror of hill-forts, a very Rāma in war,"—established his victorious capital at Lokkāgūğulī.

In the village named Kratuka there is, under the name of Trīkūṭāsvara, the god Śiva, the self-born, whose charming seat is adorned with the lustre of the jewels of all rulers of the earth. The high-priest of his shrine is the saint Siddhāntichandrabhūṣaṇaprāṇitādēva, born in the lineage of Kālakūkāchārya. They have named the god Trīkūṭāsvara (the lord of three abodes, pinnacles, or, perhaps, temples), because of one more which is capable of motion (or, perhaps, which is his priest). That priest is glorious as a chaste ascetic, ever restraining his passions, though, like Śiva who is possessed of a wife through his perpetual contact with Gaurī who always constitutes half of his body, he is possessed of a wife through the perpetual contact of the turmeric that is always spread over his body. Though even the great mountains may commence to move and the oceans may overflow their bounds, he truly never abandons in any calamity his second name of Satyavākya (be whose speech is the truth). And, again, there is no one equal to him in knowledge of poetry, the drama, the works on regal polity by Vatsyāyana and Bharata, and in all the lessons taught by legendary tales. The motion of the waves may sometimes be observed to cease, but no cessation in feeding the hungry is ever to be observed on the part of this charitable man. Not only in respect of food, but also in respect of gold and medicines and water and clothes, there is never any want to the people who are perpetually performing penance there. And at that holy place he removed all the ruins and built up a new city, and he brought close to the temple the street of the dancing-girls which had been in another place. He constructed a reservoir full of water like nectar, and planted a grove full of flowering creepers and rivalling the grove of Nandana. What need is there of saying anything more? whatever there is outside the circuit of the walls of the village, it is all his work.

Eleven hundred and fourteen, or in figures 1114, years of the era of the Śaka king having elapsed, during the Pārīdhi Śāhivasātra, on Saturday the day of the full moon of the month Mārgaśīrha, on the occasion of an eclipse of the moon, (the king,) after that he had washed the feet of the holy priest Siddhāntichandrabhūṣaṇaprāṇitādēva, whose other name was Satyavākya, who was the disciple of Vidyācharaprāṇitādēva, the disciple of Kālakūkāchāryaśūnānitrādēva, having made it a grant to be respected by all and not to be even pointed at with the finger by the king or any of the king's people, gave, in his devotion, with oblations of water, the village of Hombālī, which was included in the Belvola Three-hundred, with its boundaries that were known from of old, with the right to treasure-trove, water, stone, pastureage, &c., with the proprietorship over the eight objects of enjoyment, and with the right of appropriating all taxes, fines, &c., for the sake of the angabhūga and rangabhūga of the god Śrī-Svayambhūtrīkūṭāsvara, the holy one, the object of veneration of all moving and immovable things, for the purpose of repairing anything that might be broken, torn, or worn out through age, for the purpose of providing for instruction, and for the purpose of providing food for ascetics, Brāhmanas, and others.

(The remainder of the inscription is taken up with the usual moral verses on the subject of continuing or reapropriating religious grants, which need not be translated here. It ends with the words—)

The writing of this tablet has been composed by Agniśarma Śāravataraśārvabhauma at the command of the king Ballāladēva.

---

* Probably Jayatissa, the son of Bhilama, who was the first of the Śāhava chiefs of Devagiri, Śaka 1110-1115.
† The meaning of this title is not clear; it may be Malaparēl gāpya, 'the destroyer of the Malavara,' in which case it is exactly equivalent to Malabharata, which is apparently a title of the Kālaṁbha chief Jayakēśi I. (See Journal Bomb. Br. E. A. Soc. vol. ix. p. 340.)
‡ The meaning of this title is not clear; it may be Malaparēl gāpya, 'the destroyer of the Malavara,' in which case it is exactly equivalent to Malabharata, which is apparently a title of the Kālaṁbha chief Jayakēśi I. (See Journal Bomb. Br. E. A. Soc. vol. ix. p. 340.)
§ Sa cēta, &c., in line 81, is the nominative in apposition with dattavasa in line 66. || Trīkūṭāsvara, this is a term the explanation of which I have not been able to ascertain; I shall be glad if any one will define it accurately.
MISCELLANEA.

DR. BÜHLER'S REPORT ON SANSKRIT MSS.
IN GUJRAT.

We extract the following from Dr. Bühler's Report for 1872-73 to the Director of Public Instruction:—

Two new fascicles, Nos. III and IV., of this work have been published during the past year. The materials collected in 1868-69 have now been exhausted. The issue of a supplementary number, giving addenda, indices, etc. is still required. This part, as well as a fascicle of the catalogue of Jain works, is still in preparation.

Several large collections of Jain books in Cambay, Limdu, and Ahmedabad have been partly catalogued. The extent and the condition of these libraries prevent me, however, from causing complete lists of their contents to be made. Several of them contain upwards of 10,000 manuscripts, and sometimes hundreds of copies of one and the same work are found in one library. Thus a library at Ahmedabad contains, according to the statement of the cataloguing Shastri, four hundred copies of the Avayakasutra. This assertion will appear neither astonishing nor incredible if it is borne in mind that devout Jainas frequently give or bequeath large sums of money to the superintendents of monasteries for copying books, and that the multiplication of the sacred writings is held to be highly meritorious. To make complete catalogues of such libraries is out of the question.

In the course of 1873-74 I hope to finish the exploration of two out of the three large Jain libraries at Ahmedabad and of those at Vadihvan, and to begin with the Bhandhars at Siddhapur Patahan. But I despair of finishing my task during either the current or the next following year.

During the period under report I have bought or procured copies of 200 manuscripts, out of which number 75 belong to Brahmanical literature and 123 to the Jainas, while 2 contain famous Gujarati prose-works. Among the Brahmanical works there are several novelties and rare works, to which I beg to call special attention. Thus No. 2, the Bhishya on the Mantras, quoted in the Pâraskara-grihya-sutra (L. II. 3) of the White Yajurveda, attempts a task which is usually neglected by the writers on Vedic ceremonies, and it is, at all events, highly interesting to see what meaning a Brahminical writer attributed to the prayers which the Bhaṭṭas usually mutter without understanding or caring to understand them. Among the Purânas the Vanhipûraṇa is new to me. It is not identical with the Agnipûraṇa.

The Sarvasvatipûraṇa is a complete copy of the fragment noticed in last year's report.

The list of manuscripts of poetical works contains several original compositions and commentaries, which I have not seen mentioned elsewhere. The most important among them are the Vrihatkâthā of Kshemendra and the Partha-parâkrama. The honour of the first discovery of the former work belongs to A. Burnell, Esq., M.C.S., not to myself (as stated in the Indian Antiquary). But the copy in my list appears to be the only other known manuscript besides that of Mr. Burnell, and, though incomplete, it contains very important portions of the original, which are wanting in that gentleman's manuscript. In an article in the Indian Antiquary I have pointed out how great the importance of the Vrihatkâthā is for the history of the Indian collections of apalogues. I may add that further researches have convinced me that it settles completely the question which of the many versions of the Panchatantra is the original one, and that it allows us to ascertain the form of that work as it stood in the 4th century a.d. The Panchatantra, at that period, closely resembled the so-called Southern redaction.

The second work mentioned above, the Partha-parâkrama, is a drama of the class called Vyâyoga, a military piece celebrating the deeds of Arjuna. Its author, the Yuvakija or heir-apparent Prabhâdana, who lived under a king of the name of Dhârávaraha, is quoted by Sârangadharma, the author of a large collection of elegant extracts made in the 14th century.

King Dhârávaraha, from whose unnamed capital the mountain Nandivardhana could be seen, lived probably in the 1oth century a.d. The play is important, as only one other Vyâyoga was hitherto known. The manuscript was found in a Jain library.

Among the works pertaining to the Shastras, the Agنيvēssadhīthā, one of the oldest works on medicine, written in the śutra style, and the Viśrânta-vidyāvinoda, a work on veterinary surgery attributed to King Bhoja, deserve to be noted specially. The latter work is different from the short popular treatise usually called Śâlihotra, and attributed likewise to the famous king of Mâlwa.

As regards the Jain books, I stated already in last year's report that the purchases of 1872-73 promised to become highly important. My hopes in this respect have been completely fulfilled. I have obtained some very old palm-leaf manuscripts, Nos. 72-80, 113-114, 123-132, which are all between five and six hundred years old. The
oldest, containing the Vṛihatkalpastrāṇa with its commentaries, is dated 1334 Vikrama, or 1273 A.D. It was written in Cambay, where it had been preserved until it came into my hands.

The other manuscripts likewise came from that town.

Copies of all the forty-five sacred works of the Jainas, with the exception of three very small treatises, have now been obtained, and Sanskrit commentaries on most of them. Among this year's purchases the complete collection of the Pāṇḍava or Prakṛta-kāvya (No. 141), the Pannāvā or Prāktākāya (vide Nāma, 110, 114, and 150), is stated to have lived in the first half of the 6th century A.D.; Abhayadeva (vide Nos. 91, 103, 121) wrote, according to his own statement, in the 11th century. Pātana the Narakāṅgi vṛtti, i.e. commentaries on nine Aṅgas (copies of five have been acquired for Government); Malayagiri, the most voluminous of all Jaina commentators, lived in the beginning of the thirteenth century. Special notice deserve also the copies of the Niryuktā, the oldest existent copies of the Aṅgas, which are attributed to Bhadrabānu, the author of the Kalpasūtra, and reputed contemporary of Aśoka. The Sanskrit commentary on the large collection called Oghaniryukti by Dronakṛtya goes back considerably beyond the time of Hemachandra. The Magadhī Bhāṣyā and Avadhāmis (Nos. 105, 114, 129, 130), which are considerably older than the Sanskrit glosses, are important for the history of the sacred books.

Of more general interest and higher importance than any of the acquisitions already enumerated are the Deśādabada-sāṅgraha of Hemachandra, No. 184 and the Pāṣāchālī nāmamālā, No. 185. These two works are dictionaries of the ancient Prakṛt language, and contain several thousands of hitherto unknown words, which, in more or less modified forms, occur in the modern Prakṛtis. They are indispensable for the correct interpretation of the Jaina and all other true Prakṛt works, and promise important results for the history of the living Aryan languages of India. I may add that I have now succeeded in obtaining the loan of a second copy of the Deśādabadasaṅgraha, and that it will be possible to prepare an edition of it.

---

PERSIAN STANZAS ON ATTRACTION AND REPULSION.

Selected and translated by E. Beharshk, Esq., M.C.E.
No. V. From the Manuscript of Firdawī al-Ḥoma. — 3rd Daytūr.

هَلْ تَلَى در سُقُرَ وَگُرُم رُوا
زَانُ بَرُدُ كَرُ اَمَلٍ اَرْغِم اَرْجَن
مِلْ يَانِ اَلْدُرْحِيَانَ وَرُحيِ اَسْتَنْ
زَانَكِر جَانِ اَلامٍ اَملُ وَرُسُت
مِلْ يَانِ حَرْقَتْ وَدَرَ عَولَم
مِلْ يَانِ درْبَغ وَرَغ وَدَرْ كَرْم
مِلْ يَانِ اَلْدُرْحِيَانَ وَرُحيِ اَسْتَنْ
مِلْ يَانِ كَرُ اَمَلٍ وَرُسُت
مِلْ وَمَشْتَنْ شَرِّفٍ مَثْوِي جَان
زَينُ بَدْعَ وَيَبْتُنِ رَا بَدْنَ
كَرُ كِرْمُ شَرِّفٍ اَنَّ بَدْعَ شُدُو
مِلْ يَانِ اَلْدُرْحِيَانَ وَرُحيِ اَسْتَن
آَدِمُ حَرْقَتْ وَدَرَ عَولَم
بَرِ مَرَادِيِ اَلْدُرْحِيَانَ وَرُحيِ اَسْتَن
مِلْ يَانِ كَرُ اَمَلٍ وَرُسُت
مِلْ وَمَشْتَنْ شَرِّفٍ مَثْوِي جَان
زَينُ بَدْعَ وَيَبْتُنِ رَا بَدْنَ
كَرُ كِرْمُ شَرِّفٍ اَنَّ بَدْعَ شُدُو
مِلْ يَانِ اَلْدُرْحِيَانَ وَرُحيِ اَسْتَن
آَدِمُ حَرْقَتْ وَدَرَ عَولَم
بَرِ مَرَادِيِ اَلْدُرْحِيَانَ وَرُحيِ اَسْتَن
مِلْ يَانِ كَرُ اَمَلٍ وَرُسُت
مِلْ وَمَشْتَنْ شَرِّفٍ مَثْوِي جَان
زَينُ بَدْعَ وَيَبْتُنِ رَا بَدْنَ
كَرُ كِرْمُ شَرِّفٍ اَنَّ بَدْعَ شُدُو
مِلْ يَانِ اَلْدُرْحِيَانَ وَرُحيِ اَسْتَن
آَدِمُ حَرْقَتْ وَدَرَ عَولَم
بَرِ مَرَادِيِ اَلْدُرْحِيَانَ وَرُحيِ اَسْتَن
مِلْ يَانِ كَرُ اَمَلٍ وَرُسُت
مِلْ وَمَشْتَنْ شَرِّفٍ مَثْوِي جَان
زَينُ بَدْعَ وَيَبْتُنِ رَا بَدْنَ
كَرُ كِرْمُ شَرِّفٍ اَنَّ بَدْعَ شُدُو
مِلْ يَانِ اَلْدُرْحِيَانَ وَرُحيِ اَسْتَن
آَدِمُ حَرْقَتْ وَدَرَ عَولَم
بَرِ مَرَادِيِ اَلْدُرْحِيَانَ وَرُحيِ اَسْتَن
مِلْ يَانِ كَرُ اَمَلٍ وَرُسُت
مِلْ وَمَشْتَنْ شَرِّفٍ مَثْوِي جَان
زَينُ بَدْعَ وَيَبْتُنِ رَا بَدْنَ
كَرُ كِرْمُ شَرِّفٍ اَنَّ بَدْعَ شُدُو
مِلْ يَانِ اَلْدُرْحِيَانَ وَرُحيِ اَسْتَن
آَدِمُ حَرْقَتْ وَدَرَ عَولَم
بَرِ مَرَادِيِ اَلْدُرْحِيَانَ وَرُحيِ اَسْتَن
مِلْ يَانِ كَرُ اَمَلٍ وَرُسُت
مِلْ وَمَشْتَنْ شَرِّفٍ مَثْوِي جَان
زَينُ بَدْعَ وَيَبْتُنِ رَا بَدْنَ
كَرُ كِرْمُ شَرِّفٍ اَنَّ بَدْعَ شُدُو
مِلْ يَانِ اَلْدُرْحِيَانَ وَرُحيِ اَسْتَن
آَدِمُ حَرْقَتْ وَدَرَ عَولَم
بَرِ مَرَادِيِ اَلْدُرْحِيَانَ وَرُحيِ اَسْتَن
مِلْ يَانِ كَرُ اَمَلٍ وَرُسُت
Mélion to Dr. Sorell and G. Brown.
Zan bud language and religion. Zan, 14-14, 150, and 151, is stated to have lived in the first half of the 6th century A.D.; Abhayadeva (vide Nos. 91, 103, 121) wrote, according to his own statement, in the 11th century. Patana the Narakigiti, i.e. commentaries on nine Angas (copies of five have been acquired for Government); Malayagiri, the most voluminous of all Jaina commentaries, lived in the beginning of the thirteenth century. Special notice deserve also the copies of the Niryuktis, the oldest existent copies of the Angas, which are attributed to Bhadrabahu, the author of the Kalpasutra, and reputed contemporary of Asoka. The Sanskrit commentary on the large collection called Oghaniryukti by Dronakritya goes back considerably beyond the time of Hemachandra. The Magadhi Bhushyanas and Avadharmis (Nos. 105, 114, 129, 130), which are considerably older than the Sanskrit glosses, are important for the history of the sacred books.

Of more general interest and higher importance than any of the acquisitions already enumerated are the Desabadasaṅgraha of Hemachandra, No. 184 and the Pāṣaṅchāli namaśāla, No. 185. These two works are dictionaries of the ancient Prakṛti language, and contain several thousands of hitherto unknown words, which, in more or less modified forms, occur in the modern Prakṛtis. They are indispensable for the correct interpretation of the Jaina and all other true Prakṛti works, and promise important results for the history of the living Aryan languages of India. I may add that I have now succeeded in obtaining the loan of a second copy of the Desabadasaṅgraha, and that it will be possible to prepare an edition of it.

---

Fine brooks and meadows do the body lure,
Because they both the body did produce.*
All life and souls the spirit doth attract—
The universal Spirit gave it birth!
Science and wisdom fascinate the soul,
Vineyards and gardens please the body much;
The soul aspires to virtue and to worth,
The body groans for wealth and earthly pelf;
And virtue to the soul inclines with worth:
Good men by God are loved and cherish him.†
Here explanation boundless would become.
This book to many minds would swell in weight—

* Water and meadows produce nourishment for animals and men; part of this vegetable and animal food becomes sperm, from which the body of man is produced.
† Qur'an, V. 59.
Man is a brute, a plant, a mineral:
Each hopeful part must love each hopeless one;* 
The hopeless ones around the hopeful spin,
Just as the hopeful ones these do attract.
The Lover, straw-attractor,† needs no shape—
The straw contends on that far distant way.
Abandon this.—Mute adoration’s love
Into the heart of God most brightly shines;
His mercy pities human creatures all,
His glory from this perfect grace will shrink.
Man’s reason is astonished to know:
Is this attraction human or divine?

CHAND’S MENTION OF ŚRĪ HARSHA AND KĀLIDĀSA.

It may safely be said that there is not a single date in Sanskrit chronology which is not, or has not been, disputed. Not many years ago, if the question had been asked, When did the famous poet Kālidāsa live? the unhesitating answer would have been, ‘At the time when Vikramaditya established his era, about 50 years before Christ.’ and probably this is still the Hindu belief. But all modern scholars are unanimous in concluding that he must be referred to a much later period, and that the king Bhoja, at whose court he flourished, was the second of that name, whose reign is fixed as commencing in 483 and terminating in 538 A.D. This shows how desirable it is to abstain from any positive assertion in matters of the kind until every particle of evidence has been carefully collected and weighed. It is decidedly premature for Bābū Rām Dāsa Sen to state dogmatically that the king of Kanaúj under whose patronage Śrī Harsha wrote the Nālaśadha, was evidently a contemporary of Pṛthvirāj: for if the evidence to the fact were generally accepted as conclusive, the controversy, which has now filled some pages of the Antiquary, could never have arisen. The lines which I quoted apropos to the previous discussion bring forward Chand as a perfectly new and independent witness, and his testimony cannot be so summarily set aside.

I am convinced that no unpredisposed person can read his list of elder authors without recognising that it is intended to be arranged in chronological order. The names are only eight in number, viz., Śaśi-nāga, Vīshnū, Vṛṣṇasa, Suka-deva, Śrī Harsha, Kālidāsa, Danda-māli, and Jayadeva. No orthodox Hindu will deny that the first four are correctly so placed at the head of the list. Similarly the two that he names last are unmistakeably modern writers; for Danda-māli is referred, at earliest, to the end of the tenth century, and Jayadeva to a still more recent date. Wilson

* Hopeful = immortal, hopeless = mortal; i.e. spiritual and material.
† This is the literal translation of the Persian word for ember, which, together with Lover in the simile, stands even took him to be a disciple of Rāmānand—an extreme theory which cannot now be maintained, since we find him mentioned by Chand, who on the most moderate computation preceded Rāmānand by a full century. There remain only the two names of Śrī Harsha and Kālidāsa: the latter, as observed above, flourished at the beginning of the 6th century after Christ; he therefore preceded the two last names in the catalogue and came after the first four, and is so far unquestionably placed in his proper chronological rank. Thus the sole exception—if it is an exception—to the correct sequence is in the case of Śrī Harsha, whose precise date is the very matter in dispute.

The most natural conclusion to be drawn from the passage is that in Chand’s opinion Śrī Harsha was a writer of considerable antiquity. It is possible that he may have been in error in placing him before Kālidāsa; but he clearly indicates that he was by no means a contemporary writer, and this is a point about which he could not possibly be mistaken. His attribution of the Bhoja-prabandha to Kālidāsa is of course not strictly correct. The work, as we have it, is known to have been compiled by Bālāla Miśra, who at least supplied the prose framework. But a great part of the poetical extracts which form the bulk of the work, may with considerable probability be ascribed to Kālidāsa.

Mr. Beames’ letter scarcely needs a reply; and he admits that I have succeeded in explaining the allusion in both the passages I quote, which is the matter of most importance. And until some reasonable explanation can be given of the two forms naramūpa and shaddha—a contingency which I do not regard as imminent—I shall continue to look upon both as mere clerical errors, and read for the one naramūpa, and for the other buddha. The literal translation of the epigram is: ‘Fifth, the excellent Śrī Harsha, paragon of men, who dropt the ennobling wreath on king Nala’s neck.’ This is identical with my metrical version, since the excellence intended is clearly excellence as a poet. In the line referring to Kālidāsa, the phrase sebabandha—literally, ‘built up the pile’—means nothing more than ‘constructed.’ It was selected by Chand solely on account of its similarity in sound to the name of the book, Bhoja-prabandha. A similar alliterative phrase in English would be, ‘composed a poesy of sweet song.’ The only difficulty in the line is the word ti, which I take to be a mere expletive.

F. S. Growse.

Mathura, N. W. P., July 31, 1873.

for God, and straws for man, to express the attraction exerted by the Creator on the creature. There occur figures of speech still more strange and incongruous to our notions; the translator has accordingly omitted four lines here.
ON THE KARNĀTAKA VAISHÑAVA DĀSAS.

BY REV. F. KITTEL, MERKARA.

In connection with the interesting articles on the early Vaishnava Poets of Bengal that are appearing in the Indian Antiquary, it may not be out of place to offer a few remarks on the Kārnātaka Vaishñava Dāsa literature.* In doing so, I confine myself to a collection of 402 Dāsa padas (servant-songs) that appears to have been made chiefly by Dr. Moegling. A selection of 174 of them was printed at Mangalāpur twenty years ago, and reprinted at Bengalūr in 1871.

The Kārnātaka Dāsa Padās are composed in the Raghāṭ or Rāghalā metre, a subdivision of the Māṭrā Chhandas, that is expressly stated to be used for poems that are to be sung. Each of the songs has a refrain (pallava or palla) which, in the manuscripts, is put at the head; the number of verses (stanzas) in the different songs varies much—some consisting of only two, others of more than fifty. Each song has also a more or less clear mudrīk or signature, as it is called. This is a final verse that contains the name of the author combined with a homage, or an exhortation not to neglect the homage, due to his cherished deities, or rather idol. For instance, one Dāsa's name is Kānaka, and a signature of his runs thus: "Hear ye all Kānaka's words! Understand ye all, and repeat! If ye do not understand what has been said in pure Kanarese, Ādi Keśava (a Kṛṣṇa idol at a place called Kāgi nelē) himself doubtless knows (it)." If he does not put down his own name (frequently: Kānaka's Ādi Keśava), he signs with "Kāgi nelē's Ādi Keśava," or "Ādi Keśava of Bāda," or simply with "Ādi Keśava" (or "Keśava"). In one mudrīk he uses the expression "Ādi Keśava of Chandā nelē."

Thus it is found that 160 songs of the collection belong to Purandara Dāsa, 98 to Varāha Dāsa, 43 to Kānaka Dāsa,

20 to Viṭhala Dāsa, 13 to Vēṇkata Dāsa, 9 to Vijaya Dāsa, 7 to Madhava Dāsa, 5 to Udupi's Kṛṣṇa Dāsa, 5 to Viṁśṭha Dāsa, etc. The remaining signatures, however, are less precise; for instance, I cannot decide whether the Dāsa who three times signs "Viṭhala Rāya" is different from the Viṭhala mentioned above. Besides there are five songs, as the headings state, in Hindustāni, with the signature of Kālī Gūṭa m.†

The language of most of the Kanarese songs is simple and popular; some four or five Hindustāni words only have I met with. Many songs, however, are rather unpolished. Not a few are frequently sung or quoted by all sorts of people.

Regarding the history of the Kārnātaka Dāsas I know only a little that is certain. The apparently general tradition is that Kānaka Dāsa belonged to the tribe of the Bēḍa, a low class of Dravidians that live by the chase. He is believed to have been born about 300 years ago. Some say that his birthplace was Kāgi nelē (i.e. crow-ground) in the Chitkurd division of Māṣūr, others that it was the small grāma of Bāda in the Kēḍa Tālik of the Dhāravāḍa (Dhāravāḍ) Zilla. Both traditions place his death at Kāgi nelē, the second locating this village also in the Dhāravāḍa Zilla. There is a Bāda (or Bāḍa?) not far from Baṅkūpa; and one song that has the refrain: "What is good, O god? Thy member (aṅga), O god, Lakshmi's Narasiṅga of Baṅkūpa!" and indicates Ādi Keśava, in its mudrīk, points to that direction, as would also the not infrequently occurring mudrīk: "The Ādi Keśava of Bāda," if Bāda and Bēḍa meant the same. But Bāda, i.e. North (scil. Tīrūpati or Vēṅkata), might mean Baṅkūpa, i.e. Tīrūpati of the north,‡ there being another one to the south near Mādhura; or

Ballāḷaś have been alluded to in Ind. Ant. vol. I. pp. 40 sqq., p. 158, p. 309; and vol. II. p. 131.

† This personage possibly is Kāhī, the disciple of Rāmānanda, 1350 A.D.; see Ind. Ant. vol. II. p. 130. The Kanarese write also "Viṭhōpa" instead of "Viṭhōba."

‡ This place of pilgrimage is in the Árkāḷu (Arvō) district. "Tīra" is the Sanskrit "Śrī." Tīrūpati (Śṛīpaṭi, Viṭhān) means the idol and the place itself. See Ind. Ant. vol. I. p. 122. A common name for the whole Kalī Māḷa (black hill) range of ghats from Tīrūpati to Śrī-
Badada (genitive) Adi Kesava simply is the Adi Kesava of the north, in opposition to his southern places in general. Kannaka knew and adored also the idol of Channiga* at Beluru, sanskritised Velapura,† and the idol of Krishna at Badaga Tirupati, which he once calls also the Venkata of Seshagiri, the specific name of the idol there. There is no song in the collection in which he mentions Udupu (Udapi) on the western coast; but in a series of his songs in one of the manuscripts there is one that, in its mudrikas, has: "Krishna, the lord of Madhva," and "Kesava" (not "Adi Kesava"); and another that has: "Madhva desis," people of the country of Madhva, and "Adi Kesava." Madhva (or Anandafertha) is the well-known guru of Udupu, who died a.d. 1273.

Purandara Dasa is said to have been born at Purandaragonda, and to have changed from a Shnata to a Valabha. One tradition connects him with Krishna Raja of Vidyanagara on the Tungabhadra.‡ The saying that he spent many days in Pandarpura, is confirmed by one of his songs in which he calls his deity "the lord of Pandari." According to other songs, he knew also the idol-places of Beluru, Tirupati or Tirumalé, a Hurukal, Alagiri, Udupu, and Karkala to the south-east of Udupu.§ It is significant that he often calls Tirupati "Madal girl," † i.e. the hill of the East, or "Mol girl," i.e. the hill above (the Ghatas), thus indicating the position of his usual residence.

The Dasa whom I have called Varaha may perhaps be as properly called Varaha Timmappa, as this signet of his may mean either the Timmappa of Varaha or the deity that is Varaha Timmappa." His beloved place was Tirupati's or Timmappa's hill,* to which he gives also the names of Ahiraja giri, Uraga giri, Naga giri, Phani giri, Seshadri, Kandali giri, Bangara dha (gold-hill), Ajanadri, Vedachala, Sri saila, Sri pati giri, Venkatachala, Atrireshtha giri, and sometimes only Gir, or Bytta (hill). Like Purandara he calls the hill also Mudal giri and Mel giri, occasionally Mudal Kadgiri, i.e. the hill towards the East. He thought also very highly of Udupu, saying, for instance: "The feet that ascend the hill on which Varaha Timmappa is, are the feet that remain firmly standing in Udupu." Timmappa, as another name for the idol Tirupati or Venkata Rama, was also used by Purandara.

Venkata Dasa's songs exclusively refer to Venkata Rama on the Seshadri. Vithala Dasa, Vijaya Dasa, and Madhva Dasa belonged, it seems, to the establishment at Udupu. Vithala may have lived after Purandara, for one of his mudrikas runs thus: "Having said: 'O Vithala, Vithala (Krishna)! Victory, victory! O new (abhinava) Purandara Vithala (i.e. O Vithala of the new Purandara)!' take refuge with Hari!" This supposition may derive a little support from the Dasa song Vithala (Vithoba) Charita, in which the deity is Sri Vithala, who says to the unfortunate child of the story: "Ha, child! listen well! Ha! They shall call me Sri Vithala in the three worlds. My place is Pandaria gara. I have come to save thee." Sri Vithala may point to Vithala Dasa being the author of the song, and Pandari nagara, where superior kind of mango which comes from the grafted trees of that Portuguese locality.

† This may be a corruption (perhaps a mistake in writing) of Aharajagiri (madal = girl), near Madhurá in the south, that is one of the 108 celebrated Vaishnava places. In one song Purandara calls his Banga "the Banga of the Kaviri," a name that points to Srisaila, near Tiruchinanpally.

‡ Of this place he sings: "On the earth in the town called Karkala, opposite to a good Sri Venkatesa, firmly stands a Hanuma, by the grace of Purandara Vithala." There was once a large Jaina establishment at Karkala; the huge Gomuka (a stone image of Jaina worship there was, according to Mr. A. O. Burnell, erected a.d. 1431. A similar image, that, according to tradition, was executed somewhat later and as a rival, is at Yeodu, not very far from Karkala.

* The Timma in Timma appa (father Timma), in this case, I take to be "Tiru," i.e. Sri, and "ava" i.e. he; Tiru-ava = glorious one.
Purandara lived, to his being posterior to Purandara. That Madhva Dasa was later than (or contemporaneous with) Purandara appears certain from his Abhimanyu Kalyana, a song which he composed, “having remembered the feet of the excellent Purandara Dasa.”

There are seven songs more or less connected with Udupu, the author of which I am inclined to call Hayavadana, as this is the constantly recurring epithet of Krishna in the mudridha. The songs of Vaikuntha Dasa in the collection all state that his idol, the Vaikuntha Kesava or Vaikuntha Channiga (i.e. Raiga), was in Velapura; in one he speaks of Sri Ranga Yatra (pilgrimage to a town Sri Ranga? or generally pilgrimage connected with Krishna?), calling, however, his deity Velapuraadha. Another song referred to by one song is Kera vaisi pura, where Sri Subramanya (Sankara) resides, who in another one is entitled Subba Raya, and in the mudrikha of this is spoken of as follows: “On earth in Kukkura pura who has seated himself, he, Isa, is, and no other.” At the renowned place of pilgrimage, I may remark, at the north-western foot of the Coorg mountains, called Subramanya, the general cry is: “Govinda, Govinda!”

I do not know who were the originators of the Vaishnava Dasa movement in the south; but it seems to have been only a new effort for the development of what had been begun already in Ramana’s and Madhva’s time, in opposition to the Smartas or Advaitas, Sankaracharya’s followers. Let us see.

Madhva Dasa says: “From love to man in the Kali age Vishnu came down. He, the best of all, took care of the Urdhva Puratra* doctrine (mata) that had become unstable (chalita), and remembered Madhva muni. Remember ye our Madhva muni, who is the slave (kinkara) of the feet of the Narahari Gopala that is very firm on the coast of the excellent (pura) sea which is great in the world!” And in a song of 66 verses he goes:

* The perpendicular sectarian mark; the Smartas put horizontal marks on their forehead.
† Compare the Vira Saivas! According to the Karnataka Basava Purana, the struggles between Saivas and Vaishnavas existed under the Chola kings; and later, under the Bijajas of Keladi, they were still fighting against each other. According to the Chalas (raja) Basava Purana (of A.D. 1855), the fight was also continually going on still later. For their service to Saivas the Bijajas accepted the term dasaham, using it as a declining substantive. Instead of dasa the Lingitas generally use sarana; the Vaishnavas, as far as I know, do not make so much use of this term, at least in the Desa Puranas. Vira Vaishnavas or Suddha Vaishnavas are Brahmins predominantly or wholly devoted to Vishnu.

on: “Bow to the lord of the guru Madhva charya! Say with praise that Hari is truly the supreme deity! Except Hari there is no perceptible supreme deity. You must read Hari’s tale, you must read the vedas that say there is Duality (devya) in the One. Have continual intercourse with the Vira Vaishnavas! Do not adore all the deities you see! Join the Hari Dasa, saying: ‘They are my relations!’ Burn thy bad deeds in the fire of Hari’s tale! The name of Govinda is the origin of the sun for all darkness. Go to emancipation (moksha) by steadily following the Madhva doctrine! Say the world is the imperishable Vithala (Krishna)! Continually remember the thousand names of Hari! Perform Madhva’s pujad with devotion! Say, that of all which is going on, Ranga’s pilgrimage is the best! As Radha put her desire on Raiga, quickly place your love in Mukunda (Vishnu)! To overcome the fear of death, daily think of and bow to him who is one with the eternal spirit! Love Narasimha, and thus burn the germ-body (lilagona), and thus burn the dreaded births connected with Advaita! Look upon Madhva’s doctrine as the true Hari doctrine! See the Hari Dasa in this Kali age, and thus get rid of your sins you have committed from want of (Hari) knowledge! Observe the doctrine of the Guru that favours the Tulu Brahmins! He who knows the sweetness of Hari’s name knows indeed; to him who knows it, sugar and honey do not match it. Come and eat the dainties of Hari’s tale! The charm (mantra) that raises the unknowing ignorant is the charm that the Hari Dasa is kind enough to give.” And in other places he says: “In a ship our Raiga came, he came to Udupu and remained there. See, O mother!” “Say: Hari, Govinda, thou who, in the world, tookest thy seat in Udupu, didst found the Madhva doctrine in the world, didst fulfil the wishes of devotees, Krishna, lord of Madhva, who art with thy followers (garana)! “Treating with the twenty-one (?) doctrines, telling people the
Madhvāśāstra, and being a full servant of the great Hayavadana, the strong Madhvāchārya shone on earth. "Believe in the good master of the best guru, Madhvamuni!" "On the orbit (of the earth), in the great Kudumapura (Uḍupi?), excessively shines and appears to devotees the love of Krishna, who is the lord of Madhva."

(Madhva—) Hayavadana sings: "Quickly kill the wicked people, O good (nalla) lord of Madhva! If thou dost not kill, the wicked people of the Kali age will remain. All were throwing stones at thy pājā, yes! Beautiful Hayavadana, kill them! Make us victorious!" "Madhva’s doctrine is necessary: the difference (bheda) regarding Hari is necessary; to dispute with the wicked people is necessary."

Vithala, in describing Uḍupi, says: "The Yatis (or Sādhu) of Uḍupi’s eight residences (matha) are performing, for Krishna, the pājā which the most excellent Śrīmadāchārya, Guru of the Vira Vaishnava, commanded. If ye adore Vithala, who stowed away the untruth of the Ācārita āstras, and who is the most excellent and the chief life-lord of the Sūḍhā Vaishnavas, he, being in Uḍupi, will support you all."

Some of Vārāha’s expressions are: "Where the lord of Madhva sits, is Kāli." "People, seeing (him), say with a sneer: ‘Pray near Vāraha Timmappa, who is on the eastern hill, eats jungle fruit, and plays on the summit!’ (Wait only!) The Kali king has come!" (i.e. probably Kalki.) "Vāraha Timmappa, as the son of Nanda Gopa, saw the austerities of Anandatirtha (Madhvaachārya), and seated himself in Chandrapura (i.e. Uḍupi)."

"The glorious Madhva Rāya became a Sūḍhā Vaishnava, raised the world, brought the dear idol of Krishna (to Uḍupi), and put it up. Bow down all to Madhva Rāya! All the doctrines of all the Rishis hid themselves; the doctrine of Madhva Rishi became apparent." "Thou, O Krishna, placed thy foot and seated thyself in Uḍupi, that is the best place in the world." "On the throne, called Siddhānta Vaishnava, he (Krishna) appears in his lovely form. Accepting the pleasing pājā with the sounds of musical instruments, Madhva’s Krishna came to Chandrapura."

No doubt, as if one had brought and put up Vāraha Timmappa, well dost thou stand (there, O Krishna!)." Speaking somewhat allegorically about the ashes used for the marks on the forehead, Vāraha Dāsa observes: "That Skārtas put on the name (the sectarian mark on the forehead of Vaishnavas) and largely spread the name of Hari, is a right thing! Put on ashes! Sūḍhā Vaishnavas have heard and know the root of them."

Vijaya Dāsa utters the following: "He who joins the feet of the glorious Anantatirtha, and remembers the lotus-feet of Śrī Vijaya Vithala, gets rid of the fetters of hell." "The good luck of all the Dāsas is to be born as Brahmans, to be instructed in the doctrine of Madhva, and with distinction to perform the aversion (to the world, vinakta) connected with devotion (bhakti)."

Purandara says: "Remembering Purandara Vithala is sufficient; why should one go to Vāraṇasi?" "He who sees and does not worship Purandara Vithala is a great fool." "May Purandara Vithala have compassion, he who came to Uḍupi, took a firm seat there, and from love gives the true devotees what they wish for," "he the beautiful (chēla = Raṇa) Krishna of Uḍupi." "In this country, since old times, there were no knowers of the Veda (veda jña), they saw (i.e. used to study), the Vedānta āstras; in the places of the Adi mātri was only the name of Śrīdharā (Vaiṣṇava), and pājā in abundance. O Vaiṣṇava, who art to be known by the Vedānta!" "The stupid Paṇḍita ought not to say: ‘I am the Brahma. Ha, ha, O man! Why didst thou become ruined? Ha, ha, thou leftst Hari’s worship!’ "In the Kali age Madhva-chārya came down to the earth, did away with the ‘I am Ha’, broke Śaṅkara’s doctrines into pieces, reviled the Māyās (the doctrines concerning the māyā), and did away with the meshwork of the Maha āstras (heresies). Without delay have it proclaimed by beat of drum: ‘Among the gurus there is none like guru Madhva-chārya! In the whole world none are like the Vaishnavas!’ In the whole world I see not any who had the same power as guru Madhva-chārya.” "To do service to Hari is the highest stage (parama pada).” "He who does not adore Purandara Vithala is indeed a thorough low-caste fellow (bhōṣya)!” As a specimen of one of
Purandara's entire songs, I adnnc the following one:

Refrain:—
“All the gods are behind (i.e. beneath) Vishnu; In charming devotion all are behind the Snake-lord (gānaṇaṁ, i.e. dātātha)!”

Song:—
“All the stream-pilgrimages (Tīrtha) are behind the Vishnu-ammonite (sulodrāna); All the published books (prakāṭa grantha) are behind the Bhārata; All trees are behind the sacred Tulasi; All vitality (chaitanyā) is behind the wind (ādya).” (v. 1.)
All the vows are behind Madhava’s doctrine-see;
All the various castes (varṇa) are behind the Brahmanas (vipra);
All the excellent gifts are behind the gift of food.
Regarding (literally, among) the Rishis—they are behind Aryama devatā. (v. 2.)
Regarding the good—they are behind Amba-rāhiha;
And the practices (dharma) are behind bathing (mūlajna);
In the whole world all are behind the badges of honour
That are in being called aroud devotee of Purandara Viṣhala.” (v. 3.)

Let us now hear Kanaka Dāsa, the fowler. He says: “One ought not to perform puja to the stones of this earth (i.e. to Liṅgas). One should not go to hell by the way of reviling Hari and extolling Hanum.” “Who else are in great darkness but the ruined wicked ones, who at each word revile Hari, call Śiva the best of all, bow to him, show forth (or point out) all song-books (gīta grantha, regarding him), have proofs (for their assertions) adduced from the Vedānta, make vows, shake off their (mental) agony, think of murder, and are wanting in good manners?” “What good deed or what bad deed is there in Ādi Kesava’s Dāsas? Theirs is true grace and absorption!”

* Compare the expression of Madhava Dasa already quoted: “Do not adore all the deities (daivas) you see!”
Purandara once attacks the Nādu daivas (gṛmha daivas), such as Veḷumma, Nārapa, Eḻinama, Jēvapa, Kēkara, all of which are connected with Śiva. When Kanaka, in another song, says: “The temple (gūḍ) in which there is no god is like a deserted shop,” he no doubt thinks that a Śiva idol ought to be there.
† In front of many Liṅgāṅita temples there is a stone bull on a pillar.
† In another song he has translated Rajata into Kanarese, so that the place is Bēḷlipura, silver town. Another song has the madrikā: “Shakhdh Rajatabara Krishna,” where it certainly means “Udupu Krishna.” Rajatabar (silver mountain) is Kālāsa, but Kālāsa is also in Udupu. As in the Mahābhārata Śiva and Krishna worship sometimes appears as being curiously blended, it does so also in the Bēḷlipura song of Purandara. Here follow two verses: “In the spot (kaḷheta) where he with the hatchet is, the place called Udupu that appears in West and East as two, is even one body, one Mūḍha (śiva). Because Krishna with the churning-stick stands (there), it is the best (place) in the world; when the poverty of the poor souls Udupu, it is quickly got rid of. As is the general custom (vighaṁ), I will pay to him who appears equal to Bēḷlipura’s lord Anantaśa Varaha Tiṁ.
stand, the tongue is the pen; now and then to write and present the account of the glory of Hari's name is my occupation."

Regarding the service (seevā) of the Dāsa, Varāha prays: "Through Vyāsa is the Veda service, through Pārśāvara the Smṛiti service, the wholesome Vṛata (yow) service through Rukmāngada; make thou the service to become a Dāsa rise in me! I will become a servant (seevi)"! "Thy service (seevā), thy worship (pūjā), thy name are on my tongue, O Varāha Timmappa!" "If Hari's thought (dhyāna), Hari's worship (pūjā), the praise (kārtana) of Hari's name, the dance (nartana) of Hari's devotion (bhakti), Hari's services (seevā) do not appear (to thee) severally, with perseverance call Varāha Timmappa, O mind!" And, in a refrain, Vijaya sings: "This is the Dāsa's lot: they fill all countries.

Some of the songs are didactic, reminding of the sure approach of death or of hell, and thus exhorting to worship Krishna; or inculcating some sort of judicious (sometimes quaint) or moral conduct. Others refer to the feats of Bāla Krishna; others enjoin the pūjā of the Tulaśī or that at Daśamis, Ekaśāśi, Daśāśi, &c.; others contain an enumeration of the ten incarnations (dāvatvāra); others relate how Krishna helped the Pāṇḍavas and killed the Kauravas (as the partisans of Śiva); others are rather impatient prayers under difficulties; one or two are morning songs to awaken the idol to receive the offerings brought; others describe the dress of the idol; others recommend a pilgrimage to Tirupati or give a description of such a one, &c. Purandara, in three songs, containing together 237 verses, paints the different pūjās connected with the Uḍupa establishment, as they take place under ordinary circumstances or at festivals. Idolatry has, to a large extent, been promoted by the Kṛṇātaka Dāsa movement.

A reference to Chaitanya, the Baṅgaḷī I have found nowhere in the Kṛṇātaka Dāsa padas; Chaitanya as an epithet of Kṛishna, however, occurs a few times.

Mangalpur, 22nd July 1873.

---

LEGENDS OF THE EARLIER CHUḌASAMĀ RĀS OF JUNĀGAH.

BY MAJOR J. W. WATSON, ACTING POLITICAL SUPERINTENDENT, PAHLANPUR.

The bards relate that Vāḷa Rāma Rājā, son of Vāḷa Warsingji, reigned at Junāgaḥ and Vanthali. He was famed for his munificence, and it is told of him that when his beard was shaved for the first time, he gave in charity twenty-one villages and distributed fifty lakhs of rupees as alms to the poor. Rāma Rājā was of the Vāḷa race. It is said in Saurāṣṭra that previous to the rise of the kingdom of Junāgaḥ-Vanthali Valabhinagar was the capital of Gujarāt. The rise of Valabhi is thus told by the bards. The Gupta kings reigned between the Ganges and Jamnā rivers. One of these kings sent his son Kūmāra Pāl Gupta to conquer Saurāṣṭra, and placed his Viceroy Chakrapāṇi, son of Prāṇāī, one of his Amirs, to reign as a provincial Governor in the city of Wāmanasthali (the modern Wantali). Kūmāra Pāl now returned to his father's kingdom. His father reigned 23 years after the conquest of Saurāṣṭra and then died, and Kūmāra Pāl ascended the throne. Kūmāra Pāl Gupta reigned 20 years and then died, and was succeeded by Skanda Gupta, but this king was of a weak intellect. His Senāpati, Bhāṭāraka, who was of the Gehloti race, taking a strong army, came into Saurāṣṭra and made his rule firm there. Two years after this Skanda Gupta died. The Senāpati now assumed the title of King of Saurāṣṭra, and, having placed a Governor at Wāmanasthali, founded the city of Valabhinagar. At this time the Gupta race were dethroned by foreign invaders. The Senāpati was a Gehlot, and his forefathers reigned at Ayodhyā Nagarī until displaced by the Gupta dynasty. After founding Valabhi he established his rule in Saurāṣṭra, Kacchh, Lāṭ-desh, and Mālwa. The Vāḷaś were a branch of the Gehlots. After the fall of Valabhi the Vāḷa governor of Wāmanasthali became independent. Rām Rājā had no son, but his sister was married to the Rāja of a temple (gūra) of the three gods, so that it is Brahma pura, Kailāsa, and Vaiṣṇu pura, being guru Brahma, guru Vishnu, and guru Mahādeva. I have inquired and learned that Brahmaṁ named Uḍupa also Rājapura.
Nagar Thathá, who was of the Sammá tribe. This sister’s son was named Rá Gário, and Rám Rája bequeathed to his nephew Rá Gário the kingdom of Junagadh-Wanthalí, and Rá Gário was the first of the Chudasama Rás of Junagadh. Rá Gário collected an army and attacked the Raja of Kanauj, Devgar by name, and after a great battle defeated Devgar and took Kanauj, Devgar fleeing to the banks of the Ganges. The following poetry commemorates this conquest:—

The third from Rá Gário was Rá Dyás, or Dyakh, as he is also called. His favourite wife was Sorath Rání. Rá Dyás was famed for his munificence, and the bard’s declare that he gave away his head in charity to a Cháran. This story is probably invented to conceal or account for the conquest of Junagadh by a king of Paṭān. If Anhilwáda Paṭān is meant, this king can have been none other than Wan Ráj Chaura, as Rá Dyás is said to have died in 860-61. The story runs as follows:—

The daughter of the king of Paṭān had come on a visit to Somnáth. Rá Dyás saw her, and, becoming enamoured of her, endeavoured to compel her to marry him. The king of Paṭān, hearing of this, sent a large army against Rá Dyás and defeated him in the field. Rá Dyás, however, shut himself up in the impregnable fort of Girná, and laughed to scorn the efforts of the Paṭān army. The king of Paṭān, after a long siege, despaired of reducing the fort. He was about to return to his own country, when a Cháran named Bihal offered to put him in possession of the place, on condition of being given a large reward. The king offered him an enormous reward, and Bihal agreed to give him the head of Rá Dyás, and it was agreed that when the garrison were occupied with the funeral ceremonies the Paṭān army should attack the fort. The Cháran, knowing the munificent character of the Rá, determined to ask of him his head as a gift, and in his capacity of a Cháran easily obtained admission into the citadel. The night before this plot was formed, Sorath Rání dreamed that she saw a headless man. On consulting the astrologers they told her that her husband would shortly cut off his head and give it away in alms. As Sorath Rání had much influence in Junagadh, she ordered her husband into captivity and imprisoned him in a bastion until the fated time should be past. During this time no one was allowed to have access to him except they who supplied him with food. The Cháran therefore went outside the bastion and there began to chant verses in praise of Rá Dyás, and to play on a musical instrument called a janta. Rá Dyás hearing him looked out, and, seeing the Gadvi, threw out of the window a lóth or rope with a stout stick at the end, on which to sit. The Gadvi sat on the stick and held the rope with his hands, and thus Rá Dyás drew him up.
into the bastion. The following duko is said regarding this:

\[
\text{If thou give not, O Dyás, thy head to the beggar,}
\]

Thus the desire of Dyás Rā of Sorasth was never frustrated.

The Cháran was asked by Rā Dyás to name his own reward, and demanded as his guerdon the head of the Rā, and the Rā consented to give it to him. In the meantime, however, Sorasth Rāni was informed that a Cháran had gained access to the Rā, and that he had asked for the Rā's head. She accordingly came quickly to the bastion where the Rā was confined, and thus addressed the Cháran:

\[
\text{There are here many elephants and many horses also in the stables.}
\]

I have no lack of them, but give me now the beloved head.

At this time the sister of Rā Dyás, hearing of what had happened, came to the bastion, and thinking it was useless to attempt to dissuade her brother she thus addressed him:

\[
\text{Brother, cut off your head and give it to the beggar:}
\]

To the munificent to act thus is sweet as khir, to the miser it is most difficult.

Last of all came the mother of Rā Dyás, and she too, seeing his fixed determination, encouraged him and addressed to him this duko:

\[
\text{The cart has sunk. The driver must be protected at all hazards.}
\]

O grandson of Uda! give your shoulder and raise it up.

When this couplet was read, the AHIRS collected together at Devait Bodar's house and prepared to fight. The Thápadar, however, becoming impatient as Noghań did not come, went
with a force to Alidar Bojlihar and took with him Devait Bodar. Devait, seeing that resistance would be useless, brought his own son Uga, who was of Noghjan's age, to the Thanaadar. The Thanaadar at once put him to death and returned to Junagadh. After the departure of the Thanaadar, Devait Bodar sent for his son-in-law Sanstio, an inhabitant of Alidar, and confided to him the fact of Noghjan being concealed at his house, and requested his advice as to the best mode of seating him on the throne of Junagadh. Sanstio replied, "Let us collect Ahirs on the occasion of my marriage to your daughter, and let us then invite the Thanaadar to the wedding, and at that time proclaim Noghjan king with the aid of our army." This being determined on, a day was fixed for the nuptials, and the Thanaadar was invited. He came with his army to Alidar Bojlihar. His men were placed separately in a large enclosure, and pretended preparations for the feast were made. Suddenly the Ahirs fell upon them and put them to the sword. Rá Noghjan was now proclaimed king, and seated on the throne of Junagadh. The following dudo is said in praise of Devait:

When none could give even a dobra in alms, Devait Bodar gave his son Uga the grandson of Ugamsi.

May fame always attend on all the Bodardas, Who giving Uga as a substitute saved Rá Noghjan.

Rá Noghjan ascended the gádi in Samvat 874. In Samvat 875 there was a terrible famine in Sarasath, and the Ahirs went to Sindh to obtain food, and Jásal daughter of Devait accompanied them. Hamir Sumro, the king of Sindh, seeing her beauty, was enamoured of her, and carried her off by force. Hearing this, Rá Noghjan collected an army and went to Sindh and defeated Hamir and rescued Jásal. He then returned to Junagadh and reigned there till his death, in Samvat 916. Rá Noghjan had four sons: 1. Bhlm; 2. Sodo; 3. Kuvat; and 4. Khengar. Khengar, the youngest son, succeeded him, and it is this Khengar whose queen, the beautiful Ranik Devi, became a sati at Wadhwan after her husband's defeat and subsequent death.

In this bardic account of the rise of the Chudasamás the principal feature of interest is the extremely old Gujarátí of the poetry. The translations are perhaps liable to correction, indeed it is very difficult to make anything out of the first set of verses. I may here mention that the legend of Rá Dyás under different forms is extremely common throughout Gujarát, Kathiawár, Kachch, and Sindh. The Sindhi version of the legend will be found in Captain G. Stack's Sindhi Grammar.

There is considerable difficulty in assigning a correct date to Rá Gário. In one version of the verses regarding Rá Gário's conquest of Kanauj the word Jayachandra occurs instead of Ráj-Indra. Now if this were the Jayachandra whose daughter was carried off by Prithirjia Chobán, Rá Gario's date would be about the end of the 12th century of the Christian era. Again, if the ballad quoted by Mr. Kinloch Forbes in the Ráa Mód be accepted as correct, and as the year of the accession of Siddhrája was A.D. 1094, and as only Rá Noghjan intervened between Rá Dyás and Rá Khengar, it would be impossible to accept the date of Samvat 860-61 (A.D. 803-4) as the date of Rá Dyás. The following explanation may perhaps throw some light on the question. In the Sindhi version the king (of Patan) is called Anera. It is well known to all who have consulted bards that though almost always correct in their main facts, they are almost always incorrect in details. Especially regarding the kingdom of Anhilwádí Patan the greatest confusion prevails. To the kings of this capital are assigned almost all the famous deeds performed in Gujarát, and among these kings Karmár Pála and Siddhrája Jesingh are the ones most frequently quoted. They are assigned by one legend to the 9th, by others to the 10th, 11th, even 12th centuries. If then in the case of Rá Dyás, his foe be simply made some mighty Rája—possibly Anera of Somnath Patan or of Dhank, known also as Prea Patan and Rehewas Patan—the difficulty vanishes, especially if in the case of Mr. Forbes's legend Siddhrája's name be considered merely as a synonym of some mighty king, and numerous instances might be given of Siddhrája's name being used in this way. An instance occurs to me in the Jethvá chronicles where the name of
Kumár Pāla is thus used. The Jethvā chronicles say that the title of Rāṇā was derived from a defeat by Jethva Sāngji of the Wāghelā -Rāṇā of Anhilwāḍa Paṭṭan, Kumár Pāla’s son Karsanji or Krishṇaji. The Jethvā is said to have defeated Karsanji and taken him prisoner, but to have released him at the intercession of the neighboring chiefs, among whom was Ak-haṛūjī of Sirohi. A condition of the release was that the Wāghelā should resign the title of Rāṇā, which has from that day been held by the Jethvā Chief of Porbandar. The bardic couplet regarding this battle is as follows:

चंद्रगुल Ṛक्षण शस्त्र गुणवत्ता आयर्वी
स्वरूप राज गुणां राजः अवतार.

Saṅgāji, with a body like the sun, founded a (new) title; while the Rāṇā who descended into the Rāṇā had his title of Rāṇā burned to ashes.

Now as Akhaṛūjī of Sirohi ascended the gdāṭi in Sahvat 1580 (A.D. 1524), it is clear that this could not be Kumár Pāla of Anhilwāḍa Paṭṭan, and it is highly probable that the Wāghelā Rāṇā in question was Rāṇā Maṇḍanji of Gedī in Waghas; or possibly Rāṇā Visāl Dē of Morwāḍ, both of whom were Wāghelā Rāṇās and contemporaries, being both of them sons of Rāṇā Vanoji of Gedī. Rāṇā Visāl Dē’s date is known from the inscription on the Rāṇā Wāv near Morwāḍ, to have been Saṁ. 1516, or A.D. 1460. His younger brother Maṇḍanji succeeded to the gdāṭi, and is in all probability the Rāṇā in question, if it be not Visāl Dē himself, who may have essayed to conquer Morbī after his establishment at Morwāḍ. If this slight alteration then be made in the names of the sovereigns of Paṭṭan in the legends in question, the dates given in Ranchotji Devān’s history may be accepted as the approximately correct ones. The legend about Rā Gārīo styles him grandson of Rāo Chuda, who was probably Chuḍachand Yadav, and who is well known in the contemporary annals of the Rājpūt houses. Tod assigns to Rāo Chuḍachand the date Saṁ. 960 (A.D. 904), whereas if he were grandfather of Rā Gārīo, Saṁ. 760 (A.D. 704) would be nearer the mark. This discrepancy is difficult to reconcile, but as in the main features of the legend respecting Rā Gārīo there is no striking improbability, I would be inclined to assign to Rāo Chuḍachand the older date. Rāo Chuḍachand is said to have originated the name Chuḍāsamā, his descendents being called Chuḍā-Samās. Rā Gārīo would thus be the second Chuḍāsamā. Looking also at the antiquity of the Chuḍāsamā dynasty, its introduction into Kāṭhiawād at about the middle of the eighth century of the Christian era seems also probable, and this account fits in with the Vālā and Gehlot chronicles. However it may be, these legends may, in abler hands than mine, form a connecting link between the era of the Valabhi kings and the consolidation of the Chuḍāsamā rule in Saurashtra. A better translation also of the Gujarāti verses might throw more light on the subject, and this I doubt not might be furnished by many of the readers of the Antiquary. Possibly, however, the king of Paṭṭan who fought with Rā Khengār was Mula Rāja Solanki. In the account by Kinloch Forbes of Mula Rāja’s warfare in Saurashtra (see Edā Madā, vol. I. pp. 53 etc. and 154 etc.), quoting from both the Dvadvīdyā and the Prabhānḍ Chintāmanī, the Lord of Wāmanasthali is described as a Shepherd King, or Āhir Rāṇā. Now both Noghan and Khengār might fairly be called by such a name, as Noghan was placed on the throne by the aid of the Āhirs. It will be seen by referring to the Sindhi version of the legend of Rā Dyās that the account given therein of the cause of quarrel between Anerā and the Rā is almost exactly the same as the one in the Turi’s version quoted by Mr. Forbes. Mr. Forbes represents Lākha Phulāṇi to have been slain by Mularāja, but he also mentions that the honour of slaying Lākha has been also claimed by Siṅhoji Rāṭhōḍ. It will, I think, be easy to prove that Lākha Phulāṇi did not live for upwards of four centuries after Mularāja, and as the descendents of Siṅhoji Rāṭhōḍ still enjoy lands in Gujarāt, and as the Wāghelā chronicles show Mulūji, the conqueror of Sirdāraghī in Kāṭhiawād, and founder of the Sirdārī Wāghelās, to have been a contemporary of Lākha, and that it was Mulūji who with Siṅhoji Rāṭhōḍ defeated Lākha at Adkot, where Lākha fell by the hand of Siṅhoji, it may fairly be inferred that Lākha was a contemporary of Wāghelā Mulūji. Professor Wilson has pointed out (in Bombay Government Records No. XV. New Series) that the era of Lākha Ghurārā has been antedated by 621 years. This would make the death of Lākha, if the Jhādejā chronicles be
followed, to have taken place in Saṁvat 1522, the Jñādejā chronicles assigning Saṁvat 901 as the date of Lākhā’s death. Now if a corresponding deduction be made from this date to that proposed to be added to the date given by Ranchodji Devān, a date might be found for Lākhā that would perhaps fulfill all the conditions required. At present if Saṁ. 901 be doubtless too early, so also is Saṁ. 1522 too late for Lākhā’s death. Still there can, I think, be no doubt that the dates assigned by Professor Wilson are very much more correct than any that have hitherto been allowed, except perhaps that assigned by Col. Tod; and if it be admitted that one chronicle is incorrect in dates to a certain extent, there seems no valid reason to doubt why the dates of the Jñādejā chronicles should be accepted without question. It is only, however, by tracing the contemporary Wāghelā Rānās, as well as the Chūḷāsāma Rās, that a final decision can be arrived at on this point. These rough speculations may perhaps be useful to other and more advanced historical students. In conclusion I may state that the date of Wāghelā Muliṣi must be about Saṁvat 1400 to 1420. This date is founded on an inscription on a well near Morwāḍa of Rānā Vīṣal Dē of Saṁ. 1516, mentioned above. Now Vīṣal Dē was the son of Wanoji; Wanoji was the son of Surkhājī; Surkhājī was the son of Lunoji; Lunoji was the son of Unjī; and Unjī was the son of Muliṣi;—in all five generations. The date therefore assigned to Muliṣi cannot possibly be far wrong if the inscription be admitted to be correct.

MUSALMĀN REMAINS IN THE SOUTH KONKAN.

BY A. K. NAIRNE, Esq., Bo. C.S.

II.—Ports south of Ratnāgiri.

There is no other port in the Southern Konkan so prominent in history as Dābhōl, about which I have already written, and which one of the earliest European travellers spoke of as the most southerly port belonging to the Musalmāns. But though the other ports are not so distinguished, I shall be able to show much more clearly than in the case of Dābhōl the routes which travellers took from them to the Musalmān capitals of Bijāpur and Golconda.

Little more than twenty miles south of Dābhōl is the fine river Sāstrī, with the fort of Jayaγaṅḍh at its mouth, and the town of Sangamevar thirty miles up. I am not aware of the Musalmāns ever having had any considerable station on this river, and, though it is quite possible they may have had, it does not seem that they can ever have required a second port so near Dābhōl, while at the same time this river would be too far north for a short route to either of the southern capitals. Ratnāgiri, about 20 miles south of Jayaγaṅḍh, has never been a port or a place of trade, although the fort is one of the finest on the coast. About 18 miles south of this, however, is the small river Muckhkhundī, with the fort of Purangaṅḍh at its mouth: a little way up is the white tomb of a pīr visible from the sea, to which Musalmān sailors in passing make offerings. The scenery of this river is particularly fine, and about 12 miles up is the town of Sātavalli, which, though now entirely decayed, is said to have been a place of some importance in the time of the Musalmāns, and to have had a considerable trade. Not only has it still a large Musalmān population, with remains of mosques, a small fort and other buildings, but there are also to be traced roads leading in almost every direction up the very steep hills by which the town is surrounded, though no single one of them appears to have been repaired for several generations. One of these roads leads through Lānjē and Prabhāvalli to Viṣālgadh. Lānjē stands in a fine open plain, and is said to have been formerly a large town, and there is a tomb which is believed to be that of a princess who died here on a journey. Prabhāvalli also is known to have been formerly a large place and a chief station of the Musalmāns, but it is more decayed even than Sātavalli or Lānjē. I have only seen it from a distance, but am told that it contains no more signs of its former importance than the remains of some mosques, one of which is known to have been the Jamma Mējīd, and the foundations of large houses. This village lies immediately under the fortress of Viṣālgadh, and the ɡhāt is still passable for bullocks. The distance from
Sátaválī to Viśálgaḍh is well under 30 miles, and, from the comparative levelless of the road over the greater part of the distance, there can be no doubt that when Viśálgaḍh and Prabhāvatī were held by the Musalmāns, Sátavālī would have been the most convenient port for their inhabitants. The ghāts of Viśálgaḍh, Anuskurā, and Baurā are said by Graham to have been constructed by the Musalmāns about 1600 A.D., and though no doubt this date is a mere guess, yet it corresponds sufficiently with the flourishing days of the Bijāpur kingdom.

Viśálgaḍh itself, as it was one of the strongest of the ghāt fortresses, so it is also one of the most celebrated in history, and is said by Graham to have been in the 12th century the seat of government of the western portion of the country. From the Konkan it is by no means a prominent object, as the hill of Māchāḷ, connected with it only by a narrow ledge 200 feet or so below the brow of each hill, projects further out into the Konkan. A similar narrow ledge and equally depressed connects Viśálgaḍh with the main line of the ghāts, so that when fortified the approach was equally difficult to invaders either from the Konkan or the Dekhan. The fort was dismantled about thirty years ago by our Government, the inner walls and works being entirely demolished, and even of the outer walls only a very small portion remains. Its present inhabitants are a few servants of the Pant Pritinidhi, to whom it belongs, and one old Musalmān who looks after the two mosques. These are intact, and there are also two large gateways of Muhammadan architecture. In one of these mosques is hanging a gigantic pair of iron fetters, the tradition concerning which is that they would of themselves fall off the arms of an innocent person, so that any one accused of an offence might claim to be tried by this ordeal. Close to where they hang is a Persian inscription let into the wall. Graham, in his Report on the Principality of Kolhapoor, states that the earliest Persian inscriptions in the fort are of A.D. 1234 and 1247, the first commemorating the capture of the fort by the Muhammadans under Malik Rahim, who, from another inscription dated sixty years later, appears to have enjoyed during life a high odour of sanctity and was canonized after death, miracles being wrought through invocation of his name at the shrine. The tablet and fetters mentioned above are therefore probably both connected with this saint. But there is a difficulty about the two inscriptions mentioned by Graham. Not only is the earliest date fully fifty years earlier than the first recorded expedition of the Musalmāns into the Dekhan, but Ferishtah distinctly states that Viśálgaḍh (then called Khelnā) was first taken by the Musalmāns in 1469. Nor is it likely that a place in so retired a situation should have been attacked by them in any of their very early expeditions, while the authority of Ferishtah is particularly reliable as to that part of the country, owing to his having resided for many years at Bijāpur.

The circumstances which preceded this capture of Viśálgaḍh are interesting. There had been expeditions into the Konkan by the troops of Gulpargā in 1429 and 1436 under Malik-ul-Tujār, and various of the Hindu Rājas had been subdued and made to pay tribute. In 1453 the same leader commanded another expedition, and after reducing several Rājas, one of the Sirkē family agreed to become a Musalmān and a faithful servant of the king, on the condition that the general should first reduce his rival Shankar Rāi, Rāja of Khelnā, and he undertook himself to guide the army through the difficult country that lay between his own fort and Khelnā. This offer was accepted, and during the first two days of the march Rāja Sirkē led the troops along a broad road. But on the third day they entered a very different sort of country, and the following literal translation, by Briggs, of Ferishtah's description is worth giving:—"The paths were so intricate that the male tiger from apprehension might change his sex, and the numerous serpents and the furtive lock of the fair, and more difficult to escape from than the mazes of love. Demons even might start at the precipices and caverns in those wilds, and ghosts might be panic-struck at the awful view of the mountains. Here the sun never enlivened with its splendour the valleys; nor had Providence designed that it should penetrate their depths. The very grass was tough and sharp as the tongues of serpents, and the air fetid as the breath of dragons. Death dwelt in the waters, and poison impregnated the

breeze. After winding, weary and alarmed, through these dreadful labyrinths, the army entered a darker forest, a passage through which was difficult even to the winds of heaven. It was bounded on three sides by mountains whose heads towered above the clouds, and on the other side was an inlet of the ocean, so that there was no path by which to advance in retreat but that by which they had entered. The troops were by nightfall of course excessively fatigued, and then Raja Shirk sent for Shankar Raja, who came with a great force and fell on the Musalmans. The general, five hundred noble Sayids, and nearly seven thousand Musalmân soldiers, besides Abyssinians and Dekhanis, were killed on this occasion, the few survivors escaping above the ghâts.

The exact place where this massacre took place has never been ascertained, but Grant Duff thinks that it was not very far from Vîsâlgâdh, which is so probable, not only from the Raja of that place being so particularly mentioned, but also from the nature of the country described. Even now, with all the improvement of the country, there are very few parts of the Southern Konkan where an army of 10,000 men could march without the greatest difficulty; and the tract of country lying beneath and a little to the north of Vîsâlgâdh, between the towns of Sangam eswar and Lânjâ is almost the only open plain of any extent in the collectorate. Anywhere across this an army might easily have marched for two days, but it would need but a slight deviation either to the west towards Sâtavalli, or to the east towards Vîsâlgâdh itself, to get into hills and gorges which in those days must almost have come up to the description given by Ferishtah. If it be a fact that an inlet of the ocean was on one side, then the immediate neighbourhood of Sâtavalli would answer, the description: otherwise, as to the closeness of the valleys and the height of the hills, Prabhânvalli seems the most likely place. At all events it is most probable that the massacre took place somewhere in the country which lies beneath and in front of the most projecting point of Vîsâlgâdh.

This misfortune to the Musalmân arms was not avenged till 1469, when Khwaja Mahmud Gawan, the prime minister, collected a large force, and by constant hard labour and with many precautions cut his way through the jungles, and at last after an unsuccessful siege of Khelna for five months, interrupted by the monsoon, succeeded, partly by stratagem and partly by bribery, in getting possession of this fortress. He spent the rest of this season and the whole of the next in ravaging the country, and so, apparently, reduced the whole of the Râjas to subjection, finishing up by taking Goa from the Vidyangaar troops. As this is stated as the period of the reduction of the whole of the Konkan, we may reasonably suppose that the establishment of the Musalmans at Prabhânvalli and Sâtavalli took place soon after this. Two hundred years later, after being captured by Sivaji, Vîsâlgâdh was twice unsuccessfully besieged by the whole force of Aurangzeb, and on one of these occasions the loss of the garrison was so great that on the retreat of the Musalmans seven hundred saffis are said to have taken place among the widows of the defenders who had fallen.

The road from Vîsâlgâdh to Bijapur would probably lie through Mâlkâpur and Kolhâpur,—for this is a very slight deviation from a straight line, and Kolhâpur, or rather the neighbouring fortress of Panâl, was almost as famous in Muhammadan as in Marathi days.

The next place to be mentioned is the creek on which Râjâpur stands. This is one of the oldest towns in the district, and was formerly a place of great trade, which is proved by the English, French, and Dutch all having had factories here in very early days. It had also a great trade with Arabia and the Persian Gulf, and even now two or three Arab Bagalos come there every year. There is good a deal of interest in the way of Hindu temples and traditions, but I am sorry to say I know very little of its Musalmân history, though the Musalmans are still so strong there as to be divided into two very bitter parties and to have several mosques. Though plundered by Sivaji, it appears never to have been much damaged,—owing its security probably to its being so far from the sea; and it has therefore all the appearance of an ancient town, which Dabholi, though undoubtedly much older, has lost. A hill behind the town still preserves the name of Talimkhanad, or gymnastium, and I am told that, though it is not used for the purpose now, the Musalmans of Rajapur still keep
up the education of their young men in gymnastics. Orme says that in 1670 it was a very frequented port belonging immediately to the king of Bijaipur; but this was only shortly before the Konkan fell into Sivaji's hands. And Hamilton, writing of the same period, says that this district produced the finest battelas and muslims in India. In 1686, after the unsuccessful expeditions of Sultan Muazzim, son of Aurangzib, in the Konkan, his brother, Sultan Akbar, who had long been in rebellion against his father, hired a ship commanded by an Englishman at Rajapur, and embarking there sailed to Muscat, and from thence proceeded to Persia.

The creek on which Rajapur stands was guarded about two miles up by the fort of Jaitapur. This also was held by the Musalmans, but I have heard nothing of its history except that in 1676 it was burnt by the Sidi; but it was then, I think, in the possession of the Marathas. It is a place with nothing to recommend it, and has the appearance of having been at best a very second-rate fortress.

The route from Jaitapur and Rajapur to Bijaipur would have been through Baurā (to be mentioned later) and Kolhāpur. The Kājerdī Gāht gives a considerably nearer route to Kolhāpur, but I have never found it mentioned in any history, and there is, I believe, no fort to protect it, as there is above the Prabhānvalī and Baurā Gātā.

The creek at the mouth of which Gheria or Vijayadurg stands, which is the last port I have to mention, is only about five miles south of the Bijaipur creek. Horsburgh speaks of Vijayadurg as "an excellent harbour, the anchorage being land-locked and protected from all winds. There is no bar at the entrance, the depths being from five to seven fathoms." Hamilton speaks of Rajapur as having "the conveniency of one of the best harbours in the world," but he had not himself been there, and must evidently refer to Vijayadurg—since Rajapur cannot more be said to have a harbour than Greenwich or Blackwall, and Jaitapur cannot be meant, as the harbour is both dangerous of access and not well protected. I have been disappointed in not finding any mention of Vijayadurg in the older Musalmān historians, and am unable to account for it, as there is no doubt that it was held by the Musalmāns—firstly, because the older English historians always mention Gheria as the Musalmān name of it, and secondly, because some of the older parts of the fort are distinctly Muhammadan, and quite different from what is found in purely Maratha forts. Thus there are Saracen doors and windows in the three-storied towers, which are themselves uncommon features, and in the inner gateway; and there are also a mosque and the tomb of a pir, the first being in the centre of the fortress, very near the flagstaff mound. The fort also is said to have been only rebuilt, and not built, by Sivaji.

There is no doubt, however, that it is to Sivaji that it owes its finest features—the triple line of walls, the numerous towers, and the massive buildings in the interior—all of which, with its situation, make it by far the grandest fortress I have ever seen. There is a considerable Musalmān population outside the fort, and in many of the villages all up this creek, which is still navigable up to Khārēpātān, although it, like most of the other creeks, has much silted up. The present town of Khārēpātān has a small trade, but is quite insignificant, and its situation hot and confined. But passing through the Musalmān quarter a very rough road leads to a fine open site, lying along the bank of the river and extending a considerable distance, with Musalmān tombs in every direction. Here was the old Musalmān town, and though there is not a house now standing, nor anything except the tombs and the walls of three or four mosques, it is easy to believe that there was once a large town, for there is a fine level space lying above a long reach of the river, and the hills behind this slope very gently upwards. It is said that the sites of twelve or thirteen mosques can be shown, and the one which still remains among the Musalmān houses in the town was the Jamā Masjid, and evidently a building of considerable pretensions. Well outside the present limits of the town is a very large brick tank, nearly dry and quite ruined, an inscription on which states that it was built by a Brāhmaṇ in 1659. Why a Hindu should have built a tank in the middle of the Musalmān part of the town just at the time when the Musalmāns were losing their hold on this part of the country, I certainly cannot explain. Near the middle of the present town is a half-buried stone, which is believed to have been the boundary between the Hindu and the Musalmān.
quarters. There can be no doubt which was the ruling power at the time this division was made, for while the Musalmāns had the whole of the site on the river-bank west of the stone, the Hindus were confined to the steep and narrow valley in which the present town stands. This stone is, of course, the residence of a bhūt, as is also a large rock which stands out above the water close to the present landing-place, and which must have been a serious inconvenience when Khārepatan had a large trade.

Among the many tombs on the hill-side there are a few not otherwise distinguishable from the rest except by lying east and west, instead of north and south as the Musalmān tombs do, and which from this fact and old tradition are said to cover the graves of Jews. And in the middle of the present town there is a colony of Carnatic Jainas and a Jaina temple, the only one, I believe, in the Southern Konkan. In this temple is a small idol of black marble, found in the bed of the river only three or four years ago. The absence of garments and the curly hair are even to ordinary observers proof of its being a Jaina or Buddhist idol, and the deity is identified as Parśvanātha from the seven-headed snake which surrounds the head of the god like a canopy. The proportions are peculiar, but the carving is elaborate, and the image altogether in perfect preservation.

The fact of Jews and Jains having lived in Khārepatan at a distant period would, even without the evidence of the Musalmān ruins, show that it was a much larger place than at present. The Musalmāns, who are as poor as most of their race in this district, say that the old city contained 18,000 houses, and, looking at the tombs and the extent of the ruins, there is no difficulty in believing this. Ferishtah mentions that in 1471 the Portuguese landed and burnt the towns of Ādilābād (a place I have never heard of) and Carapatan, on the shores of the Bijāpur empire, and this is the only reference to the place I have found. There is no doubt that the site of the old town is as superior to that of Rājāpur as the harbour of Gheria is to Jāitāpur; but whether the fact is due to the Portuguese having burnt the town, as mentioned above, or to some other forgotten accident, it is certain that Rājāpur has retained much more wealth and trade than Khārepatan. But as a slight testimony to the former predominance of Musalmāns in both these places, Professor Bhāndārkar told me the other day, as one of his early recollections, that when he first left Mālwan as a boy he was struck on arriving at Khārepatan by finding the Musalmāns making use of the same wells as the Hindus, which in most parts of the collectorate they are not allowed to do.

From Khārepatan to the fort of Baurā there is an easy road of about seven kos, and the ghāt is an old one and easy for bullocks. Colonel Graham, as I have before mentioned, says that it was made by the Musalmāns about 1600. The fort of Baurā stands on a narrow ridge projecting out from the general line of the ghāts, but at a slightly lower level, and is an imposing object both from above and below. But, probably from being easily commanded from above, it seems never to have been of nearly so much importance as Viṣālgadh, Punālā, &c. It is said to have been built by Yusuf Adil Shāh, the first king of Bijāpur, in a.d. 1489. While he was building it, a venerable Musalmān, who gave himself the name of Gedi Pir, visited him in a dream and claimed the site of the fort as his own. The king therefore dedicated the Fort to the Pir, and built in it three tombs, for the Pir himself, his sister, and her son, and over them erected the domed building which still stands as the most prominent feature of the fort. After Śivāji had once taken the fort and once lost it to the Musalmāns, he again took it and gave it to the first Pant Āmatya. The latter believes that he owed victory on a certain occasion to the Pir, and accordingly paid his devotions to the tomb and endowed it with Rs. 350 a year. Since then all the Pants of Baurā have paid divine honours to the Pir, and the common people; Hindu as well as Musalmān, have followed the example of their chiefs, and to this day worship at his tomb on Thursdays. The fort was dismantled in 1845, and the then Pant abandoned it as a residence, and built a new town in a most delightful situation on the edge of the ghāt overlooking the fort. From Baurā to Kolhāpur the road is remarkably level and open. This route, then—by Gheria, Khārepatan, Baurā, and Kolhāpur—must

* Briggs, Tr. vol. IV. p. 540.
certainly have been one of the easiest ways of getting from the coast to Bījāpur, and though perhaps not quite so short as that by Sātavali, yet it was probably much more easily guarded, and safer for unprotected travellers.

I can give no particulars of any old route to the south of this. Gōa was always a much coveted port, but I have only seen the Fon-da Gḥāṭ mentioned in connection with it, which is a long way north. I have no doubt, however, that any one having a better acquaintance than I possess with the district lying between Gōa and the Gḥāṭ would be able to find traces of the Musalmāns along some more direct route.

I must end this by acknowledging that there are many points of interest regarding even the places I have written about which require further elucidation, as I have now only been able to put into shape some rough notes made at different times. And I must particularly mention that the villages on the Bāṅkot creek, about which I have said nothing, contain a larger and more prosperous Musalmān population than any of the places I have mentioned. But I have never found any reference to any of these towns or villages in history previous to the time of the Marāthās; and I am inclined to think that the Musalmāns of this part (known in Bombay by the too general name of Konkani Musalmāns), who differ so strongly from others of their religion in physical appearance, in dress, and in some of their customs, must be descended from seafaring Arabs who settled on this coast, and not from the Musalmān conquerors of India. I know no evidence, however, in favour of this theory, and must leave it as a mere hint to any one who may be able to investigate the subject properly.

JAIN INSCRIPTIONS AT ŚRĀVĀṆA BELGOĻA.

BY LEWIS RICE, BANGALORE.

(Continued from p. 365.)

II.

A long series of the rock inscriptions at Śrāvāṇa Belgoḷa, in the same old characters, consist of what may be termed epitaphs to Jain saints and ascetics, both male and female, or memorials of their emancipation from the body. Specimens are given below, with literal renderings and translations. It is painful to imagine the pangs of slow starvation by which these pitiably beigas gave themselves up to death and put an end to their own existence, that by virtue of such extreme penance they might acquire merit for the life to come. The bitterest satirist of human delusions could hardly depict a scene of sterner irony than the naked summit of this bare rock dotted with emaciated devotees, both men and women, in silent torture awaiting the hour of self-imposed death, in haste to be quit of the human form, which yet from the opposite hill the gigantic granite image displayed in colossal proportions as that of the deity for whom they made such a sacrifice looking forth unmoved upon them with its impassive features. The irony is complete when we remember that avoidance of the destruction of life in whatever form is a fundamental doctrine of the sect. All the more striking must the picture have been from the absence of the surrounding buildings, which were most probably not erected at the time to which the inscriptions refer.

The vow which these unhappy ascetics underwent appears to be known by the singular name of sillekhana. Regarding this penance a work called the Rattva Karanḍaka gives the following directions:—

Upasargē durbhikasā jārasi rujāyāṁ cha nish-pratikāre
Dharmāya tanuvimaochanam ākhuḥ sallekhanāṇy āryāḥ. ||
Antāḥkriyādhikaranam tapahphalam sakaladarśinastu gate,
Tasmād yāvadbhavam samādhirmane pra-yatitayam. ||
Sneham vairam sangam parighrahaṁ chāpahāya śuddhmanāṁ,
Śvajanam parijanam apīcha khaṁtvā khaṁmayet priyair vachanaṁ. ||
Ālochya sarvasm inaḥ kritakārītām anumattāṁ cha nirvyajam,
Āropyayen mahāvratam āmaraṇasthāyinībāshn. ||

Which may be freely translated as follows:—

When overtaken by portentous calamity, by
famine, by old age, or by disease for which there is no cure, to obtain liberation from the body for the sake of merit the Āryās call sallekhana. He who is perfect in knowledge possesses the fruit of all penance, which is the source of power; therefore should one seek for death by the performance of some meritorious vow, so far as his means will permit. Having purified his mind by renunciation of friendship, hatred, ties and acquisitions; having forgiven his relations and dependants, and with kind words sought forgiveness from them; viewing with a strong mind impartially (or with indifference) all that he does, causes to be done, or desires; should a man enter upon the performance of a great vow, not to be completed save by his death.

It goes on further to say:—

Āhāram parihāya kramasāha snigdhām nivar-tayetvānmam
Snigdham cha vacjayitva karapānam pūrayet kramasāha
Karapānaḥpānapam api kritvā krivopavāsam api śaktyā
Panchamamakāramanās tanum tyajet sarvaya nāma
Jivtamaranāsabhayamitrasmrītvimhānanā manāh
Sallekhaṁatichāraṁ pancha Jindicāṁ samud-dishītaḥ

He should by degrees diminish his food, and take only rice seasoned with oil (or clarified butter). Then, giving up the oily seasoning, he should gradually reduce himself to only a handful of drink. Then, abandoning even the handful of liquid, he should, according to his strength, remain entirely fasting; and thus, with his mind intent upon the fire kinds of reverence, should by every effort quit his body. Desire of life or of death, remembrance of fear or friendship, action, these five are transgressions of sallekhana—thus say the Jaināraus.

The inscriptions before us are in the oldest dialect of Kanarese. The expression mudippidar, with which most of them terminate, is one which seems peculiar to the Jains. Mudi occurs among the verbal roots of ancient Kanarese, and is explained by keśabhaktane, to bind the hair, and nirūhane, to end.† The latter word is derived from nīrūhā, to which Benfey gives the meanings “to extricate one-

self, to pass away”—the first on the authority of Lassen. Mudippidar appears in these inscriptions to include all three ideas of ceasing, liberating oneself, and passing away. I have translated it by “expired,” proceeding on the evident analogy between nīrūhane and the Buddhist term nirvāṇa, derived from nīrūhā, to be extinguished. Amara explains the latter thus:—nīrūhānā muni vahny ādau, which means blown out or gone out—applied either to a sage or to fire; extinct, †

Mudi also becomes mudu, as in the following quotation from the section on Nompi, or religious vows, in the Śravaṇa Skandas:—

Tapaścharanam geyda samādhī vidhiyam mudapi Achenyata kalpadel Achenyutandraṅgaūdām.

I nompīyan ondu bhavoḍo nontavar ananta sukhamaṇi niḍuvaram.

Regarding the names of places mentioned in these inscriptions, reasons will be given in a future paper for supposing that Chittār and Kittār may be Chittor the capital of Mewār in Rājputāna.

Before concluding, however, the question may well be asked whether the vow of sallekhana is ever now put into practice. On this point it is not easy to obtain information, but it is admitted to be resorted to in the case of persons whose death seems near. Their end is hastened by withholding nourishment, just as in other sects persons borne to the banks of the Ganges to die are sometimes suffocated with the holy soil. It may be doubted whether in any other circumstances the custom is enforced. But a Jain Brāhmaṇ informed me that if he were committed to prison, for instance, he should feel himself under the necessity of performing this penance.

TRANSLITERATION.

II.

Adayaṇāda Chittāra maunī guravadigala sī-

shittiyar

Nāgama Tigtaniyār mōru tingal nōntu mudippid-

dar.

III.

Svasti śī Jambū nāygiy tingal nōntu mudippid-

dar.

IV.

Śī Nābōreya haṇa

Bhaṭarān nōntu mudippidār.

* I understand that this should be milk.
† Sabda Mani Darpanām, Kittel’s edition, p. 311, No. 298.
| V. | The wealthy Bhātāna (or chief) of Neimābore, having kept the vow expired. |
| VII. | The guru of Uṭacakal, having kept the vow expired. |
| VIII. | The guru of Talekāl, with the great mass of matted hair and a bunch of peacocks' feathers bound with a bowstring, the disciple of the guru of Kālovi, having kept the vow of a sannyāsi one month, expired. |

**THE NALADIYAR.**

**BY THE REV. F. J. LEEPER, TRANQUEBAR.**

(Continued from page 271.)

**CHAPTER 14.—Learning.**

1. The beauty of the hair, and the beauty of the encircling garment, and the beauty of the.

frown is no beauty; the beauty of learning is (real) beauty, for it is decisive of our mental excellence. 2. Since learning even in this life...
will be beneficial, since when it is imparted to others it is not diminished, since it renders its possessors illustrious, since they who have it during life suffer no loss, we see no medicine like it which destroys delusion. 3. Wise people take the salt produced in a barren soil to be more valuable than the rice of a fertile soil. Though they be of the lowest station, people who have acquired learning will be put in the chief place. 4. From the place in which it is stored up it cannot be stolen. It can suffer no harm, though to that place fire should come. Though very glorious kings rage, they cannot tear it. Therefore wisdom, and nothing else, is what one who intends to lay up an inheritance for his children should acquire. 5. Learning has no bounds; the students' days are few. Would they calmly reflect, diseases are many. Let them carefully investigate and make themselves acquainted with those things which are essential, making a good choice like the swan, which drinks the milk and leaves the water. 6. They will not despise the boatman because he is at the lower end among the old castes. Lo, by his assistance they pass the river! And like this is getting advantage through the help of a man who has learned books. 7. Let me see whether the joy of associating with those who possess the qualities which are derived from indestructible ancient learning, who are without hatred and also very acute, be not as sweet as dwelling in Amravati, the city of the gods, in the wide expanse of heaven. 8. Lord of the cool shore of the roaring ocean! The friendship of those who have acquired learning is like eating sugar-cane from the top (downwards). Attachment to those who are graceless and destitute of good qualities is like eating it from the root (upwards), having rejected the top. 9. Though unlearned, if they walk in the society of the learned they will daily acquire good understanding, as a new (earthen) vessel by contact with the bright-coloured Padi flower gives (its scent) to the water itself. 10. If a man learn ever so much, instead of studying the books of wisdom, the reading of worldly books is all of the nature of mere noise: there are none who can discover from them the way to rid themselves of sorrow.

Chapter 15.—High Birth.

1. A noble family will not decrease in (good) qualities, even when their clothes are torn and their body wasted. Even when trouble comes upon him, will the lion devour the long grass? 2. Manliness, goodness, right conduct, these three belong to those who are born in a sky-touching family. But, O lord of the hill-country covered by the clouds which touch the sky! they fall not to the share of others, even though they have acquired great riches. 3. Rising from their seat and going to meet (a stranger), leaving others, these the high-born have assumed as their unflinching rule of conduct. It is not their nature to be reckoned one with the mean. 4. If he do good things, it is comformable to (his) nature; if bad, it will be a fault despicable in the eyes of many: and in this case what is the profit to him of being born in a family known to all? 5. To those born in a good family there is fear of ignorance, fear of doing the deeds of the base, fear that anything which ought not to be spoken may escape from them, fear of not giving anything to those who beg for all. British are they who are born in a family destitute of these graces. 6. Goodness of relatives, pleasant words, liberality, and every other good quality of the mind, all these, O lord of the cool shore of the roaring ocean, where the large gems and pearls shed their lustre! meet in those who are born in a good family. 7. Though the building be decayed, and the white ants have collected together, a large house may nevertheless have a wing not fallen. So those who are born in a high family, even when they suffer distress, will do the things they ought to do. 8. Like the moon, which enlightens the beautiful wide and extended earth on one side, though the serpent (athéisela) hold it in the other, those who are born in a good family will not slacken in well-doing, though poverty be against them. 9. The things which even in poverty those will do who are born in a high family, the vulgar will not do, even though they be rich. The deer, though it should be harnessed (for war), is not strong enough to fight like the charger. 10. The high-born, even when they have not anything, will approach those who are in want, and be a prop when they totter. When the broad river (bed) is dug up, though it be dry, yet clear water will soon appear.

Chapter 16.—The Good.

1. The moon, which sheds its beams abroad over the beautiful and wide-spread sky, and the good, are like each other. But the moon
bears spots, the good bear them not. They would be confused and waste away should a blemish befall them. 2. Whether successful or otherwise, the good will be held blameless. Is the dart which glanced from the lion inferior to the arrow that pierced the heart of the jackal? 3. The good, though they be poor and emaciated, will not guiltily ascend and rise over the bounds (of duty); binding their courage, as much as in them lies, with the cords of a mind free from anxiety, they will do the things that ought to be done. 4. The good, though they should meet with a person in the way, only for one day, will cleave to him with affection, as if (there subsisted between them) an ancient friendship. O lord of the goodly hills! a path will be made even upon a rock if one walk upon it for a few days. 5. If an unlearned person in the assembly speak what is destitute of meaning, like unconnected letters, the good will listen kindly, though with pain, even feeling pity that he should be put to shame before a multitude. 6. Though you bite the sugar-cane, or take its juice by beating and bruising it till the joints be broken, it will only be pleasant as far as it is tasted. Though people abuse them injuriously, the hightorn will not speak faultily with the mouth. 7. The faultless virtuous steal not, drink not spirits; these things the good reject and leave altogether. Neither do they mock or reproach others; though confused in speech they will not lie with their mouths; and though in declining circumstances, they grieve not about it. 8. If one be deaf to the secrets of others, blind to the wife of his neighbour though well acquainted with her excellencies, and dumb in calumniating others, to him it is not necessary to inculcate virtue. 9. When people go day after day to those who are destitute of good qualities, they will despise them as beggars. The excellent, whenever they see (such), will say (if they want anything), Well, and will do them honour. 10. The base will live in obsequious attendance on the rich. Is it not like falling in a cave full of everything, when thou hast fallen upon a good family?

CHAPTER 17.—Against reproaching the great.

1. O lord of the fair hill-land resounding with streams! we should not, thinking they will forgive us, do what is hateful to the guiltless, for none can remove their anger when once they are provoked. 2. What though those who know not good and right feelings obtain the privilege of associating without expense with those who cannot be approached though gold be offered to them, yet they do but vainly waste their time. 3. These two things, the esteeming of any person, or the depreciation of any person, fall within the province of the excellent (alone). Deeply learned sages regard as nothing the contempt or praise of those who know not how to conduct themselves aright. 4. Like as the golden-coloured serpent trembles, though in Patala, if he hear the sound of the fierce anger of the thunder in the heavens, so enemies, though they have shut themselves up in a fort difficult of access, will not be able to escape when the great are angry. 5. The estimation which they form (of others) who say, Ye know us not, there are none like us, is no true estimation. But the estimation formed by the excellent, who know what virtue is, and consider themselves as not to be at any one's beck and call, is a correct estimation. 6. O lord of the shore of the cool broad ocean! friendship with the men, like the shadow of the morning, will continually decrease, while friendship with those who have long been famous will increase more and more, like the shadow of the afternoon. 7. Like as the cool budding umbrous trees afford shelter alike to all who approach them, so the wealth of kings and the excellence of the beauty of women may be enjoyed by all who may venture to approach them, no worthiness being required at their hands. 8. Since separation even from those who possess not the power of investigating what they have, causes great and unceasing pain, O lord of the wide spread, mighty, and exhaustless backwaters! the not contracting friendship with any one is a kavor of times the best. 9. When the matter is spoken of, (it will be found) that with the excellent such days as these are not, viz. days which have not been spent in study, days in which the great have not been visited, or days in which alms have not been given according to ability. 10. The glory of the great consists in humility; the acquirements of the learned appear in his self-control. The rich are rich indeed if they remove the affections of their dependants when acquainted with them.

CHAPTER 18.—Good Society.

1. The habitual sins which they, contrary
to right conduct, commit, associating in the
time of ignorance with those who know the way
of virtue, vanish as the dewdrops do from the
blades of grass as soon as the sun has become
hot. 2. Know ye the way of virtue. Fear ye
death. Bear with the harsh words of others.
Restrain deceitfulness. Hate ye the friendship
of the wicked. Ever obtain instruction at the
mouth of the great. 3. Since separations
from friends, grievous disease, and death are
close at hand to all who possess a body, let
my soul unite with the truly learned, who
are convinced that the metempsychosis, which
commenced ages ago, is a great evil. 4. If
one can obtain the privilege of living always
with men of good disposition in friendship,
who constantly perform acts of virtue through
a succession of births, though that succession
is affliction, no one will despise it when they
have considered the matter. 5. The water
that runs from the sink when it reaches great
waters will become a Tirtha, even its name being
changed. Thinking of this, even those
who have not family greatness will stand as a
rock associating with the good, who have virtue
and greatness. 6. Even the hare in the wide,
beauteous, and sublime heavens, since it is seen
in the moon with refugent beams, will be
adored (by men). And in like manner even
those who are without any dignity (of their
own), if they obtain the love of the good, who
are as mountains of virtue, will have dignity.
7. Water when mixed with milk will become
milk, not remaining water. Will it exhibit the
appearance of water? In like manner, if you
consider it, the meanness of the mean when
united with the dignity of the excellent will
utterly vanish. 8. The grass near the stump
of the tree will not shake with the plough of the
ploughman. Feeble though they be, the anger
of enemies will not come on those who have joined
the society of the good. 9. Like paddy
multiplied through the goodness of the soil, persons
will become good through the goodness of their
respective families. Like the destruction of a
good ship on the approach of a strong gale,
goodness will be destroyed by bad company.
10. Though innocent in intention, persons will
be despised on account of the (bad) company they
have joined. In the forest both the scent-giving
sandal and the teak tree will be burned when the
brushwood, which has been cut, has caught fire.

Chapter 19.—Greatness.

1. It is no longer in our power to give alms.
Youth for ever has fled away. Those damsels
who before loved us care no more for us; (therefore),
no longer desiring (to continue in) the
domestic state, and renouncing the arbitrary
dersease of becoming great, this is now the one
case needful. 2. In the household state we
have enjoyed pleasure, here we are rich. Fools
so thinking, will behave inconsiderately. Those
who understand the household state, that it,
though seeming to last, lasts not, will never
have sorrow. 3. Lay up seed for heaven
without delusion of mind; and, void of all
distress, enjoy life like the wise, maintaining
your proper station, remembering always that
there are various things that change their
nature without efficient cause. 4. They say
that in the time of drought the well of spring
water will preserve the inhabitants, though
by drawing its water they subsist. So the
duty of liberality is found with the great, even
when in declining circumstances; with others,
even when they are rich, it is rare. 5. As
the river which springs up in the place where
they dig for a spring, even when it is dry,
yielding much water supports the people,
the (great) even when exhausted and wasted
by giving of their riches to many, will do
the things they ought to do, giving to a few.
6. O lord of the mighty mountains! a crime
committed by the worthy will appear like a
brand-mark on a white ex. Though the base
commit sins as heinous as that of killing an ox,
no blot will appear upon those base ones, their
guilt will be wholly invisible (being wholly
guilt, and nothing else). 7. Connexion with
those who are destitute of a disposition fitted
to their mean condition, as far as it extends, will
produce sorrow; while even enmity on the part
of the excellent wise, who will not do what is
wrong even in sport, will bring with it greatness.
8. Desire ye that honour should accrue to the
good and merciful in disposition; alarm your
enemies with terror, enough to alarm Yama
himself. Decide then who endeavour to decease
you, and render unto the good their just
measure of beneficence. 9. Those who are
imperturbable and without any change of mind,
even though they be confused by any one
hastening and uttering evil calumny, are truly
pure-minded, like the bright light in a lamp.
10. The excellent expend the food first prepared in charity (or a first portion of food), and eat what food is left. That food will deliver the eater from these three crimes—lust, anger, and delusion, and will serve him in all his afflictions even to the end.

Chapter 20.—Perseverance.

1. Let those branches of a family who subsist on what their relations give them, like the rice-plants nourished beneath the bank of a tank which holds but little water, perish. Is want known by those persevering people who (constantly) change their position, like the eye of the juggler watching the motion of the sword? 2. Even that which stood a trembling stick by the wayside, when it has acquired strength, may become fit for a post to tie an elephant to. Life also is similar to this if a man free himself from a base nature. 3. The strong tiger, if it be without prey for a single day, will even catch a small frog and eat it. Do not despise small things; even great matters will become greater by exertion. 4. O lord of the cool shore of the breakwaters, where the waves dash against the calderia bushes! thou a person think within himself that the matter will not succeed, yet, if he still go on with it, and unswervingly labour, this is perseverance. When all things around them are prosperous, will not even women succeed in their undertakings? 5. There is neither limit nor use in talking thus, He is of low caste, and, He is of good caste. Good caste is constituted by those things alone, viz. ancient, glorious, and resplendent wealth; penance; learning and perseverance. 6. The wise, who know their own ability (to complete a work), until it is completed keep their knowledge to themselves, and speak not of it to others. The world lies at the beck of those men, illustrious in wisdom, who can ascertain by the expression (of their faces) the ability of others. 7. The hanging root supports the banyan-tree like a son, when it is eaten away by white ants. Even so if imbecility appear in the father, it will not be apparent when the son he begat conceals it. 8. Though they should die meanly, not having anything in their house, will they do things fitted to bring down disgrace upon their own heads who have the strength of the lion possessed of powerful paw and sharp claws, which make sore the livid face of the elephant? 9. The hair-like, round-stalked flower produced by the sugar-cane is destitute of sweet honey and fragrant odour. Even so, what will be the good of being born in a high and lofty family, if there be no manly courage to carve out for one's self a name? 10. The base will eat the curry and boiled rice given with much pleasure by the great and rich. Even water procured by the earnest perseverance of those who do not know the name of curry will be as ambrosia.

Chapter 21.—The union of relations.

1. As a mother forgets the pain and trouble she suffered during pregnancy and childbirth when she sees her infant in her lap, so the distress a man suffers from poverty and other misfortune disappears when he sees his relatives inquiring for him. 2. Supporting his relatives without partiality (like a tree which gives shade to all those who approach it at the time when the hot season is nigh), taking pains himself that many may eat the fruit of these exertions, is like a tree whose fruit is ripe. So to live is the duty of a good man. 3. Lord of the piled-up hills! the great will not say of their relatives, We cannot bear them. Though very many large unripe fruits be produced (upon a tree) very closely, there is not one branch which does not bear its (share of the) fruit. 4. Though they contract very close friendship in the sight of the world, yet the friendship of the base will not endure; (while) the amity of the stable-mind will be as enduring as the perseverance of the unswerving great, (which endures) till they have realized their hopes of heaven. 5. Those who, making no distinctions between persons and conditions, relatives and strangers, actuated by their natural feelings alone, seek all who are in poverty or affliction and relieve their distress, will be regarded by every one as preeminently worthy. 6. It is sweeter to take a heap of grass-seed without salt, and in any kind of dish, in the house of a relative dear as life, than to eat on a golden dish rice white as the tiger's claws, and mixed with sugar and milk from the hands of an enemy. 7. The desirable fried curry of politeness, though had at due time in the house of those who are not one's friends, will be (bitter) as margo-seed. Hear. A curry of vegetables, though served up at sunset, by those who are relatives, is pleasant. 8. Even those who have been pleasantly entertained by another as frequently as a hammer strikes the
anvil, will forsake him, just as the tongs leave the iron in the forge; but those who are truly worthy of being called friends will adhere to him in distress, as the rod by which it is turned adheres to the metal in the furnace. 9. O thou who art adorned by a cool and fragrant garland! when relations have partaken of the prosperity of their relatives, if they partake not also of their adversity until death, is there anything they can do for them in the other world? 10. Delicious curry (yellow as the cat's eye), when eaten alone in the house of those who love us not, will be as the margosa. When living in the house of those who are like us and love us, cold water and grass seed will be as nectar.

CHAPTER 22.—The choice of friends.

1. Friendship with the wise, whose intelligence divines our thoughts, is like eating a sugar cane from the top (as its sweetness increases more and more); connexion with persons without sweetness of disposition is like eating it from the opposite end (the flavour decreasing by degrees). 2. Some accept (the highborn as friends) merely on the ground that such, remembering their high birth, will not act inconsistently—not, O lord of the fair hills, from which the birds flee on the approach of the gold-coloured torrent! because the minds of such are known. 3. Avoiding the friendship of those who resemble elephants, seek the friendship of those who resemble dogs; for an elephant will kill his driver whom he has known for a long time, but a dog will wag his tail while the spear thrown at him is still in his body. 4. Men cleave not to those whom their hearts cleave not within a short space of time; but will the friendship which cherishes the memory of those who are intertwined with one's heart be abandoned, though they are absent from us for a long time? 5. When affection continues affection, then is friendship preserved, like the flower on the stalk, which, being full-blown, closes not again. Those who resemble the lotus, which, having once blown, closes again its petals, know neither affection nor friendship. 6. Those who are at the bottom in (the scale of) friendship are like the areca-tree; those others who are in the middle are like the cocoa nut-tree. The friendship of those who have experience of the past is like the palmyra-tree, (whose nses are) difficult to reckon. Such are at the top (in the scale). 7. Even vegetable curry served in the water that rice has been boiled in will be as nectar if a man accept it kindly. To eat the abundance of the unfriendly, though it be white rice flavoured with meat and rich seasoning, is (to eat) the kanjiru-fruit. 8. Though they adhere to one in friendship as closely as the small toes of a dog to one another, yet of what benefit is the love of those who do not help one even to the extent of the leg of a fly? Therefore, though the friendship of those who, like the channel which fructifies the rice-field, be ever so far away, we must nevertheless go to obtain it. 9. It is better to be without the love of those who are without sincerity. Death is preferable to an incurable disease. To kill him at once is more desirable than to vex a man so that he becomes sore at heart, and to abuse is better than to praise one for that which we do not possess. 10. To join oneself to many, and strive many days and examine dispositions, and take (for friends) those who are worthy, is proper. Even with a deadly serpent, to associate and afterwards to part from it will be painful.

CHAPTER 23.—The bearing with the faults of others.

When those we love greatly, and esteem as virtuous, prove otherwise, this ought carefully to be concealed, for rice in the grain has a husk, water, foam, and flowers some unseemly leaves. 2. Though it burst the bank whenever they would stop it, they will not be angry with good water. Those who live desiring good water will repeatedly draw it up. Men will not be angry, but be patient concerning the friendship of those whom they themselves have courted, though these persons act towards them with constant hate. 3. Though they do evil exceedingly, is it not fitting to be patient with one's friend? O lord of the lofty hills where the beautiful winged insects hum over the variegated konja-flowers! the forbearance of one is the friendship of both. 4. O lord of the wave-resounding shore where bright-rayed pearls are thrown up by the rolling billows, and where float swift-sailing ships! if friends, from whom it is difficult to separate, possess not virtuous dispositions, they are as a fire kindled to burn our hearts. 5. Even though they do what is disagreeable, one should preserve as gold those who ought not to be forsaken. Daily do men seek for fire and keep it in their house, though it has consumed both their good house and gold. 6. Is it right utterly to abandon friends, who ought
not to be forsaken though guilty of evil deeds? O lord of the renowned mountains, which, covered by the long-stemmed bamboo, pierce the sky! will men cut off their hand because it has struck the eye? 7. Lord of the cool land where the waters brightly shine! the good will not look upon the faults of others after mixing with them (in friendship), though they act disagreeably. Persons destitute of strength of mind who take up evil things and speak of them after mixing (in friendship), are themselves inferior to those of whom they speak. 8. In a thing done by strangers, though in itself exceeding bad, what is there fitted to give pain? Considered rightly, it is the acts of those who are affectionately attached, which, O lord of the land where the waterfalls murmur! will be esteemed excellent, abiding in the mind. 9. If persons become aware that those whom they have taken into friendship, supposing them to be their friends, are not their friends, let them nevertheless esteem them better than their friends, and conceal the discovery in their own breasts. 10. If after contracting a firm friendship with any one, I set myself to note his good and bad qualities, may I be cast into the hell where the wretch is punished who has violated the chaste wife of his friend, and may I be scoffed at by the whole world!

Chapter 24.—Improper Friendship.

1. O lord of the fair and well-watered mountains, where abundance of cascades fall down from the black crags! men will remain until they have done their work in an old house the thatch of which is untied, keeping out the water by a dam, and being drenched with the rain falling down upon them. Thus will friends remain with one until their business is finished. 2. The friendship of illustrious men is eminently valuable, and is productive of benefit as timely rain. But the friendship of the mean, even in the time of their prosperity, resembles, O lord of the land of clear water! the failure of rain in its due season. 3. The enjoyment of the friendship of men of acute understanding is desirable as the joys of heaven. But connexion with unprofitable men uninstructed in science and literature is a very hell. 5. Our intimacy with those to whom we are not bound by the chain of friendship, O king of the hills, the sides of which are covered with groves of tall sandal-trees! though it seem day by day to increase, will be dissolved as instantaneously as fire catches straw. 5. The presumptuously saying,

We are those who will do what should not be done, and the deferring and putting aside that which ought to be done at once, verily these two things will cause affliction instantly, even to ascetics, who have renounced the pleasures of the domestic state. 6. Though born in the same pool and grown up together, the ambel-flower will never be like the expanded kwereici. The actions of those who are destitute of excellence, though they obtain the friendship of people of high excellence, will never attain the actions of such persons. 7. A little monkey breaking into a fruit with its finger, will strike and seize its own father, though coming to meet it. Lord of the hills! the friendship of those who are without unity (of mind) is not pleasant. 8. If I stretch not out my hand and deliver my whole soul without hesitation to my friend who is in distress, may I be cast into the hell where the wretch is punished who has violated the chaste wife of his friend, and may I be scoffed at throughout the far-famed earth! 9. Like pouring margosa-oil into a pot into which ghee has been poured and taken out again, O lord of the fragrant and goodly mountains! is the acquisition of the favour of those who are acquainted with evil, after the renunciation of the favour of those who are acquainted with good. 10. The absence of benevolence of disposition in him whose form is beautiful is like water mixed with milk, that is pleasant to drink. For those who are wise, to become companions of the wicked is like the nāpi playing with the female cobra.

Chapter 25.—The possession of understanding.

1. When the excellent behold their enemies in adverse circumstances, being themselves confused on that account, they will not come near to invade them. In like manner the invincible and mighty serpent (Ihuqu) will not draw near to afflict the moon in her first quarter. 2. Lord of the cool shore of the broad ocean: self-control is the ornament of the poor. Should they behave without respect and without any measure of propriety, their lineage will be published by (the inhabitants of) the village they live in. 3. Let the seed of the wormwood be sown in the best of soils, it will never become a coconut-tree. So even the Southerns (Yama’s subjects) have, by performing acts of virtue, attained heaven; while the Northern, having derived no advantage
from their privileges, very many of them have perished. A happy new birth depends upon a person's virtuous conduct. 4. Though the fruit of the plantain be ripened in the bitter season of the margosa, it will not lose its sweetness. Thus, although those who are naturally good, associate with the bad, their friendship with them will not corrupt their minds. 5. Sweet water may be produced even on the brink of the sea-shore, and salt water on the side of a mountain. O lord of the cool shore washed by the waves of the ocean! it is truly said that sensible men will not imitate those with whom they consort, but will preserve their own minds. 6. O lord of the cool shore of the ocean where the thick-boughed punaci-trees flourish! will those who are virtuous and impartial towards all, first contract and then dissolve friendship? (Sooner than this, it is better that friendship should never be contracted. 7. To be united in friendship with the prudent, who think of that of which they ought to think, is productive of the highest felicity, and affliction is avoided by separating from fools, who know not what belongs to friendship.
8. Whether an individual establish himself in a good situation, or whether, spoiling that condition, he debase himself, or whether he exalt himself to a much higher condition, or whether he make himself superior to all, he does so entirely by his own exertions. 9. In the way of business, even for the great to follow after the ignorant is not folly, but wisdom, O nobly-born king of the cool shore resounding with ocean-waves! 10. Having undertaken a profitable business, having experienced enjoyment, having performed acts of charity to the excellent, if any one in any one birth is able to do all this, such a consummation may well be compared to a merchant-ship that has reached her port.

Chapter 26.—The want of understanding.

1. Poverty consists in the being destitute of accurate learning. Great wealth, which has been accumulated by acquisition, consists in the possession of that learning. Will not the hermaphrodite, who is destitute of manliness, adorn itself with every jewel which is desirable in its eyes? 2. Would you know why affliction and loss of dignity befall those who know the benefits of knowledge derived from many books? It is this: when Sansavati, of ancient renown, takes up her abode with them, Lakshmi, being coy, will flee away. 3. He that receives not, but despises as mere talk the command of his father to study, on a letter being gently held out to him in the presence of many, calls out to the person who presented it and seizes the rod of offence. 4. If one who has grown up in ignorance enter the assembly of the excellent in learning, in the earth, and sits down, it will be like the sitting down of a dog; and though, not remaining quiet, he should say anything, it will be like the barking of a dog. 5. The vulgar will repair to the learned and speak of what they know nothing of; the good, though asked of all they know, display it not, knowing that it will be thrown away. 6. Those whose tongues are adorned with learning and knowledge fear the disgrace of evil speaking. The unwise indulge therein. Thus on the palm-tree the dry leaves maintain a perpetual rustling, whilst the green leaves make no noise. 7. When speaking of the way of virtue to those who comprehend not what is good, it is like pressing the sweet mango into a bowl of hogwash. Like a stick driven against a rock,—the point is broken, it will not enter in at the ear. 8. Though they wash it with milk and put it to dry many days, charcoal has not the property of becoming white. Though they strike with a stick, and thrust too, understanding will not enter into the body void of virtue. 9. Like the fly, which battens on filth, instead of feasting on the sweet-smelling and (honey) dropping flower, so to those whose minds are inherently base, what pleasure is there in words that come from the mouth of the worthy, though clean and sweet as honey? 10. The acute and faultless instruction uttered by the wise, strikes on the mind of the mean without laying hold of it. A mean man will look on the face of one like himself, and with him hold converse.

(To be continued.)

DERI PHRASES AND DIALOGUES.

BY E. BEHATSEK, M.C.E.

The Zoroastrians who arrive in Bombay from Yezd and some other districts of Persia speak a peculiar dialect which is never written. Some people think it a language by itself, but nobody
has hitherto taken the trouble to make a collection of phrases; this has now been done, and it will appear that this so-called language is a mere gibberish, the chief component of which is Persian uttered in a peculiar way. As Deri is spoken only by Zoroastrians, it may reasonably be presumed that it very often serves to prevent Muhammadan Persians from understanding them, just as in some parts of Europe some Jews still use a peculiar German gibberish intelligible to themselves alone, which may have been more useful in old times of persecution, but now serves only to disguise paltry commercial transactions.

After all, however, the Deri is not an artificial language. All the words are taken in their natural sense, not as in the Argot or thief-language of Paris, where they obtain different meanings; and the change of certain Persian consonants and vowels takes place, as philologists will observe, according to well-fixed phonetic laws.

The orthography here followed is that recommended by the Asiatic Society of Bengal, i.e. the letters have the same value, e.g. $g = \pi$, $i = \tau$, &c. The total absence of the letter $j$, as in some Indian languages, may also be noticed.

**Nouns.**

The servant of a merchant, Nāhertīšār. An hour too soon, Gā sat khaillī zi. I am the man, Me o deme. The son of the king.  Poēr panthō. A horse and an ass, Aṣp o her. A husband and wife, Mīra dos zuna. The child and the father, Wātchā u pesēr.

**Possessive Case of Nouns.**


This was my father, mother, and uncle's advice, Moe nasīete pesērom, mōzerom o khulum bo.

**Adjectives and Nouns.**

A happy man, Merde khāshul. The blue sky, Osmone osmoni. The man is happy, Merdege khašhul on. It is a sad occurrence, Mōkure delgiri on. The meeting was large, One khaillī tadem jem būn. It has been a rainy day, Oruji wdrmīn bo. That man is lame, O udême shal on. It was a blind woman, O yānōge kur bo.

White, black, red, and green colours, Sūt, sībō, oér wā pēštāi rēng.

**Degrees of Comparison.**

Rustum is taller than Jamshid, Rustum master (or blender) Jomshir on. My brother is better to-day, Brūzīrī me, emru wāter on. Solomon was the wisest of men, Solomon dunute o demhu bo.

This is a very fine day.  Emru kharii khīb ruji on. Morujuai khaillī khīb on.

He was more polite to-day than yesterday, Emru oruntuere hēse bo. He is prettier than his sister, In juvuntuere kha-heros hā.

**Verbs.**

I am me kē We are mō hīm. Thou art toe kē You are shēmō hē. He is in hā They are ishun hēn. I was me boe We were mu boim. Thou wast tau boe You were shēmō boil. He was in bo They were ishun boim. I shall be me kē We shall be mō bim. Thou wilt be tou kē Ye shall be shēmō bit. He will be ine bē They will be ishun bēn. I teach me zemote We teach mu zemetim. Thou teachest tou zemote You teach shēmō zemet itīl. He teaches ine zemote They teach ishun zemeten.

I am very glad. Me khaillī khāshul hē. They are lazy. Ishun kāhel hēn. Thou art the man. To o odemē hē. Is she handsome? O yanoge khībeiret on? He is my brother. In bru瑟e me hē. I was sick. Me khāsta bohe. We are rich. Mu alādir hēm. We were not present. Mo hāzēr nē bohim. You are poor. Shēmō gript (or muchri). You were dumb. Shēmō gong boi. He will not eat. In nahra. We shall be sleepy. Mo hārmollo bim. You will be tired. Shēmō mūnā bē. They will be awake. Ishun bīzorē bēn. I shall be here again this evening. Mo emru pāsin do bore mone bē.

**Present Tense.**

I love good children, Mo vasūgan khīb, me pāsēnd hā. Thou loves fine horses, To aspe khīb hē pāsēnd hā. He loves his father, In pesēre khīb pāsēnd dōra. We love him, Mo in uāde dōrīm. You love her, Shēmō yanoge dūste dōrīt. They love their books, Ishun dāptēr shō pāsēnd dōren.

He walks out every morning. In hāru so bi bērē shu. Birds fly through the air, Perendera tā hoedo pāren.
They are always talking. Ishun hemishah gâpé kuzoe She is playing with her sister, Yâno gâpé háre khâ-herâzh boxi.  
Before he comes I shall have finished my dinner, Pish az in gêto mé chome nins ra uye ñë.  
When you come, shut the door, Her vahë goto to ke bare piañko. They are looking at the ship, Ishun trape jôz e vënën.  
Do you expect him? Shmô omde in hi?  

Imperfect Tense.  
I was walking when I met him, Vahti ké mé in omâdi me duree ra repte.  
Was he sitting on the chair? In ri khâri nasht ñâ? He was working at that time, In o vahë doért kôr sheka.  
She finished her tale yesterday, Yâno gâpé màte-kesh shëtvonka (Woman yesterday tale her finished).  
Were you not standing at the door? Shmô piše bare né hshiusa bôhi?  
For how much did you sell your horse? Shmô ásp do, do chen herâti? They drove the boy away, Ishun oporoqëba, bár ké. They saw not his sorrow, Ishun dilgiri in ñë, nàti. I did not expect such a reply, Me omâdi móo jwopjë nânëe.  
Did you sing? Shmô dokken.  
You did sing.  
Why did you shout for aid? Chera bru madé shmô vëch do durt.  
He is the silliest boy I ever saw, In natche nàpi-mion gëme esho me nìdah.  
The house is very high, Kesâ khâlii blend on.  
It is better to be poor and happy than to be rich and miserable, Garëb ké o khosul bë vëter on gé aldëwëla (aldëdor) bë o no khôsh bë.  
Of all the jewels the diamond is the most precious, Almo gëruntere hemâ jëwoheri on.  
He is the eldest brother, In bxzerë màster on.  
She is the youngest sister, In khahere kâster on.  
I came later to-day, Mo emru dërtar onë ho.  
The wind is much stronger to-day than it was yesterday, Emru vos hàili zur vëxtere hëso dora.  
Lead is heavier than iron, Koloi singintere ñen on.  
This is the highest mountain of this country, Mo koì màsterë me ôie hon.  
It is nobler to forgive an injury than to revenge it, Asët veqalhëi vëter on ke daukhmano vékre.  
My horse runs faster than yours, Áspi me shâkètare asëp tô dëna.  
He is the politest gentleman I ever met with, Mase odëma jàgibi o khâbi me tebër né dëza.  
You have come sooner than I expected, Shmô zëtre omde me ñene hi.  

This is some of the finest fruit I have ever seen, Me mëne kibër on ke më eshrë me né dëza.  
This is the longest way, Me roë drëster on.  
That is the nearest road to our house, Taka don morâi nàzikter on.  

To have.  
I have pens, ink, and paper, Me klem, morakabo, kôges dëra.  
He has a good pen-knife, In chëpo klemtrushki khâlii dëra.  
You had many friends, Shmô khailli dëst dúsâti. They had many enemies, Ishun khailli dôshman döhehten.  
He had this disease yesterday, In hëse khattâ bo. I shall have dinner to-day at four o'clock, Me emru sàti chör chôme khërë.  
They shall have their reward, Ishun enkum sho guëren.  
He shall not have my bread, In nûne nêsh nàress.  
She shall not have my book, In yâno gëfaftari mé shûnhë.  
We may have rain to-day, Emru wërom wë sore.  
Let me have my own knife, Chëpo mé màti.  
Let her have her desire, Vëi khôshëshëk vékre.  
Have patience, Sàv ro.  
Have you any flowers? Shmô echëi guë dôri.  
I shall have some to-morrow, Mé kërdë chëni tû.  
Have they money? Ishun aldi dâren?  
They have none, Ishun echë nà duren.  

Dialogue I.  
Good morning, Sir! Sabo kheïre Sôhe!  
I hope you are well, Omëde me ko shëno khii hi.  
Very well, I thank you, Khâlii khib on, merâbuni bë.  
I hope all the members of your family are in good health, Omëd dorë ke hëme odâme waðlado tendret hën.  
I am glad to say they are quite well, Me khâhule ke véveje ke hëmåshë khïb hën.  
Do you think it will rain? Shmô pàmi ga wëromme tû? Shmô khùidë roza ke wëromme tû.  
I do not think it will rain, Me khib mësera ke wëromma nô tû.  
The weather has been very hot the last two weeks, Mo do këpëtë ke sho hovë khâlii gûrm bo.  
Farowell! Khôdájes shmô.  
Good evening! How do you do? Bushku yâkë!  
Khib o khâsh hi?  
As usual, Râve hemishëh.  
How is your brother? Bësërdë cho tour on?  
He is not very well, In pori khib nô.  
Give him my compliments, Dwëlume me ushu-vasen.  
Thank you, Merâbuni bo.
Dialogue II.

It is time to go to bed ........................................
At what time do you go to bed? ................................
At ten o'clock......................................................
Do you keep a light burning all night? ......................
No; I keep a box of matches ready at hand .........
It is time for breakfast .................................
Everything is ready ............................................
Will you take a boiled egg? .............................
Do you sell good knives and spoons? ............
What do you charge per dozen? ......................
Only ten rupees; the price is very moderate, Sir. 
You astonish me; that is very dear .........
Can you tell me of a good shoemaker? ..............
The best shoemaker in the town is my next neigh-

Dialogue III.

At what o'clock do you dine? .........................
My dinner-hour is four o'clock ..................
Our dinner will soon be on the table ................
Stop and take dinner with us ......................
You are very kind; I accept your invitation ....
How long have you been in Bombay? ...........
Not more than three years ....................
Do you intend to remain here? ..............
No, I mean to go to London .............
I have heard much about that town; it is the largest
in the world ..................................................
Has England an extensive commerce? ....
What is the chief export of England ? ....
Cutlery, glass, cloth, books, cabinet-work, jewel-
ery, watches, and other fine goods ..........

Dialogue IV.

Are you learning English? ..........................
I am learning it ...............................................
I am glad you are learning it, because it will be very useful to you. 
Is the English language difficult? ..............
In the beginning it is very difficult, but if a person studies diligently every day, he can soon learn it. 
As the Government of this country is English, every person who wishes to obtain service under it, ought to learn this language. 
There are also many books written in the English language on all kinds of sciences. 
It is my intention to make a voyage to England, in order to see all the wonders of that country.

Dialogue V.

Can you tell me if there is any ship going to Lon-
don? ..................................................
There are several in the harbour which will set sail soon.
Have you money enough to pay your passage? ...
I think I have .............................................

Shmo Engrizi zemeguri? 
Me zemegura. 
Me khaushul ho gë shmo zemeguri, chérâko o khaïli idô Körêtu. 
Zvine Engrizi jâpu on? 
Awêl o khaïli jâpu on, ama age udemi har ru sepêâd ovê khina, in huli zem shegrept. 
Bâvige putahâte mó vlâte Engriz on, harki gë shávût gë shâve daáht sho nákex vêkra, mó zvine shêvé-
hênek. 
Khaïli dêptaró mó vzune (or vzune) Engrizi nezhkta kon, bôbête hemá elme. 
Me kheguł dure gë Engeland shê, chérâko hemá djoebi o molke vêvîn.
How long will you remain in England? ..........
That is not certain. If I am pleased and can obtain good service I may remain several years.
I think it is very dangerous for a young man who has no friends and little money, to go to a foreign country.
That may be true enough, but my desire to see the world is so strong that I am ready to suffer almost anything to satisfy it.
I admire your boldness, and wish you a happy voyage.

These phrases and dialogues, short though they are, will be quite sufficient to dispel any supposition that there is much analogy between the Deri and the Zand, and it would scarcely be worth while to give more than is here offered.
According to Dr. Piotrzkowski, there appear, however, to be dialects in Persia which still bear some relation to the Zand, as he states in the Preface to his Zand Grammar:—"During my travels in Persia as first dragoman of the Prussian Embassy I have been convinced that this language is not a dead one. If we lend an attentive ear to the various dialects in which the country abounds to this day, we find some, so to say, still breathing the pronunciation of Zand words. I have felt this venerable breath of the remotest antiquity principally in the forms of the Turcoman language spoken in the vicinity of the town of Roomya, where the tomb of Zoroaster is still shown, and extending as far as the town of Bayazid, on the frontiers of Russia. This language is not dead, I say; for the priests of the nomadic people called Lashy Lashy, inhabiting the inaccessible mountains from Ekbatana, the present Hamadan, as far as Isfahan, Sheraiz and further to the west, still preserve in their sacred rites the traces of this tongue amidst the Persian jargon of their flock. After having spent a month with them at Abaday, a village situated between Isfahan and Sheraiz— where I was obliged to sojourn on account of sickness— I could no longer doubt of the fact."*

† Mr. Ziesler, of Hubbi, in a communication he has sent us, adds a second pśa. On the Purnimā day, he writes, "the bullocks are bathed again, then taken to the houses of their owners, where a second pśa takes place in the following manner:— Some ambila (sour buttermilk) is poured into a goffa, a vessel made of a joint of a large bamboo, some turmeric and salt is added, and this drink is given to the bullocks. After this another potion is made of kushe (safflower) oil, one or two raw eggs, and a little turmeric, and administered to the bullocks by means of the goffa, whereupon the tongue of the bullocks is rubbed with salt to clean it."—Ed.
then the kari toran takes place, as follows:—
Two bamboos, the height of three men, are fixed at some distance from each other in front of the most ancient gate of the old petā near the Khād chauri, to which a rope is tied across, and leaves of the kovā and mats, cakes of dried cow dung, sobari, dried dates and coconuts, are suspended therefrom by the Dhejs of the village. This is called the kari tōran. About ¾ p. m. the Pāṭil, Kulkarni, and all the principal inhabitants walk in procession, preceded by music, to the Desai’s house, and select one red and one grey bullock. They are taken to some distance from the place where the kari is, and brought thence to the kari toran. One man holds each bullock. Each has a small piece of steel tied to some twine, which he throws against the kari toran to break it. The man who breaks the charm is taken to the Sārdā chauri, where he receives a poḍdi and some other present. After this the two bullocks are taken, preceded by music, to the Desai’s house. If the man in charge of the grey bullock break the charm, it is said that the white jaśdri will yield abundantly: if the man in charge of the red bullock does it, then the man gārijaśdri crop. Before the Desai’s bullocks are brought out in this manner, all the villagers take their bullocks outside the kari and exercise them till the evening. Should any of them escape, from fear or any other cause, and enter the boundary of any village not within the taluka to which it belongs, the rāyats of the village to which it belongs pursue it closely; but should they not succeed in catching it, and the rāyats of another village take it, the latter do not restore it, and there is no longer any kari ceremony in the village if the bullock is not caught.”

MISCELLANEA.

The Gāros.

The most interesting information with which we have yet met regarding the Gāro tribes, among whom a punitive expedition is still at work, is to be found in the second Report of the American Baptist Mission there, issued by the Rev. I. J. Stoddard.

The Gāro Hills are in the south-west corner of Assam, the valleys of Assam and Maimensing bounding them on the north-west and south, the Khasia Hills lying east, with the Brahmaputra on the north and west.

They build large and substantial houses on piles. The bamboo floor is from four to ten feet from the ground. The houses are from fifteen to twenty-five feet wide, and from fifty to one hundred and fifty feet long. These are covered with grass and enclosed with a firm bamboo wall. In one corner a small room is enclosed as a bedroom for the parents and girls. The remaining portion of the house is one long hall. Here they cook and eat, and store their year’s supply of rice and fish. Here we find their farming utensils, their spears and swords, and everything that is valuable to them. Every village has its “Bachelors’ Hall,” a building sufficiently large to lodge all the unmarried men and boys of the place. Only the daughters stop at home at night with their parents.

As compared with the people of the plains, the Gāros have a high sense of honour. They do not lie, they do not steal. They leave their houses open and unprotected all day, while they are far away on the hills at work. They expect to find everything on their return as they left it. They are not often mistaken. Adultery is punished with death. The unmarried guilty of immoralities must marry, or be held as outcasts from village and friends.

At the proper age the young people fall in love, court and marry, very much like sensible civilized folks. The young man in love can propose direct or through his father. The young woman in love has also the privilege of making known her feelings through the medium of a near relative. In the case where the proposal comes from the young woman the young man is not at liberty to refuse! The bride always brings her husband to her father’s house. The favourite daughter (she may or may not be the eldest) inherits the estate personal and real, and takes care of her parents in their old age. The other married daughters with their husbands usually live at home for a time, all sharing the common labours and profits. Finally they must strike out and shift for themselves. In no case is a son allowed to bring home a wife and live with his parents.

In the event of the death of a husband or wife, the surviving party cannot make a second choice. His or her friends must choose the second companion. This is not always easily done. Those of the proper age and lineage cannot be found. Hence in this second marriage we frequently meet with the widower of fifty years with his young wife of ten years, and the widow of forty with her young husband of eight years! In these domestic arrangements the Gāro customs seem as unalterable as the laws of the Medes and Persians.

The Gāros burn their dead. A few ashes are
saved as a memento. They sometimes mourn long for the departed, especially for the wife. I know the headman of a village who mourned three years the death of his wife. He could not work. He feasted his friends and neighbours for consolation. Thus he continued till his property was expended. Nearly all the village turn out and assist at funerals. The young men cut and bring wood for the pile. This is built near the house, and the dead placed upon it at sundown. The elder men and women collect the native-made rum from the village, and make more if necessary. Early in the afternoon all begin to drink. The bereaved are brought under the influence of liquor as soon as possible, to drown their sorrows. At dusk the fire is kindled. Now men, women, and children drink until all are drunken!

They have no knowledge of the Maker of all things—not even a name for God. They have no temples, or images, or forms of religious worship—unless sacrificing to demons be regarded in this light. They say they worship nothing—that there is no future after death—that they desire simply to be let alone. The demons are evil and disturbing spirits. They believe in these—believe them to be numberless—to live under trees, rocks, and to fill the mountains—to be the cause of famine and pestilence, all diseases of mind and body—in short, the cause of whatever disturbs the happiness of man, and of death itself. Of these they live in perpetual dread!

Hence, to induce these demons to depart from their country, the Gáros sacrifice under every green tree, near rocks, at the base of hills, and in every street leading to their villages. This is done by individuals, families, or the entire village, as circumstances seem to indicate. They sacrifice fowls, pigs, goats, bullocks, and young dogs. The latter, because of superior sagacity, are supposed to be most acceptable to the demons. As no time, place, or individual is exempt from trouble and sorrow, so the Gáros, in their fear, are most incessant in shedding of blood. The wealthy become poor, and the poor remain thus, by these fruitless and endless attempts to drive away these imaginary demons.

They say there is no hereafter—that when a man dies, that is the end of him. Still every Gáro confesses himself to be a sinner and to be worthy of punishment. They firmly believe that notoriously bad persons will live again, and perhaps for ages, in the bodies of tigers, snakes, or other vile forms, as a punishment for evil deeds in the present life.

Ignorance and superstition go hand in hand. Two Christian Gáros were on a preaching tour. Soon after they had spent a night in a certain village the headman was very ill for several days. In due time these men returned that way and called for lodgings as before. It was late. The next village was at a distance and the road dangerous. But they were driven from the place. The demons, said they, are not pleased with Christians, or those who give them shelter, therefore "no person of this new faith can ever lodge in our village again!"

Some Gáro Christians cut a few bamboos supposed to be the dwelling-place of demons. About this time there was a great drought. Crops were suffering. The heathen Gáros divined that the demons had been offended, and armed themselves with knives and spears to cut up the Christians who had given the offence. Meantime Providence sent rain, and the bloody raid was abandoned.

A people thus ignorant and superstitious are liable to move suddenly and to great extremes. Filled with fear and dread uncertainty, they descend upon the nearest village and cut off a dozen heads of inoffensive men, women, and children. They hastily drive Christians from their village, or as quickly turn from demon-sacrificing to the worship of the Christians' God.

In customs, language, and religion (if they have any) this people are quite different from those of the plains. They are entirely free from caste influences.

The Gáros do not object to the education of their girls and women. Several married women, wives of preachers and teachers, have learned to read. Gáro women are held in respect, and have a voice in all domestic matters, and they are not ignored even in the village councils. There is hope for such a people.

**PERSIAN STANZAS ON ATTRACTION AND REPULSION.**

*Selected and Translated by E. Rohateh, Eqq., M.C.E.*

VI.—From Shyryñ Perhád.
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A people thus ignorant and superstitious are liable to move suddenly and to great extremes. Filled with fear and dread uncertainty, they descend upon the nearest village and cut off a dozen heads of inoffensive men, women, and children. They hastily drive Christians from their village, or as quickly turn from demon-sacrificing to the worship of the Christians' God.

In customs, language, and religion (if they have any) this people are quite different from those of the plains. They are entirely free from caste influences.

The Gáros do not object to the education of their girls and women. Several married women, wives of preachers and teachers, have learned to read. Gáro women are held in respect, and have a voice in all domestic matters, and they are not ignored even in the village councils. There is hope for such a people.
Plethoric of Village Heads.

In the little Principality of Swanton, Wilt, in many of the villages the office of Pith is held by many of the villagers. The several heads are turned to officials and representatives of each village. In other parts of the country where there have been such villages, a Pith is often held by many of the heads of families. Can any of the family sign the papers? Can any of the heads of families sign the papers? Is there any correspondence similar to that in the Indian Antiquary regarding these papers?
THE Surbakri Hills are a subordinate portion of the great Aravalí range, and at their western extremity is a conical peak called the Râni Tunk. This peak is a conspicuous feature in the landscape from Diss, and the peak itself is only about a mile and a half from the town of Dântiwâra, under Pâlanpur. This small peak can be seen by the traveller between Diss and Abu (lying to the right of the road) as far as Reodar, and it can be discerned on a clear day from Abu itself. Near the foot of the peak is the site of the ruined city of Dhârâpurâ and the Dhârâsar tank. The legend regarding this tank or peak is as follows:

Chandan Sodâ, Chief of Nagar Pârkâr, went one day to one of his villages bordering the Ran, for shikâr. One morning he roused a noble boar in the village fields. As he was mounted on his good steed and had his trusty lance in his hand, he gave chase; the boar went straight across the Ran, and Chandan Sodâ followed it. At length evening drew near, but, as the moon was full, Chandan Sodâ did not draw rein, and at last the boar reached the Wâgar side of the Ran. Chandan Sodâ still urged on his panting steed, and as the dawn broke he overtook the now exhausted boar and laid him dead at his feet with one thrust of his spear: this happened close to the walls of Kelâkot, where reigned the celebrated Lâkhâ Phulâni. The following duha describes the magnificence and pomp of Lâkhâ:

Lâkhâ, the son of Ocean, took an incarnation at the house of Phul.
O Lâkhâ, in thy darbâr the pigeons feed on pearls,
On the saddles of thy steeds diamonds, O thron of surpassing wisdom,
Lâkhâ Phulâni, Hindu King of the West!

On seeing the boar speared by Chandan Sodâ, a villager informed Lâkhâ Phulâni that a stranger had ventured to spear a boar close to his castle walls. Lâkhâ Phulâni, indignant that any one should venture to hunt without permission in his domains, at once mounted, and taking with him a troop of horsemen soon overtook Chandan Sodâ. Observing their hostile intentions, Chandan Sodâ appealed to Lâkhâ in person and asked him why he was following him to slay him without cause. Lâkhâ re-proached him with having slain his boar. Chandan Sodâ replied: "The boar is not yours, but one of mine I chased from my fields on the other shore of the Ran." Lâkhâ refused to believe this, as the distance was so great, and threatened Chandan Sodâ with instant death. In this extremity Chandan Sodâ proposed that the stomach of the boar should be ripped open, and that if bôjri-ears and water-melons were found in it, then it would be clear that the boar came from his (Chandan Sodâ's) country, whereas if its stomach contained sugarcane or pulse, that he would agree that the boar belonged to Lâkhâ Phulâni. Lâkhâ Phulâni then said: "If the boar be mine, what then?" Chandan Sodâ replied: "And if the boar be mine, what then?" Eventually they agreed that if the boar should turn out to be Lâkhâ Phulâni's, Chandan Sodâ should submit to imprisonment at that Chief's pleasure and pay a heavy ransom for his release, but that if the boar should be Chandan Sodâ's, then Lâkhâ agreed to give Chandan Sodâ his daughter Phulmati in marriage. The boar was now ripped open, and bôjri-ears and water-melons were found in its stomach, as Chandan Sodâ had said. Chandan now claimed the performance of Lâkhâ's promise. Lâkhâjî held a kacheri and solemnly betrothed Phulmati to Chandan Sodâ. He then dismissed Chandan Sodâ with honour, and told him to return to celebrate his nuptials as soon as he should receive an invitation. Chandan now returned to Pârkâr. After Chandan's departure, Phulmati's mother and all Lâkhâ's court declared that he would be disgraced if he married his daughter to Chandan Sodâ, who was but a small Chief comparatively with Lâkhâ the King of the West. To all their remonstrances Lâkhâ replied: "I will never go back from my plighted word." One of his ministers suggested that there was a mode of
action whereby he should not forfeit his word and yet that it should not be necessary to give his daughter, namely, to fix the wedding day for a certain day and so arrange that the invitation should reach Chandan Sodā only the day before the day fixed for the wedding. As the distance was too great for Chandan Sodā to traverse in twenty-four hours, Lākhā would thus be freed from his promise. This plan was eventually determined on, and a day was fixed, namely, Sañvat 1116 Vaishāk Sodā 13th, and the Brāhmaṇa who delivered the kāndātā (or invitation) was instructed to deliver it on the 12th. The Brāhmaṇa accordingly delivered the kāndātā to Chandan Sodā on the 12th Vaishāk Sodā. Chandan Sodā at once perceived the trick and was deeply grieved; he determined, however, to reach Kelākoṭ in time, if it were possible for man and horse to do it. He then inquired at once if any one in Nagar Pākār possessed a horse or camel capable of doing the distance in the time, but none could be found. Just as Chandan was giving up in despair, a sūtār named Dhārāi said: “I have two tame nyghai bulls which will travel three hundred miles in one day, and I will lend you them.” Chandan, after thanking the sūtār, directed them to be harnessed in the dūrangā (a two-wheeled car). The sūtār harnessed the bulls in the dūrangā, and Chandan, after putting on the marriage-crown (mūd), sat in the dūrangā, which was driven by the sūtār. They drove so fast that they reached Kelākoṭ before dawn, and sent word to Lākhā Phulāni that Chandan Sodā had come to be married. As Chandan Sodā had arrived in time, Lākhājī determined to give him his daughter, and made preparations for the marriage. The nuptial ceremonies were then performed with great pomp, and a separate palace was allotted to Chandan Sodā and Phulmati. Lākhā also provided a lodging for Dhārāi Sutār, and a stable for his nyghai. After a few days, Lākhā paid a visit to Chandan Sodā and in the course of conversation asked him how he had managed to arrive so quickly. Chandan Sodā then told him that his sūtār had lent him his nyghai bulls, and that the sūtār had yoked them in the dūrangā, and thus conveyed him so quickly to Kelākoṭ. Lākhā Phulāni considered within himself that he must obtain possession of these nyghai; Dhārāi, however, refused to sell them. Now it so happened that the sūtār’s lodging was beneath the palace of Rāṇi Jalku, stepmother of Lākhā Phulāni; Lākhā accused the sūtār of a criminal intimacy with Jalku, who was still young and beautiful, as she had married Jhārējā Phulji, father of Lākhā, when she was quite a child, and but a few years before Phulji’s death. The sūtār being now in prison, Lākhā determined in about a month to seize on the nyghai, when every one would have forgotten to whom they belonged. Rāṇi Jalku, however, was extremely indignant at this false accusation, and considered that although the accusation was false, still people would believe it, and she would be eternally disgraced: she therefore determined to avoid false reproaches by actually running away with the sūtār. Now she had a favourite slave-girl named Mulī; she sent Mulī accordingly on some pretext to Dhārāi Sutār, and said to him: “Take me away, I am willing to follow your fortunes, and as I will bring with me much wealth you will not be a sufferer by doing so.” Dhārāi Sutār replied: “How can I carry you off when I am here in prison?” Rāṇi Jalku then represented that she would free him from prison provided he would agree to carry her off from Kelākoṭ. To this Dhārāi Sutār agreed. Rāṇi Jalku then bribed the guard to release Dhārāi Sutār, and she herself putting on armour, and taking with her her daughter Māru, an infant of three years of age, and slave-girl Mulī, she waited for Dhārāi Sutār outside the city gate. Dhārāi Sutār after harnessing his nyghai went out by a side gate unobserved and joined Rāṇi Jalku. The Rāṇi now dismissed her slave-girl Mulī, and she and her daughter Māru sat in the dūrangā, which was driven by Dhārāi Sutār. They left Kelākoṭ at dusk, and the nyghai went so fast that they made their first halt at Shiągān, a village then belonging to the Solankhi tribe, and under the Dhānera Pargānā. They halted near the village well, under the shade of some trees. Some boys were playing near the well, and they induced two of them to accompany them. The name of one of these boys was Viraṇjī, son of Jetmāḷji Solankhi. The other boy was a Rabārī by caste and was named Devrāj. On leaving Shiągān they took the two boys with them in the dūrangā. They next alighted near the Jhāser (or Jyertīj) hill, and there Dhārāi Sutār founded a village and dug a tank, and named the village Dhārāpura, and the tank Dhārāsār. With
Rani Jalku's wealth beautiful buildings were constructed, and good cultivators were attracted to Dhara pura. Here they lived undisturbed for ten years, and the village grew rich and populous. Maru, Jalku's daughter, grew up during these years to womanhood, and was supremely beautiful. Both Viramji and Devraj were desperately enamoured of her, but Maru's heart inclined to Viramji. Although Maru was a queen's daughter, still as Rani Jalku had run away with a su dar she feared that they would be unable to contract an alliance for her with any kingly house; Rani Jalku therefore married Mara to Viramji Solankhi. But Devraj Rabi rii was deeply grieved at this, for he too loved Maru passionately, and on the day when she was married to Viramji Solankhi he left Dhara pura in anger, and travelled until he reached Amarkot (Omerkote), where Sodha Sumra reigned. When Sumra held a darbhar Devraj made obeisance, and said that he knew of a most beautiful damsel fit only to be Sumra's queen. He then recited this Dho:—

The mould in which Maru was framed is such that none other in the whole world has been framed in it.

Either that mould has been broken, or the artificer thereof hath forgotten how to so fashion another.

Thus Devraj acted, out of jealousy to Viramji Solankhi. Raja Sumra on hearing this praise of Maru said to the Rabi rii: “Search through my town and see if there be in it any damsel fit to compare with Maru.” The Rabari after much search discovered a beautiful loharaan, and presenting himself before Raja Sumra recited this Dho:—

Sodha! in thy city is a lohar of graceful form, Her bracelet* hangs loosely on her arm, she is perhaps something like Maru.

Sodha Sumra now directed the loharaan to be brought before him, and was so impressed with her charms that he determined to espouse her; he, however, perceived from what Devraj said that Maru must be still more beautiful, and accordingly sent his brother Hamir Sodha with

five hundred horse to Dhara pura together with Devraj to carry off Maru. They marched night and day until they reached Dhara pura, and concealed themselves in the jungle near the Dharaasar tank. Devraj said to Hamir: “Maru comes hither daily to draw water; when she comes we will seize her and carry her off.” That night, however, heavy rain fell, and every one had their water-vessels filled by the rain. No one therefore came to the tank. Maru also did not come. Hamir then recited this Dho:—

Rain, do not act (to others) as thou hast done to me;

Maru has not come to the tank, but has gone and filled (her vessel) at the waterfall.

Hamir then said to Devraj: “What shall we do?” Devraj replied: Rani Jalku and her daughter Maru are churning milk in their chok and no attendants are near them.” Hamir and Devraj taking two horses and a camel went there. Whilst the two were churning, Maru's scarf fell on her shoulder, disclosing her beautiful face. She, however, continued churning, and with her foot restored her scarf to its position. Devraj on seeing this feat of agility uttered the following Dho:—

With the agility of her foot she picked up and restored to its place the woollen scarf.

Hamir, from seeing her face and from witnessing this act of agility as well as from Devraj's couplet, recognized that this could be no other than Maru; he accordingly seized her and tied her behind him on his horse; afterwards alighting he placed her on the camel, and he and Devraj fled with Maru to Amarkot. On their arrival there, a palace was assigned for her use, and Sumra Sodha sent her a message to say that next day he would visit her at the palace. In reply Maru sent a message that she had taken the untio vrat, or camel-vow, viz. that for six months she must stay in the palace without seeing a man; that when the six months were over, she would sit on a camel and go for a ride, and that then her vow would be

* The bracelet hanging loosely is supposed to show she was of graceful form, i.e. not fat.
performed and she would accept his visits. Of these six months, one month she said had already expired. Sumrā Sodā agreed not to molest her, and did not press his visit. Rāni Māru now wrote a note to Viramji Solankhi and secretly sent it to Dhirāpura. The note contained these words: "I am protected for five months by my vow; come quickly with a good camel and alight within the town of Amarkot, and I will contrive to join you, and we will face together. If you do not come within the time, I will die, but I will never receive the Rājā as my lover." Viramji on receiving this letter purchased a magnificent camel from Jatī Bhemad of Khemat for Rs. 200. The following dūha describes the camel:

- दुलार भेमदे नाही सुरसाद वर्णम ||
- रीूभी ना भेंति खेमान्दे दुलार वर्णम || ११

Its head like a waterpot, its forearms strong as poles,

Bhema, disciple of Nāda, gave it.*


Viramji mounted on his camel and came to Amarkot and alighted in the bazaar, and remained there for a month, and managed to carry on a correspondence with her secretly. One day Sohni Rāni, one of Sumrā Sodā’s queens, came to visit Māru, and said to her: "Let us give an entertainment and drink wine." Māru replied: "I have left my husband behind at Dhirāpura, how then should I drink wine!" Sohni replied in the following couplet:

- धारायवृत्ति वर्ष आलो लाभ संभूत ||
- धारायधि कृष्णदी नारा रे जी की के रे || ११

Having come away from Dhirāpura, thou hast come to a king’s palace:

O Māru, wherefore dost thou grieve after a husband wearer but of woollen clothing?

Māru replied to her in the following couplet:

- पलावृति नारा लाभ संभूत ||
- नैन शापस नारी समान वर्मा रम || ११

A putala (silk scarf) can be purchased for five (rupees),

A lōhā (shawl) may be worth a lakṣha; Thy heart is for Sodā Sumrā, But my heart is for Viram Rai.

Māru therefore refused to drink wine. At last the six months of her vow were accomplished. Māru then sent a message to Sodā Sumrā that the period prescribed by her vow was accomplished, and requested that the best camel procurable might be sent to her, that she might ride on it and be absolved from her vow. The Rājā accordingly caused all the camels in the town to be sent before Māru: Māru approved of Viram’s camel, and kept Viram and his camel, dismissing the others. At this time no man but Viram was present; only the other Rānis were present. Māru then ordered Viram to make his camel kneel, and after veiling her face he mounted. Viram then mounted also, and Māru bade adieu to the other Rānis, saying that she would ride within the fort. Thus saying she directed Viram to start, and as soon as they were out of sight they took the Dhirāpura road. On the way they met a Charan who asked alan. As they had no money, Māru gave him her gold necklace and said to him: "Go to Sumrā Sodā and say to him poetry in praise of my camel."

On hearing of the escape of Māru, Sumrā Sodā mounted with a large body of horse in pursuit. On the road they met the Charan. The Charan, on learning who they were, recited the following couplet to Sumrā Sodā as a message from Māru:

- कृपया शुभ लाभ साहित्य धारा देन ||
- अपने सुनार देवी मां भार तर्स || ११

The camel has already passed over many (sandy) thals and difficult and mighty passes:

Having come to Sumrā, say to him, Why dost thou fatigue (lit. beat) thy horse?

Sumrā Sodā, hearing from the Charan that the camel could not be overtaken, returned to Amarkot and collected an army, and after a few months marched to Dhirāpura. On the arrival of the army, Dhārā Sutâr and Viram Solankhi, and the two Rānis, Jalku and Māru, went into the Surbakri hills. A great battle was fought. After performing prodigies of valour, Dhārā Sutâr and Viram Solankhi with all their followers were slain. Jalku and Māru being desperate, and preferring death to dishonour, hurled themselves from the peak at the extremity of the Surbakri range, and were dashed to pieces. In commemoration of this sacrifice the peak has ever since been called the Rāni Tunk, or Queens’ Peak.

* Saw of the World alludes to his cutting the road: rāstâ lāguwo. He is called House-Rebuilder as he was the means of Viramji recovering his wife.
NOTES ON THE ŚAIVA-SIDDHĀNTA.

BY THE REV. C. EGBERT KENNET, VEPERY, MADRAS.

In a brief review of F. Boutelepou’s manual, Philosophia Indica Expositio, which appeared in the Indian Antiquary (vol. I. pp. 224-5), it was remarked that, “in treating of the Paśupatas, whom Colebrooke describes under the northern appellation of the sect, it was of importance that notice should have been taken of their existence and their tenets as found in South India.” It is intended in the present paper to put together a few notes, made at different times, illustrative of this subject.

Independently of the exoteric and popular worship connected with the great temples of Madura, there is at that place a well-organized school of esoteric religions teaching in full vigour and operation, representing the Śaiva-Siddhānta system, the most popular system of philosophy and religion among the Tamil people. It is based on the eight-and-twenty Śaiva books, or Agamas as they are termed, whence its adherents are called Āgamists.

The Rev. W. Taylor in his Catalogue Raisonné (Vol. II. p. Ixxxix.) confounds this sect with the Vira-Śaivas, who are not Śaiva-Siddhānta or Āgamists, but the Jangamas or Lingaghāris—a sect which did not exist when the Siddhānta books were written, and whose use of the male symbol only, to the exclusion of the female, is sufficient to distinguish them from the other Śaiva worshippers among the Tamils.

As already observed, Colebrooke describes the Āgama school of religious philosophy under its northern appellation and characteristics, as that of the ‘Mahāsvaras’ and ‘Paśupatas’ (Essays, vol. I. pp. 406-413), but the Tamil development of its tenets is marked by very peculiar features which lead me to hazard an opinion that it owes them, in some degree, to contact with the teaching of the Madura missionaries of the Church of Rome at the close of the sixteenth century. The late Rev. H. R. Hosiington, of the Jaffna American Mission, translated from the Tamil three of the treatises on which the Āgamists base their system, but most, if not all, of the other treatises are as yet little known, existing, as it is supposed, only in Sanskrit. Mr. Hosiington’s work was printed in America in 1854, and made teaching of this school accessible to English scholars for the first time, with the advantage of having the obscure text of the original elucidated by the best native assistance that he was able at the time to procure. The Āgamist philosophy, or, as it may be more properly termed, the Śaiva-Siddhānta, is essentially antagonistic to Vedāntism. The monotheism of the Vedas, such as it was, made it impossible to distinguish the object worshipped from the mind of the worshipping, and while therefore it implicitly contained the later polytheism which contented the vulgar mind, it fostered in more aspiring intellects the most extravagant pantheism. The essence of the Vedantic doctrine consists in the individual soul considering itself the same as God, or as resolvable into God, and the whole visible world an illusion. In opposition to this, Śaiva teachers most strongly insist upon the real, and not merely apparent or illusory, distinctness of God from all other spirits and from matter.

While the Vedantists maintain that there is but one, only and secondless Being, and that all visible forms of creation are only an ideal development of him, having no real existence whatever, the Āgamists teach the existence of three distinct eternal entities, God, soul, and matter (pāti, pānu, pāsam), the Deity being a Person and not a mere abstraction, and distinct from the human soul and matter, both which derive their existence from him as their efficient cause. They repudiate the Vedantic doctrine of the creation of the universe by the Deity out of his own essence, and maintain the distinct and separate existence of the efficient and material causes of the creation—the first, active, moving; the second, passive, moved; the one effective, the other yielding itself to be acted on by it. “Matter cannot proceed from spirit, therefore the world was not developed from God,” is a maxim of this school. That which knows is the soul, and that which is known is the Deity, and hence it follows, “When it is said one exists, he who says it must also exist,” which is another maxim. And these two express the distinguishing principles of the system it represents. Yet God cannot be comprehended but by grace or divine illumination,
as "all wisdom," it is taught, "comes from grace (arul)." According to this system, God himself appears as the Teacher of the soul in human form, and leads men to himself, even as men take wild animals by means of animals of their own kind trained for the purpose. This he does by means of the seven Sacraments, which are—ocular, manipulative, oral, scriptural, mental, disciplinary, and formal instruction, this last being of two kinds, symbolic and spiritual; the symbolic including the ceremony of initiation and confirmation, and the spiritual being that which effects communion with the Deity. (See Hoisington's Translations, pp. 117-119).

Isāram—God—is subject to no change, and souls are from eternity pure; like an unlighted lamp, the soul shows nothing, but, like a magnet which attracts iron, it causes the body in its presence to act. When the body is active, the perceptive organs grasp each its own rudimental element (the medium of sensation), just as the parts of a moving machine perform each its own office; or, in other words, the sensations are at work, from which, kārmik, the result of action, is produced, and by this, malam, defilement (sin), is introduced. When the malam in which the soul has been ensnared is removed by tīchēi, instruction or illumination of disciples through the Sacramental process above mentioned, then the divine wisdom becomes transferred to the soul as the face is transferred to the mirror. (Hoisington, pp. 171-172). One cannot help being reminded by this figure, of the language in the Christian Scriptures, where we find it said that "we all, with open face, beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed into the same image from glory to glory."

In the last particular, pāsam (matter) is declared never to perish, but malam (evil) its development, which obscures the soul so that its understanding cannot apprehend things fully or aright, will be destroyed. Except this, there is no destruction of the eternal essential nature of pāsam or matter. The darkness which cannot exist before the lamp, is not destroyed, nor can it exist before the light; just so pāsam cannot exist with the soul that is united with Deity, but of its eternal essential nature there is no destruction. (Hoisington, p. 206). The earnest asseveration of the eternal existence and non-destruction of the matter in which the soul dwells, after the emancipation of the soul itself, sounds like a faint note of hope of something yet reserved for the body also.

The words occurring in St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans (ch. viii. 20) have been strikingly applied to illustrate these speculations: "The creature was made subject to vanity (māga), not willingly, but by reason of him who hath subjected the same in hope, because the creature itself also shall be delivered from the bondage (pāsam) of corruption (malam) into the liberty of glory (mōcba) of the children of God." The coincidence of thought and language, at any rate, is remarkable, and suggests the possibility of these speculations of an extraordinary school of Hindu religious philosophy being made meeting-places for higher truths, which can alone supply what is lacking in them, and satisfy the deep natural yearnings which gave them birth.

THE NALADIYAR.

BY THE REV. F. J. LEEPER, TRANQUEBAR.

(Continued from page 331.)

Chapter 27.—Riches without goodness.
The bat will not go to the rough-stemmed wood-apple tree, though near and fruitful. So the riches of those who, though they be very near to one, have no greatness of soul, have not the excellence of being considered as profitable.

2. Though there be handfuls of small buds on the milk-hedge, men will not put out their hand to gather them, for its flowers are not fit for wearing. (Even so,) the wise will not form friendship with the mean, though they have much wealth. 3. Though they live on the shore of the rolling ocean, they repair to the saltless well of a running spring and drink. Though wealthy men be nigh, they will go afar off and fix their desire upon the liberal. 4. In the seagirt earth merit is various. The sensible should be great. Those who are foolish, and are like unbeaten steel and the thorny brinjāl, will flourish in silk and gay apparel. 5. If you ask what is the reason why, while the good and just are in poverty, the unjust and unlearned
are wealthy, O thou who hast eyes elongated like a lance! when one investigates the matter, it is nothing else but the effect of deeds done in a former birth. 6. (O Lakshmi,) who like a golden image sits upon that fair flower whose leaves are like scentless plates of gold, die and become ashes upon the ground! you connect yourself with the mean of all sorts, leaving the good who resemble gold. 7. O thou who hast eyes like a lance! is not shame attached to the poverty of the just? Is not the wealth of the miser like painters' green? (i.e. it is so cleaves to him that he will not give alms.) When thou hast investigated these two states thou wilt not approve or desire either of them. 8. Those who are honest (when they become poor), going to distant lands, and eating various kinds of food, will spend their days; while those who are dishonest (when they become poor) will sit in their houses and eat curries and rice while the perspiration streams from their bodies, and will not go to distant lands. 9. When the ear of the golden-red paddy is scorched, the heaven bright with lightning will vomit and pour forth (rain) into the sea. The liberality of those who are simple, even when they are possessed of riches, is of like character. 10. Those are the senseless who, though they read, understand not. The sensible, though they read not, resemble the learned. Those who, though utterly poor, will not beg, are the truly rich. Even the rich are poor if they give not.

CHAPTER 28.—ILLIBERALITY.

1. To give a part of their meal to the extent of their ability, both to the friendly and unfriendly, and after that to eat, is truly to eat a meal. To those who refuse food to the needy, and so live and eat and pass on, the door of heaven will be closed. 2. Those who have, to the best of their ability, practised to any extent trifling acts of charity, will in another birth become great; while those who, when they have become wealthy, say, We will give alms some time or other, shall be punished and shall perish from all the sea-surrounded earth. 3. He who employs not his time in enjoying his property, or gives not of it to ascetics, but lays it up (like a miser)—at him, the foolish one, about to perish, his hoarded wealth shall mock, and the favour of the world shall mock. 4. The great wealth which the miserly-minded have attained, who neither know how to give it away nor to use it themselves, shall be like the beauteous damsels of a family, who when they have arrived at puberty are enjoyed by others; i.e. others than its owner shall enjoy it. 5. Though they live near the mighty ocean whose waters overflow, men look on the spring of a small well whose water is almost dried up and live. The poverty of the great is better than the riches of those who know not of the next birth. 6. If you ask why I say, It is mine, It is mine, concerning the property of that ignorant man who gives not to others, saying, It is mine, It is mine,—while it belongs to that wretched man he gives it not in alms, neither does he himself enjoy it, neither do I give it away in alms or enjoy it myself. 7. The poor are more exempt from trouble than the niggardly rich. They are exempt from the labour of guarding that wealth. They are exempt from the trouble of bringing it. They are exempt from the pain of having their hands bound. In many ways are they exempt from trouble. 8. While the property is his own, he gives it not away; when it becomes the property of his partners, they also give it not away in alms. If he gives it away before his death, the partners will find no fault with him; if after death they give it away, he will not find fault with them. 9. Comparing beggars to a calf, and benefactors to a cow, such a spontaneous benevolence is true benevolence. Forced charity is as when a cow will only give its milk when coerced by strong men, who push it about and apply various instruments to its limbs. Such benevolence is the mark of a base mind. 10. The seeking to accumulate wealth is a cause of vexation. The guarding that collected shining wealth causes vexation. Again, if any of that wealth which is so guarded be diminished, there is vexation. If it be lost, how great the vexation! Truly this said wealth is the very abode of vexation.

CHAPTER 29.—POVERTY.

1. Although a man live wearing a patched cloth round his loins, yet the possession of eight or ten pieces of money will gain him great honour among many persons. Those who have nothing at all, though born of a respectable family, are considered (by such) as more despicable than a dead carcass. 2. It is said that ghee is more subtle than water, and all know that smoke is more subtle than ghee. If you inquire, you will find that the afflicted mendicants will creep
in through crevices through which even smoke cannot penetrate. 3. O king of the woodlands where they chase the parent from the cultivated field with stones, where the Kantharla (November-flower plant) growing upon the mountains lofty and abounding with rocks, is out of flower! the swarms of red-spotted winged insects will not even approach near it (to extract its honey); thus the destitute have no relations. 4. In the day of prosperity thousands are very slaves, as crows will collect together at the mangled carcass (i.e. the dead crow); but in the day when this is changed, like the insect (which wanders about for food), there is not one single person in the world who will ask you, Are you well? 5. O lord of the fair hills crowded together, where the streams fall upon the rocks and wash them! the high birth of those who are environed by poverty will disappear, their great dignity will disappear, and their illustrious learning will also disappear. 6. Scorn those who, though they live in the same town, give no alms to those who come to them tormented in mind by sharp hunger, and asking for somewhat with great desire. It would be far better to go away to some distant place and live as guests in other houses, than to remain fruitlessly spending their days in that place. 7. O thou who hast sharp teeth causing envy to the buds of the jessamine! those who are mendicants (or those who have the affliction of begging) will lose, together with their right-mindedness, abundant accurate learning, and all other good qualities which they may have at any time possessed. 8. It is better for him who once was charitable, i.e. who stood in the way of giving, but who now cannot give aught to beggars, to spend his life in the afflictive way of stretching out his hands for alms in every house in the far land to which he has gone, than to remain in his own land,—than living in his native town, standing in the way of poverty, trying to mend his circumstances. 9. When wealth has gone, in the time of adversity, the poor, with those arms once adorned with bracelets, bend the branches of trees, pluck off the leaves and eat them, using as a dish an earthen pot, and live on discontented minds eating leaf-curry (or that which is cooked) without salt. 10. O lord of the hill-country, cool and very beautiful and lofty, where the streams of water fall down (from the rocks)! the swarms of shining and beautiful-winged beetles crowded with red spots crawl not on the branch which has ceased to blossom; in like manner the unfortunate have no friends.

Chapter 30.—Innocence.

1. The minds of the honourable, when they see the disgraceful things or excesses perpetrated by the ignorant who rely upon their wealth, will burn in one compact flame as the fire burns the jungle on which it has seized. 2. The honourable, though they become through destitution mere bones and skin, will they follow those who are destitute of proper dispositions, to make known their afflictions to them? Or will they refrain from telling the trouble which they endure to the great (or wise), who are beforehand intuitively acquainted with them? 3. If it be that they are like those who say, as soon as others see their wives, Alas, the chastity of our wives is in danger! being afraid, place us outside and give us rice,—on this account forsake associating with the rich. 4. The estimation of the excellent will bestow on us good in this life. It will stand unwaveringly in the way of goodness, and it will afford benefits to be enjoyed in the next birth. That estimation is good indeed, O thou who sheddest a delicious scent from thy hair! 5. The excellent will not do the things which will bring upon them the effects of sin in another birth, or disgrace in this birth, though it should cost them their lives. Death will cause trouble for only a moment in one day; there is nothing like sin, which will cause grievous and long-enduring misery. 6. Among all those who live in this fertile and wide world, those who give not alms to others, amongst the rich, though exceeding rich, are poor indeed; while those who go not to beg alms of the rich, though they have become exceedingly poor, are indeed illustrious. 7. All who are in the lowest grade of virtue dread pinching hunger; all who are in the middle grade will fear affliction. O thou with long lance-shaped eyes, whose brows are spread like a bow on each side! the highest grade of all will fear the reproach uttered against them by others. 8. These are the good, these are the liberal givers, but they are now become poor. When the rich, thus reviling them, cast upon them a contemptuous smile, the minds of the eminently excellent will burn, like the fire in the smith's forge when excited by the belows. 9. The shame which is caused by not
giving alms to those who desire of us, is not modesty. Nor is the shame which one feels every day who flees from battle, modesty. But true modesty is that shame which will not suffer us to declare the wrongs inflicted on us by our enemies in the day of our distress. 10. The tiger of the forest having slain an elk, will not eat it, but will leave it if it fall on the left side. In like manner, could the excellent by a sacrifice of principle obtain all the wealth that exists under the wide-extended heavens, they would not even desire it.

Chapter 31.—Dread of mendicity.

Will those who possess clear understanding follow after such men as constantly revile them, saying, These poor men will become rich through our means; they cannot acquire wealth of themselves? 2. Does not a man’s death and his birth take place (frequently) in the twinkling of an eye? Is it, therefore, a reproach to a man if he starve and keep his integrity inviolate, rather than fill his stomach by the disgraceful practice of mendicity? 3. There are none who, using poverty as a pretext, venturing on begging, do not go to others for assistance in the way of meanness. Will the excellent then go for alms to any others but to those who will embrace them and say, Come to my house and eat? 4. Though Lakshmi withdraw from them and God be angry, the excellent will not stand with bended neck before the ignorant who bury their money in the earth, and who contemplate not heavenly things with constant minds. 5. Living without begging from friends, strong in affection and who are like the apple of our eyes, who withhold not their assistance from us, is life indeed. Since one’s mind melts with anguish when one reflects on a life of mendicity, what must their feelings be who receive alms! 6. Since it is a means of removing the affliction of poverty for one to beg for himself, then let affliction be my portion, and let precious wealth depart from me. Of what use is it for him to ask alms of his neighbour with a mind mired with covetous desires and eyes dimmed with tears? 7. O lord of the mountains from whose sides fall streams which throw up gold! though a person be born again and again in the world who will not allow himself to reproach beggars, yet (so few are such persons) it must be said he belongs not to this world. 8. If a person being torment-
them, will stand grieving much for her who bare them. 7. Science is easily acquired by all obedient students, like the shoulders of courtzans who take all they can get. But the substance of acquired learning is as difficult to be understood as are the inward instructions of those courtzans beauteous in body as flower-buds. 8. Those learned men who collect plenty of books bring them and fill up every room in their houses, and yet understand them not, are of one kind, while those learned men who both understand their purport and are able to explain them to others are of another kind. 9. O lord of the extended hills where the wild oxen resort in herds! can the works of these persons be called excellent and faultless commentaries who construct them not in these four methods—concisely, copiously, catechetically, and paraphrastically? 10. Will those who are not born of a good family, no matter how much learning they have acquired, will they become sufficiently wise to pass over, without cursing, the faults which occur in the speech of others? The truly learned make as if they knew not the despicable learning of those who understand not their exposition of science.

Chapter 33.—Defective knowledge.

1. The learned will esteem as precious the speech of those friends who declare to them the gracious way of wisdom. The base, who are esteemed as worthless, will abuse and revile them. The base appreciates not the flavour of the milk-porridge. 2. Though men destitute of rectitude listen to those who are destitute of envy, when they declare the way of virtue, yet they give no heed, just as the chaklar's dog, which seized and devours leather, knows not how to appreciate the taste of rice and milk. 3. Although they see by numerous examples the way by which their precious life may depart in the twinkling of an eye, yet they do not good even to the extent of a grain of millet. What does it matter whether such stupid, shameless (persons) live, or whether they die? 4. Since the days of life are few, and to our life there is no continuing stay, and since it is reviled (or contemned) by many, why should any one nourish fierce hatred in his heart in secret, and not be friendly with those he may meet. 6. If a person going before a public assembly abusively reproach another, and the reproached reviles not in turn but remains quiet, if the reviler thereafter live on and prosper, he will indeed be an object of astonishment to all (who see him). 6. The hard words, Get out and go away, will be uttered by the female slave in his own house, while she pushes him out, to him who, before old age comes upon him, perseveres not in performing deeds of virtue. 7. Men of small understanding fruitlessly spend their day of life; since they themselves enjoy not their wealth, they bestow no benefit on the good. They attain not the excellent way of life, which would be a strong fortress for them, and with confused minds do they rely on their wealth. 8. The foolish man who in the time of youth binds not up as a viaticum the rice needful for the road on which he travels, but binds up his money (like an orange) and says, Hereafter we will do the requisite acts of charity, when with the hand he makes a sign that he wishes a bag of gold to be brought, the relations will say he wants a sour wood-apple. 9. Men of small understanding who in time of adversity and dangerous sickness anxiously think of another world, in the time of prosperity think not of another birth, even to the extent of a grain of mustard-seed. 10. Alas! though men of defective understanding see Yama surrounding with his rope to take away those precious ones, immemorably beloved, dear as their own lives, what is it? Though they have acquired these children, they think not of virtue, but fruitlessly waste their days of life.

Chapter 34.—Ignorance.

1. The quality of those who greatly rejoice in the act of domestic joy in this life, while they continually behold Yama slaughtering their lives, even Yama the great and mighty in slaughter, is like that of a tortoise which its captors have put in a pot of water, while they kindle a fire (to boil it), which sports in the water, being ignorant of its real condition. 2. The quality of those who have resolved, saying, After we have performed all the duties incumbent upon us in the domestic state, we will learn the way of virtue, is like the speech of those who having gone down to the sea to bathe, said, We will begin to bathe as soon as the noise has altogether ceased. 3. The ignorance of the customs of the world anciently renowned, faultless and full of excellence, in one who has obtained without let or hindrance these five things,—caste, penance, learning, high birth, and preëminence,
is like rice-milk destitute of butter (therefore tasteless). 4. Though great stones do not understand the speech of men, yet since they do what is required of them, as standing, sitting, lying down, or moving, they are far more useful than a fool (as it is impossible to induce a fool to act as we wish him). 5. If a fool, when angry with others, with any cause for anger,—like one who supposes he has made an acquisition, without having really obtained anything—bewildered by passion, cannot crowd together abusive words, his tongue tingles all over. 6. The worthless friendships of those who say, We will make them our own, while they follow those who have no friendship for them, O lord of the sea-shore where the punnei with fair blossoms grows! is as it were losing one's arm in striking another with a stone. 7. As the ants without intermission walk round and round the outside of the pot in which there is butter, though it be impossible to get at it, so men of the world will never learn, but cleave to those rich men who never give them anything. 8. Will they not abhor the days of life who daily enjoy not good, who practise not virtue, who give not to the destitute, who enjoy not their own wives (but seek to dishonour others*), and who live not a life commended by others? 9. Friendship with those who say, We care not for their commendation, when those who love them praise them, and who are destitute of all tried good qualities, although by it one should be able to obtain the whole earth surrounded by the sea with rolling harsh-resounding waves, will be only affliction. 10. When a man's neighbours commend one on account of his learning, wide-extended fame, and high birth, he shall obtain glory. But if he himself speak of these things, his brother-in-law will mock him, saying, He is a lunatic who cannot be cured by any medicine.

Chapter 35.—Meanness.

1. Though one every morning, as a necessary duty, put bruised grain into the mouth of the fowl, it desists not from turning up the dunghill; so though one explain books of science of great importance, yet the mean man will the more follow the path most agreeable to his mind. 2. When one proposes, saying, Let us go at once to the abode of the perfect, who have acquired learning which establishes the mind, the base will rise up and say, Let us go to sleep, or if not, they will say something else equally foolish and refuse to go altogether. 3. Though the excellent obtain great honour, they swerve not from their former disposition, but follow one line of conduct. O lord of the fair land of copious streams! though the base obtain great honour, they too alter not their line of conduct. 4. If one confer a benefit upon them even as small as a grain of millet, the excellent will consider it to be as large as a palm-tree. O lord of the fair land of sparkling streams! though a benefit as large as a palm-tree be daily conferred upon him, the ignorant mean man has no gratitude (it is considered as no benefit at all by those who are ungrateful for the good done to them). 5. Though the dog be delicately nourished and fed from a golden dish, yet it will ever be earnestly looking out for the leavings of others. Thus the acts of the base-minded, though they are esteemed as honourable persons, will not correspond with their rank in life. 6. The worthy, though they have attained the wealth of the world, will at no time indulge in haughty speech, but if the mean have acquired the wealth of one cani (as part) added to one mantheri (as part) they will regard themselves as great as Indra king of heaven. 7. Though the shoe be wrought with excellent gems set in the purest gold, yet it is intended for the foot of its owner. In like manner, though the mean-minded be very rich, yet he will be found out by his deeds. 8. O lord of the fair and victorious land of mighty hills! the base man is mighty in speaking harsh words. He regards no one, laughs at the misery of others, grows more and more enraged and will continually reproach others. 9. O lord of the cool shores of the sea where the honey-producing Nuy (a water-flower) grows, resounding with waves! if persons remain with them many days, the excellent will say, These are old friends, and will show kindness to them, whereas the base-minded will hate and revile them. 10. Though men take away the plucked-up grass from the bullock and give it to the heifer, and thus feed it up for many days, yet it will never be strong enough to be yoked to a cart. O king, hear! Though the base are very rich, yet their deeds will betray them.

Chapter 36.—Baseness or Envy.

1. Those who have knowledge bound up in their minds, though young in years, watch over, keep, and restrain themselves. The ignorant, though old in years, go on obstinately practising
evil deeds, and, like the reed, never lose their hollowness. 2. Though the frog dwells always in the beam and wide pool it never divests itself of its slime; and though those who have no sound knowledge learn faultless and illustrious sciences, yet they have not ability to understand them. 3. O good lord of the heaped-up mountain land! while it is indecorous to exalt the good qualities of persons before their faces, what are those wretches' tongues made of, who, standing in the presence of those persons, declare their faults, for the purpose of destroying their reputation? 4. O bountiful and fair matron! women of high birth will not set off their beauty by ornaments as slave-girls. Courtesans who thus pride themselves on their dress will pass away (fruitlessly) or despised by all, just like the sudden swelling of a river, which soon passes off altogether. 5. Those mean persons are of the nature of the chisel, which without being struck will not even penetrate a tender leaf, though resting upon it; they will give nothing to the kind-hearted, and will give anything to those who employ force, if they meet them. 6. The mountaineer thinks of his mountains, the husbandman of his productive lands, the wise think of the special benefits they have received from others, and the fool thinks only of the abuse he has received. 7. For one good turn they have received from another the wise will endure a hundred evils afterwards inflicted. But if they have received a hundred good turns and have suffered only one evil turn, fools will consider the hundred good turns as evil. 8. The base in prosperity will not do those things which those who are of high birth will do even in adversity. Though one place rings (of gold) upon the tusks of a hog, O thou who hast eyes like a lance! it will never become a warlike elephant. 9. Many persons fade away like the lotus-leaf (having been obliged to alter their tone of speech) after they exultingly boasted of their intention to others, saying, To-day we will grow rich; yea, this very day we will grow rich; after a time we will grow rich. 10. The serpant-plant, though growing in water and green in colour, has no moisture in it. So the world has in it persons who are as useless as the great stony rocks, though they abound in great wealth.

Chapter 37.—Miscellanies.

1. Though it be a building on which the clouds creep, a fort exceeding strong, shining resplendent with the gems stored up in it, of what benefit is it? The house of him who has no beloved and excellent wife is to the view a dreadful forest. 2. Though they be guarded (as it were) with naked swords, with unrelaxing vigilance, should there be the smallest possible relaxation of that vigilance, the period will be short indeed before they begin to act ignominiously. And long indeed will that period last during which softly speaking females will not desire to return to proper conduct. 3. The woman who boldly in opposition threatens blows is as death. She who resorts not to her kitchen betimes in the morning is an incurable disease, and she who gives grudgingly the food she has prepared is a household devil. Women of these three kinds are a destroying weapon to their husbands. 4. Though he is advised to eschew marriage, he eschews it not; though the sound of the dead-drums pierces his ear he heeds it not. Moreover the wise say that the delusion which leads him to think that matrimony is indeed a pleasant state is a crime worthy to be punished by stoning. 5. The highest grade of virtue is living in persevering austerities. The middle grade of virtue is living in marriage with wives who are dear to us. The lowest grade of all is, thinking that money does not come in fast enough, covetously to follow after and abide with those persons who know us not. 6. The chiefest of the learned are those who spend their time in learning many sciences. The next in rank are those who give to the worthy the goods acquired by merit in a former birth, and thus pass their time. The lowest of all are those who cannot sleep for envy, arising from the feeling that they have not fared luxuriously or obtained sufficient wealth. 7. As the fruitful shoot of the re-grained rice becomes afterwards itself red rice, and flourishes, O lord of the city (Indra) surrounded by fruitful fields which are covered by red rice! in the same manner the learning of the father becomes the learning of the son. 8. The wealthy and the excellent perish, while the sons of concubines and the base wax great, the lower place becoming the upper place. Thus the world subsists, the lower part becoming the upper part of an umbrella. 9. O good lord of the victorious mountain-land where the falling streams sweep along gems! it were better that
those who when they hear their dear friends declaring the affliction of their minds, have no desire to alleviate their sorrows, should die by casting themselves down from a mountain top than that they should live. 10. If we impartially examine the two things, it will be found that the inundation of the river and the love of beauteous and desirable courtesans are alike. If the rains fail, the inundation will cease; and if their lovers' money is expended, those courtesans' love for them will fail also.

Chapter 38.—Courtesans.

1. If you impartially investigate the two things, it will be found that there is no difference between the shining light of a lamp and the love of courtesans. When the oil is exhausted, the light of the lamp vanishes, and when the money of their lovers is gone, their love also evaporates.

2. The fair and beautiful matron who is adorned with chosen jewels (a courtesan) said, I will go with you to the top of the mountain and cast myself down from it for your sake. But when he said, My money is gone, she came weeping, stating that her foot was painfully swollen and she could not go up the mountain, and left altogether.

3. Let them (i.e. their lovers) be even as fair as Indra, the red-eyed, who is worshipped by the gods in the beauteous and wide-spread heavens,—courtesans, like freshly plucked mango-leaves, will politely dismiss them, and send them away as soon as their money is exhausted. 4. Those who have no property are as poison to the lotus-eyed beautiful courtesans, who are destitute of all goodness of mind; while those who in the sight of all have acquired their wealth by working the oil-mill will be as delicious as sugar.

5. (Only) those fools who like wild beasts will come near courtesans, who act as the vilanga-fish, which shows its one end to the shark and its other end to the fish in the clear pool, filled with honey-producing flowers. 6. If the golden-bracelet one who has affirmed, saying, As the perforated bead leaves not the thread on which it is strung, and as the andrul-bird which never leaves its mate, I will never separate from you,—if she becomes, like the horn of the ram, turned away from its fellow, O my poor heart! will you still remain with her, or will you come away with me? 7. They shall be derided by many who are delighted with the love of courtesans (thinking that they are their friends), who, like the wild cow, lick the hands of men, at the same time poisoning them, and who are like the ghyal in jumping and running away when they have spoiled their lovers of their property, and yet imagine that they are their friends! 8. Courtesans rejoice and appear as friends while their lovers have ought to give; but when they have exhausted their wealth, then they show themselves as enemies and become (estranged from them), as the horn of a ram twisted from its fellow. Those who come not near the full-breasted courtesans whose eyes roll like the deer, yet leave not off their way of sin, may well say, We have attained the right way.

Chapter 39.—Chaste Women.

1. Though women be high in reputation and equal to the goddess Ayrani in conjugal fidelity, they must carefully avoid those who love them and follow them in hopes of gratification, for such caution is the safeguard of the virtue of matrons with perfumed foreheads. 2. If in time of distress, when the meal of the whole family is cooked by the water of a small pot, if a host of relatives sufficient to consume the water of the sea should come all at once, the softly-speaking woman, who shows herself as beauteous as the ocean, is the glory of her house. 3. Though her house be open on the four quarters, though it be exceedingly small, and though the rain pour in on every side, a chaste and virtuous woman will be honoured in the place where she resides, and her habitation respected. 4. She who is pleasing to the eye, who in all things gratifies her husband according to his desire, and at all times stands in awe of him, whose modesty is so conspicuous as to shame her sex, and in all her love- quarrels with him acts with such prudence that reconciliation affords him increased delight, this mildly-speaking matron is truly a woman. 5. Whenever our husbands
embrace our shoulders, we feel ashamed as if we saw them for the first time. What pleasure, then, can these women enjoy who from the desire of money endure daily the embraces of many? 6. Riches in the possession of a generous man resemble in their effects the learning acquired by a man of great natural ability. The chastity of a modest woman is like a sharp sabre in the hands of a courageous man. 7. As if when we had by us red and black gram at the same rate of six measures for a *fanam*, his breast, which is like a hill, after having embraced many fair women altogether inferior to me, comes unwashed to embrace me also. My husband comes to embrace me with his unwashed breast like a hill, after having embraced the bosoms of fair-browed ones who are not like me. 8. O poet, speak not harshly to me! for if you so speak I shall be to my husband like the left side of the tambour, which gives no sound. Wherefore lift up thy feet and gently retire from me; speak to those (strange women) who are to him like the right side of the tambour, which gives forth sound. 9. I am she who was afflicted when flies flew around my husband, who possesses the cool field, where the reeds being plucked up, the waters shine. I am she who when sparks of fire fly about him and (courtiers) fight against it with their opposing breasts, still endure life, though I look upon his wide bosom adorned with sandal-powder. 10. O singer, utter not that gross falsehood, saying, He who wears a garland of buds loosely strung together will be kind to me. I am not dear to him, but am like the flower of the sugarcane (which is destitute of sweetness). Speak these words to them who are like the middle joints of the cane and sweet to him.

Chapter 40.—*De Amore.*

1. O lord of the cool shore of the wide-extended backwaters, whose pellucid waves dash along with unceasing noise! if one live not in matrimony the body will suffer in health. If there are no love-quarrels between man and wife, marriage will be tame indeed. 2. The sound of the approaching monsoon booming in every quarter of the heavens from the rain-fraught clouds is like that of the death-drum to a wife separated from her husband, for he promised to return before the rains set in. They are setting in, and therefore she fears that he is no more, or else he would have returned. 3. At eventide, when darkness prevents mechanics from distinguishing their tools, the wife will select blooming flowers, and after having strung them on a thread, will cast away the garland from her weeping, and will say, Of what use will this garland be to me, whose husband is absent? 4. Does not my wife, while reclining on her couch and counting with her taper fingers the days I had appointed for my absence, reproach me for my absence, while she wipes away one by one the tears which fall from her eyes, red with weeping as she beholds the setting sun? 5. The kingfisher, mistaking my wife's eyes for a *gylfish*, will fly after her, but when it sees her beautiful eyebrow it will forbear to strike, afraid and supposing it a bow. 6. When the *henna*-dyed cotton was applied to the foot of my daughter of beauteous form, and whose mouth is perfumed like the red lotus, she would say, Gently, gently, and withdraw her foot lest it should be hurt by the cotton. How then will that foot be able to travel the gravelly paths of the forest? 7. In the golden and ruddy-tinted eventide, when the sound of the styli on the palm-leaves is hushed, the wife separated from her husband, while she thinks of his absence, will tear off her garland and cast it from her, wiping off the sandal paste which adorns her beauteous form. 8. O thou with shining bracelets! you asked me saying, Will you be able to follow him through the paths of the forest difficult to be traversed? As a person who has bought a horse immediately learns to ride, if I did not previously know how to do so, so will I learn to follow him. 9. I understood not yesterday what she meant when she so closely embraced me [the mother is speaking]. Now I do understand what she meant, viz. that to-day she would leave me and follow her husband through the forest-paths by which the timid deer flee away from the tiger. 10. I upbraid not the three-eyed Siva, nor the crow, nor the hooded serpent,—they have not sinned against me. Nor do I upbraid my mother who bore me—O thou who hast breasts like the buds of the golden-coloured *conga*-flower! But I do complain of the path which has taken away my husband from me,—who has left me for the sake of gain.
THE JAINA STATUE AT KĀRKALA.
ON THE COLOSSAL JAIN STATUE AT KĀRKALĀ, IN THE SOUTH KANARA DISTRICT.


There is every reason to believe that the Jains were for long the most numerous and most influential sect in the Madras Presidency, but there are now few traces of them except in the Mysore and Kanara Country; and in the South Kanara district, though still numerous, they are fast becoming extinct. Their shrines are still kept up in South Kanara, and the priesthood, members of which are distinguished by the title 'Indra,' are numerous if not well informed.

The accompanying plate is from a photograph of one of the most famous colossal Jain statues in Southern India, which is at Kārkalā, in South Kanara. It is in the top of a hill, a rounded mass of gneiss of some elevation, and is visible from several miles' distance. The block from which it has been cut was evidently taken from the southern slope of the hill, and, as the figure is 41 feet 5 inches high and weighs about 80 tons, it almost rivals the Egyptian statues in size, though its artistic merit is not nearly so great. The date is given in an inscription near the right foot of the statue, and the native is (in the plate) represented leaning against it. It is in Sanskrit but in the Halakamāda character, and is only partly legible, owing to the exfoliation to which it is peculiarly subject when exposed to the weather. It runs:

Līnē 1. Śrī………………… ikiyā-
2. te |………………… (mānd) alesvarah ||
3. yo 'bhūl Lalitak-
4. rtyākhyas tannuvadrapade-
5. śatah|| Śvasti Śrīśakabahupati-
6. trisāravahā(n)dau vīrodyā-
7. dikhāvāsā phālganassau-
8. myāvāud̐havīaśārdvā-
9. daśītithau Śrīśomā-
10. nyayaḥvairavendratanu-
11. jāśrīvīrapāndyeśinā ni(ya)-
12. māyāpratimā 'tra bā-
13. hubalino jyāt prā-
14. tiṣṭhāhāḷī | Śakpadartha-
15. 1353 Śrīpāṇḍyarāya.

* My corrections and additions are marked by ( ).
† Niyama or nema is used in South Kanara to express 'worship' or 'religious ceremony.'
‡ The Jains alter slightly the Hindu names of cycle years and similar words.

"May the worship-worthy† statue of Bāhubalān consecrated here by Śrī Vīrapāndyeśin, son of Bhairavendra, of the Lunar race, on the bright 12th lunar day, Wednesday, in Phālguna of the (cycle) year Vīrodyādkīt,‡ in the Saka prince's year 1353, be victorious!"

The remains of the sūkās which commenced the inscription show that this statue was probably consecrated by advice of Vīrapāṇḍya's guru by name Lalitakiri. Its date = 1432 A.D. Vīrapāṇḍya seems to have been a Jain feuda-
tory of Vidyānaga, at Ikkeri above the ghatā but his successors seems to have been bigoted Lingait, and to have much contributed to the decay of the Jains in South Kanara.

Gawal (in his Reis, I. p. 196) mentions this statue and describes it accurately, but omits mention of the inscription.

In the same position on the opposite side of the statue, there are a few words of a shorter inscription still visible, but when I was there, in August 1872, the heavy rain had covered the stone with moss and slime, and I could not make out more than a few words to the same effect as the inscription already given.

The purpose of these colossal statues has been questioned, but I am not aware of any explanation having been given. I would suggest the following. The Jain saints are said to have been giants in size according to the fabulous stature of men in the ages in which they lived, but which has been, the Jains say, gradually decreasing. Bāhubalān as a son of Vīrahbanāth, the first Tirtharākara, is thus assumed to be of enormous height. Now in Southern India the statues of the Jain saints vary in size, corresponding with the height assigned in the Purāṇas, and thus where temples are dedicated to an earlier saint the statue is necessarily left exposed; as to enclose it in a cell, as is done in the Hindu and most Jain temples, would involve a greater expense than a small sect could afford, especially as the Jains are not very

‡ The legend says that he was so absorbed in meditation in a forest that climbing plants grew over him. (See the plate.)
|| There was, some years ago, a complete set of statues of the Tirtharākaras thus marked by gradation in size, at the Jain temple of Tīrūpāṭkūnārī, near Conjeevaram.
zealous about mere ceremonies. The cloisters and entrance to the enclosures round these colossal Jain statues are precisely like those in other temples, and there is a pitha for offerings in front of the statue.

The dedication of a temple to a saint not a

Tirthakarnas is remarkable. The Digambara Jains of Southern India differ, however, entirely from their fellows of the North, in doctrine, books, and customs.

PAPERS ON SATRUVJAYA AND THE JAINS.

BY THE EDITOR.

V.—Satrûnjaya Hill.

Like other sects, the Jains have their Tirthas or holy places, which they visit for worship at stated periods, in vast pilgrim-bands called Saṅghas, numbering many thousands, from Gujarāt, Mārvāṇ, Gangoṭi India, and elsewhere. They enumerate five great Tirthas:—Satrûnjaya, Samber, Mount Pārśvanatha in Bihār, Arbudā or Abu in Sirohi, Girnār in Surāṭkātra, and Chandragiri in the Himalayas. At these places we naturally expect the oldest Jaina remains, and, according to the Ātīt Jaina Padāvāli, Jaina temples were first built in the year 882 Virāṭ, or 412 A.D. 355. At Girnār we have probably their oldest existing remains, but none of them approach to this antiquity, and few anywhere date earlier than the eleventh or twelfth century of our era.

Satrûnjaya or Šatruṇji is a solitary mountain lying to the south of the town of Pālitāṇa, and rising to nearly 2000 feet above the sea-level. Its summit is covered with temples, and, from their extent and celebrity, they are perhaps second in interest to none elsewhere. Like other Tirthas it has its māhātya or legend; and the Satrûnjaya Maḥātya, in glorification of the hill as a place of pilgrimage, claims to be the oldest Jaina document we possess,—dating as far back as A.D. 420 according to some, and according to Weber, in A.D. 598. It professes to have been composed by Dhaneśvara at Valabhi, by command of Śīlāditya, king of Surāṃśtra. But the author would have us believe his authorities were of the remotest antiquity, for he begins by telling that, at the request of Riśhabhanātha, Puṇḍarīka, the leader of this gana (Gaṇḍālipa) had long ago composed a māhātya of Satrûnjaya in 100,000 pada; and that Sudharmā, the leader of Vīra's gana, by his master's direction, made an abstract of it in 24,000 verses, from which Dhaneśvara, "the humilator of the Buddhists, composed the present work."† It is a long panegyric in Sanskrit verse, extending to about 8700 lines, put into the mouth of Mahāvīra, the last Tirthakarna, who, on his visiting Satrûnjaya, is requested by Indra to relate the legend of the mountain sacred to Ādinātha.‡ Accordingly he proceeds not only to tell the strictly Jaina legends of the hill, but interweaves with them long episodes of Brāhmaṇic mythology, such as the history of Rāma, the war of the Kurus and Pāṇḍavas, and stories of Kṛiṣṇa, altering them as he pleases.

According to the Mahātya, the hill boasts no less than a hundred and eight names, and as many distinct sikhars or peaks, uniting it with the sister-Tirthas of Abu and Girnār,—many of them very low, if not quite invisible. Of its names, the following is a selection:—

Satrûnjaya—the etymology of which is thus given in the Mahātya: "Formerly there lived in Chandrapura a cruel king named Kaṇḍu. Aroused by a voice from heaven, he went into the forest, and was there overcome by the cow Surabhi, bound by a Yaksha, and exposed in a cave in the forest. Thereby he attained the knowledge of his guilt. His gotrādevi or family goddess, Ambikā, then appeared to him and advised him to go on pilgrimage to Satrûnjaya; and on the way he met a Mahāmnati, who taught him fully. Through

* Of course this date must depend on that of Mahāvīra's death, to which it professes to be 967 years subsequent, or 477 after the era of Vikramāditya.

† Weber, Ātīt Maḥātya, p. 15.

‡ There is also a prose version of it.
ascending the hill he obtained the victory (jaya) over his enemy (stru)—sin."* Tod, professing to have extracted it from the Mahâbhârata also, gives the following legend: "In distant ages Sukha Râja ruled in Pâlitana. By the aid of magic, his younger brother assumed his appearance and took possession of the royal chariot. The disinherited prince wandered about the forests, and during twelve years daily he poured fresh water from the stream on the image of Siddhâ, who, pleased with his devotion, gave him victory (jaya) over his foe (stru), and in gratitude he enshrined the god upon the mount, hence called Satrujaya. The hill must therefore have been originally dedicated to Siva, one of whose chief epithets is Siddhâ, as lord of the ascetics,—a title never given, I believe, to Adinâtha, the first of the Jainas.†

Vimalâdrî,—height of purification; Pundârîka-parvata, or Hill of Pundârîka, the principal disciple of Rishabhânâtha; Siddhikshetra, Siddhâdri, and Siddhâbhâdhrit,—Hill of the Holy land; Surâ Sala, Rock of the gods; Puyarnâî,—bestower of virtue; Muktiâgha, place of beatitude; Mahâtirtha, the great place of pilgrimage; Sarvâ Kâmâda, realizing all desires; Prithvîpûra, the crown of the earth; and Pâtalámûla, having its foundation in the lower regions.‡

"Whatever purity," says the Mahâbhârata, "may be acquired by prayers, penances, vows, charity, and study, in other artificial tithas, cities, groves, hills, &c., tenfold more is acquired in Jaina shrines, a hundred-fold more at the chaityas of the Jambu-tree, a thousand-fold more at the everlasting Dhâlak-tree, at the lovely chaitya of Pushkarâvîpa, at the mount Anjana. Yet ten-fold more still is obtained at the Nandiâvara, Kunda-lâdrî, Mânumôttâraparvata,§ In proportion, ten thousand times more at the Vaihâra, Sametâdrî, Vaitâdhyâ, Meru, Raiyata, and Ashtâpada.*

† Travels in Western India, pp. 277, 278.
‡ To these the Mahâbhârata adds Mahâbala, Srîyabhâda, Parvatendra, Subhadra, Drîdhasakti, Akarmaka, Sravata, Pushpadanta, Mahâpadma, Prabhôpada, Kailâsa, and Kâhitismânamandana (I. 381—394).

Infinitely more, however, is already obtained by the mere sight of Satrujaya. Last, it cannot be told how much is acquired by devoting oneself to the worship of it.† Elsewhere the author exclaims, "I have heard, O ye gods! from the mouth of Śrimat Śimandhara Svâmî, when once I went to the Kâshetra Mahâvidheha: Any, and ever so great a sinner, by worshipping Śrî Satrujaya, is absolved from sin and becomes a partaker of perfection."

From Pâlitana to the foot of the hill, there is a very straight and level stretch of broad clean road, lined on either side with banian or bar trees, and other species of the ficus tribe. It has at intervals kûndas and bâlîs, reservoirs and wells, of pure water, excavated by Jaina votaries. At the foot of the hill the ascent begins with a wide flight of steps, guarded on either side by a statue of an elephant. At this place there are many little canopies or cells, a foot and a half to three feet square, open only in front, and each having in its floor a marble slab carved with the representation, in bas-relief, of the soles of two feet (charana)—very flat ones—and generally with the toes all of one length. A little behind where the ball of the great toe ought to be, there is a diamond-shaped mark, divided into four smaller figures by two cross-lines, from the end of one of which a waved line is drawn to the front of the foot. Round the edges of the slab there is usually an inscription in Devanâgari characters. These cells are numerous all the way up the hill, and a large group of them is found on the south-west corner of it, behind the temple of Ṭhiva Bhagavâna:—they are the temples erected by poorer Svâvakas or Jains, who—unable to afford the expense of a complete temple, with its hall and sanctuary enshrining a marble murti or image—manifest their devotion to their creed by erecting these miniature temples over the charana of their Jinas or Arhats.

The hill is in many places excessively steep,

---

* One of the hills surrounding Râjayâh, the ancient capital of Magadha or S. Bihâr. On the top of it and other neighbouring hills there are Jaina temples, and the cave occupied by the great Budha is still to be seen in one of the hills. See before, vol. I. p. 70.
† Mount Girnârâ.
† Satrujaya Mâhât. I. 341—346; Weber, pp. 22 and 60, 61.
and—except the doli, a seat 18 inches square, slung from two poles and carried by four Kolis—no mode of conveyance would be even tolerably comfortable either for ascent or descent. The winding path is paved with rough stones all the way up, only interrupted here and there by regular flights of steps. At frequent intervals also are the rest-houses already mentioned, more pretty at a distance than convenient for actual use, but still deserving of attention.

High up, when near the top, we come to a small temple of Hanuman,—the image of course bedaubed with red lead in ultra-barbaric style: at this point the path bifurcates—to the right leading to the northern peak, and to the left to the valley between, and through it to the southern summit. Ascending by the first of these, we enter through a narrow door into an outer enclosure, at the left corner of which, under a tree, is the shrine or darbag of Hengar, a Musalmân pir; so that Hindu and Muslim alike contend for the representation of their creeds on this sacred hill of the Jainas. This Hengar or Angarsa Pir, they say, when living, "could control the elements," but he was foolish enough to try his mace on Adinatha, and the Jainas, though unable to protect himself from the blow, struck his enemy dead. His ghost, however, was malicious enough to annoy the pujârs at their prayers, and in a solemn counseil they summoned him to state his wishes: "Lay my bones on that corner of the hill," said the ghost, and the matter was settled.

Our endeavours to discover who this saint was, and when he flourished, were equally fruitless with those of Colonel Tod; there seems to be no information respecting him "beyond the tradition that it was in the time of Ghori Belam, nephew of the king of Delhi, who resided in Palitana, and by whom the mosques and madarsha, both inside and outside, were erected." At present, however," he adds, "the darvesh attendants on the tomb of their saint have found it requisite to conform to the rules of the place, and never touch food on the rock, nor partake of animal food below."

The view that presents itself from this point may well arrest the attention. It is magnificent in extent; a splendid setting for the unique picture—this work of human toil we have reach-
ed. Just under the brow of the hill to the north, surrounded by clumps of trees, is the town of Pâlitâna, and in all directions the eye wanders over a vast plain, with gentle undulations here and there, and declining away to the east and south-east; generally it is cultivated, though not nearly to the extent it admits of. At intervals the eye falls on groups of unbranched trees, from beside which peep out the temples and huts of many a village. To the east the prospect extends to the Gulf of Khambhât about Ghogho and Bhâunagar; to the north it is bounded by the granite range of Sihor and the Chamârdi peak; to the north-west and west the plain extends as far as the eye can reach, except where broken, in the far distance due west, by the summits of Mount Girnar—revered alike by Hindu, Buddhist, and Jaina—the latter of whom claim it as sacred to Nemînâtha, their twenty-second Tirthankar, whom they represent as having, after seven hundred years' austerities, become fit to leave this and all worlds on yonder six-peaked mountain, at some date in the far past that would astonish even a geologist. From west to east, like a silver ribbon, across the foreground to the south, winds the Saturajaya river, which the eye follows until it is lost between the Talâja and Khokara hills in the south-west.

The nearer scene on the hill itself is thus described by the author of the Ras Malâ:—"Street after street, and square after square," he says, "extend these shrines of the Jaina faith, with their stately enclosures, half-palace, half-fortress, raised in marble magnificence upon the lonely and majestic mountain, and, like the mansions of another world, far removed in upper air from the ordinary tread of mortals. In the dark recesses of each temple, one image or more of Adinâtha, of Ajita, or of some other of the Tirthankaras, is seated, whose abstruser features, wearing an expression of listless repose, are rendered dimly visible by the faint light shed from silver lamps; incense perfumes the air, and barefooted, with noiseless tread, upon the polished floors, the female votaries, glittering in scarlet and gold, move round and round in circles, chanting forth their monotonous, but not unmelodious, hymns. Satruñjayâ indeed might fitly represent one of the fancied hills of Eastern...

---

* Dr. Wilson thinks this is the river mentioned by Ptolemy under the designation of Cdruna or Sodvana.
romance, the inhabitants of which have been instantaneously changed into marble, but which fairy hands are ever employed upon, burning perfumes, and keeping all clean and brilliant, while fairy voices haunt the air in these voluptuous praises of the Devas."

But apart from the poetical exaggeration of this, it is truly a wonderful—a unique place—a city of temples,—for, except a few tanks, there is nothing else within the gates. Through court beyond court the visitor proceeds over smooth pavements of grey chunam, visiting temple after temple—most of them built of stone quarried near Gopanath, but a few of marble,—all elaborately sculptured, and some of striking proportions. And, as he passes along, the glassy-eyed images of pure white marble seem to peer out at him from hundreds of cloister cells. Such a place is surely without a match in the world, and there is a cleanliness withal about every square and passage, porch and hall, that is itself no mean source of pleasure. The silence too, except at festival seasons, is striking: now and then in the mornings you hear a bell for a few seconds, or the beating of a drum for as short a time, and on holidays chaunts from the larger temples meet your ear, but generally during the after-part of the day the only sounds are those of vast flocks of pigeons that rush about spasmodically from the roof of one temple to that of another. Parrots and squirrels, doves and ringdoves, abound, and peacocks are occasionally met with on the outer walls.

Independent of the more general features of the scene,—as "the fashionable shrine, on which at the present day the greatest amount of wealth is lavished,"—it must command the special interest of the student of architecture, for, as our greatest authority on the history of this science remarks,—"It is now being covered with new temples and shrines which rival the old buildings not only in splendour, but in the beauty and delicacy of their details, and altogether form one of the most remarkable groups to be found anywhere—the more remarkable if we consider that the bulk of them were erected within the limits of the present century. To the philosophical student of architecture it is one of the most interesting spots on the face of the globe, inasmuch as he can there see the various processes by which Cathedrals were produced in the middle ages, carried on on a larger scale than anywhere else, and in a more natural manner. It is by watching the methods still followed in designing buildings in that remote locality that we become aware how it is that the uncultivated Hinda can rise in architecture to a degree of originality and perfection which has not been attained in Europe since the Middle Ages."†

The top of the hill consists of two ridges running nearly east and west, and each about three hundred and eighty yards in length. The southern ridge is higher at the western end than the northern one, but it, in turn, is higher at the eastern extremity. Both ridges and the buildings that fill the valley between are surrounded by battlemented walls fitted for defence. The buildings on both ridges, again, are divided into separate enclosures called tukas, generally containing one principal temple, with varying numbers of smaller ones. Each of these enclosures is protected by strong gates and walls, and all gates are carefully closed at sundown. The tukas vary greatly in size, the largest of the ten covering nearly the whole of the southern summit, while one of those on the northern ridge contains only two temples. The two largest tukas, however, are subdivided by walls with gates.

---

**LEGENDS FROM DINAPUR.**

**BY G. H. DAMANT, B. C. S.**

The Story of the Touchstone.

In a certain country there lived a king who promised that he would give every one whatever they wished for the space of two hours. When the family priest had finished the distribution of everything, he asked for a present for himself and said he should like to have a touchstone. The king on hearing this was in a great strait, because although he had formerly possessed great wealth he had given it all away, and there was nothing left; so he sat still, not knowing what to do. His son, seeing him so cast down, asked what was the cause of his anxiety. The king replied

I have given away everything I possessed, there is nothing left in my store; my priest has asked for a touchstone, and I am very anxious about it, because if I do not give it my vow will be broken." On hearing this his son said, "I will bring you the touchstone; do not trouble about it, only ask the priest to grant you six months' time." The king made the request and said to his son, "The Brahman has granted me the six months: do you go now and bring the stone." So his son started on his quest, and when he had travelled three or four days' journey from his home he came to a forest, through which he travelled till evening, and then he found himself surrounded on every side by dense impenetrable forest, where there was no chance of meeting any one, and moreover he was without food and the night was very dark; so he was much cast down, and as he was very tired he sat down under a tree where the cool breeze blew on him, and being worn out with the fatigue of his journey he soon fell asleep. Now a pair of birds had made their nest in that tree, and the hen-bird seeing him said to her mate, "Why has this man come to our tree? he is our guest, and if we let him remain here without food we shall be guilty of a great sin." The cock-bird answered, "I do not know why he has come, and I don't see how we can show him any attention as a guest; have you any plan?" She replied, "You go and catch a fish and I will stay here and watch over him; I have made my plans." So the cock went to catch the fish, and the hen woke the prince and told him to collect the sticks that were lying under the tree and light a fire. The prince did so, and in a short time the bird came back with the fish, and told him to roast it and make himself comfortable. The prince replied, "I have made a vow, and until that vow is fulfilled I will take no food." Then the bird said, "I know the cause of your coming; you may take food; you have come for a touchstone, and I will give it you." At these words the prince took food, and when he had eaten he asked for the touchstone. Now the shell of the egg of these birds will not burst unless it be rubbed with a touchstone, and for this reason they had brought one from over the sea, and this stone they gave to the prince. In the morning the prince took the touchstone and went on his way home. In the third watch of the day he came to a place inhabited by robbers. Now the people of that village were magicians, and by their enchantments they brought people under their power, and at night killed them and plundered their goods. Amongst them was a chief robber who had a daughter named Prânnâsini and five sons, who, the instant they saw any traveller, pretended that he was the husband of Prânnâsini and took him to their house, and at night she would take him into the sleeping-room and at midnight throw him into a state of insensibility by magic and then kill him with a knife. These men met the king's son with the touchstone, and invited him to their house, and said to him, "Sir, you married our sister when you were very young, and then went away and left her: up to this time we have not been able to find any trace of you. We did not know where you lived, so that we could come and fetch you and take care of you; and we are very glad that have come here to-day." The king's son was very much astonished to hear it, and began to think, "It may be so," then again he thought, "I can never have been married: had it been so, my father and mother would certainly have told me." Thus he did not know what to believe, but at last decided that he would know about it soon: so he remained in the house. The robber gave him some food, and after he had eaten he went and sat in a veranda in front of the house. Now opposite the balcony was the house of another robber, and directly he saw the prince he knew by his magical arts that he was in possession of a touchstone, and as he wished to get it he put on an appearance of honesty, and in a conspicuous place in front of his house he planted a basil-tree and called upon Hari and paid his devotions before it. When the king's son saw this, he thought he must be an honest man, and felt sufficient confidence in him to deposit the touchstone with him, so he asked him to take care of the stone for that day.

The robber replied, "Good God! I have never touched any riches in my life, and here is this wretch come to deposit his wealth with me." On hearing this the confidence of the king's son was greatly increased, and he became very importunate, so that at last the robber said, "Very well, put it in the window." The prince did so and went back to the balcony.

In the meantime Prânnâsini came, as if she were really his wife, and took him into the inner room with the intention of killing him, and after they had shut the door they went to sleep; but when she saw how handsome he was she determined that she would not kill him, so she said to him, "All the people here are robbers, and I help them, and princes have been killed by my aid: now I wish you to marry me, and if you will do so I will promise faithfully that I will behave kindly to you, and will not take your life." When the prince heard that, he took courage and married her.

After the marriage Prânnâsini made magical calculations and discovered that the prince had
deposited his touchstone with the disguised robber; so one day she asked him to bring it, and he went to fetch it from the man in whose care he had deposited it; but the robber had taken away the real touchstone from the window and put a small pebble in its place, and when the prince came he said, "The touchstone is in the place where you left it; take it away." The prince went to the window, but found nothing but a small pebble; and, as he was able to do nothing, he went to Pranāsīnī and told her all about it, and she replied, "Do not trouble yourself; I will take the touchstone from him." So she went into the house and called a shepherd and said, "Take two bags and a bullock and come along with me." So the shepherd made his preparations and went with her to a corner of the village, where he filled the bags with small stones and put them on the bullock's back, and she said to him, "Go opposite the house of the wicked robber and drive the bullock along with you, and when he asks you what it is, tell him the bullock is loaded with touchstones." When she had given these instructions she went back to the prince. Then the shepherd, as he had been ordered by the girl, went near the robber's house, and when he inquired what was in the bags, replied, "This bullock is loaded with touchstones belonging to the prince," and the wicked robber thought that if he gave back the first touchstone he should be able to get the whole bagful; so he put the touchstone back in the window and called the prince and said to him, "I was only putting you to the test; I have no need of any more wealth; take your touchstone and go." The prince said, "I have taken my touchstone, and where can I leave these two bags full of touchstones?" The robber replied "You can leave them wherever you like;" so the prince put down the two bags, and taking his touchstone from the window went to Pranāsīnī and told her about it, and proposed that they should return to his native country. She agreed, and they both of them set out, and after some days' journey he arrived at his own village and said to her, "I think it would be better for you to remain here to-night in the house of this garland-maker, and to-morrow I will tell my father, and take you to him in proper state." With these words he said to the garland-maker, whom he had known before, "Let this girl remain in your house to-night, and to-morrow I will take her home; and take care she is put to no inconvenience, and whatever expense is incurred I will repay you." The garland-maker agreed, and the prince went to his own house and had an interview with his father, and told him how he had found the touchstone and would give it the next day. Then he went to his private house and said to his first wife, "Where can I deposit this touchstone? She told him to put it in the window, and he did so and went to sleep. Now the prince's wife had a great friendship for the kothi of the city, and she went to see him, and when she arrived she asked him why she came so late at night, and then she told him all about the touchstone. The kothi told her to bring it to him, as he wished to see it; so she went and fetched it, and he was very much delighted to get it, and took it to his own house, and she went back to her own house and stopped there all night. In the morning the king called his son and wished to see the touchstone; the prince went to bring it, and when he could not find it, became suddenly mad, and did nothing but repeat the words, "This is where it was; give it me." After a little time the king heard what had befallen his son, and sent for him and tried every kind of medicine to heal him. After ten or twelve days Pranāsīnī discovered by magical arts that the prince had become mad, and that the touchstone had fallen into the possession of the kothi, and unless the prince regained the stone he would not be cured; so she determined to recover it and heal him. Accordingly she told the garland-maker what she intended to do, and the garland-maker made her pretend she was his sister, and told her to go and stand on the top of the house. As the kothi was going round the city he saw the girl on the roof, and said to the garland-maker, "I will come and see your sister to-night." She said, "My sister has made a vow that no one shall come and visit her unless he presents her with a touchstone." The kothi promised to give it, and went away. After this the king's councillor saw the girl, and said to the garland-maker, "I will come and visit your sister to-night." By the girl's order the garland-maker agreed, and he said he would come at one watch in the night. After this the prime minister came, and, having made an arrangement that he should come at the second watch in the night, he went away. And at last the king himself came out to enjoy the air, and when he saw the girl on the roof he said he would come at the last watch of the night. When the girl heard they were all coming, she prepared a large pot and mixed it in two seers of milk and one seer of water, and put it on the fire, and also brought some grass and a jar of water, and placed them ready, and when it was evening she put a stool near the fire for herself, and another stool for the other people to sit on, and proceeded to mix the milk and water. In the meantime the kothi came, bringing the touchstone with him; so the girl took it and invited him to drink the milk and water which she had prepared, and they talk-
ed together until the first watch of the night had passed away. At that time, according to previous arrangement, the councillor came, and when he knocked at the door the kotred asked the girl who it was, and was very much frightened to hear it was the king's councillor, and asked where he could hide himself. She then smeared him all over with molasses, and poured water on him, and covered the whole of his body with cotton wool and fastened him in the window. After that the councillor came in and sat down and began to talk, and she gave him some milk and water, and so the second watch of the night passed. After that the king's prime minister came and knocked at the door, and the councillor asked the girl who it was, and when she told him, he was exceedingly alarmed and asked where he could hide. She told him she had placed the kotred in the window and covered him with cotton wool, and made a frightful object of him; and then she covered the councillor with a mat and opened the door to the prime minister. He came into the house and sat down on the stool, and, as before, the girl talked with him, and so the third watch of the night passed away. Then the king himself came and knocked at the door, and the prime minister inquired who it was, and as soon as he heard he was very much frightened and asked where he could hide, as he was in danger of his life: so the girl took him near the frightful-looking kotred and put him under a screen of bamboo, and then opened the door to the king. The king came in and talked to the girl, and meantime the councillor from beneath his mat, and the prime minister from behind his screen, seeing the hideous form of the kotred, became excessively frightened. Just at that moment the king happened to be looking round on every side of the house, and seeing the kotred he said, "What is that fastened there?" the girl replied: "Oh, there is a young Rakshaas tied there." As soon as the kotred heard that, he leaped out, and the king seeing him thought, "He will eat me;" the councillor thought, "He will eat me;" the prime minister thought, "He will eat me!" so they all, one after the other, ran away to their own houses, and the kotred also went to his house. When the king reached his palace, he ordered his generals and army to go to the house of the garland-maker and destroy the young Rakshaas: so they went and surrounded the house, but when the girl heard of it she said, "It is only a tame young Rakshaas, and perfectly harmless;" so the generals and army went away again. After that the king fetched his son from the house of the garland-maker, and seeing that he was still mad he was very much disturbed at it, and asked him what was the matter, but he merely replied, "This is where it was; give it me." As soon as he said "Give it me," the girl put the touchstone into his hands, and directly he received it he became well and anointed himself with oil, and bathed and drank some sherbat. After two days he was quite recovered, and the girl told him the whole story of the loss and recovery of the touchstone and sent him away with it to his own house; so he gave the touchstone to his father, and his father gave it to the priest; and the prince put his first wife and the kotred to death, and took Prannasi to his house with great splendour, and the king gave his kingdom to his son, and himself went to live as a hermit in the woods. After some time the five brothers of Prannasi came to the kingdom to search for their sister, and the king seized them, and, after having punished them well, made them promise not to live by robbery any longer, and gave them some money and sent them away, and he himself governed his kingdom in peace for the rest of his life.

INScripTIONS IN THE PAGODAS OF TIRUKURANGUDI, IN TINNEVELLI; AND OF SUCHINDRAM, IN SOUTH TRAVANCORE.

By his highness Rama Varmā, first prince of Travancore.

The following is an inscription in the Tamil Grantha character on a large bell, about three feet in diameter at the base, which hangs in the centre of the eastern colonnade of the large Vaishnavā Pagoda at Tirukurangudi:

श्रीतीरकुरूणगृहन्मुखतृप्तिविभूषितिसख्येन: 

हृद्यतत्त्वायमुखे: पर्याप्त्याति: 

दशािदुभि: तिरकुरूणगृष: 

वैश्वनाथाय मुखसिद्धांसिद्ध: विश्वनाथ: 

देवसीतिमुक्तियोगादुःसिद्धांत:।

The above may be translated thus:—"In the year Bhavali (644) of the Kojambha era, king Ādityavarman, the ruler of Vañchi, born in Viśākha, who is a string of gems of virtues, and a master of all arts (kalā), who adorns the Jayasinha dynasty, and who has attained the sovereignty of Chiravaya Mahālam (kingdom), hung up the bell which adorns the gate of Murāri (Vishnu) enshrined in the Śrīkuraṅga (Tirukurangudi) temple."

* The 16th asterism in the Hindu calendar.
The Kōlamba era here mentioned is evidently the Kollam era, which is adopted throughout the Malabar coast now. It commenced in the year 824 A.D. Hence the bell must have been hung up in 1469-69. King Ādityavarman was therefore a contemporary of Edward IV. of England, and the bell was hung up when the fortunes of York and Lancaster were oscillating, and when Warwick was at the height of his career. It was also 30 years after Vasco de Gama set foot on Indian soil. Kolamba is the Sanskrit, and Kollam the Malayālam name for Quilon. The diocese of the Roman Catholic Bishop who was stationed in this part of the Malabar coast when the power of Portugal was in the ascendant was known as 'Columba.' The word Bhavati (புவதி), which gives the year 644 of the Kolamba era, is, in accordance with the system of alphabetical numeration, which, by converting large numbers into familiar words, greatly facilitates their being stored in memory by Hindu mathematicians and astronomers. The first letter of a word thus formed stands in the units' place, the next in that of tens, the next of hundreds, and so on. \( \mathfrak{h} = 4 \), \( \mathfrak{r} = 4 \), and \( \mathfrak{f} = 6 \), making 644.

The configuration of the kingdom of Travancore of those days, it is hardly necessary to point out, was widely different from what it is now. While the greater portion of what now constitutes North Travancore was no integral part of the kingdom, a large portion of the present district of Thiruvellli was included in it. The kingdom was called Trippāppūr Svarūpaṃ. The boundaries of it are given in an inscription on stone in the Suchindram pagoda. The inscription dates in the reign of Ādityavarman, the same Rāja as put up the Tirukurangulī bell. The boundaries are: 'east Pannivāykal—an old water-course near Varkala—south Vaipār, in the Tinevelli District—north and west the sea.' We must make allowance for the geography of those days, in judging of the correctness of the cardinal points here described. However, there is little room to doubt that Tirukurangulī, now situated in the Nānaggeri Taluka of the Tinevelli District, was then a part of Travancore. The whole tract of country, again gathering from the stone inscription, was divided into 18 parts or 'nāds.' Of these, the king of Travancore made Jayatunganāḍ, or Jayasihimāṇḍ, the seat of his court and government. I have not been able to identify the situation of this division. In all probability it was on the eastern side of the Ghāts. The heir-apparent occupied Chiravāya and held it in possession. Chiravāya may be identified with the present village of Chirayinthi, about 18 miles to the north of Trivandrum. The word Chiravāya is composed of the two Malayālam words Chira (lake) and vāya (month), the village being situated where the Bhavānilpuram river makes its debouchure into a lagoon.

Rāja Ādityavarman was only heir-apparent and chief of Chiravāya when he put up the bell. This is evident from the phrase "अदित्यसरिःस्वरामणिनः". The word Maṇḍapāla, in Sanskrit, is applied only to a feudatory or dependent state, and not to suzerainty. Ādityavarman became ruler of Travancore only three years after the date of the bell. His elder brother Mārṭaṇḍa varman was on the throne at the time.

The word 'Jayasihimāṇḍ' in the stanza inscribed on the bell is suggestive. A European friend, who has devoted much time and attention to the study of Indian antiquities, once told me that the Jayasimha dynasty could be traced to the rulers of the Vijayāngara empire in the Dekhan, and through them to the solar and lunar races.

The following two verses are inscribed on stone in two different parts of the Śiva Pagoda of Suchindram, about 10 miles N.N.W. of Cape Comorin (Kumārī):

1. राजानिकोणारले सुप्रसत वै दिक्षित तुयास् काळविनीधिधिदिनमुखरं व श्रीमोः।
कः नूः मौंकुडः दिवः कहातिकान्तिचुरे राजां सार्वाणि श्रीमोः।

2. अथो ज्ञातवकों धिशिकायुपरितुष पीविन्ते कालविनीधिधिदिनमुखरं व श्रीमोः।
कः नूः मौंकुडः दिवः कहातिकान्तिचुरे राजां सार्वाणि श्रीमोः।

The first of the above two is inscribed in an outer shrine called Chitrasabhā, dedicated to the Chidanandareswar form of Śiva; and the second on the front Maṇḍapam of the chief shrine. They may be thus translated:

1. "In the year 1312 (श्र०=2, श्र=1 श्री=3, कर=1) of the Śakābda era, the minister of Indra.
title, as given in the Travancore Almanac, is "Chera Udaya Mārtaṇḍavarman Kulashekharan Perumāl," reigned 62 years, from 1382-83 to 1444-45 A.D. This was not the Mārtaṇḍa-varma, who was reigning when his brother Adityavarman put up the bell.

The second inscription is later than the first by 90 years, and than the bell inscription by 10 years, its date being 654 Kollam era, or 1478-79 A.D. This was the last year of the reign of Adityavarman, the Tirukurangudi inscription, and the first of Ravivarman, his successor. But the name given in the inscriptions is Rāmavarman. This discrepancy might be explained — either that Ramavarman never became sovereign, or that the name Ravivarman or Iravivarman, given in the Almanac, is an error, and ought to have been Ramavarman. But that in the construction of two different parts of the same pagodas 90 years should intervene is somewhat unaccountable.

PUSHPAMITRA OR

PUSHYAMITRA?

BY G. BÜHLER, Ph.D.

In several letters on the Patañjali controversy, Professor A. Weber has quoted me as an authority both for the authenticity of the form Pushpamitra and for that of Pushyamitra. I feel it, therefore, incumbent on me to state what I know regarding them, and to explain how I came to waver in my opinion on the subject.

On first reading Prof. Weber’s discussion on the name of the king, who probably was a patron of Patañjali’s, I remembered that I had read the form Pupphamitta in Merutunga’s Vichdhravīrṇi, or “Catena of Enquiries.” I mentioned this to Prof. Weber in a letter, without, however, being then able to verify my reminiscence by a reference to the original. When I later had an opportunity of re-examining the Vichdhravīrṇi, I found that it contained both the form Pupphamitta and Pusamitta; that the latter occurred in the text of the Prakrit Gāthās, on which the Vichdhravīrṇi is a commentary, while the former is used once or twice in the commentary, which is written in Sanskrit, and that, probably, it is nothing but a misspelling for Pushpamitra. On collating two other Théravādins, which also give the Prakrit Gāthās in question, I found that both give the form Pusamitta. Now it seemed to me undeniable that Pusamitta can be the representative of Pushyamitra only, not of Pushpamitra. I consequently had to acknowledge the correctness of Professor Weber’s rendering of the commonly misspelt name, which has also been adopted by Professor Wassiliev, in his work on Buddhism.

In order to give Sanskritists an opportunity to judge for themselves of the value of these statements, I subjoin the text of the Prakrit Gāthās above referred to, according to Merutunga, Dharmasāgara, and Jayavijayagāni:

**jaṁ rayaṁ vi kāḷāgam arāhā tiṣṭhaṁ kararo maha-vīro!**

**tāṁ rayaṁ avantivā ahaṁto pālago rāya**

**satṭhi pāлагaṇṇa paṇavaṁnasaṁtaḥ tu hoi pan-dana!**

**aṭṭhasaṁ paddaṁ viśudhavaṁ chinn eha pusaṁmitaṁ**

**saṁ 2 || t**

**balamittabhāvanītaṁ saṁtiḥ varisāṁ chaṭṭha ga-havaḥgaṁ!**

**taha gadhavhitarnāṁ jham terasa varisā saṅgasa chaḥ 3 || t**

* Var. lec.—aravīva, Dh., J.; ahaṁto, M.; pālago, Dh., J.
† Var. lec.—pālaṇya, Dh., J.; nandana, M.; nandana, Dh., J.; tisachchīa, M.
‡ Var. lec.—bhañamittadha saṁthi, M.; mahāvīro, Dh., J.
1. Pâlaka, the lord of Avanti, was anointed in that night in which the Arhat and Tirthankara Mahâvîra entered Nirvâna.

2. Sixty are (the years) of king Pâlaka, but one hundred and fifty-five are (the years) of the Nandas; one hundred and eight those of the Mauryas, and thirty those of Pâsamita.

3. Sixty (years) ruled Balamitra and Bhâmmitra, forty Nabhâvahana. Thirteen years likewise (lasted) the rule of Gardabhlîla, and four are (the years) of Sâka.

These verses, which are quoted in a very large number of Jaina commentaries and chronological works, but the origin of which is by no means clear, give the adjustment between the eras of Vîra and Vikrama, and form the basis of the earlier Jaina chronology... Dr. Bhâu Daji, when giving an abstract of Merutunga's Vichârascape in the J. B. B. R. A. S. ix. 147 seqq., failed to make out why the detailed figures given for each reign make up the total of 470 years which are said to lie between Vîra's death and Vikrama's accession. But his difficulty arose from the fact that he left out of account the four years of king Sâka.

The position of Pâsamita immediately after the Mauryas leaves it not doubtful that Patanjali's Pushyamitra is intended—the same whose misdeeds against his master Brihadrastra are mentioned in the Purânas and elsewhere.

In conclusion I may add that Bâña too, in the long list of kings killed treacherously by servants or relations, which occurs in the sixth Uchchhâvâsa of the Harshacharita, mentions Pushyamitra. His words are—

Pratijñâdurbalam cha balâdarsânavyapâdeśa
Darśitâshhassainavah saññir anâryo mauryam
Brihadrâtham pîpeshâ pushyamitrâ b. svâmim

"And reviewing the whole army under the pretext of showing him his forces, the mean general Pushyamitra crushed his master Brihadrastra, the Maurya who was weak of purpose."

**CORRESPONDENCE.**


The Lushais, of whom we met men of four different tribes, are fairer than the Bengalis, of a very uniform height of about five feet six inches well made, active, intelligent, and energetic. Of their figures we had one or two opportunities of judging, especially on one occasion when some iron hoops of burnt barrels were in the fire, to get which, and to save their clothes from accident, they stripped,—an easy operation with men whose only covering is a large square of cloth. The figures they displayed were splendid, full, and finely muscular, especially about the shoulders and calves, though in the latter they showed a more graceful shape than the large-legged Kukis and Nâgas who were with us as coolies. That they were intelligent we had, not knowing their language, less chance of forming an opinion; but from what we could judge from a few who understood some words of Hindustani, and from their quick recognition of sketches, even in outline, and from their looks, which otherwise belied them, they were so.

Of their energy and activity their raids are sufficient proof.

Their heads are well formed, with good foreheads, oblique eyes, heavy eyebrows, high cheekbones, depressed noses, large but not thick lips, and scanty beards, a few straggling hairs in some being the only representatives of chin-tuft or moustache, beyond which none of them can boast. Their hair is straight and black or brownish, eyes brown or black, and teeth invariably good; their expression open, bold, and generally pleasing, and their voice loud and sonorous, partly probably from practice and education, the children having the same deep far-sounding tones when calling loudly.

Their dress is admirable in its ease; no boots, nor breeches, nor other tight clothing confine the freedom of their limbs; a large square cloth or two put on together, according to the temperature, is their only covering, which is worn passed under the right arm and with two corners thrown in opposite directions over the left shoulder, and managed for modesty with the most easy dexterity.

To confine the cloth upon the left shoulder, they carry, when anywhere from home, a bag slung so as to rest behind the right hip, the shoulder-strap being of skin, tiger's apparently by preference, and the bag, which is of fine and strong net, covered with a large skin flap somewhat like a sporran, and often made of long white goat's-hair, with three black streaks. In the bag they carry their smoking apparatus, flint and steel, a dao or large chopping-knife, and occasionally a bundle of pungi, which are small hardened bamboo skewers, and which stuck in the ground are very efficient.
protection to their owner when sleeping in strange places, and left behind him in his path protect him in some degree when pursued.

We saw, as I said, men of four separate tribes, three of them distinguished by their mode of wearing their hair, and the southern tribes rather smaller and handsomer than the northern. Those we first met, who had come from Kulel, and are now living on Banbong, called themselves Howlongs, and are governed by an old woman, Impanu, the mother of their former chief, Venpilal, whose grave is on Kulel. The name of the next tribe, those under Poibo and Lîl Bur, I quite forgot to ascertain. The remaining two were Pois and Paitees. The former were inhabitants of the country south of Lîl Bur's, who had apparently hired themselves out as soldiers; and the latter, probably a very small tribe, living on and about Narklang. Of these the two first wore their hair drawn smoothly back, and fastened in a knot behind by a thin bit of iron bent into a double prong. The Pois parted theirs across the head behind, and letting the lower part hang loose drew the upper forward, twisting it with the front hair, tied it in a knot over their foreheads, where it was secured by an iron skewer or with a comb of ivory; round this knot those who wore turbans tied one end in, putting them on after the manner of the Sikhs, which was remarked by some Lushais, who called the 22nd Pois; about a fourth of the Pois wore turbans, the other tribes, as a rule, going bareheaded. The Paitees wore their hair frizzed up from their head, and cut about four inches long. Chiefs and headmen wear feathers in their hair-knots on great occasions, that is, those who have them; how the Paitees wear them, or whether they use any, I do not know. Of the Sukis, who live to the eastward, we saw next to nothing; they are at enmity with these other tribes, and, thinking to take them at a disadvantage, had, just before we reached the Champhai, made an attack on Lîl Bur's village of Chouchim, whence they had been repulsed with loss, leaving one body behind. This unfortunate's head and some limbs had been placed as ornaments to Vonolol's tomb in Lungvel, but as it had been scalped, gouged, and the skull smashed in, little could be made out from it.

There are two things remarkable about these people—one, their indifference to ornaments; excepting two, which are very simple, they wear none: these are a tiger's tooth or tuft of goat's hair tied with a string round the neck, and a small tuft of scarlet feathers stuck in, or an amber bead hung by a string to the ear. Some of the children wore strings of beads, but very few of the men; and coloured chintz was scooped at as a barter, though anything might be got for plain red or white; silver and gold have they none, and care little for, a few pice re-purchasing a rupee; but these are at a premium merely because they can be beaten into bullets or used to line pipes. The second is that, though not particularly cleanly, they are entirely free from any of those noisome skin diseases which are so common in Kachar, and only one man did we see marked with small-pox.

We saw no dwarfs or cripples; probably they are made away with early, after the Spartan fashion.

Of the mental and other qualities of the Lushais, as far as one could judge, they are quick-tempered, unstable in mind, loose in allegiance, thieving, and occasionally given to drunkenness, violence, and barbarity; inquisitive, taciturn in conversation, patriotic, and too bold to be liars; their bump of locality must be strongly marked; they are great hunters and athletic, walking long distances, and climbing with remarkable ease. From the smallest children they all smoke,—men and women,—and so much are they given to it that any of their recent camps can always be detected by their stale tobacco smell. Their pipes are neatly made of bamboo lined with iron or copper, and of the ordinary pipe shape for the men, those used by the women having a receptacle for water, after the fashion of a bubble-bubble, which water—disgusting practice!—is carried about by the men in little gourd bottles to take occasional nips from.

They have some sort of religious belief, but I heard no mention of priest, nor were there any temples or images. Occasionally, in the field we met with a little cleared space on which were arranged rows of clay pallets of various shapes, with a yard-long flagstaff and coloured pendant waving over them, but it was in their tombs that we saw the greatest evidences of their religion. These were always in their villages and ornamented with trophies of skulls of animals and feathers. At burials they discharge firearms over the graves, and I believe lay the animals, whose heads afterwards go to their decoration, and whose spirits are intended for the delectation of the grave's occupant in the happy hunting-ground. The greater the man the more animals are sent with him, and it is said that slaves are sometimes sacrificed and buried with a chief. Vonolel's and Vonpil's tombs had the heads of many beasts over them (indeed one got a knowledge of the larger fauna of the country at a glance); the skulls of the most dangerous were muzzled, and there were hobbles to restrain the feet.

Beyond what can be gathered from what I have mentioned,—that they must believe in a future state, and that there is some invisible power for evil, against whom they make their incantations to
protect their crops.—I could not discover any-thing, excepting that the tiger’s tooth or tuft of hair which the men wear about their necks has a religious significatioin.

Their language is not monosyllabic like the Khasia and others, and there is no written charac-ter. Tradition is probably handed down by songs, which are of their battles, their hills, and love; and they can improvise. One night a party were invited to give us a specimen of their per-formances, and the first of the songs was on the sub-ject of our expedition. They charmed them in soft deep notes to the accompaniment of a drum and a set of weak organ-like pipes, whose stops include an octave; and the love-song they afterwards gave us was acted to in a posturing dance by one of the number, at first slowly, but as the story went on, more and more quickly, till the corn-cob, which represented the young woman sung to, was snatch-ed up and whirled round quite excitedly.

I have said before, I think they are mighty hunters; everything that runs or flies is game with them, from an elephant to a field-rat, from a hornbill to a wagtail; and they have many and clever devices for bringing them to the pot, using, besides firearms, traps and fenced drives for the larger, and springs for the small game, and for small birding employing the pellet-bow. Game should be plentiful, judging from the numbers of heads we saw in front of the houses, which are not preserved beyond the owner’s lifetime. These were of elephant, tiger, leopard, sambar, hog-deer, metna, pig, and monkey. This last—the halak or howling monkey, black-faced, grey-whiskered, blackbodied and tail-less, with very long arms and of extraordinary activity—is an abominably noisy beast, with a cry beginning with a yell, and ending with a series of howls like men imitating jackals; they are always started, by the way, in their discordant chorus, by a single sharp cry from one of them, which my fellows called the raja. Of birds I saw the skulls of some cranes, and they have, besides many which I did not find out, hornbills, jungle fowl, partridges (francolines), chir, and black phasians.

Of fish I only saw two varieties, the mashir and a small silurus, called in the north-west sol. They use nets, and also, as it is the custom elsewhere, poison the water with the juice of a cactus which kills the fish without spoiling them as food, and in one place, the camp on the Tai-burn, they had built a large dam and weir, apparently for fishing purposes.

Their mode of war is of surprises and bush-fighting, and their ideas of bravery are amusing. At Vanug (the first fight) they called out to the sepoys not to stick like cowards in the open, but to come against them in the jungle like men. For weapons they have flint-locks, some wonderfully old, dating back to Culloden, spears and dhaos; we saw a few leather shields, but no bows and arrows. For defence, though their villages are lightly palisaded, they prefer the employment of stockades in difficult passes defended by entangle-ments, a specimen of which, was quite a lesson in military engineering, we met with, for-tunately unguarded, a mile or so from Poiboil’s village of Tulcheng. I have been told, by the way, that the village of the chief is never palisaded, his outlying villages being guardians against attack, or least unprepared for attack.

They carry on feuds and make raids among themselves as well as on Manipur and the eastern provinces for arms, ammunition, women, and heads. When on raids they travel with remark-able celerity, carrying nothing but their arms and enough of rice for the journey, a fresh joint of bamboo at each new camp serving every purpose of water-jar or cooking-pot. About to make an attack, they are told off in three parties, gunmen, spearmen, and men to carry off the wounded on retreat; if they have been successful and have made prisoners, the men are made to carry the provisions, and though they sometimes retain a few as slaves, specially Manipuris and Kukis, the carrier is, as a rule, relieved of his head when he has been relieved of his burthen. I think it was after the raid on Munir Khal that a body was found—a garden cooly’s—which appeared as if an enchantment had been practised by it; the head was not removed, and the chest was cut open and filled with boiled rice: why so I could not find out. Notwithstanding their cruelty, they are fine fel-lows, taking pride in a fight, dressing themselves in their best and neatest for the occasion, and showing in their own way considerable pluck; and in their communities I imagine they are moral and courteous, the ever-ready dhaos being a potent preventive to bad conduct and bad manners.

Mantris (heralds?), men wearing feathers and red pagris, are employed among these people to treat of war and peace and all matters, and at all times pass free; but besides these verbal means of communication they have modes of spreading intelligence known to themselves, as by fire sig-nals, alarm drums and gongs, and others. A tree exuding a red sap hacked and struck with spikes is a serious warning; a red gourd stuck in a tuft of grass means bloody heads for those who persevere in advancing beyond it; a branch across the path is a notice not to go further; and a bamboo split, broken, and burnt, means fire and fury.

A Lushai village is usually built in a position which gives natural advantages for defence. It is
slightly fenced, and the approaches guarded at
difficult points by palisading, loop-holed and
strengthened by heavy stones, and on commanding
view-points there are out-looks. The conserv-
yance is admirable, and the houses, though
smoke-begrimed from having their fire-places
inside, are clean. Each house usually has its own
enclosed patch of fenced kitchen-garden to one
side, and, though not built perfectly symmetrical,
they are ranged to form streets. In the middle
of the town is a large house used as a town-hall.
The framework of a house is of wood for the
posts and beams, and bamboo for the roof; the
floor is raised a few feet above the ground, and is
laid with bamboo split and beaten flat, the walls
being of the same material, woven in a large che-
quer pattern with very neat effect; the roof is a
patch of grass and palm leaves. The average
dimensions are 30 by 12 (Poiboi’s was 40 yards
long), of which the first third is left open; a ramp
of logs leads up to them, and on one side of the
ramp is a platform for sitting out in fine weather;
under the eaves are the fowl-houses, and hung
over the house-front are the skull and horns of
animals captured in the chase. The interior,
which is closed by a neatly-made sliding door, is
usually undivided; in some a half-particle por-
tions off a part as a granary; a door at the back
leads to a small platform behind. In the middle
of one side an open fireplace is made of slabs of
stone, above which hangs a frame for smoking
meat and fish, and beyond it is usually a raised
place for sleeping on. In the open front of the
house is the pig-trough and the mortar for cleaning
rice—a work done by the women daily. This rice,
which is of large white grain and very nutritious,
forms their principal food, and is grown by dry
cultivation on cleared spots on the hillside.

Their method of agriculture is—having selected
a patch of jungle and marked it by putting arrows
in the split stumps of small trees round it, to fell
and burn it when dry just before the rains, and,
scattering the ashes, to dibble in the grain with
doors, deserting the spot after three years when the
soil is worked out. The crop cut at its proper
season is threshed and stored on the ground till the
end of the harvest, when it is carried in by the
women in large baskets slung by a band across the
forehead, their mode of carrying all burdens.
Besides the rice they raise maize, a sort of yam, sweet
potatoes, beans of several sorts, ginger, tobacco,
pot-herbs, gourds, squashes, cotton, plantains, and
plants giving a dark-blue dye, and they domesticate
pigs, goats, dogs, fowls, and pigeons, all for food;
milk they never touch, and the metna, which they
allow to roam half-wild, is kept only for its flesh and
horns, the latter being made, for one thing, into
powder and priming flasks. Sugar is a thing
they do not seem to care about, but they liked our
rum, and themselves prepare a liquor from rice
which has a pleasant taste, and is drunk, well dilut-
ed, by suction through reeds from the jar in which
it is made. We called it hill-beer. Their name
for it is “ju.”

They manufacture everything necessary to their
simple mode of living—cooking and liquor pots,
wooden platters, baskets, salt, salt-petre, cotton
cloth, diaces, and axes. The earthenware is mould-
ed. The baskets are of every shape and size, from
the store basket, which will hold 50 maunds, to the
little thing which holds the woman’s needles and
thread: they are woven of shreds of bamboo
with great neatness. Gourds and banyans are
used for water.

Their apparatus for cleaning, carding, spinning,
and weaving the cotton is similar to that in use in
Bengal. The cloth is very strong and close-grained,
in breadth of three feet, unbleached, with a
narrow blue border, or dyed entirely blue. Some
of the cloth used by them, resembling a dark
tartan, is said to come from Manipur. Salt they
manufacture from the ashes of bamboo leaves, and
salt-petre from cowdung urinated on. Their forges
are not in any way remarkable, a pair of large
bamboo cylinders being the bellows: but they turn
out remarkably good arms, working up the iron
which they get from elsewhere to suit their own
tastes as to shape. The axes are of that peculiar
construction used among most of these tribes—a
flat-ended peg tied in a socket in a bamboo handle.

There are no archaeological remains, excepting
the rough slabs, with rough outlines of figures
cut on them, which cover old graves; and there
are no roads, communication being by footpaths,
which in the more populated parts are broad and
easy.

I had almost forgotten to mention the women,
but we saw so little of them; they are pleasant,
round, flat-faced creatures, continually smoking,
and lively among themselves; their dress is a
scopy blue kilt, and cloth thrown over the shoul-
ders, with the head usually uncovered, and the hair
loose or neatly braided. They wear no ornaments.
They vary in colour, some being quite fair with rosy
cheeks. Their children are carried on their backs.

The products of the country are India-rubber,
wool, and ivory, usually bartered for salt. The
traders are mostly Manipuris.—Report of the Topo-
graph. Survey of India, 1871-72.

ON PROF. HOERNLE’S THEORY OF THE
GENITIVE POSTPOSITIONS.

Sir,—The question of the origin of the genitive
postpositions in the modern vernaculars of India
is so important and interesting that I trust you
will allow me space for a few remarks on the reply
of Prof. Hoernle, published in the July number of
your valuable periodical. As regards my view
on the different kinds of Prākrit, I agree with
Mr. Beames, that none of the Prākrita was ever a
spoken language, and that in order to learn what
was the spoken language of the Āryans we must
turn principally to the modern vernaculars. I
have never had any other opinion on this subject,
and in this respect there is no controversy at all
between Prof. Hoernle and myself. But I am
sorry to see that Prof. Hoernle still adheres to
the error which I had already pointed out in my
review of his essays. It is perfectly erroneous
to say that Vararuci's āstras are founded upon
the plays, or that the plays are founded upon
Vararuci's āstras. The language of the plays is
Śārasendi, and the language taught by Vararuci
in the first nine sections is Mahārāṣṭri, of which
dialect comparatively few instances occur in the
plays. Now it is clear that a man who teaches
the Mahārāṣṭri will not derive the rules for that
language from the Śārasendi. It is true that
Vararuci, XII. 32, distinctly says keśam Ma-
hārāṣṭriśīat, and that on the whole he does not
make many exceptions from the principal Prākrit.
But this is only one of his numerous blunders.
Later Prākrit grammarians, especially Rāmacar-
kavāgūla and Mārkaṇḍeya Rāvindra, who treat
more carefully of the lower dialects, have a good
many more rules, which are confirmed throughout
by the plays. Vararuci's rules in the first nine
sections are derived from works like the Saptā-
śati and the Setubandha, which were written in
Mahārāṣṭri and composed in verse. This is
clearly proved by the corresponding rules of
Hemachandra, who adds numerous examples which
are exactly like the poems of the Saptāśati, and
several of them already to be found in Prof.
Weber's edition. Hence it is ridiculous to affirm
that the Prākrit of the plays has been grammat-
ized by Vararuci and his successors.

The imaginary participle kusñī can by no means
be used to explain the Gujarāti postpositions.
That the colloquial has many forms which in the
literary language are restricted to poetry is an
old story, but those words are only too frequent
occurrence in either the colloquial or the poetry;
kusñī, however, is not yet found, and I have not
met with it, though I am in possession of extensive
materials drawn from manuscripts. Prof. Hoernle
is very partial to words formed according to an-
alogy; but such words never prove anything; if
the participle kusñī had given rise to the Guja-
ratī postpositions, it ought to be found very of-

The principal question, however, is that concerning
the genitive postpositions in Bangāli and Oriya.
I think still that it is very easy to prove that
Prof. Hoernle is in error. In fact there are no postpositions at all in Bangāli and Oriya, and these
two languages must be separated at once from all
the rest. Prof. Hoernle remarks that my state-
ments as to the use of keraka have no particular
bearing on the question whether the Bangāli er is
a curtailing of keraka or not. My arguments
already intimated in my review, where I have
tried to state them as briefly as possible, are as
follows:—Firstly, the word kera is the original of
the word keraka, and hence it follows that kera
has not been curtained, but, on the contrary, has
been lengthened. The word kera or keraka is
found in the Mahārāṣṭri, the Śārasendi, and the
Māgadhi; it is found in the various Apabhraṃśas
as well as in the vernaculars. In the Sīkṣānāvīs
language, as Prof. Childers informs me, it is
used to form the locutive of a certain class of
words. Prof. Kern has lately called attention to
the very common use of this word in the language
of the gipsies; but even there kera has not been
changed in the least, but has remained unaltered
to the present day, as stated by Prof. Pott, Pas-
pati, and other authorities. The word, though not
noticed by Vararuci, is well known to the later
Prākrit grammarians. Hemachandra, VIII. 2, 147,
has a special śūtra running thus:

|| idamarthasya keraḥ ||

idamarthasya pratayahastya kera ity āḍeṣo bhavati ||
yuṣmadyāya tumhakerō || asmadhyāya ambha-
kero || na cha bhavati || malapakko || paniṣik.

Sino Hemaṃchandra in the following śūtra: || para-
rājaḥhāni kkaḍlikkau cha || expressly mentions
the two words para and rāja, I am inclined to
suppose that the use of kera was originally
restricted to the same words which, according
to Pāṇini, may assume in Sanskrit the suffix kiya.
This question I shall discuss at full length in my
edition of Hemaṃchandra's Grammar. A śūtra
Corresponding to that of Hemaṃchandra occurs in
Mārkaṇḍeya, fol. 28 b; and in the Trivikrama-
vṛtti II. 1, 8, we have: || kera idamarthi || ida-
marthe vihitasya chhaṇapratayahastya kera ity āḍeṣo
bhavati || and now Trivikrama, as usual, gives
the same examples as Hemaṃchandra. Sīkṣānāvīs,
fol. 43 a, has the same śūtra. Hemaṃchandra mentions
the word again in the section on the Apabhraṃśa,
VIII. 4, 422: || saṃbandhina keraṇa || gaaśi
su kesiari piahu jala niśchinti hariṇipū || jasi kero
huṃkāraṃ muhali paḍarti tripiṇi.||. The same
is given by Trivikrama, III. 3, 51, and means in
Sanskrit: gates sa kesiari piḥantu jala niśchinti
hariṇipū yaṇa (saṃbandhina) huṃkāraṇa muṭkānti
paṭantari tripiṇi || "The lion is gone; without fear
may the antelopes drink the water; (the lion) by
whose roaring, from their mouth falls the grass.”

Again, Mārkaṇḍeya in the section on the Śāvarī, a kind of Śaṅgālī, has the śātra (fol. 66 b): || keraka kelake vāṣya || amhakarkaṇa Dharaṃ amhakarkaṇa vā; || and Chandrasekhara, the best commentator of the Śaktutalā, remarks: kerakāsavadhā prákritis ikhīye vartaite. Thus kerā, keraka, kelaka are found even in the latest and most corrupt dialects. When should it have been curtailed, and what particular necessity could induce the Bangālīs alone to shorten it, while all the others have either lengthened it or retained it unaltered? According to Vararuci, III. 18, 19, corresponding to Hemachandra, VIII. 1. 155 and VIII. 2. 63-64, Trivikrama, I. 4. 59-60, the words kṛṣya, kṛṣya, and kṛṣya may elide the ya and become tāra, sāra, dhāra (comp. Lassen, Insr. prder. p. 247). After the same principle kṛṣya becomes kāra; the word has not been noticed by the grammarians, because it existed already in Sanskrit. This kāra is preserved in the Bangālī genitive kārah, i.e. kārah + kārah, and has been curtailed to kārah, kārah, and in Urdu to kāhār, tāhār. Hemachandra, VIII. 4. 68, in the section on the Apabhṛṣṭa has the śātra: || yammatādārārāya jārā || apabhṛṣṭe yasmatādārārāya parasya ṣvapatāvayasya ṣvāro ity ādeśo bhavai ||, and among the examples sukaṛa, ambārā, mākārā are quoted. Trivikrama, III. 3. 33, and Inharaja, fol. 7a b, have: || chhāsya yammatādārā jārā ||. If we compare these śātras with the śātras mentioned above, nobody, I think, can doubt that ṣvāro, which, as the Bangālī shows, originally was kāra, and our kerā are only modifications of the same word, viz. kṛṣya. Kāra could easily be curtailed after a homogenous vowel, being of frequent occurrence already in Sanskrit; but kṛṣya in the shape of kerā is a mere Prākrit word. Originally its use was restricted to the pronouns and the words para and rāja; afterwards it was lengthened and used in connection with substantives. It has never been curtailed. Secondly, the change of r to l forbids us to accept Prof. Hoernle’s theory. There can be no doubt that kerā is the more modern form; and that the change of r to l in this word is not artificial, but thoroughly organic, is proved by the Maṇḍhāra kalā, kalā, kāla, and the Low Hindi kālā mentioned by Prof. Hoernle himself. Indeed it would be a strange phenomenon if the same word kerā had not only retained its original shape in the vernaculars, but had also been changed into kela and again shortened to er. This is impossible, because it is unnatural and against the genius of language. Thirdly, keraka is nowhere a sort of affix. If we style keraka an affix, we must do the same with innumerable other adjectives.

Keraka is never used in the Mṛṛikhaḥhaṭṭika or any other play in the sense of a genitive postposition; it never determines the case of another noun; it has never been anything else but a real adjectival noun.

Prof. Hoernle denies having said that the genitive of sāntāna was formerly sāntāna keraka. At p. 192, however, he says: “Take, for instance, the genitive of sāntāna, a child; it would be sāntāna keraka.” What else can this mean but what I have concluded from it? That the Bangālī adjectives have dropped all case, number, and gender terminations I knew as well as Prof. Hoernle does: but exactly because all of them have done it, and because this is the rule, it is difficult to see how keraka alone could have been curtailed to such an extent. In the language of the gipsies, where, as I have remarked above, kerā is very frequently employed, the adjectives are treated in almost the same way as in Bangālī, but still kerā had retained its old shape. Whether keraka occurs fourteen or twenty-eight times in the Mṛṛikhaḥhaṭṭika is of no consequence. I should not have mentioned that at all if I had not been struck by the astonishing confidence with which Prof. Hoernle asserted that this word in the determinative sense—according to his views—is found in the Mṛṛikhaḥhaṭṭika only: a confidence all the more astonishing as he confesses now himself that he has not even examined, to say nothing of read, such plays as the Mālāvikā and the Mūdrārāsana! That the word keraka must have been very common in the colloquial speech Prof. Hoernle need not tell me. This, however, is no reason why it should have been curtailed; the question is not how often keraka occurs, but what changes it may have undergone. If every word of frequent occurrence were curtailed to one syllable, our language would soon resemble the Chinese language. It is due to the uncritical editions of Sanskrit plays by the Indian Pādātīs that the word is not met with oftener in other plays. In the Śaktutalā I shall restore it in three or four passages where the best manuscripts have it, though it is not found in any of the present editions of this play. The first instance which I quoted from the Śaktutalā is not a false one; keraka is used there pleonastically; it could be omitted very well. The second instance is not in the least doubtful, but as certain as anything can be. Monier Williams is no authority, his edition—apart from its being a pons asinorum—being founded upon the worst possible manuscripts. I gladly recognize the superiority of Prof. Hoernle in every other respect, but as for the Śaktutalā I must lay claim to know a little more about the play than he, having collated,
besides all the MSS. used by Prof. M. Williams, four Dravidian, five Bangali, and two Devanagari MSS., and having copied two Dravidian commentaries of which Prof. Hoernle has not even heard the names. Thus I think I am entitled to judge whether a reading is doubtful or not. For all questions concerning this play I have much pleasure in referring Prof. Hoernle to my papers on the recensions of the Sakuntalā: Breslau, 1870, and Göttingen, 1873. Prof. Hoernle seems to be of opinion that everybody who does not speak the literary language speaks slang; there is, however, a great difference between the colloquial and the slang—keraka is colloquial but not at all slang. The form keraka is a false one; it is not supported by the MSS. I cannot see why Prof. Hoernle has been obliged to trust his Calcutta edition. There has been published a much better edition (Sāka 1792) which is accessible to everybody who cares to get it; this edition (p. 252, b) has also bapakelake. The mistake is not so slight as Prof. Hoernle wishes to represent it. Keraka no doubt has the meaning of "own," "pivocative to," "belonging to" but it now rests with him to show how the participle krita came to receive this meaning. His reasoning was that, as prakelake is the same as prakrīta, thus kelake is the same as krita; and as kara means the same as prakara, thus krita means the same as prakrīta (p. 131.) I cannot discover any other passage in his essays where he alludes to the subject again. Thus I must still maintain that this error, which shows a complete want of criticism, invalidates all his deductions, and I am afraid that the absurdity imputed to me by Prof. Hoernle is his own. On the other hand I have endeavoured to show how keraka came to its meaning. Fortunately Prof. Hoernle has not been able to understand me; for at p. 212 of his reply he says that I have adduced the words kajjama and kichchama as used in the same way as he says kera or keraka is. Nothing was further from my thoughts, and I cannot make out how it is possible to misunderstand me so utterly. I have quoted all these passages in order to prove that kajjama and kerama are used exactly in the same way, and hence that, as kajjama cannot but be derived from kārī, the same must hold good for keram. I have adduced these instances only for the sake of the meaning of keraka, and instead of recognizing the striking evidence, which really admits of no doubt, Prof. Hoernle imputes me a folly of which I was not capable. He then goes on to observe that the identification of kera with kritā is an old traditional one of the Pāṇḍits. I confess that I prefer European criticism to the tradition amongst the Pāṇḍits; besides I am able to show that this tradition has never been univer-

sal. In the margin of the best and very old MS. of the Sakuntalā, which is most carefully written, the word keraka is rendered twice by kārīya. This interpretation is due to the Pāṇḍit Tapadeva. There can be no doubt that Prof. Lassen has been quite positive in his opinion on the origin of kera. Prof. Hoernle quotes only the first passage, but there are several others, two of which I have already quoted. Nevertheless Prof. Hoernle omits them altogether. At p. 130 Prof. Lassen says: "similis ratio est e f orsi, prorsus autem diversa ejus e quod ex a vel á confluat admixto i sequentia syllabe ut tēttā, kerapa." And now he refers the reader to the first passage. The third passage is at p. 247: "i hoc ex ya orsum, si liquidam r excipit sapius transponitur, ita ut coalescat cum a vel á precedenti in k; kera e kārīa pro kārīya;" and here he refers to p. 199, where he simply states as a fact "kēram a kārīya cfr. keraka." The fourth passage is at p. 367: "post r aut jīa fit ex rya, kajjia e kārīya, aut dissolviit rya in ia, kārīya, kārīa, kera; nam i ante-
cedenti syllabam inscritur." The fifth passage is App. p. 58: "compara cum hoc vocabulo (scil. with ačchera) kārīya cujas forma solita est kajjia; in versibus etiam kera legitur. Inde deri-
vatum keraka in prosa, tamen supe legitur." Who except Prof. Hoernle can doubt that Lassen has derived kera from kārīya? Prof. Weber says that the "a" has originated from "ā" under the influence of a following ya. I am unable to dis-
cover an "ā," and a ya in krita, but I find them both in kārīya. Kārīya becomes kārīa, afterwards kāraka, and hence in Prākrit kārā; and the "a," originally long, has been shortened afterwards. It is not necessary to suppose a form kārma, as Prof. Kern does. A doubling of the r is forbidden by all Prākrit grammarians, and never found in Prā-
krīt. In every other respect I agree with Prof. Kern in the way he has traced back kēram to kārīya.

The change of t to d in krita is restricted to the Māgadhi dialect by all Prākrit grammarians who have come to my knowledge, and indeed is found in this dialect only. Kajjia has always been local, and cannot be used to account for kera.

That in Marathi kēlam is the equivalent of krita proves nothing; many words may be the equivalents of others without being derived from them. Thus in parakēlam, &c. kēla is the equiva-

lent of the Sanskrit kīna, but I doubt whether even Prof. Hoernle would derive kera from kīya. Prof. Hoernle again takes refuge in an imaginary Prākritic word, "karīta," without meeting with better success. The "i" in karīta, being a mere conjunctive vowel, would never affect a change from a to i. Besides, what is the use of dealing with imaginary words where words of every-day occur-
rencence afford all we wish? Whither such fanciful theories must lead, will be seen best from Prof. Hocart's fourth essay, which has just reached me. That the Mārāḍī kārdhëvī has sprung from the Prākritic causative kardeṃi (Vararuchi, VII. 27) Prof. Lassen saw forty years ago.

R. FISCHER.

London, August 27, 1873.

Str,-In re-reading Professor Weber's Essay on the Rāmāyāna in your journal, I find that he twice (pp. 123, 176) touches the question whether "Sopeithes, king of the Ḳėkoṇi, who entered into friendly personal relations with Alexander the Great, may be identified with Āsvapati, king of the Kekaya, who is mentioned in the Rāmāyāna."

As Prof. Weber quotes Lassen (I. 300, II. 161), it is possible that he allowed Lassen's words to supersede his own recollection of the original authorities about Alexander. (I. 300.)

Lassen's first note, in which he identifies the Ḳėkoṇi with the Kekaya, both with the people of Sopeithes, and Sopeithes with Āsvapati, is too long for extract. In the second passage he says: "Alexander went northward from Sangala with the main body of his army, into the land of the Kekaya, whose king was called Sopeithes. This would not, however, be his proper names, but rather his title, for already in epic story there is a king of that people called Āsvapati."

There is nothing in the world so easy as to be mistaken, but I have twice carefully searched Arrian, Diodorus, Strabo, and Curtius, without being able to find a word to indicate that Sopeithes was king of the Ḳėkoṇi, or in any way connected with them. That name seems to occur only once anywhere, and then in a doubtful reading. It is where Arrian (Indica, cap. vi.) speaks of Hydraotes as receiving a tributary called Sārangas Ṭṛōs, or Ṭrōs, or Ṭrōs. Nor is there anything in the four authors just named to the effect that Alexander went northward from Sangala.

I notice this matter because it bears on General Cunningham's identification of Sangala with the site in the Rechha Doab still so called, an identification which seems to me, if I may presume to say so, eminently satisfactory. According to that view, Alexander, after his destruction of the city, did go north into the country of Sopeithes, but instead of being in the sub-Himalaya, this country apparently lay on the Hydaspes and Acesines, and included the Salt Range or a part of it. This is confirmed by Arrian's statement (Esp.

Alex. vi. 2) that Alexander, when about to descend the Hydaspes, sent in advance two divisions of his army under Craterus and Hephæastion, one on each bank, appointing the rendezvous, where his arrival with the fleet was to be awaited, at the Residence of Sopeithes. This rendezvous was reached by the king after a voyage of three days down-stream from Bucephalia.

Strabo says that in the territory of Sopeithes there was a mountain of fossil salt sufficient for all India. This is a reasonable hyperbole if applied to the salt-mines of Kheora, near Fnd Dādan Kāhā, it is true there are said to be salt-mines also in Mandū, where Lassen places the Koby-a, Kṣaṇ, Āsvapati and Sopeithes, but they must be comparatively insignificant. Certainly they are very little known.

For the rest of the argument I refer to Gen. Cunningham's book. My present object is only to bar what seems an improved assumption on the other side, to which such high sanction has been lent incidentally.

H. YULE.

Belgaum District. 13th November 1873.

Calcutta is a place known from remote antiquity. The ancient Hindus called it by the name of Kālikhētra. It extended from Bahula to Dakhinashar. Bahula is modern Bahula, and the site of Dakhinashar still exists. According to the Puranas a portion of the mangled corpse of Sati or Kali fell somewhere within that boundary, whence the place was called Kālikhētra. Calcutta is a corruption of Kālikhētra. In the time of Baldi Sen it was assigned to the descendants of Sera.

PUDMA NAV GHOSAL.

Calcutta, July 1873.

* I cannot find any recognition of this passage in Lassen.

** "Dakhinashar marugā yatacha Bahula potee Kālikhētram bejoncayath, etc."
לא ניתן่าน תרגום לשפה המצרית העתיקה
THE VIJJAPPÂKKAM COPPER PLATES.

BY A. C. BURNELL, M.C.S., MANGALOR.

This series of copper plates contains a grant of land by one of the last of the Vijayanagara dynasty—Venkaṭapati. He reigned in a very precarious way (at Candragiri) from about 1590 on into the early years of the 17th century. As the Vijayanagara kingdom had been utterly destroyed by the Muhammadans in 1564, his power must have been very small, but in the genealogy with which (as is the rule) this grant begins, he traces his descent from the Somavâra, and claims to rule the whole of India from the Himâlayas to Setu (Rāma's Bridge)!

The grant is of the village of Vijappâkkam,* tax-free, to Tiruvengadanâtha, son of Ananta Bhaṭṭa. He is described as a follower of the Yaśuṭhâkha, and of the Āpastamba śāstra, and as belonging to the race of Vatsa.

Besides the grant of the village in Sarunādiya (francolmoigne of the medieval lawyers in England), several privileges are also granted which are interesting as throwing light on the tenures of South India, but which would need much explanation to make them intelligible to foreigners.

The date is:

Sakti-(3)netra-(2)kalambo-(5)ndu-(1)gurite śākavatsare | plavasāṅvatsare punye māsi Vaiśākhānāmi pâske 'valakshe . . . . punyāyāṁ dvādaśādadhu, &c.

i.e. the 12th lunar day of the bright fortnight of Vaiśākha in 1601 A.D.

Thus it will appear that this grant is not of any great historical interest.

REVIEW.

HISTOIRE DU BOUDDHA SAKYA-MOUNI depuis sa naissance jusqu'à sa mort, par Mme. Mary Summer. AVEC PRÉFACE ET INDEX PAR PH. ÉD. FOUCAUX. (AM. 12MO. PP. XIV. 208. PARIS: E. LEROUX, 1874.)

Before the appearance of this volume, as remarked by M. Foucault in his préface, “there did not exist in French any complete biography of the founder of Buddhism. Mme. Mary Summer has, with reason, thought that the founder of a religion, which reckons more than three hundred million followers, deserves that the narrative of the events of his life should be available to all French readers, and not remain confined to the domain of science. She has,” as he adds, “successfully acquitted herself of the task, for which she had well fitted herself by her MAÎTRE sur les RELIGIONES BODHISTES, a book favourably received by all who relish works at once instructive and interesting.”

Mme. Mary Summer, we need scarcely hint, is the nom de plume of the wife of the distinguished French Orientalist who, five and twenty years ago, translated the earliest known legend of Buddha, the legend on which Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire based his life of Buddha given in his work LE BOUDDHA ET SA RELIGION,—and to her husband’s experienced advice, doubtless, this little volume owes part of its value. It does not pretend in any way to be a critical work. The Singalese dates of Buddha’s birth and death are accepted, and the principal events recorded in the usual legends are selected and briefly recorded in a pleasant style, and with an admiration for the subject of her biography that would almost lead the reader to imagine the authoress was a devout Buddhist nun. Only once does she distinctly express her dissent from a tenet of the Buddhist creed, and that is when she contrasts its doctrine of the inevitable punishment of sin in some state of existence with the Christian “religion of mercy, which,” she says, “gives man the faculty of repentance, leaving for him, even to the last breath, an open door to a happy eternity, and permitting an act of contrition to make of the greatest of sinners one of the chosen of God!”—forgetting, apparently, the analogy supplied by the Atonement—the sacrifice of the Mediator as the substitute for the sinner. This admiration of Buddhism, however, is no new thing even among philosophers. “It is the misfortune of our times,” says M. Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire, writing thirteen years ago, “that the same doctrines which form the foundation of Buddhism meet at the hands of some of our philosophers with a favour that they but little deserve. For some years past we have seen systems arising in which metempsychosis and transmigration are highly spoken of, and attempts are made, exactly as Buddha did, to explain the world and man without either a God or a Providence. A future life is refused to the yearnings of mankind, and the immortality of the soul is replaced by the immortality of works. God is dethroned, and in His place they substitute man, the only being, they tell us, in which the Infinite becomes con-
Inscription at Visàlagadh.

In his paper on the 'Musulman Remains in the South Konkan' (ante, p. 318), Mr. Nairne has pointed out a manifest error in a statement made by Graham in his Report on the Principality of Kolhapur, viz. "that a Persian inscription records the capture of the fort (Visàlagadh) by the Muhammadans in A.D. 1334. Graham does not give a transcript of this inscription, but he gives (pp. 338, 341) a copy of what he calls "an inscription of the same period" (A.D. 1247).

The following transcript and translation of this latter is supplied by Mr. E. Rehatsek:

Transcript:

بود کار جهان بیمه
این دولت برج افروب میشد تمام
اکر خواهه که نابغه بنانی
کنون زمین تا کویش دولت برج

Translation:

The business of the world is based on resolution;
This Daulat Burj has been completed well.
If thou wallest to know its date,
Now take pains that thou mayest call it 'Daulat Burj' [castle of happiness].

The numerical value of the letters to the two words دولت برج according to the Abjad, give the date -4+6+30+400+2+200+3=645 A.H., which year began 8th May 1247 A.D., as read by Graham. From Ferishtah's statement, however, it is evident the Musulmans did not get possession of it before A.H. 875. May we not suppose an error of 270 or 300 years made by the original scribe in valuing the letters,—say by placing the first figure of the 3rd or 7th letter in the hundreds' place?

Castes of the Bombay Presidency.

(Continued from p. 274, vol. II.)

Bârî; Bârid.—In Rewa Kanta and adjoining parts of Gujarât, Dekhan, and Konkan; the name of a large Koll tribe, also of a district they chiefly inhabit in the firstnamed province; they are widely distributed over the country on the left bank of Mahi River, and have some possessions on the right bank; they are cultivators, but also retain many rude and primitive habits; their language is the Gujarâti. The Bâríâs are regarded as aborigines; like the Naikaâ Bhils, with whom they are associated, they work the micas and carnation mines of their districts, and in the hot months also prepare kâth in the jungles.
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pranara</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>22, 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulamai</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pundâlka</td>
<td>272, 273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purândrika</td>
<td>354-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purâyarâki</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purandara Dâsa</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purângâd</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td>75, 83</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râjus</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>198, 246, 554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râma</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râmbând</td>
<td>183, 306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râmnâna... 65, 131-2, 189, 308, 311</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rândânga... 141-2, 209, 274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rambukandana</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rânumâna</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranâjôdi Dîwan</td>
<td>316-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râñigâr</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rânik Devî</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râni Tuank</td>
<td>330-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratnakîrî</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratnãnîl</td>
<td>127-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravivârma</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râyâdeva</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râyâs of Aneogundi</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reodar</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revatî</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribabhanîthâ</td>
<td>134, 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribhî Kriśhna</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribhînyārîga</td>
<td>140-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodiyâ</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romaka</td>
<td>145-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Româpâda</td>
<td>141-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudra</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rûp</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Şâbda Chintâmâni</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabhâjît</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabhâna</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabhâmâna</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâadhun</td>
<td>260, 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâgara</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sârapû</td>
<td>208, 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahasrâra</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahet Mahôt</td>
<td>12, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Şâhu Râjas</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahyâtî</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saîva Siddhânta</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâkâta... 59, 60, 62, 70, 207-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saketangara</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâkhya</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâkra</td>
<td>195-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâl</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salem</td>
<td>228, 278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâlivôthra</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâlivâhana</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâlop</td>
<td>237-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sânyûd</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samargand</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâmarsîlîha Bâval</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sambhar Sîlîha</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samâja</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâmîlaj</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâmmatîyas</td>
<td>17, 194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampośaranâm</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasâpîtî</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâmudra Pâla</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sânala</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sânûtan</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sânukramâra</td>
<td>141, 260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saùchi</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satâpâkṣerōr</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sangâl</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sangrîm</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sânkamadeva</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sûkâkhyâ... 291, 295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sûdâkrî M.S.S.</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sànta</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sûntâdevî</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sàttî</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sargûjâ</td>
<td>243-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarvajîn</td>
<td>23, 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarvârthasiddhâ</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarvatobhâdra</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarvavîra</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saîkâpura</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sàttâveî</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sàstrî</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sàtârâ</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sàtâvîlî</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sañapû</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satî</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sàtrûfjîya... 14, 184-5, 197, 258, 284</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sàvatîthî</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sâyîd Salar</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sàkrîkôs</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sera</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serpent Worship</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schabhdhasa</td>
<td>240, 367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevanagari</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidhitya</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silhui</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singhadave</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sihnapara</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sokra</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sita</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sit Biit</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sit Kude</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sittana</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siddhruw</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siva</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soriyapura</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srenika</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>139</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>Talekand</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temples</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil books</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasa-saa</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topal Jatui Patoddal</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topana</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topobana</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarandhata</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tathkant</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topanala</td>
<td>263-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tathras</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailok</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas (St.)</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas, W</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thararnas</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tindura</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timevelli</td>
<td>262, 361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tisha Sultane</td>
<td>112, 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiruna</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirunakara</td>
<td>17, 134, 140, 197, 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiru</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirukuranga</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirupati</td>
<td>307-8, 312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiruvallavall</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiz</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolga</td>
<td>92, 275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolga Kena stones</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todar Mal</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toumanyadham</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touchstone</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumkorko</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribhuvanamila</td>
<td>297-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichunpoli</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichand</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivid</td>
<td>296-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trippappur Sradapam</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trissal</td>
<td>139, 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tturfam</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkai</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tukoji</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulu</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsie</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsam</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulasi</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulva</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumali</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### INDEX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>141-3</td>
<td>Tungabhadra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>Turamayya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229</td>
<td>Turtur humilis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>Tuthi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>Tschachatna (T'ch'awna)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308</td>
<td>Udapi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308</td>
<td>Udayakitya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299</td>
<td>Udanyagai Caves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273</td>
<td>Udupi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>Uga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Ugha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>Ugrasena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128, 210</td>
<td>Ujjain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14, 130</td>
<td>Ujjayanta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>Ujjinta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>Undesa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199</td>
<td>Upanga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>Urvasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>277</td>
<td>Utakamand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>Uti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Utpalapida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Uttarkhán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>Védas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>Vágéha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304</td>
<td>Vahnipurdas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>Vaidhára</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>Vaidyanátha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>259</td>
<td>Vajjayanta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307, 309</td>
<td>Vaikunthha Dása</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>Vaimánika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Vaisampáyana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>Vaisishika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>Vásyás</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312</td>
<td>194-5, 312, 316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312</td>
<td>315-6, 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>Vallapakara Šásanas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312, 316</td>
<td>Vamanasthali, Vansthal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369</td>
<td>Vaśchí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307-8, 310, 312</td>
<td>Varáha Dása</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>Varáha lánchana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194, 286</td>
<td>Varáha Mihira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139, 261</td>
<td>Váráväsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>367</td>
<td>Vararuci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130, 139, 260-1</td>
<td>Vardhamána</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>Vardhanasena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>Vasantaçyátri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>Vasiñchí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66, 256, 262</td>
<td>Vastupála</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195, 263</td>
<td>Vasubhdáti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>Vasudeva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>Vasuki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>Vásúpújya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>Vatsaraja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>Váyubháti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295</td>
<td>Veddula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>343</td>
<td>Vedantism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>Vágutváva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229, 230</td>
<td>Vellalar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172-5</td>
<td>Velur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>Vengi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307-8</td>
<td>Vehaçára Dása</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>Veñakaçádeva Maharáhar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371</td>
<td>Venkataçápati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141-2</td>
<td>Vibhágaváka Muni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362</td>
<td>Víchirávaśi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>259</td>
<td>Vídáha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>Vídita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>319, 333, 361</td>
<td>Vidyánarága</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4, 37</td>
<td>Vidyápáti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>259</td>
<td>Víja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307-8, 310</td>
<td>Víjaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>Víjaya Cháulkya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16, 178, 263, 298, 371</td>
<td>Víjayanagar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13, 58, 372, 297, 302</td>
<td>Vikramáditya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104, 106</td>
<td>Vikramaśilá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>338</td>
<td>Village Headmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>Vímala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>Vimaládri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>Vimánas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>272, 299, 301</td>
<td>Vínayāditya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>vinclus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131, 298-9, 302-3</td>
<td>Víra Ballíja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131, 353</td>
<td>Víraçá padya Rája</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ADDENDA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>372</td>
<td>Castes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>372</td>
<td>Cástes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>372</td>
<td>Daoulá Burj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>372</td>
<td>Koli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371</td>
<td>Báría</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371</td>
<td>Bhull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371</td>
<td>Buddha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>343</td>
<td>Víra Śaiva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317-9, 321, 372</td>
<td>Vilálagad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>Vilálékai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316-7</td>
<td>Viláldeva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>Vishnu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>Vishnu Gopa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176, 299, 301</td>
<td>Vishnu Varidhána</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66-7</td>
<td>Vishvamitra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307-8, 310</td>
<td>Vithala Dása</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>272</td>
<td>Vithobá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>Vírakalpastra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304</td>
<td>Vírakalki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-2</td>
<td>Vírakámar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-8-9</td>
<td>Vírañáma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>333, 334</td>
<td>Vírashabhanátha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>Vírashála Sena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>Vyantara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49, 133</td>
<td>Výásana tolú stones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Waddars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>Wágumak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>Wágiri caste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362</td>
<td>Wassiliev, Prof.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>Watson, Dr. Forbes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>Weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>Weber, Dr. A. 57, 274, 285, 295, 362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>Westergaard, Prof.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td>Wheeler, J. T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Wilson, H. H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Witchcraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297</td>
<td>Yádava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>354</td>
<td>Yáksha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>Ýásodá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>Yati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Yekachakra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>Yel, R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331</td>
<td>Yezi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295</td>
<td>Yoga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144-5</td>
<td>Yona or Yavana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>Ziegembálig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>Zulfiqár Khán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371</td>
<td>Sarvamánaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371</td>
<td>Somavamiśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371</td>
<td>Sútra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ERRATA IN VOL. II.

Page 29 b, line 9 from bottom, for Hulle Makru read Hulle Makele.
65 for Kulwadi read Kulavadi.
65 a, l. 7, for Holiar read Holiya.
   17 and 18 for Holhars read Holhars.
   35 Holigiri Holigiri.
110 " 35 " राजादेव " राजादेव.
   37 for... नीतिसंगमकारसम्बंधम्
   " 110 l. 41, for शुक्लादेव read शुक्लादेव.
   111 b 18, for रजस्वला read रजस्वला.
   112 a 10 for अमर read अमर.
   12 " अम अम.
   14 " अम अम.
   115 a, 20 " जङ्भ जङ्भ + जङ्भ read जङ्भ जङ्भ + जङ्भ + जङ्भ + जङ्भ + जङ्भ.

57 a, last line but one, read p. 256b.
   " b 1. 26 from bot. read 'or the Pañchabhdshika.'
   22 " 1 for Gorrey read Garrez.
   14 accidentally, read 'learn of the Jñānakas, the more increases the number of stories which are found there for the first time in India, and occur afterwards in the Brahmanical' &c.
58 b, l. 16, 16, read 'in the story, respectively in the great war of the Mahābhārata, viz. Vālbhika, Nāgārajaṣṭī, &c,'
   58 b, l. 20 read 'Kurukshetrāch.'
   28 " the time of these words.
   31 after 'a poetical form' add—The Rik already has a story of Dvāapi and Samta (see Yādav Nīr. II. 11. 12).
   11 from bot for of read for.
   10 " read 'grihya sūtra of Āsaṇāyana, in' &c.
160 b, lines 6 to 19. The marks for the notes. instead of §§, ఇ, ఇ, ఇ, in order should be ఇ, ఇ, ఇ, §§, §§.
182 a, l. 2 from bottom, for बदन read बदन.
185 b, l. 17, for found read found.
276 a, l. 11, for Mēher read Mēifier.
342 b, l. 19, dele 'way.'
344 b, l. 23, for 'moksha' read 'moksham.'

List of Illustrations—9, for VII. to XI. read VII. to X.
   " 21, for 19 pages, read 9 pages.